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PREFACE

.
I

N the preface to Part I the aim and plan of the whole
work were described, In accordance therewith we shall
·
now pass from the consideration of the evidence in regard to
the history of our Canonical Gospels which is afforded by
traces of the use of them in early days, by express statements about them, and by the position they held in the
Church before and at the close of the Second Century, to the
examination of the Gospels themselves. A few of the discussions in Part I will prove of service in connexion with
points that must now come before us. But the significance
of the conclusions there reached will be chiefly felt when, in
the last Part, we consider more generally the value of the
Gospels as historical records.
In the present Part, as in the last, I have endeavoured
both to indicate clearly the results which appear to me to be
well-established, and also to advance knowledge by further
investigations. From the positions stated, and the brief
accounts of the reasons for them, and the references to
opposite views, in Chapter I, the reader will, I hope, be able to
gather what the chief turning-points have been in the history
of speculation and inquiry on the subject of the relations of
our first three Gospels. A study of that history, the review
and the testing of the arguments that have been employed in
regard to questions that have been raised in the past, form the
best discipline that the student can undergo in order to prepare
him for grappling with problems that still press for solution.
a 3
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The inquiries with which we shall be engaged in the
present Part have this advantage over those with which the
last was occupied, that the means of verifying descriptions of
the phenomena to be explained, and therefore, also, of forming
an independent judgment upon the theories propounded, are
at the disposal of a far larger number of students. They
have the Gospels in their hands. Valuable aids also for the
•work of comparing the Synoptic Gospels have been provided,
especially in England, as in the Synopses of Mr W. G. Rushbrookc, and Dr A. Wright, and the studies and tables
contained in the Hone SynopticcE of Sir J. C. Hawkins.
I have sought also to add to such aids in the Additional
Notes to the first four chapters, and the two Tables at the
end, of this volume.
The fact, too, that in pursuing these inquiries a fuller and
more accurate knowledge of the actual contents of the Gospels
will be acquired, should be an encouragement to those who
arc inclined to be disheartened by the difficulties of the
subject, the variety of views with which they are confronted,
and the intricacy of the considerations upon which decisions
must depend.

Their labour cannot be wholly thrown away.

V. H. S.
TRINITY COLLEGE,
CAMBRIDGE.

,ifay 31, 1909.
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CHAPTER I.
INTRODL'CTORY REMARKS: THE PRESENT POSITION
OF THE SYNOPTIC PROBLEM.

IN the first Part of this work I have discussed the
history of the reception which the Four Gospels met with
in the second century, and have thereby arrived at certain
conclusions in regard to the times by which they must have
been composed, the quarters whence they emanated and the
amount of authority which, on these grounds and by virtue
of the position accorded to them in the Church, they possess.
Some questions which we had to consider related to individual Gospels, especially the fourth. Nevertheless we foun<l
that the history of the recognition of the Fourfold Gospel had
to be regarded as a whole in order that even its parts may be
understood. In the examination, however, of the Gospels
themselves, to which we now pass, I shall group together the
first three and reserve the fourth for subsequent study. This
division of the subject will be understood at once by anyone
who is at all likely to open this volume. The remarkable similarities between the first three Gospels in contents,
arrangement and phraseology, owing to which they have
received the name now so familiar of the Synoptic Gospels,
supply the elements of a literary problem of unusual intricacy,
but also of great interest and importance. In connexion with
the inquiry into it we shall need to bear in mind the peculiar
characteristics of the Fourth Gospel in so far only as may be
necessary for realising the contrast between it and the other
three ; for the perception of this contrast will force upon us
the conviction that the resemblances between the first three
must be due to a cause, or causes, more special than simply
the fact that their theme is the same.
But while the history of the composition of the Synoptic
S. G. II.

I
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The question of the credibility

Gospels forms a subject by itself, the view that we are led
to take of it will at the same time have an important bearing
upon the question of the historical character of the Fourth
Gospel. For in order to estimate fairly the significance of the
difference between their and the J ohannine representations
of the Person of Jesus and the course of His Ministry, it will
be necessary to ask whether their origin is such as to preclude
the probability of incompleteness, or even error, in their
accounts. I would urge this consideration upon the attention
of those in whose thoughts the question of the character of
the Fourth Gospel overshadows all other Gospel problems,
and who, perhaps not unnaturally, are becoming somewhat
weary of the discussion of the Synoptic question. But apart
from this it should be obvious that as the Synoptic Gospels
are some of our chief authorities for the Gospel history, we
cannot afford to leave any points unsettled in regard to their
relations to one another and origin, which it is reasonable
to hope might be decided by fuller investigation. Moreover,
even in the exegesis of the Gospels severally we are brought
face to face with this subject. The commentators in treating
of passages in one of them which have parallels in one or
both of the others cannot forbear from referring to those
parallels, and the question is thus raised whether this or that
difference ought to be regarded as a diverse tradition, or as
due to the feeling and reflection of one or other of the
evangelists, and consequently valuable chiefly as a very early
comment; or again when a series of sayings is to be examined
we want to know whether their collocation is likely to be
original or the result of compilation.
It must be added, however, that our investigations in the
present Part will only serve to contribute material towards
an estimate of the historical value even of the Synoptic
Gospels. Before a final estimate can be formed it will be
necessary to enter fully into the question of the credibility
of the supernatural element in them, which I wish to refrain
from doing before the last stage of our whole inquiry. It may
seem more difficult to avoid taking account of this feature
of the Gospels in the present Part, where the contents of
three of them will come directly before us, than it was in

of the Miraculous to be deferred
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the first Part, where we were concerned only with external
evidence. Nevertheless, there are strong reasons for thinking
that its consideration may well be, and should be, kept
separate from that of the indications of an ordinary kind as
to the trustworthiness, or untrustworthiness, of the Gospels ;
and that after we have examined these we shall be in a
better position for forming an opinion upon it. Further,
as these reasons apply with quite as much force to the
treatment of the Fourth Gospel as to that of the other three,
it will be most convenient to defer the subject in question
not simply to the end of the present Part but to the concluding one, when all four Gospels can be dealt with together.
The principal reasons for deferring it are the following 1•
First, it is coming to be recognised that miraculous stories in
an ancient writing, even if they are to be themselves rejected,
do not discredit the whole document in the way that they
were once supposed to do. If indeed we found someone in
our own or recent generations relating miraculous occurrences
we might be justified in regarding him as a man of bad faith,
or of weak judgment, and unusual credulity, and consequently
in treating him as an untrustworthy witness even when he
made statements in themselves not improbable. Accordingly
in the eighteenth century, and a considerable part of the
nineteenth, deists and sceptics held that the supernatural
element in the Gospels brought suspicion upon their statements generally. In so judging they failed, through the
unhistorical habit of mind then still prevalent, to make
allowance for the wide difference between their own age and
that in which the Gospels were produced. In a time when
all men, including the most highly educated and those of the
greatest sobriety of judgment, found no difficulty in believing
marvels of all sorts, a writer's testimony in regard to more
ordinary events is not prejudiced by the circumstance that he
also records miracles; or if in any degree it is, the question
how far it should be held to be so is a delicate one. Clearly,
1
With the following remarks cp. especially Harnack, Das Wesen des
Christenthums, p. r6 ff., Eng. trans. What is Christianity? p. z5 ff. Also
Professor Burkitt's Paper, read to the Church Congress at Liverpool in 1904,
Church Congress Report for that year, p. 130.

1-2
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therefore, it is advisable that the evidence as to the authenticity of any such record should first be examined, irrespectively of the peculiar nature of portions of its contents.
A further reason for doing this lies in the fact that-as
will be far more commonly allowed now than would have
been the case even a few years ago-the connexion between
mind and body is very imperfectly understood, and that
consequently some classes at least of miracles described in
the Gospels might have happened as (in a certain sense)
natural effects of the presence of a very wonderful Personality,
Who excited faith in Himself in a remarkable degree. Room
is left on this view, to a still larger extent than on the last,
for attributing a historical character to the Gospel narratives,
should the evidence as a whole make it reasonable to do so.
Yet again, those who, on the ground of their belief in the
Divinity of Christ, would refuse to allow that what is recorded
of Him is only to be regarded as possible if it can conceivably
belong to the category of' the natural,' may yet feel strongly
that the question how far a supernatural element is actually
to be admitted, and the hypothesis of illusion and legend
excluded, cannot be determined d priori.
But it may be said that the convictions or prepossessions
of a writer in regard to a matter of such profound interest as
the historical truth of supernatural facts, which are assumed
as the basis for the Christian Creed, must subtly influence his
reasoning in all inquiries connected therewith, even though
he may profess to decide subordinate questions on their
own merits. Certainly it is difficult, to avoid being biassed!
especially in coming to a decision upon doubtful and obscure
points, by the bearing which the conclusions reached will
have upon ulterior positions. But I am convinced that there
may be bias of more than one kind and in more than one
direction, and that those who are strongly attached to the
Creed of the Christian Church are not alone in being liable
to such a fault. The best safeguard against allowing the
critical judgment to be thus affected is to be found in a strong
sense of the need that there is at the present time for
investigations from which all partiality has been excluded,
coupled with a lively realisation of the temptation in one's

Importance of right method
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own case to some particular form of it, and the practice of
constant self-scrutiny in order to discover whether it has been
resisted.
But differences of another kind also have a large share
in determining opinions that are formed on the subjects with
which we are dealing. We hear much of scientific criticism
and its application to the history of the rise of Christianity.
The validity of the processes of science should be beyond
question and the results which it obtains sure. Yet there are
serious discrepancies in regard both to facts, theories, and
worse still, modes of argument, among those who aim at
being scientific critics. The truth is, no doubt, that the study
of history can never be made fully scientific in the sense
which the term has when used of physical inquiries, and that
in the field with which we are concerned-the history of the
rise of the Christian Faith-the difficulties are of a kind to
put the equipment and the capacities of the investigator to
a peculiarly severe test. But the hope of clearer and more
certain knowledge and of a larger measure of agreement
cannot be relinquished even here ;-here, indeed, it would be
less possible to do so than anywhere. And I am sure that,
with a view to progress towards the attainment of these
ends, far more attention needs to be given to the question of
right critical method, the principles which should guide the
judgment, the temper and habits of mind which the inquirer
should cultivate, the kind of experience which he may find
most useful and of which he should seek to avail himself,
than these subjects have hitherto commonly received. It is
true that the discussion of method, whether in the Novum
Organum. or subsequently, seems to have contributed little
towards the making of discoveries in physical science. But
there is this great difference between physical science and the
study of history. In the former the investigator can usually
have recourse to experiment, or (as in astronomy) to predictions which experience verifies, and these means of
ascertaining the truth of his theories are so much more
effective than all others as generally to supersede them. In
consequence of such tests being available, many a hypothesis
which seemed promising to the student when it occurred to

6
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him never emerges, so to speak, from his laboratory, or (if it
does) speedily receives a happy despatch from other workers
and is heard of no more. On the other hand, in early
Christian history and other studies of a similar nature, the
field becomes encumbered with unsound theories, and it
takes often a long time and much labour, which might have
been more profitably expended, before criticism can dispose
of them effectually. Often they win favour at first through
their very faults, because a one-sided presentation of the facts
can be made more striking than a fuller one would be. This
is a grave counterpoise to the advantages that have at times
been derived from the publication of speculations, which have
been imperfectly tested by their authors. It is not, I think,
sufficiently felt that inasmuch as in historical criticism no
practical verification of our theories is possible, there is special
reason for carefully surveying, and considering, the legitimacy
of the grounds on which they rest. It would perhaps be
unprofitable to attempt to lay down rules of right method.
A tact, which is undefinable, in the application of sound
principles of reasoning is at least as important as the
principles themselves. But it may not be useless to insist,
that while pursuing such inquiries as we are engaged upon,
the mind ought to be constantly exercising reflection upon
its own processes'.

It has long been recognised by those who have closely
compared the first three Gospels that the resemblances
between them in regard to words and phrases, the forms of
sentences and of paragraphs, and the sequence of narratives,
are such as to shew that there must be a relationship between
them, either through the dependence of the Gospels themselves one upon another, or upon two others, according to the
order of their priority, or through the use of a common source
or common sources, in writing, or in the form of approximately fixed oral tradition ; or by some combination of these
various causes. And during the past I 20 years or so, during
1 Dr Sanday has done good service in his work on The Criticism of the
Fourth Gospel, by the stress he has there laid on the question of method. See
also Harnack, Spriiche, pp. 3 f., 143.

the history of the subject
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which especially the phenomena in question have been
investigated and discussed, the most diverse explanations of
them have been propos·ed. In commencing the study of
a subject which has this history, it is the part of common
prudence that we should endeavour to turn to account the
experience and the labours of the past. I make this remark,
obvious as it is, because the student may not unnaturally
shrink from doing this owing to the effort which it involves,
and because there seem to me to be signs in some of the
critical work of recent times that there has not been sufficient
preparation of this kind before undertaking it, and that the
work has suffered in consequence.
I desire in this chapter to state certain conclusions which
have, I believe, been adequately established through investigation and controversy. In framing them I have had regard to
the most salient facts, or most impressive groups of facts, to
which attention has been drawn by discussion, rather than to
shades of difference between theories. Where two interpretations of classes of facts agree to a considerable extent,
I have allowed for them in the same proposition as alternatives, in order to draw attention to their common element,
which in general corresponds, as might be expected, to the
clearest part of the evidence. As propositions defining in
a guarded manner the inferences which may most surely be
drawn from the facts, they would, there can be little doubt,
command the assent of a decided majority of critics at the
present day. I am well aware that they would not command
universal assent; and in justifying my statements it will be
necessary for me to meet arguments adverse to them which
are employed by writers, some living and some belonging to
quite recent times, whose opinions are entitled to respect.
I shall give reasons in every case; but it will be suitable
to give them succinctly on points which have been much
· debated and where a large amount of agreement has been
attained. In laying such stress on the agreement of critics,
I would not be thought to imply that I would ask anyone to
accept the conclusions without independent examination.
But if we put any confidence at all in the faculties of the
human mind, we must feel confirmed in our own views when

Theories as to a
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we find that they are in accord with those of a large number
of persons highly qualified to judge.
But in addition to these well-assured results-for such
I am convinced they are-of long and full inquiries, there are
other points as to which much fuller investigation appears
still to be required. These I shall indicate in the present
chapter with a view to their being discussed in the sequel.
By thus distinguishing between positions which have been
already made good and the work that remains to be accomplished, we shall learn how to employ our own labour to the
best advantage.
I. As the first ascertained point let me state that
the phenomena of relationship between the Synoptic Gospels
cannot be explained as the result merely of translation from
a Hebrew, or Aramaz"c, source. The similarities of phrase
are such as require us to suppose connexions through Greek
sources.
In recent times, as well as in the early days of Gospel
criticism, some have attempted to get behind our Greek
Gospels to one or more Semitic documents used in them. It
has not been my intention in what I have just asserted to
rule such inquiries out of court, and the guarded statement
which I have made above will be readily accepted, I believe,
by most of those who engage in them. But the amount of
verbal agreement between the three Synoptics, and between
St Matthew and St Luke throughout considerable portions
of the matter contained in both of them but not in St Mark,
is far too great to be accounted f<>r as the result of the
accidental choice of the same expressions by different translators. This may be held, perhaps, to have been settled once
for all when Eichhorn, who had at first maintained that in our
Synoptic Gospels we possess three independent translations
made by the evangelists themselves, or by others, from more
or less expanded and altered editions of a primitive Aramaic
Gospel\ felt himself compelled afterwards to supplement this
view by the supposition that the three translators, though
not directly dependent one upon another, had nevertheless all
1
1 794·

See his Allgemeine Bibliothek der biblischen Literatur, Bd. 5, p. 784, pub.
.
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used the same older translation in order to shorten their own
labour 1.
But the above proposition is not an otiose one. Even
when facts are not denied, their significance may be ignored.
And so it appears to me that those who of late have been
much occupied with attempts to trace in our Gospels the
effects of diversity of translation from a Semitic source, have
often considered too little how the question of the interpretation of the evidence on which they lay stress is affected by
the signs of relationship through Greek in the Gospels
generally. Herein the chief interest and importance at the
present time of the proposition at the head of this section
will be found to lie. And a few reflections now upon this
point may serve to render clear the course to be pursued in
this work, and to lighten future discussion.
Let me premise that I do not desire to see the Synoptic
question restricted so rigorously as some still think it should
be, or as for a long period, which ended only a few years
ago,.it practically was, to an investigation of the relationship
of Greek documents 1. I hold that it has been sometimes too
readily assumed that where a Semitic original existed, our
evangelists knew only one and the same translation of it.
There is at least one important case in which, as it seems to
me, some of the phenomena are to be explained by the use of
different versions-that of the discourse in St Matthew
commonly called the Sermon on the Mount, and its Lucan
parallel3.
But there are such strong reasons for thinking that the
same Greek sources were used in large portions of the Gospels,
that we are bound in the first instance to consider how far
the hypothesis of the use of these Greek sources will carry
us. And there is a presumption in favour of attributing
differences between parallel passages in the Gospels, wherever
1

Ein!eitung in das N.T. 2te Ausg. 1820, Bd. 1, p. 161 ff.
P. Wemle confines the Synoptic question to this; consequently the study of
Aramaic forms of thought and speech are, according to him, in place only in
connexion with the origin and history of the Gospel tradition, which he regards as
a wholly distinct subject (Die Synoptische F,·age, pp. v, vi). Cp. to the same
effect H. J. Holtzmann, Hand. -corn. zum N. T. I. p. vi.
3 See below, p. So ff.
2
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this can reasonably be done, to a certain freedom to which
the evangelists felt entitled in their use of these common
sources, and in which their varieties of taste and of purpose
were displayed, instead of assuming the collateral use of
a Semitic original, or of a multiplicity of versions of it,
whose very existence is doubtful, and the knowledge of them
by the evangelists still more so, and thus increasing the
elaborateness and artificiality of the supposed process of
composition. I will proceed to illustrate the bearing of these
remarks by a few criticisms on recent writers.
A. Resch has made an elaborate study, not only of
divergences between parallel passages in the Gospels, but also
of textual variations, and of the different forms in which
Sayings of Christ that appear to be in reality the same are
given, whether in the Gospels, the Epistles and other writings
of the New Testament, or by early Christian writers outside
the Canon; and he has suggested Hebrew words and phrases
which, through independent rendering, might have given rise
to these differences 1. Now objection may obviously be taken
to the soundness of an inquiry in which a single cause is
assumed without regard to other possibilities. He should
have compared other explanations which may be given of the
differences to which he draws attention. It is evident that in
many cases the same expression which might be preferred as
a better translation might also, partly on the same grounds of
taste, be preferred by an editor, where the question of correct
translation did not enter. Again, differences due ultimately
to translation might have appeared ,first in various forms of
Greek oral tradition, and in this way have affected writers
who had not a Semitic document before them, and perhaps
could not have used one.
What I wish, however, specially to lay stress upon in
connexion with Resch's investigations is the unsatisfactory
relation in which they stand to the Synoptic question
generally. He starts from certain positions which have been
arrived at by the employment of the ordinary methods of
Gospel criticism, and presents the results of his own inquiries into the traces of a Semitic Gospel as a testing and
1

Agrapha, 1889; Aussercanonische Paralleltexfe, Pts. r., 11., III,, 1893-5.
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confirmation of those previous conclusions 1. This would seem
to be practically equivalent to an admission that the value of
the inferences to be drawn from such facts as he adduces
must depend largely upon their agreement with views already
rendered probable by a surer method. And for a portion of
Resch's presuppositions in regard to Gospel sources it may
justly be claimed that they have come to be widely held, but
unfortunately not for the whole of them by any means. He
adopts the theory of B. Weiss as to a primitive document
containing not only Sayings and Discourses of Jesus, but
a considerable number of narratives, and he would extend
the amount of matter of this kind beyond the point that
Weiss does. And, further, he assumes with Weiss that in
the composition of St Mark, as well as of St Matthew and
St Luke, this primitive document was used both for Sayings
of Christ, and for not a few of the narratives 2• But these are
all very questionable hypotheses. The last, as to Mark's use
of this primitive (Semitic) Gospel, is so especially. Resch,
writing in 1889, confessed that it had still to win its way to
general acceptance, though he was confident that it would do
so. But it has not as yet succeeded in doing so, and we shall
presently see that it has exceedingly little to recommend it ;
while it is open to serious objections 3• The moral which I
would draw is that inquiries such as those of Resch can
properly take only a strictly subordinate place in the general
investigation and consideration of the problem of the Gospel
sources.
Again, Dr E. A. Abbott thinks that instances of erroneous
translation of particular words and phrases in the LXX.
furnish a clue whereby to distinguish errors of translation in
St Mark which were corrected in the two other Synoptics; and
from these indications he infers that behind all three Gospels
there lay a document, which was written, as he maintains, in
Biblical Hebrew'. First, I must point out, as I have done in
1

See Agrapha, § 5, p. 27 f.; Aussercan. Paralleltexte, I.§ 9, p. 152 f.
A. Resch, Agrapha, pp. 27-8 ; Aussercan. Paralle!texte, ll, § 3, p. u f.
3
For the writings in which B. Weiss has maintained this theory, and for the
names of some of his adherents see pp. 49, n. 3, 109, n. I.
4
Clue, A Guide through Greek to Hebrew Scriptun, 1900 ; The Corrections of
Mark adopted by Matthew and Luke, 1901.
2
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criticising Resch, and in my general remarks on the class of
theories we are now considering, that it is not enough to shew
that certain phenomena might have arisen in a certain way ;
this does not prove that they even probably did arise thus,
unless we have looked round and assured ourselves that no
other equally good or better account can be given of them.
The instances adduced by Dr Abbott in support of his
theory, which are of any force, appear to me to be few in
number, and to count for little when viewed in connexion
with the phenomena of the Gospels generally. Yet on such
evidence he proposes to build a peculiarly plain and certain
demonstration1. It is to be observed that he is not conscious,
as Resch undoubtedly is, that such means of inquiry as he
employs are unlikely to prove serviceable unless the investigator takes care to be guided by indications as to the sources
and composition of the Gospels which are supplied to him by
other methods of criticism 2• Further, his view of the way in
which translation has affected the form of the Gospels compares unfavourably with Resch's, because the use of the original
which he supposes is of a more artificial kind. Among
Christians of the latter half of the first century there was
no such desire for verbal accuracy in the Gospel records,
especially in the case of narratives-to which (as well as to
Sayings of Christ) Dr Abbott often applies his principleas would have led our first and third evangelists to turn to
a Hebrew document used in St Mark (supposing such to have
existed) in order to correct it in points of detail. In the case
of the Old Testament, in spite of the .fact that its verbal
inspiration had long been an established tenet, attempts were
not made to correct the errors of the LXX. till a later time,
either by Jews or Christians, and then chiefly (it would seem)
in consequence of the use of the LXX. by Christians in controversy with Jews. Moreover, any persons sufficiently well
acquainted with the original language to make corrections
would scarcely have confined their alterations to the few
1

See the extraordinary passage, Clue, p. xviii f.
Dr Abbott is quite heedless of all such considerations. He even assumes a
Hebrew document used in common by the fourth evangelist and the three
Synoptics. See Clue, IV.§ 3.
2
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instances which can with plausibility be explained in this
way, and have retained so largely in the same contexts the
words of their less skilful predecessor.
I pass to Wellhausen. It is a special and valuable feature
of his recently published commentaries on the Synoptic
Gospels, that he points out Aramaisms. It must always be
a matter of interest in studying the Gospels to observe signs
of the Semitic background, whether we are concerned with
exegesis, or with the question of sources. But in the latter
connexion, more particularly in the case of a narrator such as
Mark, we have to consider whether we have to do with
a somewhat literal translation from a Semitic document, or
with a writer who is to a large extent (it may be) reproducing
narratives which he had heard told in Aramaic, and to whom
it was natural to think in Aramaic though he has written in
Greek, while the dialect of Greek which he employed had
itself also been previously affected by Semitic forms. My complaint against Wellhausen is that he ignores these distinctions,
and that while he implies more or less plainly in various
places that the instances of Aramaic forms of thought and
expression which he adduces are signs of translation from an
Aramaic document, they might be equally well accounted for
in one or other of the remaining ways which I have mentioned 1. And the question which of these views is right is an
important one in connexion with the problem of the origin of
the Gospels.
Objections the same as, or similar to, those which I have
urged in the case of the three last-named writers, also lie
against the inferences as to the sources of the Gospels which
1 E.g., see Das Evang. llfarci, II. 10; vr. 8; VIII. 29. Cp. his Skizzen und
Vorarbeiten, vr. pp. 188-194. He there speaks of "the Aramaic foundations"
which may be discerned as remnants glimmering through "the Greek of the
Gospels," and that in truth not only in the Logia passages. And again of "the
traces of the Aramaic originals of the Gospels."
More recently he has discussed the question of a written Aramaic original of
the Gospels in his Einleitung in die Drei Ersten Evangelien, 1905, pp. 35-8,
though still very inadequately. The few instances on which he builds his case for
such an original of St Mark are such as can well be explained by the effects
of oral translation. The question of a written Aramaic source of the matter
con1mon to our first and third Gospels but not in St Mark, is an entirely different
one.
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J. T. Marshall\ Merx 2, F. Blass 3, and R. A. Hoffmann' have
drawn from the Aramaisms and Hebraisms which they
contain. On the other hand it is satisfactory to observe
that the precariousness of such inferences as to sources, and
the caution that is needed in regard to the whole subject, are
fully recognised and insisted upon by G. Dalman, who has
specially addressed himself to the task of recovering the form
and precise force of the Sayings of Jesus in the language in
which they were spoken, and who is eminently fitted by his
linguistic equipment for the work 5•
Thus far I have said nothing on the difference of view
which has come before us as to the Semitic language in
which the supposed primitive record was composed. The
criticisms which I wished to make did not turn on this point.
But it will be suitable to add a few remarks upon it at this
place. I cannot but think it to be far the most probable that
at any rate the language of a record which consisted largely of
the Teaching of Jesus would be Aramaic, not Hebrew. It is
an accepted fact that a dialect of Aramaic was the language
spoken in Galilee 6• We cannot indeed doubt that Jesus
must have read and deeply pondered the Old Testament for
Himself and must thus have become familiar with Hebrew.
There is some force also in Resch's contention that the people
generally would be able to understand more Hebrew than
1
"The Aramaic Gospel," articles in the Expositor in 1891 and 1892. Prof,
Marshall's work is unsatisfactory on other grounds besides those indicated above.
See the Critique by W. C. Allen and S. R. Driver, Expositor for 1893. See also
G. Dalman'sjudgment, Die WorteJesu, p. 49, Eng. trans. p. 61 f.
2 On Merx's views see H.J. Holtzmann'sart. "Die Marcus-controverse in ihrer
·
heutigen Gestalt," in Arckiv f. Re!igionswissensckaft, x. p. 20, n. 6.
3
See Philology if the Gospels, p. z ro ff., and N. T. Grammar, Eng. trans.
p. 203, n. z.
4 Das Marcusevangeli"um und seine Quellen.
Hoffmann pursues his themethe attribution of differences between parallel passages in the Gospels and of
textual variations in the same passages to diversity of translation-through 644
large octavo pages. His line of argument is peculiarly incomplete and uninteresting,
because he does not suggest the original expressions of which he supposes the
different Greek ones to be renderings. I cannot pretend to have read more of his
·
work than sufficed to shew me his method.
5
See his Introduction in Die WorteJesu, especially§§ 3-7.
6 Dalman adds that there is no reason to suppose anything different in regard
to Judaea (ib. p. 6, Eng. trans. p. 7).
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they would have been masters of for purposes of conversation;
and further that Hebrew words and expressions which they
were accustomed to hear in the passages from the Scriptures
read in the Synagogues would have had peculiarly solemn
and impressive associations for their ears, and might for that
reason have been employed by Jesus. It is quite possible
that He may occasionally have introduced such phrases in
His Teaching. Yet it is evident that when the Targums
began to take shape, and the directions contained in the
Talmud were given regarding the interpretation in Aramaic
of the passages from the Hebrew Scriptures read in the
Synagogues, any teacher who desired to be generally and
fully understood must have spoken mainly Aramaic. There
is no reason to suppose that the circumstances of our
Lord's time were different in this respect. And it is most
· unlikely that disciples who had heard His words uttered in
this language, and who were themselves accustomed to speak
it, and were addressing those who spoke it, would alter their
form. Nor is it probable that any great change in this respect
would be made when they were written down 1, though the
Hebraic element may have been increased in some degree from
considerations of style. Some Hebraisms, as distinct from
Aramaisms, found in the Gospels may be due to this cause.
On the other hand Dalman seems more inclined to attribute
them to the influence of the LXX. upon evangelists writing
in Greek, and he points out that they are specially common
in St Luke 2• I would, however, add that the question
whether Luke may not in his first two chapters, where
Hebraisms are specially abundant, have used a document
which was originally written in Hebrew, not Aramaic, is
quite a distinct question from that of the language in which
a primitive record of the Teaching of Jesus was composed.
The extent to which Greek was spoken in Palestine is
another of the linguistic conditions which should be borne in
mind in connexion with the history of the composition of the
Gospels. It will not be necessary for me to refute the opinion
1
On the probability that such a primitive record was in Aramaic not Hebrew,
cp. Dalman, ib. Introd. §§ 5, 6.
2
Dalman, ib. pp. '29-34 (Eng. !rans. pp. 36-42).
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which was formerly received with some favour that both
Greek and Aramaic were generally understood throughout
Palestine in the time of Christ, the latter being the language
of homely and familiar intercourse, while the former was
customarily employed on public occasions and in religious
instruction, so that it would be natural for Christ to use it,
and that He in fact did so 1• It may be doubted whether any
country was ever bilingual in the sense that the masses of the
population in all parts were masters of two languages. It is
not in this sense that Wales, for instance, or Brittany, can
even now be called bilingual in spite of the primary schools.
In Palestine three districts, J udaea, Galilee and Peraea, were
occupied by a Jewish population which spoke Aramaic.
Most of them might know a few Greek words and phrases,
picked up in their intercourse with strangers with whom they
had traded; but a few only who had resided abroad, or who
had been brought into close contact with high Roman officials,
Or with the court of Herod, where doubtless Greek was in
common use, can have understood or been able to speak that
language well. The Ministry of Christ was confined to this
distinctively Jewish region ; and within it the first communities of believers in Him were formed. But this central
portion of the land was well-nigh surrounded by a belt of
Greek cities and their territories; and it is a significant circumstance that thus within Palestine itself, from the moment
that the new faith began to be carried beyond its original
borders, the necessity arose for setting forth in Greek the
Christian Way of Salvation and the fact~ of the Gospel.
It will be important for us presently to consider how the
tradition, or traditions, which must have begun to be formed
in Greek from a very early time, were related to those
delivered in the Aramaic-speaking Church, and what has
been here said is a preparation for this.
II. In the proposition at the head of the last section one
mode which has been tried of explaining the phenomena
1 This view was first put forward by Isaac Voss.
In recent times it has been
pertinaciously maintained by Professor A. Roberts. See his Discussions on tke
Gospels, 1st edition, 1862; Gretk, tke Language of Christ and His Apostles,
1888. For a refutation of it see Neubauer, Studia Biblica for 1885, p. 39 ff., and
Schiirer, Pt. n. § zz.
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of the Gospels is pronounced insufficient; I must pass a
similar verdict upon another, which has had even greater
vogue, in my next proposition which is this :
The relations between t/ie first three Gospels cannot be
adequately explained simply by the influence of oral tradition.
Among writers on the Synoptic problem not only in
Germany but also in England there is now a very large
amount of agreement as to the untenableness of the Oral
Theory of the origin of the Gospels1. But it is probable that
especially in England there are still many persons interested
in Biblical studies who adhere to it, or who will at least want
to know the reasons why it should be rejected. It was
maintained in the books on the Gospels most widely read in
England a few years ago, and several of which are still, and
l The following English writers may be mentioned among others: Sanday,
E:,;positor for 1891, 1. p. r8o ff. Sir J.C. Hawkins, Expository Times, vol. XIV.
p, 18 f. See also ib. xv. p. 122, and as to another common document, ib. vol.
XII, p. 76 (he expresses himself somewhat ambiguously in Horae Synopticae, p . .p,
n. 2). Dr Armitage Robinson, The Pilot for June, 1900 (he shews what he thinks
in his little book on The Study of the Gospels in Handbooks for the Clergy by the
fact that he does not even allude to the Oral Theory). F. C. Burkitt, The Gospel
History and its Transmission, 1906, p. 34 ff. Dr E. A. Abbott, who in his
article in the 9th edition of Encyclopaedia Britannica seemed to leave the question
open, plainly assumes the use of written documents in his Clue. Salmon, lntroduc•
lion lo N. T. eh. ix. p. 159 ff., rst edition 1885, replies effectively to one of the chief
arguments of the advocates of the Oral Theory, and appears to incline to the view
that the common source was documentary and not simply oral. In the Human
Element in tke Gospels there are passages in which he seems to adopt that theory
himself, see pp. 27, 74; but there are many others to the opposite effect (e.g.
pp. 71, 223), It is with reluctance that I have drawn attention to these incon•
sistencies in a work of such a veteran scholar, which he had not the opportunity
of revising. But I feared that, if I did not, I might be accused of misrepresenting
him.
Dr Wright says (Synopsis, znd edition, p. x) "Bishop Westcott maintained to the
last that it was the only satisfactory solution of the problem." I suppose he refers
to the fact that successive editions of his Introduction to tke Study of the Gospels
were published from which it appeared that his position in regard to the Synoptic
problem remained unchanged. But I am not aware that he wrote anything fresh
upon it, and he never lectured on it during the twenty years of his Cambridge
professoriate. He had become engrossed in other subjects, and there is reason to
think that he never seriously reconsidered this question after the publication of the
second (or first full) edition in 1860. The text and the notes of chapter .111. (on
" The Origin of the Gospels") remained substantially unchanged in all subsequent
editions.
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for good reasons are likely to continue to be, in common use 1•
And at the present time Dr A. Wright, who has rendered
valuable service in the promotion of the study of the Gospels
by his Synopsis, has in the Introduction to it and in other
writings 2 argued vigorously in its defence.
I think, therefore, it will not be superfluous for me to
state as concisely as I can the chief objections to it, especially
as recent writers who have declared against it have either
refrained altogether from giving the reasons why it is unsatisfactory, or at most have indicated them very slightly.
It must first be noticed that the Oral Theory, in the form
in which it has been generally held, does not seem fully
satisfactory to Dr A. Wright himself, and that a modification
in part resembling his has also been put forward by a German
writer. It used to be said that a common form of oral
Gospel arose as the joint result of the teaching, interchange
of thought and experience, and influence upon one another,
of the twelve A pasties during the first stage of the Church's
life. "They remained together," Dr Westcott writes, "at
Jerusalem in close communion for a period long enough to
shape a common narrative, and to fix it with the requisite
consistency 3.'' They and other evangelists adhered to this
common form in their missionary work in different parts of
the world, though at times expanding or otherwise adapting
it. And so "the original oral Gospel, definite in general
outline and even in language, was committed to writing in
the lapse of time in various special shapes, according to the
typical forms which it assumed in the preaching of different
Apostles. It is probable that this oral Gospel existed from
the first both in Aramaic and in Greek•."
1 Besides \Vestcott's Introduction to the Study of the Gospels, I may mention the
Prolegomena to vol. r. of Alford's Commentary, Bishop Alexander's Leading
Ideas of the Gospels, Godet's Commentary on St Luke. A more recent commentary on St Luke in which it is adopted is that of Dr Plummer in the International
Series.
2
The Composition of the Four Gospels, 1890, Some New Testament Problems,
1898, and St Luke in Greek, 1900.
3
lb. P· 17 r.
4 lb. p. 192.
I have quoted from Westcott as one of the latest representatives
of the theory in its original form. Gieseler, the author oL the theory, writes
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G. Wetzel, however, the German writer to whom I have
alluded above, while he holds that the same person in often
repeating the same narrative will fall into a stereotyped way
of doing so, observes that it is impossible to conceive how the
modes of narration of different persons should have contributed to form a fixed type 1• Accordingly he supposes
that it fell to the lot of one Apostle in particular to instruct
Hellenistic Jews who visited Jerusalem, in regard to the facts
of the life of Jesus, of which they, more than. residents in
Palestine, needed to be informed. For reasons which do not
appear to be weighty and which it is unnecessary here to
state, Wetzel imagines Matthew to have been the Apostle
upon whom this duty devolved. As fresh people came he
had to go over old ground again and again. Ere long
through habit his selection of pieces and the words and the
order in which he gave them became approximately fixed.
His hearers impressed what he told them upon their memories
as accurately as possible in order to be able to repeat it
to others when they departed to their own homes. "Doubtless, however," he adds, " many of them made short notes
during the instructions, or immediately after them, to aid their
memories." Out of their notes and reminiscences of Matthew's
lectures, many-the "many" of Luke's Preface-compiled
accounts of the life of Christ, in which some of them also
to much the same effect (Die Entstehung und die friihesten Schicksale der schrift•
lichen Evangelien, r8r8, §§ 6-8). He also grapples somewhat more closely with
the question how the fixed form would be preserved. He thinks that dfaciples of
the Apostles from often hearing them deliver it would naturally have it imprinted
upon their memories. He is against supposing any express learning by heart.
"Ein mechanisches Auswendiglernen der Erzahlungen, welches mit der Begeisterung jener Zeit einen zu schneidenden Contrast bilden wiirde, darf man
deshalb noch nicht annehmen," p. 106.
1 Die Synoptischen Evangelien, 1883, p. 9, "Wie die Erzahlungen verschiedener
Personen allmahlich in einen gemeinsamen Erziihlungstypus zusammengeflossen
sein sollen, ist unvorstellbar." Dr Edersheim drew the attention of English
students to this work in Studia Biblica, 1. p. 75 ff.
K. Veit (Die Synoptischen Para!lelen und ein alter Versuch ihrer Entriitselung
mit neuer Begriindung, 1897) also defends the Oral Theory. The main improvement upon Gieseler's statement of it which he suggests is that more stress should
be laid on the analogy between the Oral Law among the Rabbis and the Oral
Gospel among the early Christians, and thatj Christ's own instruction of His
disciples should be supposed to have been given on the Rabbinic plan.
2-2
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variously inserted pieces which they had derived from other
Apostles. The similarities and differences of our three
Synoptic Gospels are to be explained in this way1.
Dr A. Wright, again, tells us that he would "be the first
to admit that the correspondences between the Synoptists are
too numerous and too minute to be accounted for by oral
teaching," unless "formal lessons " are meant thereby, " which
his (Peter's) catechumens committed to memory 2." St Peter,
according to him, began this work of instruction in Jerusalem,
teaching in Aramaic; Mark acted as his interpreter there
to those who only understood Greek. Thus arose the first
oral source which was carried to other Churches by those
who had thoroughly learnt it and had so become fitted to be
themselves catechists. In •Jerusalem, side by side with this
Petrine-Marcan narrative, another collection of matter was
formed, the Matthaean Logia. These were similarly transmitted, though subsequently to the tradition before mentioned,
to Churches among the Gentiles, in a more or less extended
form 3•
These changes in the Oral Theory have, I cannot doubt,
been felt to be required in consequence of that fuller view,
which has been obtained in process of time, of the facts to be
explained. Nevertheless, the theory has thus been deprived
of that appearance of simplicity which it possessed in its
earlier form, and which was its great charm, especially as
contrasted with the earlier theories of the use of common
documents or of interdependence, such as those of Eichhorn
and Griesbach. Wetzel's hypothesis, indeed, is not open so
largely to the charge of artificiality as Dr Wright's is, but he
escapes it by calling in the aid of writing to account for the
preservation of the same form in the transmission of the
original Gospel from Jerusalem to different parts of the world.
Dr Wright's supposition of an elaborate system of catechizing
and of schools of catechists may, so far as Palestine is
concerned, be partially justified by the precedent of the
r Ib. p. 143 If.
2 Synopsis efthe Gospels in Greek, 1nd edition, p. xiv.
3 Composition of the Gospels, p. 61 If.
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Rabbinic schools, and the habits of mind of the East generally
which made learning by heart natural. But it fits ill with the
conditions prevailing in the mixed communities of Grecian
Jews and Gentiles in the Grfieco-Roman world. Here as
soon as the need was felt for adopting measures to preserve
unaltered the contents and arrangement of the tradition, it
would be obvious to have recourse to writing 1•
We are concerned at present not with establishing any
particular documentary theory but with shewing the inadequacy of the Oral Theory. Nevertheless, it will add very
greatly to the clearness of our discussion if we have at least
the outlines of a definite documentary theory before our
minds, so that we may compare it with the oral. And
fortunately the documentary theory which I would desire
to bring into competition with the oral one is based on the
same general grouping of the phenomena, and up to a certain
point interprets them also in the same way, as the Oral
Theory does. Hence the comparison will be simple and
direct. The Oral Theory acknowledges, though partly in
a sense of its own, the priority of St Mark; that is to say,
it holds that this Gospel corresponds most nearly in its
contents and form to the earliest oral Gospel, which has also
indeed been retained in the two other Synoptics, but which is
there enlarged in two different ways by the introduction of
other matter. I shall suppose on the other hand, in general
accordance with the so-called "'two-document theory," that
St Mark, or a document used and most nearly represented
in St Mark, has been to a large extent reproduced in the
two others, and that the additional matter included in them
has been derived from another document, or from sources
having some documentary connexion with one another.
1 The argument, it would seem, on which Dr Wright relies for shewing why
this was not done, is that •' the possession of documents might lead to torture and
death, but no one could discover or erase the treasure of the heart." Synopsis, ib.
p. xiv; cp. St Luke's Gospel in Greek, p. x. But there is no reason whatever to
think that there would have been any special danger connected with the possession
of written Christian records in the Apostolic Age, or for long afterwards. Besides
it is clear that, if it existed, it did not deter men from committing the Gospel
history to writing a few years later than the time of which Dr Wright is
speaking.
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It is with an explanation of the facts somewhat of this
kind that the advocates of the Oral Theory have mainly to
reckon. There was a time when the diversity of documentary
hypotheses that had been put forward could be appealed
to in order to shew that the Synoptic problem could not be
solved by such a method 1 • But this argument has in great
degree lost its force owing to the growth of agreement as
to the documentary sources. Now, on the oral hypothesis, it
is necessary to assume that the common outline of the Gospel
narrative could be carried to and preserved in places widely
removed from one another, with but little change in the order
of a long series of sections, and to a large extent in the same
words, although the general form, at all events, and the
descriptive portions possessed none of the sacredness of
a book that had come to be regarded as inspired, and in
spite of the fact that the oral tradition was still undergoing
expansion.
This last is a point which deserves special attention. The
earlier form of the Oral Theory breaks down conspicuously,
as it seems to me, from its failure to explain the absence
from St Mark of the additional matter common to St Matthew
and St Luke; while Dr Wright's form also, as well as the
earlier one, breaks down from its inability to give a natural
account of the way in w}:iich this matter came to be combined
with the common outline in those two Gospels in the manner
it is, and without causing more disturbance to that outline
than it has done. This additional matter consists mainly
of Christ's Teaching and is of the highest interest and value.
We should certainly have expected that it would be included
in the contents of the oral Gospel which was everywhere
to be taught, if these contents were agreed upon in Jerusalem
by the Twelve before their separation. It is strange that
Gieseler and those who adopted his view did not perceive
this; and also that they did not feel the necessity of explaining
how, notwithstanding its original omission, the matter in
question was handed on till it was embodied-as to the
position given it quite differently, yet much of it in almost
1

E.g. see Westcott, Introduction, p.

201.
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exactly the same form-in the traditions represented in
St Matthew and St Luke.
Dr Wright avoids some difficulties which here suggest
themselves by supposing that two traditions circulated
separately from a very early time, one that represented. in
St Mark, the other consisting chiefly of the Sayings of Chnst.
He makes Jerusalem the home of them both, where he
imagines them to have existed "side by side in friendly
rivalry 1." This is surely most unnatural ; they could hardly
have been kept from being intermingled if taught in the same
Christian community. But to urge this particular point
against him would be simply an argumentum ad hominem,
because I believe that a better account can be given of the
way in which the two traditions may proba~ly have originated
within the oral period 2•
But it is upon the way in which the Sayings of Jesus have
been combined with the Synoptic outline that I desire to fix
attention. So long as a collection of them merely existed in
the form of an oral tradition, it could only be transmitted to
and learnt in different Christian communities piece by piece,
and so be gradually incorporated in the tradition which had
been previously current. And this is in point of fact what
Dr Wright supposes. But the actual disposition of the
matter in question in both our first and our third Gospels
is not what would have been likely to result from such a
process. There are too many signs of intentional and skilful
arrangement. Luke resolved, apparently, to keep this
additional matter separate. He has given it in three portions.
The matter relating to the preaching of the Bapt/st and to
the Temptation he has naturally placed before the commencement of Christ's Ministry; the next portion he has inserted
immediately after the appointment and list of the Twelve,
the third and longest on Christ's departure from Galilee when
He had ended His Ministry there. In each of the two latter
some matter peculiar to St Luke has also been included. In
St Matthew, on the other hand, narratives from St Mark and
pieces of non-Marean matter are much more intermingled
in the account of the early part of Christ's Ministry. But
1

Synopsis, p. xxvi.

~

See below, pp. 61 ff., 130 ff.
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in the arrangement there are clear signs of a design to exhibit
from the outset the character of His Teaching as well as His
power as a worker of miracles 1• It is to be observed, also,
that with pieces from St Mark others have been united which
were of similar purport, and seemed to belong to the same
occasions, and that nearly the whole of the Teaching of Jesus
given in this Gospel has been collected in a few more or less
well-constructed discourses, each of which has a distinct aim
and character~. These facts can be naturally explained only
if we suppose that our first and third evangelists each had
both the Marean outline and the additional matter, or a
considerable portion of it, lying before him in a written form,
when he set about combining them, so that he could frame
a plan how best ~o introduce the latter into the former and
could systematically carry out his plan.
Further, it is highly improbable that, if the original
outline was known simply as an oral tradition, the sequence
of its sections could, when additions were made, have remained
so little altered as we see it to have been on comparing
St Matthew and St Luke with St Mark. Again and again,
after the introduction of other matter, the thread of the
common order is resumed at the point at which it had been
left. This would be natural enough if the evangelists had
a written source to which they recurred; but if they were
depending upon memory the natural effect of the working
of the laws of association would be that when some fresh
incident or piece of Teaching was recalled the old order of
thought would be more or less extensively disturbed 3•
1

These slatements can be readily verified by Table I. at the end of this vol.
Their structure will come before us partly in the next chapter and still more
fully in eh. v.
3 Dr Wright suggests (Synopsis, p. xvii) that the accepted order was clung to in
oral repetition to aid the memory. But even if it were granted that the Christians
of the first generation are likely to have perceived the advantages of a kiemoria
technica, the supposition would hardly seem to be consistent with that kind of
combination of order with departures therefrom to which I have referred. Dr
Wright also suggests that the oral Gospel was divided into Church Lessons, one
for every Sunday in the year, and that Luke, and I suppose also other catechists,
were thus assisted in preserving the original order of sections (St Luke's Gospel,
p. xi). This is a more astonishing anachronism even than tha~ referred to p. 2 r,
n. 1. How could such a division be made while the current tradition was still
2
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I have laid stress thus far on the close similarity of order
between the three Gospels, so far at least as the contents
comprised in the shortest of them are concerned. It is much
easier to obtain a comprehensive and correct view as to the
extent of their correspondence in this respect 1 than in respect
to all the details of phraseology and mode of presentation
throughout their parallel sections. Nevertheless this latter
class of facts, also, demands attention. In examining similarities and differences of phraseology we must distinguish
between the Words of Christ and the narrative portions of
the Gospel history. There would be special reason for aiming
at verbally exact reproduction in the former case, whether
oral tradition or writing were the means employed. But it
may well be doubted whether such close agreement as we
actually find in a large proportion of the parallel passages
which give the Teaching of Jesus could have been secured
through oral tradition. Both the individual Sayings and
fo process of expansion? Moreover, in the account of public worship by Justin
nearly 100 years later, there is uo trace of such a table of lessons. "The prophets
and the Apostolic Memoirs were," he tells us, "read so far as time permitted"
(Apol. 1. 67).
Among his grounds for maintaining the Oral Theory, Dr Wright lays special
stress upon the fact that Luke omits many of the names of persons and places
given in St Mark. He contends that Luke would not have done this if he had
had St Mark before him in a written form, because he shews that he valued such
details, which, as a good historian, he could not fail to do (New Testament
Problems, p. 63 f., and St Luke's Gospel in Greek, p. xi). It might be sufficient
to reply that no one is perfectly consistent, and that an inclination to give such
details might often be overborne by other considerations. But in point of fact it is
one thing to give details which connect incidents that are related with the general
course of history, or with well-known persons, as Luke shews himself anxious to
do; quite another to bring in names that would be wholly unfamiliar to the
readers addressed, and may well have been so also to the evangelist himself. It
might well seem to him, for instance, suitable to write "a certain blind man sat by
the way begging" in place of "the son of Timaeus, Bartimaeus, a blind beggar,
sat by the way." When he does bring in names of places or persons that would
be unknown he frequently does so apologetically, adding "called" (e.g. "a city
called Nain," vii. 11; cp. ix. 10, xix. 2, xxiii. 33, A. i. 12, xxvii. 8, 16) or "by
name" (i. 5, x. 38, xxiii. 50, etc.). And when he omits such names altogether he
is not untrue to his character as a historical writer. It is the oral narrator rather
than the writer who needs to use proper names of persons however obscure and in
themselves unimportant, especially in narrating to children and simple people, in
order to make his story clear and to impress it upon the memory.
1 See Table I.
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longer pieces of Teaching given in St Mark reappear in St
Matthew with exceedingly little variation on the whole. In
two instances he gives a form of saying which has a different
dogmatic effect1, and in a third 2 he has substituted, as the
reply to the same question, a similar though different answer,
consisting of a saying to which there is a parallel (though not
a close one), in a different context in St Luke. With these
exceptions the changes which our first evangelist would
appear to have made in Sayings of Jesus which he found in
St Mark are quite inconsiderable 3. Often indeed he seems to
combine what he has taken from two sources, one of which
agrees with St Mark; but even in doing this he often gives
the matter which he takes from each in such a way that it
remains distinguishable; he interweaves passages\ keeping
whole sentences from two sources intact, or he inserts clauses
from one into the sentences of the other without altering the
form 0• The divergencies of St Luke from St Mark in Words
of Christ given by both are decidedly greater ; yet the agreement is often very close 6•
Once more, in the matter common to St Matthew and
St Luke but not found in St Mark, there are pieces of Christ's
Teaching, extending in some instances to many verses, which
are almost verbally identical in the two Gospels.
In the descriptive portions there was not the same reason
1

Mt. xvi. 27=Mk viii. 38; Mt. xix. 17=Mk x. 18.
Mt. xvii. 19, 2o=Mk ix. 28, 29.
3 The chief are Mt. xvi. 6 = Mk viii. 15 (where Kai ~aooavKalwv is substituted
for Kai T,Js sVJJ.'1/S 'Hpwoov); Mt. xvii. 12=Mk ix. 12,· 13, where a clause, which
comes in very awkwardly in the middle of Mk v. 12, is omitted and provision is
made for what seems to be the purport of it at the end of the sentence. At Mt.
iv. 17 = Mk i. 15, the difference is probably due to a reviser's hand in Mk;
seep. 142.
4 Cp. Mt. xii. 25 ff. with Mk iii. 23 ff. and Lk xi. 17 ff. (see Analysis,
p. 126). Again cp. Mt. xviii. 6 ff. with Mk ix. 42 ff. and Lk xvii. 1, 2 (see
Analysis, p. 129).
5 For the insertion, or rather the addition of a clause cp. Mt. xvi. 4 with
Mk viii. 12; there is a parallel to the addition at Lk xi. 29=Mt. xii. 38, 39. See
also the following insertions to which we have no parallels, Mt. ix. 12, 13=Mk ii.
17 and Mt. xii. 3-8=Mk ii. 25, 26, 28.
6 For a long passage throughout which the agreement is close see Mk x. 17-27
=Lk xviii. 18-27.
See also the following shorter pieces: Mk x. 14, 15=Lk
xviii. 16, 17; Mk xii. 43, 44=Lk xxi. 3, 4; Mk xiv. 13-15=Lk xxii. 9-12.
2
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for adhering to one form, and there is in point of fact in these
portions a larger amount of diversity between the Gospels.
Yet even here between the sections in St Mark and the
Matthaean and Lucan parallels thereto we may note almost
throughout an astonishing amount of agreement in the forms
of paragraphs and of sentences, and the order of clauses,
and in words and phrases.
It will, however, be urged that the strength of the case
for the Oral Theory lies in the differences of the Synoptics
from one another which are intermingled with the resemblances, and that this combination of resemblances and
differences can only be satisfactorily explained on that
theory. It would have been unworthy, it will be said, of
any of the evangelists to make wholesale use in their own
Gospels of written records already composed by others, and
if they had done so they should have reproduced them with
greater fidelity. But this is to look at the matter too much
from the point of view of the present day, and in particular
to ignore the very peculiar conditions under which the Gospels
were composed. There can in reality be no question that
writers of former times, very special1y in the case of historical
records, felt themselves at liberty to adopt what had been
compiled before as if it were their own, and in doing so to
modify and add to it, in a way that at the present day no
honourable and self-respecting writers would, and to an
extent that those who are not of this character would not
dare to do. The difference of feeling on the subject, and of
the real morality of the act, lay partly in the absence of the
pecuniary advantages and consequent legal rights connected
with authorship, but perhaps even more in the fact that before
the invention of printing, the distinction must often have
been a shadowy one between copying for the private use of
an individual, or of a limited circle, and publication. He who
copied a document and in doing so partly abridged, partly
enlarged it, may never have contemplated the possibility that
his MS. would itself be copied, and that what he had taken
from others without full acknowledgment would be regarded
as his own. Further, in the case of the evangelists it is to be
observed that the facts which ex liypothesi they took from
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previous written records were in reality the common property
qf the Church. So far as the statement of them already
made was satisfactory it would be suitable to reproduce it.
The men who had indited these records would themselves
have made no claim to authorship in the ordinary sense, and
the later of the writers with whom we are concerned were of
the same generation, or approximately so, as those whose
work they used. They are likely to have possessed additional
information, oral and written, of an equally trustworthy
character, or what seemed to them to be such; and where it
did not agree with the document which in the main they used
they would not have hesitated to follow their own preferences in
their own record. Oral tradition must still have been a living
thing 1 at the latest time at which any one of the Synoptic
evangelists wrote, and still more so in his early life. If he
had been accustomed to hear a Saying of Christ given in
a form, or an incident placed in a connexion, different from
that in which he found it in his document, he would naturally
correct or modify the latter in accordance with his own
memory. Many of the more material differences as to events
and their sequence, and the form of Christ's Sayings, may
thus rest on independent evidence upon which the evangelist
who altered his principal document relied. But it must be
remembered, also, that there was not in that age such a sense
of the importance of verbal exactness in the repetition even
of Christ's Words, as we might have expected ; the practice
of the early fathers in quoting them is proof of this 2• So
also one or other of the evangelists may in some cases have
persuaded himself that a particular arrangement of incidents,
which had seemed to him the most suitable, gave the true
historical order.
Lastly, very many of the differences in the parallel sections
of the Synoptics do not by any means strengthen the case for
1 Even Papias, it will be remembered, could speak of the twaa rf,wP11 Kai
µhovaa in regard to facts of the Gospel history (Eus. H.E. III. 39).
2 Zahn, Einleit. II. p. 324, forcibly appeals to differences in the N.T. itself in
regard to the form of the Lord's Prayer, the Institution of the Lord's Supper, and
one or two other points, in order to shew that there could not have been among
the early believers such uniformity of oral tradition as would ,of itself account for
the amount of agreement that we find between the Synoptic Gospels.
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an oral hypothesis, but on the contrary give clearly the
impression that they are due to the revision of St Mark by
the authors of the two other Gospels. They are of the nature
of stylistic improvements, and consist in the employment of
more polished Greek words or constructions for uncouth ones,
the compression of passages by the removal of redundancies
or the omission of comparatively unimportant details, and
the more logical, or more effective arrangement of clauses, or
of the points in a description. Or they display the idiosyncrasies of the first or the third evangelist1. And yet
their limited extent in each instance suggests that they have
been made in a document, which held in check (as it were)
those who sought to improve upon it, continually bringing
them back to what lay before them. If they had simply
committed to writing an oral tradition, they would probably
have moulded it much more freely so far as the literary form
was concerned 2 •
II I. It follows from what has been thus far urged in this
chapter that in seeking for a solution of the Synoptic problem,
we must look primarily for relations between the Synoptic
Gospels either through the direct dependence of one upon
another, or through the common use of Greek documents. As
regards connexions of the former kind it will be well at once
to lay down one proposition upon which it will not be necessary to dwell at length. Some subsequent discussions will
thus be simplified.
Our third evangelist was not to any considerable extent
dependent upon the first (or the first upon the third) for t!te
common contents of their Gospels.
Hardly anyone will, I believe, at the present day dissent
1

See Additional Note, p. 51 ff.
I have discussed the character of the evidence generally because it is only by
a survey of the whole mass of evidence that the question as to the use of a written
source, or written sources, can be decided. But as an individual iustance hard to
account for on an oral hypothesis I may mention the three successive predictions
of the Passion, given at exactly corresponding points and with the peculiarities of
the several announcements preserved in each Gospel (Mk viii. 31=Mt. xvi. 21=
Lk ix. 22; Mk ix. 3r=Mt. xvii. 22, 23=Lk ix. 43, 44; Mk x. 32-34=Mt.
xx. r7--19=Lk xviii. 31-33. It is surely most unlikely that in oral tradition the
different occasions and the words used at them would not have been confused.
2
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from this statement. E. Simons has, it is true, maintained
that our third evangelist had read St Matthew and that he
was in certain particulars affected by his reminiscences of it1,
and he has also succeeded in convincing a certain number
of critics of the truth of his view. I shall discuss it fully in
a later chapter. But Simons, and those whom he has persuaded, only suppose Luke's acquaintance with St Matthew
to be accountable for certain quite subordinate touches in his
Gospel. I have sufficiently allowed for their view in saying
that he " was not to any considerable extent dependent upon
St Matthew."
In the matter common to St Matthew and St Luke, but
not found in St Mark, there are many sentences, and even
whole paragraphs, which are almost verbally identical, but the
arrangement of this matter in the two Gospels is, as we have
already observed, widely different. The task of separating
the various portions of this matter from the contexts in which
they stand in St Matthew and putting them together and
introducing them again as they appear in St Luke would
have been a very troublesome one, and there could be no
good reason, so far as we can see, for undertaking it. Again,
in those portions of his subject-matter which our third
evangelist has in common with both the other Synoptics
he is on the whole very much closer to St Mark than to
St Matthew. Lastly, in his account of the Birth and Infancy
of Jesus he has manifestly not drawn from our first Gospel.
On all these grounds we are justified in asserting that in the
main at least he was not dependent upon that Gospel in the
composition of his own work.
'
IV. We may now pass on to consider more fully that
view of the documentary relations of the Synoptic Gospels
which I have already implied when discussing the Oral Theory.
It is embodied in the two remaining propositions laid down
in this chapter. The first of these is that
A record which, if not virtually identical with our St Mark,
is at least most nearly represented in £t, was largely used in the
composition of our first and third Gospels.
This thesis, which is now one of the most widely accepted
1

Hat der dritte Evangelist den kanonischen lUatthiius benutzt? r88o.
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results of modern criticism of the Gospels, cannot claim
support, it must be admitted, either from early tradition, or
from long prescription. Early tradition, as represented by
Irenaeus, though it did not expressly affirm the independence
of the evangelists, might most naturally have been understood
to imply it. Augustine, however, from observing the close
similarity in matter and language between St Matthew and
St Mark was led to surmise a connexion between them. In
forming his conception of that connexion he did as little
vi;lence as possible to existing prepossessions. He supposed
that Mark, the disciple of Apostles, whose Gospel ordinarily
stood second, and never first, in the list of the Gospels, had
made use of the Gospel by an Apostle, which stood at the
head of that list. Both Augustine himself and the Church of
his day would have refused to believe in the inverse relation
between these Gospels. And the same may be said of the
whole Middle-age. Further, during the sixteenth, seventeenth
and the greater part of the eighteenth centuries, while some
scholars asserted the independence of St Mark, the rest with
scarcely an exception adhered substantially to the Augustinian
view of its relation to St Matthew1. At length Griesbach
added St Luke to St Matthew as a source of St Mark,
maintaining that the last-named was wholly derived from the
other two. He first indicated this view incidentally in 1783
in a praelection on the " Sources whence the evangelists drew
their narratives of the Resurrection 2," and elaborated it in
a dissertation published in 1790 3• But meanwhile G. C.
Storr had taken the decisive step which opened out a wholly
new point of view.
In an essay, Ueber den Zweck der
evangelischen Geschichte Johannes (§ 58 ff.), published in 1786,
1 For a convenient summary of opinion among the theologians of the Reformation up to the middle of the eighteenth century, see Lardner's Credibility,
This may be supplemented from
Supplement, Pt. r. eh. 10 (pub. 1756).
J. D. Michaelis, Introduction, 4th edition (1 i88), trans. by Marsh, vol. 3, Pt. r.
eh. 5, §§ 4-7.
2 See the closing paragraphs pp. 255-6 in his collected Opuscula Academica,
II, published in 1824.
3 The title of this dissertation is Co111111entatio qud Marci evangelium totu111 e
Matthaei et Lucae commentariis decerptum esse monstratur. It was republished
-in a revised and much enlarged form in 1794, and is so given in the Opuscula, 11.
PP· 358-425.
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he suggested that St Mark was prior to, and used in, both
St Luke and St Matthew, and afterwards defended this thesis
forcibly and emphatically in a reply to Griesbach ( 1790)1.
For a long time this view found little favour, but from 1835
onwards the claims of Mark's Gospel to be regarded as
either itself the source from which the authors of both our
first and our third Gospels derived the matter which they have
in common with it, or to have preserved most nearly the
character and outline of that source, have been powerfully
urged by a succession of writers 2• And this view has ever
increasingly commended itself to students of the Synoptic
problem during recent years.
Keim was, I think, the latest writer of eminence who held
Griesbach's theory 8• No small part of the importance which
once belonged to it was due to the fact that Baur', and the
older members of the Tiibingen school generally, had espoused
it with confidence; yet A. Hilgenfeld, the ablest of the later
members of that school, declared in his Introduction to the
New Testament (1875) that he had long asserted St Mark to
be independent of St Luke, though not of St Matthew'.
C. Holsten, also, another of the later disciples of this school,
took up the same position 6 • On another side Th. Zahn has
sought to adhere to the traditional view of St Matthew, while
recognising to some extent the signs of secondariness in it
relatively to St Mark. He has accordingly revived a view
1 See In librorum N. T. kistoricorum loca quaedam, vol. III. ; Diss. prima,
pp. 63-8.
2 Lachmann (De ordine narrationum in roang~liis sy,aopticis, Stud. u. Krit.
1835), and C. G. Wilke (Der Urevanl{elist, 1838) prepared the way for this view
by contending that St Mark was "prior" to the two other Synoptics, either in the
sense that in it the oral tradition is exhibited in its earliest form, or as a document.
Some of the chief writers to establish definitely the position that our St Mark
itself, or a document most nearly represented in it, was actually used in the
composition of our first and third Gospels were C. H. Weisse in Die Evange!ische
Gesckichte, 1838, and Die Evangelienfrage, 1856; H. J. Holtzmann, Die
Synoptischen Evangelien, 1863; C. Weizsacker, Unte.-suchzengen uber die
Evangelische Geschichte, 1864; B. Weiss, Das Marcusevangelium, 18j2,
3 See his Jesus ef Nazara, 1867, vol. I. p. 118, Eng. !rans.
4
Die kanonischen Evangelien, 1847, p. 535 ff.
5 Ein!eit. in d. N.T. p. 504 f.
He had written to this effect in 1850 and
Baur replied in Das Marcusevange!t'um, 1851.
6 Dt'e Synopt. Evang. 1885.
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suggested by Grotius, that Mark used the Hebrew Gospel by
the Apostle Matthew, and that the translator of the latter in
turn made use of Mark's rendering for those parts in which
he had already given one 1•
Holsten's chief arguments for the priority of St Matthew
are of a kind which would appeal to few, if any, minds now.
They are of the approved Tubingen type, being drawn from
the supposed relations of parties in the second century. But
Hilgenfeld aims at being critical in the more ordinary sense
of the term, and his arguments deserve consideration. Again,
it would not be right to disregard what is urged by a man
of Zahn's learning and position. The question, therefore, of
the relations between St Matthew and St Mark must receive special attention. Yet it is not desirable that it should
be isolated from other parts of the Synoptic problem. That
problem must be considered as a whole. The full strength
of the case for the use of St Mark in the composition of
St Matthew can only be realised when St Luke also is
compared with both these. It was a merit in Griesbach's
hypothesis that it brought the relations between St Mark and
the two other Synoptics into view together. And consequently
in any attempt to deal comprehensively with the evidence
bearing on the origin of the Gospels this hypothesis can
hardly fail to appear on the scene, as an alternative explanation, albeit one to be rejected.
Let me then first describe certain salient features of relationship between the Synoptics which are beyond dispute,
and to which I have already alluded in more or less general
terms 2•
1 Annot. in Evang. secund. Matth. preface, near end, "Sicut autem Marcus
usus est Matthaei Hebraeo, ni fallor, codice, ita Marci libro Graeco usus est, mihi
videtur, quisquis is fuit Matthaei Graecus interpres : nam quae Marcus ex
Matthaeo desumserat, idem hie iisdem prope verbis posuit, nisi quod quaedam a
Marco Hebraico aut Chaldaico loquendi genere expressa propius ad Graeci
sermonis normam emollivit." Zahn refers to Grotius, Einleit. II. pp. 196 and 322.
Salmon seems at the end of his life to have inclined to the same view, see
The Human Element in the Gospels, p. 405, comparing therewith pp. 41 f.,
301, etc.
2
Statements (a) to (d) following may be readily verified by examining Table I.
at end of vol. ; for (e) a Synopsis such as Rushbrooke's or W right's is of course
necessary.
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Features of relationship between the Gospels

(a) While the narratives of the Birth and Infancy of
Jesus in St Matthew and St Luke are widely different, these
Gospels begin to agree with one another and with St Mark
from the point at which the latter begins, namely with the
Ministry of John the Baptist.
(b) By far the greater part of the subject-matter of
St Mark is found in both St Matthew and St Luke, and there
is on the whole a close parallelism between all three in
the arrangement of this matter. In other words there is
a common outline ; into this in St Matthew and St Luke
a considerable amount of additional matter has been quite
diversely introduced.
(c) With very few exceptions, our first and third evangelists, so far as they omit incidents or sayings given in St Mark,
do not omit the same ones ; the result being that almost all
the sections in St Mark are found also in one or other of the
two remaining Synoptics; that is to say, there are very few
passages peculiar to this Gospel.
(d) When the sequence of narratives in St Matthew or
in St Luke differs from that in St Mark, the other one agrees
with St Mark. In other words St Matthew and St Luke do
not, save in one or two instances, unite against St Mark as to
order. When all three do not agree in respect to it, we have
the same sequence in St Matthew and St Mark, or in St Luke
and St Mark.
(e) There is, further, an agreement which is generally
considerable and sometimes very full between St Mark and
each of the two other Synoptics in the manner in which
incidents are related, and in phraseology. All three frequently
agree in these respects. But there are also commonly
particulars of this kind in which St Matthew and St Luke
each separately agrees with St Mark. On the whole the
correspondence is closest between St Matthew and St Mark;
but there are some cases in which the correspondence is
closer between St Luke and the parallel passage in St Mark
than between the latter and a parallel in St Matthew. Finally
it is to be observed that the amount of agreement in statements or words between St Matthew and St Luke alone, in
all those portions of their Gospels which are in substance con-
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tained in St Mark, is trifling in comparison with the agreement
of each separately, and even of both together, with St Mark.
Now if, instead of supposing, with Griesbach, that Mark
extracted his matter from the two others and worked together
what he took from them, we suppose that the authors of these
Gospels used St Mark, or a document resembling St Mark,
and each in his own way revised and supplemented it, we
have a simple and natural explanation of these phenomena.
We are not then under the necessity of finding a reason
for the absence from St Mark of much interesting matter
which is contained in the two other Synoptics. Again, the
fact is accounted for, not only that there is a large amount of
agreement both in sequence and in language between
St Matthew and St Mark and between St Luke and St Mark,
but also that to a less but yet considerable extent St Matthew
and St Luke agree with one another in agreeing with
St M;uk.
This parallelism between St Luke and St Matthew in
Marean contexts is, it should be observed, left altogethe~
unexplained by Griesbach's theory. That theory calls for:
another besides itself to complete it, and such a supplementary
theory is not forthcoming. We should not, indeed, be at
a loss for one, if we could hold that either our first or our
third evangelist had used the work of the other as one of his
principal sources, but that possibility has already been
excluded 1.
The case is not,. I think, substantially altered when we
pass from a broad and comprehensive survey of the contents
of the three Gospels to the examination of particular
passages.
It is true that in some instances phrases, or whole
sentences, occurring separately in St Matthew and St Luke
but conjointly in St Mark, might have been intentionally
combined in the way that Griesbach's theory assumes 2•
Moreover, early and mediaeval writings in which more than
1

See p. 29 f.
E.g. at Mk i. 32=Mt. viii. 16=Lk iv. 40, it would not ha\'e been difficult
to combine oy;las /le -yevoµlv'f}S (Mt.) ovvovros /le TOU fj>,.lov (Lk) into oy;las /le
-yevoµlv'f}s on lilvuev o ii)uos (Mk).
2
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one source has been drawn upon would supply not a few
illustrations of patchwork of this kind. The conflate readings
of which there are many in manuscripts of the Gospels may
likewise be compared. But, in the first place, those who hold
that a document most nearly represented by our St Mark lay
before the two other Synoptics are not precluded from
supposing that an editor of the former has here and there
introduced into it touches from the two other Gospels.
Further, it would in very many cases have been an exceedingly troublesome, or even an impossible, task to frame
St Mark's account out of the parallels in the two other
Synoptics. His narrative appears to underlie them both, but
cannot be said to combine them. Their different expressions
have not been fitted together in St Mark, but can reasonably
be regarded as recastings of St Mark 1•
It will also be remembered that in discussing the Oral
Theory I have referred to the many indications of the r~vision
of St Mark in St Matthew and St Luke. We were then
concerned with a theory according to which St Mark represents the Gospel tradition in its earliest form, and this would
account for the peculiar vividness and freshness which has
been often noticed in this Gospel. But the comparative loss
of this characteristic in the two latter, so far as it is admitted,
1 E.g. cp. Mk i. 30, ;p =Mt.viii. 14, r5=Lk iv. 38, 39, vv. immediately pre•
ceding one of the instances given, p. 35 n. 2. The statement as to the illness of
Simon's mother-in-law is made by Mark in a separate sentence. The writer of St
Matthew brings it into the one which describes Jesus coming to the house; he has,
however, an equivalent for Mark's KO.TEKELro and uses the same word for "being in
a fever." Luke, on the other hand, has a sentence of the same form as Mark's to
describe the sick person, but has no word corresponding to KO.TEKetTO and a
different expression for 1rvpE(l(IOV(la. Mark's words might well have suggested the
form either in St Matthew or in St Luke; but it is inconceivable that any rational
being would have set himself to fuse the two and thus have produced what Mark
has written. The same holds of other parallelisms between St Mark and St
Matthew, and St Mark and St Luke, in the same verses.
As another example take Mk ii. 24=:\1:t. xii. 2=Lk vi. 2. In St Mark and
St Matthew the Pharisees address Jesus on the subject of the conduct of His
disciples, but in St Mark only is the form interrogative-roe rl ,ro,ov(ILV; In St
Luke also they ask a question, but it is addressed to Jesus and the disciples
together, or to the latter-rt 1ro,e'he; Here again it cannot be supposed that
anyone would have tried to give what the first and third evangelists have written
in Mark's form; but that the expressions of each of the former should have been
derived from the latter is natural enough. Such cases are innumerable.
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would be attributed, by those who hold that theory, to the
imperceptible influences of oral repetition of the tradition,
though it might also be due to the different treatment of
such a tradition. We examined, however, the differences
in question and saw that they were of a kind which could
only .naturally be the result of the use of the contents of
St Mark lying before the other two writers in a documentary
form 1. It is unnecessary to go over this ground again here.
I would. insist only upon the point that, while in the case
of some of the differences between St Matthew or St Luke,
and St Mark, considered in themselves, the change might
almost equally well be supposed to have been made on either
side, there are many in which it is easy to understand why
our first or third evangelist should have altered Mark's form
but not possible to assign a good reason for Mark's having
altered theirs ; and that there. are not instances to set over
against these, at all comparable in number, where it would
be more natural to suppose that Mark has made the alteration.
The latter appears to have been clearly the less experienced
writer and to have had less mastery of Greek. But such
an one would have been scarcely more likely than a writer
of greater skill to substitute awkward turns of expression
for better ones, or a less for a more simple and lucid
arrangement, in a record which on the whole he closely
followed. On the other hand, that uncouthness should be
remedied and solecisms removed is just what we should
expect of a revising hand. Further, our first evangelist
repeatedly connects two narratives closely in time where
Mark's language is vague. And surely it is more likely
that the juxtaposition of two narratives in a document should
have been taken to imply immediate sequence in time, than
that a definite indication of time should have been obliterated.
Once more it is improbable that a devout Christian would
omit words expressive of reverence for and faith in Jesus
which he found in his source, as Mark must have done if
he had St Matthew before him 2• Instances of these kinds
clearly have weight in proving that the second Gospel was
used in the composition of the first and third, and not either
1

Seep.

28.

2

See Table of instances on p. 5 I ff.
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the first or third in that of the second. But when once we are
convinced that this is the true relation between them, it will
also seem natural to explain many differences of that ambiguous kind to · which reference has been made above, as
due to the revision of St Mark.
It was, however, as we have seen, maintained to the end
by Hilgenfeld, that our Greek Gospel according to St Matthew,
was prior to and used by Mark ; while Zahn maintains that
a Hebrew original of that Gospel was used by him. What
then are their arguments ?
Both Hilgenfeld 1 and Zahn 2 give lists of instances in
which the dependence of Mark is, they think, evident. We
are entitled to assume that they have brought forward those
which they consider to be the strongest. Some, but by no
means the majority, appear to have force 3• It is to be
observed, however, that the admission of a certain number of
expressions in which the advantage in regard to priority is on
the side of St Matthew does not militate against the acceptance
of the proposition stated above. Even those who suppose
our St Mark to be practically identical with the work which
lay before the first and third evangelists can have no difficulty
in assuming that subsequently to the time of their use of it
some alterations were made in it by copyists. But we have
also left another view of the relations of the three Synoptics
open, as an alternative, namely that instead of our St Mark
being regarded as the source of the two others, all three
should be held to have used a common source, which was
edited even in St Mark to some extent, though not to the
same extent as in the two others. If so, there may well be
cases in which the original document is more accurately
reproduced in them than in St Mark.
I have here allowed for certain cases in which St Matthewand for the matter of that St Luke. also-may give us an
2 Ein!eit. II. pp. 330-2.
1 Ein!eit. pp. 505-10.
s The most significant in Hilgenfeld's list-less' than a third of the whole
number mentioned by him-appear to me to be those occurring in Mk vi. 3;
vi. 8, 9; x. 12; x. 24 {Western and Syriac); x. 30; xiv. 30, 72; xiv. 58. Mk
~;j. 1-23 may be added from Zahn's list. Some of the~ will c;ome before us in
the course of our inquiries.
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earlier form of words than St Mark. But among these I do
not include those brief accounts of discourses in St Mark1,
in the form of which Zahn sees clear signs that they were
extracted from St Matthew. These passages of St Mark are
interesting and important in connexion with the inquiry into
the sources and composition of the Gospels. Whether their
features do, or do not, point to their being extracts from a
fuller written record I will not at this point consider ; suffice
it to say that for several reasons the record from which he
made the extracts cannot have been St Matthew 2•
I will now examine briefly the chief reasons of a broader
kind which Zahn gives for his view. (1) He maintains that
the Grotian theory is the only one which corresponds with
the tradition in regard to the composition of the Gospels,
because according to tradition Matthew composed his Gospel
in Hebrew at an earlier date than Mark composed his, so
that Mark might have used the Hebrew Matthew, but not
Matthew Mark, while Mark's differences may be put down
to his reminiscences of Peter's teaching 3• In reality, however,
this theory sets aside the tradition about Mark in favour of
a less precise or trustworthy one in regard to Matthew. The
account of the Elder related by Papias represents Mark as
simply writing down what he remembered of Peter's teaching.
And even if it be allowed that this statement need not
exclude the possibility of his having also made use of other
material written or oral, it certainly does not suggest that
1 Mk i. 7, 8; vi. 8-11; xii. 38-40.
1 Zahn lays special stress on the combination of the indirect with the direct
form of speech in certain passages of St Mark and a separate introduction (three
times ica! l">,e'Y"' avrois, once ical eKiJpu,nrev 'Ai"(wv) for the latter, when (according to
Zahn) he is about to make an exact extract from his authority. See Ein!eit, n.
PP· 327, 330, 332. In Mk i. 4, 7, 8 and vi. 8-u, we have also briefer accounts
than in Matthew's parallels. But (as we have already observed, p, 23f.) when we
compare Luke's Gospel we see that our first evangelist in the latter case has in
reality combined a short account such as Mark's with other matter which Luke has
kept separate. By analogy it is probable that in i. 4, 7, 8 Mark is not extracting
(see further, p. 109 ff.). Again, when Mark uses l'AE"yev a6roi's at ii. 27, it is not
to introduce an extract from St Matthew, for the saying he proceeds to give is not
in St Matthew, while at vii. 9, where the formula is again used, he is not turning
from indirect to direct, and in the whole context he is somewhat fuller than
St Matthew.
3 Einleit. 11. pp. 3a f. and 326.
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he mainly derived .his Gospel by translation from Matthew's
Hebrew work. Nor is it probable that if he was a hearer
of Peter the store of his recollections would have supplied
hardly anything substantial to be added to what he found
in Matthew-little in fact beyond a certain number of vivid
touches in narratives already related there. The most striking
differences between St Matthew and St Mark are differences
in the placing of certairi incidents, and Zahn considers that
Mark· departed from Matthew in these respects under the
influence of his reminiscences of Peter's teaching 1• But
Mark's arrangement is just the one feature in his Gospel,
which, according to tradition, is not to be attributed to Peter.
How far we are bound to follow this tradition about the
composition of Mark in regard to this question of the order
of narratives, and in other respects, may be matter of opinion;
but at least it is entitled to more weight than the far vaguer
words about Matthew proceeding from the same source 2, or
the later statements of Irenaeus and Eusebius.
(2) Zahn holds that the Gospel according to St Matthew
was expressly written, even to its minute details of contents
and form, for Jews and Jewish Christians of Palestine, and
that it could not, therefore, have been dependent upon a
Gospel written for Christians outside of Palestine 3• To this
it is sufficient to reply that, although this Gospel was undoubtedly addressed to Jews and J e,vish Christians, it does
not appear that those resident in Palestine were before the
writer's mind, rather than those of the Dispersion 4.
(3) Zahn urges that "the Matthew-Gospel presents itself
as a work of large design and a single casting (von grossem
Entwurf und aus einem Guss); the Mark-Gospel as a piece
of mosaic carefully put together out of many pieces 5." vVith
regard to the latter part of this assertion little more can
be said at this place than that this is as far as possible from
being the impression which the Gospel according to St Mark
gives to the majority of readers. We get a different view
1

Einleit.

II.

p. 325.

2

See vol.

1.

pp. 52-7 of the present work.

1 Einleit. II. p. 324 (4).
4 See below, the chapter on the Gospel according to St Matthew, pp. 330,
359-363, 365 ff.
5 Einleit. II. p. 325 f.
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from Hilgenfeld, who attributes the alterations which, as he
supposes, Mark made in Matthew to a desire to set forth
the Gospel history in a way to bring out rriore forcibly the
unfolding drama of Christ's work and the reception that He
met with 1• I believe, however, that Zahn is right in finding
in St Matthew a more manifest uriity of design, such as the
writer must himself have been conscious of2. And I would
ask,·Would not a writer who had a clearly conceived plan for
his whole work be more likely to feel impelled to alter the
arrangement of the matter in a document lyirig before him,
than one who wrote artlessly? Zahn, however, implies that
the unity in Matthew shews that the work is of "a single
casting," the product of a mind working freely. But when
we analyse that impression of clear purpose which we get
in reading this Gospel, we perceive that it is produced by
a limited number of comments which he has made, especially
in the form of citatioris from the Old Testament, and some
incidents and sayings peculiar to himself which he has included, as well as the manner in which he has arranged
some portions of his matter. All this he could have done,
with the object of giving prominence to certain aspects of the
history, even while he in the main reproduced a record, or
records, which had preceded his own.
(4) Zahn admits that there are indications of the use and
revision of St Mark in ·our Greek St Matthew. But. he has
not been at the pains, as one who recognised this feature
should have been, to measure the extent of these indications 3•
Further, he has attributed a very complex piece of labour
to the translator of Matthew's work into Greek, and one
which he is unlikely to have performed. For while following
Mark's rendering more or less closely, and often very closely
indeed, wherever it existed, he has nevertheless, according
to Zahn, restored the order of the original, and translated
from it all that large and important part which was lacking
in St Mark. Surely one who must accordingly have regarded
himself strictly as engaged in making a translation, and who
1
2

3

Einleit. p. 513 f.
See below, p. 359 ff.
He refers to them Einleit.

II.

pp. 317 and 331 (A. 3).
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was fully competent for that task, would have found it more
troublesome than helpful to make large use of a work which
only reproduced portions ·or his author and even these not in
regular order, or with exactness, or in such polished language
as he could write himself.
Before finally dismissing the hypothesis that Mark depended upon Matthew, it remains to be said that like
Griesbach's theory, even if it supplied as satisfactory an
explanation of the phenomena immediately in question as
the hypothesis of Mark's priority does, it would be at a
disadvantage when compared therewith in that it does not
carry us so far on the road to a reasonable solution of the
Synoptic problem generally. For even though the critics
whose views we have now been considering do not preclude
themselves from supposing that Luke used Mark's Gospel,
it is certainly more likely that if this work was only a
fragmentary translation of an Apostolic Gospel, a fact which
Luke could hardly have failed to know, he would have
sought for someone to interpret the original to him if he
was himself unable to read it. Further, there is the matter
to be accounted for which is not in St Mark, but which is
common to St Luke and St Matthew. The critics who
suppose St Matthew to be prior to St Mark are unable to
explain satisfactorily how our third evangelist obtained this
matter1 • A far more satisfactory view than they can offer us
of its presence in both St Matthew and St Luke will come
before us presently.
I have been occupied thus far in this section with the
defence of the proposition at the head of it. Before leaving
1 Neither Hilgenfeld nor Zahn faces the facts in regard to the matter common
to Luke and Matthew. Hilgenfeld declares that Luke has "certainly used at
least the Matthew-Gospel, and indeed not merely in its canonical but also
in its pre-canonical form" (Einleit. p. 570; cp. also p. 009 top). But he does
not attempt to justify this assertion. Zahn on the other hand supposes that Luke
had obtained through oral tradition the discourse-matter which he has in common
with Matthew (Einleit. n. p. 4o6). This is indeed a lame conclusion for one who
has rejected oral tradition in another case, where it is not more inapplicable.
Surely it would have been nothing short of a miracle that a form of words should
have been arrived at by direct translation from a Hebrew book, so similar to
that which, on this hypothesis, had been independently handed down by oral
tradition.
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it, I must touch on some questions connected with the relations
of our first and third Gospels to the Marean record which it
does not determine.
A considerable number of sections in our St Mark have
not been reproduced at all in St Luke, and a few (for the
most part, as I have said, different ones) are wanting in
St Matthew. Nevertheless it has been commonly, though
not universally, supposed, that the same Marean document
lay before both evangelists and that when matter is found in
St Mark and also either in St Matthew or St Luke, but not
in the other of them, its absence from that other is due solely
to the action of the evangelist, who for some reason decided
to omit it. But it has_ sometimes been asked whether the
Marean document which Luke knew was not a less extended
one and nearer to the original than that used in our first
Gospel, though the latter corresponded more closely with our
present St Mark. If this should appear to be the case, it
will evidently be a fact of great importance in connexion
with the history of the Gospel according to St Mark. The
idea is not suggested by our proposition above, but there has
been no intention of excluding it 1•
Again, it has been and is most commonly held that our
first and third evangelists obtained from their Marean
document only such matter as we still have in our St Mark,
and that all other matter common to them was taken from
another source. But some, and among them H.J. Holtzmann,
have maintained that certain pieces even of this other matter
common to the first and third Gospels, but not in our St Mark,
were contained in the original Marean document and derived
thence by our first and third evangelists; in other words that
Ur-Marcus was of larger, not of less, compass than our
St Mark. I doubt, however, whether even Holtzmann
adheres any longer firmly to this view; and I do not know
of any other critic who has in recent times advocated it.
I do not think it will be necessary for me to discuss it at
length 2.
1

For the discussion of it, see below, p. 152 ff.
It had been held by some critics several years before Holtzmann • Weisse in
Die Evangelienfrage (1856), p. 88 f., so far modified the theory. of th: sources of
2
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Finally, there is that class of instances in which the first
and third Synoptics agree in differing from St Mark, for the
most part only as to a word or two, or a short phrase, in
passages which are on the whole parallel with that Gospel.
\Ve must try to account for these satisfactorily. It seems
natural to suppose that in the case of some of them at least
the original form of the Marean document has been better
preserved by our first and third evangelists than in our
St Mark, though Holtzmann who at one time explained
the phenomena in question chiefly in this way, has now
adopted another theory1.
V. We now pass to the final thesis of this chapter.
The matter common only to our first and third evangelists,
and consisting mainly of Discourses and Sayings of Jesus, was
to a large extent derived by them either from a document used
by both, or from two closely allied documents in both of which
large portions of that matter had been embodied in the same
written form; and it was independently combined by each of
them with the M arcan document.
The view that a written source existed, from which our
first and third evangelists for the most part drew those
Discourses and Sayings which they give in much greater
abundance than Mark, was in its origin closely associated
with the interpretation of the statement of Papias that
"Matthew composed Ta Xo'Yta in the Hebrew tongue, and
each man interpreted them as he was able." In 1832
Schleiermacher had urged that Ta Xoryta here referred
specifically to the Teaching of Jesus 2• Next Lachmann,
accepting this view of Matthew's work, and imagining our
first and third Gospels to be developments formed by the
embodiment of oral tradition with this document, pointed
out that the narratives common to these Gospels and to St
Mark are in the main arranged in all three in the same order,
the Gospels which he had at first put forward (see for it below, p. 45) as to allow
for its possibility. For Holtzmann's earlier view see Die Synoptischen Evangelien
( 1863), p. i5 f. (on Lk vi. 20-49), p, 77 f. (on Lk vii. r-ro, Mt. viii. r, 5-10),
p. 92 f. (on Jn vii. 53-viii. u). For his present position in regard to this question
see Ein!eit. p. 350.
1 It is referred to above, p. 30, and fully discussed, p. 139 ff. As to Holtzmann,
see reference at end of last note.
2 Stud. u. Krit. for 1832, p, 735 ff.
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as though it were something prescribed to them, but he
argued that so far as they differ, the order in St Mark is the
original one 1. Then C. H. Weisse 2, using the points gained by
these two writers, but not satisfied with Lachmann's idea of the
combination of a document with an oral tradition, held that
it was our second Gospel itself with which Matthew's collection
of Discourses had been in the Canonical Matthew and in
St Luke independently combined. Moreover he maintained
that the writing by Mark, referred to by Papias, was our
Gospel according to St Mark, which Schleiermacher had
denied.
The conception of two principal documentary sources
from which the Gospel history, as set forth in the Synoptics,
was mainly derived, did not at once find favour. In 1856
Weisse wrote that still no one had joined him in this
conclusion, which, as he contended, naturally followed from
the positions previously established 3• A few years later,
however, the truth of this theory, at least as regards its
general outlines, was very ably maintained by H.J. Holtzmann
in his thorough work, Die Synoptischen Evangelien (1863),
and by C. Weizsacker, in his suggestive Untersuchungen uber
die evangelische Geschichte (1864), and it has increasingly
commended itself and is now very widely accepted.
It
explains admirably the broad features in the relationship
of the first and third Gospels to one another and to St
Mark. It also explains to a large extent the phenomenon
of "doublets," that is to say the instances in the first and
third Gospels of the repetition of Sayings where one member
of the pair commonly has a parallel, both as regards its form
and position, in St Mark, while the other member, although
the same in substance, differs somewhat in form and is placed
in quite a different context, often in the midst of matter
common to the first and third Gospels but not found in
St Mark'. From the latter, on the other hand, such reDe Ordine narrationum, etc. See especially pp. 577, 582.
See his Evangelische Geschichte kritisch und phi!osophisch bearbeitet, 1838 1
l, p. 29 ff., and Die Evangelienfrage, 1856, p. 78 ff.
3
Evangelienfrage, p. 85.
4
Weisse appears to have been the first to point out the significance of
"doublets" and to give the name (Evangelienfrage, p. 146).
1
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petitions are almost wholly absent, the reason being, as it
is natural to assume, that it is not composite, at least in the
sense that the two others are 1• There are also cases in which
our first evangelist appears to have interwoven matter from
a non-Marean source with similar matter in his Marean
source, while Luke has given only the former. These have
not, perhaps, commonly been reckoned as doublets; but the
name may fairly be extended to them, and it is convenient
that this should be done. Although we have no repetition
here of substantially the same matter in different contexts
of the same Gospel, there is evidence of the existence of the
same matter in two different sources, both of which have been
used in one of our Gospels 2•
It is a very significant fact that in the great majority
of instances of "doublets," one source appears to have been
the Marean document, and the other also a source common to
St Matthew and St Luke. But there are a few cases in which
one at least of the sources cannot be identified.
It may well, however, be doubted whether the "twodocument hypothesis" in the simple form in which it was
at first, and has been frequently since, put forward, can
adequately account for all the facts which it has been held to
explain. There are at all events several points which need
to be cleared up. In the statement which I have made above,
I have allowed for alternative views. Our choice between
them must depend upon subsequent inquiry.
Portions of the non-Marean matter common to the first
and third Gospels are so closely alike in them that the two
evangelists must have possessed these portions at least in the
same written form. The arrangement, however, even of these
closely similar portions is very different, not only relatively
to the Synoptic outline (which is accounted for by the
independent use of a second document), but also considered
by themselves. The same pieces are differently united to
other pieces; the same Sayings occur in wholly different
contexts. Furthermore the degree of verbal similarity varies
greatly in different parts. It is necessary to ask whether
1

See the Table on p. 54.

2

See ib. pp. S7, 58, nos. 4, S•
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these differences are to be traced solely to the diverse revision and adaptation of the same document by the two
evangelists; or whether it is not more probable that two
somewhat widely different editions of the same document
came to their hands.
The question whether there were two forms of the
document used respectively in the first and third Gospels
cannot be separated from that of the probable relation of
such forms to the common original. It has generally been
supposed that an Aramaic (or Hebrew) document existed
which contained the non-Marean matter common to St Matthew
and St Luke. Dalman has, however, recently suggested that
even the ultimate source from which this matter was derived
might have been a Greek composition 1• This point must,
therefore, be considered; but should we come to the conclusion that this Semitic source did exist, there will still be
need to inquire how its contents came to be known in Greekspeaking churches. Was there a single translation of it, or
were there, as Resch supposes, several regular translations
of it ; or is it not possible that fragmentary, and often more
or less paraphrastic renderings from it had been made at
different times, and that out of these more than one Greek
representative of it had been built up?
· Again, we shall naturally ask whether the common original
is more truly represented in St Matthew or St Luke, alike if
for that original we can only go back to a Greek document,
or can to any degree trace in them different versions of an
Aramaic source.
Some have given the preference to
St Matthew, some to St Luke; but on examining different
passages in detail we may find that now one, now the other,
probably has the advantage, in such a way that it would be
difficult and hardly worth while to decide, to which on the
whole the palm should be assigned.
The idea of a source other than St Mark (or than a
document like St Mark) which our first and third evangelists
might have used, was suggested (as we have seen) in the first
instance by the fragment of Papias regarding a compilation
1

Die Worte fesu, p. 56 f. (Eng. trans. p, 71.)
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by the Apostle Matthew of "the Logia," rightly interpreted
to mean more particularly the Sayings and Discourses of
Jesus1. And this is the character of the matter primarily
in question here. Accordingly this second source has
frequently been called "the Logia." It must be said, however,
that this name seems to make the theory of the sources of
the Gospels depend too much on the evidence of Papias'
fragment, from the directness with which it appears to refer
to that fragment. It should, also, be observed that Papias
himself does not employ it as the title of the writing which
he is describing, as the modern use of the expression may be
supposed to suggest. To call the source we are considering
simply "the Logian document" cannot, I think, be open
to the same objection, and I shall myself so designate it
after a certain point in my argument has been reached. This
will imply no more than that this source was in the main
a collection of " Logia" in the sense in which, as we have
1 It is true that, as Dr Salmon sarcastically observes, there is "no authority
earlier than the nineteenth century" for this use of the word (Human Element,
p. 29). But it is a perfectly natural and suitable one and entirely in accord with the
prominence which the Words of the Lord Jesus had in the thought of Christians at
the time in question. We have only to turn to the fragment of Papias on Mark's
writing for an illustration. Note there especially the words oox w11r•p cr6vT~w
TWII KvptaKwll r0<06µ,11of M;,c.,11. Where could Christians look for oracular utterances if these were not such? Moreover, it is impossible that a single Apostolic
writing, on the ground of its inspiration, could at this time, or at any time, have
been called "the Oracles" (see vol. J. p. S3 f. of the present work). Prof. Burkitt's
recent suggestion ( The Gospel History and its Transmission, p. 127) that the Logia
of Matthew of which Papias writes, were a collection of "Messianic proof-texts,"
like the testimonia of Cyprian, does not commend itself to me as any more
probable. For (1) The natural name for such a work as he supposes would
have been µapTvpla,, as his own illustration reminds us, or fr"A,rya!, the name by
which Melito, the younger contemporary of Papias, describes the collection of
such passages which he made (ap. Eus. H.E. IV. xxvi. § 13); (2) The use of Ta.
M-y,a as the description of a particular set of extracts from the Old Testament,
when the whole Old Testament was commonly so called, would be too confusing
to be thought of. The use of the definite article would also have implied completeness, whereas the inclination of the time was rather to exercise ingenuity in
finding prophecies and types in all parts of the Scriptures; (3) The proposed
meaning is inconsistent with the rest of the statement in which it occurs. For the
words "everyone interpreted them as he was able," plainly from the connexion
in which they stand, refer to translation from Hebrew (or Aramaic) into Greek.
Now there would be no need for this in the case of passages from the Old Testa•
ment, since the LXX. was in common use.
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learnt from the words of Papias, the term was probably used
among Christian believers of the end of the first and the
beginning of the second century. It would not be fair,
however, to adopt even this name prior to discussion. For
there are diverse views on the subject of the contents and
character of our document. B. Weiss, for instance, holds
that it comprised a considerable number of narratives, and
his whole theory of the relations of our three Synoptics is
to a large extent bound up with this conception of it 1•
Recently, too, Professor Burkitt has expressed his opinion
that it was "a real 'Gospel' and that it contained a story of
the Passion 2." For the present, therefore, in accordance with
the fashion which has recently come in, I will call it "Q."
It remains only to indicate the important place which,
as I have said, "Q" occupies in Weiss' solution of the
Synoptic problem. He maintains that Mark drew not only
Sayings and pieces of discourse, but also a good many
narratives from the same primitive document which lay
before the other two Synoptics. He calls it "the oldest
source." According to this critic, Mark combined what he
~ook therefrom with his reminiscences of Peter's preaching.
The two others used both our Mark and "the oldest source,"
the latter both in its original form and parts of it also in
a derived form, as it was reproduced in Mark. In this way
he accounts for many of the agreements of St Matthew and
St Luke against St Mark in Marean contexts, contending
that in these instances all three were dependent upon the
source in question, while the two first-named represent it
more accurately 3• I shall shew that this complicated theory
is unnecessary and untenable.
1

See below.
Journal o/ Theological Studies for April, 1907, p. 457. On it see below, p. 105 f.
3
He first put forward this theory in the Jahrb. f Deutsche Theo!. for 1864,
and 1865. He applies it repeatedly in Das MarcusevanKelium und seine Synop-·
tischen Parallelen, 1872. He maintains it in the Introduction to the Com. on
St Mark in the 8th ed. of Meyer's N. T., 1892, in his Manual' of introduction to
the N. T., Eng. trans. II. p. 246 ff., and in Die Geschicht!t"chkeit d. Markusevang.
1905. A list, which is nearly, though not quite, complete of the passages in
which, according to Weiss, Mark is dependent upon the "oldest ;;ource" is given
by A. Resch, who is a follower of Weiss, in his Aussercanonische Paralleltexte,
Heft 2. p. 13.
2

S. G. II.
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Questions to be discussed

The conclusions which have been stated in this chapter
as the surest so far attained in regard to the solution of the
Synoptic problem, all have to do, it will be observed, with
that problem strictly understood, i.e., with the phenomena
of relationship between our three first Gospels. And they
go far to account for those phenomena. Some points,
however, in connexion with them have still to be cleared up,
and for this it is requisite that we should have a more precise
idea of the two chief sources of the common matter in the
Gospels than we have in the preceding pages felt able to
give. But these sources themselves, so far as we can define
them, must evidently be objects of the greatest interest and
importance. In some respects they are of greater importance
even than our present Gospels. vVe must endeavour to learn
all we can about their origin and composition.
Dr Schmiedel, in his able article on the Gospels in
Encyclopaedia Biblica has pointed to the investigation of
"sources of sources" as the task to which critical students
of the Synoptic Gospels have now to address themselves'.
It will be our duty to consider whether, or how far, any such
earlier sources of our two principal sources are discoverable.
But it is clearly also conceivable that the two sources in
question may not have had any such complex literary history
as the expression "sources of sources" seems to suggest.
They may have arisen-I believe it will be found that in all
probability they did, in the main, arise-from the writing
down of oral tradition ; or that, so far as earlier written records
were used in them, these also were fragments of tradition
committed to writing. If so, the identification of the source
from which various pieces come is likely to be in many cases
impossible. We can then ask only whether the representations of facts in different parts are consistent with one
another, and whether the matter is, or is not, homogeneous
in doctrinal character.
Unquestionably, however, there is a history lying behind
the appearance of our sources, and it is necessary that we
should endeavour to trace it in order that we may understand how they were produced. Light will, also, thus be
1

Vol.

11.

col. 1868.
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thrown, I believe, on the form of the sources themselves.
These various questions with regard to our two principal
Synoptic sources will occupy us in the next two chapters.
In the study of the relations of our Gospels it is the Marean
document which first emerges to view; but, at the present
stage of our inquiry it will be best, for reasons which will
appear as we proceed, to fix our attention first upon. the
source in which the Teaching of Jesus was chiefly
preserved.

ADDITIONAL NOTE I. TO CHAPTER I.
INDICATIONS THAT OUR FIRST AND THIRD EVANGELISTS HAVE REVISED ST MARK, OR A SOURCE
CLOSELY RESEMBLING ST MARK.
This list is only illustrative ; other examples may be noticed by the
reader in almost any section of St Matthew or St Luke parallel to St Mark.
I have given special prominence to the signs of revision by our first
evangelist, as revision by Luke will hardly be disputed.
In the present table I have indicated only a few cases (and those
in brackets) in which the first and third Synoptics differ from Mark
ln the same way; I believe that such as I have here given and a fair
number of others are due to accidental agreement in the revision of
St Mark. (On this subject see below, p. 139 ff.)
(a) Asyndeta are usually mended ; they are contrary to the genius
of the Greek language and even in St Mark are rare. Mk x. 28, 29 :
Mt. xix. 27, 28: Lk xviii. 28, 29. (In the former case Mt. introdu,ces
ron, Lk IU; in the latter both have lJ,.) Mk xii. 14 b : Mt. xxii. 17
(Mt. introduces a clause with o-Jv). Mk xii. 23: Mt. xxii. 28: Lk xx. 33
(both Mt. and Lk introduce oov). Mk xii. 24: Mt. xxii. 29: Lk xx. 34
(Mt. introduces a'll'oKpt0Els lli, Lk ,ea[).
(b) The number of repetitions of ,ea! in connecting sentences and
~lauses is reduced, usually by the use of a participle, but sometimes also
m other ways.
Mk vi. 1, 2: Mt. xiii. 53, 54. Mk vi. 7: Mt. x. 1: Lk ix. 1, Mk vi. 33:
Lk ix. 1 r. Mk xi. 27, 28: Mt. xxi. 23.
(c) A subject is supplied where Mark is indefinite. Mk i. 32 :
~~ iv. 40. Mk ii. 3: Lk v. 18. Mk ii. 18: Mt. ix. 14: Lk v. 33. (In Mk
it 1s not clear who ask Jesus the question; Mt. makes it the disciples
of John, Lk "the Pharisees and their scribes" who have been mentioned
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at v. 30.) Mk iii. 2: Mt. xii. ro: Lk vi. 7. (The subject is definite in
Matthew because he has introduced avrwv in the preceding verse.)
Mk v. 35: Lk viii. 49 (for Mk's "they come," Lk has •px•rai n~). Mk
viii. 14: Mt. xvi. 5.
(d) At Mk x. 33, 34 there is a change of subject from the chief
priests to the Gentiles, in two successive clauses of the same sentence
linked by 1<a1. At Mt. xx. 19 this is remedied by turning 1<al lµ1ralgovaw
into ,k TD lµ;,a,gm, and at Lk xviii. 32 by turning the verbs into the
passive with Jesus as subject.
(e) Various colloquialisms or awkward constructions rectified.
Mk vii. 11, 12: Mt. xv. 5. (For Mark's incomplete structure we have
a complete one in Matthew.) Mk viii. 28: Mt. xvi. 14: Lk ix. 19.
Mk viii. 36: Mt. xvi. 26:. Lk ix. 25. Mk xiv. 1 r : Mt. xxvi. 16:
Lk xxii. 6. Mk x. 26: Mt. xix. 25 (Tlr 3.pa for 1<al Ti~). Mk xiv. 2:
Mt. xxvi. 5 (µ~1ron followed by future is replaced by Zva µ~ with
conjunctive). Jgipx£U·Bm h Mk i. 25, 26, etc. is changed in Lk iv.
35 a and b into Jglpx«rBm a1r6.

(/) Statements are made shorter and more compact, often by the
omission of some unnecessary repetition.
Mk i. 29-31: Mt. viii. 14, 15: Lk iv. 38, 39. (Notice especially in
Mk Jg,XB6vu~ ~XBov in v. 29 and in 71. 31 1rpou,XBrov.) Mk i. 32-34:
Mt. viii. 16: Lk iv. 40, 41. (Note Mk's double mention of the two kinds of
sufferers in 7/7/. 32 and 34 and the manner in which this is avoided in
Mt. and Lk, especially the former.) Mk viii. 32, 33: Mt. xvi. 22, 23.
(Mark after using l1rmµav of Peter's words to Jesus, uses it again in the
next verse of the words of Jesus to Peter.)
Mk x. 46: Mt. xx. 29. Mk xi. 4-6 : Mt. xxi. 6. I omit those cases
in which Matthew or Luke has given a whole narrative in a more
meagre form than Mark's, as a different view may be taken of these.
(See in regard to such cases in the former p. 324ff.)
(g) Rearrangement of points in a narrative with a view to clearer, or
more logical description.
(Instances of this class occur only in St Luke.)
Mk ii. 2 ff.: Lk v. 17 ff. (Mark first mentions scribes at 71. 6, Luke
refers to their presence at the outset in describing the scene.)
Mk v. 22, 23, 35-43: Lk viii. 41, 42, 49-56. (The age of Jairus'
daughter mentioned by Mark at the end is given by Luke at the
beginning.)
Mk vi. 37 ff. : Lk ix. 13 ff. (The number stated by Mark at the end
is mentioned by Lk at 71. 14 in order to explain the perplexity of the
disciples.)
Mk xv. 22 ff. : Lk xxiii. 32 ff. (The two malefactors are noticed in
Luke in the procession to Golgotha, and their crucifixion is mentioned
along with that of Jesus.)
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(h) Rearrangement of a piece of discourse. (Instances of this class
occur only in St Matthew.)
Mk vii. 6-12: Mt. xv. 3-9.
Mk x. 3-9: Mt. xix. 4-8.
(l) Substitutes are employed for unusual words or words used
inappropriately.
Mk ii. 4: Mt. ix. 2: Lk v. 18. (Matthew and Luke use 1<Xiv'1 for
,cpa{3aTTos. Matthew also uses ,cXiv'I in the context and Luke other
substitutes. In Acts v. 15 and ix. 33, Luke uses ,cpa{3aTTos, distinguishing
it, in the former of these places, from a rcX,vap,ov. For some reason he
thought it inappropriate in the case of the paralytic.)
Mk xv. 1 : Mt. xxvii. 2. (Matthew uses a,r~yayov in place of
a,r~v•yrcav in regard to Jesus.) Cp. Mk xi. 7: Mt. xxi. 7: Lk xix. 35.
ilyE&v in Mt. and Lk, for q,€p£111, of leading the colt.
Mkxii. 37: Mt. xxii. 45: Lk xx. 44- (Matthew and Luke both use ,rnX£'iv
instead of Xlytn,.)
Mk xv. 4: Mt. xxvii. 13 (olJtt. aicovns- used in St Matthew in place of
the colloquial iaE. Cp. omission of tiJE Mt. xxvii. 47 in parallel to
Mk xv. 35).
(j) In St Matthew there is frequently a definite and close mark
of connexion in time between successive narratives, where in St Mark
it is vague. Mk i. 14: Mt. iv. 12. Mk ii. 1 : Mt. ix. 1. Mk ii. 13 :
Mt. ix. 9. Mk iii. 1: Mt. xii. 9. Mk iv. 1: Mt. xiii. 1. Mk vi. 30:
Mt. xiv. 13. Mk viii. 1: Mt. xv. 32.

(k) Expressions of reverence and faith occurring in St Matthew
but absent from St Mark, though a devout Christian would not have
been likely to have omitted them if they were found in a document lying
before him.
Mk vi. 51: Mt. xiv. 33. Mk viii. 29: Mt. xvi. 16. The use of rcvptE is
also decidedly less frequent in St Mark.
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ADDITIONAL NOTE II. TO CHAPTER I.
DOUBLETS

(i.e. repetitions whz"ch point to tlte use of more than

one source).
r. Doublets in St Mark.
i. The greatest in the Kingdom of God is he who is willing
to serve.
Mk ix. 35=Mt. xxiii. 11.
Mk x. 41-45=Mt. xx. 24-28=Lk xxii. 24-27.
[Note that the setting of the precept at Matthew xxiii. 11 is unlike
that in Mark ix. 35 ·; also that the teaching contained in Mark x. 41-45
and in the parallel in Matthew is quite differently placed in Luke,
though the substance and in large measure the form and language are
the same.]
11.
The two accounts cif feedt'ng the multitude:
Mk vi. 34 ff.; viii. 2 ff.
2. Cases where St Matthew and St Luke have each of them a
parallel with the other, occurring in the midst of non-Marean matter,
and also either both of them, or one of them, a parallel with St Mark.

Warnings to disciples in respect to the hostility they would
meet wz'th.
Mt. x. 19, 2o=Lk xii. 11, 12.
Mt. xxiv. 9-14=Mk xiii. 9-13=Lk xxi. 12-19.
[The passage in the Charge to the Twelve in Mt. x. corresponds closely
to the passage in the eschatological discourse in Mk xiii., whereas in
the piece corresponding to this in Matthew's eschatological discourse,
though the sense is the same, there is a good deal of difference of
form.
We further note that the same form evidently underlies Mt. x. 19, 20,
and Lk xii. II, 12; and though only these two verses are parallel in this
piece there are other parallels in the immediate context, including some
more cases of doublets; see Nos. xi. and xii. below.]
ii. Takt'ng up the cross.
Mt. x. 38=Lk xiv. 27.
Mt. xvi. 24=Mk viii. 34=Lk ix. 23.
[There is sufficient similarity between the form of the saying in
St Matthew and in St Luke in their non-Marean contexts, and difference
i.
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from St Mark, to suggest some connexion between them other than through
St Mark. Luke has the present infinitive 'lpx_EuBai in his Marean parallel
and the present indicative 'lPX£rn1 in the other. Note that Mt. x. 37 and
Lk xiv. 26 are also parallel.]
111.

How the soul may be saved or lost.
Mt. x. 39=Lk xvii. 33.
Mt. xvi. 25=Mk viii. 35=Lk ix. 24.

[Substantially the same relation between the Marean and non-Marean
passages as in the last case.]
iv. Whosoever hath, etc.
Mt. xiii. 12=Mk iv. 25=Lk viii. 18b.
Mt. xxv. 29=Lk xix. 26.
[Our first evangelist, in his non-Marean context, places the saying
at the end of the parable of the Talents, Luke at the end of the similar
parable of the Minae. The first and third evangelists also here agree
in a difference of form from St Mark, and from their own parallels to
St Mark. The former inserts KaL 1rEPl<T<T£VBTJ<TfTOI both times of quoting
the saying.]
v. See 1. i. above.
vi. Divorce.
Mt. v. 32=Lkxvi. 18.
Mt. xix. 9= Mk x. 11, (12).
[There are points in which the form of the saying is the same each
time of its occurrence in St Matthew ; but in other respects there is
agreement at the former place with St Luke and at the latter with
St Mark.]
vu. The power of jaz'th.
Mt. vii. 7 = Lk xi. 9.
Mt. xvii. 2o=Lk xvii. 6.
Mt. xxi. 21, 22=Mk xi. 23, 24.
[Two sayings on the power of prayer and of faith (named absolutely),
which are widely separated in two passages of St Matthew and of
St Luke, occur together in St Mark, and in the parallel to the latter
at Mt. xxi. 21, 22.]
viii.

Demand for a sign, and reply.

Mt. xii. 38, 39= Lk xi. 16, 29.
Mt. xvi. 1, 2, 4=Mk viii. II, 12.
[The words of Christ's reply in the two places in St Matthew are
almost identical and most like the Lucan parallel. It should be noted
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that much of the matter which intervenes between the demand for a sign
in Lk xi. 14 and the reply in v. 29 is given shortly before the demand at
Mt. xii. 38. Cp. further 3. iii. below.]
ix. The first last, etc.
Mt. xix. 3o=Mk x. 31.
Mt. xx. 16= Lk xiii. 30.
[The second passage in St Matthew has the same conciseness as the
former, but there is an inversion ("the last first and the first last," instead
of "the first last and the last first") which so far makes it resemble the
saying in St Luke.]
Thi purpose of a lamp.
Lk viii. 16 = Mk iv. 2 r.
Lk xi. 33=Mt. v. 15.
[Luke has peculiarities which he introduces each time, In the place
where the context is parallel to Mark, he has t1'1ro1<aT(l) 1<At11T/r like Mark's
V'1r0 Tryv t<AL1ITJ11, But his olirMr Auxvov li,J,,ar and 'lva o, El,r,ropwoµ.,110, 'TO
cp~r {:JAEfT(l)(TLV are equivalent in meaning to Matthew's ol>ae ,caiovu-, "Avxvov
and Aaµ.1m 1riiu-, To'ir €11 'Tfi olt<li;i.]
x.

That which i's hidden shall be made manifest.
Lk viii. 17 = Mk iv. 22.
Lk xii. 2=Mt. x. 26.
[The form of the saying at the two places in St Luke is quite distinct,
and the one corresponds with St Mark, the other with St Matthew. Even
in the earlier place, however, in St Luke there is one expression-cl oi, µ.ry
yv"'u-Bfi-which agrees not with St Mark but with St Matthew.]
x1.

xu.

Those who fear to confess Christ before men shall not be
acknowledged hereafter by Him.
Lk ix. 26= Mk viii. 38.
Lk xii. 9 = Mt. x. 33.
[There is again a clear distinction, even more so indeed than usual,
between the Marean and the non-Marean form. Moreover in the present
instance there is parallelism in the context in the latter case as well as in
the former.]
xiii.

Acknowledgment of followers of Christ is acknowledgment
of Christ.
Lk ix. 48 (mid.)=Mk ix. 37b.
Lk x. I6=Mt. x. 40.

3. Similar matter occurring in two contexts in St Luke, one of them
parallel with St Mark has been combined in St Matthew in a single
passage.
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Charges to disciples in regard to their missionary work.
Lk ix. 2-5=Mk vi. 8-11}-Mt
.x.5 _ l6.
Lk x. 3-12

[In the same context as the latter passage from St Luke there are
other parallels with St Matthew. Cp. Lk x. 2 with Mt. ix. 36-38 and
Lk x. 12-15 with Mt. xi. 21-24. On Lk x. 12 seep. 88.]
ii.

Warnings against, and denundations of, Scribes
and Pharisees.

Lk xi. 39-52
}
Lk xiv. 7, 8, II
=Mt. xxiii. 1, 6, 7a, 12, 13, 23-36.
Lk xx. 45-47 = Mk xii. 38--40
[Matter found in three similar passages in St Luke appears in the
verses of St Matthew which I have given. On the parallelism in the case
of Lk xiv. 7, 8, 11 see below, No. 6.]
iii.

The suddenness of Christ's appearing.

Lk xvii. 20-37
~
.
Mk ...
=Mt.
Lk XXI. 20-23 :
xm. 14-23

.

XXIV.

15-41.

[The second passage in St Luke overlaps the first only in one verse;
Lk xxi. 21 = Lk xvii. 31. But in order that the significance of the
repetition should be duly estimated the whole contexts in the three
Gospels should be compared. It should be noted also that Lk xvii. 31
agrees more closely with Mk vv. 15, 16 than Lk xxi. 21 does, and that
there is a parallel to Mk xiii. 21 at Lk xvii. 23 not found in Lk xxi.]
4. The following cases of the combination in St Matthew of matter
occurring in St Mark, and not in the same but only in a different context
in St Luke, should be compared with those under the last head 1.
1.

The reply of Jesus to the charge of collusion wz"th Satan.
Mk iii.
} =Mt. xn.
·· 22-32.
. 19b-30 ..
Lk Xl. 14-26' xn. 10

[Our first evangelist follows Mark in regard to the place at which
he introduces this attack, while he agrees with Luke as to the miracle,
which was the occasion of it, except that he makes the daemoniac blind
as well as dumb. In vv. 25-28 and 30, he agrees almost exactly with
Luke, but in v. 29 with Mark. Vv. 31, 32 are a combination of Mk v. 28
with a form of saying found in Lk xii. ro.
Matthew and Luke also both refer to the demand for a sign in the
same connexion.]
1

On the inclusion of these as instances of doublets see above, p. 46.
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ComjJan·son of the Kingdom to a mustard plant.

11.

Mk iv.
... 32.
.. . 30-32} = M t. xm.
Lk XIII. I 8, 19
[The saying in St Luke is not taken from the Marean document;
though its purport is the same, it has distinct features and occurs in
a wholly different context amidst matter taken from a non-Marean source.
Our first evangelist combines the features of both, and places it in the
same context as Mark.]

iii.

Offences.

Mk ix. 42 l M
. ..
Lk xvii. 1 J= t. xvm. 6' 7·
[The same remarks apply as in the last case.]

5. The following case is peculiar. A passage occurring in St Mark
(in the "little Apocalypse") is in substance twice repeated in St Matthew;
and its form is exceedingly close to that in St Mark when it is placed
differently, while it is not so close when it appears in a context parallel to
that in which it stands in St Mark.
Mt. x. 17-22 = Mk xiii. 9-13 } Lk · 12
xxi. Mt. xxiv. 9-r4=Mk xiii. 9-13 =

1

9·

[On this doublet see pp. 93, II6, 330.]
6. A case in which two members of a doublet in St Matthew appear
to be combined in St Luke.

The tree is known by its fruit.
Mt. vii. 16-18}-Lk .
_
Mt. xii. 33-35 v1. 43 4 5.
[Luke's passage occurs in a context corresponding to that in which
the former passage stands in St Matthew ; and his v. 44 carresponds
with v. r6 in that passage and has nothing like it in the other. But
on the other hand in St Luke the various similes are not applied to
false prophets, as they are in the Sermon on the Mount in St Matthew,
but to words as an indication of character, as they are in the second
passage in St Matthew.]
7. Cases where there is apparently a doublet in St Matthew but no
parallel to one member of it in either of the other Gospels.
1.

Opening the eyes of two blind men.

Mt. ix. 27-31.
Mt. xx. 29-34=Mk x. 46-52=Lk xviii. 35-43.
[Mk viii.

22-26

should also be compared.]
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The dumb daemoniac.

Mt. ix. 32-34.
Mt. xii. 22-24=Lk xi. r4, r5.
[There is close agreement between the two passages in St Matthew
and that in St Luke. The only noteworthy difference is that in the
second, that which is followed by Christ's reply, the daemoniac is represented in St Matthew as not only dumb but blind.]

Get rid of any offending member.
Mt. v. 29, 30.
Mt. xviii. 8, 9=Mk ix. 43, 45, 47.
[The phrase e~EAE aurov ical {3,fh.£ a,ro uov is used in both passages in
St Matthew but not in St Mark.)
iii.

8.

A doubtful case of a doublet in St Luke.

Humility the condition for exaltation.
Lk xiv. I I= Mt. xxiii." r2.
Lk xviii. I 4.
[There may well be some connexion between the former passage
in St Luke and that in St Matthew. The saying as to humbling oneself
is pointed in both cases by a reference to those who chose chief places.
Also the acts of Pharisees seem to be in view in Luke as well as in
Matthew. The words were spoken according to St Luke at an entertainment in the house of a Pharisee, where the guests would probably also
be Pharisees. (On other passages more or less parallel, see above,
No. 3. ii.) The saying recurs in St Luke at the end of the parable of
the Publican, where it has a very nat_ural place. It may have belonged
there equally, and have been found by the evangelist repeated there
in the same source from which he took the other passage ; or he may
have repeated it himself, on account of its suitability. In either of these
cases it would not be, properly speaking, a doublet.]
9.

The following should not, I consider, be reckoned as doublets :
1,

11,

Mt. iv. 23=Mk i. 39=Lk iv. 44.
Mt. ix. 35=Mk vi. 6b=Lk viii. r.
Mt. xxiv. 42}- , 8 k ...
- ,n xm. 33, 35·
M t, XXV, 13

iii.

Mt. ix. 13 and xii. 7.

1v.

Mt. xvi. 19 and xviii. 18.

[In the last two cases there are no parallels to St Matthew in the
other Synoptics, and the evangelist has probably repeated the words
in question because of their striking character, and their suitability on
each occasion.]
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v. Mt. xiii. 9=Mk iv. 9=Lk viii. 8.
(The saying-,, ns ,xn (or o •xrov) 6Yra aKovov aKovfrro-occurs also at
Mk iv. 23, Mt. xiii. 43, Mt. xi. 15, Lk xiv. 35; but all the contexts are
different, and such a short saying which is, as Sir J. Hawkins says
(Hor. Syn. p. 87), "an adjunct to other sayings," might frequently be
repeated.]

vi. Mt. ix. 36 = Mk vi. 34.
Mt.xiv. 14a.
[The evangelist himself has probably repeated the words expressing
compassion on the multitude.]
vii. It also appears to me very doubtful whether Mt. x. 15=xi. 24;
iii. 7=xxiii. 33; iii. lo=vii. 19, mentioned by Schmiedel · as doublets
(Encycl. Bz"bl. col. 1867-8), or Lk xxi. 18=Lk xii. 7, ought to be so
regarded.

CHAPTER II.
THE COMPILATION OF THE UTTERANCES OF JESUS,
AND THEIR TRANSMISSION TO THE GREEKSPEAKING CHURCH.

THE great aim of the preaching of the Apostles in early
days after their Master had been taken from them was (as the
Book of Acts shews) to prove that although He had been
crucified, He was indeed the Christ. In the nature of things
this must have been the theme upon which they chiefly dwelt.
For the secret of the independent life of the new community
of believers and of its power of growth lay in this conviction.
Moreover those among whom it was first proclaimed did not
require to have an account given them of the character and
work of the prophet of Nazareth. It was unnecessary to
define for them the subject in the proposition "Jesus is the
Christ"; they required only to have the truth of the predicate established to their satisfaction. They had frequently
seen and listened to Jesus, or had at least heard much about
His deeds. Nevertheless, even disciples who were familiar
with the main facts of His Ministry must from the first have
experienced the need of His precepts in their daily life. And
the Twelve more particularly would have been most untrue to
the instruction they had received, if they had not sought to
mould their own lives and those of their fellow-believers
according to the pattern which He had set before them, by
the express use for that purpose of His injunctions. Sayings
and little pieces of discourse would be often repeated and
engraven upon the memory of the faithful, especially those that
inculcated a righteousness the principles of which were shewn
to be implied in the Mosaic Law, but which was altogether
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higher and nobler than that which the Pharisees founded
upon their interpretation and practice of the Law; or again,
those which exhorted to confidence in the Heavenly Father's
care in the midst of the anxieties and sorrows which the
position of the early believers brought upon them in large
measure; or those which held out the hope of future blessedness. Ere long also, as the need arose, other Sayings would
be called to mind, which prescribed rules for the guidance
of the missionaries of the Gospel, or for the common life and
behaviour to one another of the members of the infant
Christian communities. Precepts taught in this way would
often be given without any very precise indication, if any at
all, of the connexion in which they were first spoken. There
would also be a tendency to group together Sayings, or pieces,
which bore upon the same or similar points 1•
The circumstances to which I have here referred would be
likely to engender a habit in the early Church of Jerusalem
favourable to the formation of a separate collection of the
Sayings and Discourses of Jesus, such as, on a consideration
of the common matter in our first and third Gospels we see
reason to think must have existed 2• In the structure, also, of
this matter, and the topics therein treated we have indications
of the process of compilation which has been suggested. We
should further observe how immediately suitable certain
portions of the Teaching which had been given by Jesus to
His disciples and the multitudes in Galilee and J udaea and
Peraea would be to converts from among the same people
after His death. They, like the disciples made in His lifetime, were allowed to retain their Jewish customs, but needed
at the same time to be instructed in the spiritual meaning and
purpose of the ancient Law, and they had examples constantly
before their eyes of the Pharisees whom Jesus had denounced,
and were doubtless frequently brought into conflict with them
as He had been. They could not fail to feel strongly the
force of many passages, the value of which would not have
been at once perceived elsewhere. Added to this, the Teach1 In regard to the formation of the tradition of the Teaching of Jesus I have.
found Weizsiicker, A post. Zeitalter, p. 369 ff. {Eng. trans. II. eh. 2) 1 specially useful.
2 See above, p. 44 ff.
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ing could be preserved among them without any labour
of translation.
Let us turn now to the work of evangelisation among
Greek-speaking people. I have had occasion to allude to the
view that the sources of our Gospels may have been wholly
Greek from the first1. I have now to urge that in this
supposition some important considerations are overlooked.
The delivery of the Gospel in Greek, even when carried on in
close proximity to its delivery in Aramaic, was subject to
widely different conditions. In the latter case the persons
addressed had for the most part considerable previous knowledge of Jesus, in the former they had little or none. Jews
residing in the Greek cities on the coast had had no opportunities of personal contact with Him, except in so far as
a few may have sought Him out ; and the Hellenists in
Jerusalem must, generally speaking, have been strangers there,
who visited it at the times of the Jewish feasts, and remained
at furthest for a few weeks. When such people were called
upon to accept Jesus as the Christ, it must usually have been
necessary to give them some general information about the
life and character of Jesus. It is probable, therefore, that the
formation of a tradition of His Teaching, separately from
the account of His life, never took place among the Greekspeaking believers, as we.have seen that it probably did quite
naturally in the primitive Aramaic-speaking Church. Further,
it is most likely for several reasons that the Teaching of Jesus
was not at first, or for a good many years, communicated in
Greek with at all the same fulness. To render pieces of any
length orally from an original which had not itself been committed to writing-and this for some time it cannot have been
-must have been a matter of serious difficulty. Few, if any,
minds would be capable to any large extent of the three-fold
effort of remembering in one language and translating into
another, and at the same time fixing in the memory what had
just been translated before passing on to the next sentence.
Those, moreover, among the evangelists and teachers who
knew the Teaching best in its original form were not masters
1

Seep. 15.
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of Greek ; while those who had most facility in Greek had
had comparatively limited opportunities of gaining a complete
knowledge of the Teaching. There must have been a strong
disposition in either case to rest content with the repetition of
a few striking and significant Sayings of the Master, or with
an attempt to give the gist of what He had said on particular
subjects. That which was not directly applicable to those
addressed would also at first be passed over. The circumstances and requirements even of Jews living in the cities of
the Graeco-Roman world, whence the Hellenists who visited
Jerusalem came, or where the Gospel was preached, were not
in all respects the same as those of the inhabitants of the
Jewish districts of Palestine. The special evils of Pharisaism
cannot there have bulked so largely. And the questions of
the observance of the Law and the relation of Christ to Moses,
though they soon became burning ones in mixed Jewish and
Gentile communities, presented themselves under a different
aspect. It is hardly necessary to add that the missionaries of
the Gospel were compelled to meet habits of thought and
moral and spiritual needs which were still more markedly
different, when the heathen, and converts freshly made from
among them, had to be primarily considered.
The most direct evidence which we possess of the spread
of the Gospel in the Apostolic age is to be found in the
Epistles of the New Testament and the Acts of the Apostles.
It will be natural therefore to ask whether any light is thrown
by these writings, and in the first place by those of St Paul,
upon the subject of the delivery in Greek of the evangelic
tradition, and more particularly of Christ's Words.
It is not altogether easy to determine the place which the
facts of the life of Christ on earth, and His precepts, occupied
in St Paul's thought and teaching. It has often been and
still is asserted that he was indifferent to them; and in
support of this view his own declaration is quoted that "even
though we have known Christ after the flesh, yet now we
know Him so no more1." Nevertheless to one for whom the
Death of Christ meant so much, as it unquestionably did for
1 2

Cor. v. 16.
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St Paul, His life as mortal man must also have meant very
much; for the one implied the other. He felt, too, the greatness of His sacrifice not only in dying but in coming to live as
a man amongst men, as he shews in the exceedingly striking
passage in the Epistle to the Philippians1, and scarcely, if at
all, less impressively in the brief and simple words of the Second
Epistle to the Corinthians, oi' vµas €7T'TWX€VO-€V 'TT'AOUO-tO~ dfv,
"though He was rich, yet for your sakes He became poor 2. "
It is true that in these instances the Apostle appeals to the
supreme acts in Christ's sacrifice of Himself, comprehensively
considered, as an incentive, rather than to particular traits in
His life of labour and suffering, or than to the motive of
obedience to His precepts. And yet it is hard to suppose
that one who could thus dwell on the power of Christ's
example did not, as occasion offered, draw out in his oral
teaching some of those details of the life of Christ and of His
Passion which were fitted to bring the greatness of His selfabnegation vividly before the mind, or that he did not enforce
the principles of Christian conduct by some at least of Christ's
words 3• To a certain extent he does in his Epistles bring
Christ before us in the character of the lawgiver for Christians.
In the First Epistle to the Corinthians he appeals to commands
of Christ on the sanctity of marriage, on the maintenance to
be afforded to the missionaries of the Gospel, and on the
Eucharistic commemoration of His Death, and also clearly
distinguishes between the authority belonging to such commands and to his own recommendations 4. In the First Epistle
to the Thessalonians he refers in more general terms to injunctions to live purely, which he had laid upon his converts, as
proceeding from Christ Himself5. He seems, also, to base the
1

2 2 Cor. viii. 9.
Phil. ii. 5-r r.
Eph. iv. 20 strongly suggests that systematic instruction in a Christ-like
character, by reference to His Teaching as well as His example, had been given.
"Ye did not so learn Christ, if so be that ye heard Him, and were taught in Him,
even as truth is in Jesus." Moreover, even those who do not regard this Epistle
as the composition of Paul himself will yet admit that it is Pauline. The language
quoted is therefore in any case good evidence of what had been customary in
Churches which St Paul had founded.
4
1 Cor. vii. ro; ix. 14; xi. 23; vii. 12, 25. The meaning of xiv. 37 is more
doubtful.
6 1 Thess. iv. 2 f.

3
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assurance that "those who are left unto the coming of the Lord
shall in no wise precede those that are fallen asleep" upon some
express word of Christ1. And when he says in another place,
"Yourselves know perfectly that the day of the Lord so cometh
as a thief in the night," he may well be reminding them of a
Saying of Christ with which they were familiar 2•
The consideration of some other writings of the New
Testament will supply a useful warning against drawing
inferences from mere paucity of evidence on the point now
before us. Let us turn to the Acts of the Apostles. It will not
be denied that the author of the Acts-whether he was Luke,
the companion of St Paul, or not-had previously composed
our third Gospel.
He was, therefore, beyond question
thoroughly familiar with the Sayings and Discourses of
Jesus. Moreover, he did not lack opportunities for quoting
some of them, if not in his narrative, yet in those speeches
which he has introduced, and which, it is thought, he himself
framed, at least in part, to suit different occasions. Yet he
has given in this book only a single Saying of Jesus, and that,
moreover, one which does not occur in his own, or any other,
Gospel 3• Again, there is strong reason to think that the First
Epistle of St John was by the author of the Fourth Gospel,
and if not, it must at any rate have proceeded from someone
belonging to the same circle. Now not only does the Fourth
Gospel contain many Sayings and Discourses of Jesus, but it
is now generally maintained, and is in all probability true,
that the author was well acquainted with the Synoptic
Gospels. This writer lays great stress upon the importance
of ''keeping Christ's commandments'," and "His word 5 ," and
of imitating His example 6• But he mentions distinctly only
one commandment of His-given in the Fourth Gospel,, Love one another 7.'' He describes it as "the announcement
which ye heard from the beginning 8," i.e., from the time that
the Gospel had first been preached to them. He gives it
1 1

Thess. iv. 1 5.
lb. v. 2. In addition to the references to particular sayings which have been
noted we have also a reference of a general kind by St Paul to the Words of Jesus
in I Timothy vi. 3, if this Epistle is allowed to be his.
5
4 1 Jn ii. 3, 4; iii. 23, 24.
3 A. xx. 35.
lb. ii. 5.
8 lb. iii. r 1.
6 lb. ii. 6.
7 lb. iii. 2 3.
2
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also in one passage in a form not found exactly in any of the
Gospels:-"This commandment have we from him that he
who Ioveth God love his brother also1." He says also that He
(apparently "Jesus Christ 2 " ) "promised eternal life." This is
no doubt the purport of many passages in the Gospels, but no
one passage in particular seems to be in view. I may also
note in passing that one broad feature of Christ's Ministry is
referred to :-"the world knew him not 3." In the Second
Epistle of John there is a general reference to "the Teaching"
(Tfi o,oaxfi> of Christ 4• The Epistle of James is interesting
on different grounds from those writings which have hitherto
been noticed. Its date must be considered uncertain ; some
have thought that it was written early in the Apostolic Age.
However this may be, we find that it has numerous points of
similarity with the Teaching of Jesus recorded in the Synoptic
Gospels, and yet His authority is not once appealed to, unless
it be for the promise of-eternal life in a clause where the subject
of the verb is indefinite 5. Other writings than those mentioned
contain nothing that is in point for our present purposes.
Clearly, therefore, it would be a mistake to lay great
stress on the silence of the Epistles in regard to the Teaching of Jesus, considering their character and the aims which
the writers for the most part had in view. Still, if His
utterances were already available for citation to the extent
and in the form that they were when the Gospels according to
St Matthew and St Luke,· not to say also that according to
St Mark, were composed, it is strange that not more of them
should have been quoted in substance, and none of them in
the same form as that in which we have them in our Gospels.
And the strangeness of this is increased by the consideration
that the Teaching and the human example of Christ evidently
occupied a larger place in St Paul's scheme of thought than
they are often supposed to have done, as also by the further
consideration that we have other Epistles besides his. The
evidence, then, of the writings which have come before us,
taken collectively 6, points to the conclusion that, at the time
1
6

of

I

2
4 2 Jn 9.
5
3 Ib. iii. 1.
1 Jn iv. 21.
Ib. ii. 25.
Jas i. 12.
The reason here given cannot well apply to a writing of a date so late as that
Ep. Jn must have been.
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when most of them were composed, the tradition of Christ's
Teaching can only to a very limited extent have been delivered in Greek. And this view is confirmed by considerations of general probability. For some years the amount of
this Teaching known in Greek-speaking Churches would be
increased slowly by the method of oral rendering from an
Aramaic tradition preserved in the memory. Information
about it would be demanded from those who knew that
tradition. And as time went on Gentile Christians would
be prepared to understand and appreciate larger portions of
the Teaching, especially through their increased familiarity
with the Greek Old Testament; just as we modern Christians are enabled the better to understand Christ's Teaching
through our having entered upon the ancient inheritance of
the Jew. They would learn to adjust their own minds to
a form of teaching which had not been in the first instance
designed for them. And they would wish to know as fully
as possible the actual circumstances in which the new Faith
to which they had surrendered themselves began, and all the
utterances of Him in Whom they believed.
But however ready those believers who knew both Aramaic
and Greek might be to try to satisfy this demand, it must,
for the reasons given above, have continued to be a difficult task
so long as the original tradition had not been committed to
writing. When once this was done the work of translation
could be carried on with far greater facility. And in spite
of the fact that the habits and circumstances of the Aramaicspeaking Church would make the preservation of an oral
tradition of teaching comparatively easy and natural among
them, the time could not fail to come when it would be
written down. The convenience of those who were called
upon to translate it into Greek would itself supply a motive
for doing so. Whether then Papias' statement that "Matthew
was the first to put together in writing the utterances of
Jesus, after which each man interpreted them as he was able,"
is in all respects accurate or not, I cannot doubt that he
indicates for us what was in truth the beginning of a new era
in the transmission of Christ's Teaching to the Greek world.
In my first volume I have discussed the meaning of the
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words "each man interpreted them as he was able" in Papias'
statement1. They may most naturally be taken to imply
that, just as the Targumists in the Jewish synagogues
rendered the ancient Hebrew Scriptures into, and explained
them in, the Semitic dialects of a later time and of different
regions, so in like manner copies of the Aramaic document
containing the utterances of Jesus used to be orally rendered
and explained to congregations, or Christian friends, who
understood only Greek. Some pieces may probably have
been written down from the lips of these interpreters. We
must also ask whether the transition to the making and the
use of full and regular written Greek translations was an
abrupt one. May not the habits of mind of the Targumist
have continued for a time even when writing was employed?
That is to say, may not the translator have sometimes paraphrased his original instead of keeping close to it, and may he
not have considered what portions were most suited to
edification? These are some of the possibilities which must
be borne in mind as we examine the actual phenomena of
our Gospels.
Before this chapter is concluded we shall have to consider
the question whence Mark obtained such Sayings and pieces
of discourse by Jesus as he gives. But we must first fix our
attention on our first and third Gospels, where matter of this
kind is much more abundant. One supposition has already
been dismissed. It is certain that they did not use throughout
two independent translations of the Aramaic source for this
common matter. The resemblance in many pieces is far too
close to allow of our supposing this 2.
But we can see almost at a glance that there are other
parallels where there is sufficient similarity in substance to
lead us to suppose that the same piece of Christ's Teaching
is represented, but where the differences in expression, and
even in idea, are very considerable. And between the
extremes of agreement and divergence there is every degree
of resemblance in the various instances. Now we have to
endeavour to decide which of these parallel passages in the
two Gospels should, and which should not, be held to have
1

Vol. r. p. 55 ff.

2

See above, p. 25 f.
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been derived from the same Greek document. This cannot
be an easy task, but one difficulty, which will probably occur
to many minds, namely, that of the uncertainty of the text,
is not (I think) so serious as it may seem to be at first
sight. A few years ago, it may be said, well-established and
settled conclusions as to the true text of the New Testament
appeared to have been reached through the labours of a long
series of critics, crowned by those of Westcott and Hort; but
more recently some fresh evidence has been discovered, and
views before accepted have been challenged even on many
points not touched by this fresh evidence. Is it not then
essential that in the solution of a problem, in which the
extent of verbal resemblance and difference between parallel
passages is a factor, these textual questions should first be
faced? If so, our inquiry would have to be greatly prolonged,
and our confidence in our final results would be weakened by
all the doubts left behind by our textual investigation. But
the considerations by which we must be guided, in forming
a judgment upon the cases presently to come before us, are of
a kind not to be affected by a limited number of variations in
the text. Certainly, when we seek to determine whether our
first or our third evangelist most accurately represents the
common source, in passages which we have agreed to regard
as derived from that source, questions relating to the true text
of each must be of importance. But in the preliminary task
of ascertaining the matter taken by both from that source,
we need concern ourselves only with fairly broad distinctions
between it and other cases of resemblance. It would be
impossible to have any finely drawn line between the amount
of difference that is, and such as is not, compatible with the
use of the same document. I do not think that even the
adoption of the extreme views of Blass on textual criticism
would seriously alter our results as to the contents of the
common document, and I am quite sure that the amount of
diversity existing among the majority of critics should not
do so. I may add that the standard of comparison which
I propose to apply to the parallelisms between our first and
third Gospels in matter common to them but not found
in St Mark, is of a kind that will reduce to a minimum
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the danger of error arising through uncertainty as to the
text 1•
We are not unprepared for the possibility that there
might be a good deal of inequality in the extent to which
our first and third evangelists would agree in different portions
of their reproductions of a source from which they took the
Words of Christ. For we have seen that in their use of their
Marean document, while our first evangelist has on the whole
in giving Words of Christ kept very close to this source, as
Luke has also in many places 2, with the result that the two
1 See below, p. 74.
Harnack begins his inquiry into the contents of "Q"
by an examination of the individual passages reproduced from " Q " in the two
Gospels with a view to the determination of "the text of Q," and this necessarily
involves considerations as to the true text of St Matthew and St Luke in the
passages in question (Sprfrcke un,l Reden Jesu, p. 6 ff.). But his reasons for
including passages, and for the arrangement and character of the whole, are
independent of it, and I shall restrict myself in the main to these more general
questions first. In addressing English readers, at any rate, this course will (I believe) be the most advisable, seeing that many of them will probably have to be
persuaded that a clear conception of the lost source can be attained, And the
expediency of this course will, I think, be manifested when we come below to the
discussion of an important particular question as to the contents of the lost source.
Seep. 8off. I may, however, take this opportunity of quoting Ilarnack's exceedingly
interesting and important statement as to the conviction to which his textual studies
have led him. " Ich babe mich aufs neue davon iiberzeugt, was ich schon bei
meinen Studien Uber den Text der Apostelgeschichte gelernt hatte, dass der nicht
zu verachtende Cod. D mit seinen partiellen Trabanten, sowie die Sonderlesarten
anderer Zeugen (Chrysostomus :) van Blass ungebiihrlich iiberschiitzt werden.
Aber auch Wellhausen geht in dieser Richtung m. E. zu weit. Ich vermag auch
nicht anzuerkennen, dass der Lukastext auf den Matthiiustext den Einfluss
nachtriiglich gehabt hat, den Blass annimmt, halte vielmehr ihm gegeniiber vie]
starker an dem Westcott-Hortschen Texte fest" (ib. p. 5).
My own attitude in textual matters is that I accept the critical principles, and
in the main the results, of Westcott and Hort, subject to two modifications: (r) the
available evidence appears to me to be more defective than they supposed; we
must allow for a somewhat larger measure of uncertainty than they allowed for ;
and give weight to considerations of intrinsic probability in attempting to come to
a decision in more cases than they did; (1) when the Sinaitic and Curetonian
Syriac agree in supporting a "Western " reading, such a reading must be held to
be equally well attested with what Westcott and Hort call the "neutral" reading.
I say only "equally well attested." For although the agreement of witnesses in
such different quarters of the globe is striking, and may point to an original far
back, it is also quite possible that there may have been some link between the
two, through communication between the East and the West, which would do
away with the force of the agreement. In the actual state of our knowledge such
cases cannot therefore be decided (except on grounds of intrinsic probability).
2 See above, p. 25 f.
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remain close to each other, there are nevertheless contexts in
which, as a result of their independent departures from the
original added together, the difference between them is very
marked. The variations from the Marean record appear to have
arisen partly from individual taste in matters of style and
idiosyncrasies of thought and feeling, partly, it may be, from
some want of care in copying, partly, again, from reminiscences
of phrases, and additional touches, to which they had become
accustomed in the oral tradition which they had heard and
taught, and perhaps, also, from reminiscences of what they
had read in some other document. Such actual reminiscences
of what they had learned and repeated orally, or read in
other writings, probably supplied the ground for the more
substantial changes. For it is unlikely that the evangelists
would have permitted themselves much liberty in emending
entirely proprio motu the form in which they had received
the Utterances of Jesus. And we have, moreover, evidence
that neither their individual mental characteristics, nor purely
accidental causes, operated to any great extent. For these
are causes which would be likely to act with a fair degree
of equableness at all times, with the result that we should
find approximately the same amount of variation in different
parts of the parallel accounts. On the other hand, diversities
produced by reminiscences of oral teaching, or of other
documents, might well be more considerable in some passages
than in others. Still, the other causes mentioned may have
contributed their quota to the total sum of differences, and
it is with this total that we are mainly concerned. Further,
our first and third evangelists have in some parts combined
matter derived from oral tradition, or from another written
source, with their Marean document, but they do not appear
to have wholly set aside the latter for some other authority
throughout any section which they have in common with him.
They seem at most to have preferred some other form of
particular Sayings, or portions of Sayings.
Let us then inquire how far the matter common to
St Matthew and St Luke only can be referred to a second
source, called for convenience "Q," which they used in the
same way as their Marean document. Will causes such as
those which explain differences between St Matthew and
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St Luke, where both are parallel with St Mark, suffice to account for all the differences between them in respect to this other
common matter ; or so far as they do not, what explanation
can be given of the phenomena? These are questions which
have been far too little considered by writers on the Synoptic
problem, and yet till they are answered, a clear and wellgrounded theory of the sources of the Synoptic Gospels must
be impossible.
From what has already been said it will be evident that it
is no easy thing to decide what amount of difference between
the first a.nd third evangelists in their accounts of a piece
of Christ's Teaching is compatible with their having employed
the same written source for it, and modified it only under the
influences that I have named. Short pieces certainly cannot
furnish a standard, for they may happen to be cases in which
there were exceptional reasons for divergence. And unfortunately a large proportion of the Words of Christ in
St Mark to which there are parallels in the two other Synoptics
are individual Sayings embedded in narrative. We have,
however, one discourse of some length-that on the Last
Things-where the three Gospels correspond closely in order
of thought and substance, and yet differ considerably. (Mk
xiii. 5-33 = Mt. xxiv. 4-36 = Lk xxi. 8-36.) It is a case in
which we should expect variation if anywhere ; for the theme
stirred men's feelings deeply and must have been constantly
dwelt upon, and there was a manifest disposition to mould
the language of prophecy in accordance with experience.
The next longest continuous pieces of Christ's Teaching given
in all three Synoptics are the parable of the Husbandmen
(Mk xii. 1-11 = Mt. xxi. 33-44 = Lk xx. 9-18), and the
parable of the Sower, with its interpretation (Mk iv. 3-9,
II-20= Mt. xiii. 3-9, II, 13, 18-23 = Lk viii. 5-8, I0-15).
In these passages, again, as might be expected, the amount of
difference is above the average. In reproducing a parable,
which was of the nature of a narrative, an amount of freedom
might be held to be lawful, which would be recognised as
unsuitable in recording a precept. A fresh touch might
be introduced here and there to add vividness. In the
interpretation of a parable also there would be a natural
inclination to amplify, or adapt, in ordeF to bring out the
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lesson. It is reasonable then to suppose thatthese instances
shew us the maximum amount of divergence from the main
source that lay before the two writers, which was likely to
occur, so long as it was not wholly disregarded and another
account used in its place, by one or other of them. We will
seek for he! p from the indications thus supplied in endeavouring
to estimate the significance of the various degrees of agreement
between different portions of matter common to St Matthew
and St Luke only. The danger, such as it is,-I have said
that it is not great-of error arising in our conclusions owing
to our text not being the true one, is to a large extent
avoided in applying this standard, because the textual
corruption is likely to have been of much the same kind
on both sides of the comparison, so as to have affected the
amount of resemblance between St Matthew and St Luke in
their Marean and non-Marean parallels to approximately the
same degree.
But there is another fact which is of great importance
in connexion with our present inquiry. Reference has already
been made to the different methods of introducing their
non-Marean matter which our first and third evangelists
have adopted 1 • They necessarily had to face a somewhat
perplexing problem of arrangement when they undertook to
combine with the Marean narrative other matter which they
had severally gathered from different quarters, and more
particularly that supplied by a document which each had,
consisting largely of Sayings and Discourses. Luke decided
on the easiest, though not the most artistic plan. He determined to bring in the greater part of his additional matter
in two masses at two different points of the Marean outline,
which seemed to him suitable and convenient, and so to keep
it almo$t entirely separate from the matter which he took
from the Marean document 2 • Our first evangelist, on the
other hand, chose to use his non-Marean source, or sources,
1

See above, p. 23 f.
See Table I. at end of vol. It will be noticed that two passages-but only two
-to which there are parallels in St Matthew only occur in St Luke subsequently
to the end of his long insertion, viz. the " Parable of the sum of money given to
servants to trade with" (Lk xix. 12-27=Mt. xxv. 14-30), and the "Promise to
the disciples that they should judge the tribes of Israel" (Lk xxii. 28-3o=Mt.
xix, 28).
2
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of information pari passu with his Marean document, and
wherever possible to unite pieces of discourse from the two
which either evidently did, or which could naturally be taken
to, refer to the same occasion. A desire, closely allied to
this, to bring together Teaching which bore on the same or
similar topics is manifested in the fact that he has collected
nearly all that he had to deliver of the Teaching of Jesus in
eight discourses, placed in different connexions, but each on
a theme of its own 1 •
Now if we ask in which of the two writers, whose methods
of procedure have just been described, the contents of a
document which both have used, or two editions of which
they respectively used, is most likely to be given in its
original order, there can be no question that it is in St
Luke. This evangelist evidently sought by his plan for
uniting the matter from his different sources to interfere
with the substance of each as little as possible. This did
not prevent him from emending the style. And it may be
observed that he did this in reproducing matter from "Q"
far more freely than our first evangelist does 2 , as we might
have expected from the manner in which each has dealt
with his Marean document. On the other hand, our first
evangelist's plan involved him in rearrangement, and this
would be likely to affect his treatment of a Collection of
Sayings more than that of a narrative in which there was
a thread of historical sequence, to which he would feel it right
in general to adhere. In the case of Sayings and short pieces
of discourse, when they were not set in a continuous narrative
of events, the only arrangement possible would be one
according to topics, and in the contents of "Q," as it may
be inferred from St Luke, we can see indications of such an
arrangement. But if the author of St Matthew thought the
arrangement capable of improvement he would feel quite at
liberty to alter it, especially if the pieces in the source, like so
many in St Luke, had prefixed to them only some slight
introduction like "Jesus said to His disciples."
The conclusion to which we are led by this general
1

See the Analysis, pp. 122-9.
2 This is very fully shewn by Harnack.

See his statements, ib. pp. 31, 78.
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consideration of the plans of the two evangelists respectively
is, I believe, confirmed when the contexts are examined in
which the pieces placed differently in the two are found. No
good reason can be given why Luke if he had found the
several passages placed in his source as they are in St Matthew
should in any instance have changed their positions to those
which they occupy in his own Gospel ; whereas it is generally
easy to see why the first evangelist should have brought them
into the connexion in which they stand in his discourses. On
the other hand, it is true that Luke seerps to have provided
introductions for several of the pieces, either from his knowledge of tradition, or from his own imagination ; and it may
be suggested that in doing this he too would be induced to
rearrange his matter, though with a different object from that
which the author of St Matthew had. These descriptions,
however, by Luke, of occasions on which various pieces of
discourse were uttered, are wholly indefinite as to their time
and connexion. It is far more µrobable that they have been
fitted in at certain points in his source, with a view to imparting
life and an appearance of naturalness to his record, than that
the sequence of paragraphs in the source should have been
altered on account of them. In one or two places he has,
I believe, made slight transpositions in the contexts of "Q" in
order to be able to connect some additional matter therewith
more conveniently; but with these exceptions I see no good
grounds for thinking that he has changed the order.
These, then, will be our chief clues in seeking to reconstruct "Q" so far a_s that is possible 1 • (i) The pieces
1 Reconstruction may be thought too bold a word. But at least it is important
that we should ascertain as clearly as we can, and put together, all that may be
inferred with most probability in respect to the source of non-Marean matter
common to our first and third Gospels. No criticism of the Synoptic Gospels
that aims at being scientific can well a void this task. Reconstruction in such a
case is after all a matter of degree. No one, I imagine, thinks that it can be
more than partial. And, on the other hand, no assertion or suggestion whatever
can be made about the source which does not imply at least a measure of reconstruction in the mind of him who makes it. My friend and colleague, Prof. Burkitt,
who declares the reconstruction of "Q " to be impracticable, has himself propounded a tolerably comprehensive and definite view of it (see above, p. 49).
He says at the same time that he would not have it supposed that he is sceptical
as to the commonly received reconstruction of the Pentateuch (Gospel History
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are to be singled out which our first and third evangelists
must be supposed to have taken from a common source,
on account of their agreement in the form in which they give
them ; and in cases that seem doubtful, because of the
and its Transmission, p. r 2 ff.). The comparison of the Pentateuch is suggestive.
I would point out that the means which we have at ou.r disposal in the two cases
are of an essentially different kind. In the Pentateuch there are different strata
discernible, composed in different ages and with different aims, whereas the
Synoptic Gospels were approximately, if not strictly, the product of a single
generation and the work of men whose point of view was substantially the same.
We could hope for little from noting internal peculiarities in our first Gospel, or
our third Gospel, taken by itself, which would be analogous to what has to be
done in the case of the Pentateuch. But in other respects the criticism of the
Gospel has an enormous advantage over that of the Pentateuch, as regards its
resources. We can compare two works in which the lost source has been more or
less extensively reproduced. And that is not all: our problem is greatly simplified
by the fact that we are able to separate off, first of all, those large portions of these
Gospels in which use was made of another source, of which we still have in our
hands at least an approximately true representative-the Gospel according to
St Mark. Moreover, from the treatment of this last-named source by our first
and third evangelists, we are able to judge how they would be likely each of them
to treat another document. "We see clearly enough," Professor Burkitt observes,
" that we could not have reconstructed the Gospel according to S. Mark out of
the other two Synoptic Gospels, although between them nearly all Mark has been
incorporated by Matthew and Luke. How futile, therefore, it is to attempt to
reconstruct those other literary sources which seem to have been used by Matthew
and Luke, but have not been independently preserved" (ib. p. 17; cp. also his
review of Harnack's Spriiche in Journal of Theological Studies for April, 1907,
p. 454 ff.). Whether it would have been impossible to reconstruct the Marean
document to any extent is perhaps questionable. But be this as it may, the fact
that we possess this document places us in a far more favourable position for the
attempt to recover the contents and form of the second source.
Of the clues described above which are to guide us in our investigation, the
first is obtained by examining the limits of disagreement in passages of Christ's
Teaching which our first and third evangelists have both taken from St Mark ;
while the third has been suggested by a consideration of the manner in which
non-Marean matter has been introduced by the two evangelists into the Marean
outline. Some instances will also come before us, especially in later chapters,
where, in examining differences of form in passages derived by each from a nonMarean source, we may get a good indication of the way in which one or other
has probably altered his source from his revision of passages of his Marean document. Our inferences are from the known to the unknown, which is surely a
legitimate method of reasoning. And this principle may be applied in many
more cases than it will be in this work. I shall deal only with a few that are
of special interest, or which for one reason or another come before us.
The knowledge of the source obtained in this way may possibly remain very
incomplete; but so far as it goes it is valuable. On Prof. Burkitt's conjecture
that "Q" contained a narrative of the Passion, see below, p. 105 f.
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intermixture of difference and resemblance, we must be
guided in part by comparing the manner in which the two
evangelists have used their Marean document.
(ii) In discussing some cases where matter the same in
substance has been preserved in St Matthew and St Luke in
widely different forms, we shall do well to bear in mind the
special conditions affecting the translation into Greek of the
Aramaic Collection of Sayings. There was, as we have seen,
in all probability a period in which the renderings of it were
fragmentary, and some of these fragmentary renderings may
have been known to one or other evangelist, and may have
exercised an influence, even when a version which aimed at
being more continuous and complete was followed in the main.
Moreover, even in such a version some portions of the original
may have been given in a condensed form. If so, fuller renderings might in course of time have been substituted in these
parts. \Vhether this is a probable explanation of the relation
between the two accounts, one more meagre than the other,
will depend on the character of the matter omitted in the
more meagre one, and its connexion with the part common
to both. Instances of the former kind-the survival of brief,
fragmentary renderings-are to be found, I believe, especially
in St Luke; of the latter-the substitution of a fuller rendering for a more compressed one-in St Matthew.
(iii) There is a strong presumption in favour of the view
that the order in which Luke has given the pieces is in the
main that of the source; and we may by the aid of this
Gospel also often disengage the pieces as they stood in the
source from the Marean or other matter with which in St
Matthew they have been interwoven 1•
1 Reference may here be made more particularly to three writers who have
endeavoured to reconstruct the lost source common to our first and third Gospels :
-H. H. Wendt (DieLehre Jesu, Erster Theil, 1886); P. Wernle (Die Synoptische
Frage, 1899, pp. 61 ff., 80 ff., 178 ff., 224 ff.); A. Harnack (Spr/iche und Reden
Jesu, 1907). In important respects they agree, and so do I with them. I have,
however, endeavoured to determine somewhat more closely than they have done,
how much difference in parallel passages in St Matthew and St Luke should be
considered compatible with derivation from a common Greek original. In a few
instances of wide difference, which they explain as due to great freedom in the
treatment of the common document by one or other evangelist, I cannot bring
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In St Matthew and St Luke 1 we find an account of the
preaching of John the Baptist in which several verses are
almost word for word the same and must unquestionably have
been taken from the same written source. In St Luke here,
as well as in St Matthew, the Marean record has been to
a slight extent at least combined with the non-Marean. There
was the more reason for their being interwoven, because the
position which the account actually holds in each Gospel is
the only one in which it could fitly be placed. And in all
probability it formed the introduction, as it were, to the
collection of Christ's own Sayings, as it does to St Mark's
Gospel.
This section is followed by a narrative of the Temptation
in the Wilderness. Here again there is good reason for the
agreement between the first and third evangelists as to the
place given to the narrative. Their narratives are fuller by
far than Mark's and while they differ from one another in the
order of the two last temptations, in other respects the agreement between them is so close that it is most reasonable to
suppose the same document to have been employed as for the
Baptist's preaching.
The discourse on the "Character of the heirs of the
Kingdom" is the addition to Mark to which we come next in
both St Matthew and St Luke, though in the latter it is
placed somewhat later than in the former relatively to the
Synoptic outline. This discourse is preceded in each Gospel
myself to regard this as a probable explanation; and I have found one in the
considerations referred to in my last remarks above. I may add that the present
chapter was written in the summer of 1906, before the appearance of the number
of Harnack's Beitriige above referred to; and it remains substantially unaltered.
My agreement with him is the more satisfactory to me.
1 From Table II. at end of vol. a comprehensive view of the matter common
to St Matthew and St Luke but not in St Mark may be obtained ; the pieces also
which in the judgment of the present writer were, and those which were not, taken
by the two evangelists from the same Greek document, are there distinguished
by differences of type. Again, an Analysis at the end of the present chapter
exhibits the arrangement of this matter, and other matter similar to it, in the
discourses of our first Gospel. Finally, the manner in which the matter in
question has been introduced into the Synoptic outline by our first and third
evangelists may be easily learned from Table I., at end of vol. The use of these
Tables will, I think, assist the reader in following the discussion upon which I
here enter.
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by a description of a gathering of crowds from all parts to
hear Jesus (Mt. iv. 24, 25; Lk vi. 17-19). It is probable,
therefore, that in the source itself from which the discourse
was derived there were at least some indications of attendant
circumstances of this kind. Luke found a place for the
insertion of the discourse just after the point at which Mark,
too, describes such a gathering 1. Our first evangelist had his
own reasons for wishing to place the discourse earlier 2, and
was accordingly in this instance content to introduce it where
the only link supplied in his Marean document was a reference to the activity of Jesus in teaching as well as in working
miracles (Mk i. 38, 39 =Mt.iv. 23).
This discourse, as given in Mt. v-vii., contains, it will be
remembered, a good deal of matter which is found only in
that Gospel, and also passages of some length as well as
individual Sayings which are included by Luke in his "Great
Insertion 3. " But on the other hand the whole of what is
given in the discourse in Lk vi. 20-49 is comprised in the
corresponding discourse in St Matthew, with the exception
perhaps 4 of the "Woes" (Lk vv. 24-26) and of two brief
Sayings (Lk vv. 39, 40) which occur later in St Matthew, in
two other contexts. It is with the discourse so far as it is
common to both Gospels, that we are now primarily concerned. The beginning and end are the same in both, the
order of Sayings in the intervening part corresponds in the
main, though not entirely; but while in substance there is
agreement, the difference in expression is often widc 5• It is
distinctly greater than that between the same two Gospels
in the case of the parable of the Vineyard, or of the
Sower, and its interpretation. It is just a little less than that
in the Eschatological Discourse in Mt. xxiv. and Lk xxi.
But in this last instance the number of distinct Sayings which
have been added or substituted by Luke, and of modifications
made for obvious reasons, are nearly twice as great as in the
1 Mk iii. 7-12=Lk vi. 17-19. See Table I.
2 See pp. 23 f., 323, and cp. p. 85.
3 See Analysis, p. 123 f. .
4 This is not certainly an exception.
See p. 83.
5 In one Saying only do they agree closely throughout, that on "the Mote and
the Beam" (Mt. vii. 3-5=Lk vi. 41, 42).
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discourse in Lk vi. This is a circumstance which should be
allowed for in comparing them. Like these instances, which
we decided to apply as tests, the discourse on the "Character
of the heirs of the Kingdom " was doubtless one where
variations might be likely to occur, since its precepts would
have been often taught orally. Still, it would seem that the
amount of difference between the account of it in St Luke and
the parallel portions in St Matthew at least reaches, if it does
not even go beyond, the extreme limit that can be allowed
for where the same Greek document was employed 1• And
consequently the hypothesis that the two evangelists used
different translations suggests itself as at least an alternative
explanation. I am not prepared to say how much resemblance there would probably be between the renderings of two
translators. But there can be little doubt that the amount of
difference would be likely to be greater than in the case of
two editions or adaptations of the same Greek document.
And if, on the other hand, it should seem at first sight
improbable that two translators should both independently
employ some of the words and expressions which are common to the parallels before us, it should be borne in mind
that reminiscences of oral teaching might so influence the
minds of two translators as to make their renderings more
similar than translations by different hands would ordinarily
be. The supposed translators would not in point of fact have
been in the full sense independent, because they would have
shared in greater or less degree the same special vocabulary
1 The number of words which are the same, or partly the same (different parts
of same verb, or noun, owing to differences in the formation of the sentences)
may be compared with the total number of words in the passage in order to obtain
the proportion of resemblance. Even the smallest words should be counted, such
as Ko.l, OE, "yap. The similarity or difference in regard to these little words is often
significant as shewing similarity or difference in the structure of the sentences.
For the extent of the passages to be compared, I have taken Luke. I make the
proportion in the parable of the Vineyard ·5, in that of the Sower ·657; in the
interpretation of the latter parable · 534 ; in the Eschatological Discourse in Lk xxi.
only ·391 ; in the Discourse in Lk vi. ·403. But it should be observed that in the
discourse in Lk xxi. vv. 18, 19, 12, 24, 18, 34, 35, 36 and parts of vv. 18, 19 are
additional matter not represented in Matthew, making 147 words out of a total in
the whole discourse of 447; while in Lk vi. vv. 24, 15, 26, 39, 40 are not represented
in parallel in Mt., making 81 words out of a total of 548. This is clearly a point of
importance when we are comparing them.
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and associations. For instance, the general form and most
prominent words of the Beatitudes, or such a saying as ci µ£<r0o,;
vµwv 'TT"OA.V<; lv rrj, ovpavrjJ ( or ro'i-_ ovpavoi,c;) in Mt. v. I 2 =
Lk vi. 23, 25, would be fixed in their minds through tradition,
before they began to translate. While such a saying as that
on" the Mote and the Beam" might have been remembered
by both as an oft-repeated proverb. But further, the later of
the two translators may have been acquainted with the version previously made, and have reproduced it here and there.
On the whole then the view that the resemblances and
differences in these parallels may be accounted for by the
supposition that our two evangelists used different translations
here is not an unreasonable one. And there are some other
facts to be considered, which will, I believe, recommend it
further. It appears to be highly probable that the sections
on ''the relation of the New to the Old Law" and on "the
contrast between the right and the Pharisaic practice of three
great parts of religious observance" (Mt. v. 17-48, and vi.
1-8, 16-18) stood in the Aramaic original virtually as they
do in St Matthew. Though in the Lucan discourse neither of
these topics is treated, the sayings of which its paragraph on
love and meekness is composed are all to be found in St
Matthew under the last two heads of the section on the Law,
viz., those on the Law of retaliation and the Rule of loving a
neighbour and hating an enemy. Moreover, there are signs in
the Lucan form of some rearrangement, such as might be
necessary in order to provide for a new and suitable beginning
of the paragraph, when there had been an omission. For the
maxim arya7rare, etc., which Luke at V. 27 introduces with the
words a'A.\.a vµ'iv ·Ahyro, etc., occurs in St Matthew after
sayings which Luke postpones to it, and the consequence of
so using it has been that Luke has found it necessary to
repeat it at v. 35, in order to resume the thread, with 7rA~v
prefixed to apologise (as it were) for doing so 1 •
1 For referring these passages to the original I may. claim the support of
Wendt, ib. p. 57 ff., and Wernle, £b. p. 62 f. Harnack, on the other hand, ib.
p. u8 f., excludes them. It is the most important point on which I differ from
him. The reason he gives, viz. that the individuality of Matthew appears in them,
seems to me inadequate. Why should not this attitude in regard to the Law have
been found in the Logian source ?
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In circumstances such as those upon which I have
dwelt in the earlier part of this chapter it would not have
been unnatural that in the first communication of this discourse to Gentiles the piece about the Jewish Law should
have been omitted as unsuited to them. But it seems to me
improbable that Luke himself should have passed it over, if
he found the passage in a Greek document lying before him ;
for the desire for full knowledge in regard to the Lord's
Teaching must have been already strongly felt. It is the
more unlikely that he should have done so because he gives
an emphatic saying on the inviolability of the Law contained
in this passage, along with some of its teaching on marriage,
in a different context (xvi. 17, 18). Even supposing then
that Luke had thought it unnecessary to give the whole of
the passage on the Law, it would have been most natural for
him to have given a summary of it in its original position, if
his Greek source had contained it. Indeed, it would have
been a strong measure for anyone to have set the piece aside,
if he had found it ready translated in a document which he
had in his hands. It is easier to understand that one who was
translating the discourse for use in a Gentile Church might
have omitted it, as a passage not directly suited to them.
The contrast between the right and the Pharisaic practice
of Almsgiving, Prayer and Fasting (Mt. vi. 1-8, 16-18), which
follows the exposition of the true principles of the Law, seems
to belong to the same connexion and to come from the same
source, and there would be the same reason for omitting its
translation 1• 'vVe find also indications of its existence in
St Luke, though they are somewhat less marked than in the
case last discussed. For the Woes in St Luke may be
regarded as a kind of generalisation of the condemnation of
the Pharisees preserved in St Matthew. The words a7rexeTe
'T~V 7rapaKtVfJ<JW vµwv in Lk vi. 24 should be compared with
a,7rJxouaw TOV µtu0ov avTWV in Mt. vi. 2, 5, 16.
From all this it follows that Luke's account of the discourse was not taken from the version used in St Matthew,
1 The Lord's Prayer has, however, been transferred to Mt. vi. 9-13 from a
later context in the same document. Whether the saying that follows in vv. r4, 15,
stood in this connexion in the Aramaic source may be left an open question. See
below, p. 329.
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which contained the paragraphs referred to. Further, it will
not, I think, be suggested that these paragraphs alone were
separately translated and incorporated with the Lucan version
of the rest Orie who had translated those long paragraphs
would naturally continue his work of independent translation
to the end of the discourse. But this discourse might, owing
to its special practical value, have been translated and copied,
and have passed into the hands of the author of the Greek
St Matthew as a separate piece, and have been substituted by
him here for the compressed version in the document which he
elsewhere followed. Or again this substitution might already
have been effected in his copy of that document. I do not
suggest that he himself made the fuller version which he
gives, partly because it seems to me more likely that an
independent rendering of limited extent should be due to
one who had a more limited aim than the author of this
Gospel ; partly for a reason which will come before us in a
later chapter 1•
But we should not be justified in arguing that because the
version of the discourse used by our first evangelist embraced
a larger part of the contents of the original than that used
by Luke did, it was, therefore, in all points more exact. It
would, however, be inexpedient to interrupt our general
review of the contents of "Q" by an inquiry of this kind.
Something will be said on this subject before this examination of the document in question is concluded 2.
By the preceding discussion we have incidentally been led
to the interesting and important conclusion that the sections
on the relation of the New to the Old Law, and on the contrast between the true and the Pharisaic performance of three
great departments of religious observance, which we have in
Mt. v. 17-vi. 18, but which are not given by Luke, did in all
probability stand in the Aramaic original of the discourse in
a position corresponding to that which they occupy in our
first Gospel. It may likewise here be suggested that the little
piece containing Sayings on the Pharisaic desire for human
approbation, the permanency of the Law and the inviolability
of marriage (Lk xvi. 15, 17, 18), which Luke places much
later, had first been given as a brief, oral rendering or account
1

See p. 343 f.

2

See p.

106

f.
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of the passages just referred to, when no full translation of
them existed, that it had become current in tradition, or been
written down in some short record, and so had reached our
third evangelist.
But we must proceed with the examination of the passages
which have to come under our consideration, in the order in
which Luke gives them. The discourse which we have been
considering is followed immediately in St Luke by the
narrative of the healing of the centurion's servant, while in
St Matthew one other narrative only is interposed-that of
the cleansing of the leper, which was taken from the Marean
document The first and third evangelists also agree verbally,
to a considerable extent, in their accounts of this incident,
and there seems to be no good reason for doubting that each
of the two evangelists is here reproducing a narrative which
stood next to the discourse on the " Character of the heirs
of the Kingdom,': in a Greek document which was a source
to both. Luke, however, has introduced several particulars
derived probably from tradition, while in St Matthew a piece
is added on the subject of the Gentiles who should be received into the kingdom, to which we shall come much later
in Luke's order.
Luke continues after this to give other non-Marean matter,
including the important incident of the Baptist's message
and the discourse by Jesus that was called forth thereby.
Our first evangelist places this incident and discourse somewhat differently, both with reference to the sequence of the
Synoptic outline, and to other matter taken from "Q."
(xi. 1 ff.). His design seems to have been to use it as a
climax after the series of illustrations of the Saviour's
Teaching and miracles which occupy the first half of his
account of the public Ministry. The Words of Jesus on this
occasion fall naturally into two divisions; the first consists
of His reply to John's inquiry and reflections on .his prophetic character; in the second He comments on the reception accorded both to John and to Himself. At the point
of division Luke characteristically interposes a few words
(vii. 29, 30), in which he notes the different attitude to John
of the p1,1blicans and people, on the one hand, and of the
Pharisees on th~ other, .and the different ways in wh~c;:h ~on-
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sequently they were affected by the language of Jesus about
him. Our first evangelist, again, after his different manner,
has at the end of the first part of the discourse introduced a
Saying (Mt. xi. 12, 13) about John's work given in another
context and in a different form in St Luke (xvi. 16), and has
also at the end of the whole added some pieces, which do
not seem properly to belong here, as they have nothing to do
with the subject of John the Baptist, but only with the
attitude of men to Christ (xi. 20-30). But both parts of
the discourse given in St Luke are given also in St Matthew
in an almost verbally identical form, and must undoubtedly
have been derived by both evangelists from the same document. Luke's same insertion of non-Marean matter contains
also two narratives peculiar to his Gospel ; he places the one
before, the other after, the incident of the Baptist's message
(vii. l 1-17, 36-50). Lastly at the end of the insertion
there is a reference to a missionary journey. Now, if we pass
on at once to Luke's next insertion into the Synoptic outline at ix. 5 I ff., omitting the intervening Marean matter,
the earliest pieces having parallels also in St Matthew, to
which we come, relate to the calling of the disciples of Jesus,
His own homelessness in which those who followed Him
were required to participate, and the missionary work which
lay before them (Lk ix. 57-6o, x. 2, 3-12 =Mt.viii. 19-22,
ix. 37, 38, x. 5 a, 7-16). These pieces are also some of those
in which there is very close agreement between the two
Gospels. Now let us mark the position of these pieces in
St Matthew. They occur in close proximity to the mention
at ix. 35 of a missionary tour in which Lk viii. l has its
truest parallel. There are, then, strong grounds for thinking
that in "Q" a reference to a missionary tour by Jesus
introduced the teaching about the missionary calling of His
disciples. Luke has broken that connexion by giving the
former piece at the end of one insertion, and then relating
many narratives from his Marean document before he resumes
the use of "Q." 1 Nevertheless, he has to some extent
l According to Mark also the sending forth of the Twelve to preach was pre
ced.ed by a missionary journey of Jesus Himself. See Mk vi. 6 b. But Lk viii. 1
is (as I have said) most nearly parallel to Mt. ix. 35. Note in the two latter the
mention of' cities' as well as• villages,' and·' the preaching of the kingdom of God.'
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suggested the same idea as the sequence in the source did,
seeing that he has associated the Sayings and directions
regarding the missionary calling of disciples with Christ's
journeying towards Jerusalem.
The Saying on 'the need of labourers to gather in the
spiritual harvest' and the charge containing directions for
the guidance of the missionaries of the Gospel, which were
according to Luke delivered to seventy disciples (Lk x. I ff.),
who were about to be sent forth, are in St Matthew connected
with the Mission of the Twelve (Mt. ix. 37 ff.). The form of
the saying on the need of labourers is identical in the two
Gospels, save for the different order of two words. The
whole of the language of the Charge has not been embodied
in St Matthew, though portions of it have been. It should be
remembered that our first evangelist has evidently combined
this piece with the shorter Charge given to the Twelve in his
Marean document (Mk vi. 8-r 1) 1• Expressions taken from
the latter have in some instances been employed instead of
similar ones from the former. Moreover, the adaptations
required when two parallel accounts were united would
naturally lead to rearrangement of sentences and to the use
of some words and phrases not found in either. We need not
hesitate then to conclude that portions of this Charge in the
first and the third Gospels belonged to " Q." Probably the
words which introduced it in that document were not very
precise as to the occasion, so that the first and third evangelists were able to take different views of the circumstances in
which the Teaching in question was delivered. The former
supposed that this passage of his second source referred to
the time of the sending forth of the Twelve described in his
Marean one ; Luke on the contrary supposed the occasion to
be a distinct one, when an additional body of preachers was
commissioned.
The precise extent of this Charge, as it stood in "Q" may
not be altogether easy to determine. The concluding passage
in the discourse to the Twelve in St Matthew (vv. 40-42)
corresponds with the last saying of the Charge _in St Luke
1

See Analysis, p. 114 f.
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(v. 16), just as the ends of the discourse in Mt. v.-vii. and
"Lk vi. correspond. And between the common commencement and ending our first evangelist has, in the case now
before us as well as in that one, introduced several pieces
placed later in St Luke. But it may also be questioned
whether the Apostrophe given in Lk x. 13-15 does not appear
here through a slight displacement, and whether it should not
stand after the conclusion of the Charge and immediately
before the Thanksgiving which follows in vv. 21, 22. These
two little pieces present the contrast between those who have
rejected and those who have received the truth. Our first
evangelist gives them together, though he places them in
another context (Mt. xi. 20-27). The Apostrophe does not
fit in altogether suitably at the end of the Missionary Charge,
since the cities named in it were those in which Jesus had
already preached, not those to which His representatives
were being sent. But seeing that there seems to have been a
reference to the judgment on Sodom (cp. Mt. x. 15), near the
end of the Charge, as given in the source, as well as in the
Apostrophe addressed to Chorazin, etc., it may well have
occurred to the evangelist to weave the two together.
The two paragraphs of which I have just been speaking
are given by the two evangelists so nearly in the same words,
that both must have been derived from the same Greek
document. The same holds of the Saying," Blessed are your
eyes," etc., which stands next in St Luke (x. 23, 24), and the
connexion of thought is natural. In St Matthew, however,
the two former have not unsuitably been placed in the
discourse in which the reception accorded first to John the
Baptist and then to Jesus is treated of (Mt. xi. 21-24, 25-27),
and the latter in the passage on the privileges enjoyed by the
disciples, which is connected with their having the parables
interpreted to them (Mt. xiii. 16, 17).
The words "Blessed are your eyes," etc., are followed in
St Luke by the question of a lawyer from whom Jesus draws
forth a s'tatement of the two great commandments of the
Law (Lk x. 25-28); these must be compared with the
similar question and reply in St Mark placed in that Gospel
among the incidents of the last few days of the life of Jesus,
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at Jerusalem (Mk xii. 28-34), and the parallel in St Matthew
standing in the same connexion (Mt. xxii. 34-40). Luke
has no parallel at that point to St Mark, though on the
who.le he follows the Marean order closely in that part of the
Gospel history. He doubtless omitted the incident there,
because he had already given a very similar one, taken from
another source, in his "Great Insertion." It is further to be
observed that he represents differently the motive of the
scribe. The latter asked his question in order to "tempt," or
"try," Jesus, instead of (as Mark states) because he approved
the answers which he had already heard. Now in this, as
well as in some of the other differences between St Luke and
St Mark, our first evangelist agrees with the former. There
is good reason, then, for thinking that " Q " contained an
account of the lawyer's question and the reply, substantially
as Luke gives it, and that, as in several other instances, the
first evangelist has combined ,vhat he read in that source
with what he read in his Marean document, even while he
adhered to the order of the latter.
It is to be added that here again a slight dislocation ·of
the original sequence may have taken place in St Luke's
reproduction of the source, as might easily happen when more
.matter was being introduced. For the question asked by a
scribe in order to tempt Jesus would come in more naturally in
connexion with the series of paragraphs on the conflict of Jesus
with the Scribes and Pharisees, Lk xi. 14-54. The teaching
addr_essed to disciples would also then not be interrupted.
We have next to consider 1 the' Instruction on prayer' in
Lk xi. 1-13. After a request by the disciples to be taught
to pray, which may possibly have been imagined by the
evangelist as an introduction, we have the Lord's Prayer, an
Example of successful importunity, and an Exhortation to
earnestness in prayer. The second of these is peculiar to
Luke. But the two others are both given in the discourse in
Mt. v.-vii. There are differences in his form of the Lord's
Prayer, but these differences, mostly amplifications, may
reasonably be attributed to the influence of the liturgical
1 I.e. p::issing over two pieces peculiar to Lk, viz. the parable of the Good
Samaritan, arid the incident connected with Martha and Mary.
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usage to which the evangelist had become accustomed. It
would not be strange that he should give the prayer in the
form in which he himself knew it best, even though in the
document which lay before him it appeared in that briefer
form in which we have it in St Luke. The Exhortation to
earnestness in prayer is placed a little later in the Matthaean
discourse. In the form of this piece the two Gospels agree
closely on the whole, and it is to be referred to the source
common to them.
From the instruction and encouragement given to dis~
ciples we turn now to contention with the sceptical and
actively hostile. I have already spoken of one passage
(Lk x. 25-28), which falls under this head, and which may,
I think, in the document which we are endeavouring to reconstruct, have stood at the beginning of a division treating
of that feature of Christ's Ministry. In this division we
have next the Accusation of collusion with Satan. The relations between the three Synoptics noticed in the instance of
the lawyer's question appear here again, but more strikingly.
There is a corresponding account in St Mark, but it is clear
that Luke's is taken from a different source (Mk iii. 21-30;
Lk xi. 14, I 5, 17-26). In St Mark the accusation, made (it
is expressly said) by "scribes from Jerusalem," is compared
(it would seem) with the declaration of His own relatives that
"He is mad." In St Luke the suggestion of the Pharisees
is introduced by the mention of a case in which He cast out
a" dumb devil." Again, while a portion of the reply of Jesus
is the same in substance in both St Mark and St Luke, there
are sentences in each which are wholly independent. Moreover, Luke has passed the account by at the place where
it should have occurred according to the Marean outline,
and given it in his "Great Insertion," where certainly the
far larger part of his matter is not derived from the Marean
document. Lastly, our first evangelist evidently had the two
accounts before him and has combined them (Mt. xii. 22- 32).
He has introduced this accusation at a point in his outline
corresponding approximately to that at which it stands in
St Mark, but has prefixed the same incident as Luke does
by way of providing an occasion for it. Further, he has in
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the reply of Jesus interwoven sentences taken now from
the Marean, now from the non-Marean accounts. Another
form of attack, the demand for a sign (Lk xi. 16, 29-32;
Mt. xii. 38-42) is also connected by both our first and third
evangelists with the accusation of collusion with Satan, and
much of the matter relating to this also is identical in form
· in the two Gospels, and must have been taken from "Q."'
The reply of Jesus to the Demand for a sign is followed
in St Luke by two proverbial sayings on light (Lk xi. 33-36).
The first of these has a parallel, though not one which is
close in form, at Mt. v. 15. There its application to the
responsibilities of disciples and its suitability to the place
which it occupies are obvious. In Lk xi. 33, on the contrary,
it interferes with a good connexion; for the second saying
which insists on the need for singleness of eye would be
naturally suggested by the perverse attitude of the Pharisees
and others, which had just before been exhibited. It is
difficult not to suppose that the first saying in which the
figure of a lamp is used was introduced here because the
same figure was employed in the second, which has a rightful
place in this context. As to the first of the two sayings the
arrangement of the source has, I believe, for once been
preserved in the first and not in the third Gospel. The
passage of the discourse in which it there occurs was probably
(we have seen) not known to Luke in its original form and
position, though some of its matter had reached him disjointedly. One of these fragments he introduces at the
place now before us. But the other saying on light not only
occupies a fitting place in its Lucan context, when the preceding saying has been removed, but it also closely resembles
in language its parallel at Mt. vi. 22, 23, and must have been
derived by both evangelists from the same Greek document.
There is good reason then to hold that the two evangelists
have, as to this saying, kept to their usual parts, Luke giving
it in the position in which he found it in "Q," while our
first evangelist used the matter in "Q" for the compilation
of longer discourses.
The series of passages in this part of St Luke, treating of
1

See the Analysis, p.
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the conflicts of Jesus, concludes with a denunciation of the
Pharisees and Scribes by Jesus, followed by vehement attacks
upon Him from their side (Lk xi. 39-54). Their rejoinders
and the occasion on which the denunciation was delivered are
mentioned only in this Gospel, and may have been contributed
by the evangelist, but much of the matter contained in the
denunciation itself is found in the still longer passage on the
same theme in St Matthew, where it stands at the conclusion
of Christ's public Ministry (Mt. xxiii.). The agreement, however, in form between St Matthew and St Luke is not so close
as in many other passages, and the former contains a good
deal of peculiar matter which appears from its character to
be in the main authentic1, and also to be closely connected
with that which is common to both Gospels. It seems probable, therefore, that here, as in the discourse on the Heirs
of the Kingdom, a fuller rendering of the Aramaic original
has taken the place of a brief a.ccount of it in the document
used by Luke. Our first evangelist has combined this fuller
discourse with the corresponding section in St Mark.
This account in St Luke of the acute opposition between
Jesus and the Pharisees and Scribes is immediately followed
in that Gospel by an exhortation to His disciples-describing
the spirit and manner in which they ought to face and endure the opposition and persecution to which they must
look forward (xii. r-12). In St Matthew the greater part
-0f this paragraph has been placed in the Mission Charge
.addressed to the Twelve (Lk xii. 2-9 = Mt. x. 26-33;
Lk xii. I I, 12 = Mt. x. 19, 20). But the larger portion of it
must in all probability have been taken from the same source
by the first and third evangelists. The form and purport of
the Saying at the beginning on the making known of that
which is secret is indeed different in the two Gospels; Luke
has not improbably modified the form of the Saying in the
source in favour of one otherwise known to him. But on the
whole the agreement of vv. 2-9 in St Luke and vv. 26-33
in St Matthew is fairly close. The Saying at Lk xii. I r, 12,
on ' not being anxious as to the answer to be given when
arraigned' appears somewhat earlier in the Matthaean

.
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Mission Charge, and in a different context. Although the
Saying there given (Mt. x. 19, 20) agrees in substance with the
one just referred to in St Luke, and although it may have been
included in " Q," it would seem that our first evangelist did
not derive it from that source ; for it forms part of a passage
common to St Matthew and St Markt, and in expression it
resembles the latter much more closely than it does the
parallel in the third Gospe12. The saying on "speaking
against the Son of Man " in Lk xii. IO, has been given
(Mt. xii. 32), in the discourse occasioned by the Accusation
of collusion with Satan, where a Saying that resembles it
occurs in the Marean parallel. In this instance, as in others
which we have noticed, our first ev?,ngelist has been (it would
seem) guided by his Marean document in regard to the
position which he has assigned to the Saying, and influenced
by " Q " as to its form.
To proceed with our review of the contents of Luke's
"Great Insertion": after a piece peculiar to him, in which
Jesus warns one who was not a disciple, and then the multitude, against covetousness, we come again to an exhortation
addressed to disciples, Lk xii. 22-34, given in almost exactly
the same form at Mt. vi. 25-:-34, 19-21 8• It consists of
the Sayings, so familiar to us, on trust in God for the
necessaries of life and on seeking His Kingdom. As the
piece stands in St Luke its lesson appears to be suggested
by that of the piece on covetousness which has been given
just before. But if we suppose that piece removed we still
have a good, and perhaps a better, connexion of thought
For those who were to preach Christ's Gospel were required
to renounce worldly possessions with a view to this work
which they had to do, and for those so engaged the injunction
to put confidence in their Heavenly Father's care had special
significance. This aspect of the Teaching in question appears
most clearly in vv. 32 and 33 b, which are peculiar to Luke.
Our first evangelist, on the other hand, feeling that the lessons
1

Mt. x. r7-22=Mk xiii. 9-13. On this piece see pp. rr6, 330.
Mt. agrees with Lk against Mk in this Saying only in one slight tum of
phrase.
3 There is the difference of arrangement here indicated, but the language is
almost identical.
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taught in this passage were, in their essence at least, applicable to all the children of God, has placed it in the
discourse in which he has sought to present the most general
view of the Teaching of Jesus on the Way of life.
From the passage last discussed we pass in the immediate
sequel to three which enjoin watchfulness for the return of
the Christ. The first of these (Lk xii. 35-38) contains the
main idea of the parable of the Ten Virgins at Mt. xxv.
1-13,-that of servants keeping their lamps burning, and
otherwise in a state of readiness, so that they may open the
door immediately to their Master when he returns from his
wedding. The Lucan figure might conceivably be due to
abbreviation of the parable of the Ten Virgins, by someone
who felt that the full parable was unsuited to Greeks, on
account of the Eastern features of the imagery. But I do
not think that this is what has happened. And it is evident
that, as our first evangelist was acquainted with the parable
of the Ten Virgins he might well have substituted it for the
shorter piece1.
In the form of the next two pieces, that on 'watching
lest the Son of Man should come as a thief' and on 'the
prudent steward' (Lk xii. 39, 40 and 42-46 = Mt. xxiv.
43-51), there is very close agreement between the two
evangelists. Doubtless in both cases the immediate or ultimate source was " Q." Luke interposes a remark by Peter
at v. 41.
From this point onwards to the end of the " Great Insertion" there is a much larger proportion of matter which is
altogether peculiar to St Luke than before, and much even
of that which may be reckoned common to him with
St Matthew, as regards substance, is markedly distinct in
form. Further, although much of the teaching comprised
under the head of this common matter is suitable to the
closing period of Christ's Ministry, it is nevertheless more
difficult to trace signs of order in this part of the "Great
Insertion," after the pieces peculiar to Luke have been removed, than we have found it to be up to this point. The
cause may be partly that some of the pieces which are in
1

See further below, p. 99, and p. 340 in Chapter on St Matthew.
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substance common have not been derived from the document
generally used, but either from some other document or
from tradition. We should certainly expect that among
the additional pieces collected independently by the two
evangelists some, though not derived from the same written
record in Greek, or even it may be in Aramaic, would yet
have ultimately a common origin and be in substance the
same. The two evangelists, when they looked beyond their
two principal documents, would not be likely to light only on
different matter. But again, the introduction of matter not
contained in the principal source would sometimes, even in
the case of a writer who proceeded on Luke's plan, lead to
rearrangement of that which was taken from that source
itself. A couple of instances in which this has probably
happened have already come before us ; and in the part
where a great deal of additional matter has been included
it would be natural that there should be more dislocation.
It will be convenient to notice first the pieces which may
with most reason be held to have been derived by both
evangelists from the same document. The Saying on 'the
divisions between near relatives which would arise as a consequence of His coming' (Lk xii. 51-53) and that on 'its
being necessary for those who would be His disciples to set
aside human relationships and to bear the cross' (Lk xiv.
26, 27), may be taken together. They seem properly to
belong to one another, and are given as though they formed
one piece in Mt. x. 34-38. The amount of verbal agreement between the two Gospels in these sayings, though not
so great as in several other passages, is nevertheless quite
sufficient to allow of our supposing them to have been
derived by both evangelists from the same Greek document.
Luke may have been induced to separate them because the
first seemed to him to fit well with another saying which he
had himself collected, "I have come to kindle a fire," etc. (xii.
49, 50); while the second could suitably be connected with
sayings on 'counting the cost' and ' renouncing earthly possessions' (xiv. 28-33), which were likewise part of his special
store.
The parables of the Mustard Plant and Leaven at Lk xiii.
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18-21, are introduced very abruptly, and it is difficult to see
any other position which they could occupy in this part of
his Gospel where the connexion of thought would be more
obvious. In Mt. xiii. 31-33 the pair stand in the connexion
in which the first of them is found in St Mark, viz., in the
group of parables at the head of which we have that of the
Sower. But our first and third evangelists appear to have
known both as a pair from " Q" ; for the former has in
giving the first of them combined phrases from the Marean
and Lucan forms in a very noticeable manner, while in the
second, where he had only "Q," he is in close agreement
throughout with Luke. The Apostrophe to Jerusalem," the
slayer of prophets," in Lk xiii. 34, 35 and Mt. xxiii. 37-39,
is identical, except for two or three exceedingly slight
verbal differences. Luke has, according to his view as to the
period to which a large portion of his non-Marean matter
could best be referred, connected it with the journey towards
Jerusalem, and has supposed it to have been spoken when
Jesus was in Herod's territory (xiii. 31-33), somewhere
nearer probably to Herod's own place of residence than He
had been in Galilee-especially those central and northerly
parts of Galilee which He had frequented. In St Matthew
it concludes the denunciation of the Pharisees and Scribes,
immediately after which Jesus departs from the courts of the
Temple for the last time. In the source it may have preceded the passage on the Coming of the Son of Man given
in Lk xvii. 22-37. The supposition that this was its original
position will, I think, be confirmed by a consideration of the
only two passages occurring between it and the Coming of
the Son of Man in Luke's "Great Insertion'' which have close
parallels in St Matthew, viz. xiv. 26, 27 and xvii. 1-41. We
have already seen reasons for connecting the former of these
closely with xii. 5 r-5 3 2• The latter also would suitably
follow the warnings to disciples given in those two pieces.
The description of the Future Coming of the Son of Man
comes nearly. at the end of Luke's "Great Insertion," being
followed only by two parables which are peculiar to him.
Our first evangelist has embodied the substance of part of
1

See Table II.
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this eschatological passage and uses many of the same ex•
pressions in his Discourse on the Last Things. As in some
other cases we may here attribute omissions and differences
on his part to his having united matter taken from different
sources, and shall be justified in supposing "Q" to have been
one of these.
In two instances of which I have not yet spoken the
origin of the similarity between the two Gospels is specially
difficult to determine. The first is the incident of the Healing
of the dropsical man on the Sabbath with the defence of His
act made by Jesus on the occasion (Lk xiv. r-6). This may
have had a place in the source and may have been in the
mind of our first evangelist (Mt. xii. 9-14) who may have
drawn thence the argument with which he supplements the
account of a similar incident taken from Mk iii. 1-6. The
other is the figure of the Lost Sheep (Mt. xviii. 12-14), which
is expanded into a parable in Lk xv. 4 ff. and differently
applied. But so far as the two Gospels correspond in substance the language also is very similar1.
The remaining Sayings and longer pieces in St Luke
which have parallels in St Matthew, but not in St Mark,
reached the two evangelists I believe by different channels,
oral or written. There are a few quite short Sayings, scattered
through the concluding portion of Luke's "Great Insertion,"
and one subsequent to it, which are given in very similar, and
sometimes practically identical form in St Matthew 2• Not
only, however, do the two evangelists place them in wholly
different settings, but in St Luke they are connected in each
case with matter that is peculiar to him, and seem to belong
to it so closely that there would be no proper position left for
them in this portion of his Gospel if the pieces with which
they are respectively associated were removed. Let us notice,
for instance, that in Lk xii. 58, 59, on 'the unwisdom of
deferring the payment of a debt.' The purpose with which
this proverbial Saying is quoted here depends wholly on the
Saying peculiar to Luke which precedes, on men's blindness
See further on this subject p. 331 f. below.
Lk xii. 58, 59=Mt. v. z5, z6; Lk xiv. II=Mt. xxiii. iz; Lk xiv, 34,
35=Mt. v. 13; Lk xvi. 13=Mt. vi. z4; Lk xxii. 3o=Mt. xix. z8,
1
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in regard to the signs of the times (ib. vv. 54-57). The
significance which the proverb about payment has in the
position which it holds in Mt. v. 25, 26 appears to be quite
different. Again, to take the Saying in which the agreement
of language is most striking (Lk xvi. 13 = Mt. vi. 24): we
may fairly say, I think, that to explain its place in St Luke
we must suppose it to have been attracted (so to speak) to
the parable of the Unjust Steward, rather than that parable
to have been attracted to it. And at the same time no stress
can be laid on the closeness of agreement in the case of this
Saying with the parallel in our first Gospel-and still less can
it be in the others which have been enumerated-because (as
I have already had occasion to remark) single pithy Sayings
might easily be remembered and reproduced in the same
form, or might have been textually assimilated by very early
copyists, of whose action our existing textual evidence gives
no indication.
Again the difference between the Saying concerning
'winning one's life through sacrificing it' at Mt. x. 39 and Lk
xvii. 33, not only in form but also in the application suggested, makes it probable that in Mt. x. it comes from a
different source (perhaps current oral teaching). At the same
time such a Saying probably stood in "Q" in the eschatological
passage reproduced in Lk xvii. 22-37. Our first evangelist
may have passed it over, though he knew it there, in his
conflate Eschatological Discourse in chh. xxiv., xxv.
I have still to speak of two little groups of Sayings. The
three in Lk xiii. 24-29 go well together, and it seems not
improbable that our first evangelist also ma.y have known them
as forming a single piece. He has given corresponding Sayings
separately, indeed, but near together and in the same order,
the first two in the concluding part of his discourse on the
'Character of the heirs of the Kingdom' ( vii. 13, 14, 22, 2 3), and
the third at the end of the narrative of the centurion's servant
(viii. I 1, 12). Nevertheless, in the case of the two former
Sayings the form of expression is widely different in the two
Gospels. In the first (Mt. vii. 13, 14), the image is that of
"a gate" by which "a way" is entered, whereas in Lk xiii.
24 f., it is that of "a door" and "a house." In the second
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Saying the false professors claim, according to Mt. vii. 22, 23,
to 'have prophesied and wrought miracles in Christ's Name';
in Lk xiii. 25-27 they say that they 'have eaten and drunk
in His presence,' and that He 'has taught in their streets.' In
the third Saying there is fairly close similarity between the
two Gospels; nevertheless the phrases and words which are
the same are such as might well have been used independently in two reports 1•
In Lk xvi. 15-18 we have four Sayings on the Pharisees
and the Jewish Law. I have already suggested a way in
which Luke may have come by three of these 2• The remaining one, on the place occupied by John the Baptist at the
turning-point between the age of the Law and Prophets
and that new age which had now come, is included in the
Matthaean discourse on the Baptist. It is surely probable
that the whole little piece was put together in the process
of oral teaching, and that Luke received it through such
teaching, or found it in some document other than "Q."
Lastly, the parables in St Luke of the Great Supper (xiv.
I 5-24), to which guests are summoned by one servant,
and the Ten Minae given one apiece to ten servants (xix.
I r-28) have affinities with, and yet differ in conception
from, those in St Matthew of the Wedding-feast for the king's
son to which guests were summoned by successive bodies of
servants (xxii. r-14), and of the Talents, five, two and one,
given respectively to different serva•nts (xxv. 14-30). We
saw that Luke is more than usually free in his treatment of
his Marean document when reproducing from it the parables
of the Sower and of the Vine-dressers 8• But the freedom
required on the part of the first and third evangelists in the
use of a common original, in order to produce out of it the
pairs of parables now before us, would far exceed that shewn
in those instances. Nor is the relation of the members of the
pairs the same as that which we have observed between the
exhortation to the disciples to be watchful as servants awaiting the return of the bridegroom and the parable of the Ten
Virgins. There the figurative exhortation in Luke might
have been intended to give succinctly the lesson of the full
1

See further on these Sayings, p. 352.
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parable. On the contrary in the case now before us we have
in each Gospel the independent development of the same
idea. \Veizsacker, when noting the greater degree of varia~
tion which seems to have been held permissible in the parables
than in the precepts of Christ, compares the difference to
that between the Haggadah and Halachah among the Jews.
In connexion with this interesting remark I would point out
the very small extent to which parables seem to have been
included in "Q." The only two which there is strong reason
to think were comprised in it are those of the Mustard Plant
and the Leaven1. It may well be that parables were not
regarded in the strict and full sense as "Logia," and had not
been embodied in the same formal tradition which was first
orally delivered and then written down. It would be quite
natural that the Christian Halachah should be kept distinct
from Christian Haggadah. This would explain the fact that
the parables recorded by our first and third evangelists are to
so large an extent different ones. If the parables were not
contained in the early source used by both, but were preserved for a long period in floating tradition, each might
well have become acquainted with different parables.
It has been observed above that, while throughout Luke's
"Insertions" pieces taken from "Q" are intermingled with
pieces from other quarters, the latter become specially plentiful towards the close of the last and longest " Insertion."
This is just what one would expect, whether these other
pieces were contributed by Luke himself or by someone who
revised and expanded the copy of "Q " which Luke afterwards used. In either case it would be natural that much of
"Q" should first be given, and that when only a few passages,
belonging clearly to the end of Christ's Ministry, remained
to be taken from it, other matter for which no obviously
fitting place had so far been found, should be introduced.
The use made of" Q" in the corn position of the discourses
in our first Gospel is likewise a natural one 2• Here as well as
1 Comparisons such as those of the servants waiting for the bridegroom
(xii. 35-38), the Coming of the Son of Man like that of a thief, etc., are not
parables. Figurative language is used, but the intended application is made
perfectly plain.
2 See Analyses of Discourses in St Matthew, pp. 122-9.
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in St Luke a kind of precedence has been accorded to it.
Accounts of addresses taken from it-or in two instances
(those of the Character of the heirs of the Kingdom and the
Denunciation of the Scribes and Pharisees) from fuller versions
which it contained in an abbreviated form-have furnished
the groundwork of the- first four of the principal discourses,
just as the accounts from the Marean document have done in
the discourse illustrating the Teaching by parables, that
on Offences and on the Last Things. Further, several of
the pieces which the first evangelist has taken from the
common document-those which he has transplanted as well
as those which form the basis of certain of his composite
discourses-are of not inconsiderable length, and none are
very short single Sayings. Such brief, separate Sayings there
are, occurring in both Gospels, which closely resemble one
another in form as well as in substance, but which are very
differently placed in the two. We have, however, already
inferred from their position in St Luke that they were
probably not found in the common document. And it may
now be added that although, if they had been included in
it, the first evangelist might have taken them thence and
given them a new setting, yet it would be less likely that he
should have dealt thus with small fragments than with longer
pieces which were more noticeable, and could more easily
be regarded as distinct wholes. In the case of single brief
Sayings it is more natural to suppose that he was guided in
the place that he gave them by associations arising from oral
tradition, or from what he had read in other documents, than
by the intention to rearrange his main sources. And it may
be remarked that we have one instructive example of a saying
differently placed in St Luke and St Matthew, which owes its
position in the latter to the fact of its being included in a
piece not derived from "Q 1."
·
In the preceding discussion the question has been left
open whether the matter peculiar to the first and third Gospels
respectively, as also the matter which is in substance the same
in both, but too different in form to have been derived from
the same document, was added by the evangelists themselves,
1
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.or had already found a place in revised and expanded forms of
the common source, which they severally used. \1/e shall in
later chapters consider this question in connexion with the
subject of the composition of these Gospels. In the present
chapter it has been my aim to ascertain the contents of the
chief source of non-Marean matter cemmon to the first and
third Gospels, which was also in all probability the earliest
consecutive and relatively complete representative of the
Aramaic Collection of the Sayings of Jesus. But incidentally
we have also been led to single out in St Matthew two discourses in which a fuller version of the original seems to have
been substituted. I subjoin a conspectus to shew the form of
the source which may be deduced from the available evidence,
according to the view of it taken above.
THE LOG/AN SOURCE IN GREEK, KNOWN TO AND USED
BY OUR FIRST AND THIRD EVANGELISTS, OR EMBODIED
IN TWO DOCUMENTS WHICH WERE USED BY THEM
SEVERALLY.

The ushering in of the Ministry of Christ.
The preaching of the Baptist. (Lk iii. 3, 7-9, 16 b, 17;
Mt. iii. 5, 7-12.)
The Baptism of Jesus. (Lk iii. 21, 22; Mt. iii. 13, 16, 17.)
The Temptation of Jesus. (Lk iv. I-13; Mt. iv. 1-11 a.)

The first stage in the preaching of the Gospel.
The discourse on the Character of the heirs of the Kingdom. (Lk vi. 17-49.)
(N.B. A fuller version of this discourse is substituted in
Mt. (v. 3-vi. 8, vi. 16-18, vii. 1-5, 12, 15-21,
24-27) for that contained in the Greek document which was in other parts a common source.)
The faith of the Gentile centurion and its reward. (Lk vii.
1-10; Mt. viii. 5-10, 13.)
The message of John the Baptist, and the reply of Jesus
to it and His remarks on the character of John, and on the
perverse attitude of men to both John and Himself. (Lk vii.
18-28, 31-35; Mt. xi. 2-11, 16-19.)
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Tlte extension of the Gospel.
Missionary tour by Jesus. (Lk viii. 1 ; Mt. ix. 35.)
Warnings addressed to two men on the subject of following
Him. (Lk ix. 57-6o; Mt. viii. 19-22.)
.
The harvest plenteous but the labourers few. (Lk x. 2;
Mt. ix. 37, 38.)
Directions for the preachers of the Gospel. (Lk x. 3-12,
16; Mt. x. 5 a, 7-16, 40; but for form of v. 40 see Mk ix. 37.)

The rejection and the reception of Divine truth.
Woe to thee, Chorazin, etc. (Lk x. 13-15; Mt. xi.
21-23.)
Thanksgiving that the Father reveals to the simple what
is hidden from the wise. (Lk x. 21, 22; Mt. xi. 25-27.)
Blessed are your eyes, etc. (Lk x. 23, 24; Mt. xiii.
16, 17.)

Instruction on Prayer.
The Lord's Prayer. (Lk xi. 2-4; Mt. vi. 9-13-)
Exhortation to be earnest in prayer. (Lk xi. 9-13; Mt.
vH.7-11.)

Jesus and His antagonists.
The lawyer who tried Him with a question as to the
means of obtaining eternal life :-the two great commandments. (Lk x. 25-28; Mt. xxii. 34:-40.)
On casting out a devil Jesus is accused of collusion with
Beelzebub. ~Lk xi. 14, 15, 17-23; Mt. xii. 22-30.)
The man whom the unclean spirit leaves for a time only.
(Lk xi. 24-26; Mt. xii. 43-45.)
The demand for a sign. (Lk xi. 16, 29-32; Mt. xii.
39-4 2 -)
The lamp of the body is the eye (i.e. singleness of purpose
is necessary for perceiving the truth). (Lk xi. 34-36; Mt.
vi. 22, 23.)
Denunciation of Pharisees and Scribes. (Lk xi. 39-52;
a fuller version of this discourse is substituted in Mt. xxiii.
1-36.)
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Results as to the form and contents

Exhortations to disct"ples in view of the opposition and
other trials that awaited them.
Confess Me faithfully. (Lk xii. 2-10; Mt. x. 26-33,
and xii. 32.)
Trust God for the necessaries of life. (Lk xii. 22-34 ;
Mt. vi. 25-34, 19-21.)
Watch lest the Son of Man should come as a thief. (Lk
xii. 39, 40; Mt. xxiv. 43, 44.)
Act as a prudent steward would. (Lk xii. 42-46 ; Mt.
xxiv. 45-51.)
Expect divisions in consequence of Christ's work, and be
prepared to set aside human relationships and to bear the
cross. (Lk xii. 51-53, xiv. 26, 27; Mt. x. 34-38.)
Two parables on the secret beginnings and ultimate
triumph of Christ's work. (Lk xiii. 18-21 ; Mt. xiii.
31-33.)
There will be offences. (Lk xvii. 1-4; Mt. xviii. 5-7, l 5,
21, 22.)
The power of faith. (Lk xvii. 5, 6; cp. Mt. xvii. 19, 20,
which may be a conflation of the Saying in "Q" and at
Mk xi. 23.)
The doom on Jerusalem, and the things of tlte end.
Jerusalem, slayer of prophets, thy house shall be left
desolate. (Lk xiii. 34, 35; Mt. xxiii. 37-39.)
The Return of the Son of Man. (Lk xvii. 22-37; Mt.
xxiv. 26-28, 37-41. Cp. also x. 39.)
I feel considerable confidence in giving this as at least a
list of the passages from our first and third Gospels which
there is most reason to think were contained in their common
non-Marean source. But there is some ground for going
further. The simple and natural order of this outline, and
the compactness of the whole, suggest that we may have here
approximately its whole contents. There may indeed be
among pieces peculiar to St Matthew or St Luke a few
derived from this source which have not been included above;
we cannot say that neither evangelist would ever omit what
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the other took 1• But the amount of such matter which we
have not the means of distinguishing, and so have failed
to gather in, is not likely to have been considerable, because
in that case the remaining matter from the source, the derivation of which from it we have been able to ascertain, would
not have presented that appearance of orderly connexion and
compactness which we have found in it. For another reason,
in addition to this one, it must be pronounced highly improbable that the peculiarities in Luke's narrative of the
Passion were derived from this source. It is most unlikely
that our first evangelist, who in other parts combines matter
from this source with the Marean document, should-throughout this large division of his Gospel, in which all the
information that could be obtained would be of interesthave refrained altogether from using it, although it was
available 2• There is nothing comparable to this in the
1 There are, no doubt, also points of detail, clauses, etc., preserved only in
one evangelist. With this we are not now concerned.
2 Harnack, ib. p. 127, also comes to the conclusion, that "Q" did not contain
an account of the Passion. Burkitt (Journ. of Theo!. Studies, p. r 54 ff.) adheres
to the opinion before expressed by him that it did. "I find it difficult," he writes
(p. 454), "to believe that critical. method is wholly to be trusted, which presents
us with a document that starts off with the story of our Lord's Baptism and then
gives us His words but not the story of the Cross and Resurrection." See also
p. 457. The fact that "Q" contained a mention of the Baptism is the only
one from which, so far as I can see, he can claim any support for his view; and
it is a slender ground for forming a conception of the document in question.
In reality the mention of the Baptism (possibly it was a mere reference) may
have been intended only to introduce the worcls spoken at it, or the temptations
and replies of Jesus in the Wilderness. A setting of some kind, more or less
historical, was naturally given to pieces of Teaching where possible. And there
could be no doubt also that Teaching connected with the Baptism and Temptation
should be placed at the beginning, even though no attempt at chronological
sequence was made in the rest of the work. In view of their subject-matter itself
the place they occupy was the proper one for them. The Baptism is closely
associated with the Preaching of John, which is the true starting-point, and the
fitting prehide, for the Teaching of Jesus.
Further there would be no suitability in the document's giving a history of the
Passion unless it had likewise before given at least a brief account of the Ministry,
Now there is strong reason for thinking that it cannot have clone this; for, if so,
our first and third evangelists would not have been left free to introduce the matter
taken from this source into the Marean outline so diversely as they have clone.
The arrangement of the Teaching relatively to the events, in one or the other, must
then have conflicted seriously with that in the source and it is not likely that either
would so greatly have disregarded the source.
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omission of Marean sections by Luke, everl if we assume,
which we are not justified in doing, that he had them all
lying before him. Besides, it is a question here not of Luke's
action, but of that of our first evangelist, who has passed over
only a few short sections, here one, there another, in his
Marean document.
The subject-matter and form of the document corresponded
with the character of the early tradition of the precepts of
Jesus among Palestinian believers, as we have been led to
conceive it. Thus even apart from the general probability
that an Aramaic source would be used for the Teaching of
Jesus, there is good reason to hold that in the Greek Logian
source which was used by our first and third evangelists, or
which formed the foundation of documents used by them, we
have a translation of an Aramaic document, embodying the
oral tradition of those of Christ's Sayings which were felt by
believers of the first days to be most needful for the conduct
of their life and for sustaining their courage 1•
It is impossible to discuss the doctrinal character of the
Logian document without raising questions as to the true
conception of the Person and Work of Christ, which I should
prefer to reserve altogether for future consideration. Nevertheless, it will be expedient, I think, that I should here make
a few remarks on the attitude to the distinctions of poverty
and wealth, and to the Mosaic Law manifested in the two
forms of the discourse on the Character of the heirs of the
Kingdom.
(i) The contrast between the Beatitudes in St Matthew
and St Luke is at first sight startling. The descriptions of
the four classes blessed in the latter all refer to external
conditions of hardship and of suffering; whereas in the
former the persons on whom blessings are pronounced are
(with one possible exception) characterised by moral and
1 Professor Harnack (ib. p. 127 f.) observes that if we consider Jewish habits
of thought of that time, it will not surprise us and will even seem a priori probable,
that the Sayings and Discourses of Jesus should have been separately compiled;
and that this is confirmed by the usage of Christian language which from the
beginning distinguished between the words and the deeds of Jesus, e.g., Acts i. r
and Lk xxiv. 19.
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spiritual traits. But on reflection it may, I think, appear
that, although the ideas suggested in the two accounts are
partly distinct, they are not wholly so, and also in no wise
inconsistent. In St Luke the gesture described at the beginning of the discourse-" He lifted up His eyes upon His
disciples and said,"-and the direct address to them throughout should be noticed. It is not all the poor who are blessed,
but Christ's disciples, although they were poor. This they
certainly were as a class; or at least they were all workingpeople, and they had either been called already to give up
such possessions as they had, or they would henceforth be
allowed to retain only a most precarious hold upon them.
Among the poor, or those comparatively so, were, and long
would be, found the minds and hearts most ready to receive
Christ's message. "The poor whom Jesus not only here but
ordinarily has in view are also those who are susceptible of
spiritual influence "1. The rich and prosperous, on the other
hand, on whom Christ pronounces His woes, were then as
a matter of fact almost to a man either actively opposed
to the progress of the Kingdom of God, or at least indifferent
to it. There is, therefore, no good ground for saying that
poverty is in this passage represented as in itself a virtue and
as affording a claim on God for future reward.
Turning to St Matthew we should observe that the temper
there described and which was necessary for the reception of
Christ's message, was one which the discipline of poverty
tended to produce, while material well-being, or a good
religious position in the society of the day, were very unfavourable to it. Moreover, the sharp distinction which we
are prompt to make now between the humble temper of mind
and the outward conditions that promote this temper would
not have been drawn in days of far less introspection, and
when men also shewed their feelings of self-satisfaction more
narvely, and had not learned, to the extent that we have now,
that it is the part even of good manners for one who possesses
personal or social advantages over others to conceal, if he
cannot inwardly suppress, the sense of it. On the whole,
1

Harnack, "What is Christianity?" Leet. 6, p. 60.
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it appears probable that the account in St Luke of what Jesus
said is most exact, considered simply as a report. The words
are there seen in their direct reference to, and should be interpreted by, the circumstances in which they were spoken.
Moreover, there are traces of this form of them remaining in
the Matthaean version. For while in vv. 3-10 the statements
are general, there is a relapse into direct address in vv. I I and
I 2, and in the same verses external sufferings are indicated.
Again, the "sorrowing," v. 4, seems to correspond with the
"weeping" of Lk v. 2 I b1. At the same time the additions
"in the spirit" and "after righteousness" in vv. 3 and 6
and the additional Sayings in regard to the pitiful, the pure
in heart and the peacemakers bring out the essential meaning of the teaching for after times and different states of
society, without possibility of misunderstanding. (ii) I pass
to .the treatment of the Mosaic Law. Did the strong words
that "till heaven and earth pass away, one jot or one
tittle shall in no wise pass from the law," and that '' Whosoever shall break one of these least commandments and shall
teach men so, shall be called least in the Kingdom of heaven"
(Mt. v. 18, 19), and the briefer Saying to the same effect
at Lk xvi. 17 in reality proceed not from Christ, but from
some Jewish Christian, who was concerned for the permanence
of the Jewish Law? Or, on the other hand, was language
which appears to be of an opposite character introduced by
some liberal Jewish or Gentile Christian, as a counterpoise to
those Sayings? Neither supposition seems to be necessary.
The mention of a "jot" or a "tittle" suggests to us the
minute observance of the Law which we associate with the
Scribes and Pharisees. But in the figurative language of the
East it might be used to urge the importance of the strictest
and most entire obedience to the great principles of the Law
and conformity to its spirit, and the connexion in which
the language in question is used in St Luke, as well as
in St Matthew, suggests that this was the application of it
intended.
There does not then seem to be good reason for supposing
1 The sorrow intended might, of course, also be that which is created by the
sense of individual sin.
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that the Logian source in its Greek or in its original Aramaic
form has been affected by the dogmatic tendencies of a translator or a compiler in either of the above cases and these are
the chief ones where this might be suggested.
Our investigation has led us to the conclusion that the
common Logian source was very brief, but that it should
be brief is what we might expect in the case of a primitive
document. Partly, however, for this very reason Sayings and
parables which have been omitted from it may likewise be
authentic. In discussing the contents of the document used
by both our first and third evangelists, much other matter of
this kind has come before us, which deserves the most careful
attention. But at the present point we shall do well to
consider the evidence as to the transmission of the Teaching
of Jesus which is supplied from another quarter, namely from
the Gospel according to St Mark.

The Teaching of Jesus in the Gospel according
to St Mark.

It has been held by the majority of students of the
Synoptic problem that St Mark and the Logian document
were in their origin independent of one another. But a
different opinion has been maintained by B. Weiss and
recently by \N ellhausen, though they take opposite views of
the relationship between the two writings. Weiss contends 1
that the same document in Greek, often called " the Logia,"
and called by him the "Oldest source" which was used by
our first and third evangelists was known also to Mark and to
a limited extent used by him, though he forebore to do so
nearly so freely as they did, because his special purpose was
to set forth the deeds rather than the Teaching of Jesus.
\Veiss supposes him to have made excerpts in certain
instances from discourses contained in that document, more
particularly in the case of the Preaching of the Baptist (Mk i.
1 For the writings in which he has done so seep. 49, n. 3. (For F. Nicolardot's
justification and use of the theory see below, p. 370.)
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7, 8), the Mission of the Apostles and Christ's Charge to them
(Mk vi. 8-11), and the Denunciation of the Phar.lsees (Mk
xii. 38-40); while he also derived from the same source a
few other short pieces and several single Sayings. As the two
other Synoptics have frequently given this matter in the form
in which they found it in their Marean source, and have also
given it separately, or (as is especially true in the case of our
first evangelist) have interwoven with it the same matter in
the more or less different form in which they derived it
directly from the Logian source, they were in reality doubly
dependent upon the Logian source, though no doubt without
being conscious of the fact1. This would not be impossible,
though it may not seem very likely. Let us see, however,
whether the actual phenomena of relationship are consistent
with the theory.
In the parallels in question, alike where there is a strict
doublet, and where similar matter, diversely placed in St Mark
and St Luke, has been combined in St Matthew, the Marean
form is (with scarcely an exception) noticeably different from
the other 2• Now why, we ask, if Mark had the same Greek
Logian document before him as the others, should he thus
regularly stand apart from them? Is it likely that he would
be always the one to alter the source? Moreover, his differences from the form which we should infer from the other two
are not of the kind that suggests stylistic revision on his part,
but derivation through a different channel.
The differences in the settings of the pieces are also
unfavourable to Weiss' view. That in the case of the Reply
1 Weiss also holds that the "Oldest source" contained a good many narratives,
which Mark took from it, and which the two other Synoptics knew both through
Mark, and through his source, so that they have sometimes more accurately
reproduced the source than Mark has clone. I shall refer to this view again in
the next chapter, but for the present, I desire to confine attention to the
utterances of Jesus.
2 The parallel in which the resemblance is greatest is that between the account
of the Preaching of the Baptist in Mk i. 7, 8 and the other Synoptics. This
resemblance may, however, well be due to the first and third evangelists having
combined expressions from the brief Marean account which they had before them
with the account in the Logian source.
All the parallels to be examined can be readily found from Table II. nn.
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of Jesus to the accusation that He was acting in collusion
with Satan is an instance on which I would lay special stress.
The connexion in which it is placed by Mark (iii. 24-30) is
not such a natural one as that in which it stood in the Logian
document (cp. Lk x. 14 with Mt. xii. 22, 23)1. The incident
of the healing of a daemoniac, which was there prefixed, is
not given by Mark; and yet he generally shews a special
interest in cases of exorcism. It is therefore very unlikely
that if he had before him a document in which this attack
upon Jesus, and His defence of Himself, were represented
as arising out of a case of this kind, he should have substituted another and a less obviously suitable introduction.
Frequently the position of sayings in St Mark is quite as
good, or better, than a different one assigned them in the
other Gospels. But even here it may be questioned whether,
if the latter was the one in which they stood in a document
which he was using, he would have changed it, or that, if he
did determine to do so, he would have been so often successful
in finding a perfectly appropriate occasion for giving them.
I turn to Wellhausen 2, who virtually assumes that either
Mark must be dependent upon "Q," or "Q" upon Mark, and
decides in favour of the latter alternative, on the ground of a
certain number of instances where in parallels between Mark
and "Q," the latter appears to him to be "secondary " 2• But
even if the marks of "secondariness" which he adduces were
more convincing than many of them at least area, they might
equally well be accounted for by supposing that a source
common to both Gospels has been represented with more
accuracy and freshness in St Mark than in " Q," or, indeed,
that the particular Sayings or traditions in question have been
preserved with more truth in the one than in the other. This
would no doubt affect to some extent our judgment upon
the character of '' Q," but it would not prove dependence
generally of "Q," either upon our Greek St Mark, or upon
such an Aramaic original of it as Wellhausen imagines. And
that there should have been a dependence of this kind we
1
2
3

See p. 90 f. above.
See his Einleitung-in die drd Ersten Evang-elien, r905, p. 73 ff.
See the examination of them by Harnack, ib. p. 136 ff.
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may well pronounce to be inconceivable. For if the author
of "Q" derived from St Mark the few Sayings which both
give, whence, we ask, did he obtain all the other matter of the
same kind which he gives?
Dismissing then alike the view that various pieces of
Christ's Teaching given by Mark were taken by him from
a Greek document, which was more largely used by our first
and third evangelists for matter of this kind, and also the
inverse view that their Logian source was itself dependent
upon the Marean document, let us go on to consider more
generally the place of Christ's Teaching in the Gospel according to St Mark. I doubt whether the supposition is sound that
Mark of set purpose curtailed the amount of Christ's Teaching
which he included in his Gospel. A brief study of this point
may, perhaps, throw some light upon the different ways in
which Christ taught, and upon the transmission of His Words,
and the composition of our second Gospel.
I shall not lay stress upon the fact that St Mark contains
one formal discourse, of some length, namely, that on the
Last Things in eh. xiii., for this instance is in more respects
than one peculiar. Again, I will not dwell upon the other
pieces of continuous discourse in this Gospel-that on the
Charge of collusion with Satan (iii. 22-30), the Speaking
in Parables (iv. 2-34), the Ceremonialism of the Pharisees
(vii. 1-23), and the Avoidance of Offences (ix. 35-50).
For in the second and last of these some additions appear to
have been made to the original document, as we shall see in
the next chapter, while some doubt may also be felt as to
whether the first and third of them are not interpolations.
I desire rather to direct attention to the fact that those
replies to questions and objections, and individual Sayings
called forth by special incidents, of which there is an abundance in St Mark, contain instruction of the most profound
significance. How much, for instance, of all that is most
precious in the Teaching of Jesus, and most characteristic
of it, is contained in the Sayings embodied in the three
successive sections relating to the Healing of a Paralytic, the
Call of Levi, and the subject of Fasting (Mk ii. 1-12, 13-17,
18-22)? Many incidents, like that of the question suggested
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by the fasts of the disciples of John and of the Pharisees, are
evidently related solely on account of the Words of Jesus of
which they furnished the occasion ; but even some of the most
striking miracles appear to be recorded 1 at least as much for
the sake of some Word full of meaning for Christian life
which was spoken in connexion with them as on account
of the deed itsel( As regards the preservation of Teaching
in the form of questions and the replies to them, it should be
observed that this was thoroughly in accordance with Jewish
habits of thought, as everyone will recognise who is even
slightly acquainted with the Rabbinic writings. Considered
as a mode of conveying the teaching of a great Master,
questions with his replies to them and incidents with the
remarks which they led him to make are plainly analogous.
And that much valuable instruction should have been given
in the latter way, and preserved in the form in which it was
given, would be specially natural in the case of One Who did
not teach in the schools, but while moving about among men.
The Logian document, too, contained matter of the kind just
described-short narratives in each of which some great utterance of Jesus is set. But the form of instruction characteristic
of it is that of the more or less closely connected series of
Sayings. This feature in the document is probably to be
accounted for, as we have seen, in part at least as the result of
compilation for practical purposes, and it is, therefore, probable that the longer pieces which our Gospels contain do not
accurately correspond with what was spoken on any one
occasion. Nevertheless, it is evident that Jesus cannot have
confined Himself to isolated Sayings, and that He must constantly have set forth the truths which the world needed, and
which it was His mission to deliver, in continuous speech.
How then are we to explain the scarcity in St Mark's
Gospel, relatively to the two other Synoptics, of continuous
addresses? The answer is ready, if what I have urged in the
early part of this chapter, as to the rendering of the Teaching
of Jesus into Greek, be sound. The phenomena of his Gospel
both as to the comparative absence of pieces of Teaching of
1 E.g., the Healing of the paralytic just referred to; many others will occur
to the reader.
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any length, and the form in which we do at the same time
learn from it much about the character of Christ's Teaching,
illustrate a certain stage in the process of the transmission of
the tradition of that Teaching to the Greek-speaking Church.
The writer had not the longer pieces readily at his command,
because a full translation into Greek did not yet exist. And
supposing that he himself knew Aramaic, which is indeed
probable, the same circumstances which withheld others from
translating would have affected him. The tradition may not
yet have been committed to writing in Aramaic, so as to
make translation comparatively easy, while portions of the
tradition might be felt to be more or less unsuited to believers
from among the Gentiles.
In connexion with this last point, we may notice the
omission from St Mark of all reference to the discourse on
the Character of the heirs of the Kingdom, and of nearly all
its contents. We might have expected that even if he knew
this discourse only in Aramaic, or through those who could
orally interpret its substance to him from the Aramaic, he
would have given a brief account of it, such as he has given
in the case of the Preaching of the Baptist (Mk i. 7, 8); the
charge of Jesus to His Apostles on sending them forth to
preach (Mk vi. 7-1 r); the Denunciation of the Scribes (Mk
xii. 38-40). It is, however, possible that the same reason
which, as we have seen, probably led to the abbreviated form
of the translation of the discourse on the Character of the
heirs of the Kingdom in our third Gospel, may have led
Mark to pass it over altogether. That whole portion of the
discourse coming near the beginning of it, which dealt with
the subject of the Jewish Law and with the Pharisaic spirit,
may have seemed to him unsuited for the Gentile readers for
whom more particularly his Gospel was intended. Even the
Beatitudes, if the Lucan form of them is the nearest to the
original, as (we have seen) is probable1, may have seemed to
him open to misunderstanding.
1

See above, p. ro6 f.
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It remains only to discuss the history of the
Discourse on the Last Things
in Mk xiii.
There is not in St Mark any other account of a discourse
of Jesus which in length and form resembles this one. There
is no other which, like this, is an articulated whole with clearly
marked and yet connected divisions. In the drama that is
unfolded there are three successive acts, (i) the "Beginning
of birth-throes" (vv. 5-13; the phrase dpxiJ wolvwv Tav-ra,
which characterises the period referred to, is in v. 8); (ii) the
"Great tribulation" (vv. 14-23, see esp. v. 19); (iii) the
Appearance of the Son of Man (vv. 24-27). Finally,
(iv) there are general exhortations to watchfulness (vv. 28
-37) which emphasize the warnings included in the preceding portions. From these peculiarities both as to the extent
and structure of this discourse, apart altogether from the
nature of its contents, we may fairly conclude that it had
a history different from that of the other reports of Christ's
Teaching embodied in this Gospel. It is also improbable that
its form is due to the evangelist himself, since he plainly has
not in any other instance sought to construct a regular discourse out of different traditions, or by any other means 1•
The piece must in all probability have come to his hands as a
separate, written composition 2• But indeed this discourse
1

Wendt's view (Leltre Jesu, I. p. 20), to which I have referred again
n. 1 below, must therefore he rejected.
2 The parenthesis in v. 14-0 a.va.y,vw!TKwv voelTw-has also frequently been
taken as a clear indication that the discourse was contained in a document. The
reference in these words, it is said, must be to a reader of the discourse: it cannot
be to the prophet Daniel (though some striking words from that prophet are quoted
immediately before), because the prophet's name is not mentioned here. I am
quite unable myself to use this argument. An allusive reference to the words
of some well-known writer is surely a common thing, and may be all the more
impressive from its very allusiveness. So here, the clause ava.yww<TKwv etc., has
a good and forcible meaning if we are to understand by it in effect "let those who
read the well-known words of the prophet he prompt to mark their fulfilment
which is about to be accomplished.'' For citations similarly introduced see Mk
ii. 2~ ; xii. 10, 26, etc., and cp. p. 343·
It is also unlikely that a writer who professed to be simply recording an
address by Jesus to His disci pies should have so far forgotten himself as to refer
in solemn terms to his own writing, and there would be no special appropriateness
p.
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u6 Discourse on the Last Things in Mk .xiii.
affords a contrast, in respect of its methodical arrangement,
even with those in the two other Synoptic Gospels, especially
St Luke. It should also be noticed that in the case of those
discourses in St Matthew which approach in some degree to
the formality of structure which is to be observed in this one,
there is reason to think that this character was imparted to
them by the writer of our Greek Gospel, who combined
different accounts.
I must now, however, go on to observe that the Eschatological Discourse in St Mark (reproduced in the two other
Synoptics) appears to be composite in a different sense from
those discourses in St Matthew, to which I have just referred.
No one refuses to allow that genuine Sayings of Jesus are
included in it; but in its general scheme of future events, and
its descriptions of the calamities that should come upon the
world, it closely resembles many Jewish and Jewish-Christian
Apocalypses. In these portions and features of it there is not
that accent of originality and profound moral significance
which we find almost invariably in the remainder of the
Teaching attributed to Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels1. There
are also signs of compilation in connexion with the other,
more probably authentic, element in this discourse. Between
Mk vv. 9-13 and the Mission-address in Mt. x. vv. 17-22
there is a correspondence so close that we must suppose two
writers to have derived the piece directly or ultimately from
the same document, and that the one determined to place it
in an address delivered by Jesus to His disciples when about
to send them forth to preach, and the other in a discourse in
which, near the end of His Ministry, He instructed them
regarding the future. There are also parallels, though not
such close ones in point of form, between other Sayings in the
Discourse on the Last Things, and some that have been
preserved in the Logian document 2•
Two views have been taken of the origin of this composiin the position of the words, if that were their purport. The case of the writer
of the Apocalypse of John (xxii. r8 ff.) is quite different. Moreover, the adjuration
there is suitably placed at the end of the work.
1 I confine the remark to the Synoptic Gospels simply because the Fourth
Gospel is not now before us.
2 Mk xiii. 15, 16=Lk xvii. 31; Mk xiii. 21 =Lk xvii. 23.
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tion in consequence of the features in it of which I have
spoken. (i) Some have held that the groundwork is a little
apocalypse of strictly Jewish origin, into which a certain
number of Sayings of Jesus have been introduced. (ii) It has
seemed to other critical students that some Jewish-Christian
was the author, who was influenced in his general presentation
of the distinctively Christian material which he had at his
disposal by his Jewish conceptions, and amplified it with
expressions familiar to him through Jewish writings. In this
case, too, the work may perhaps not unfitly be described as a
"little apocalypse," and yet the difference between the two
views is not without importance in relation to the history
of the evangelic tradition and of the composition of the
Gospels, and they ought to be more clearly distinguished
than they sometimes have been. I believe there are strong
reasons for adopting the latter of them 1•
The extent of the Christian element must first be considered. The warning in v. 6 concerning those who should
come "in my name," and should deceive many, is evidently
not Jewish, and with this we must place·the renewed warning
to the same effect in vv. 21, 22 against false prophets and
false Christs. The early disciples of Jesus are put on their
guard against illusions to which the minds of many of their
fellow-countrymen would become a prey 1• There is a parallel
in the Logian document (see Lk xvii. 2 3 ; cp. also Mt. vii. 1 5,
in a different context); while from the predictions of the
1 The supposition that a strictly Jewish writing formed the groundwork is
held by Pfleiderer, Urchrist. I. pp. 382-4, though at an earlier time he held the
whole to be Jewish-Christian (.fahrb. f. dtutsche Theo!., 1868, p. r37 f.); so also
Vischer, Ta,te u. Untersuch. II. 3, p. 9 n. H. Boltzmann expresses himself more
doubtfully, N. T. Theo!. 1. P· 327 (" ein vidleicht urspriinglich jiidisches ...
apokalyptisches Stiick"). On the other hand the following consider that we
have here a Jewish-Christian composition: Colani, Jesus-Christ et les croyances
Messianiques, p. 2or f.; Renan, f Antechrist, p. 292 f.; Keim, .fesus of Nazara,
v. p. 237 f.; Weizsiicker, who has followed the inverse course to Pfleiderer:-in his
Untersuchungen, p. I 24 f., he assumed a Jewish source, whereas in his A post. Zeit.,
p. 361 f. (Eng. trans. II. p. 22 ff.), he contends that the work is Jewish-Christian.
Wernle, Synopt. Fra,l{e, p. 214, is on the same side. Wendt, Lehn Jesu, I. p. 10 ff.
argues that two sources, one genuinely Apostolic, another Jewish-Christian of inferior value, were combined by Mark himself. I have argued above, p. II5, that
the compilation should not be attributed to Mark.
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Jewish apocalypses this trait is almost absent1. Again the
paragraph (vv. 9-r3), to which there is a parallel in the
- Mission-address in Mt. x., is evidently a description of what
Christians would have to endure. But, further, in the section
concerning the "great tribulation," the point of view appears
clearly to be Christian not Jewish 2• It would be impossible
to understand otherwise how the question of the fate of the
Jewish race and of the Holy City should be completely passed
over, when to a Jewish mind it would have been so directly
suggested by the whole context. It is true that in Jewish
apocalypses a distinction is drawn between the righteous or
"elect " among the chosen people, and the sinners amongst
them. But the fulfilment of God's covenant with Israel was
promised, so far as the faithful remainder was concerned 3•
And at the same time the severity of God's punishment of
Zion was felt to be an inscrutable enigma•.
I pass to the section on the Parousia (vv. 24-27). The
application of the passage concerning "one like unto a Son
of Man '' in Daniel vii. to the revelation of the Messiah,
though not exclusively Christian, seems never to have taken
the same hold among Jews as it did among Christians 5• It is
reasonable, therefore, to suppose that the passage before us is
of Christian origin. Pfleiderer, indeed, argues 6 that a Christian
writer could not well have omitted to indicate that the Son of
Man was none other than Jesus, Who had been crucified.
And certainly it was and has ever been usual in Christian
thought to associate the humiliation with the future glory of
the Christ ; but if it were indeed scarcely possible that a
Christian writer should leave the former unexpressed, we
might equally have ,expected that a Christian editor of a
1 The only instance which I have noticed is a comparatively indistinct one
at Apoc. Baruchi, xlviii. 34, "Et erunt rumores multi et nuncii non pauci, et opera
phantasiarum ostendentur, et enarrabuntur promissiones non paucae, quarum aliae
vanae, et aliae confirrnabuntur."
• Cp. Weizsiicker, ib. pp. 261, 262.
3 E.g., see Apoc. Baruchi, xii.; xlviii. 21 ff.
• E.g., see 4 Esdras v. 21 ff.; vi. r8 ff. and 57-59; viii. 15-17.
5 See the present writer's Jewish aud Christian Messiah, p. 61 ff., and article
"Messiah," Hastings' Diet. ef Bible, III. p. 353, col. r.
0 Urchrist. r. p. 383.
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Jewish document would have made the necessary addition,
which he could very easily have done.
The concluding exhortations may be regarded as an
appendage to an earlier document, and I therefore lay no
stress upon them, although none of them are distinctively
Jewish, .and some are distinctively Christian.
On the whole it appears that the portions of the "little
apocalypse" in which it is natural to trace a Christian intention are so considerable as to leave little room for the
supposition of a purely Jewish groundwork. But there is
another reason for rejecting this hypothesis, which has been
strangely overlooked. It was of the essence of an apocalypse
that it was supposed to be communicated by some eminent
person who had been chosen to receive the revelation. In
the case of a Jewish apocalypse the seer was necessarily some
famous chara.cter of the Old Testament. It. would be impossible therefore that a Jewish apocalypse could have been
mistaken for a discourse by Jesus ; and even if any Christian
of the Apostolic age had sought to pass it off as such, it
is highly improbable that he would have succeeded in removing all indications of the prophet to whom it had before
been attributed.
I have spoken only of the discourse from v. 5 onwards.
But the revelation which Jesus is represented to have made
must have been introduced in some way, and since we have
come to the conclusion that the composition was a JewishChristian one, there is nothing to prevent our supposing the
introduction to have been substantially that contained in
Mk xiii. r-41. The circumstance that the prophecy was
delivered to four specially trusted disciples (vv. 3, 4), not to
the whole body, is (it should be observed) in accord with the
"apocalyptic'' idea, to which I have just referred, that the
knowledge of the future is in the first instance communicated
as a peculiar privilege.
That the composition of this writing belongs to Palestine
cannot be doubted. The sign that is given, that of the
desecration of the Holy Place, and the warning to escape
1 rcturci in v. 4 seems to refer only to the destruction of the temple, but such a
catastrophe could not be supposed to come by itself.
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from Judaea when this happens, are evidence of this. Various
traits, also, in the description of the miseries and perplexities
- which were to be expected fit the state of things actually
experienced in Palestine during the decade or so before the
capture of Jerusalem in A.D. 70, and not in the same way any
other time or place. Nevertheless, it may possibly have been
composed in Greek. The correspondences between some of
its phrases and the LXX. are more easily explicable if it was
not a translation from Aramaic 1 • If so we may imagine that
it was written in one of the Greek cities on the border of the
district that was predominantly Jewish, either beyond Jordan
or near the sea-coast. And the fact that it contains a reference to J udaea, but none to escaping from Jerusalem itself is
a slight confirmation of this hypothesis.
On the assumption, in itself a reasonable one, that circumstances stimulated its composition and affected at least in
some degree its contents, we shall be justified in inquiring
into its probable date. There is now general agreement 2 that
the composition of this writing must have preceded the taking
of Jerusalem by Titus, both on account of the absence of any
allusion to that event3, and of the general indistinctness of the
prospect so far as the issues of the "great tribulation,'' and the
relation to it in time of the Parousia, are concerned. Indeed,
the most natural point at which to place the composition
seems to be a little after A.D. 60, when it was felt that " the
birth-throes" were beginning, while trials of greater intensity,
though of the same general character, might well be anticipated 4• There is no good reason to see in the words Tt>
fJotJ..v'Yµa T~~ €p'T]µWfT€(1)~ f.fTT'TJICOTa 01TOV
oe'i a reference to
anything which had already happened. Belief in the ancient

ov

1 Cp. esp. v. '27, €1rtO'VPaE€< TOVS h"-<KTOVS EK TWP T<O'O'apwv aPlµWP with
Zech. ii. 6, EK TWP T€0'0'apwv aPlµwv TOV oupavov tTuvciEw uµas. It is noteworthy
here that the Hebrew refers to the, scattering of Israel, not to the gathering of
them together. Further cp. v. 14 with Dan. ix. 27; xi. 3r; v. 19 with
Dan. xii. I; v. 24 with Isa. xiii. ro; v. 25 with Isa. xxxiv. 4, In the last case
1r/1rTovus agrees with LXX. but not with Heb.
2 So all the writers mentioned in p. I I 7 n. above; others might easily be
added.
3 I am of course speaking of the form in which Mark has given it.
It has
undergone alterations -in St Luke which imply a later point of view.
• See esp. Weizsacker, ib., but others, too, have written to the same effect.
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prophecy\ which had already acquired a definite meaning
from its application to the act of Antiochus Epiphanes2, and
the threatened perpetration of a similar act of impiety by
Caligula, was quite sufficient to suggest the sign. Again, the
warning to flee "to the mountains" may have been due to a
reminiscence of Ezek. vii. r 5, 16.
The author of our second Gospel, in introducing where he
does the contents of this little document which we have been
considering, may have been guided by genuine tradition as to
a discourse of Jesus concerning things to come, which He
addressed to His disciples when His public Ministry had just
been closed. We may be in a better position to judge how
far this is likely when we have examined the composition of
this Gospel more generally.
1

Dan. ix. 27, xi. 31.

2

Mace. i. 54, 59.
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ADDITIONAL NOTE TO CHAPTER II.
Analysis of the discourses {!/ jesus 1 in St Matthew.
On these discourses see pp. 72-I02, and also (especially
as to the matter peculiar to St Matthew), pp. 327-336.
The headings indicating passages and individual Sayings
which agree so closely in form in the two Gospels that they
must have been taken from the same Greek document are
printed in thick type.
Those indicating passages and individual Sayings for
which probably the same Greek document was used, but the
Marean one along with it, are likewise printed in thick type.
Those indicating passages and individual Sayings which,
although the same in · substance in the two Gospels, were
probably not taken from the same Greek Logian document,
or which have been taken from St Mark, are printed in ordinary
type.
Those indicating passages and individual Sayings which
are peculiar to St Matthew are printed in italics.
An obelus has been prefixed to those passages, whether
in substance the same in the two Gospels, or peculiar to
St Matthew, which appear to come from another version.
1 The construction of John the Baptist's discourse in Mt. iii. appears to be
(so far as we are acquainted with the sources) so simple that it does not require
analysis. At the same time the combination by the first evangelist of the account
of the Baptist's preaching from the Logian document with the briefer account in
Mk i. 7, 8, is important as illustrating his method.
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THE DISCOURSE ON THE CHARACTER OF THE HEIRS OF THE
KINGDOM, MT. V-VII, WITH THE PARALLELS IN THE GOSPEL
ACCORDING TO ST LUKE.

Matthew

Who are truly blessed
The high vocation of the disciples of
Jesus:To be salt ...
To be light
The purpose of a lamp
The relation of the New to the Old
Law 3
Christ has come not to destroy
but to fulfil
No word of the Law can fail
Fulfilment of the Law a title to
greatness in the Kingdom of
heaven ...
Inadequacy of Pharisaic righteousness ...
The Sixth Commandment:Its interpretation
An inference:-" seek recondliation before offering sacrifice"
Another inference : - "Agree
with thine adversary quickly"
The Seventh Commandment:Its interfretatlon
Inference: - self-mortification
necessary
The Law on divorce
The inviolability of marriage ...
The Law on the sanctity of oaths
Its interpretation
The Law on retaliaHon ...
The contrast :-meekness under
injuries
The Law on loving a neighbour
and hating an enemy ...
The contrast :-love even of
enemies

v.

3-12

" 13
,, 14a
,, 14b-r6

"
"

17
18

"

19

Lul<e
vi. 20-23

•

XIV.

34, 35

1

xi. 332

xvi. 17

,, 20
,,

21, 22

" 23, 24
" 25, 26
" 27
" 28

"
,,
"
,,
,,

29,305
31
32
33
34-37

Xll.

58, 59 4

xvi. 18

" 38
VI.

27-36 6

,, 43

2 Cp. Lk viii. 16= Mk iv. z1.
Cp. Mk ix. 50.
s There are parallels in Lk to some of the Sayings included under this head;
but the form of the section, and the theme treated in it, are peculiar.
4 See p. 97 f.
~ Cp. Mt. xviii. 9, 8 = Mk ix. 47, 43, 45.
6 Lk v. z7•Mt. v. +4; Lk v. 29=Mt. v. 39; Lk v. 3oa=Mt. v. 4za;
Lk. v. 30 b=Mt. v. 40; Lk v. 34 a=Mt. v. 4z b; Lk v. 35=Mt. v. 45;
Lk v. 32, 33=Mt. vv. 46, 47; Lk v. 36=Mt. v. 48.
1
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Luke

Matthew

-

t

i

l

The right and the Pharisaic practice
of three duties ef religion contrasted 1
A lmsgiving
. ..
...
. ..
Prayer.
Pray in secret
Use not vain repetitions like
the heathen

5, 6

"

,,"

The Lord's Prayer
Forgive that your Heavenly
Father may forgive you
tFasting

,.

"
"
"
"
"
,,

Let your treasure be in Heaven
The lamp of the body is the eye
No man can serve two masters

Trust God for your daily needs and
seek His Kingdom ...
Various directions:tJudge not that ye may not be
judged ...
•···
tThe mote and the beam ...
Guard that which is precit>us
from contamination

7, 8
9-r3

"

"
"
"
,,
,;

"
"
"

2-4
Mk xi. 25

xii. 33, 34
XI, 34-36
XV]. 134

25-34

xii. 22-32

"

Be earnest in prayer

xi.

14, I 53
16-IS
19-21
22, 23
24

vii. 1, 2
3-5

tDo to others as you would they
should do to you, "for this is
the law and the prophets''
Strive to enter the Kingdom,
though the approach is narrow
tThe tree is known by its fruit ...•
t Mere professions are vain
••··•
False professors will attempt in
vain to obtain admission at the
last
tThe two kinds of hearers

II.

1-4 2

VI.

6
7-11
12a
12 b

VI.

"
XI.

VI.

37, 38
41, 42

9- 13
31

13, 14
15-20
21

xiii. 24
vi. 43-45
46

22, 23
24-27

xiii. 25-27

"

vi. 47-49

THE MISSION-ADDRESS.

Rules for the guidance of preachers
of the Gospel : Confine your labours to Israelites

x.

The message and its delivery...

"

5, 6
7-16

x.

3-12

Mk vi. 8-II

Seep. 83.
The sayings on Almsgiving at Lk xi. 41 and xii. 33 are n~ parallels to this
passage.
.
1

2

3

See p. 83 n.

4

See p. 98.
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There will be persecution : how
to meet it 1
Flee from city to city; ye shall
not have gone through the cities
of Israel till, etc.
The disciple and his Master

Exhortation to faithful confession ...
I have come to cause divisions
The setting aside of human relationships and bearing the
Cross
The gain which is loss, and the
loss which is gain 2
Attention to you is attention to
Me 3

He that receiveth a prophet, etc.
Whosoever shall give a cup of
cold water, etc ....
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Luke

xii. u, r2
[7-22

X,

" 23
" 24, 25

Mkxiii.9-r3

vi. 40
2-9
5r-53

" 26-33
,, 34-36

Xll,

,, 37, 38

xiv. 26, 27

"

xvii. 33

39

" 40

,,

x. 16
Mk ix. 37b

" 41
Mk i~. 4I

" 42

Ill.

THE MESSAGE OF JOHN THE BAPTIST AND THE DISCOURSE
THEREUPON, WITH PIECES THAT ARE ASSOCIATED WITH IT.

The Message and reply to it : the
character of John the Baptist ...

Xl.

2-11

Vll.

I8-28

The epoch-making character of John's
work ...

"

12-15

XVI.

16

,,

r6-19

vu. 31-35

The perverse attitude of men to
both John and Jesus
He upbraids the cities in which He
has preached
Thanksgiving that the Father reveals to the simple what is
hidden from the wise
Come unto llfe all ye that labour, etc.
IV.

Seep. 92 f.

" 25-27
,, 28-30

x.

12-[5

,, 21, 22

AN ACCUSATION AND A CHALLENGE.

He casts out a devil and is accused
of collusion with Satan
1

" 20-24

xu. 22-24
2

xi.

14, r5

See p. 98.

a The Greek source common to our first and third Gospels probably con-

tained the Saying in the form of the latter; but Mark has been followed in the
former.
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Matthew
Christ's reply:-

The absurdity of the charge ...
The strong man overcome

He that is not with Me, etc. ...
All blasphemies (even against
the Son of Man) shall be forgiven, saving that against the
Holy Spirit
Speech an indication of character 3

The demand for a sign ...

xi. 17-20 1
Mk iii. 27 2
23

xii. 25-28

"
"

29
30

,,

31, 32

",,

33-37
38

"

Mk iii. 28, 29
xu. 10
VI. 43-45
xi. 16

Christ's reply :-

The Son of Man is a sign to
this generation
The man whom the unclean
spirit leaves for a time only
V.

Blessed are your eyes, etc.
The interpretation of the parable
The Tares
The mustard-seed which a man
sowed and it grew to a tree and
the birds found shelter in its

The piece of leaven

"

29-32

,, 43-45

"

24-26

THE TEACHING BY PARABu:s.

The Sower
The disciples ask for the interpretation of it
His reply:To you it is given to know, etc.
Whosoever bath, to him shall be
given, etc.
The explanation is withheld from
men in general as a judgment
A prophecy cited ••.

branches

,, 39-42

xiii. 1-9

"

IO

"

II

"

Mk iv.

12

"

13
14, 15
16, 17
18-23
24-30•

"

31, 32

"
"

"

"

,, 33

,,

,,

" "
" "
,, ,,

"

1-9
10
114

25
12

Lk x. 23, 24
13-20
" Mk iv. 26-29
Cp.

Mk iv. 30-32
Lk xiii. 18, 19
,, ,, 20, 21

Cp. Mk iii. 23-26, which is similar but not so close.
Cp. Lk xi. 21, 22, which is similar but not so close.
4 Cp. also Lk viii. 10, and seep. 211.
3 See pp. 328 f., 331.
5 The parable of the Tares may have been developed from the same idea as
tlie Seed growing secretly in Mk iv. 3_0-39, but that passage of Mk was not
Mt.'s source here.
1

2
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Matthew

"He spake not without a parable" ...
Citation of a prophecy ...
Interpretation of the parable of the
tares •••
More parables ;-the Hidden treasure,
Pearl-merchant, Draw-net
The instructed scrz'be of the Kingdom

VI.

xiii. 34
,, 35

Mk iv. 33, 34

" 44-50
" 51, 52

ON OFFENCES.

The question, "Who is greatest?" ... xviii. l
He takes a child as an objectlesson
2
" 3
Except ye become as little children
"
He who humbles himself as a child
shall be greatest
" 4
He who receives one such child
shall be greatest
" 5
It were better for a man to be
drowned than to offend one of
these little ones
6

Mk ix. 34

" "x. 36
15

"

" ix. 35

,,

" " 42
Lk xvii. 2

"

Offences must come, but woe to the
cause of them
If one of thine own members is a
snare to thee, sacrifice it ...
Despise not one of these little ones;
their angels, etc.
The lost Sheep ...
So not the will of my Father that one
of these little ones perish

Reprove an offending brother privately
.if he will not hearken call in
witnesses; and finally appeal
to the Church which shall have
authority from me

How often shall we forgive an
offending brother ?.••
The parable of the unmerciful servant
1

"
"
"

"

'

9

10
12-13

"

14

"

15

"

Lk xvii.

7
31

,, 37

I

Mk ix. 43-47
Lk xv. 3-7

,, xvii. 3a

16-20

,, 21, 22
" 23-35

"

,,

3 b, 4

Mt. avoids the unnecessary repetition in Mk by introducing '1 o1rous into v. 8.
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CONCERNING THE SCRiBES AND PHARISEES.

:Matthew
The Scribes and Pharisees sit on
.lv.foses' seat, therefore observe their
injunctions; but do not imitate their
practice
'
xxm. 1-5
They desire deference and places of
honour
6-7a
"
And to be called of men RabbiJ· but
be not ye called Rabbi
7b-lO
"
The greatest among you shall be your
minister
II
" 12
·whoso exalteth himself, etc.

t

Seven woes addressed to Scribes and
Pharisees :Woe to you because,
(1) Ye neither enter the kingdom nor will suffer others
to enter ...
(2) Ye zealously make proselytes, only to corrupt them
(3) Ye make much of distinclions whz'ch have no
moral significance
(4) Ye tithe mint, anise and
cummin, and negle_ct
judgment, mercy and
faith
Ye strain out the gnat and
swallow the camel
(5) Ye pay attention only to
externals
(6) Ye are outwardly fair but
foul within
(7) Ye are proving yourselves
to be the true sons of
those who slew the prophets of old, and will do
so yet more fully

Apostrophe to Jerusalem

...

"

"

14

,,

15

,,

16-22

23

"
,, 24

Mk xii. 38, 39

,, ix. 35
Lk xiv. 11

,, xi. 52

Lk xi. 42

25, 26

" "

"

27

"

"

29-36
37-39

",, xiii.
" 34, 35

"

"

39-41

,, 44

47-51
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THE DISCOURSE ON THE LAST THINGS.

Mt. xxiv., xxv.
The occasion
Be not deceived by false prophets or
by wars and the rumours of them
and other calamities, which are but
the beginning of the travail-pains ...
Ye shall be persecuted and there
shall be scandals in the Church herself; the Gospel shall be preached
throughout the world before the end
A sign of the approach of the end ...
Be not disturbed with rumours that
the Son of Man has come, for His
Corning when it happens will be
manifest to all
Where the carcase is there the birds
of prey will gather ...
The Coming of the Son of Man
Learn from the fig-tree to expect what
I have foretold
Of that day and hour knoweth no man

Matthew
I-3

XXIV,

Mk xiii. 1-4

"

4-8

"
"

9-141
15-232

"

26, 27

Lk xvii. 23 3, 24

"
"

28
29-31

,, ,, 37
Mk xiii. 24-27

" 3 2-35
,, 36

"

"

" ,,
"

"

"

"

5-8

9-13
14-23

" 28-31
,, 32

The catastrophe will fall upon men
unawares as the flood did
One shall be taken, another left ...

,, 37-39
" 40, 41

Lk xvii. 26, 27, 30
,, ,, 34, 35

Watch, since you know not when your
Lord will come

"

Mk xiii. 35a

Watch as you would for the coming
of a thief
Who is the prudent steward?
The Ten Virgins
The Servants who receive sums of
money to trade with
The Sheep and the Goats

42

,, 43, 44
,, 45-51
XXV, 1-13
"
"

14-30
31-46

Lk xii. 39, 40
" "42-46
(Cp. Lkxii.35-38)
(Cp.Lkxix.12-27)

1 There is a much closer parallel to Mk xiii. 9-13 in Mt. x. 17-22, except
for the Saying as to the universal preaching of the Gospel. With Mk v. 11,
cp. Lk xii. rr, 12.
~ Cp. Lk xvii. 31 with Mt. xxiv. 17, 18.
3 Cp. Mk xiii. 21 with Lk xvii. 23.
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CHAPTER III.
EARLY ACCOUNTS OF THE MAIN FACTS AND FEATURES
OF CHRIST'S MIKISTRY AND PASSION.-THE HISTORY
OF THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK.

I POINTED out at the beginning of my last chapter that the
peculiar position and special needs of the early believers in
Palestine account for the collection and preservation among
them of a considerable portion of Christ's Teaching in a
separate form, and that the full communication of this
tradition of His Words to Greek-speaking Christians was
retarded by the barrier of language and other circumstances.
But those who had not known Jesus required, as I have
already observed, to be told something about His Person
and Work and not simply to have His precepts impressed
upon their minds. From the time that the preaching of
the Gospel to Hellenistic Jews and to Gentiles began, such
general accounts, and descriptions of particular incidents,
must have been given-at first, of course, orally. In process
of time attempts would be made to preserve a written record
of that which had been delivered. Luke in his preface alludes
to such attempts which had preceded his own work. For
plainly any "narrative concerning those matters which have
been fulfilled among us" must have comprised (as we read in
Papias' fragment about Mark) "the things that were either
said or done by Christ," and not merely the former. And
this is the type of composition to which our Synoptic Gospels
conform, and of which they were, no doubt, the most complete
and perfect specimens. The history of these more general
records is, I believe, throughout connected in a special
manner with the work of evangelisation, and the establish-
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ment of the Church, in the Greek-speaking world. When
those who first taught the Christian faith in Greek had to
supply some general information about Jesus, no instruction
of precisely the same kind can have been habitually given in
Aramaic which would have served them as a model, and even
if there had, there could have been no such reason for making
the effort to translate exactly in the case of narrative, as there
was in the case of the 'vVords of Jesus; the aim of the missionaries would simply have been to relate afresh the facts which
they knew, as best they could, in the language understood by
their hearers. Further, it is evidently most probable that the
earliest attempts to reduce the tradition to writing were made by
Greek-speaking Christians, because literary habits were more
widely spread among them, and dependence upon the memory
was less usual. And these early attempts in Greek would
naturally form the basis of other more complete records in
Greek, although (as we have seen) these records were enriched
as time went on, especially in regard to the element of Christ's
Teaching, by translations from the Aramaic tradition. A consideration, then, of the historical circumstances is unfavourable
to the supposition, so lightly adopted by several recent critics,
that the translation of an Aramaic source formed the groundwork of the Synoptic narrative; it is more natural to suppose
that our Gospels were-so far as their arrangement and the
form of a large part of their contents are concerned-a growth
indigenous in Greek-speaking Christendom.
We will dwell for a few moments on the earlier stages or
the process. And, first, let us consider the influence of the
period of oral teaching. I am disposed to think that this was
more important than it is held to have been by most of those
who, like myself, reject the Oral Theory1. It would generally
be allowed that the grouping of incidents in the Gospels is in
1 The common view of critics is clearly expressed in the following passage of
Wellhausen's EinleitunJ;, p. 43: "The ultimate source of the Gospels is oral
tradition, but this contains only dispersed matter. The pieces of greater or less
compass circulate therein separately. Their combination into a whole is always
the work of an author, and commonly of a writer. Particular narratives which
correspond might have been taken by this or that Synoptic writer from the mouth
of the people and do not serve to prove the dependence of one upon another. But
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not a few cases due to links of association forged through
habits of oral teaching, which must often have tended to
bring together narratives connected rather in subject than in
time. But oral teaching may have had a larger part than
this in determining the form and contents of the Synoptic
Gospels. Although, as I have shewn in eh. I, the relations
of our Synoptic Gospels to one another cannot be explained
on the hypothesis that the evangelists were each directly
dependent solely upon a common oral tradition, it is probable
that the document from which they derived their Synoptic
outline and common matter was itself in large measure
dependent upon tradition; and although this tradition cannot
have been formally agreed upon in the way supposed by
Gieseler and others who followed him, and is not likely to
have had the rigidity attributed to it by them, it may nevertheless have acquired a certain amount of fixity, especially as
regards some of its principal features. The fact that our first
three evangelists were ready to follow-on the whole so
closely-the outline in the document that lay before them
is an indication that the type of narration which it represented was a widely prevalent one and had no serious rival
within their knowledge.
Let us reflect for a few moments upon the circumstances
which would have led to the existence of such a commonly
accepted type of oral narrative. There can be little doubt
that individual preachers and teachers had their customary
way of telling the story of the Life of Christ. On different
occasions, they might dwell at greater or less length on parts
of it ; they might omit or add this or that narrative. Sometimes they might only relate a particular conversation, or
describe a miracle, or two or three miracles of similar
character, just as they might sometimes recall a single prethe Synoptics also agree remarkably in their arrangement, and the supposition of
their independence as writers is thereby excluded."
I have contended that there was also a general shaping of the form of the
narrative as a whole dnring the oral period which mnst not be confounded with the
fixing of the sequence of all the sections in a document. The advocates of the Oral
Theory did not confine the work of the oral period to the former, but they help
us to realise it. This is the element of truth in their theory. It is commonly
overlooked at present, but it is important.
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cept, or two or three precepts. But when a comprehensive·
account was required, they would adhere in the main to a
plan which had become usual to them. And in the case of
those of them whose command of Greek was limited, this
circumstance would serve in a special manner to stereotype
even their phraseology.
Thus far I have spoken only of the fixity of form which
would naturally belong to the Gospel tradition as delivered
by individuals ; but different individuals might have their
characteristic variations. There were, however, also influences
which may well have caused a particular type to be widely
prevalent. Those who had heard some eminent authority tell
the story, would try to tell it in the same manner. While
narrators who were wholly independent of one another might
resemble each other to a large extent in their mode of presenting the facts, owing to the circumstance that they all
had the same purpose.
It would be natural, then, that there should come to be
a more or less commonly accepted mode of setting forth the
facts of the Gospel in oral teaching, and I cannot doubt that
the features of it would be more or less distinctly imprinted,
also, on the earliest written records. Moreover, it seems to
me that the common outline of the Synoptic Gospels-its
commencement from the Ministry of the Baptist which was
an obviously appropriate starting point for apologetic reasons
in preaching the Gospel ; its picture of the crowded days of
Christ's Ministry in Galilee, designed to set forth alike His
superhuman power, and attractive grace and goodness; its
fuller narrative of His Last Days and Passion-corresponds,
as regards its form and scope and character, with the sort
of sketch, though this might no doubt often have been of a
slighter nature, which the early Christian preachers and
teachers are likely to have been in the habit of giving1.
Further, let it be considered how exceedingly difficult
it would be to understand the production of the Synoptic
Gospels, as the result simply of a literary effort. The simplest
method of writing history, and that to which consequently
untrained minds instinctively turn, is that of a chronicle.
1

Cp. Acts x. 36-39.
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But the Gospels are as far as possible from being chronicles.
Nor were there any models of other kinds of historical or
biographical composition that would have helped the writer
of the first record, and with which he could have been
acquainted. The theme was utterly new, as well as transcendent, and men of the most practised literary skill would
have been baffled in attempting to treat it suitably. "The
experience of oral teaching," as Dr Westcott strikingly
observed', "was required in order to bring within the reach
of writing the vast subject of the Life of Christ." If the
Apostles had been bidden to sit down and write an account
of the years that they had spent with their Master, they
would have been overwhelmed by the fulness of their knowledge. But under the pressure of the work of oral instruction
and limited by its conditions, with inquirers present before
them, they learned how to convey a vivid impression of what
He was. And so it came to pass that the tradition which
had afterwards to be committed to writing was not a merely
chaotic one, or of unmanageable extent. Those who wrote
had not to perform to any great degree a work of selection;
this had been done for them already; they could on the
contrary place before themselves the far less difficult aim of
" omitting nothing which they had heard and which they
regarded as trustworthy 2." And they had also received
some indications of a plan according to which the matter
might be arranged.
We may believe, then, that the oral teaching prepared the
way for written records by facilitating the task of composition.
It is true that our third evangelist in his reference at the
beginning of his work to the labours of those who had preceded him in "drawing up a narrative" of the facts of the
Gospel, as well as to the task he had himself performed, does
not recognise that they or he were indebted in any way, for
the form in which they presented the facts, to those who had
delivered them ; while Papias in his fragment on Mark not
only makes no allusion to the latter's ever having heard Peter
give a general account of the Gospel history, but may be
1 Introduction to the Study ef the Gospels, p. 169.
2

Cp. Fragment of Papias on Mark's writing, ap. Eus. H.E. rn. 39.
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thought to imply the contrary. And I have pointed out
above that the expressions of these early notices would be
very strange, if in the oral instruction that special attention
had been given to the sequence of narratives which has
according to the Oral Theory to be supposed. It is not,
however, hard to understand that both Luke and Papias
(or his informant) might be unconscious of the importance
of what was effected by that first rough-hewing of the tradition
of which I have spoken.
\Ve will next fix our thoughts on the time when the
writing down of the oral tradition began ; and in this connexion we must discuss more particularly Luke's statement
(i. I) that "many" had attempted it.
According to Schleiermacher's celebrated theory Luke
here refers to short pieces, consisting of a few Sayings, or the
account of a single incident, or at most of some episode in
the Gospel history, written on one or two tablets, or a leaf or
two of papyrus ; and he holds that the evangelist himself
composed his Gospel largely out of such fragments. Now it
is likely enough that individual Christians did make such
brief memoranda both before anything more comprehensive
had been attempted, and also afterwards, owing to the labour
or expense involved in procuring copies of MSS. of any
considerable length. And it is possible that some use may
have been made of such little pieces by Luke himself and
others when composing fuller records. But the supposition
that the evangelist can be thinking of such mere fragments is
precluded by the terms he employs-avaT£t~aa0at tn+y'l'}<JW
7T€pt TWV 7T€7TA-'T)pocpoprJµ€VWV EV iJµ'iv 1rparyµaTwv-" to draw up
a narrative concerning those matters which have been fulfilled
among us." Evidently he has in view compositions which
aimed at giving a general account of the Gospel history as
his own did, though they were less full, and he regarded them
as in some points at least less accurate, than his own 1 •
1 It is customary to call Schleiermacher's view "Die Diegesen-theorie," which
directly involves a mistaken translation of the word o,fi-y111ns. Schleiermacher's
language is such as to suggest that those fragmentary records, which he imagines,
might be called o,mfiam, but it is fair to add that, so far as I have observed, he
does not himself actually apply this name to them.
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The Gospel according to St Mark, or the document more
or less approximately represented thereby, which was used
by Luke as one of his principal sources, answers to the
description given.
If, as some suppose-though in all
probability mistakenly, as we shall presently see-Luke was
also acquainted with the Gospel according to St Matthew,
he might have this too in view. And in addition he may have
thought of the source originally written in Aramaic, from
which he derived much of the Teaching of Jesus, included
in his Gospel, although the subordinate position of the
element of narrative in it must render this doubtful. But
even if he had all these three in mind, there must have been
others besides to justify his speaking of" many." We may,
perhaps, find it hard to understand why many such records
having the same object should have been written, and how
they could not only have disappeared, but have ceased wholly
to be remembered, in the generations following. It is probable,
however, that any difficulty of this kind which we may feel is
due to our failure to realise the special character of the
process-belonging to a brief, transitional period in the
early history of the Church-to which the evangelist's words
relate.
We may well suppose that the desire for written records
of the Gospel history began to make itself felt in various
quarters at about the same time. Surely this would in the
circumstances be natural. One Christian here and another
there who had some education would set himself to commit
to writing the deeds and occurrences and Sayings which he
had learned by word of mouth. The written records are
likely-if what I have said, as to the character of the oral
tradition on which they were based, is true-to have been
marked by a good deal of similarity of form and contents.
Moreover writers who were not absolutely the first would
not be unwilling to make large use of any record already
_written which came to their hands. But they would not be
mere copyists. While they reproduced they would not shrink
from emending, and in particular they would seek to add
matter which had been omitted. If so, the several writings
might fairly be regarded as distinct efforts, different "attempts
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to draw up a narrative," ahd it would be possible for a good
number to be produced and to have a limited use for a time
side by side. And when after a brief period most of these
narratives were superseded by more complete ones, they
naturally soon passed from memory. How soon the name
"Gospel" was given to any such writings, on the ground that
they set forth Jesus as the Christ, or whether their authors
so conceived their object from the first, we cannot say.
But at least whenever the account comprised both the
Ministry and the Passion and Resurrection of Jesus, men
had the thing.
Few at the present day will be inclined to deny that our
second Gospel is the best representative which we possess
of this early kind of evangelic literature. For this very
reason it becomes the more important and interesting to
inquire whether (1) we have it practically in its original form;
or (2) we are to believe that this form has undergone a certain
amount of editing and amplification, yet not so as to alter
substantially its structure and character; or finally (3), as
some allege, a primitive collection of narratives has been
worked up with an equal, or larger, amount of other material
by a later hand, or later hands, to whom the arrangement of
the Gospel is mainly due'.
It will be best, I think, in this inquiry to work backwards.
That is to say, we will endeavour to determine more precisely
than we have hitherto done whether the Synoptic source
used in the composition of our first and third Gospels, or
in either of them, differed in any respects from our second
Gospel, before we attempt to penetrate still further back
into the history of that source. After we have followed
1 Among those who in recent years have discussed the question of the original
form of the Marean document, I would name especially the following: van Soden,
Urchristliche Literatur Geschichte, 1905, p. 7' ff., Eng. trans. p. 142 ff.; J. Weiss,
Das iilteste Evangelium, 1903_; E. 'Wendling, Ur-iliarcus, 1905; J. Wellhausen,
Einleitung, 1905, pp. 53-57, taken with the passages in his Commentary on ilfark
there referred to. Loisy, Autour d'un petit livre, 1903, p. 8off.; Les Evangiles
Synoptiques, 1907, r. p. 85 ff.
Wellhausen and Loisy do not attempt the reconstruction of an earlier document,
or documents, in the manner that the three first named do. They content them•
selves with indicating certain portions of the matter as of inferior value historically
to other portions.
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out the indications afforded by the documents which we
have in our hands, we may enter the region where we are
without this guidance.
Too little use, it seems to me, has been made of this help
by those who have recently investigated the history of the
composition of St Mark. There are cases in which a comparison of the other Synoptics, taken in conjunction with
signs of editing in St Mark itself, will shew us what the
original form of the Synoptic source was, where the indications
of editing taken by themselves alone cannot do this. It will
shew what the real significance of the latter is-whether the
traces of secondariness imply that the whole section in which
they occur was added to the original document, or whether
such section, free from these signs of secondariness, was found
in that document as known to the other Synoptics, so that if
it had lain before us in the form in which it lay before them,
there would have been no reason to suspect its originality1.
More generally it may be observed, that by comparing the
two other Synoptics, we may be able to distinguish stages
whereby our Gospel reached its present form, and that it will
be worth while in any case to know this.
Wendling, among the principles that he lays down at the
beginning of his investigation, has the following: "To limit
the inquiry to Mark and not to amalgamate the' Ur-Marcus'
problem with the Synoptic problem 2." But he gives no
good reason for this view. Nor does W ellhausen for a similar
observation 3• Others have not drawn the line so decidedly,
but there has been no attempt to use the Synoptic parallels
systematically in this inquiry so far as they will serve.
When setting forth the grounds for the belief in the priority
of St Mark I noted that for the most part the first and third
Gospels, where they do not both reproduce the words of
St Mark exactly, differ therefrom each in a way of its own 4•
This general view of the features of relationship between the
Synoptic Gospels was sufficient for the purpose which I then
1
2

8
4

For an example, see p. I 54 f.
Op. cit. p. 3.
Einleitung, p. 53.
See p. 34 f. The existence of exceptions was referred to.
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had in hand. But there is a class of exceptions to which we
must now turn our attention. Scattered through the parallels
to St Mark in the two other Synoptics, there is a number of
cases, considerable on the whole, in which they agree in using
a word or phrase not found in St Mark or in omitting touches
or statements, and in a few instances whole incidents, which
are contained therein. It is natural to ask whether these
agreements between the first and third evangelists, or any of
them, are derived from a form of the text of the Common
Source earlier than that in our St Mark, and it is for this
reason that I notice them in the present connexion. But this
question cannot be decided without taking account of other
explanations of which the phenomena may be susceptible.
So that the whole subject of these coincidences in disagreement from St Mark on the part of the two other Synoptics
must here be examined.

The consentient differences of St Matthew and St Luke
from St Mark in Marean contexts.
Let me first notice two theories in regard to this class of
phenomena which have attracted a good deal of attention.
B. Weiss sees in many of these coincidences between
St Matthew and St Luke in differing from St Mark a confirmation of his favourite hypothesis of an "Oldest" or
"Apostolic" source which contained many narratives as well
as "Logia," and was drawn upon for both elements by Mark
as well as by the two other Synoptics. This theory need not
here detain us long in view of the conclusion to which we
came in the last chapter in respect of "Logia" in St Mark 1.
If these were not derived from the Greek document which
the first and third evangelists used, it is hardly probable that
Mark took narratives from it. But to turn to the evidence
now· more particularly under discussion : a little reflexion
will shew that it cannot properly be made to serve Weiss'
purpose. For if the agreements of St Matthew and St Luke
against St Mark may be taken to shew that a source used
by all three has in certain cases been most closely adhered to
1

See pp. 109-ui.
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by the two first-named, it does not follow that this source
was the one imagined by Weiss. It is far simpler to suppose
it to have been an earlier form of Marean document. We
shall not then be required to attribute to the first and third
evangelists the complex procedure of using partly the original
source, partly Mark's revised edition of that source. Weiss,
it is true, lays stress upon the Hebraic character of some of
the expressions which the first and third evangelists have
preserved, as a ground for connecting them with his "Oldest
source 1.'' But such Hebraisms, or Aramaisms, might quite
as well have occurred in an earlier form of St Mark; and, to
speak broadly, whatever might in the one case have been
removed or altered by a revising hand, so as to give us St Mark
in its present form, might have been so in the other.
I turn to the contention of E. Simons 2 that the agreements
between the first and third Gospels in differing from St Mark,
or many of them, are due to the third evangelist's acquaintance
with St Matthew. It is the more important to consider this
view, since H. Heitzmann appears to have become a convert
to it3, and it has been adopted also by some other well-known
critics 4 • It is not wanting in simplicity, but we shall (I believe)
see that it is unsatisfactory on other grounds. It is important
for the proper consideration of it to observe that Simons
and those who have followed him allow that the imitation of
St Matthew by the third evangelist was strictly subordinate
to his use of St Mark. Their hypothesis may be put in its
least unnatural form if we suppose Luke to have read
St Matthew at some time, to have no longer had it by him,
and to have been influenced more or less unconsciously by
his recollection of it5. It does not, however, seem likely that
if he had read that Gospel, he would have forgotten, or been
indifferent to, its more considerable additions to the Marean
and other common source, or sources, and generally have
1 See Weiss, Das Marcus-evan,l{elium, p. 72, on Mk i. 40.
For other illustrations of various kinds of his application of his theory, see the same context; also
pp. 49-50, 62, 109, 133, 334, 400, etc., of the same work.
2 Hat der dritte Evangelist den kanonischen Matthiius benutzt? 1880.
3 Einleit. 350, 356 f.
4 E.g., H. H. Wendt; see Die Lehre Jesu, p. 46.
~ Cp. Simons, op. cit. p. ro8.
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remained unaffected by it in his own treatment of them, while
he reproduced it only in a certain number of quite unimportant
particulars. That is not the way in which memory would
usually work. Moreover, it may well be asked whether
there is not something unsuitable in representing the third
evangelist as dependent in his work of revision upon the
suggestions of memory, when he plainly shews often so much
freedom in revising, and such a decided mind of his own in
matters of style.
But, further, the supposition of reminiscence is wholly
inappropriate in connexion with the most important class
of agreements between the first and third Gospels, namely,
the instances in which both omit a passage or substantial
statement contained in St Mark. It is strange that adherents
of the theory have not realised this more clearly than they
appear to have done. If Luke had noticed that something
contained in one of his principal sources had been omitted by
a writer who, like himself, had used those sources, his most
natural impulse would have been to include it all the more
carefully in his own work, lest it should be forgotten. It
is most unlikely that he could have regarded St Matthew
as an authority so superior to a source which he more
commonly used, that he would have omitted a passage or
phrase because he found it omitted here. Such an estimate
as this would have been an anachronism, and, if he had
formed it, he would have been at the pains to make larger
use of this Gospel than he has done.
I will now proceed to mention four causes to each of which
some effect ought in all probability to be attributed, and
which are (I believe) jointly quite adequate to account for
the phenomena under consideration. The admission of a
variety of causes will be distasteful to some minds. There
is a charm-an appearance of simplicity and completeness-in
any theory which assigns a single cause for a large group
of phenomena. But we ought not to attach much weight
to a consideration of that kind. For it is evident that
phenomena which we have been led for convenience to class
together may have arisen in different ways. In the present
case, it will be found on examination that no single cause
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can afford a natural explanation in every instance, but that
always one of the causes which I have specified will do so,
and often more than one. To convince himself of this the
student must work through all the instances. At the end
of this chapter he will find a Table which will aid him in the
task. Here I can only make some general remarks in regard
to the different causes, and give a certain number of
examples.
I. Differences between the text of tlze M arcan document
used by the first and third evangelists and our St Mark.
Even by those who suppose the first and third evangelists
to have used a document which was virtually identical with
our St Mark, it will be admitted to be scarcely conceivable
that the original text should have been preserved there
perfectly intact. And there are at least a limited number
of instances in which the difference between our St Mark
and the two other Synoptics may most probably be attributed
to alterations of the original in the former. The use of the
term 'TO €1W'f"f€J..,wv absolutely (Mk i. I; i. 14, I 5; viii. 35;
x. 29), which is peculiar to this Gospel, is to be explained
in this way. In the two last places it could have been
introduced with great ease; in the two first a little more
recasting of the original form of the sentence, which we may
suppose to have closely resembled that of the parallel in
St Matthew, would be necessary; but this would not be difficult
to effect. It is very unlikely that the third evangelist, more
particularly, with his Pauline sympathies and his fondness for
the verb EVa"f"f€Alf;w·0ai, would have avoided the use of the term
'TO Evary"ff.J..,wv in all these passages, if he had found it in his
source. Again, it is difficult not to admit the probability
that the description of Jesus as oTEKTwv in Mk vi. 3 is due to
a revising hand, when we compare o Tov 'TEJCTovo<;
and
o vio<; 'Iwcnicf> at Mt. xiii. 55 and Lk iv. 22, and consider how
naturally it might be feared that an expression of this kind
would be misunderstood. The "anointing of the sick with
oil" in the charge to the disciples at vi. I 3 may have been
suggested by the custom of the Church. The saying "the
Sabbath was made for man," etc. at Mk ii. 27 has the
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appearance of being an insertion. There does not seem to
be any good reason why it should have been passed over
in both the other Gospels, and especially in St Luke, if it was
in the original document. And the connexion between it
and the following saying, suggested by the &la-Te at the
beginning of the next sentence, is somewhat forced and not
in accordance with the usual style of this Gospel. The
instruction on humility in Mk ix. 35-37 seems to have been
rearranged. The saying placed at the beginning of the passage
in St Mark stands appropriately there as a direct answer to the
question which has preceded ; if the two other Synoptics had
found it so placed they would hardly, instead of giving it thus,
have embodied it in the lesson drawn from the child. There is
also nothing in either of the parallels here to correspond to
the words Kat 7ravTrov Su1Kovo~, though there is in other
contexts. These words may, therefore, have been introduced
here by a copyist owing to his familiarity with those other
Sayings. In Mk xi. 17 the words 'Tra<,W TOZ~ gevww, wanting
in St Matthew and St Luke, may have been supplied from
a recollection of the passage of the prophet, and a sense
of their significance.
The connexion (Mk iv. 35, 36) between the account of the
Speaking in Parables and the Crossing of the Lake is a point
of a different kind. In St Mark we read: "and on that day
when even was come he saith unto them, Let us go over unto
the other side, and leaving the multitude they take him with
them as he was in the boat." I have italicised statements that
are peculiar to this Gospel. The parallel accounts in the
first and third Gospels begin, on the contrary, by saying that
Jesus embarked and make no reference to the day and hour.
Moreover each of them has placed the narrative in a different
connexion, Luke (it is true) only after one, but still quite
a distinct, occurrence; the first evangelist considerably earlier.
It would, indeed, be curious that one of the very rare occasions
on which the first and third evangelists agree in differing from
St Mark as to order, should be one in which the connexion
was unusually precise in their common document. That the
first evangelist should have disregarded this connexion would
be specially strange, since he has sometimes apparently him-
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self imagined _such links where in his source h.e found only
juxtaposition 1. It is probable, therefore, that an editor of the
Marean document introduced the touch that Jesus was in the
boat and the statement that it was the same day at evening,
having inferred them from the preceding passage. We shall
presently see that there are other points in that context which
strengthen this supposition.
Another interesting case where a comparison of the three
Synoptics seems to make it plain that the transition from one
narrative to another has been unwisely tampered with by a
revising hand is Mk ix. 30, 31 a (cp. Mt. xvii. 22; Lk ix.
43, 44 a). In St Mark we read, "And they went forth from
thence, and passed through Galilee; and he would not that
any man should know it. For he taught his disciples and
said unto them, The Son of Man is delivered up," etc. The
connexion implied in the "for" at the beginning of v. 31 is far
from clear, though it might perhaps be possible to supply
a train of thought which would explain it. We notice, however, that neither the statement, "he would not that any man
should know it," nor the connexion of the successive sentences
by "for" appears in either of the two other Synoptics. The
section is introduced in St Matthew quite abruptly, just as
sections in St Mark so often are : "And while they abode
in Galilee, Jesus said unto them, The Son of Man shall be
delivered up," etc. In St Luke, as in our St Mark, a more
formal introduction has been provided, but quite differently
and more skilfully. St Matthew is in all probability the nearest here to the original text of Mark, though it is suitable to
attribute the use of dva,npe<poµ,ivwv (or a-v,npe<poµ,ivwv) to
the author of that Gospel.
Again, the discrepancy between St Mark and the two
other Synoptics in regard to the day of the Cleansing of the
Temple may be due to the revision of the original document,
and connected with the manner in which the incident of
the barren fig-tree is .told in St Mark. This is a point which
we shall have occasion to discuss later. The word U, in the
warning to Peter in regard to the crowing of the cock, each
time that it occurs in St Mark (xiv. 30 and 72) may be an
1

See above, p. 53 (j).
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addition to the original, as also the statement that it was the
third hour when they crucified Jesus (xv. 25).
Those vivid little individual touches which every reader
notices in St Mark, and which give character to this Gospel,
belong for the most part, there can be little reason for
doubting, to the original document. They are eminently
natural and not such as a reviser of the Gospel would be
likely to think of, or would have cared to introduce. Still
it is possible that a few of them may have been added by
a scribe with revising instincts, who had entered into the
spirit of the work he was copying. There are, likewise, in
this Gospel a class of general statements which heighten the
representation of the popular impression made by Jesus, and
which are not reproduced, or but partially so, in St Matthew
and St Luke 1• These expressions, also, are commonly, I
imagine, regarded as examples of the vigour of the author's
style. It is possible that they may be so; but their originality
(at least, in all the amplitude in which we have them) seems to
me to be more doubtful than that of the individual traits before
mentioned, from which they may clearly be distinguished.
There are some other clauses and sentences peculiar to
this Gospel, which may, perhaps, be insertions. If the erroneous
statement in Mk ii. 26 that David came to the tabernacle
to ask for bread Jrrt 'Af]u't0ap apxicpewr; was made in the
original document, we can well understand its being omitted;
but it may also have been an addition by a badly informed
copyist. Again, in the account of the return of Jesus
from the Mount of Transfiguration, it is said that He
found "scribes contending with" the disciples (Mk ix. 14).
There is no mention of scribes in St Matthew and St Luke,
and in the immediate sequel in St Mark it is of the multitude
that Jesus asks:" About what are you contending with them?"
The reference to the scribes has probably been introduced
by a revising hand, because these were the common opponents
of Jesus and His disciples•.
l E.g. Mk i. 32-34; iii. 10, 11.
2
There are a few other agreements of Mt. and Lk which may be assigned to
this cause :-Mk ii. 13, 14, 19b; iv. ro; vi. 41; x. 12; xiv. 61. (See Table,
p. 207 ff.)
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2.
U ndesigned agreement between the first and third
evangelz"sts in revi"sing their M arcan document. Where in
St Mark the historic present, or the imperfect, is used, it is
exceedingly common to find the aorist in St Matthew and
St Luke (e.g. EZ1rcv for ?..hyEi); or again where in St Mark
two finite verbs are linked by Kai, to have one of them turned
into the participle and the Kai omitted; or where many
successive sentences and clauses are conjoined by Kai, to
have the monotony broken by the occasional substitution
of SJ, or by other simple devices. Changes of these kinds
occur not seldom both in St Matthew and in St Luke at
different points, or where only one of them is parallel to
St Mark. That they should happen frequently to be in
accord in making them, without either having any knowledge
of the work of the other, could cause no surprise.
But there are other cases of agreement, less common than
those just indicated, which may reasonably be explained by
the similarity of their stylistic ideas and habits. For instance,
the particle ovv is very rarely used in St Mark, whereas
both the first and third evangelists, aiming as they do at a
more connected construction, frequently employ it, but for the
most part not at corresponding points. At the parallels, however, to Mk xii. 9 and 23 (Mt. xxi. 40, xxii. 28; Lk xx. 15, 33)
both use it; but plainly we do not need to look for any
special reason to account for this, such as their both finding
it in the same document, or the third evangelist having
remembered what he had read in St Matthew. It may
further be pointed out that in the former of the two places
just referred to, although both use ovv they give it a different
position in the sentence 1•
\Vhat, then, are we to say of the use three times in parallel
passages by the first and third evangelists of the Hebraic JCat
which is nowhere used in St Mark 2 ? This example

ioov,

1 A further example of their independence in the use of the particle may be
given from the same context. At Mt. xxii. 21 we find o1i, and in the Lucan parallel
(xx. 25) -rol,w.
2 Mt. viii. 2=Lk v. x2=Mk i. 40; Mt. ix. 2=Lk v. r8=Mk ii. 3 (Mt. ix. 18
Lk viii. 41 Mk v. 22; here Mt has loov and Lk rnt ioov) ; Mt. xvii. 3 = Lk ix. 30
=Mkix. 4·

=

=
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possesses interest both intrinsically and because B. \Veiss has
laid great stress on it 1. Here again the expression in question is
several times used in St Matthew in passages where it does not
occur in St Luke, and in St Luke where it is not in St Matthew.
\Vhere, therefore, they agree in using it, they may well have
done so without design, and I believe that in the last two
instances given in p. 146, n. 2, this is the true explanation.
It has, however, to be remembered that coincidences which,
taken singly, may reasonably be regarded as undesigned, may
need to be accounted for in some more special way when
several occur close together. And it happens that in the two
earlier parallels in which the first and third evangelists agree
in using Kal l8ov, they also agree against St· Mark in certain
other particulars, and these agreements collectively suggest
some common influence acting upon both.
The question what this influence may have been will
come before us under the next head 2• But before I pass
to it, I must say a few words on the effect of revision in
leading to the absence from both St Matthew and St Luke
of words, clauses and sentences which are in St Mark. I have
above specified some instances of probable additions to the
Synoptic source which appear in our St Mark only, and have
suggested the possibility that there are others. But there
are also many cases in which it may well be that both the
first and third evangelists have from similar motives made
the same omissions.
Both often compress the Marean
narratives ; frequently each does this most in narratives,
or parts of narratives, where the other does not; but it is
natural that sometimes their curtailments should correspond.
Details in St Mark's descriptions which are really unimportant may well have seemed so to both. Others may
have been passed over because they appeared to be, so to
speak, rather the property of the particular narrator than
part of the common tradition. A few may have been
avoided as open to misconception 3•
2 Cp. p. 148 and see Table, p. 208.
See above, p. 140.
Cp. Hawkins, p. 96 ff.; though he puts down more omissions to the account
of this feeling than I should be inclined to do.
1

3

J0-2
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3. The i11jluence of parallel accounts in the Logian or other
documents, or of oral tradition, or habits of oral teaching.
When we discussed the contents of the Logian document,
we noticed a certain number of parallels with St Mark
which it included, and traced the use of them in the two
other Synoptics 1• It is not necessary to go over this ground
here again. It is to be noted only that a certain number of
instances in which St Matthew and St Luke agree in differing
from St Mark are accounted for in this way.
We do not know that the first and the third evangelists
were both acquainted with any other records, which contained matter corresponding to that in St Mark, but it is
certainly possibl'e that they may have been; and that they
were in a measure affected thereby in their reproductions
of St Mark. Again we cannot prove that both inherited
the same habitual forms of statement on any points; but it is
highly probable that they did so to some extent. And there
are some among their agreements against St Mark which
may be most suitably traced to the operation of one or
other of these causes. In the account of the leper coming
to Jesus (Mk i. 40= Mt. viii. 2 = Lk v. 12) we find ,cat loov
and ,cvpi€ in both St Matthew and St Luke. In the form
also of the next sentence in each Gospel, describing the cure,
the correspondence is closest in those two. The appearance
of these various little agreements so near together in the
same context suggests that both evangelists were familiar
with the same manner of telling the story. The same is to
be said of the narrative which follows next in each of the three
Synoptics, that of the Healing of the paralytic. Here several
of the differences from St Mark are not, even individually
taken, such as two other writers would have been likely to
think of independently.
Again, the position assigned in St Matthew and St Luke
to Andrew in the lists of the Twelve, next to Simon Peter,
although in St Mark the sons of Zebedee are for a particular
reason placed there 2, may be confidently attributed to habit,
1
E.g. see above, pp. 79, 88 f., 90, 93; also the Analyses, pp. 123-129,
and Table lI. at end of vol.
2 Mt. x. 2=Lk vi. 14=Mk iii. 16, 17.
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as also may the substitution of Tfi Tp{TTJ iJµipq, lryep0ijvai in both
St Matthew and St Luke for µeTtt Tp€t<; iJµipa<; avaa-Tijvai 1•
Probably also the fact that the description of the taunts
cast at Jesus when hanging on the Cross is similar in
St Matthew and St Luke, being more expanded than that
in St Mark, is to be traced to the customary form of teaching
(Mk xv. 30 = Mt. xxvii. 40 = Lk xxiii. 3 5). Once more the
agreement between St Matthew and St Luke in regard to
the saying "to you it has been given to know the mysteries
of the kingdom of God" (as contrasted with the singular "the
mystery," and the omission of "to know" in St Mark) must
be due to its having been derived by the two former from the
Logian, or some other, document, or from a common tradition 2.
4. Textual assimilation. The existing MS. evidence, so
far as it enables us to trace the history of the text of the
Gospels, reveals a tendency on the part of copyists to assimilate
here and there the form of parallel passages in the several
Gospels. It may safely be conjectured that this process
began before the time from which we are able to trace it.
Moreover, as there is reason to think that in very early times
St Mark was less often copied than the two other Synoptics 3,
it is probable that during that time there were more cases of
assimilation between St Matthew and St Luke than of St :\fark
to either of them.
It is not possible to draw a sharp line of distinction
between the agreements which should be referred to the
last cause and to this one.
Verbal identity between
St Matthew and St Luke in a clause, or sentence, not
derived from St Mark, might have been brought about
through a copyist of one of them having the words of the
other in his mind ; but it might also be due to the common
knowledge of some written account, or of tradition, by the
evangelists themselves. As examples, however, of cases
where textual assimilation should be borne in mind as an
alternative explanation, I may mention the question T{,; la-Tiv
o 1ra{a-a,; a-e; in Mt. xxvi. 68 and Lk xxii. 64, and the words
1
2

Mt. xvi. zr=Lk ix. 21=Mk viii. 31.
Mt. xiii. rr=Lk viii. ro=Mk iv. u.

3

See vol.

I.

p. I 7 f.
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eg€A0©v ifrgw €K,AaV<7€V 7rtKpw<; in Mt. xxvi. 75, Lk xxii. 62,
standing in place of e1rt/3aAwv EKAat€v (Mk xiv. 72).

One important conclusion from the examination in which
we have been engaged of the consentient differences of
St Matthew and St Luke from St Mark does not bear
directly upon the main subject of the present chapter. We
have seen that there is no reason to trace them to the third
evangelist's recollections of the Gospel according to St Matthew,
and consequently to suppose an acquaintance with that Gospel
on his part. But we have also seen reason to think that, in a
certain number of instances, comparison between our first and
third Gospels reveals the original form of the Synoptic source
which has in St Mark been altered by some, not very extensive, additions and revision.

In the cases which we have so far been considering, there
have been coincident differences from St Mark in both the
other Gospels. But can differences in one only of the others
afford any light as to the original form of St Mark? This is
a question which ought to be asked although it must be
admitted that little significance in this. respect has been
hitherto attached to these one-sided differences1. It is on
a comparison of St Luke with St Mark that the question
may be expected especially to arise-and that in fact it does
arise-both because the contents of St Mark are reproduced in
St Matthew so much more nearly, and also for another reason
which I will give in a moment. Yet even those-and they
have been a small minority 2-who have held that Luke was
unacquainted with the portions of the contents of St Mark
which he does not give, have not, I think, insisted that the
form of Marean document known to him was necessarily
earlier than the fuller one used by our first evangelist. And
1 Zahn and B. Weiss, however, have alike appealed to certain instances of
narratives in St Matthew from which words and sentences contained in the Marean
parallel are absent, as affording support for their respective theories of the relations
of the Gospels to one another and to sources. See below, p. 324 f.
For the Marean matter omitted from St Matthew seep. 326£.
2
Reuss is, perhaps, the most eminent critic who has held this view. See La
Bible, Nouveau Testament, I. pp. 28£., 8r.
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it would probably still serve no useful purpose to discuss the
question whether it was so, were it not for the remarkable
fact that a considerable number of the passages of St Mark
which in their form and their connexions with their contexts
bear signs more or less clear that they are interpolations, and
which have been most frequently regarded as such, are included
among those which Luke passes over. When once this is
observed, it must surely appear desirable that the whole of
Luke's omissions of Marean matter should be examined with
the object of ascertaining whether we can distinguish among
them some passages which he would have been less likely to
omit than others, if they had lain before him 1• If the result
of this investigation corresponds, as it will (I believe) be
found to do, with the indications of interpolation just
referred to in the Marean matter itself, the two kinds of
evidence will confirm each other.
It is not, perhaps, absolutely necessary that Luke should
be held to have been unacquainted with our St Mark in order
that his omission of certain passages should be held to support
the view that they are insertions. Wendling, who appears to
hold the common opinion that there was no difference between
the Synoptic source used in the composition of St Mauhew
(which must have been nearly coextensive with St Mark) and
that known to and commonly used by Luke, at the same time
argues in certain cases that the latter criticised it by comparing it with an earlier form 2• But this is rather what a
critical writer at the present day might have done. It is less
probable than that the form which Luke regularly used was
an earlier one, in which the passages in question were wanting.
The pertinacity with which it has been and is held that
the Synoptic source known to Luke was virtually identical
in its compass and details with that used in the composition
of St Matthew is not difficult to understand. Till a very
1
Wernle has briefly examined these omissions, Die Synopt. Frage, pp. 4-6,
and comes to the conclusion that Luke knew the sections of St Mark which he
omitted. But it must appear, I believe, to anyone, who considers 'IIVernle's reasons
for thinking so in the different cases, that they are, to say the least, of greatly
varying degrees of force.
2
Op. cit. p. 16, § 31 (rt). Cp. also J. Weiss, ib. p. 332, though the view
there indicated is rather different.
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recent time, in studying the relations of the Gospels, criticism
has been mainly occupied with the question of the priority of
St Mark broadly considered. The time had hardly come for
examining separately the relations of the first and third
Gospels to St Mark. Many students, also, who have made
up their minds to abandon the traditional view of the order
of composition of the Gospels in favour of the priority of
St Mark, have not felt prepared to set it aside still further
by postponing the composition of St Matthew to that of
St Luke. Yet there are good grounds for thinking that our
St Matthew may have been the last composed of the Synoptic
Gospels; and, if so, it is obviously possible that the Marean
document may have come to the hands of the writer of it
with additions which it had not received when it lay before
Luke.

The contents of the Synoptic source used in the
composition of St Luke.
Our third evangelist, in so far as he has reproduced the
contents of St Mark, has preserved on the whole very nearly
the same sequence of sections; but as regards more than
a fourth of the contents of that Gospel he has either given
nothing that corresponds even in substance, or else (and this
applies only to a smaller portion) the form and the connexion
are so different that he has plainly derived his matter entirely
from an independent source. Is it possible to give a reasonable explanation of these omissions? In view of the words
of his preface we are entitled to suppose that he would have
been anxious to supply as complete an account of the life of
Christ as he could, and that he would therefore have been
disposed to include matter lying before him in a document
which he commonly made use of, except when he had on the
same points other information which he considered superior.
On the other hand, practical considerations might induce an
ancient writer, even more than one of the present time, to
restrict the contents of his work. In particular he might not
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wish to extend it beyond a single roll, while it was important
that a roll should not be inconveniently long and bulky 1 •
Still the limit was not an absolute one; and the question
would at all events arise whether this passage of a source,
or that one, should be omitted. We have then to consider
whether, in the case of certain Marean sections wanting in
St Luke's Gospel, we can see reasons why they should have
been omitted, while in others there appear to be none; and
at the same time we are to be on the look-out for signs that
any of the Marean. passages were insertions in the contexts in
which they stand. The evidence of style shall be subsequently
discussed.
Mk i. 16-20. The Call of the first disciples. There can
be no reason to doubt that this section was to be found in
Luke's Marean document, and that he passes it over at the
point where it occurs in the Marean sequence, because he had
that (on the whole) considerably fuller narrative of the incident
to give, which we find just afterwards in his Gospel (v. I - I 1).
Mk iii. 19 b-30. Attempt of friends of Jesus to restrain

Him, as mad; charge of the Pharisees that He cast out devils
by Beelzebub and His reply. Luke gives a closely similar,
though apparently distinct, version of the latter piece from
his Logian document at a later point in his Gospel (xi. 14ff.) 2
and with the intention in his mind of doing this he might
have passed over the passage in St Mark. It can, also, cause
no surprise that he should not relate the attempt to seize
Jesus on the ground that He was mad. But it is to be
observed that the charge of collusion with Beelzebub to which
alone the reply of Jesus is directed appears to have been
somewhat clumsily hooked on in St Mark to the assertion
of others that He was mad3, with which it seems to have no
real connexion. There are, also, other signs of disturbance
in the Marean context. It seems as if the incident of the
mother and brethren of Jesus coming to speak to Him, at
1 On the usual length of rolls see T. Birt, Antike Buchwesen, esp. eh. vr., and
F. G. Kenyon, Pakeography of Greek Papyri, pp. 17, 18; and for the bearing of
custom in this matter on the lengths of the two Lucan writings, Zahn, Kanon,
1. p. 76 ff.
2
See above p. 90.
3 t>,eyov -ya.p 15n ei;la-r71.
Ka.! ol -ypaµ,p.a.u,s ... tJ..ryov, etc.
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v. 31 ff., ought to have some connexion with the mention
shortly before of His friends going forth for the purpose of
restraining Him, which the introduction of the charge of the
Pharisees has broken. But even if the latter is removed the
two pieces about His friends and His mother and brethren
respectively do not in their actual form fit well together.
On the whole, it seems probable that the piece on the charge
of collusion with Satan was interpolated in the original Marean
document and that there have been some other slight alterations in the context1.
Mk iv. 26-34, together with vv. 2, IO, 13 b, 23, 24 b, 35, 36 a.
Portions of the account of the speaking in parables. Luke relates
that on an occasion when a great crowd had gathered, Jesus
addressed a parable to them (viii. 4) and he proceeds to give
that of the Sower. The disciples ask Him the meaning of this
parable (v. 9). He allows that it is their privilege to have
truths communicated to them which are for the time being
kept back from others (v. 10) and thereupon interprets to them
the parable which· is in question ( v. I I ff). After the conclusion of it the responsibilities of those who receive such
special instruction are insisted on in some striking proverbial
Sayings (vv. 15-18). In Mk iv. r-25 we have a passage
closely corresponding to the one in St Luke which I have just
described, though there are certain small, but not unimportant
differences to which attention must presently be directed.
First, however, let us notice that after the point down to
which there is parallelism between St Mark and St Luke two
parables are appended in somewhat loose fashion 2 to the
former, viz., the Seed growing without human aid and the
Mustard-seed (Mk iv. 26-29 and 30-32). Luke has not in
any part of his Gospel an equivalent for the first of these.
The latter he has given in a different context (xiii. 18, 19),
taking it from his Logian document3; and it may be suggested
that he passed it over when he came to it in his Marean
document because he was intending to give it later on from
But it should be observed that a
his other chief source.
1
2
3

Cp. M. Loisy, Autour d'un petit livre, p. 80 f.
They are introduced by Kal g;,,.e-y,v, v. 26; Kai g;,,.,-y,v, v. 30.
See above, p. 95 f.
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consideration of this kind has not prevented him from including
the sayings in Mk iv. 21, 22, 24 (=Lk viii. 16-18) 1 in their
Marean context. Further, the instruction of the disciples
when Jesus was alone with them, as it stands in St Mark,
involves an awkward change of time and scene; it breaks
into the series of parables addressed to the people, after which
He was taken straight away "in the boat as He was" to the
other side. We have already seen that this last touch was
probably not in the original Mark 2. But to a reviser who had
added more parables it would seem natural to imagine this
.sequel. To him, also, we may suppose are due those differences
from Luke to which reference has been made above. They
were introduced to suit the purpose of giving more than one
illustration of Christ's speaking in parables. In the setting
of the single parable which the original document contained
here, the words "He taught them many things in parables"
(v. 2) takes the place of "He spake by a parable." Again,
after the parable of the Sower only has been recounted, it is
said that "His companions with the Twelve asked Him tlie
parables" (v. ro). Then at v. 13 they are asked" Know ye
not tliis parable, and how will ye know all the parables ? "
though the preceding statements in the plural have left no
ground for singling this parable out. There is good ground
then for thinking that in this whole section Luke has preserved
for us an earlier form of the Marean document which was
brought through additions and editing to the form in which
we have it in our St Mark 3•
Mk vi. 1-6 a. Tlie visit to Nazaretli. That Luke should
not notice at this point the visit to Nazareth does not indicate
that the present section was wanting in his Marean document.
He knew a much fuller account of it, which he had chosen to
give near the beginning of the public Ministry (iv. 16-30).
1
Lk viii. 16 is in substance repeated at Lk xi. 33; Lk viii. I 7 at xii. z; Lk
viii. I 8 at xix. 26.
2
3

Cp. P· r43.

Wendling, op. cit. p. 4 ff., who likewise holds (as many critics do) that the
original account of the speaking in iiarables has been revised and interpolated,
takes a different, and (as it seems to me) a less probable, view of the interpolations
and other changes, because he has neglected to take into consideration the evidence
supplied by the Synoptic parallels.
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Mk vi. I 7-29, The fate of John the Baptist. It is
stated in all three Synoptics that the fame of Jesus disturbed
Herod, conscience-stricken as he was by his recollection of
the murder of John the Baptist. In St Mark the cause of
the imprisonment of John, and his execution, are thereupon
described. As Luke had already, near the beginning of his
Gospel, concluded his account of the Baptist's preaching,
aptly enough, with a reference to his imprisonment (iii. I 820 ), it would not be unnatural that he should not follow
Mark in mentioning it here; and that consequently he
should have passed over the remainder of this section of
St Mark.
But the whole historical notice here of the Baptist may
also very well be an editorial addition.
We come now to the contents of Mk vi. 45-viii. 26, the
whole of which is altogether absent from St Luke, with the
exception of a couple of Sayings, which are given in that
Gospel in a different context. It may be noted that in
Mk vi. 46, Jesus is said to have retired to the mountain after
the Feeding of the five thousand in order to pray; and that in
Lk ix. 18, the verse which follows the same narrative, though
it is an introduction to the conversation that follows, Jesus is
likewise said to have been alone praying. But this does not
in itself afford sufficient ground for supposing that all the
matter which intervenes in St Mark was wanting in Luke's
document. This peculiar trait in Luke's description of the
occasion when Simon Peter confessed his faith may well have
been due to the evangelist's own imagination of the scene 1 •
And we must consider separately for each of the pieces
comprised in this portion of St Mark the question whether the
document used by Luke is likely to have contained it.
Mk vi. 45-53. The crossing of the lake after the Feeding
of the five thousand. It does not seem possible to assign
any good reason why Luke should have passed over this
narrative, if he had it before him. He could not well
have regarded the stilling of the storm by Jesus on an earlier
1 Cp. p. 282 (note on Lk v. 16).
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occasion when He was with them in the boat as an equivalent.
The appearance of Jesus unexpectedly to the disciples when
they were toilsomely rowing against a contrary wind was
plainly a different incident and taught a different lesson.
But further there is an indication that two sources have been
combined in this context in the discrepancy between the
statement in v. 45 that the disciples were to "go before Him
across to Bethsaida," and that of v. 53, "when they had
crossed over they came to the land unto Gennesaret, and
moored to the shore." There is not known to have been any
other Bethsaida save the well-known one at the head of the
lake on the east side of the Jordan; and this is clearly the
place intended in the Lucan parallel (ix. 10). In order to
harmonise the two statements it has been suggested that the
disciples started to go from the place a little to the south-east
of Bethsaida "across" the bay that lay between, but that
they were driven westward by the wind and so came to
Gennesaret1." But there is nothing of this in the passage
itself, and the use of "across " in the former verse, and
"having crossed" just afterwards, renders it highly improbable
that it is intended. It appears to be far more likely that "to
Bethsaida" comes from the conclusion of the narrative of the
Feeding of the five thousand in the original document, while
"to Gennesaret" was the point at which in the tradition about
Christ's walking on the sea, the boat came to land. This was
the destination for which they started according to the parallel
passage in the Fourth Gospel (vi. Ii), "they entered into a
boat, and were going across the sea to Capernaum." The
reviser who embodied the narrative in St Mark, from lack of
familiarity with the localities, did not perceive that there was
any want of agreement between the two statements, and
he may accidentally or intentionally have transferred the
words 'TT'po~ B770a-aioav from the account of the miracle of
Feeding the five thousand where, according to the Lucan
parallel, they should stand, and introduced them into the
beginning of the account of the crossing which he inserted.
Mk vi. 54- 56. The gatlzering of crowds on the western
1 Cp. G. A. Smith, Historical Geography of the Holy Land, p. 458; also
Swete's St Mark, in loc.
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side of the lake. This description is closely connected with
the preceding crossing. The landing in the parallel narrative
of the crossing in the Fourth Gospel is likewise followed
by a concourse of people (vi. 22 ff.) 1• It must be reckoned
as part of the same insertion.
Mk vii. 1-23. Pharisaic ceremonialism. This piece may,
perhaps, also belong to the insertion. It would be more natural
that Pharisees and certain of the scribes from Jerusalem should
come to Him at or near Capernaum than to Bethsaida or its
neighbourhood, where the miracle of Feeding was wrought.
At Lk xi. 37, 38, a Pharisee expresses astonishment at the
same neglect of ceremonial observances by Jesus Himself
with which His disciples are here charged; but the reply
called forth is different. It looks as if two distinct traditions
of the Teaching of Jesus on this subject had reached Luke
and a reviser of the Marean document respectively.
If these three sections comprised in vi. 45-vii. 23 be
removed, the €Ke'i0ev OE avaa"Ta<;' of vii. 24 would follow upon
the account of the miracle in vi. 35-44. The sequence would
be very similar to that at v. 43-vi. I. The neighbourhood
of Bethsaida would also be a natural starting point for the
northward journey described, vii. 24 ff.
Mk vii. 24-3 I. Visit to region of Tyre and Sidon; the
Gentile woman's request; return to Sea of Galilee. The incident of the Syrophoenician woman may have been passed over
by Luke because he thought the words of Jesus to her might
prove a stumbling-block to Gentiles; he may have so judged
especially if the words at Mt. xv. 24 stood in his document.
The story is vividly told, and evidently of Palestinian origin
and the indications of the route followed in the journey on
which the incident happened are marks of genuineness. It
probably belongs to the original document.
Mk vii. 32-37 and viii. 22-26. The cure of a deaf and
1 Wendt (Lehre fesu, I. p. 43) points out that "the unrestricted public healing
of the sick" here is not in accord with other descriptions in St Mark. E.g., in
Mk i. 34 and iii. rn, we read only of" many" being healed. Moreover, after the
return of the Twelve from their Mission at vi. 30, He does not again, except
according to this one passage, exercise His Ministry publicly on the Western
shore of the lake.
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dumb man, and o.f a blind man. These two narratives evidently form a pair, and they may most conveniently be
treated together1. Luke may have decided against the
inclusion of these miracles from fear of misunderstanding in
regard to the means employed in them, or from an idea that
these means made them seem less remarkable than other
miracles, and therefore less necessary to be recorded where
there were so many to relate. We shall also see presently
that Luke may have regarded the exorcism of a spirit of
dumbness mentioned by him at xi. 14 as an equivalent for
the ·former of these miracles.
Mk viii. 1-10. The Feedingo.f.four thousand. The phrase
which introduces this section (Ev EK€i'vat, Tars ~µJpat,) does
not connect it closely with what precedes. This second
account of a feeding of multitudes closely resembles the
first in all its circumstances, except in the numbers of
those fed, etc., and these are differences which would be
likely to arise in the oral transmission of what was originally
the same narrative. It is difficult not to regard the two as
a doublet, and if so it is most natural to suppose that an
editor took the second form of the tradition as referring to
a distinct occasion and therefore determined to embody it.
Luke's silence is thus explained. The context is thus also
simplified by the disappearance of the first of the two crossings
( v. IO and v. l 3) which occur so near together.
Mk viii. II-13 and 15. The Pharisees' demand. These
verses hang well together and make a complete account in
themselves. They should be retained as supplying the ground
into which the other incident in the present context has been
dove-tailed. Luke had a parallel to this challenge of the
Pharisees and the Sayings of Christ thereupon in his Logian
document (see above, p. 91). The challenge is referred to by
him in connexion with the exorcism of a dumb spirit and the
1 Though these miracles are not described in St Matthew here, or fully anywhere, I have not treated them as instances of omissions of Marean matter by both
the other Synoptics, because in the mention of the healing of "the dumb" in
Mt. xv. 30 there may be a reference to the particular instance in Mk; and because
also the narratives at Mt. ix. 27-3r, 32-34, may relate to the same pair, while
at any rate the first evangelist's inclusion of those two would explain his passing
over the similar ones in St Mark.
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remarks of Jesus follow not long after in the same connexion.
It is interesting to observe that in St Mark, also, when the
Feeding of the four thousand is omitted, this matter is brought
into connexion with the cure of a dumb man. This is a
point in favour of the view that the intervening narrative
is an insertion.
The clause in Mk v. 15, ,cal 7fj, tvµ'Y}, 'Hpwoov, should be
compared with the mention of Herodians at Mk iii. 6; xii. r 3.
It is conceivable that the reference to this party may in all
three cases have proceeded from the hand of a reviser.
Mk viii. 14 and 16-21. Tlze disciples shew that the twi>
miracles of Feeding had made little impression on them. If the
Second miracle of Feeding was an addition to the Marean
document as known to Luke, so also must this piece have
been, since it refers to both miracles. Moreover, i.t has been
woven in rather unskilfully with the allusion to the leaven of
the Pharisees, with which it does not seem really to have
anything to do. The remark added by our first evangelist in
his parallel passage (Mt. xvi. r 2) reveals a perception on his
part that the connexion is not obvious. But in spite of his
explanation, the fact remains that the disciples by their
reasonings about their lack of bread had shewn-not a disposition to follow the teaching of the Pharisees but-want of
implicit trust in their Master for the supply of their need.
With regard to the sections which we have retained out
of the series comprised in Mk vi. 45-viii. 26, viz., vii.
24-37; viii. 11-r 3 and r 5, 22-26, we have one further
observation to make.
Topographically they group well
together. They are connected with the north end of the
lake of Galilee and with a journey northwards from that
district ; while at the point at which the parallelism of all
three Synoptics recommences, Jesus again, according to
Mk viii. 27 (and Mt. xvi. 13), journeys northward to Caesarea
Philippi. The accurate acquaintance with places thus shewn
is in favour of the narratives in question having formed part
of the original document, and of the sequence at which we
have arrived being the true one.
Mk viii. 32, 33. Peters expostulatz'on wz"th Chrz"st, and
the stern rebuke called down thereby. Luke omits this, although
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he keeps very close to Mark in the remainder of his account
of Christ's approaching sufferings and call for self-abnegation
on the part of the disciples. We can well understand that
he might not have thought it necessary to record the error of
a particular disciple, who afterwards became so eminent in
the Church, and the condemnation passed upon him.
Mk ix. 1 1 - 1 3. The conversation about the coming of Elias,
which took place during the descent from the Mount of Transfiguration. This also is omitted by Luke. The question was
one bf Rabbinic theology, which would not greatly concern
the readers whom he had in view ; and the purport of the
answer, as reported, was difficult to seize. The paragraph
may, therefore, well have been passed over intentionally.
Mk ix. 41-50. Sayings on tlze subject of Offences. We
have here probably an addition to the original. Luke has
in different contexts (Lk xvii. 1, 2; xiv. 34) given Sayings
substantially the same as two of those included. But
he has nowhere recorded the beautiful saying "Whosoever
shall give you a cup of cold water etc.," nor the earnest
warning to part with any member that proves a stumblingblock
Moreover, this passage appears to form a little
collection of Sayings, put together because they bore more
or less directly on the same topic. The individual Sayings,
or short pieces of discourse, contained in St Mark, are for the
most part-and in all the portions of this Gospel which we
may regard with most confidence as original-introduced
very differently, each by itself and with pointed reference to
a particular question, or occasion.
Mk x. 2-12. Question of the Pharisees regarding the
marriage-law, after Jesus has removed from Galilee to Peraea.
We may compare their question and His answer on Ablutions
in Mk vii. 1-23. Here, as there, a parallel in Luke is
wanting, except that he has a single Saying on the subject
in a little miscellaneous collection of Sayings addressed to the
Pharisees (xvi. 14-18). In view especially of there being
other passages in our form of St Mark which may probably
be regarded as insertions, this also may be held to be one.
It may further be noted that when the collection of Sayings
on Offences and the Answer to the Pharisees on the MarriageS. G. II.
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law are removed, the incident about children being brought to
Jesus for Him to bless follows close upon that of Jesus Himself taking a child and teaching a lesson from it, and is thus
placed in a very natural connexion.
Mk x. 35-45. The request of the sons of Zebedee during the
journey from Peraea to Jericho, and a lesson ofhumility taught to
all the Twelve. Nearly the whole of this latter teaching appears
in Lk xxii. 24-27, where it is called forth by a strife among
the disciples on the subject of pre-eminence which occurred at
the Last Supper 1• Presumably he placed it there because of
some tradition to that effect which he had received, and with
a view to this he may have decided to pass over the whole
episode at the earlier point, even though he found it there
in his Marean source.
Mk xi. I I b-14, and 19-25. The Condemnation of the
fig-tree, wanting in St Luke, may have been inserted in our
St Mark in the two parts in which it is there given, after each
of which we read the same words Ka~ €pxovrat El<; 'hpouo)wµ,a
(xi. I 5 a and 27 a; in the latter place with 7ra)uv added).
In the Marean document used in St Matthew the insertion,
if such it was, was made in a single piece. It may further be
noted that the last verse in St Mark has no parallel in this
context in St Matthew, though a corresponding saying is
included in the Sermon on the Mount (vi. 14, I 5). In this
same connexion we have an indication that a revising hand
has been at work upon our St Mark in the difference between
it and both the other Synoptics, where they represent the
Cleansing of the Temple as taking place on the same day as
the Triumphal Entry. (Cp. Mt. xxi. 10 f. and Lk xix. 45 f.
with Mk xi. I 1.)
Mk xii. 28-34. A scr£be approv£ng what he has heard
asks what is the clzief commandment. Luke (x. 25-28) had
already given, apparently from his Logian source, the account
of a less friendly scribe, who had interrogated Jesus on this
point and had been taught the same lesson•. It would have
been unsuitable to repeat the instruction.
Mk xiii. In the Discourse on the Last Things, the Saying
in v. IO is probably an interpolation 8• The few Sayings, also,
1

On this piece see below, p. z 38 f.

2

Seep. 88 f.

3

Cp. p.

142.
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at the end of the discourse ( v. 34 ff.) emphasising the duty
of watchfulness, to which there is nothing to correspond at
the same point, or in reality elsewhere, in St Luke, may
probably have been appended, much as we have seen the
two parables to have been added after Mk iv. 25, and the
Sayings on Offences after Mk ix. 40.
Mk xiv. 3-9. Tlze Anointing at Bethany. In spite of
the fact that St Luke has related the story of another
Anointing, it is strange that, if he knew this one, which is so
.different in most of its circumstances, and which was so
significant, he should have passed it over. Moreover the
sequence in St Mark is improved when we omit this narrative.
As told in this Gospel it has no obvious connexion with the
plots of the chief priests and the Betrayal, which form the
subject of the passages preceding and following. On the whole,
when we note the good sequence which Mk vv. 2 and 10
exhibit, if the latter is read immediately after the former, and
observe that vv. 2 and 3 in Luke very closely correspond to
them, we get the impression that a reviser has inserted here a
beautiful and touching story connected with the events of the
last days of Christ's life for which he wanted to find a place.
It will be remembered that the fourth evangelist has introduced
this narrative at a slightly earlier point-six (instead of two)
days before the Passover, and that he has worked it more
completely into the context by the part he has assigned in it
to Judas (Jn xii. 4-6).
In the narrative of the last hours of Jesus, from the Last
Supper onwards, and of the Resurrection, Luke made use of
independent information, and has departed a good deal from
Mark's arrangement; so that particular differences from the
latter by way of omission or otherwise cause at first sight less
surprise than in those portions of his Gospel where the correspondence with St Mark is on the whole closer. Nevertheless
some of them are worthy of consideration in connexion with
an inquiry into the original form of Mark.
Mk xiv. 22-25. The significance o.f the last meal. With
this passage of St Mark, r Cor. xi. 23-25, and the Lucan
parallel in two forms-that of the best Greek MSS. and the
II-2
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"Western" text-should be compared. The text of the best
Greek MSS. is in this instance also (saving a few minor
differences) the text that has been commonly received. The
" Western " text, adopted in this instance by Westcott and
Hort on the ground that other forms are more likely to have
arisen from conflation, contains the first part of the same
passage down to" this is my body" inclusive in v. 19. Some
Latin texts and· the Curetonian and the Sinai tic Syriac,
contain to a greater or less extent respectively the words
omitted in the brief vVestern form, but arrange them differently
from the long Greek form.
In these passages two views of the significance of the last
meal are set forth: (1) according to one the bread and wine
represent the body and blood of Christ, (2) according to the
other the last meal partaken of together foreshadows the feast
in the Kingdom of God. The former of these aspects appears
with approximately the same fulness 1 in I Corinthians (vv. 2325) and St Mark (vv. 22-24) and the longer form of the Lucan
parallel (vv. 19, 20), as well as partially in the Western text of
Luke (v. 19 a). The other aspect appears fully in both forms
of the Lu can text ( vv. 15-18 ), and more restrictedly in Mk
(v. 25). It is not passed over altogether even by St Paul (see
v. 26), though he does not quote a Saying of Christ with regard
to it, but indicates it in a remark of his own, and presents it in
a way to appeal continuously to Christians. He seems also
desirous of connecting it with the other view ( oa-&,w, ,yap), but
the thought is not clear. It should further be noted that in
both St Mark and I Corinthians, the prospective aspect is
placed after the other, whereas, in the two forms of Lucan
text on which I have commented, it precedes.
The two views, though distinct, are not incompatible; it is
easy to understand how both might have been dwelt upon
during a discourse or conversation of some length. But it was
not easy to fit them together in a brief narrative. The various
accounts are so many attempts to do this, none of them
completely successful. With regard to the Lucan text the
truth probably is, not that the Western form must be the
1 The most important difference is that the words -roO-ro 1rme,u, oa-ciK,s e/;,v
1riV-fJT<, <is -r~v iµr]V civciµv7J<T<v, occur only in I Cor.
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original one, but that the differences between it and the text of
the best Greek MSS. go back to a very early time and that we
have not sufficient evidence to enable us to decide between
them. Further, there does not seem to be good ground for
regarding the view according to which the Last Supper is
a foreshadowing of the banquet in the Kingdom of God, as
necessarily the earlier of the two, in spite of the Jewish
character of the imagery. St Paul asserts the primitive
character of the tradition which sets forth the other aspect1.
There can, then, be little reason to suppose that the original
form of Mark has in this passage undergone alteration.
Mk xiv. 27, 28. Prediction that the disciples will be
scattered, and appointment of Galilee as a place where He will
meet them after His resurrection. Luke places a little earlierbefore the upper chamber had been left-a warning given by
Christ to the disciples. It relates to the same crisis, but
is entirely different in substance and form. He may have
passed over the present piece partly because he had already
given that other one; but there would have been a more
cogent reason for doing so in the fact that the reference to
Galilee did not accord well with what he had himself heard and
was about to relate in regard to the Appearances of the Risen
Christ When at Mk xvi. 7 Galilee is again indicated as the
place where He would meet them, while in the Lucan parallel
(xxiv. 6) there is a reference to what He had said while still in
Galilee, the latter should probably be regarded as an adaptation of the Marean record by the third evangelist to suit the
course of his own narrative.
Mk xiv. 55-64. Tlze trial and condemnation in the night.
In the early morning a more formal meeting of the Sanhedrin
followed ; but as regards its action we are told in St Mark
only that they "bound Jesus and delivered Hirn to Pilate." It
is also to be observed that in St Mark we are told that when
1 When St Paul says (v. 23) that he had received the account of the institution
from the Lord, he means of course through those who had delivered to him the
Lord's commandments. He names the ultimate source in order to lay stress upon
the authority belonging to the injunction. The idea that the Apostle believed
himself to have received it in a vision is wholly without foundation and probability.
He nowhere implies that knowledge in regard to the life of Christ and His Teaching
on earth were thus communicated to him.
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Jesus was brought into the high-priest's house, Peter made his
way inside and sat among the servants, but his denials are not
related till after the trial and the buffeting of Jesus. In
St Luke, on the other hand, all that relates to Peter is told
continuously at the beginning of the account of the time
passed in the high-priest's house, and is followed by the buffeting. Then in connexion with the morning trial-the only one
that Luke mentions-he has described an examination of Jesus
which corresponds in large degree to, though it is briefer than,
that which took place according to St Mark in the night.
Hence it has been suggested that the particulars of the trial
have: been transferred from a meeting in the morning, described
in the original ~/farcan record, to their present position in
St Mark, where the time is not suitable and where they divide
in two the account of Peter's temptation. This looks at first
sight not improbable, but on a closer examination it does not
commend itself. St Mark differs from St Luke not only by
having a trial in the midst of the events of the night and in the
division of the story of Peter's fall into two parts, but in
an inversion of the order in which the second of these parts
and the buffeting stand, which would remain unexplained. On
the other hand, it would be quite in Luke's manner, as we see
from his treatment of the Marean record in other places\ to
bring together all that concerned Peter. He might well, also,
consider that the morning trial was the one which most
deserved to be described, even if he did not think (as he may
have done) that it was an error to suppose that a trial (or
examination) took place in the night. But in reality there
seems to be no difficulty in conceiving that the account in
St Mark may be substantially correct. The members of the
Sanhedrin would be expecting the arrest of Jesus; the news
that it had been effected would speedily reach them, and many
of them would at once hurry to the high-priest's house in
order to be present at the examination of the prisoner. The
witnesses would be supplied from among their adherents and
servants, or from subordinate officials, so that they would be at
hand.
Mk xv. 34-36. The cry Eloi, Eloi, etc., and the taunt, He
1

See p. 52 (g).
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calleth far Elias, etc. Luke might have omitted the cry, from
the idea that it might be misunderstood ; the words "Father
into Thy hands, etc.," seem to take its place. With the omission
of the cry "Eloi, etc.," the sequel was necessarily passed over,
and it may not have seemed important.
The omissions of Marean matter in St Luke which we have
discussed have all consisted of some verses, except in so far as
in one or two instances small differences between the two
Gospels in the same contexts have seemed to be connected
with the larger ones 1• I do not propose to carry further the
inquiry into the text of Mark known to Luke, by examining
lesser differences. So many of these appear to be due to the
freedom with which Luke revised the language of his source,
that it would hardly be wise to attempt to distinguish any
among them as due to the source itself, where we have not the
agreement of St Matthew to guide us.
The character of the subject-matter in the pieces which we
have been led to single out, as wanting in a Marean document
earlier than our St Mark, remains still to be noticed. It
should, I think, be allowed that it accords with the view that
they were of later introduction. Several of the pieces (iii.
22-30; ix. 41-50; x. 2-12; xiii. 10, 34-37) are of a
" Logian" character ; for the most part they were contained
-in a closely corresponding form, though the version appears
to have been a different one-in the Greek Logian document used by our first and third evangelists•. St Mark has
on the whole comparatively speaking little matter of this
kind. If the original Mark was still more wanting in such
1 It may be convenient that I should enumerate them here, although most of
them are referred to almost immediately in the sequel: iii. 22-30; iv. 13 b, 24 b,
26-34; vi. 45-vii. 23; viii. 1-10, r4, 16-21; ix. 41-50; x, 2-12; xi. rr b
-14, 19-25; xiii. 10, 34-3i; xiv. 3-9.
To these passages the smaller differences should be added, where the first and
third Gospels side with one another against the second, see p. 142 ff. and the
Table, p. 20i ff.
It is worthy of remark that two of the sections which have been noted as
interpolations in St Mark are included in the Fourth Gospel, viz., the Crossing to
the western shore o/ the lake after the miracle of Feeding and the gathering of
crowds on tlze other side, and the Anointing at Bethany.
" See above, p. 110.
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matter, a later hand might well have supplied some pieces.
Again we have the Second miracle of Feeding (viii. I-IO)
which appears to form a doublet with the first, and which
might well have been included by an editor who did not
realise that the two narratives were accounts of the same
incident. We have, also, two other narratives of miracles
among the passages marked as interpolations (the Walking on
the water, vi. 46-52, and the Condemnation of the fig-tree to
barrenness, xi. I I b-14, 19-25), which are different in kind to
any other miracles attributed to Jesus. Once more a general
description of a great concourse and of many healings (vi.
54-56) has been removed, as also a statement that Jesus
desired at a particular tim~ to remain concealed (ix. 30) 1 •
And the possibility has been allowed for, that in some other
passages similar to the former and to the latter of these there
may have been some heightening of the language of the
original record. Here too we may not unreasonably see the
hand of an editor. Other cases in which those traits appear
have been left unchallenged in these pages, and I may say
at once for clearness' sake that I believe they had a place in the
original Marean record and regard them as historically true 2 ;
but it might well be that some reviser of the Gospel would
be inclined to, and would in fact, emphasise them over much.
I deferred the question whether any evidence as to the
originality of the passages of St Mark omitted by Luke is to
be obtained from their stylistic peculiarities. St Mark by its
style makes upon us an individual impression among the
wri-tings of the New Testament, and this has been held to
prove unity of authorship, with hardly an exception, throughout our present Gospel3. If this is true, we must set aside the
conclusions just arrived at. Let us ask whether the facts
2 See below, pp. 192, 195.
Cp. Hawkins, p. 122: "On the whole it seems to me that such an examination of the Marean peculiarities as has now been attempted supplies results which
are largely in favour of the view that the Petrine source used by the two later
Synoptists was not an ' Ur-Marcus,' but St Mark's Gospel almost as we have
it now." He goes on to except about half-a-dozen phrases and points of detail.
W. Soltau, Unsere Evang., p. 30, concurs entirely in this conclusion. Dr Swete's
judgment is more cautiously expressed and allows for a somewhat larger element of
difference between our St Mark and the original: "The present writer," he says,
"has risen from his study of the Gospel with a strong sense of the unity of the
1 See p. 144.
3
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compel us to do this. The point is not easy of decision.
The peculiar character of the style in this Gospel is due to the
frequent occurrence of constructions and words here which are
also found, but are not so common, in other writers. In the
case, then, of any particular passage which we may have
reason to suspect to be an insertion, this supposition cannot be
refuted merely by noting one or more instances of such constructions or words ; it will at least be necessary to form some
estimate of the degree to which the particular passage is
characterised by them relatively to other parts of the Gospel.
But, further, the peculiarities in St Mark appear to be not so
much idiosyncrasies, such as the most practised writers shew,
but rather traits derived from the common Greek of the time,
especially as it was spoken among Jews. And it is probable
that the traditions generally of the Life and Teaching of
Jesus, alike in their o.ral and their earliest written forms, had
to a large extent the same linguistic features ; and consequently
fragments of these early traditions, which some editor of the
original Marean document embodied therein, might likewise
exhibit them in greater or less degree. Or again in making
insertions he might have introduced touches here and there
which were to be found in the main document that he had been
copying, and the phrases of which were running in his thoughts.
On the other hand, when we observe differences between the
style of a particular passage and the rest of a work we cannot
certainly infer difference of authorship therefrom. In judging
of matters of this kind a wide margin must be left for accidental variations, or, in other words, such as we have not the
means of explaining. No writer adheres at all times to the
same modes of expression. If with these considerations in
mind the evidence is examined, I believe it will be found that
it does not contravene the result arrived at above as to
insertions in the original Marean document, but on the
contrary confirms in some degree the rightness of the selection
that has been made1.
work, and can echo the requiescat Urmarkus which ends a recent discussion.
But he is not prepared to express an opinion as to the nature and extent of the
editorial revision which St Mark's original has undergone" (St Mark, p. !xv, n. 1).
1
See Additional Note, p. 204 ff.
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We have determined approximately the contents of the
Synoptic source known to our third evangelist. But have we
in this work found the original form of this document? Before
we can answer this question we must consider some recent
theories as to the compositeness of St Mark.

Recent theories as to tlze compositeness of St Mark.

1

In the foregoing discussion we have endeavoured to learn
what we could as to a form or forms of Synoptic source
earlier than St Mark by comparing therewith the two other
Synoptics; and we have at the same time taken account of
evidence of two kinds supplied by our second Gospel itself:
(a) indications of broken connexion, or clumsy adaptation,
between successive sections; (b) finally, the character of the
subject-matter and the literary style. It is important to
distinguish between these two, because (as will, I think,
presently appear) the ground afforded by the latter for inferring difference of sources is far more precarious than that
afforded by the former. It is with the latter alone 1-with
1
I believe that all cases of ill-fitting contexts, that can fairly be reckoned as
such, are included among the passages already dealt with, and certainly there are
not many more. Loisy (Autour d'un petit livre, p. 80 ff.), indeed, note~ some
"seams" (sutu,·es) where my eyes can discern none. "La prediction (he writes)
concernant la passion et la mort du Fils de l'homme (Mk viii. 32-38) semble
intercalee entre la confession de Pierre (viii. 27-30) et la promesse relative au
prochain avenement du regne de Dien." But ix. 1 is closely connected with viii. 38.
Further, there is a natural sequence of thought in the whole piece. "La parabole
des mauvais vignerons (xii. 1-12 a, b) a ete introduite entre la replique faite par
Jesus daus le temple, aux chefs des pr~tres qui l'interrogent touchant l'autorite
qu'il ,s'attribue (xi. 27-33), et la retraite des questionneurs deconfits par la
demande que Jesus lui-meme leur adresse" (xii. 12 c). In point of fact the
parable of the Vine-dressers follows with admirable suitability after the reply
of Jesus to the question of the members of the Sanhedrin, the chiefs of the Jewish
nation, and the whole of 'xii. I 2 comes as fitly after the parable as it would after
xi. 33. The only thing that is at all strange is the order of clauses in xii. 12.
The chief priests should naturally have left Jesus before they began to plot His
destruction. But it hardly seems necessary to suppose the preceding passage to
be an insertion in order to account for this. This last section is likewise noted by
him as an insertion in Les Evangiles Synoptiqzees, 1. p. 97. He there also suggests
that Mk i. 40-45, the Cleansing of the leper, and vi. 1-6, the Visit to Nazareth,
are insertions (pp. 8;, 89) not, however, on account of any signs of a broken
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alleged differences of point of view and interest, style and
inode of treatment-that we shall be concerned in those more
extensive analyses of the contents of St Mark which we are
about to examine. In discussing these theories, when we find
certain portions assigned to a record by Mark of Peter's
teaching, to which it is held that other portions do not belong,
it will be necessary to ask whether there is good ground for
confining derivation from Peter and Marean authorship (one or
both) in the manner proposed. But I will ask my readers to
bear in mind that my primary object in this section is not
to consider the question of Mark's authorship, but to ascertain
whether St Mark is or is not composite to a greater degree
than we have already found it to be.
It is commonly held that a certain number of narratives,
more or fewer, which Mark had heard Peter relate and had
then recorded, have been embodied in St Mark. So much
homage is paid to the tradition preserved by Papias. Those
more especially are singled out in which it is thought that
personal reminiscences can be traced. Some of the opening
scenes in the account of the Ministry in Galilee are always
included ; but there are decided differences of opinion later on
in the portions selected, and as to the notes by which various
sources are distinguished. It is with the latter that we are
chiefly concerned.
J. Weiss separates from the Petrine narratives 1 (I) a
collection of "school-discussions" (ii. 23-28; vii. 1-23; x.
r-rz; xii. 18-27) 2 ; (2) a large number of Sayings of Jesus,
especially such as have parallels in the Logian document
connexion, but simply for want of connexion, and because they seem to be introduced to "fill a void" in the history. But, to apply words of his own (p. 85), "in
a work so little literary, mere want of cohesion "-such as is exemplified in these
instances-" is not evidence of multiple authorship." One or two other cases of
patching which he supposes, may, it seems to me, be dismissed on the same ground.
(With regard to F. Kicolardot on Mark's editorial methods see below, p. 370.)
Wendling (op. cit. p. 13, § 28 b) regards vi. r-13 as an insertion; vi. 14
connects ill, he says, with vi. 1 3, whereas it does so excellently with v. 43
(omitting 43 a). But in that way it would be connected only with the report of
one miracle, whereas vi. 14 alludes to many. Moreover, he does not consider the
alternative which might equally well (or I should say much more reasonably) be
adopted of making the passage beginning at vi. 14, 1ml 1/KOVO'fP, etc., the insertion.
1
2 lb. p. 365.
For his list of them see op. cit. p. 350 f.
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used in St Matthew and St Luke ; (3) some narratives which
he thinks may likewise be derived from the Logian source 1 ;
(4) some traditions of an inferior quality 2• It is further to be
observed that, like some other recent critics, as well as some
older ones, he discovers traces of Pauline influence in St Mark.
In regard, however, to the authorship of the Gospel his view
approximates to the traditional one. He thinks it most
probable that the different elements which have been described
were worked up into the present Gospel by a Mark who was
the disciple of both Peter and Paul, though whether this man
was the same as the John Mark mentioned in the Acts he
is doubtful.
Von Soden supposes i. 14-iv. 34 to be in the main
derived from Peter; the three narratives that follow this in
iv. 35-v. 43, viz. those relating to the storm on the lake, the
Gerasene daemoniac, and the raising of the daughter of Jairus,
he regards as typical instances of a style betokening derivation
from a different source. He contrasts them with the earlier
narratives. The former are more concise; the main purpose
of each appears to be to give some emphatic Saying of Jesus;
there are comparatively few accessory features. In the latter
there is greater amplitude of description; there are more
picturesque details; the writer paints with a broader brush;
and the dialogues introduced are less pointed and of a more
ordinary character 3• In the remainder of the Gospel there is
an admixture of matter from both these sources. Apparently
von Soden is of opinion that whatever was not derived from
Peter belongs to the same second collection and was contributed by the author of our Gospel, who combined it with the
record by Mark of the Petrine narratives.
Wendling declines to start from the statement of Papias as
to Mark's record of Peter's preaching'; but he arrives at much
the same conclusion as von Soden in regard to the contents of
the primitive document embodied in St Mark, and allows in
the end that it may not improbably be a record of Petrine
1

2
lb. p. 375 ff.
lb. p. 380 ff.
Urchrist. Lit.-Geschi"chte, p. 77 ff.; Eng. trans. p. 153 ff.
wichtigsten Fragen im Leben Jesu, p. 37 f.
4 Op. cit. p. 3 f.
3
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reminiscences by Mark 1• But the plan on which he conducts
his inquiry into the composition of the Gospel, and some of its
results, are interesting. He fastens upon certain passages
which bear, he thinks, the clearest marks of proceeding from
a·n editor, and after examining them proceeds to look for the
same characteristics of thought and style in other parts of the
Gospel 2• In the course of his inquiry he discovers two layers
of matter subsequent to the earliest one. He agrees with van
Soden in regard to the characteristics of the narratives in
iv. 35-v. 43, and takes them as crucial examples of one layer,
the second in time ; but he cannot find in them any special
points of resemblance whatever to the latest additions 3• He
calls the three hands M1 , M 2 , and the evangelist. "Cum
grano salts one may," he says, "describe M1 as the historian,
M 2 as the poet, and the evangelist as the theologian 4."
I have given only a general account of these theories.
It does not seem to me to be necessary that I should go
more into detail in regard to them, because the tests themselves which are applied for distinguishing between different
sources appear' to me to be to a large extent untrustworthy,
and indeed almost wholly so when they are employed independently of other considerations. Let us, first, examine the
grounds on which derivation from Simon Peter is in various
cases denied. To prevent misunderstanding let me say that
I see no reason why Mark-assuming him for the moment to
have been the author of the Gospel and Peter at least his
principal informant-should not have included in it matter
which he obtained through channels other than the teaching
of this Apostle. The terms of the statement of Papias should
not be pressed too hard, even when it is taken as substantially
true. The tendency of tradition would be to exaggerate
the dependence of the disciple upon the Apostle. But the
question now is whether the reasons that have been alleged
for attributing various portions of the Gospel to another source,
or other sources, are sound.
I have already contended that the matter of" Logian"
character in St Mark-including even those pieces which seem
1

3

Ib. p.
Ib. p.

25

I I.

f.

2

4

Ib. p.
Ib. p.

4 ff.
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to have been inserted by an editor-was not derived from
the same Greek Logian document that the first and third
evangelists used, though I have admitted that most of it was
found in, and that it might therefore have been derived from,
the original Aramaic collection 1 • But I would now point out
that-except in the case of the insertions just referred tothere is no need to suppose that it came strictly speaking
from that source. For Simon Peter must have been familiar
with Christ's Sayings; he must in all probability have had
a share, and that a large one, in the formation of the collection of them during the earlier stages of the process,
and it is inconceivable that he should not to some extent
have repeated them in his teaching. The mere fact, therefore,
of the existence of parallels in the Logian document to Sayings contained in St Mark, is no proof that the author of the
latter must have derived them from the oral or written Logian
collection, and not directly and independently from the
Apostle. The same may be said with regard to those "schooldiscussions" which J. Weiss marks off, and to which I shall
refer again presently 2•
Further, with regard to the varying degrees of fulness
and distinctness in the settings of the Sayings, it is to be
remembered that Mark may well have retained a clearer
impression, and Peter himself have given more vivid descriptions, in some cases than in others. When Jesus had spoken
as He walked by the way 3, or as He rested in some house
or taught in the synagogue of some village which was passed
through in the course of a journey4, the place could not well
be, and certainly would not be likely to be, so clearly defined
in the record, as in the case of incidents and Sayings that
were connected with his own house and the synagogue which
he had been accustomed to attend at Capernaum. But he
would not be the less likely on that account to repeat the
instruction given, if it seemed to him to be important.
The critics are apt to think of Peter in his relation to
Mark far too much as if he were simply some garrulous old
1
3

4

2 See p. 1 79, n.
See above, p. II 3 f.
Mk viii. 17; x. 17, 31; cp. also ii. 23.
Mk vii. 24 (•ls olrda.v without def. art.); Mk iii. 1 (eis o-uva.'YW"f1Jv).
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soldier or traveller who loved to tell stories which had great
personal interest for himself and were also interesting to his
hearers, but which had no immediately practical bearing
upon their conduct, instead of as a teacher who gave men
instruction, as Papias says, 1rpoc; T<L<; XPfiac;, ''to meet their
needs," an earnest preacher of the Gospel that "Jesus is the
Christ," and trainer of souls in the new \1/ ay of Life.
Traces of Pauline influence in St Mark would be quite
compatible with the traditional view of its authorship. Yet
some at least of those that are pointed out must be examined,
because if they are rightly so regarded our conception of the
teaching of Simon Peter, and estimate of the value of the
evidence supplied by the Gospel according to St Mark in
regard to the beginnings of the Christian faith, must be
affected. I refer to the prominent place which the death of
Christ holds in St Mark and the significance attached to it.
But there is, surely, no ground for thinking that there is
anything specially Pauline here. Every believer in Jesus as
the Christ had to face the fact of the Crucifixion, to explain
it to himself, and to urge his explanation of it upon all whom
he desired to convince. One great line of argument, we
know, was that the sufferings of the Christ were foretold in
the Scriptures ; but that He Himself had predicted them, and
had risen again from the dead after enduring them, was
also a weighty consideration, and it is not strange that it
should have been much insisted on. Nor could the Cross
of Christ fail to make a powerful appeal to every genuine
disciple to be ready to follow his Master in the path of selfdenial and humility1. This is not to say that in retrospect
no touches were added to the language of the predictions,
which made them correspond more exactly with the events;
or to deny that the impressive grouping of the repeated
predictions, and calls to self-abnegation, may not in part be
due to the evangelist. I contend only that we have not in
all this any sign of the working of a particular tendency in
the early Church. As little should this be held, I believe, in
regard to two sayings contained in St Mark in which more
1

Cp. in the Logian document, Lk xiv. '26, 27; Mt. x. 37, 38.
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especially the significance of the Death of Christ is set forth.
One of these is virtually contained, it is true, in the account
which St Paul gives of the Institution of the Eucharist in
I Cor. xi.; but, as we have seen already, he declares it to be
a primitive tradition. The other is the saying that the Son
of Man had come "to give His life a rans~m for many1." But
supposing the saying not to be genuine, the thought that the
Death of Christ was thus to be regarded would still lie near
at hand. There were passages in the prophets from which it
could be readily inferred in accordance with the modes of
interpretation then prevailing. The lines of thought really
characteristic of St Paul, those which shewed how the Death
of Christ had opened the Kingdom of Heaven to Gentiles as
well as Jews, do not appear in either of these passages, or in
other parts of St Mark.
It is also said that passages have been introduced into the
Gospel with the purpose of teaching a lesson to those who
thought too highly of the elder Apostles relatively to St Paul.
It is not a matter of great moment whether this is really the
case or not. But the indications of this intention are somewhat uncertain. To take one instance that is adduced, that
of the man not belonging to. the number of the Twelve, who
cast out devils in the name of Jesus 2• If there was a covert
allusion here to the relations between St Paul and the Twelve,
one wonders that the terms of it were not made a little more
appropriate, by the substitution or addition of a reference to
preaching, which would have been more suggestive of the
work of the Apostle of the Gentiles.
I pass to differences of style and of interest. It is true
that in the narratives in iv. 35-v. 43 there is an amplitude
of description which distinguishes them from those in the
preceding portion of St Mark; and also that the earlier
narratives form as it were each the setting of some remarkable Saying of Jesus, while in each of the later groups a
miracle is more exclusively the theme. But do not the two
kinds of difference go together? The style of every speaker
and writer· is likely to vary somewhat with his subject; it was
1

Mk x. 45.
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natural that where the main purpose was to record some
remarkable miracle, which had been (it was felt) rendered
more impressive by all its attendant circumstances, there
should- be far fuller description, than where the principal
object was to record a striking Saying of Jesus by which
chiefly the occasion was made memorable. But between the
several narratives of the two classes there are, also, various
degrees of difference in regard to fulness of description. For
example, in the account of the Healing of the paralytic
(ii. I - I 2) which is commonly reckoned as one of the genuine
Petrine narratives, we have several picturesque details, in
particular the carrying of the sick man to the roof and
lowering him in front of Jesus (vv. 3, 4 ). Moreover even in
passages which are brief and on the whole concise we have
expressions which reveal the writer's tendency to an amplitude that approaches to tautology 1•
We will now extend our view to the three different
interests which Wendling assigns to the three men who had
a share according to him in bringing St Mark to its present
form, those, namely, of the historian, the poet, and the theologian. Might not the same man, we would ask, have a little
in him of all three, at least to the degree that would be
required for putting together this record? We can see how
ridiculous it would be in the case of a modern work-even
one of a kind to be stamped in every part by the author's
own individuality-if, ignoring reputed authorship, we assigned to different hands the passages where more or less
distinct differences of interest were apparent: if, for instance,
in a work consisting for the most part of dry critical discussions, we were to say, wherever we came across a passage in
which the writer had permitted himself a little play of historical imagination, or manifestation of ethical feeling, "this
must proceed from a different hand.'' The method is still
more out of place in the case of a collection of traditions
about the words and deeds of a remarkable personality,
where the collector's own reflective and creative powers are
1

E.g. i. 32, <l,f;las oe 'YfVOµev71s,

ore {ovuev i:, ;;~ios·

i. 35, ,rpwtlvvvxa ~lav avaa-ras

ifffli.Oe, Kai a1rf;Mev · and in ii. 4 referred to above, a1reure-yauav 71/V <TTe'"/7/P 81rov

~v, Kai •~opv~avres.
S. G. II.
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no measure of what he will consider interesting and worthy
of being recorded, if it should come before him.
It is to be added that the plan specially adopted by
Wendling, the selection of certain passages which are most
probably interpolations and the comparison of others with
them, is unsatisfactory because the grounds on which he
marks off some of his supposed interpolations are uncertain,
and also because the particulars to be compared are too few
to afford sound inferences. It becomes still more evident
how precarious they may be when we consider that an editor
would be not unlikely to reproduce in passages that he added
some forms of expression and features of the history which
impressed him in the record as he had received it.
It remains only to ask what aims the authors of the
supposed sources, as reconstructed by the critics, could have
had, to account for their form and limits. The aim of a
constant hearer of Peter might be, for instance, to record all
that he remembered Peter to have related both of the words
and deeds of Christ. This is the aim attributed to Mark in
the statement of Papias. I refer to it, however, here not in
order to appeal to the authority of this tradition, but because
the aim described is evidently one which might naturally have
inspired and directed the action of a disciple of the Apostle.
If this is assumed to have been actually his aim, then we
have a right to demand that an adequate conception shall be
formed of the probable contents of Peter's teaching, and in
this respect, as I have contended, the theories which I have
been discussing do not satisfy us. If on the other hand the
compiler of a source-whether of a collection of Petrine
narratives or of other traditions-has made a selection only
from the matter at his disposal, the principle on which the
selection would seem to have been made should be one that
commends itself as likely to have been adopted.
Von Soden arrives at "the Petrine narratives" by picking
out those little series of narratives in St Mark, each of which
illustrates more or less distinctly some one topic-the causes
of offence which the Jews found in Jesus in ii. 1-iii. 6, the
want of comprehension of His character, purpose and teaching
on the part of the Pharisees and His own relatives, iii. 21-35
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and vi. 1-6, etc., etc. These, he maintains, were severally
arranged by Mark, and put together, and this compilation
formed a document of which different portions have been
embodied along with much additional matter by the author
of our Gospel, who is responsible for the structure as a whole1.
But it must be asked whether all that Peter is likely to have
said about the life and work of Jesus is comprised in these
little groups of narratives; and if not, why Mark should have
refrained from relating anything that did not fit under these
. heads? What natural want would the collection, limited in
the way indicated, have supplied? If it is granted, as doubtless it should be, that Mark was not in a position to give
even an approximately complete account of the Gospel
history, why should he not have desired to represent it as
a whole so far as he was able? And how was it that a later
hand was able to dissever the several groups, and in some
instances to break them up, and to introduce them into a
work of his own, in such a way that, for the most part we are
not conscious of any want of unity in it? These are questions
that cannot be answered in a manner that is satisfactory for
von Soden's theory. One can understand well enough that
Sayings should be collected and arranged without reference to
historical considerations. But the collection of narratives
almost necessarily implies some interest in history so far as it
can be ascertained. In truth, the method in which von Soden
sets to work is artificial, and his reconstruction is an idol of
the critic's cave; it does not belong to the sphere of common
human action, least of all to that of the Church's life in the
first century2.
1 Wendt (Die LehreJesu, 1. especially pp. 22 ff., 39) has taken a similar view
of the Petrine narratives to that of von Soden. But he supposes the groups to
have been derived from Simon Peter himself. In part they may have been. It is
in adding to the supposed groups all narratives that seem at all similar, and in
confining the information derived from Peter to the matter which can be fitted
into the groups that artificiality comes in.
For another reference to Wendt's view of the composition of Mark see above,
p. 117, n.
2 J. Weiss' theory (see above, p. 17 4) that one source was a small collection of
"school-discussions" is not of great importance in itself because he does not
doubt that the traditions included were trustworthy; but it is worth while to notice
it as an instance of method, the soundness of which must be questioned on similar
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Wendling does not bestow much attention upon the
question of the circumstances or intentions which determined
the scope either of his earliest document 1, or of the work
which the Second Hand produced by supplementing the
earliest document with additional narratives. But he remarks that the latter (M 1 + M 2 ) as marked out by him, makes
a compact whole 2• It covers also a considerable part of the
Ministry of Christ as represented in St Mark. All the more
must some of its omissions seem strange. I will here note
one only. Wendling has left in it no passages relating to
the call and instruction of "the Twelve 8." Yet an unexceptionable witness, St Paul, alludes to the existence of
this body, in a way that implies their importance, and the
familiarity of members of the Gentile Church of Corinth with
the designation 4.

Tlte question of authorship.
As a result of this discussion, we may, I believe, reject
the view of the origin and history of St Mark, according to
which a primitive document of small extent and containing
little variety of subject-matter has been embodied in it, along
with a large amount of additional material, by one or more
later hands to whom the present arrangement is due. On the
other hand, we have seen that our St Mark was in all probability preceded by a work which was somewhat shorter, but
which differed little in its structure and character from our
present Gospel, and into the framework of which a certain
number of interpolations have been made and the text of
which has been to a limited extent revised. It would seem
also that there cannot well have been many interpolations or
grounds to those urged above. No sufficient motive can be suggested for making
such a collection, especially as these accounts are distinguished from others only
by a very shadowy line.
i P· io.
2 "Einen abgerundeten Bericht darstellt" (ib.).
3 He even suggests that the name itself did not occur in this document, though
as a matter of convenience he has retained it in the expression efs TWP i'Jwi'JeKa at
xiv. 10, 10, 43. Seep. 9, § 20, and vv. 24 and 41,
4 r Cor. xv. 5.
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other considerable changes made in this Proto-Mark (as We
may call it), beyond those which were specified in the course
of our comparison of St Mark with the two other Synoptics.
We will, however, keep our minds open to recognise any
probable ones that may come before us in the course of that
examination of the subject-matter in relation to the authorship upon which we are about to enter; and it must also be
remembered that there may be some which we have no means
of detecting and which remain unsuspected.
So far in speaking of authorship by Mark, I have contended only that the distinctions drawn between different
portions of the Gospel are in certain cases untrustworthy.
It remains now that we should consider carefully whether
we shall be justified in regarding the document, obtained
by removing from our St Mark the interpolations which have
been enumerated, as a work which proceeded (approximately
at least in this form) from Mark, the hearer of Peter, who
had been mainly dependent upon the Apostle for that which
he embodjed therein.
At some points in the discussion it will be necessary to
consider not merely what Peter is likely to have said, but
what ideas Mark is likely to have entertained, and what independent information with regard to the facts recorded he is
likely from the circumstances of his life to have possessed.
And indeed it will be well that all through we should bear in
mind that we are concerned immediately with Mark. Let us
begin, therefore, by asking what we know of him.
We may accept, I think, as true in all probability the
usual identification of the Mark of St Paul's Epistles 1 with
the "John surnamed Mark " of the Acts. St Paul's designation of him as "the cousin of Barnabas," and the addition of
the injunction" touching· whom ye received commandments,
if he come unto you receive him," suit well with what is
related in regard to John Mark in the Acts 2• Whether it is
the same man who is referred to in I Peter as "Mark my
son 8," and described as "Peter's disciple and interpreter" in
1
2
3

Col. iv. 10; Philemon 24; 2 Tim. iv. r r.
Acts xii. 12, 25; xv. 37-39.
1 Pet. v. 13.
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the tradition preserved by Papias, may seem more open to
question. If he is the same, it is somewhat curious that in
the notices in the Acts and Pauline Epistles there should be
no indication-beyond the statement that Peter, when he was
delivered from prison, went to the house of Mark's motherthat he was ever associated with Peter, and on the other
hand none in the notices of r Peter and of Papias, that
he was ever associated with Barnabas and Paul. It is not,
however, impossible to harmonise the various statements
and allusions, and early tradition seems to encourage our
doing so. For when Papias, or Irenaeus, and later writers of
the second and third centuries, mention Mark the follower of
Peter and evangelist, it does not occur to them to distinguish
him from another Mark who was more prominent in the
New Testament1. On the whole, then, I believe we shall be
justified in regarding the Mark of the Acts and of St Paul's
Epistles as the Mark who, according to tradition, was the
author of our Gospel according to St Mark, and who is
commonly allowed to have had in all probability some share
in the work. But we must take care not to find in the
references to him in the Acts more than they actually contain.
They afford no ground for the suggestion of some modern
expositors that Mark was the young man who came out to
see the arrest of Jesus in the night and fled, leaving behind
him the linen cloth in which he had wrapped himself2; nor
again for the notion which comes before us first in the sixth
century, and which may well have arisen as a pleasant fancy
of pilgrims to the holy places, that the house of Mark's
mother was the house in which "Our Lord Christ with the
Apostles founded the true Zion 3 " ; nor lastly, for the practice of
some modern critics of calling John Mark the "J erusalemite4,"
1 J. Weiss, who has recently called in question the grounds for the identification (ib. p. 385 ff.), interprets the silence of Papias and Irenaeus and others in
a different way from that which I do. He takes it as evidence that a tradition did
not ex:ist that the same Mark was meant in both cases.
For the common view that the same man is intended, see Th. Zahn, Einleit.
II, 210 ff.
2
Mk xiv. 51, 52.
3 Theodosius, de Situ Terrae Sanctae, 43, p. 20, ed. Gildemeister.
4
J. Weiss, among others, does so (ib.).
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and inferring therefrom that he must have had personal
knowledge of what had passed in Jerusalem during many
years. \Ve learn only that he was in Jerusalem at the time
of events which apparently happened circ. A.D. 44; and that
at this time his mother had a house there which was a centre
for the believers. But we do not know what his age was
at this time; indeed, it is probable that he was still a young
man, since Paul and Barnabas took him with them, when
they departed, in the capacity of "their minister." So that
even if he was in Jerusalem at the time of the Crucifixion,
he was probably himself then a young child. Again we do
not know the length of time for which his mother had been
a convert, nor indeed for which she had lived in Jerusalem.
It is not unlikely that Mark's parents were Jews of the
Dispersion who had returned to the Holy City. His own
name, and the tradition that he acted as Peter's "interpreter,"
and the statement that his cousin Barnabas was a Jew of
Cyprus all point to this conclusion. It is not unimportant
that, some I 2 to 14 years after the period to which the
Gospel-history relates, Mark should for a time have been
domiciled in Jerusalem. But we are not entitled to assume
that his residence and membership of the Church there had
been of long duration.
Let us proceed to examine the Gospel itself.
The first line of our St Mark-" The beginning of the gospel
of Jesus Christ, the Son of God"-was probably added by a
revising hand. But it describes truly the character and motif
of the document, as it remains, even after interpolations have
·been removed and the text has been amended in the manner
described above. Its theme was" the gospel," essentially in
the sense in which St Paul used the word. St Paul, indeed,
set forth Jesus as the Christ, manifested through His Resurrection, through the gift of His Spirit and the power of His
preached \Vord. It was thus only that he himself had personally known Him. The earliest disciples of Jesus likewise
proclaimed Him under this aspect. But they naturally also
went back to Christ's manifestation of Himself when on
earth whereby they had been first led to believe. This was
" the beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ." The word
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"beginning" may well have this significance. · It may refer
not merely to the ushering in of Christ's work by His forerunner, or to the opening of His own Ministry by the shore
of the Galilean lake, but to His whole Ministry on earth as
contrasted with the time subsequent to His resurrection.
(Cp. Acts i. 1.) It set forth the Person and Work of Jesus
as the Christ, the Son of God. This theological idea governs
it throughout. It appears not only at great moments of the
history, such as the Baptism, the Confession of Peter and
the other disciples near Caesarea Philippi, the Transfiguration;
nor again merely in the prominence given to the miracles of
Jesus and in particular to the casting out of devils; but also
in many of the Sayings recorded in it, and perhaps in none
more than in the great series for the sake of which the narratives in eh. ii. are related, which are among those most
widely acknowledged to be Petrine :-" Son thy sins are for. given ... The Son of Man bath power on earth to forgive sins"
(ii. 2, 10). "They that are whole have no need of a physician,
but they that are sick: I came not to call the righteous but
sinners" (ii. 17). "Can the sons of the bridechamber fast
while the bridegroom is with them?" (ii. 19).
In these "leading ideas," this spirit and aim of the work,
we _may with good reason trace the effect of the teaching of
the Apostle Peter. If the preaching of the original followers
of Jesus was not substantially of this character, the whole
history of the rise of Christianity is unintelligible.
From this consideration of the theme and purpose of the
work we will now pass on to review next the contents generally, and especially its arrangement. It is evident that the
evangelist often does not give us fully and exactly the
relations to one another in time of the events which he
records; and the reason of this probably is that he did not
himself know them. Manifestly narratives have sometimes
been grouped together in his Gospel rather on the ground of
points of similarity in their subject-matter than for chronological reasons. The fact may have been that the evangelist
had heard them told thus, or that he found it convenient so to
arrange them; but anyway the result may have been that
incidents belonging to widely removed periods of Christ's
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Ministry have in some cases been brought together. Still more
often he has not been able to fill up, or at any rate he has
not filled up, the interval between events that he has loosely
connected together. But in spite of all this, a march of events,
a progress in Christ's work and its effects, is plainly discernible in the representation that he gives of the history.
There is development (a) in the stir created by Jesus 1 ;
(b) in the opposition to Him 2 ; (c) in the formation ?f a
band of chosen disciples and the position accorded to them 8 ;
( d) in the methods which He adopts 4 ; (e) in the districts
1 At i. 32-34, 37, there is local excitement at Capernaum, after the first
miracle there. After this His fame spreads in consequence of His preaching 'and
working cures throughout a considerable district, i. 38, 45. Somewhat later, at
iii. 7, people from distant parts of the land appear in the crowds that gather
around Him (vi. 33 ff.). But the state of mind of many also ere long shewed
itself to be unsatisfactory. (See the parable of the Sower, iv. 2 ff.) And near
the end of the Galilean Ministry we hear discussions as to the character to be
attributed to Him, and great diversity of opinion on the subject (viii. 28).
2 In ii. r-iii. 6, we have a series of narratives which illustrate, among other
things, the beginning of opposition to Him. In these cases the scribes and
Pharisees mentioned appear to belong to the district. A little later, at iii. 22,
we hear of "scribes who have come down from Jerusalem," and they prefer
a more heinous charge than has been made before, that of collusion with
Satan.
3 From the outset Jesus attaches four men to Himself to be His personal
companions (i. 16-20); at ii. 1 4 , He says to another "follow me." Subsequently
He •' made twelve" (iii. r 4) which included the first four, and probably also the
publican whose call has been specially described. The creation of such a body of
Twelve would serve to give a new position even to those members of it who had
before been called to accompany Him. And there is, surely, nothing improbable
in His having at this time formally constituted this body, with a view to the
continuance of His own work, and the organisation of His kingdom. A further
step is taken at vi. 7 ff., when He sencls out the Twelve to preach and cast out
devils.
4
Jesus begins by preaching in the synagogues (i. 21, 39; iii. 1). He chooses
the most natural places first, where quiet teaching can be given in the ordinary
course of things. He thus also afforcled the most favourable opportunity possible
to the religious of Israel for accepting His message. After this, however, we do
not hear of His preaching in a synagogue, except at Nazareth (vi. z). The numbers
who flocked to hear and see Him, especially in the parts where he had most
exercised His Ministry, had become too great to be confined within walls. He
generally teaches them on the sea-shore, or in some waste place. It may be, also,
_that, as the hostility to Ilim of the Pharisees, etc., grew, the rulers of the
synagogues would generally be unwilling to give Him permission to speak.
He also, after a time, adopts a new mode of address. He speaks in parables
to the multitude, while reserving the interpretation for His disciples (iv. r ff.). A
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visited 1 ; ( / ) in His self-revelation 2• And these different
aspects of the movement that there is in the narrative are
suitably interrelated 3•
In this sense there is an excellent order in the work; the
two other Synoptics have to a great extent preserved it, and
where they have departed from it, their order is generally
speaking inferior'. Consequently, it used to be said, and still
sometimes is 5, that as Papias describes Mark's record as
deficient in order, he cannot be referring to our St Mark, or
to a document resembling it. But it has been pointed out by
sifting process was required in order to separate genuine inquirers after truth from
those who were not such. And a fitting place is assigned to it in the narrative.
(See more on this below, p. 192 ff.) The three chapters which have preceded n1ay
well cover a period of some length. The o,' 7Jµepwv of ii. I is indefinite. In several
paragraphs that follow there is no connexion in time indicated. Thus there has
been opportunity for differences to manifest themselves in the attitudes of men's
minds towards Jesus and His message. It is hardly necessary to point out how
well the parable of the Sower fits such a crisis.
Lastly, after the 1·eturn of the Twelve from their Mission (vi. 30), Jesus withdraws from the regions on the western shore where He has hitherto mostly been,
and apparently more and more seeks retirement, while He concentrates His efforts
upon the training of His disciples.
1 At i. 38, we read of a tour in the neighbourhood of Capernaum (i. 39 is probably
suggested by this first mention of missionary touring and anticipates somewhat,
describing what was only gradually accomplished). At v. r, we hear for the first
time of His crossing to the eastern shore. At vi. 6 b, He takes a missionary tour
more (it would seem) to the west and south-west than He has been before, since
it is connected with His visit to Nazareth. After this we hear of His being at
Bethsaida (vi. 45; viii. 22), which was in the territory of Philip, and of journeys to
Tyre and Sidon and back through Decapolis (vii. 3r), and to the neighbourhood
of Caesarea Philippi (viii. 27).
2 There is no unambiguous declaration of His Messiahship before the confession
of Simon Peter near Caesarea Philippi (viii. 2 7 ff.) and His confirmation of it.
3 The narrative in St Mark of Christ's Ministry in Galilee and other parts of
northern Palestine may be divided as follows: First period: The opening of the
work of Jesus to the first plot to destroy Him (i. 14-iii. 6). Middle period: The
gathering of crowds from all parts and appointment of the Twelve to the sending
forth of the Twelve t-0 extend Christ's work and the alarm of Herod (iii. 7-vi. 29).
Closing period: Christ's withdrawal with His disciples to His final departure from
Galilee (vi. 30-x. 1).
4 This was shewn by Lachmann in his essay De ordine narrationum in
evan1;eliis Synopticis, 1835.
5 In the first half and middle part of the r9th century it was often put forward.
Recently von Soden ( Urchrist. Lit. p. 75, Eng. trans. p. 149) has made this view
of the words of Papias the foundation for his own theory of the composition of our
Gospel according to St Mark.
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many writers 1 that Papias may have had some quite different
standard of good order in his mind by which he tried Mark's
composition, and so found it wanting. In point of fact he
appears plainly to associate the want of order with its incompleteness, especially in view of its omission of many of
"the things spoken," the Sayings of Jesus. That kind of
good order which we with our historical training discover in
St Mark, after careful study, is as little likely as possible
to have been perceived by Papias, or by the elder whose
words he repeats.
On the other hand the order in Mark has recently been
treated as a mere fancy of modern critics. The evangelist
himself, it is said, was unconscious of it; and from the connexion in which the remark is made, it appears plainly to be
implied that, if so, it must be unreal2. It is probably true
that the evangelist was unconscious of it, and that it is our
discovery there. Logically the case somewhat resembles that
of the conception into which the mind gathers up, and by
which it explains, the phenomena of motion of the heavenly
bodies. After a certain number of positions successively
occupied by t~em have been observed, it is found that certain
curves will, in spite of irregularities in their motions, approximately represent their courses, and that a certain law of
attraction will explain their adhering to those courses. In
like manner after noticing a number of particulars we form
an idea of a progress depicted in Mark's record; but the
circumstance that it is traced by us, not pointed out by him,
only makes it the more significant. The complete artlessness
of his narrative shews that the naturalness of the order must
be an impress from life. It is explained if the writer obtained
much of his information from Simon Peter. No doubt the
Apostle may have often told only single pieces of teaching or
incidents, or a few at a time, and have dwelt on their lessons.
But he must also, one would think, at times have been required
to satisfy the desire which, as I have contended early in the
1

For some references see vol. I. p. 53, n. 2 of the present work.
A. Schweizer, Von Reimarus zu Wrede, p. 329, B. Weiss also fails to do
justice to the natural progress of events in Mark's narrative. See Die Geschichtlichkeit des Markusevang. § 1.
2
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present chapter, must have existed for a comprehensive sketch
of Christ's Ministry and Sufferings. In doing so he would
have told things more or less nearly in the order in which
he remembered them to have happened. And one who had
repeatedly heard the story, still more one who had been
employed to interpret it as it was being delivered, would be
likely, in writing it down, to retain for the most part the
same sequence. There is, then, good reason for the judgment
of \Veizsacker: "The plan which we still recognise from our
Gospel of Mark shews, however, even in the arrangement of
the whole, so good a view, that the attribution of it to the
disciple of Peter can but be recommended thereby 1."
The singleness of aim and simplicity of structure and
harmony of movement which may be observed in the Gospel
are in favour of the original unity of the composition. So
also is the fact that in the uninterpolated, unrevised document, as defined above, there are hardly any two passages
that can be regarded as forming a doublet 2 ; this indication
of compositeness at all events is absent. The general similarity of the style points to the same conclusion. I have
remarked above that the similarity between different sections
of St Mark in point of style must be used with caution as an
argument for identity of authorship, because some of the
features in St Mark which most strike us are the unliterary
form and the Semitic constructions, which may have characterised very commonly the form of the primitive traditions 3•
Nevertheless, the greater the extent to which an editor, or
more than one editor, is assumed to have had a hand in
bringing the Gospel to its present form, the more strange
must it appear that the effect is not more manifest in the
style of various parts. It is only necessary to compare our
first and third Gospels with their parallels in St Mark in
order to realise this.
To turn to notes of authenticity in the particular narratives-the general remark may first be made that the several
1

Apost. Zeitalter, p. 399, Eng. trans. II. p. 69.
A possible one (ix. 35; x. 43-45) has been noted in the Table, p. 54.
The other mentioned there >'\S occurring in our St Mark was not found in the uninterpolated form of the work.
3
Seep. 168 f.
2
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narratives are distinct and individual to a marvellous degree.
As regards their subject-matter they have no appearance of
having been cast in one mould or even in two or three moulds 1•
The circumstances described and the characters that come
before us are very various. This is rendered all the more
significant as a proof that the accounts are historical by
the fact that in the mode of narration, the phrases and
turns of expression employed, there is a large amount of
uniformity 2•
I turn to passages which bear the stamp of being personal
rem1mscences. In doing so, I would remind the reader that,
if my contention above is £ound, it is not right to say that all
the matter in which this character is not apparent must come
from a different source. There may be good reason for
assigning most of it to the same source. But even if this is
a point which must be left open, it will still be true that the
indications of personal recollection which we are about to
notice have a significance in regard to the work as a whole, if
there is good reason to believe in its integrity as a composition from the first. For they go far to shew that the author
of the work was one who had himself been in personal
contact with an immediate follower of Jesus.
The abruptness with which Simon and his brother,
and the other pair of fishermen, are introduced at i. 16 ff.,
and the fact that the account of Christ's Ministry begins
from their call, as also the character of the narrative of the
events of the following Sabbath in Capernaum, and of the
sequel, convey strongly the impression that this whole piece
(i. 16-38) is derived directly from Simon Peter. There are
other narratives in which Simon Peter specially appears, but
I will not stop to distinguish them from those in which we
seem to have the reminiscences either of this disciple, or of
some other who was actually present. We have all of us
probably observed, or we may easily do so, that those who
1
The pair of miracles at vii. 32-37; viii. 22-26, which I have not decided
above to reckon as interpolated, are (I think) the only exceptions.
2 J. Weiss has drawn out very clearly this combination of monotony in the form
with variety in the incidents and has used it to shew that the evangelist was not a
man capable of inventing the narratives for purposes of instruction (ib. pp. 105
-u9).
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relate experiences through which they have passed are apt
occasionally to bring in points which are quite unnecessary
for the story, but which interest them simply as part of what
they remember. There are many touches of this kind in
St Mark. The reference to "the hired fishermen" at ,i. 20
in the narrative of which I have just been speaking is an
example; let me give a few others. At iv. 36 we are told
that when Jesus started to cross the lake on the occasion when
a storm arose" there were other boats with Him." We hear
no more of these other boats, or of any people who came
in them. They are mentioned only because they were
imprinted on the memory of the narrator. In vii. 24, 31,
the course of a long journey is indicated. No reason for
mentioning this journey is apparent, except the incident
connected with the earlier part of it; but this incident could
have been related without tracing the whole route. Again,
at ix. 5, 6, in the account of the Transfiguration, we have
just such a remark as one in a dazed condition might make.
But no one would have been likely to introduce it into a
description of a vision of Christ's glory who did not remember
that he had himself made it. In the incident at xiv. 5 I, 52, we
have an obvious example of this common trait, as also in
the mention of the fact that Simon of Cyrene was "coming
from the country" (xv. 21).
The knowledge that is shewn of places 1, and of the
conditions of life and thought in Palestine at the time in
1 The references to Capernaum (i. ~1; ii. 1; ix. 33), to the lake-shore (i. 16; ii. 13;
iii. 7, etc.), the hills near at hand (iii. 13; v. 5, 13; vi. 46), to desert-places among
the hills or by the shore (i. 35, 45; vi. 31, 32), are life-like. Again, "the neighbouring village-towns" (Kwµo7r6Am) (i. 38) seems, from what we read in Josephus'
description of Galilee (B.J. III. 3. § 43), to be an exceedingly apt expression. The
journey to the borders of Tyre, then through Sidon and back through the borders
of Decapolis to the Sea of Galilee (vii. 24, 31), a little later that to "the villages
of Caesarea Philippi" and back through Galilee (viii. 27; ix. 30), and finally that
from the Jordan to Jerusalem through Jericho till they come to Bethphage and
Bethany, with the Mt of Olives just in front of them (7rpos To opos Twv eAa,wv, see
Swete's note on 7rp6s here: x. 17, 32, 46; xi. 1), are related as they might be by
one who had actually gone over the ground. Two, however, of the geographical
notices in St Mark may require some discussion.
(a) The name of the place referred to at Mk v. r, and parallels has, it is
well known, been much debated from the days of Origen. Although the reading
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question 1 are also notes of authenticity. Moreover, taken in
conjunction with the signs that our evangelist had good and
precise information on many points, his silence or indefiniteness as to others 2 inspires confidence. It seems to shew
that, in accordance with Papias' statement, he was careful not
to invent.
Thus far we have been noticing indications in the Gospel
which are favourable to the view that the author of ProtoMark, as above defined, was Mark, a hearer of Simon Peter.
In this connexion, however, it would not be right to refrain
from considering objections to the historical character of the
Gospel, so far as they bear on the question of the authorship.
This last limitation will save the discussion from assuming
proportions that would be altogether unsuitable while we are
dealing primarily with a single document. The question with
"Gerasenes" at Mk v. rand Lk viii. 36, 37, may, according to the evidence which
we now possess, be the best attested, I cannot but think that the force of this
evidence is somewhat weakened by the probability that from an early time a well·
known name may have been substituted by a copyist for a less known one. In
any case, the place now called Khersa near the middle of the eastern shore is
probably the place meant (see G. A. Smith, The Historical Geography of the Holy
Land, p. 458 f.), whatever the Greek name for it in the first century A.D. may have
been.
(b) Two readings at x. 1 have considerable support : Ta Bp,a rijs 'Iovoalas Kal
1ripav rou 'Iopoavov, and ra Bpia rijs 'Iouoalas 1ripav rou 'lopoavov. If the former
be adopted, the order of enumeration is not quite what we should have expected,
because Jesus and His disciples would in coming from Galilee probably have
crossed the Jordan near Bethshemesh and gone southward on the eastern bank
through Peraea. Still the evangelist might mention "the borders of Judaea"
first because they seemed to him the most important. If the Kal is omitted
we must suppose that 'Iovoala is used somewhat loosely, which it well might
be. Cp. the usage of Luke (vi. 17; xxiii. 5, etc.).
1 E.g. the members of the Sanhedrin, "the chief priests, scribes and elders,"
confront Jesus first when He is in the court of the temple, within the enclosure of
which their own halls of assembly, and for givingjudgment, were situated, and they
make of Him just the demand which such men would (xi. 27 ff.). Again, the
Sadducees first appear here (xii. 18), very suitably since they were especially the
party to which the chief-priests and their adherents belonged, not one spread
throughout the land like the Pharisees. It may farther be noted that the point of
view (so to speak) of the time of Christ's earthly life has been preserved throughout this Gospel with wonderful fidelity; there is little, if any, admixture of
ideas which became familiar only after the Church had come into existence.
2 Note his use of the indefinite 1rdXtv in connecting narratives at ii. 1, I 3 ;
iii. 1, etc.; also iv r. ud{Jf1a1nv, at ii. 23, and "a synagogue" at iii. I,
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which we shall be concerned will not be whether the representation of the history in our Gospel is in all respects true
or not, but whether it is such as a man with Mark's opportunities of knowledge, and his beliefs-the beliefs of a
Christian of A.D. 60 to 70-would, or would not, be unlikely
to have given. The question of the value to be attached
to his testimony, if the work is ascertained to be by him,
is one that must be separately decided.
I can here consider only some salient points in regard to
which difficulties have been specially raised.
First, let us consider the view that is given in our document of the use of parables by Jesus in addressing the
multitude, as a judgment upon them, the interpretation being
reserved for His disciples. We have seen reason to think
that some expressions in Mk iv. (esp. vv. 2
33, 34),
whereby greater stress is laid upon this method and purpose
in the employment of parables, as well as a passage later in
St Mark in which the disciples ask Jesus to explain a parable
(vii. 17, r8), are interpolations. Still the fact remains that
the disciples asked for an explanation of the parable of the
Sower, and that Jesus, in acceding to their request, said,
"Unto you is given the mystery of the Kingdom of God;
but unto them that are without, all things are done in
parables," etc. And the sayings also remain which imply
that the disciples of Jesus are enjoying the privilege of
special instruction which entails special responsibility (iv.

a,

21-24).

In the Gospel, then, as we have left it, after our critical
examination of the· contents earlier in the present chapter,
the feature in Christ's teaching now in question still appears,
but it is a good deal less prominent. Ji.ilicher, on the other
hand, regards this conception of the use of parables as
wholly unhistorical, and disputes the genuineness of the
saying regarding "the mystery of the Kingdom of God 1,''
and J. Weiss 2, while he allows that the saying may be
genuine, holds that it has been wrongly associated with the
interpretation of the parable of the Sower. Other writers,
1

Gleichnisreden, p. II8 ff.

2

.A°ft. Evang. p. r76 f.
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also, might be cited by whom the aspect under which Christ's
teaching by parables is here presented is imputed to the error
of the evangelist1. At the same time it is evidently a matter
in respect to which a constant hearer of Simon Peter ought
not to have been mistaken.
I have already indicated the connexion ofthought 2 between
the Saying concerning "the mystery of the Kingdom of God"
and other Sayings later in the same context, the genuineness
of which is (it should be observed) also attested by their
having been included in the Logian document 3• It is true
that in those Sayings the duty incumbent upon the disciples
of making known that which they learn is insisted upon.
But it is plainly implied that this obligation arises out of
the special privilege which they have enjoyed in having the
truth communicated first with peculiar clearness to them.
And there is certainly nothing to hinder us from supposing,
and much to suggest, that the period of Christ's companionship with the Twelve during His earthly life, and in particular
the latter half of His Ministry, was peculiarly devoted to their
training, and was consequently their time of special privilege 4 •
I would now ask whether it is out of harmony with this
that Christ should at a certain point in His career have
begun to speak to the multitude in language which veiled
His meaning, in a way that He had not done before. It was
a change in His method, as is evident even in that form of
the account which I have taken to be the earliest and which
is virtually that in our third Gospel. In St Mark and in our
first Gospel the surprise which it caused to the disciples is
brought out. We have here the additions of later hands,
but those who made them may have been guided by a true
instinct, or the knowledge of an authentic tradition. The
new method referred to was not in all probability adopted
till after He had been for some time delivering His message
1

E.g. Wellhausen, Evang. Marci, p. 33.
The similarity of idea is specially apparent in v. zz, cp. ,cpv1rr6v with
µv1n71pmv.
s Cp. P· 91 f.
4
This remark is made in answer to Wellhausen's observation, ib., that the
"Esoterismus" of the saying iv. I r, 12, is excluded by the saying about a lighted
lamp in iv. 21.
2

S. G. II.
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in plainer terms to the crowds that gathered round Him, but
who came to Him largely from motives that were morally
and religiously without value, and who constantly misapprehended His meaning 1 . That He should choose a mode of
speech which would baffle hearers of this kind still more, was
not unjust nor inconsistent in any way with the character
of Jesus. And the plan actually adopted was suited to its
purpose ; for figurative language is commonly more or less
perplexing when he who uses it does not at the same time
shew us what he means to convey, or to illustrate, by it; and
in the case now before us it would have been peculiarly hard
to be understood, because the character and substance of
Christ's teaching were in many respects so new 2• It was
also merciful ; for if it repelled the careless and indolent, it
stimulated inquiry on the part of the true-hearted; and there
could not be a doubt that the privilege of receiving fuller
light would not be confined to those who already belonged to
the immediate circle of His disciples, but would be extended
to everyone who sincerely sought it.
Difficulties, then, that are felt in regard to the historical
character of this feature in the narrative appear to be due to
a failure to appreciate rightly the sterner aspects of Christ's
Mission, and the fact that the masses of the People, both in
Galilee and Jerusalem, no less than their rulers, were put to
a great moral probation through His presence among them;
and further-so far as the fitness of unexplained parables to
be an instrument of punishment is concerned-to the difference not being allowed for sufficiently between the effect of
parables when first spoken, and that which they now have
after being used for centuries.
I come next to a passage, not marked by me as interpolated, which cannot well come from a disciple of Simon
Peter, if the objections are valid which have recently been
1

See above, p. 185, n. r.
The true relation of the profoundly spiritual teaching of Jesus to the eschatological ideas, and the Apocalyptic conception of the Kingdom of Heaven, which
we also meet with in the Gospels, cannot here be discussed. By Mk iv. r r ff. and
its parallels it is suggested that even such lessons as those taught by the parable of
the Sower were part of "the mystery of the Kingdom of God," and so they may
well have been.
2
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made against the statements contained in it. Wellhausen 1
finds it inconceivable that the account of the sending forth
by Jesus of His twelve disciples, as described at vi. 7 ff., to
preach and to heal, can be historically true. Now, certainly,
this is a matter about which neither Simon Peter nor any
other member of the Twelve could possibly be mistaken,
and about which Mark also might be expected to be well
informed. But surely there is no good reason why Jesus
should not have sought to extend the proclamation of the
approach of the Kingdom of God in this way to places which
He could not reach Himself, and have designed that the part
assigned to the Twelve in this work should be an element in
their training. W ellhausen remarks, indeed, that " although
the experiment (which they had thus been led to make)
succeeded, they continue afterwards precisely as lacking in
independence and as passive as before." But it is hard to say
that this was the case, when the record is so brief. Moreover,
the time followed soon after when Jesus began more and
more to seek retirement with His disciples, so that there
would no longer be opportunities for them to act.
We will notice next those injunctions to be silent on the
subject of His miracles, laid by Jesus upon the objects of them,
or upon those who witnessed them, which are a special feature
of the Gospel according to St Mark 2• One instance of this
kind is probably, according to what has been already said, to
be set down to an editor, and to this extent the difficulty
which this trait causes may be lessened 3•
But there are
besides others; and as a class they have been considered
unreal-the device of a writer who was not in contact with
fact, to heighten the impression which he would give of the
irresistible spread of the fame of J esus 4• In two cases the
evangelist expressly notes that the effort to obtain silence
' proved useless. And, it may be asked, was not this to be
1

Evang. Marci, P· 46.
See i. 44, 45; v. 43; viii. 26. Cp. also iii. 12, though this is a somewhat
different case.
3 Mk vii. 36.
4 For the objection here referred to see especially Wrede, Das llfessiasgeheim•
niss, pp. 15, 16, 48-50.
2
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expected ? Could such acts be kept secret? And if they
were kept secret, would not one great purpose, with which
the miracles must be supposed to have been performed, be
defeated r Is it then possible that Jesus should have given
such commands ? The consideration of this subject should,
I think, be interesting in itself, and also instructive as to
what we could expect from accounts of the Ministry of Jesus
delivered by men who were His companions, and who have
been on the whole reported faithfully. First, it may be well
to observe that one instance is recorded in St Mark in which
the man who is cured is actually bidden to go to his own
house and to his friends, and to tell them of the Divine
mercy shewn to him (v. 19, 20). This goes far to prove that
the evangelist does not give the commands of an opposite
kind merely in consequence of an obsession of his own, but
that they represent genuine reminiscences1.
The injunctions of silence taken along with so much in
the action of Jesus, and in the manifest purpose of His
coming, which was incompatible with concealment, point,
I believe, to an apparent contradiction in His conduct, which
may have been, perhaps, somewhat baldly and crudely represented by the evangelist, but which involved no lack of real
consistency. Owing to the cross-currents in human affairs,
seeming inconsistencies often cannot be avoided even by
men of the greatest steadfastness of purpose and clearness
and singleness of aim. Jesus Christ, in becoming subject to
human conditions, was exposed to difficulties of this kind.
Indeed there was probably never a career in which they
pressed more heavily. If we study the Gospels reflectively
and with sympathy we may gather that He set before Himself two-fold object-to implant in the hearts of men faith
in Himself as the Christ, and at the same time to change
their conception of the Christ,-to prevent His countrymen
from receiving Him merely as the Christ of their expectation.
And in seeking to accomplish this purpose, the two parts of

a

l Jesus was able to tell the healed daemoniac on the eastern side of the lake to
proclaim at his home and to his kinsfolk and neighbours what God had done for
him, because in Decapolis there were few Jews, and Jesus Himself did not purpose
preaching there.
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which must have been in any circumstances so hard to
reconcile, He was thwarted at every turn by opponents
and by the superficial excitement and superstitious beliefs
of the multitude.
His miracles must be considered in the light of the
purpose which has been indicated. They were necessary in
order to give authority to His Teaching 1 and to suggest the
thought that He might be the Christ; and yet there was
a constant danger that the minds of men might be too much
occupied with them. It should further be remembered that
in working cures Jesus cannot have thought only of establishing His claims. He must have been, and the records
plainly say that He was, moved with compassion towards
those in distress, and who were morally and spiritually fit
to be healed. Thus He might feel constrained to heal in
cases where, apart from consideration for the individuals to
be relieved, He might have preferred not to do so, lest the
fame which was a hindrance to His true work should be
increased thereby. At the same time He would do what
He could to guard against this, and even a temporary check
upon the spread of rumours, till He had Himself gone to
another neighbourhood, might be of service. We may, then,
regard His injunctions of silence and attempts to secure
privacy for His miracles as so many efforts to prevent them
from looming too large in the conception that men formed of
Him, and in short to keep them in their true place.
But it is also not strange that in a record based upon the
information of a personal disciple of Jesus the reasons for His
conduct at different junctures should not be in all respects
plain. Simon Peter and other early disciples had come to
believe with their whole hearts that He was the Christ, and
it was their mission to testify to this conviction. It is not
likely that, in looking back from their state of full assurance,
and with such a message to deliver to men as they had,
they would have dwelt upon the problem which presented
itself to the mind of their Lord and Master in choosing the
means and the times of His self-manifestation, or would have
1

Cp. Mk i. zz, 27.
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sought to expound it to others. They had often, it is true,
found the course which He took unintelligible at the moment;
but now they chiefly felt shame at the spiritual obtuseness
and hardness of heart which they had displayed in not
recognising Him fully for what He was, and trusting Him
when they could not understand Him. Naturally, also, the
most faithful reporter of what they delivered might well,
through a failure to understand the more subtle aspects of
his subject, exaggerate contrasts, through the omission of
details, and leave many points unexplained.
Next, let me say a word in passing with regard to the
Discourse concerning the Last Things in Mark xiii. It is
not probable that Mark himself put it together, because in
the remainder of the Gospel he shews no disposition thus to
compile discourses. But it may well have been composed
before he wrote his Gospel and have been included by him in
his work, not added by another hand.
I come now to the Day of the Last Supper. In St Mark,
as it stands, this is plainly fixed as the day of the Jewish
Passover, the 14th of Nisan. The notice at xiv. I 2 is explicit.
Moreover, after the question of the disciples in v. 12 b, the
direction at v. 14 and the statement in v. 16, it is clear that
the subsequent meal at v. 17 ff. must be thought of as the
regular passover. In St Luke there is in addition the Saying
which was spoken as the little company took their places,
" I have eagerly desired to eat this passover with you before
I suffer" (xxii. 15).
This view, however, of the time and occasion is-it is
well-known-not only inconsistent with the general tenor of,
and various expressions in, the account of the Last Supper
and Day of the Crucifixion in the Fourth Gospel, but is
also hard to reconcile with various particulars in St Mark.
In Mark xiv. 1, 2 we are told that the Jewish rulers began to
take steps for seizing Jesus two days before the Passover,
resolving that it should not be done during the feast itsel£
Yet according to the sequel this is what did happen ; and
the fact that their intention to avoid this was foiled is not
pointed out. Again, the holding of a meeting of the Sanhedrin and condemnation of an accused person to death after
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the feast had begun was contrary to all precedent, and must
have been an outrage to common religious feeling. Perhaps,
also, the meeting with Simon of Cyrene, "coming from the
country" (xv. 21), should be regarded as an incident unlikely
to occur on the feast-day.
I have no suggestions to offer that could be satisfactory to
others, or that are satisfactory to myself, for explaining these
discrepancies. I cannot agree with those who, while they
accept the view in respect to the day of the Crucifixion
given in the Fourth Gospel, on the ground that it is self-consistent and in itself the more probable (which is undoubtedly
the case), and while they fortify their position by reference to
those indications in the Synoptic Gospels which make for the
same conclusions, yet at the same time hold that the whole
of this part of the account in St Mark proceeded from Mark
himself. It is clearly improbable that one whose acquaintance with Jewish customs and opportunities of acquiring
information as to the last hours of Jesus were what those of
Mark must have been, could have been in error on the point
whether the Last Supper did, or did not, coincide with the
time of the Jewish Paschal Meal; and the Arrest, Trials
and Crucifixion did, or did not, take place on the first of the
days of the Feast.
It would be a welcome thing, if the removal of a phrase
or two, such as one could imagine a revising hand might
easily have introduced, would overcome the difficulty; or if
traces of more considerable interpolation by an editor could
be pointed out, which has created the contradiction. We
might readily treat the mention of the day in v. 12 a as an
addition to the original document, if that would suffice.
But nothing would meet the case short of the supposition
that the whole passage, vv. 12-16, has been substituted for
some other connexion between v. 11 and v. 17. And I doubt
whether we are justified in assuming interpolations, when
there are no signs of want of coherence in the immediate
context, in order to escape from a difficulty. The true
explanation may be of quite a different kind, though from
our lack of knowledge we cannot divine it.
It does not seem to me necessary that I should here
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discuss any other difficulties in the narrative of the Last
Hours of Jesus. I have already had occasion to consider
the differences between St Mark and St Luke in respect to
the Last Supper and the events in the High-priest's house 1•
And as to points that are not clear in the course of the
several trials, it may be remarked generally that the immediate disciples of Jesus must themselves have been dependent
upon what they could learn from others for their knowledge
of much that passed, and that Mark could only give the
account that was current among these simple, uncultured
people, whose ideas may naturally have been affected by
their want of familiarity with processes of law, whether Jewish
or Roman.
Finally, I must say a few words on the view recently
advocated by some writers that xvi. 8 was intended by the
writer of the account of the finding of the empty tomb, of
which it forms part, to be the termination of the Gospel.
To most critical students it has seemed that such an ending
would have been too abrupt, and that it is necessary to
suppose the original ending of the Gospel to have been lost.
But, according to the theory to which I now refer, the finding
of the empty tomb seemed to the writer to be a proof of such
overwhelming force, that it sufficed to mention this alone, and
that indeed the impressiveness of the conclusion would only
have been weakened if he had added a record of appearances 2.
Or, to explain his feeling somewhat differently, as J. Weiss
does 3-he felt that he had accomplished his task when he
had shewn that the predictions of Jesus in regard to His
resurrection had been fulfilled, as the tomb found empty early
on the third day after His Crucifixion shewed.
It is further said that this account, designed to give a
more convincing proof of the Resurrection than appearances
could, took the place of an earlier one, and that we have an
indication of this in the statement that the women owing to
their fear, instead of obeying the angels' command, said
nothing to any man. The reference to their silence was, it
1
2
3

See above, pp. 163-6.
See Wellhausen,Evang. Marci, p. 146; Loisy, Les Evang. Synopt. r. p.
A.It. Evang. p. 344 f.
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is thought, intended to explain, when this narrative was first
put forward, how it had happened that thus far nothing had
been heard of it.
There seem to me to be several objections to this whole
theory. And, first, although (as everyone would admit) the
empty tomb would be a most significant fact if conjoined
with appearances, no one, surely, could ever have supposed
that taken by itself alo·ne it would be particularly convincing.
The reply that an adversary or doubter could make would be
obvious, that the body had been removed. Indeed passages
in all the other Gospels shew how naturally this would occur
to the mind 1. It is most unlikely then that any early Christian writer would have stopped short at the discovery that
the tomb was empty, and not have gone on to relate appearances which were already part of the Church's tradition.
The common view, then, that something followed after
xvi. 8 is, we may feel confident, right. And if so, we must be
cautious how we interpret the force of the words about the
fear and silence of the women. The sequel, if we had it, might
throw light upon their purpose. It might be intended to enhance the surprise caused to Simon Peter by Christ's appearance to him, not to apologise for a narrative that was put late
into circulation. Or the reference to the fear of the women
may itself be secondary, and the original statement may have
stood in the form to which the parallels in Matthew and Luke
testify 2• It should, also, be noted that according to I Cor. xv.
it was part of the primitive tradition that Jesus rose on "the
third day" and that the apostle states this apart from, and
before he proceeds to mention, the series of appearances
which he enumerates. Now wherever else there is mention
of the resurrection having occurred on the third day it is in
connexion with the account of the finding of the tomb by the
women; so that the reference to the resurrection as having
taken place on a particular day in St Paul's brief summary
1 Mt. xxviii. 12-15; Lk xxiv. 22-24; Jn xx. 13-15.
2

\Veiss, p. 340, recognises that the consentient differences of Mt. and Lk
from Mk here may be thought to shew that the last-named is secondary. But he
argues that iri the present instance it is more difficult to suppose a change into
Mk's form than the reverse. It is, however, difficult to say that the touch is not
one that a somewhat tactless editor would have introduced.
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may well imply acquaintance with that narrative, and lends
at least some support to the belief in its primitive character 1•
I would add that in the structure and contents of vv. xv.
40-xvi. 8, which evidently form a connected passage, there
does not seem to be anything which can fairly be regarded as
a sign of a different hand from that seen in other parts of the
Gospel. Moreover, it may well be that we still have Mark's
original ending 2, which followed after xvi. 8, embodied in our
first Gospel from xxviii. 9 onwards. The whole of these
concluding verses in St Matthew would fit well with Mark xvi.
r-8, saving the passage about the silencing of the guard by
the chief-priests (Mt. xxviii. I I - I 5), which is the sequel to
an earlier passage (Mt. xxvii. 62-66) having no parallel in
St Mark.
Let me now sum up the conclusions in respect to the
origin and history of our Second Gospel to which the inquiries
in the present, and in part also in preceding, chapters have led.
I. In St Mark as we have it there are a certain number
of passages and phrases which appear to be interpolations.
2.
When these are removed and such consequential
changes in the text as are required have been made, we
have a work in the form in which it was originally composed.
Moreover this work does not seem to contain any smaller
documents embedded in it, with the exception of the Eschatological discourse of Mk xiii.
3. This work is not a translation from an Aramaic
original. No good reasons have been given for so regarding
it; and it is highly improbable that if such an Aramaic work
had ever existed, all trace of it in tradition should have dis1 Cp. J. Weiss, ib. p. 344, in regard to this consideration.
He admits that i.t
has force, though not, perhaps, quite so much as I should attribute to it. See also
Rohrbach, Die Berichte iiber die Auferstehung fesu Christi, 1898. Wellhausen
(Ib. p. 146) and others are certainly not justified in saying that Paul "knows
nothing " of the discovery of the women.
2 It is unnecessary for me to shew that xvi. 9-20 in the Textus Receptus were
not the original ending, since this subject has been so well treated in works which
are in the hands of all English students. I would refer especially to the Appendix
to Westcott and Hort' s Greek Test., Notes on Select Readings, p. 29 ff. and Swete's
St Mark in loc. and p. ciii ff. On an extended form, recently recovered, of the
Longer Ending of St Mark, see Two New Gospel Fragments, p. 9 f., by Dr Swete
in Lietzmann's series.
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appeared, and that such a very different account of the
composition of the Gospel should have been given. It is
also entirely natural that the inception and shaping and
production of the work should have been a response to the
needs of Greek-speaking Christendom.
4. The character of this original work is such as might
have been expected from one who had been a constant hearer
of an immediate disciple of Jesus, and consequently it may be
attributed to the Mark who is named by Papias, and who is,
there can be little doubt, the person to whom all the allusions
to a Mark in the New Testament refer.
5. Mark need not in the composition of his work have
depended solely upon the teaching of Peter. He might have
included information obtained from other sources oral or
written ; but it is doubtful whether he did so to any great
extent (with the exception mentioned in 2). He did not use
the Greek Logian document known to the first and third
evangelists. Such pieces of "Logian" matter as he included
in his work came to him by some other channel; he may well
have received them directly from Peter.
6. The work was known to and used by our third
evangelist approximately, if not exactly, in the form in
which it proceeded from the hand of Mark.
7. Subsequently it received additions which brought it
to the form in which it was known to our first evangelist, and
which is very nearly that of our St Mark. These additions
included some "Logian " pieces; but even these seem to be
in a different version from that used by the first and third
evangelists.
8. A few changes, for the most part slight ones, were
made in the Marean document used by our first evangelist,
whereby: the work finally attained to the form in which we
know it, according to the best text that can be constructed
from existing MSS. and versions.

ADDITIONAL NOTE I. TO CHAPTER III.
STYLE AS A MEANS OF DISTINGUISHING THE
PASSAGES 1 ADDED TO PROTO-MARK.

The sentence from Sir John Hawkins' Horae Synopticae given
by me, p. r68, n. 3 above, comes at the end of an inquiry in which
he is largely occupied with shewing that there are signs in the first
and third Gospels that their authors have revised St Mark. In this,
of course, I fully agree with him. But the conclusion which I have
quoted, could only be established by an examination of the distn"butz'on
of the Marean peculiarities throughout different passages, and it did
not fall within his scheme to attempt this.
I proceed to make a few remarks first upon points of style in
those passages omitted by Luke which, as we have seen, probably
were not, and then upon those which probably were, contained in
the Marean document known to him.
There is not in the former set of passages 1 quite the usual want
of variety in connecting successive sentences. The difference is
specially noticeable in x. 2-r2, and xiii. 34-37. Among other
connecting words we have in each of these the particle otv which is
used nowhere else in Mark to connect sentences, except at xvi. r9,
in the added ending to the Gospel. It is found besides in Mark
only at xi. 31 and xv. r2, in both of which places it is otherwise
introduced, while in the former it is doubtful whether it should have
a place in the text (at xii. 9 it is not genuine). Again, tvucEV
TovTov is used only at x. 7 (cp. with it o:i £LV£K£v at Lk iv. rS, and
tv£Ka TovTwv at A. xxvi. 21).
Again, Sia TovTo which not infrequently
connects two sentences in Mt., Jn, etc. is so used in Mk only at
xi. 24.
The use of the historic present hardly deserves to be treated
as a Marean peculiarity; for although it is more common in
St Mark than in St Matthew or St Luke it is also very common in
St John and in Josephus (as Sir J. Hawkins has stated, p. u4). Its
occurrence therefore in any passage does not shew that such passage
1

See them enumerated, p. 167, n. r.
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is not an interpolation. Indeed, it would appear as if the first and
third evangelists had in revising St Mark changed his presents into
aorists partly to assert their independence; for sometimes where
that Gospel has the aorist there is in the parallel a present, e.g. cp.
Mk x. 4, 5 with Mt. xix. 7, 8. In point of fact, however, the use of
the historic present is less prominent in the passages of our St Mark
now in question than in many other parts of that Gospel.
The aorist &1r0Kpi0e{c; in combination with the present >,,_/.yet is
almost confined to St Mark, where it occurs nine times; one of
these is found in one of the sections under consideration, viz. at
xi. 2 2 ( l1riy11otic; >,,_1.yEL at Mk ii. 8, and Kpa~ac; A.l.yEL at v. 7 may also
be compared). There is, however, one other instance in the New
Testament (Lk xiii. 8). The analogous and still stranger use of
&1r0Kp10dc; with the future ipet also occurs at Mt. xxv. 40 and Lk xiii.
25. We also have &1r0Kpt0Elc; >,,_[yet in the LXX. at Dan. vii. 16, and
&1r0Kpt0dc; ipEt or atroKpi01.vT£c; ipovaw at Deut. xxv. 9, xxvi. 5, xxvii.
14, 15; Isa. iii. 7.
d,0vc; occurs forty-one times in St Mark, i.e. rather more than
twice as often as Ev0vc;, or ev01.wc;, in St Matthew, about six times
as often as in St Luke and four times as often as in the Acts, and
about seven times as often as in St John. It is found five times in
all in the sections we are treating as insertions, viz. at iv. 29, vi. 45,
50, 54, and viii. 10.
In the passages before us many words occur which are not used
in other parts of the Gospel, but this is partly due to the fact that
the subjects treated required them. A few words and expressions
may be mentioned, which, perhaps, suggest a writer whose phraseology was different from that of the author of the greater part of the
Gospel.
iv. 30 1rwc; bµoiw<Fwµ.ev K.-r.A.. This form of commencement to
a parable, and the use of the word oµowvv are without a parallel
in St Mark, though there are several in St Matthew and three in
St Luke. Salmon (Human Element, p. 238) holds that Mark learnt
it here from "Q." We have seen (p. 109 ff. and p. 139 f.) that this
is not to be thought of; but a reviser of the Marean document might
have done so, or might have obtained the phrase independently.
vi. 49 ooKEtv <In. This word is not used elsewhere in St Mark in
the sense "to think," "to suppose." It is common in this sense
in other parts of N.T. cpav-ra<Fµa is used also in the parallel in Mt.,
but not elsewhere in N.T. Ib. 53 1rpo<Fopp,l,ur0ai, not used in connexion with other landings, Ib. 56 fl.v with the irnpf.: cp. il-rav with
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impf. in another general description at iii. 11, which may likewise, as
we have seen (p. 145), have been touched up by a reviser. In vi.
56 note, also, /J.v with aorist, and cp. oTav with aorist at xi. 19. It
is a coincidence worth noting, that <K7ropeve<r0ai occurs at xi. 19 and
El<r1rOpE1J£1.T8at at vi. 56. Ib. TOil!, aafJ&Vovv-ra,: this partic. not elsewhere in Mk, but at Mt. x. 8, xxv. 39; Lk iv. 40, ix. 2; Jn v. 3, 7, 13,
vi. 2, xi. 1; A. xix. 12, xx. 35; Mark has dpf,w<r-rov, at vi. 5, 13.
viii. 4 l.1r' •pYJp.fo,, elsewhere lv -rfi lp1f1-'t'· Ib. 7 lx8v8w, elsewhere
lxBve,. Ib. 8 7rEpL<T<TEVf1,0.Ta KAa<Tp.aTWV: contrast the phrase at vi. 43 .
.lb. 10 p.ipYJ, elsewhere bpia.
ix. 41 Xpt<r-r6,, used as a proper name ; this may be due to a
reviser later not only than Luke but than our first evangelist. Ib. 42 oi
1rt<r-rwov-re,; from the way in which this term is introduced, it also
seems to have acquired a specific sense.
x. 3 i.v-rt>...>...e<r8ai, likewise at xiii. 34; elsewhere 1rapayyi>...A.eiv
(twice).
xi. rr b ot{li: so also v. 19 and xiii. 35; elsewhere 6t{l{as yevop,tVYJ,.
v. 12 -rii i.1ravpwv: not elsewhere in Mk, several times in Jn and
Acts. v. 13 Et a.pa, cp. A. viii. 22, xvii. 27; 1 Cor. xv. 15. v. 22
1r{<TT1, 0eov, genitive of object; cp. Rom. iii. 22, 26, etc. v. 23
8ia1<p{ve<r8ai, used several times in Acts and Epp. in the same sense.
V. 25 0 TraT~p ilp,wv O EV TOLS ovpavo'i,: this expression, which is
common in St Matthew, occurs nowhere else in St Mark (excepting
again in the continuation of the present verse, according to Text.

Ree.).
xiii. 36 l.ia{cfwq,: four times in Lk and Acts; at Mk ix. 8 we have
£t0.7rtVa.

xiv. 6 1<01rovs 1rapixeiv, likewise at Lk xi. 7, and xviii. 5, and a few
times in the Epp.
In conclusion I will note a few specially characteristic points
of Marean style in passages which, though wanting in Lk, I have
retained as included in Proto-Mark. 1roAA.a. is used as an adverb at
Mk vi. 20; likewise at i. 45; iii. 12; v. 10, 23, 38, 43; ix. 26; xv. 3.
It is comparatively rare in the rest of N.T. (At Mt. ix. 14 and
A. viii. 2 4 it does not belong to the true text.)
Again, on is used as an interrogative at ix. 28, as also Mk ii. 16;
not elsewhere in N. T.
b /3a1rTi(wv, as epithet of John, occurs at Mk vi. 14 and 24; cp. i. 4.
In Mt. and Lk o /3a1rTt<T~, is used, as indeed twice in St Mark,
viz. once in this context (v. 25) and at viii. 28.

ADDITIONAL NOTE II. TO CHAPTER III1.
The coincident differences from St Mark in the First
and Third Gospels, due to:
( 1) Revision of the original Marean document.
( 2) Undesigned agreements between the first and third evangelists
(3)

(4)

in the revision o/ thez'r Marean document.
a. The influence of tile Logian document.
b. Tile influence of some document distinct from both the
Marean and the Logian, or of oral tradition, or
habits of oral teaching.
Textual assimilation between the first and third Gospels by
copyists.

In the following table the numbers refer to these explanations.
In a good many cases I have suggested one or more alternative
explanations, placing first the number referring to the explanation
which seems to me most probable. But I have not indicated all
that are possible; in particular I have refrained from attempting to
estimate fully the effects of textual assimilation.
I have not included oft-recurring coincidences, such as St for 1<a{,
£!71"£v for AfyEt or ;>..EyEv, etc.; or the frequent omission of 1Tas, 11"0>..>..a,
µ.iyas, t>..{yos, 1!"aAtv, Ef.&vs.

Where the parallel to St Mark in one of the other Synoptics
occurs in a different context, I have placed it in brackets.
Mk i. 1-4: Mt. iii. 1-3: Lk iii. 2b-4 .
. There is nothing in Mt. and Lk to correspond to Mk vv. 1
and 2 b; moreover the order in Mt. and Lk agrees, and = Mk
vv. 4+2a+3
(1)
1 Wernle, Synopt. Frage, p. 58 ff., and Hawkins, Hor. Synopt. p. 172 ff.,
explain the coincident differences from St Mark in our first and third Gospels as
I do, in a way to render the assumption that Luke was acquainted with St Matthew
unnecessary.
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Mk i. 5, 7, 10: Mt. iii. 5, l 1, 16: Lk iii. 3, 16, 21.
For 71"0.<TO. 11 'Iovoa.[a. xwpa. Mt. and Lk have 1raCTa 11 7rEp[xwpor; 'TOV
'IopMvov (Lk in acc.); in the passage corresponding to vv. 7, 8, the
order of the clauses is different in Mt. and Lk, being the same in
both these, while both add Kal 1rvp{ to iv 1rvEvp,o.n ay{",!; for ElOEv
uxi(oµlvovs 'TOV<; ovpo.vovr; Mt. has loov ~vEcexB'l'J<TO.V ol ovpo.vo~ and Lk
O,VE'fx8ifvo.i 'TOV ovpavov
(3 a)
Mk i. 14, 15: Mt. iv. 17: Lk iv. 14, 15.
'TO Evo.yy.f>..wv, 7rE71"A7lpWTat b KO.tpo,;;, and 7rt<T'TElJE'TE EV T'{i eva.yyEA{";!
(1)
wanting in Mt. and Lk
(Cp. Mk viii. 35 =Mt.xvi. 25 = Lk ix. 24. Mk x. 29 = Mt. xix.
29 = Lk xviii. 29-in which parallels likewise 'TO Eva.yyl>..iov occurs
only in St Mark.)
Mk i. 13: Mt. iv. 1: Lk iv. 2.
/J Ota/30Ao<; for /J lo.TO.VO.<;
(3 a)
Mk i. 20: Mt. iv. 22: [Lk v. u].
Jl-ETa. Trov p,iCTBwn'nv, omitted by Mt. and Lk
(2)
Mk i. 29-34: Mt. viii. 14-16: Lk iv. 38-41.
KO.L •Avoplov P,E'TO. 'Io.Kw/3ov KO.L '·Iwavvov wanting after :S{µwvo,;;
( 1) or possibly ( 2) ; 1rpouE>..8wv omitted ( 2) ; K«t ~v OA'f/ -rj 1r6>..ir;
£11"LCTl1V'l'JYP,£V'f/ 1rpo,;; T~V Bvpo.v wanting
(2)
Mk i. 35-37: Lk iv. 42.
Reference to Simon's action is omitted by Lk who thinks it
sufficient to mention the crowd. By Mt. the whole passage (vv. 35-8)
is omitted,probably in the process ofrearranging narratives. The omission is due in each case to revision but the motive is different (2)
Mk i. 38, 39 : Mt. iv. 23 : Lk iv. 43, 44.
After K'f/pv<Tcrwv Mt. adds To evo.yy. T. /30.u., wh_ile Lk has EVO.')'ye>..[uaCT8ai µe 13Ei: T, /3a<T, T. 8.-indepen<lent changes, but made
under the influence of familiar Christian language
(2)
Mk i. 40-45 : Mt. viii. 1-4: Lk v. 12-16.
KO.L ioov and KvptE used in Mt. (v. 2) and Lk (v. 12). Again
in Mt. v. 3, Lk v. 13, iJt/t«TO 0.VTOV >..iywv, instead of avTOV -qtf,aTO
K«L >..lyEt
u1r>..ayxnCT8E{, (Mk v. 41) omitted

(3 b)

( 2)
Mk ii. 1-12 : Mt. ix. 1-8: Lk v. 17-26.
Kal i&v and l1r), KALV'l'J, in Mt. (v. 2) and Lk (v. 18); both also
have t')'EtpE K«L 1rEpt1raTEt (Mt. v. 5, Lk v. 23) and atj>..8Ev dr; TOV oiKOV
avTov (Mt. v. 7, Lk v. 25); both speak of the fear felt by those present
(Mt. v. 8, Lk v. 26)...
(3 b)
Both omit T~ 1r11Evp,a.n avTov
(2)

common to the First and Third Gospels
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Mk ii. 13, 14: Mt. ix. 9: Lk v. 27, 28.
'Tl'apa ~v 0a>..auuav ••. eo{8auK£V aVTOV<; is wanting in Mt. and Lk
( 1) or (2)
For aorist -rjKoAo-.50'Y}u£v Mt. and Lk both have imperfect
... (1), (2) or (3 b)
Mk ii. 16: Mt. ix. I I : Lk v. 30.
A tautology in Mk, not in Mt. and Lk
IM.,.{ in Mt. and Lk in place of iJn (as interrogative) ...
Mkii. 18a: Mt.ix. 14a: Lkv.33a.
There is no introduction in Lk corresponding to that in Mk, and
that in Mt. is much slighter
( 1) or ( 2)
Mk ii. 19, 20: Mt. ix. 15 : Lk v. 34, 35.
Mk 19 bis wanting in Mt. and Lk
( 1) or ( 2)
Mk ii. 21, 22: Mt. ix. 16, 17: Lk v. 36-38.
bt/3aAAEt in place of E1rtp,;_'11'T(L; for b oTvo<; a'11'6AAV'l'at Kai oi a.uKo{,
Mt. has b o!vo<; EKXEt'l'at Kat. oi UUKOl a'11'6AAvVTat, and Lk avTO<;
(viz. b oTvo,) iKxvO-,f uErai Kal. oi a.uKot a'Tl'oAovvrai. yE is added to
µ~ in Mt. and Lk, and the last sentence of Mk v. 22 completed by
use of f3a>..Xovuiv in Mt. and f3X1Jriov in Lk ...... (3 b), or one or two of
them to ( 2); use of µ-,fyE may be due to (4).
Mk ii. 23-28: Mt. xii. 1-8: Lk vi. 1-5.
boov 7rOLEtV (Mk v. 23) not in Mt. and Lk, the former also adds
Kal iuO[nv, the latter Kal ~u0wv. Mk v. 24-toE rl ,rowvuiv ro'i:, uo.(3(3auiv 8 ovK UEuriv; Mt. (v. 2) has l8oi, 'Tl'owvuiv 8 ovK lt£uriv 'Tl'OtE'i:v
EV ua/3/3ar",!, and Lk (v. 2) r{ '1f'Ol£tTE 8 OVK EtE<rTlV 7rOLEtV 'l'Ot<;
uaf3(3arnv; Mk v. 26, the clauses are differently arranged in Mt.
and Lk so as to bring the exception as to the priests to the end, and
the epithet µ6voi is employed. These differences may be due to
(3 b), one or two of them also to
( 1)
bl 'A/3ia.Oap apxLEptw<; (Mk v. 26) is not in Mt. and Lk
( 1) or (2)
The saying TO uaf3(3arov &a TOV avOpw,rov, etc. (Mk v. 27) is
wanting in Mt. and Lk
(1)
Mk iii. 1: Mt. xii. 9, 10 a: Lk vi. 6.
Mt. and Lk have the definite article before uvvaywy-,fv (4); both
also use the adjective instead of the perfect pass. partic. to describe
the "withered" hand
( 2)
Mk iii. 4, 5: Mt. xii. 12, 13: Lk vi. 9, 10.
oi OE foiw,rwv is not in Mt. and Lk (cp. Mk 1x. 33, 34 =
Mt. xviii. 1 = Lk ix. 46, 4 7). µET' opyfj,, CTVVAV1f"Ol)P,EVO<; e,rt rfj ,rwpwCT£t
(2)
S. G. II.
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not in Mt. or Lk; the former also omits 7rEpt/3AEtpd.·
(2)
Mk iii. 6 : Mt. xii. 14: Lk vi. 11.
(r) or (2)
JJ-ETo. Twv 'Hp'(-'8tavwv not in Mt. or Lk
Mk iii. 7-12: Mt. xii. 15, 16: Lk vi. 17-19. [Also cp. Mt. iv.
24, 25 and v. r.]
According to Mk the multitudes from all parts came to Jesus
when He was by the sea, and He continued there ; according to
Mt. when He saw them He went up into a mountain; according
to Lk He came down from the mountain and stood l7rl T07rov
'7T£8ivov in their midst
(3 a)
The reference to the boat in Mk v. 9 is of course omitted when
the place of the gathering is not the seashore
( 2)
Mk iii. 14, 15: Mt. x. r: Lk vi. 13.
-rijr; KapSlar; alm:iv,
fA,EVO<; ...

The description lva ~cr,.v µeT' aUToV, Kat lva &:rro<TTEAAr, aVTot,~
K'YJpVIT<TEtv, Kal ixnv l~ovu[av £K/3ti.>,J..£tv TO. 8aiµovta, are the only words

peculiar to Mk, and when we consider that they were obviously of an
explanatory character and that they would have been unsuitable in
Mt. in the context in which the appointment of the Apostles is treated
in that Gospel, it is not remarkable that they should be absent from
both the parallels
( 2)
Mk iii. 16-18: Mt. x. 2, 3: Lk vi. 14.
In Mk the names of the Apostles to whom Jesus gave new
appellations are placed first; in Mt. and Lk, Andrew is placed next
(3 b)
to Simon Peter with the addition "his brother" ...
The new name given to the Sons of Zebedee is omitted in Mt.
(1) or (2)
and Lk
Mk iii. 19-21..
Omitted by Mt. and Lk. It may possibly have been added to
Proto-Mk by a reviser or extruded in Mt. by the charge of complicity
with Satan and the discourse of Jesus upon it taken from the Logian
document, or passed over as reflecting on the relatives of Jesus
(3a)or(2)
Mk iii. 23-30: Mt. xii. 25-32: Lk xi. 17-23.
In this discourse Mt. and Lk correspond more closely with one
another than with Mk in some Sayings, and have others in common
which are not in Mk
(3 a)
Mk iii. 32: Mt. xii. 47: Lk viii. 20.
For Mk's l~w {'YJTovu[v uE, Mt. has E~w luT1Kauiv C'YJTOvVTl,; <roi
>..a>..ij<rai and Lk fonf Kaa·iv E~w i8E'i:v 0l>..ovTlr; <TE. But it is uncertain
whether the verse in Mt. belongs to the true text. Hence we may
have here a case of ...
(4)
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Mk iv. 1-9: Mt. xiii. 1-9: Lk viii. 4-8.
For Jx>..os ?l'A.ELO"TO, Mt. has ox>..o, ,roA.A.o[ and Lk ox>..ov ,rn>..>..ov.
In parallels to Mk vv. 3, 4, Mt. and Lk both supply rou before first
occurrence of verb and avrov after second. Both have the saying of
Mk v. 9 8s EXEL Jrn, etc. in form & exwv lra, etc. (Cp. Mk iv. 23)
(3 b)
Mk iv. 10: Mt. xiii. 10: Lk viii. 9.
For oi ,rept avrov criw TOLS Sw8EKa Mt. and Lk both have simply ol
p.a0r,ra[ : on f.YEVETO Kara p.ova, is not in Mt. and Lk, and in place of
the general form of the sentence there is a particular reference, though
different in each
( 1) or (3 b)
Mk iv. 11 : Mt. xiii. 11 : Lk viii. 10.
For vp.iv TO p.vcrT1pwv USoTaL Mt. and Lk both have vp.'iv oi8orai
yvwvai Td. p,vcr~pta...
.. • (3 a) or (3 b)
Mk iv. 15: Mt. xiii. 19: Lk viii. 12.
For a'f.pu TOIi >..oyov TOV £CI11'app.ivov El, al/TOlJS Mt. has a.p,ratu
TO lcr,rapp.Evov £11 Ti, KapU<[- avrov and Lk aZpei TOIi Myov d.,ro Tl],
KapUu., aVTwv
(3 b) or (2)
Mk iv. 21: [Mt. v. 15]: Lk viii. 16.
The Saying in Mt. and Lk is fuller in that it describes the effect of
placing the lamp upon a stand. (Cp. also Lk xi. 33)
(3 a)
Mk iv. 22: [Mt. x. 26]: Lk viii. 17. (Cp. also Lk xii. 2.)
For lav p.~ Zva and d.>..>..' Zva in Mk, Mt. and Lk have 8 ov. Again
the verb yivwcrKEcr0ai is not used in Mk, whereas Mt. has 8 ov
yvwcr01crera,, and Lk 8 ov p.~ yvwcr0ij
· (3 a)
Mk iv. 24b: [Mt. vii. 2 and vi. 33b]: [Lk vi. 38 and 31 b].
Composite Saying wanting in both the parallels to Mk in this
context
(1)
Mk iv. 31, 32: Mt. xiii. 32 : [Lk xiii. 19].
Here the form of the Saying in Mk and Lk differs and Mt.
combines both
(3 a)
Mk iv. 35, 36: Mt. viii. 18, 23: Lk viii. 22-25.
Peculiar to Mk we have lv £KEivri Ti, -rjp.Ep<[- l>i/f{as yevop.EV7JS ...
?TapaA.ap.{3avovcrtv avrov
~II £11 T<e ,rA.o[",!, KaL J>..>,a ,rA.o'ia ~v /J.ET, avrov.
Mt. (v. 23) and Lk (v. 22) have lp.{3af.vnv ...
(1)
Mk iv. 37-41: Mt. viii. 24-27: Lk viii. 23-25.
For fyEipovcrLV KaL >..i.yovcrLV (Mk v. 38), Mt. (v. 25) has ,rpocrE>..BovTEs
17YEtpu.v and Lk (v. 24) ,rpocrEMovrES Si-rjyELpav·. For V,Eyov (Mk v. 41 ),
Mt. (v. 27) and Lk (v. 25) have Wavp.u.crav >..i.yovre,, and also v,raKovovcriv in place of v,raKovn. Mt. and Lk have nothing corresponding
,1. ' '
(Mk v. 38), or cnw,ra,
'
,1.'
t 0 '1)11 Ell TTJ~ ,rpvp.vri E?l'L TO ,rpoUKEy,al\U.WV
?l'E'f'L/J-WUO
14-2

w,

?

'

'

'

'

'
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(Mk v. 39). All these differences, in spite of their number, may
be due to (2), though possibly some of them should be referred
to ( r).
Mk v. 27: Mt. ix. 20: Lk viii. 44.
For l>..0ovcra £V Ti 6XA<i> 01rtCT0£v ijt{fa.TO TOV lp.o.T{ov, Mt. and Lk
have 'lrp0CT£A0ovcra 6'1rtCT0£v ;Ji/Jo.TO TOV Kpo.CT'lrllfov TOV lp.o.TLou
(3 b) or (4)
Mk v. 41, 42: Mt. ix. 25: Lk viii. 54, 55.
The Aramaic words in Mk are not given in either Mt. or Lk, nor
the words Ka.l 'lr£pi£1ra.Tn
( 2)
Mk vi. 3: Mt. xiii. 55: (Lk iv. 22].
Mk has OTEKTuJV, Mt. 0 TOV T(KTOVO<; vi6,, Lk vio, 'Iwcr~rp
(1)
Mk vi. 6 b: Mt. ix. 35 : Lk viii. r.
Again, as at Mk i. 39 and parallels a description of a missionary
tour, and again, while Mk has merely 8i8acrKwv, Mt. adds Kcxt KYJpvcrcrwv
TO £vo.yyD,wv T. (3o.crtA£{o.s while Lk has KYJPVCTCTWV Kat £VCXYY£At(op.Evo,
T~V (3acrtA£{av TOV 0wv
(3 a)
Mk vi. 7-13 : Mt. x. 1 ff.: Lk ix. r-6.
With the Marean account of an Address to the disciples, Mt. has
here combined a similar one in the Logian document. The latter
has been given separately by Lk (x. r-16), but he appears also to
have been influenced by it in some touches in ix. r-6, where in the
main he follows Mk.
Note the charge to "preach the kingdom of heaven" (or "of
God") in Mt. v. 7, and Lk v. 2 and x. 9. (In Mk v. 12 it is stated
that they "preached that men should repent.") In both Mt. v. 1
and Lk v. r the Twelve are commissioned to heal diseases. Cp.
Lk x. 9. In Mk only exorcism is referred to.
Again for p.~ xo.AKov (Mk v. 8) we have in Lk ix. 3 p.~n apyvpwv,
in Mt. p.YJ8f. dpyvpov p.'Y)8t xaAKOV, Again with 671"0V iav EicrlA0YJT£ £l,
otK£a.v (Mk v. 10), cp. Ei'> i')v ff &v 'lf'OAtv.... £1crl>..0'f/T£ ... dcr£pXOfl-£VOl 8e:
£l, T~v oiK[av (Mt. vv. I r, l 2 ), and d, ~v a'.v oiK{o.v £icrl>..0'f}T£ (Lk v. 4),
and d, ~v 8' &v £icrl>..0YJTE oiK{o.v (Lk x. 5).
Again with Kat ciS a'.v T071"0'> µ.~ 8ltYJTaL vp.a<; ... (K7r0pWOf1-£VOL £KEL0£v
€KTtva.Ea.T£ TOV xovv .•. (Mk v. II), cp. KO.!
<iv µ.~ 8e~TO.l f!p.a, ...
iEEPXOfl-EVOl ltw Tij, oiK{o.,;; ~ Tij<; 'lf'OAEW<; iKdVYJ'> £KTtvato.T£ TOV
KQVlOpTC>V ... (Mt. V. 14), and 1(0.t 6CTOt &v p.~ 8lxwvTat vp.a<; ltEpx6p.£VOL a'lf'O Tl)'> '1TOAEW<; (KdVYJ'> Kal TOV KOVtopTOV ... a1ronvaCTCTET£ . ..
(Lk v. 5), and also Lk x. 10, II
(3 a)
There is nothing in Lk (or Mt.) to correspond to 'iJAEirpov v,._a[ci>
'lf'OAAOV';; appwrTTOV<; in Mk (v. 13)
(r)

s.
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Mk vi. 14: Mt. xiv. 1: Lk ix. 7.
Herod is described in Mk here and at v. 22, as b f3aui"Aev,;, and
( 2)
in both Mt. and Lk as t, 'TE'TpaapxYJ'>
Mkvi. 31-34: Mt. xiv. 13, 14: Lkix. 10, 11.
The Saying of Jesus, and the explanation of the need for retirement in Mk v. 31 are wanting in Mt. and Lk. In place of &:1r~A8011
(Mk v. 32), Mt. has &vExwpYJUEII and Lk iJ7rEXWPYJUEII, Both Mt. and
Lk have oi ox"Aot ~KOAov0-riuav a-imp in place of the greater part of the
description in Mk v. 33· The words O'Tl ~uav w; 1rpo/3ara, etc. in
Mk 34 b are wanting in both Mt. and Lk, though the former has
them in a different context (ix. 36). On the other hand there is no
statement in Mk that Jesus healed the sick, as there is in Mt. and
Lk ...
(1), and perhaps partly (2)
Mk vi. 41 : Mt. xiv. 19: Lk ix. 16.
There is nothing in Mt. and Lk to correspond to the last clause
of the verse in Mk-Kat 'TOV, 8vo lx0va, ip.iptUEII 7rU.UlV
(1)
Mk vi. 43: Mt. xiv. 20: Lk ix. 17.
Instead of Mk's KA.a.up.am, Mt. has 'TO 7rEptUUEVOf/ 'TWII KAaup.a-rwv,
and Lk TO 7rEp«TUEVUaf/ a~o'i.,; KAaup.a'TWII . . .
(3 b)
Mk vi. 44: Mt. xiv. 21: Lk ix. 14.
Both Mt. and Lk qualify the number by wcTEi ...
(2)or(4)
Mk viii. 12: Mt. xvi. 4: [Lk xi. 29].
Mt. and Lk have 1rollYJpa agreeing with yEvE«, and El p.~ -ro UYJp.E'i.011
'Iwvii added at end; there are also other similarities
(3 a)
Mk viii. r 5 : Mt. xvi. 6 : [Lk xii. r ].
Mt. and Lk both have 1rpou£XET£
(3 a)
Mk viii. 31: Mt. xvi. 21: Lk ix. 22.
In place of p.ETd. -rpE'i.r; ~p.ipar; &vauri}vai, Mt. and Lk have -rv
-rpi-ru ~P-'-P'l- iyEp0~vat

(3 b)

(Cp . .Mk ix. 31 = .Mt. xvii. 23; Mk x. 34 = Mt. xx. 19 = Lk xviii.
33, though in this last case Lk agrees with .Mk.)
Mk viii. 35: Mt. xvi. 25: Lk ix. 24.
Kat TOV Evayyd,iov not in .Mt. and Lk . . .
(I)
(Cp. Mk i. 14, 15 = Mt. iv. r 7 = Lk iv. 14, 15; Mk x. 29 = Mt.
xix. 29 = Lk xviii. 29.)
Mk viii. 36 : Mt. xvi. 26 : Lk ix. 25.
For wcpi"AEt followed by accusative we have in Mt. and Lk the
nominative and passive; in the former -rt wcpEA1J0YJuEmi, in the latter
-re wc/JEAE'ira, . . .
( 2)
Mk ix. 3 : Mt. xvii. 2: Lk ix. 29.
(2) or ( 1)
ofa yvacpEv,, etc. wanting in .Mt. and Lk
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ix. 4: Mt. xvii. 3 : Lk ix. 30.
( 2)
and Lk both begin the sentence with Kal i8ov
ix. 6, 7 : Mt. xvii. s, 6: Lk ix. 34, 35.
and Lk have very similar transitional clauses (frt a-l!Tou
AaAouM"o<;, Tavra aVTO'U AfyoM"o<;) and both add ,\lyov<ra after cpwv~.
Both refer to the fear of the disciples a little later, the latter
as felt when they entered the bright cloud, the former when they
heard the voice
(3 b)
Mk ix. r4-r6: Mt. xviia: Lk ix. 37.
That so much of the description in Mk is not represented in
Mt. or Lk may be chiefly due to (2); but the clause Kal ypaµp.anis
<FUV('7'TOVJl'Ta<; rpos avTOV<; (Mk v. r4 b) to
( r)
Mk ix. rS: Mt. xvii. r6: Lk ix. 40.
For ovK Za-xvcrav both Mt. and Lk have ovK ~8vvq0'Y]<rav
(2)
Mk ix. r9: Mt. xvii. 17: Lk ix. 4r.
Mt. and Lk both join Kal 8mnpaµ,µ,l"'Y] to Mk's art<TTO<;
(4) or (3 b)
Mk ix. 20-29: Mt. xvii, 15 b, r8-20: Lk ix. 42, 43 a.
A large part of the description in Mk, including words of Jesus,
( 1) or ( 2)
is without parallel in Mt. or Lk
For concluding saying in Mt., cp. Lk xvii. 6 ...
(3a)
Mk ix. 30, 31 a : Mt. xvii. 22 : Lk ix. 43.
Desire for privacy passed over in Mt. and scarcely consistent with
Lk. (Cp. Mk vii. 24)
(1)
Mk ix. 31: Mt. xvii. 22: Lk ix. 44.
For rapa8{80Tai Mt. and Lk have JJ-EAAEi rapa8£8ou0ai
(2)or(3b)
Mk ix. 34-37: Mt. xviii. 1-5: Lk ix. 47, 48.
The Saying in Mk v. 35, as there placed, affords a clear answer
to the subject of debate among the disciples; but in spite of this, in
both Mt. and Lk the words which most nearly correspond with this
Saying are placed after the child has been put forward and are introduced as part of the instruction given from this object-lesson. There
is also nothing in the parallel contexts in these Gospels corresponding
to the words Ka, ranwv 8iaKovos, but only in different contexts (Mt.
xxiii. II, Lk xxii. 26)
(1)
lvaym>..iuaµ,EVO<; is wanting in Mt. and Lk (cp. Mk x. 16)
(2)
Mk ix. 41.
The saying <ls y'iip iiv roT{a-71, etc. is placed in Mk after <ls y'iip ovK
la-nv Ka0' ~µ,wv etc. In Mt. it,occurs in the Charge to the disciples
(r)
(x. 42) and is wanting in Lk
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Mk ix. 42 : Mt. xviii. 7 : [Lk xvii. r ].
Cp. Mt.'s &.vayK'YJ ••• lpxETat, with closely similar words in Lk

(3a)
Mk ix. 48-50.
There is nothing to correspond to these Sayings at the end of
the closely parallel passage in Mt. ( xvi ii. 6-9 ). There are parallels
to a portion of one saying (v. 50a) in different contexts at Lk xiv. 34,
Mt. v. 13b. Mk v. 48 reproduces the language of Isa. lxvi. 24 (1)
Mk x. 12.
A case not noticed in Mt. or Lk, and one that would be suggested
not by Jewish but by Roman customs
( 1)
Mk x. 13-16: Mt. xix. 13-15: Lk ~viii. 15-17.
-rjyavaKT'r}<T£V (Mk v. 14) and £vayKaAtcrap,£Vo, ,canv>..ayn (v. 16)
are wanting in Mt. and Lk (ayavaKTEtV generally has a bad sense)
(2)
Mk x. 17-27: Mt. xix. 16-26: Lk xviii. 18-27.
,cal yovv71'ET'IJ<Ta'> wanting in Mt. and Lk
( 2) or ( 1)
µ.~ ,c>,.ffa-. ... µ.~ a71'oUTEP11CT?1'> (Mk v. 19): Mt. and Lk have not the
latter...
(2)
At8o.uKaAE (Mk v. 20) and lp,/JM{tat; avri;; -ri'Ya71''r}<T£V IJ.'VTOV (v. 21)
are wanting in Mt. and Lk and instead of <TTryVa<Ta, £'71'L Tcii >..ay<e
(Mk v. 22) both have aKOv<Ta, (Mt. v. 22, Lk v. 23)
(2)
Mk v. 24 is (according to the text in Bi:,t) little more than
a repetition of v. 23; neither Mt. nor Lk has it
(1) or (2)
If read with the addition Toti, 71'E71'0t0oTa, £71'{ . •.
( l)
For Tpvµa>..io.s (Mk v. 25) both Mt. and Lk have Tp17p,aTo-.
(2), (3 b) or (4)
For ot 8J in Mk v. 26, Mt. has aKOV<Ta'VTE'> 8£ ot µ.a0rira{ and Lk oi
(2)

UKoVuavTE~

Mk x. 29, 30: Mt. xix. 28, 29: Lk xviii. 29, 30.
For Mk's EVEKEV Tov EvayyE>..fov Mt and Lk have other expressions
(1)

For Mk's EKaTovra7rAa<Tfova both Mt. and Lk have '71'0AAa7rAa<Tfova
(2) or (3 b)
Mt. and Lk omit the particular enumeration of what shall be
received corresponding to what is given up and the qualifying words
fJ,ETCJ.

8iwyp,wv . • •

( 2)

Or (I)

Mk x. 32: Mt. xx. I7: Lk xviii. 31.
There is nothing in Mt. and Lk to correspond to the words Kat ~v
"11'poaywv ... icpo(3ovvro in Mk v. 32 ...
(2)
Mk x. 34: Mt. xx. 19: Lk xviii. 33.
(Cp. Mk viii. 31 and parallels above.)
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Mk x. 46-52: Mt. xx. 29-34: Lk xviii. 35-43.
Mt; and Lk both omit the name of the beggar. There is
nothing in Mt. to correspond to Mk x. 49 b, 50; and in Lk only
Eyy{uaVTOS 8e avTOV, For 'Pa/3/3ovvE{ in Mk x. 51, Mt. v. 33 and Lk
v. 41 have KvpiE
(2)
Mk xi. 2 : Mt. xxi. 2 : Lk xix. 30.
For AvuaTE Kat cf,ipETE Mt. and Lk have AV(TaVTES d:yo:y£T£
(2)
Mk xi. 3: Mt. xxi. 3: Lk xix. 31.
For Ei'.'l!'aTE Mt. and Lk have lpEtTE 8n ...
(2)
Mk xi. 4: Mt. xxi. 6: Lk xix. 32.
The description that the colt was "tied at a door without in the
open street" is wanting in Mt. and Lk
( 2)
Mk xi. 6b.
Kal d.cj,~Kav avTovs is omitted in Mt. and Lk
(2)
Mk xi. 9, IO: Mt. xxi. 9 : Lk xix. 38.
From the cry of praise and triumph as given in Mk, the words
EVAoyriµhri ~ i:pxoµ.ivri f3a,nA£Ca TOV 'l!'aTp6s -rjµ.wv ~avE{8 are omitted
in Mt. and Lk, but the form in each of these Gospels is in part
peculiar
(3 b)
Mk xi. II b.
According to Mk, Jesus having arrived at the temple and merely
looked round on all things, returned to Bethany with the Twelve,
since it was already late; from Mt. and Lk on the contrary it would
appear that the cleansing of the temple took place on the day after
the triumphal entry . . .
( 1)
Mk xi. 16.
Wanting in Mt. and Lk...
(2) or (r)
Mk xi. I7: Mt. xxi. 13: Lk xix. 46.
'l!'a.uiv To'i's Wv£uiv in Mk, not in Mt. and Lk
(1)
Mk xi. 27-33: Mt. xxi. 23-27: Lk xx. r-8.
The chief priests, etc., came to Jesus, according to Mk when He
was walking in the temple, but according to Mt. and Lk when He was
teaching there. Mt. and Lk both omit the words at the end of the
question of the chief priests, etc., as it is given in Mk-iva Tavrn 'll'otfjs.
Both also introduce the reply of Jesus by a'l!'oKpi(h{s and have
Kayw and oi 8i in that reply, and both have (d.V 8i in the statement
of His opponents' dilemma
( 2) or in part (3 b)
Mk xii. 3: Mt. xxi. 35: Lk xx. ro.
The subject oi y£wpyol is supplied by both Mt. and Lk
(3b)or(2)
Mk xii. 7, 8: Mt. xxi. 38, 39: Lk xx. 14, 15.
Mt. (v. 38) and Lk (v. 14) are connected with what precedes
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in a closely similar manner, the former having ioovn, Tov uwv,
the latter iOoVTf~ avTov. Further, according to Mk the husbandmen kill~d him and cast him out ; according to Mt. and Lk
they cast him out and then killed him. (Cp. Wernle, p. 60)

(3 b)
Mt. xxi. 44: Lk xx. 18.
The Saying about "he that falleth on that stone," etc. is not
in Mk. There is some doubt even on the ground of existing textual
evidence whether it had a place in the original text of Mt.
(3b) or (4)
Mk xii. 14b, 15: l\H. xxii. 17-r9a: Lk xx. 22-24a.
Ow/L£V ~ µ.~ owp.Ev and Zva Ww are omitted in Mt. and Lk
(2)
brio£{~an (Mt. v. r9), OE[~an (Lk v. 24) for Mk's cpipETE
(2) or (3 b)
Mk xii. 22, 23: Mt. xxii. 27, 28: Lk xx. 32, 33.
For laxamv both Mt. and Lk have vcrupov, and both use ~v
in introducing the conclusion of the argument
(2)
Mk xii. 27 : Mt. xxii. 32 : Lk xx. 38.
Mk's concluding 1roA~ 1rAavacr8£ is wanting in both Mt. and Lk
(2) or ( 1)
Mk xii. 28: Mt. xxii. 35, 36: Lk x. 25, 26.
Mt. a:s well as Lk uses the word vop.iKo; to denote the scribe;
both attribute to him the purpose of tempting Jesus; in both he
addresses Jesus as oiocfaKaA£, and the words ilv T'{' v6µ.'I! occur in his
question according to Mt. and in a question put by Jesus to him,
(3 a)
according to Lk
Mk xii. 30: Mt. xxii. 37: Lk xx. 27.
lv oAIJ each time (thrice) in Mt., and three out of four times in
Lk; U o>..11~ each time in Mk. The latter agrees with the Lxx., the
former is a literal rendering of the Hebrew
(3 a) or (3 b)
Mk xii. 37 a: Mt. xxii. 45: Lk xx. 44.
Mt. and Lk both connect with preceding sentence by means of oiv,
and both use KaAft for Aty£t
( 2)
Mk xii. 37 band 38 a: Mt. xxiii. 1, 6: Lk xx. 45, 46.
The warning against the Pharisees which is int~oduced in Mk
with the words "in His teaching, He said," was according to Mt.
addressed to the multitudes and the disciples, and according to Lk to
the disciples in the hearing of all the people. Further, cptAEiv is used
(3 a) or (3 b)
by both Mt. and Lk
The general statement of Mk v. 37 b that "the common people
heard him gladly" has dropped out in Mt. and Lk
(2)
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Mk xiii. 30, 31: Mt. xxiv. 34, 35: Lk xxi. 32, 33.
Mt. and Lk have lw<; cl.v for p,lxpi, oi, and strengthen a negation
by µ,,f
(2)
Mk xiv. r r b: Mt. xxvi. 16: Lk xxii. 6.
'71'W'> fVKa.[pw<; 1M.pa.'8ot, Mt. fvKa.ip{a.v Zva '71'apa'8~, Lk £1JKaip{av Toii
'71'apa'8oiivai
(2)
Mk xiv. 30 and 72: Mt. xxvi. 34, 75: Lk xxii. 34, 61.
The words of the warning of Jesus to Peter according to Mk
were r.plv ~ o1, ,U.tKTopa cpwvijua.i, ... '8[, is omitted in both Mt. and Lk

(r)
Mk xiv. 36 : Mt. xxvi. 39: Lk xxvi. 42.
The Aramaic •Af3/3a. is omitted in Mt. and Lk and for b '71'aT,fp
used as vocative, both have 1rrf.np; in the last clause of the sentence
both use 1rA,fv instead of a.AA.a.
(3 b)
Mk xiv. 37: Mt. xxvi. 40: Lk xxii. 45.
Mt. and Lk both introduce the words '71'p<» Toil, p.a.0-qTrf.'i
(2)
Mk xiv. 43: Mt. xxvi. 47: Lk xxii. 47.
For £v0ii. 7rapay[v(TaL 'Iov'8a ..... Kat p.u' ai'Tov oxAo,, Mt. has l'8ov
'fo6'8a •... ~A0£v, etc., while Lk has l'8ov C:xAo,, Kat lJ A(y6p.Evo<; 'Iov'8a,

(2)
Mt. xxvi. 5o a: Lk xxii. 48.
Mt. and Lk both add some words of Jesus to Judas, though
(3 b)
different ones
Mk xiv. 51, 52.
The young man who followed with a linen cloth about his body, etc.
This incident is wanting in Mt. and Lk
(2)
Mk xiv. 61 : Mt. xxvi. 63 : Lk xxii. 67 a and 70 a.
Mk has vio. TOV d1AOYf/TOv, Mt. and Lk have vio, TOV 0rnv
(1) or (2)
Mk xiv. 62 : Mt. xxvi. 64 : Lk xxii. 69.
Mt. agrees with Mk word for word except that he has a.'71'' /J.p-r,.
Lk has a.r.o Toil vvv; but by the substitution of iurni for 6if!Eu0£ and
the omission of lpxop.uov, &c., he has turned the Saying from an
assertion that henceforth the Son of Man would be seen returning
into an assertion that His Session at God's right hand would forthwith begin. It seems probable that Mt. has here preserved the
original form of Mk. The last reviser of Mk, we may suppose,
omitted a.1r' lJ.pn because the return of Christ had not immediately
taken place. Luke, on the other hand, uses for a'71'' apn an equivalent
expression, which he preferred on linguistic grounds, and overcomes
the difficulty of fact by more considerable changes
( 1)
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Mk xiv. 65 b: Mt. xxvi. 68: Lk xxii. 64.
Mt. and Lk both have the question, for an answer to which Jesus
was challenged when blindfolded : T{, luT1v b 7ra{ua; <TE;
(4) or (3 b)
Mk xiv. 72: Mt. xxvi. 75: Lk xxii. 62.
For Mk's lmf3a>..<tlv iK>..«iEv Mt. and Lk both have l~EA0wv i~w
iK>..«vut:v mKpw,
(4)
Mk xv. 7: Mt. xxvii. 16: Lk xxiii. 19.
p.ETri. Twv uT«uiauTwv wanting in Mt. and Lk
Mk xv. 21: Mt. xxvii. 32: Lk xxiii. 26.
Mt. and Lk do not state that Simon of Cyrene was "the father of
Alexander and Rufus"
(2)
Mk xv. 24: Mt. xxvii. 35: Lk xxiii. 34.
The concluding words of the sentence in Mk-lir' avrri. T6; Tt
a.pp-are not in Mt. and Lk
Mk xv. 25.
The statement that the time when Jesus was crucified was the
third hour appears in Mk only
(1)
Mk xv. 26: Mt. xxvii. 37: Lk xxiii. 38.
In the title over the Cross, Mt. and Lk both use oiTO,, one at the
beginning, the other at the end
(3 b) or (2)
Mk xv. 30: Mt. xxvii. 40: Lk xxiii. 35.
The description of the taunts cast at Jesus is expanded in Mt.
and Lk in a similar way
(3 b)
Mk xv. 39: Mt. xxvii. 54: Lk xxiii. 47.
For KEVTVp{wv Mt. has EKaTovmpxo,, Lk (l(aTOVT11.PX'¥/> •••
Mk xv. 43: Mt. xxvii. 57, 58: Lk xxiii. 50, 52.
In introducing Joseph of Arimathea Mt. has Tovvop,a 'lwcrrfcp and
Lk &voµaT1 'Iwu1c/>, ~ach also breaks up Mk's sentence, beginning
the new one with oiro,, and using 1rpouEA0wv for E1u~>..0Ev 1rp6, ( 2)
Mk xv. 44, 45.
Description in Mk only of Pilate's surprise that Jesus was dead

(2)
Mk xv. 46: Mt. xxvii. 59: Lk xxiii. 53.
Mt. and Lk do not refer to J oseph's having bought the linen
sheet ; both also use lvEnA.1~Ev instead of Mk's EvEf.A'¥JCTEV
(2) or (3 b)

CHAPTER IV.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE.

IN discussing the history of the composition of St Mark
we have arrived at the conclusion that our third evangelist
knew and used an earlier and briefer form of our St Mark,
and we have determined approximately its contents. Further,
in Chapter II. we have ascertained approximately the contents and form of a Logian document in Greek, which either
lay before and was used by our first and third evangelists in
its original form, or had furnished the common foundation
of the documents which they severally used. All this we
may assume in proceeding now to consider the subject of
the composition of St Luke. But it remains for us to investigate the source or sources of the matter peculiar to
this Gospel, and also the question of the authorship of the
Gospel.
The source or sources of the matter peculiar to St Luke.
Peculiar to the third Gospel we have mainly :
The narrative of the birth and childhood of John the
Baptist and of Jesus and the genealogy of Jesus (Chs. i. and
ii., and iii. 23-38);
(2) A considerable number of Parables, Sayings and
pieces of discourse, and some narratives, included in Luke's
two principal insertions into the Synoptic outline, where
they are interwoven with matter derived immediately or
ultimately from a document used also in the Gospel according
to St Matthew ;
(3) A much smaller number of pieces of narrative and
of Sayings occurring in Marean contexts; namely, independent accounts of a visit of Jesus to Nazareth, and of the
call of Peter and the Sons of Zebedee, and the saying "No
(1)
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man having drunk old wine," etc. (Lk v. 39), in the early
part of Christ's Ministry, before Luke's first insertion, and
several more additions or substitutions of both kinds in the
narrative of the Last Days and of the Passion.
We have to consider whether, or how far, the matter
comprised under these three heads was obtained by our
third evangelist from oral tradition and first put into a written
form by him; or collected by him from a great variety of
records such as he may be supposed to have in mind in
the preface to his Gospel, but of the general character and
contents of which it is impossible for us to know anything;
or taken from one or more documents which we can in some
measure identify.
The view that the greater part of the peculiar matter in
St Luke came from a single source is presented to us in two
forms:
(r) B. Weiss maintains 1 that besides the "Oldest source"
(to use Weiss' name for the document from which the
Discourses and Sayings common to the first and third
Gospels were derived) and St Mark, Luke had a third document which he calls L. Both the "Oldest source" and L,
though occupied most largely with the teaching of Jesus,
contained a number of narratives; moreover to a certain
extent they overlapped each other and St Mark. In particular L (but not the "Oldest source") contained an account
of the Passion. These three documents were combined by
Luke; each supplied much that was found in it alone; where
there were parallel passages in two, or in all three, our evangelist chose one to follow principally, but added traits from
the other one, or the other two.
(2) Feine 2 holds, like B. Weiss, that Luke had a special
source which began with the narrative of the Infancy and
contained the greater part of the remainder of the matter
indicated above; but he holds that in this document the
matter from the Logian Source common to the first and
1 Introduction to New Test., Eng. !rans., 1888, 11. 296 f.; Die Quellen d.
Lukas-Evange!iums, 1907, p. 195 ff. and Die Quellen der S;moptischen Uberli'eferung in Texte u. Untersuch. Bd. 2, Heft 3, 1908.
2 Eine vorkanonische Uberlieferung des Lukas, 1891.
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third Gospels had also been already embedded, so that Luke
himself had only to combine this his special document with
St Mark (though he adds that he was acquainted with the
"Synoptic document" underlying St Mark, and was in some
cases influenced by it, a theory with which we are not here
concerned, and which I think has been disposed of by our
previous enquiries).
It will be convenient, I think, that before proceeding to
the examination of the different portions of the matter
peculiar to St Luke we should consider broadly this conception, common to both the writers above-named, of a single
source for it all.
It would seem most natural that a work which opened
with a narrative of the birth and early years of Jesus should,
after this beginning, give a comprehensive account of His
Ministry and of the earthly ending of His career. And Weiss
in point of fact claims this character for that Special Source
which he supposes Luke to have used, on the ground that in
Luke's peculiar material, besides the preliminary history, all
sides of the public life of Jesus commonly illustrated in
evangelic tradition are represented, and that it includes also
many special features in the history of the Passion. It
remains true, however, that some of those different sides of
Christ's work are very slightly represented there, and that
it would have been impossible to obtain from this matter
a clear impression of the general course and chief scenes
of Christ's Ministry. We shall also find (I believe) that
some of the pieces peculiar to the third Gospel, more
particularly in the closing portion of the narrative, bear
strong marks of having been put into writing by the evangelist himself, not taken from a document ; while in some
cases also, where Weiss assumes that the Marean account
has been altered by Luke under the influence of a parallel
passage in another written narrative, we have instances simply
of his independent revision of his Marean document, with
the result on the whole that the reasons for supposing the
use of such a narrative di!iappear.
Feine recognises more clearly than Weiss the relative
incompleteness that must have characterised a single special
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source of Luke. But he explains this by supposing that the
writer who composed it knew the Synoptic document, and
in introducing pieces of narrative aimed only at supplementing that work. But we have no right to assume that
any writer, even the most unpractised, would be wholly devoid
of a sense of proportion. It may be observed also that the
motive suggested by Feine in the case of this unknown work
did not operate in the composition of the two Gospels known
to us, in which an account of the Birth and Infancy was
supplied. The object of the writers in these cases evidently
was to give, so far as they could, a complete narrative. The
best argument, perhaps, that can be advanced in favour of a
single special source used in St Luke is, that both in the first
two chapters, and in much of the peculiar matter contained
in the two chief insertions, there is a Jewish-Christian tone 1 •
This, however, does not shew that they were taken from the
same work, though it may shew that the several traditions
were transmitted, or that documents containing them were
composed, in the same Christian community, or in similar ones.
We may, then, treat (1) the contents of Lk i. 5-ii. 52,
and the genealogy in iii. 23-38, apart from the remainder
of Luke's peculiar matter. It might well have been put forth
originally in a separate writing which came to the hands of
our third evangelist. It has, also, been held that the whole
is his own composition. This has recently been maintained
by Harnack in his work which has become well-known in
England, Luke the physician. He contends that "a Greek
source cannot lie at the foundation of cc. I and 2 of the LukeGospel ; the correspondence between their style and that of
Luke is too great ; it would have been necessary that the
source should have been rewritten sentence by sentence. It
is possible, but not probable, that for the narrative part an
Aramaic source was translated. The M agnificat and the
Benedictus at all events are Luke's compositions." In both
Luke has purposely employed to a large extent the diction
of the LXX.; but "almost all words in the Magnificat which
depart from the form of verses of the Old Testament are
1

This is fully shewn by Feine in his comments on successive sections.
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Luke's special property, that is to say belong to his vocabulary." In the Benedictus also, he maintains, the special
Lucan language is quite unmistakable1.
Now, with Harnack, I believe, what some critics appear
to deny 2, that it should be possible to distinguish between
passages which the author of the third Gospel and the Acts
has wholly composed himself and those in which he has
simply revised the language of a document written in a very
different style from his own; and later in this chapter a
set of passages will come before us where it is of great
importance in connexion with the question of the authorship
of the Lucan writings to draw this distinction, and where,
with Harnack, I think it can be made good. In the case
of the M agnijicat and Benedictus, however, the proof offered
by Harnack does not seem to me to be satisfactory. In one
respect, certainly, these hymns are peculiarly suitable for the
purpose of the test which he seeks to apply to them. Poetical
compositions such as these could hardly have preserved their
musical cadence and other beauties, if they had been subjected to revision by a hand other than that of the author.
There would, therefore, be strong ground for thinking that
they were in their entirety Luke's productions if peculiarities
of his style could be clearly pointed out in them. On examination, however, we find that, with the possible exception
of v. 55 in the Magnijicat, and in the closely corresponding
verse (70) in the Benedictus-the two verses which might
most easily have been inserted-all the expressions and
words may be illustrated from the LXX., and are such as
any writer who had steeped himself in the language and
thought of the LXX. might have used 3• It is true that the
1 Lucas der Arzt, p. r50 ff., Eng. trans. p. z1.5 ff.
E.g. as to passages in the Gospel, B. Weiss, Die Quellen d. Lukas Evs.
p. 195 ff. See also below, p. 256, n. 1.
3 On p. 140 ff. (Eng. trans. p. 199 ff.) Harnack places in parallel columns
(a) the text of the Magntjicat and the Benedictus; (b) the verses of the LXX.
most closely parallel, out of which, he says, those two psalms were compiled;
(c) annotations commenting npon expressions characteristic of the Lucan writings.
Several of these expressions do not indeed occur in the LXX. parallels given in
the second column, but are very common in other parts of the LXX., and are
equally illustrative of a desire on the part of the author of the Magnificat and
Benedictus to imitate the diction of the Greek Old Testament.
2
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influence of the LXX. is noticeable in other parts of the
Lucan writings. But this is only one characteristic of the
Lucan style, and it is one which he may well have shared
with other early Christians and with educated Hellenistic
Jews. While then, it may be allowed that the third evangelist might himself have written the hymns in Luke i. and ii.,
it does not appear that their style is unquestionably distinctive
of him. And in the character of their Messianic expectation
there is a strong reason for thinking that they cannot be his.
It would have been difficult even for a Jewish-Christian, and
well-nigh impossible for a Gentile, such as the author of the
Lucan writings probably was, and indeed must have been if
he was Luke, the companion of St Paul, to have placed
himself at, and adhered so consistently to, a point of view
which preceded the Passion and the Resurrection. It is not
reasonable to suppose that in that generation an effort of
historical imagination, such as this would have required,
would have been made, when, moreover, the prevailing view
of prophecy and its fulfilment would have rendered it natural
for some indication to have been given of what had actually
come to pass.
It is more difficult to decide whether the narrative generally in Lk i. and ii. was composed by the evangelist out of
traditions which he had collected, or was received by him in
a written form. On the whole the latter seems the most
probable on account of the accuracy displayed in regard
to Jewish customs and ideas, and the space devoted to the
history of the infancy of the Baptist, and to tracing its connexion with that of Jesus, matters which would be likely to
attract special interest in Jewish-Christian circles 1.
But the important question remains :-to what extent has
the original document been edited ? It will be generally felt
that the notice of the decree of Augustus has probably been,
at least, amplified by the evangelist. Various other touches
may with more or less probability be attributed to his hand,
which need not be mentioned here. The view, however, that
the source gave no indication of the Miraculous Conception
must be briefly considered. The mention, it is held, of "the
1

S. G. II,

Cp. Feine, ib. pp. 13-33.
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parents" (ii. 27, 41, 43) of Jesus and of "his father" and "his
mother" (ii. 33, 48), and the description of "their astonishment at the extraordinary destiny predicted for their child"
(ii. 33) shew that the evangelist is here working up material
into which the idea of the supernatural birth had not yet
penetrated 1 • It is pointed out also that stress is laid at ii. 4,
and by the genealogy (iii. 23 ff.), on the Davidic descent of
Joseph, while nothing is said as to Mary's being of David's
house and that her cousinship to Elizabeth indicates rather
that she belonged to that of Aaron.
I am directly concerned here only with the theory that
the Miraculous Conception has been introduced through the
revision of the original narrative. It does not appear to me
that this can be worked out in an intelligible manner so as
to accord with the literary phenomena as a whole. It is
true that the Miraculous Conception is expressly referred to
only in i. 34, 35. But no simple expedient, such as that of
treating these verses as an interpolation, would meet the
case. Throughout these two chapters there is a carefully
constructed parallelism between the birth and infancy and
early years of the Baptist and of Jesus. The angelic prediction of the birth of Jesus (i. 34, 35) corresponds with that
of John (i. 8 ff.); the prophecies on the occasion of the Presentation of Jesus in the Temple (ii. 22 ff.) correspond with
those at the circumcision of John (i. 59 ff.) and so forth.
Thus the Miraculous Conception seems to be a necessary
stone in the structure; it is hard to see what could have
stood in the place of it. The birth of John was out of the
ordinary course of nature, and the whole purport of the
narrative seems to require that the birth of the Messiah
should be more wonderful still.
As regards the alleged traces of an older representation
of the facts, which I have referred to above, it may, I think,
fairly be said that the astonishment of Joseph and Mary at
the predictions of Simeon and Anna might have been pourtrayed by a writer who did not reflect that there was anything
inconsistent between it and the knowledge of the mystery of
the Incarnation ; also that the claim of Jesus to be of the
1

H.J. Holtzmann, Hand-Com. on Lk ii. 33.
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family of David may have been understood to rest on His
adopti'on by Joseph, and that He is spoken of as the son of

the latter, because He passed for this among men. I am
well aware that these explanations must labour under the
suspicion of being devised to support an orthodox conclusion,
even though the immediate question is simply that of the
integrity of a document. But it should be remembered that
some explanation of the kind must in any case be required
in order to account for the fact that the evangelist, after
recording the Miraculous Conception, has afterwards brought
himself to write down those expressions which are thought
to be incompatible with belief in it.
(2) I pass to the matter peculiar to Luke which is
included in his two chief insertions. It may be well that
I should refer first to \i\Tendt's view that the greater part of
this matter was actually contained in the Logian document
used by both the first and third evangelists. Now it is
conceivable that a few of the pieces which Luke alone gives
may have come from the common source and that their
absence from St Matthew is to be accounted for by the
fact that equivalent matter is related in that Gospel. For
instance if Lk xii. 35-38 (" Let your loins be girded
about" etc.) was contained in it, our first evangelist might
have passed it over on the ground that in the parable of the
Ten Virgins, which he proposed to give, the same idea is
more fully worked out. He may also have left out some
Sayings by oversight, or because they did not fit conveniently
into his plan. But it is impossible that he should inadvertently have omitted so much of the Lord's Teaching which
actually lay before him; and no plausible reasons can for the
most part be given for his having done it intentionally. We
may conclude therefore that the matter in question was not
contained in the common Greek Logian source, and that
either (a) our third evangelist himself collected it, and combined it with that derived from this source and from his
Marean document; or (b) it had been already combined with
the common Greek Logian source in the document used by
our evangelist.
The latter alternative is adopted by W eizsacker in his
15-2
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memorable Untersuchungen uber die evangelische Geschichte
(p. 205 ff.); and Feine, as we have seen, is on the same side1.
It is the view of the principal source of the Logian matter
in St Luke which will be maintained in the following pages.
I would direct attention first to the many close connexions between successive paragraphs in this portion of
St Luke; e.g." as He spake '' (xi. 37); "meanwhile'' (xii. 1).
There are other instances at xi. 27, 53; xii. 13; xiii. I, 31;
xvi. 14. Now it should be observed that in parallels with
St Mark, our third evangelist is careful not to create connexions in time which he did not find in his source. He
does not take the juxtaposition of narratives to imply
immediate sequence in time as our first evangelist often
does 2• On the contrary, three times at least he has employed
phrases which seem expressly designed to shew that this is
not to be inferred. (Cp. Mk ii. 1 with Lk v. 17; Mk iii. 1
with Lk vi. 6; Mk iii. 13 with Lk vi. 12 3.) Further, where
he has introduced sections into the Marean context, or
changed the order, he has generally 4 been careful to refrain
from suggesting a close temporal connexion. Plainly none
is indicated at v. I and r 2. Again, the insertions at iv. I 6
and v. r follow references to periods of activity not to particular events ; while the Crossing of the lake at Lk viii.
22 ff., which does not as in St Mark immediately follow the
Teaching by parables, is said to have happened "on one of
the days." From Luke's procedure in regard to his Marean
document in this respect we may surely learn how he would
1 See above, p. 222. So also Soltau, Unsere Evangelien, p. 47, etc. He denotes the expanded Logian collection used in the third Gospel by the letters A B.
2
See p. 53 (J).
3 :Mk ii. 13 aud Lk v. 27 might, I think, be added to these; but some may
be of opinion that µera rciura; here in Lk is not less ambiguous than Mk's ira;\u,.
I may take this opportunity of observing that if 5euupo-irpwrr;, at Lk vi. 1 is
genuine, a description so unusual, and to us unintelligible, and so precise must
have been due to some tradition; but probably in fact the reading is corrupt.
~ The only clear exception, so far as I am aware, is that by the statement at
Lk iv. 31, that Jesus" came down to Capernaum" after His rejection at Nazareth,
and by then relating according to the order in St Mark incidents of the opening
of the Ministry of Jesus in Capernaum, His visit to Nazareth is brought before
these. I think there may also have been some dislocation, in spite of a close
sequence in one of his sources, near the point where, soon after the end of his
second chief insertion, he rejoins the Synoptic outline. See below, p. 238.
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be likely to treat another document. It is, therefore, probable
that the expressions, of which (as we have seen) there are
many in his longest insertion into the Synoptic outline,
closely connecting the times when pieces of instruction were
given, were found by the evangelist in his source, not invented
by him. And as considerable masses of matter are thus connected the presumption is raised that in the main this portion
of his Gospel has been taken from the same source ; for of
course the mere absence of close connexions in the case of
other passages does not of itself prove that they did not stand
in the source as they do in our Gospel.
Whether these more loosely connected pieces are severally
to be regarded as additions by the evangelist, or not, must
depend upon an examination in detail of their style and
subject-matter. In the story of the sinful woman in the
house of Simon the Pharisee (vii. 36-50), the short piece
about the women who ministered to Jesus (viii. 1-3) and
the parable of the Good Samaritan (x. 29-37) the Lucan
form of the sentences and vocabulary are so strongly marked
that here, one feels, the evangelist must be telling the story
in his own words. The same holds (though perhaps somewhat less clearly) of the account of the Ten Lepers (xvii.
11-19). I doubt whether there are any others in the two
chief insertions which should be classed with these 1.
What has been said above as to links of time does not
affect the question whether other touches in the introductions
to pieces of instruction may not proceed from the hand of
the evangelist. When, for instance, some precepts are said
to have been spoken to the multitude 2, others to the disciples\ others to the Pharisees\ it is possible that the evangelist may himself have conjectured the persons addressed
from the nature of the subject-matter. Other instances might
be given in which he may not improbably have turned to
account hints in his source, or have used his own imagination. In particular, we ought no doubt to attribute to him
some at least of the allusions to the journeyings of Jesus and
His disciples. In the first insertion we have a reference of
1

2

See the Additional Note, p. 276 ff., esp. pp. 298-9, 300, 304 f.
4 xiv. 3; xv.
3 xii. r, 22; xvi. 1; xvii. r.
xii. 54; xiv. 25.
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this kind at viii. 1, and there is a series of them in the second,
greater insertion at ix. 5 I, 57; x. 38; xiii. 22; xiv. 25; xvii. I r.
By this device he was able without greatly altering the substance and arrangement of his document, consisting (as it
did) mainly of Sayings and Discourses, to transform it into
a narrative of travel, and so to fit it for inclusion in a work
of history. The allusions to changes of place could be, and
in all probability were, introduced at points where there was
in the source a convenient break in the sense, so that it
was natural to suppose that the Teaching which followed was
spoken on a different occasion and in different surroundings
from that which preceded. And doubtless this manner of
presenting the subject-matter commended itself to him as
the true one. Jesus had, according to the testimony of his
Marean document, spent much time in journeying from
place to place. And the Collection of Discourses lent itself
to this mode of treatment, inasmuch as its warnings of sufferings and prophecies of the End of the Age, which were no
doubt uttered in the latter part of Christ's Ministry, stood
in the document after the Teaching of wider application.
As regards the connexion of thought between successive
sections, it is in some instances clear. (See especially xii. 13
- I 5, 16-2 I, 22 ff.)
In others it is difficult to say whether
a connexion is intended; and if this is assumed, then what
precisely the connexion of ideas is. (E.g. xvii. r-4, 5, 6,
7-10.) But there are also passages in which individual
Sayings appear to have been grouped together because they
all bore upon a particular subject, though they do not give a
connected view of the subject, and were probably not spoken
on the same occasion. (E.g. see the Sayings on light, xi. 3336, discussed above, p. 91 ; and those on the use of wealth,
xvi. ro-13, added after the special moral of the parable of
the Unjust Steward.) In the arrangement in these different
cases we may see the hand of a compiler, but that compiler
might almost equally well be either our evangelist himself, or
someone whose work he is using. \Ve will not, therefore,
dwell any longer upon them here.
I pass to certain well-known and interesting features of
Luke's peculiar matter. And first, it includes several parables,
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and these parables have a character of their own. They differ
in subject alike from those which Luke has in common with
both the other Synoptics, or with St Matthew, and from those
peculiar to the latter. The theme of all these is the Kingdom
of God, the manner of its progress, the attitude of various
classes of men to it, the day of its final triumph. On the
contrary the parables peculiar to the third Gospel contain
strictly speaking no reference to the Kingdom of God. In
most of them this is plain; they teach moral and spiritual
lessons, applicable under all circumstances. In two of them,
indeed, viz. the Barren Fig-tree and the Importunate Widow,
the certainty of a righteous judgment to come is insisted
on; but the future event is not connected with the specific
conception of the Kingdom of God which we find elsewhere
in the Gospels, and the main consideration in each case is
the practical inference to be drawn by individuals from the
expectation.
Again, the parables peculiar to St Luke differ from the
others in regard to their form and imagery. With one exception-that of the Barren Fig-tree-they do not bring
before us Nature, or Man in his relations with Nature, as so
many of the others do. They are concerned with human
emotions and motives, inner debatings and actions, which
are vividly described ; they are in fact short tales of human
life. Even in the exception to which I have alluded, the
conversation of the proprietor and the gardener forms a
large and significant part of the parable. Once more, no
subsequent, separate interpretation could be required, or
asked for, in the case of these parables. They bear their
moral on the face of them, and in several instances it is
driven home by an emphatic saying at the conclusion.
Different kinds of parables spoken by Christ, as well as
different parts of His Teaching more generally, may have had
a special interest and attraction for particular individuals or
portions of the Church, and so may have been separately
collected and preserved. But it is also not unlikely, as I
have had occasion to observe in my last chapter, that there
may have been a tendency on the part of some who rendered
parables from the Aramaic, or repeated them orally, or corn-
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mitted them to writing, to work out more fully the original
idea. To one or other of these causes, or partly to one and
partly to another, the fact that the parables peculiar to the
third Gospel are of a special type must be attributed. But
the question remains whether the selection, or moulding, was
due to the evangelist himself, or was connected with an
earlier stage in the history of their transmission.
It has been held by some that the evangelist's powers of
description and delicate perception of various traits of human
character are to be seen in these parables. The idea is
attractive in some respects ; but the characteristics of the
Lucan style are with one exception, that of the Good Samaritan, to which reference has already been made, not specially
noticeable in them. And the difference of style in the rest
is the more noteworthy by contrast, and renders it probable
that the evangelist has derived them from a document.
We have still to consider certain points in regard to the
ethical temper alike of the parables and of other parts of the
matter peculiar to St Luke. The place occupied therein by
Teaching on the subject of poverty and riches, and the tone
and character of that Teaching, have frequeutly been commented on. We have already had occasion to discuss the
special form of the Beatitudes in St Luke, which refer to the
external condition of poverty. Again, in the denunciation
of the Pharisees, much of which at all events was derived
from the common Logian source, Luke has a Saying, not
found elsewhere, on purification through almsgiving (xi. 41).
Yet again, in a passage which has for the most part an exceedingly close parallel in St Matthew, we have a portion of a
Saying peculiar to St Luke in which Jesus bids His disciples
sell their worldly possessions and give the money so obtained
in alms, and so (this seems to be implied) win heavenly
treasure (Lk xii. 33 a). Once more, in a passage on the doom
which was about to fall on Jerusalem, most of which seems
to have been known to the first evangelist and to have been
worked up also in the eschatological discourse in St Mark,
a special application is made in St Luke of the thought that
there may be an unwise attachment to the things of this world
(xvii. 31-33). We have besides, in independent contexts,
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a Saying enjoining renunciation of worldly goods (xiv. 33);
an exhortation to entertain the poor (xiv. 12-14); the
parable of the Unjust Steward, with the Sayings on the
employment of wealth whi.ch follow it (xvi. 1-13); the
warning against covetousness and the parable of the Rich
Fool (xii. 1.3-21); the first portion of the parable of the
Rich man and Lazarus (xvi. 19-26).
We shall do well, I think, to refrain from applying the
term "Ebionism " to this teaching, even as a brief description, between inverted commas. To do so may well be
extremely misleading, in view of our ignorance as to what
was precisely the Ebionite conception of the religious value
of poverty, or how far different beliefs supposed to be
Ebionite were commonly associated in the same minds.
For the purpose of carefully examining and estimating
the significance of the Teaching now before us we may arrange
it according to its subject-matter as follows. In addition to
(a) the Beatitudes in Lk vi. 20 ff., the peculiar form of which
we have had occasion to consider in an earlier chapter, we
have (b) injunctions to renounce worldly possessions (xii. 33, 34;
xiv. 33): (c) exlzortations of a less drastic kind to almsgiving
(xi. 41; xiv. 12-14; xvi. l-13): (d) wanzings against
covetousness and indifference to the needs of others (xii. 13-21;
xvi. 19-26).
I have urged that the form of the Beatitudes in St Luke
is probably closer to the original than that in St Matthew,
and that, if taken in connexion with the circumstances in
which they were spoken, they are neither morally unsound
nor inconsistent with the spirit of Christ1, and I believe this
to be true also of the remainder of the Teaching now before
us. The injunctions to part altogether with worldly possessions were spoken to disciples, or those who contemplated
becoming disciples, of Jesus. They are strictly parallel to the
concluding words addressed to the rich man in the incident
related in all the Synoptics (Mk x. 17-21; Mt. xix. 16-21;
Lk xviii. l 8-21 ).
The modern Western mind finds it peculiarly hard to
admit the reasonableness of a voluntary poverty, and is
1

See above, p.

106

ff.
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consequently disposed to resist the idea that these Sayings
in their literal sense can be part of the Teaching of Jesus.
I will make one or two remarks on this point later on. But
the difficulty of appreciating aright the Sayings in question
may be increased from our not entering readily into the
associations which the word "disciples" had. For us the
calling to be disciples of Jesus appears to be inseparable
from that of being members of a world-wide society. But,
in the days of which the Gospels speak, discipleship to Jesus
suggested a comparison with discipleship to other Masters,
each of whom had his little body of adherents. Jesus placed
before those who offered to become His disciples, how much
more would be required of them in the way of the sacrifice
of other interests than was demanded by other teachers. It
was through the men who were prepared to make this
sacrifice that the Christian faith and law won their place
among mankind. And doubtless He could but desire to
have many such disciples ; the greater the number of them,
the better must it have been for the progress of His work.
But it must not be inferred that in the view of Jesus the
multitudes who were not fitted to become His disciples were
excluded thereby from all participation in the blessings of
the Kingdom of God.
I pass to the Sayings and the Parables relating to almsgiving more generally.
The insistence on the duty of almsgiving was characteristic of Jewish teaching; the one new point, perhaps, is the
thought that almsgiving is the true means of sanctifying food
and purifying the utensils employed in connexion therewith,
and the contrast with the Pharisaic ceremonial ablutions that
is herein implied (xi. 41). The prospect of obtaining heavenly
treasure in place of the earthly that is bestowed on the poor
is, it will be observed, employed as a motive. The fact that
we meet with this Teaching in a Gospel by one who has left
us another book, more than half of which is occupied with
the labours of St Paul and with doing him honour, should
help us to see it in a right light. This Christian, who could
dwell with so much sympathy upon the career of St Paul,
was not frightened by the idea that men might be encouraged
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to perform good works here by the hope of a reward hereafter. And indeed it is probable that St Paul himself would
not have been so. For how, we may well ask, does the
Teaching in question differ from the principle which the
Apostle himself applies to almsgiving: "he that soweth
sparingly shall reap also sparingly and he that soweth
bountifully shall reap also bountifully1." There appears then
to be no good ground for thinking that there is anything
necessarily sectarian in the Sayings above referred to.
In the parable of the Rich Fool there is nothing that
need detain us, and there ought not to be, as it seems to
me, in that of Lazarus and Dives, where the principal lesson
is essentially the same. It has been said, however, by not
a few who, to say plainly what I think, ought to have more
perception both literary and moral, that in this parable the
rich is condemned solely because he is rich and the beggar
blessed hereafter solely because of the miseries he has endured here. Evidently the parable does not say this in so
many words; is there any reason for holding that it is
implied? Surely the selfish absorption of the rich man in
his own pleasure, and his indifference to misery that lay so
near at hand, could not be more vividly pourtrayed; and
what sins could be more heinous? For these he is condemned. And the warning as to what such an one has to
expect is enforced by a forecast of one of those great reversals
in human lots which the future has in store. We are not
told that Lazarus had been a saint when on earth; we are
shewn him then as the rich man saw him; the rich man
afterwards awakes to the fact which he might have realised
all along, that the beggar is a "son of Abraham," or, as we
Christians might rather say, a child of the heavenly Father and
a brother of Jesus Christ. No doubt if the parable had been
addressed to a congregation of beggars, there were warnings
suited to their own case which should have been added; but
for the rich, and for the multitudes of ordinary men who,
though not rich, were striving to be so, or who at least had
formed an altogether false estimate of the value of riches,
it contained nothing but salutary instruction. And if the
_1 2

Car. ix. 6.

Cp. also Gal, vi. 6, 7•
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explanations and saving clauses had been added which would
have prevented it from offering any points of vantage for the
strictures of prosaic minds, or minds possessed by the dogmatic
standards of later times, among modern critics, it would have
lost much of its perfection of form and its impressiveness.
There is then no good ground for thinking that any of
this Teaching on the subject of poverty and riches which we
have been considering was wrongly attributed to Jesus. At
the same time the fact that it has been recorded where it is,
and not elsewhere, is clearly significant and deserves our
careful attention. The idea that the evangelist himself collected it cannot be at once dismissed. It was congenial to
him, as is evident from the manner in which he dwells in
the Acts upon the readiness displayed among the early
believers at Jerusalem in parting with their worldly goods
and bestowing them upon those who were in need 1• Indeed
voluntary poverty at that day attracted the interest and
sympathy even of heathen philosophers and persons of
culture, though no doubt it continued in most cases to be
merely a sentiment. It is evident that Josephus expected
to awaken the admiration of his Gentile readers by his
account of the Essenes 2 as an instance of the practical realisation among the Jews of a recognised ideal.
Nevertheless, it would be specially natural that the Teaching
in the third Gospel which we are now considering should
have been preserved among Jewish, and more particularly
Palestinian, Christians. It was in harmony with the ideas
in which they had been bred before they became Christians.
Moreover, the consolations it afforded would be cherished
among them owing to the poverty of the believers in J udaea,
in regard to which there is not a little evidence. This view
is confirmed by the language of the Epistle of St James, which
(whether it was by James, the head of the Church in Jerusalem, or not) is no doubt Palestinian. It is also easiest to
suppose that, if' the Teaching in question was peculiarly
treasured in Palestine it was also committed to writing there,
and that in this way it reached the evangelist. We should
have expected that, if he had himself collected it, there
2 Ant. XVIII. 1. § 18 ff.; B. f. II. 8. § 119 ff.
1 Acts ii. 44, 45; iv, 32-37.
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would have been more signs of his own hand in it, and that
it would have been more largely intermingled with Teaching
of other kinds. Thus, taken in conjunction with the marks
of close connexion between paragraphs', which are specially
noticeable in some of the parts of Luke's greater insertion in
which this Teaching is contained, the character of this
Teaching may be most reasonably viewed as an indication
that the evangelist derived it from a document, while it
indicates Palestine as the birthplace of that document.
But the Parables, Sayings and incidents 2, which illustrate
the corn passion of Jesus for publicans and sinners, are a
feature of the peculiar matter in the third Gospel no less
marked than the Teaching on the subject of poverty and
wealth. Can we suppose the evangelist to have derived
them from the same source? If to any minds there seems
to be a difficulty in doing so, I think it is due partly to an
idea of the spirit of the Jewish Christians, for which there is
no good ground ; partly to its not having been noticed that
in the Teaching and the narratives now in question the
primary reference is strictly to fallen members of the race
with whom God had made a special covenant, and that stress
is laid upon this fact as a reason for seeking to restore them.
Even the J udaizers with whom St Paul came into conflict
could hardly have urged any theoretical objection against
this, though we should imagine that it was not a work which
would have attracted their sympathy to any great degree.
But we can well believe that to the early Jewish-Christian
community generally, however prejudiced they may have
been against the admission of Gentiles without circumcision,
however disinclined to consort even with Samaritans when
converted to the new faith, the recovery of "the lost sheep
of the house of Israel" was a dearly cherished object. And
this would be in keeping, rather than the reverse, with their
poverty and mutual charity, and with the opposition to the
Pharisees which there is also reason to attribute to them.
See above, p. •218.
Of peculiar incidents there are two, the Anointing of the feet of Jesus by a
sinful woman in the house of Simon the Pharisee (vii. 36-50/, and the story of
Zacchaeus (xix. 1-10). The latter of these falls outside the limits of the second
chief insertion, but it is convenient to allude to it in the present connexion.
1

2
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(3) It remains only that before summing up as to Luke's
sources, I should touch briefly upon the pieces lying outside
the two principal insertions. The account of the Visit to
Nazareth (iv. 16-30) is largely taken up with an address
on the unbelief of its inhabitants, which would have found
a suitable place in the Collection of Discourses elsewhere
used by the evangelist. The narrative with which it was
connected may there have been slighter, some points having
been supplied by Luke from the Marean parallel. The
account of the miracle of the Draught of fishes and the
Call of the first disciples (v. I - I I ) was probably supplied
by Luke himself from tradition 1 •
Turning now to the closing part of the history, we have
the account of Zacchaeus (xix. 1-10) occurring a little after
the end of the second chief insertion. This story has already
come before us as one of the passages peculiar to St Luke
which illustrate the attitude of Jesus to publicans and sinners;
but I must now refer to it again for another reason.
There appears to have been some disturbance of the
original order of the sections here, where the end of the
Logian document is woven into the Synoptic outline. The
parable of the Minae and the words by which it is introduced
at v. I r do not fit naturally with the story of Zacchaeus and
the Saying with which it is concluded ; whereas they would
follow suitably after the passage (xviii.31-34) which precedes
the account of the entry into Jericho. And on the other hand,
the story of Zacchaeus might well have stood after the
parable of the Pharisee and the Publican, and might have
been transferred to its present place either from some association of Zacchaeus with Jericho in tradition, or perception
of the fitness of connecting him with that place of commerce.
It is noteworthy also, that in the section on the Request
of the sons of Zebedee, most of which is omitted by Luke,
but which in St Mark immediately precedes the entry into
Jericho, there is one passage to which there is a parallel in
Luke's account of the Last Supper. He derived, I believe,
the discourse-matter (xxii. 24-38) or much of it, which he
1

See Additional Note, p. 296 f.
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has given us in his narrative of what took place in the Upper
Chamber, from his Logian document; and it formed a fitting
close to it, in that the prospect was here held out to the
disciples of meeting their Lord again in His Kingdom and
of reigning with Him.
The other pieces peculiar to the third Gospel in the
narrative of the Passion appear to have been additions by the
evangelist himself. In two of the most considerable of them,
the account of Jesus before Herod (xxiii. 5-12) and of the
Penitent Thief (xxiii. 39-43), the Lucan style is specially
evident1. It seems to me probable that eh. xxiv. also was
the evangelist's own composition 2•
It appears, then, as the result of the foregoing investigation, that for his account of the Ministry of Jesus our third
evangelist used, besides the original (or approximately the
original) Gospel by Mark, one other principal source, namely,
an expanded form of that original Greek Logian document,
the contents of which were ascertained in Chapter II. With
a copy of the latter as a foundation, a good deal of other
matter was embodied, somewhere in Palestine. In Jerusalem
itself there may well have been throughout the latter half of
the first century A.D. a body of Jewish-Christians, returned
Hellenists and others, to whom it was more natural to speak
and write in Greek than in Aramaic, or who were at least
capable of using Greek. And the employment of that language would be suggested by the feeling that a writing in
Greek would command wider influence. If Jerusalem did
not supply the required conditions, there were undoubtedly
other cities of Palestine in which they must have existed.
The additional matter may have been derived to some
extent from the Aramaic Collection of Logia, which had not
been fully rendered before. But besides this it comprises
many parables, which corresponded (there is no reason to
doubt) with Aramaic originals, but which had been told orally
and in greater or less degree shaped anew, before they were
committed to writing. Some of the few incidents added may
also have been first current as traditions in the community
where the document was produced.
l

Ib. p. 306 ff.

2

Ib. p. 308 f.
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This document has supplied the greater part of the nonMarean matter in the Gospel from the beginning of the
Synoptic outline onwards. And it is natural to conjecture that
the peculiarities of the third Gospel, in passages which have
on the whole close parallels, are in some instances due to it,
e.g. part of the preaching of the Baptist (Lk iii. 10-14), the
order of the last two temptations in the wilderness (Lk iv.
5-12), and a portion of the account of the Centurion's servant
(Lk vii. 4-6a and 10). Most of the matter from it has been
given in two portions, Lk vi. I 7-viii. 3 and Lk ix. 5 1 xv111. 14. But just as some of the earlier sections of the
document have been introduced into the Synoptic outline
before the first of these two insertions, so likewise a few have
been given after the second of them.
The evangelist himself has added a few passages, gathered
by him probably from oral tradition. In particular the accounts
of incidents in the history of the Passion and Appearance
of the Risen Christ, peculiar to this Gospel, owe (it would
seem) their written form to him. This being so, and as the
rest of the narrative of the Passion, though differing a good
deal from the Marean in arrangement, may well have been
founded upon it\ there is no reason for thinking that another
document was used.
Our third evangelist had besides a narrative of the Birth
and Infancy of John the Baptist and of Jesus, which was
composed in Palestine, but which was probably a separate
writing, not part of the expanded Logian document.
We have now to inquire who the evangelist was.

Tlte Authorship ef the Third Gospel.
The belief that the author of this Gospel was Luke, the
companion of St Paul, who is referred to three times in
Epistles of the New Testament, may with great probability
be traced back, at least as far as to the time of Justin Martyr 2•
See pp. 165 f., 288 f.
2 In a passage (Dial. c. 103) in which he appears clearly to have a statement
of our third Gospel in view, he refers to the records of the life of Christ as "by
the Apostles and those who followed them."
1
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We shall be concerned now with testing this belief, which
we have exceptional opportunities of doing owing to the
circumstance that our third Gospel has a sequel in the New
Testament, professedly by the same writer, which treats of
the history of the Church in the Apostolic Age. More than
half of this writing is occupied with the work and journeys of
St Paul, and the first person plural is used in certain passages
called for convenience the "we "-sections. May we not, then,
suppose that the writer who composed the work as a whole
was himself in the company of St Paul during parts of his
missionary career? This seems a natural inference. But it
is contended that the contents of the book are in part such
as could not have proceeded from a companion of St Paul.
And this must be allowed to be up to the present time the
preponderant critical opinion, at least in Germany, although
a powerful advocate of the Lucan authorship has quite
recently appeared in the person of Harnack 1 •
Two admissions are almost universally made, and a statement of them will clear the ground for the further discussion
of the subject. (I) It is allowed that, as the dedication of
the Acts implies, this work and the third Gospel have the
same author. The evidence of style and vocabulary in passages like the introductions to the two books, and also in
many places where sources that have been employed have
been revised, leave (it is felt) no doubt of this. (2) It is
not disputed that in the "we "-sections the use of the first
person is to be traced to one who was a companion of
St Paul in some of his travels. The directness and vividness of the narrative in the contexts in question, which are
generally recognised, are inconsistent with forgery. And,
moreover, it is impossible to think that the "we," if it was
fictitious, would have been introduced only to such a limited
extent and so abruptly. But it is maintained that the author
of the whole work has in these places, and possibly in some
other parts of his account of St Paul, made use of a record
by such a companion, who may most reasonably on the
ground of tradition be supposed to have been Luke, just as
1 Lukas tier Arzt der Verfasser des dritten Evangeliums und der Apostelgeschichte, 1906, Eng. trans. Luke the Physician.
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in his Gospel, and it may be in the Acts, he has used other
sources, as well as information orally given to him.
We must presently inquire whether the phraseology of
the "we "-sections does not point decisively to their having
been written by the author of the Acts and of the third
Gospel himself. But we will first examine the grounds of
objection to this identification which seem most to deserve
attention. They are found partly in discrepancies between
the account in the Acts of St Paul's life and teaching and
the facts related by him in his own Epistles, as well as the
general view which we there obtain of him; partly also in
statements in the Acts referring to the same series of events
as the "we "-sections do, but which cannot (it is held), on
account of their intrinsic character, proceed from the companion of St Paul who uses the first person in those sections.
Now it does not seem to have been sufficiently considered
that the difficulties of accounting for discrepancies between
the Acts and Pauline Epistles may, if the former work was
written about JOO A.D., the earliest time to which it is referred
by those who deny the Lucan authorship, be as great as, or
greater than, if it was written, say, about A.D. So by one who
had been a companion of St Paul. The discrepancies as to
matters of fact relate almost exclusively to portions of the
Apostle's life when the writer of the" we "-sections does not
seem to have been with him. His recollection of what the
Apostle had told him in regard to these times might not have
been clear and accurate in all respects, and there might have
been many facts of which he had never heard him speak. We
may also well believe that he would have had no collection of
St Paul's Epistles at hand, that he may never have seen those
of them which were written when he was not one of his companions, that to procure copies would not have been easy, and
that, considering himself to be sufficiently well-informed for the
purpose he had in view, he would have thought it unnecessary
to do so. On the contrary, it is probable that at the end of the
first, or beginning of the second, century, copies of St Paul's
Epistleswere to be found in the chief Greek-speaking churches 1 ;
1 Polycarp, ad Phil. XIII., regarding the Epistles of Ignatius, shews that the
idea of making a collection of the letters of an eminent member of the Church was
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and a writer at that time, in composing a narrative concerned
largely with St Paul, would be anxious to make use of them,
all the more because he was dependent upon documents for
his information to a greater extent than a former companion
of the Apostle would have been. Such a writer might fail
to enter into St Paul's spirit and to represent rightly his
aims and principles; but he would avoid contradicting him on
definite points, and he would probably have reproduced some
ofhis statements more closely than any passages in the Acts do.
It might have been expected, for instance, that such a writer
would have followed the First Epistle to the Thessalonians
in respect to the mission of Timothy to that Church, instead
of describing the course followed by St Paul's companions
when he escaped from Beroea in a way that does not harmonise therewith 1• On the other hand, the memory of a
companion of St Paul, who was writing a good many years
after the events, might well be somewhat vague as to the
movements of other companions of St Paul of which he had
heard only by word of mouth. Again, one who had read
the catalogue which the A pestle gives in 2 Cor. xi of the persecutions he had endured would have been likely to make some
use of it, and there are occasions mentioned in the Acts in connexion with which some of them might naturally have been assumed to have happened. But it is evident from the Apostle's
own language that he referred with extreme reluctance to
these personal sufferings 2, and even one who had been much in
his company might never have heard him dwell upon them.
Similar considerations apply in the case of some at least
of the differences between chh. i. and ii. of the Epistle to
the Galatians and the Acts. The difficulty of accounting for
them is not diminished, but increased, if the authorship of
the latter work is attributed, not to a companion of St Paul's
later years such as Luke, but to a man of the next generation.
And we can in reality quite well understand that Luke might
never have known, or might have forgotten, the fact of Paul's
a familiar one, while the parallels in Polycarp's own epistle with many of the
Pauline Epistles shews that he must have possessed a more or less complete
collection of them,
1 Cp. 1 Thess. iii. 1 ff. and A, xvii. r 4 ff.
2 2 Cor. xi._1; xii. 1, 11,
16-2
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visit to Arabia after his conversion, and the length of the
period that intervened before he \Vent up from Damascus to
Jerusalem. Even, indeed, if he knew of the former he might
not have thought it necessary to refer to it. Again, it would
not be ·strange that, partly from drawing a little on his
imagination with a view to rnore vivid description, partly
through defect of memory and the silence of the Apostle
himself, partly through relying on information received from
other quarters, which may not have been accurate in all
respects, he should have represented the circumstances of
St Paul's visits to Jerusa1em more or less differently.
It may, perhaps, be thought that Luke must have been
too well-informed to have introduced a purely fictitious visit
to Jerusalem, as many on the ground of St Paul's language
at GaL ii. I hold that mentioned in Acts xi. 30 to be. I am
not sure of this, but it also appears to me that St Paul's
words are unfairly pressed when they are made to exclude
the possibility of a brief visit in which he had no intercourse
with Apostles, and did not become generally known to the
disciples in J udaea, as would be probable in the circumstances
described in Acts xii. The fact of such a visit as this would
not have affected his argument, and he might therefore without real untruthfulness have passed it over.
A companion of St Paul, however, must have known the
Apostle's methods, his ordinary procedure in his evangelistic
work, and the principles of his teaching. If there should be
any real conflict in regard to these between the Acts and
what we learn from St Paul's Epistles, it must weigh heavily
againstthe claim that the former is by Luke. Now according
to the account in Acts xv. of the conference at Jerusalem at
,vhich it was decided that circumcision should not be imposed
upon believers in Christ from among the Gentiles, it was at
the· same time agreed that certain requirements should also
be made of them; and in the description of a journey of Paul
and Silas shortly after this through Syria, Cilicia and South
Galatia, it is said that "as they went on their way through
the cities, they delivered them the decrees for to keep, which
had been ordained of the apostles and elders . that were at
Jerusalem" ( Acts xvi. 4). On the other hand, in the account
which St Paul gives in Gal. ii. of the compact made at
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Jerusalem in respect to the Gentiles, there is no reference
to these decrees, and he declares that he and Barnabas
were desired only to" remember the poor." Moreover, when
writing to the Corinthians 1 on one of the points with which
those decrees dealt, that of" meats offered to idols," he makes
no reference to them.
In comparing these statements it should first be observed
that from the Acts it does not appear that any pledge was
exacted from Paul and Barnabas in respect to the communication of the decrees. Two representatives of the Church at
Jerusalem were sent with them, and it would obviously be
specially their duty to deliver the letter. We can well believe
also that St Paul, even if the form of the decrees did not
commend itself to him, may have thought it wisest to raise
no objection, and may have been willing to accept their
imposition as a compromise, and to take part in the delivery
of the letter; and yet that afterwards when the J udaizers were
causing still more serious mischief in those very Churches,
and magnifying the authority of the Church at Jeruss1lem
with a view to destroying the significance of the Gospel
committed to him, he should have felt perfectly justified in
remaining silent about any injunctions of that Church, and
in insisting that he had come out of the conference on the
question of the Gentiles as free as he went into it. So also
in extending his labours to the evangelisation of fresh places,
and in the care of Churches in which the Jewish element was
probably far smaller than in those first founded, which were
nearer to Palestine, he may naturally have felt under no
obligation to refer to the decrees of the Church at Jerusalem
and have considered that to do so would be misleading, and
that it was preferable to argue the question of abstinence
from food offered to idols on its own merits, when it became
a pressing one in a Church like that of Corinth.
The author of the Acts mentions Paul in coonexion with
the delivery of the decrees only at xvi. 4 2• He puts, however,
1 1

Cor. viii. 1 ff.
.
might well be urged that the writer would not have contented himself
with this one. reference, if his purpose was to shew that St Paul. worked in
harmony with the older Apostles, and if he allowed himself to draw inferences
accordingly as to what St Patil must have doi:ie,_

::1 It
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a reference to them into the mouth of James in xxi. 25; and
he could hardly have done this without explanation, if he
felt that they had been commonly disregarded. But it is
not necessary to assume that the observance of the rules
in question could have spread only in consequence of the
formal command of the Church at Jerusalem. Among the
early converts to Christianity there were probably in many
places some who, having first been proselytes to Judaism,
had already observed them, and would naturally continue to
do so. From them the rules may have been learned. They
would also have commended themselves as a means of facilitating union between different elements in the Church. With
this object, which he had so much at heart, St Paul himself
may have promoted the observance of them. There would
be no reason why he should not do so, provided that they
were not made a substitute for spiritual religion, or insisted
on in such a way as to make them a barrier to the reception
of the Gospel.
The practice attributed to St Paul of first addressing
himself to the Jews in the places which he visited on his
missionary journeys, and to the Gentiles only after the Jews
had rejected his message\ is also cited as a mark of unauthenticity. But the fact that the Apostolate of the Gentiles
had been specially assigned to him, and that of the Circumcision to prominent members of the Twelve, would not surely
preclude him, in the absence of the latter, from preaching
to Jews of the Dispersion. There can be little doubt that
St Paul himself must have recognised that in consequence
of God's covenant with Israel in the past it was fitting that
they should have the first offer of the salvation which had
been foretold. And there were practical reasons of the
strongest kind for approaching them first. They were prepared to understand the Gospel in a way that the Gentiles
could not be. And if it had been preached first to the latter
this would have made its reception far harder for the Jews.
Moreover the account in one of the "we" -sections of the
course followed by St Paul at Philippi confirms the statements in other parts of the Acts as to what he did in other
1

See Acts xiii. 5,

14 ff.;

xiv.

1

ff.; xvii. 1 ff., 17; xviii. I ff.; xxviii. 17 ff.
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places. Here the Jews and proselytes were not, it would
seem, numerous or rich enough to have a synagogue. But
they had a "proseuche "-a place of prayer-by the riverside, and the first step taken by the Apostle after his arrival
is to seek it out on the Sabbath day, and to speak to the few
women gathered there 1• It is indeed alleged that the "work
of evangelisation among the heathen is in the Acts made to
depend upon its failure among the Jews." The only ground,
so far as I know, that there can be for this assertion, lies in
such words as those at Acts xiii. 46, "It was necessary that
the word of God should first be spoken to you. Seeing ye
thrust it from you, and judge yourselves unworthy of eternal
life, lo we turn to the Gentiles 2." But to make rhetorical
expressions of this kind imply that if the Gospel had not
been rejected by the Jews it would never have been proclaimed to the Gentiles is to press their meaning unfairly ;
and in any case they do not imply this more than do the
Apostle's assertion in the Epistle to the Romans that "by
their fall salvation is come to the Gentiles 3.''
Further, it is said that in the speech in the Synagogue at
Antioch in Pisidia, given in Acts xiii, St Paul's master-thoughts
are lacking and that he could not have delivered it. If so, it
could no doubt hardly have been attributed to him by one
who was for a considerable time, though at a later period,
his companion. For although the composition of the speeches
in the Acts may be largely the work of the author himself,
he might, if he had often heard the Apostle, be expected to
know both his manner and the points on which he would be
likely to dwell. But is the address in question one such as
St Paul would have been unlikely to have made? It would
have been natural for him, in speaking for the first time to
a body of Jews, to commence with a line of thought to which
they were accustomed, and so to lead up to a moderate statement of the new truth which he had to communicate, in so
far as it directly affected themselves ( vv. 38, 39). The instinct
of any skilful orator, not to say of a man of such unusual
1

Acts xvi. 13.
Cp. also xviii. 6 and xxviii. 25-28.
a Rom. xi. 11. See also the whole argument of that chapter.
2
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tact and many-sided sympathy as St Paul's Epistles shew
him to have been, would have suggested such a method.
Indeed, I would urge that in this speech, that to the ordinary
heathen at Lystra, and to the cultivated heathen of Athens,
and to the crowd at Jerusalem from _the Castle~stairs, the
author of the Acts shews, by the adaptation of the arguments
to each case, that, whether he gives in substance what was
actually spoken or not, he has at least truly caught and
represented a characteristic feature of the Apostle's preaching.
Let us now turn to the representation given us in the
Acts of St Peter's relation to the question of the Admission
of the Gentiles. I would remind the reader that the point
which we have here to consider is not whether the account
in the Acts of Peter's experiences, and of his appreciation
of their significance, can be reconciled with what is related
in the Epistle to the Galatians as to his conduct, and with
the view generally of the history of the question of the
admission of the Gentiles which we obtain from this and
St Paul's other Epistles; but simply whether the divergence
is of such a kind that we cannot imagine the account in the
Acts to have proceeded from a disciple of St Paul. That
the writer of the Acts should, if he knew of Peter's want of
courage at Antioch, have passed it over in silence, can hardly
be thought strange. But he may not even have known of
it, if (as is probable) he had not seen the Epistle to the
Galatians. It would be a grave mistake to regard this Epistle
as representing St Paul's normal attitude to the elder Apostles.
Though he referred to his differences from them in writing
to Churches to which he had to prove his own independent
commission, and the firmness with which he had adhered
and was prepared still to adhere to the Gospel which he had
received, it would have been utterly alien to his character
to dwell upon those differences when it was unnecessary to
do so. He may never have alluded again to Peter's inconsistent conduct at Antioch. Now, I am not sure that
even if .Luke knew of this incident it would have prevented
him from believing the narrative of the revelation to Peter
on the subject of the admission of the Gentiles, and from
giving iLprominence in his own work; but at all events if
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he did not know of that incident, he would not have been
troubled with a sense of the incongruity between different
parts of Peter's conduct.
It seems, indeed, to be thought by some that the writer
of Acts has obscured the uniqueness of St Paul's part in the
evangelisation of the Gentiles, through giving the place he
has done to St Peter's preaching to Cornelius. If he had
perceived any danger of this, a hue disciple of St Paul would
still not have been deterred by it. He would have felt that
it was the cause that mattered, and not the reputation of any
man, even the dearest and most esteemed. And nothing
could be more likely to further the cause in many quarters
than St Peter's testimony. But, further, it is not implied in
the Acts that Peter changed in any way his course of work
after his visit to Cornelius. It had lain, and it continued to
lie, among his own countrymen. Whereas St Paul's call to
deliver a message which was for all men without distinction 1,
and his labours in obedience thereto, are the theme of the
whole work. No doubt we obtain a more sharply defined and
vivid impression of St Paul's aims and teaching and character
from his own letters than we do from the Acts. But it is
quite conceivable that even in the representation of one who
had been much with the Apostle there should have been this
difference, either in consequence of influences under which he
had subsequently come, or of his own intellectual temper 2•
1 ix. 15, 16; x,ii. 14, 15, '21; xxvi. 16-18.
2

Although in the Acts there may be some softening of the lines of difference
between St Peter and St Paul, and although the purpose of exhibiting a certain
parallelism between the careers of the two Apostles is more or less apparent,
Ji.ilicher surely exaggerates greatly when he writes that "the author has only
one scheme for the activities in which the Apostolic office is fulfilled (nur ein
Schema fur die Bestatigungen apostolischer Gewalt), possesses only one ideal
of an Apostle, according to which he delineates Paul and Peter alike" (Einleit.
6th ed. p. 398, Eng. trans. p. 438). In point of fact there are strongly marked
differences both in the circumstances of their lives and in their teaching. Peter's
little tour in Palestine (Acts ix. 32 ff.) bears no comparison with Paul's journeys, nor
does the single reference to the feeling of the Jews which encouraged Herod after
he had slain James to take measures against Peter (xii. 3, 11) with their repeated
acts of bitter hostility in many places to Paul (ix. 23; xiii. 45, 50; xiv. 2-5, 19;
xvii. 5, 13; xviif: 12; xix. 33; xx. 3, 19; >1xi. 27; xxii. 22 f.; xxiii. 12 f.; xxiv.
5 f.), and the suspicions felt in regard to him even by those Jerusalemite Jews who
believed in Jesus (xxi. 20, 21). Again, the teaching connected with the admissi.on
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There are some other passages in which the improbability
(real or supposed) of the writer's having been a companion
of St Paul is (as I have indicated at the commencement of
this discussion) of a different kind from that in the foregoing.
The chief is the account of the conversion of the jailor at
Philippi. This narrative lacks that convincing fitness in
details which is frequently a note of first-hand information.
And yet if the writer who came with St Paul from Troas
and who describes the first part of his stay at Philippi, when
he was certainly in his company, remained there (as is generally assumed) till the Apostle left the place, or it may be
longer, he must have heard particulars as to the night of his
imprisonment on the very next day; and even if (as B. Weiss
has suggested) 1 he returned to Troas during the "many days"
referred to in xvi. 18, he must, one would think, subsequently
have learned what happened soon after he departed, either from
St Paul himself, or from some other member of his little band.
But after all, is it inconceivable that one who had had
these opportunities for knowing the facts should have written
the narrative in the Acts? The coincidence itself between
the earthquake and the imprisonment of the Apostle cannot
be reckoned impossible, and it is not strange that it should
have led to the conversion of the jailor. The difficulties lie
in some of the physical effects attributed to the earthquake,
and in a certain unnaturalness in one or two of the remarks
of the jailor. But even a companion of St Paul might, in
relating the story twenty-five or thirty years after the events,
have used his imagination as to these points, and not have
done so altogether happily. As regards the physical phenomena more particularly he might easily in that age have
gone wrong.
The only other passage of this kind to which it will be
necessary for me, I think, to refer, is the account of St Paul's
of Cornelius does not approach to the intensity and doctrinal fulness of the passages
regarding the call of Paul (p. 249, n. 1). And while Peter declares that remission
of sins, which the prophets had taught men to expect as a blessing of the Messianic
times, is pledged "in the name of" Jesus, no mention of "justification" is attributed to him as it is to Paul at xiii. 39; or of the peculiar efficacy of Christ's
death, as to Paul at xx. 28.
1 T;.xtkritik d. Apostelgeschichte, in loc.
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interview with the heads of the Jewish community in Rome,
three days after he reached the city (xxviii. 17 f.). As to his
practice of addressing himself first to the Jews in the places
he visited I have already spoken 1, and I need not repeat what
I have there urged. But in the present instance it is, no
doubt, strange that the existence of a Christian Church in
Rome, to which St Paul had himself written an Epistle,
should be ignored. It is also somewhat surprising that the
representatives of the Jews should have declared that they
had neither received letters from J udaea concerning Paul,
nor any bad report from anyone coming thence.
As regards the former point it may be observed that the
writer of the Acts could not when he penned this passage
have been ignorant or forgetful of the fact that there were
Christian believers in Rome, even if he was not the author
of the diary of travel; for he had in that case only just before
copied from that document the statement that the brethren
from Rome had come to meet St Paul at Appii Forum and
the Three Taverns (v. 15). As to the other point which I have
mentioned we are scarcely in a position to say whether it is
improbable, owing to our ignorance of the extent to which
there was at this time organised intercommunication between
the Jews of the Dispersion and the chiefs of the nation in J erusalem. But even if the statement was not in point of fact made
by the Roman Jews, this would not prove that a writer who
had come with St Paul to Rome could not have attributed
it to them, when, a good many years later, he recalled the
scene to his memory, or pictured it if he was not actually
present.
I have considered difficulties in the supposition that the
author of the Acts was a companion of St Paul which arise
directly out of this assumption itself of association with the
Apostle. Improbabilities in the earlier part of the Acts cannot
bear on the question of authorship in the same way. It is
indeed clear that the companion of St Paul who wrote the
"we"-sections must in the course of his journeys have had
many opportunities of obtaining good information about the
early days of the Church, and if he was the author likewise
1

See above, p. 246 f.
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of the preface to the third Gospel he was not the man to
neglect those opportunities. Moreover, if he was "Luke the
beloved physician" (Col. iv. 14), he could have learned not a
little from Mark, when both were together in the Apostle's
company at Rome (cp. ib. v. IO and Philem. vv. 23, 24). Nevertheless, matter of an unauthentic kind regarding that early
period might also in later years have come into his hands,
and he might not have had a sufficiently broad and intimate
knowledge to lead him to reject it. Consequently it cannot
be easy to say what a man who had had the advantages just
described above might, or might not, have been expected to
write. \Ve know too little as to the stages in the development
of Christian faith and institutions, reached in successive decades of the first century, to enable us to decide either
what it would have been natural for such a man to assume,
or what statements must be true or false, accurate or
inaccurate 1•
There is, however, one point on which it may be right for
me to make a few remarks-the representation in the Acts
of the "speaking with tongues." The account in Acts ii.
"rests," it is said "on a serious misunderstanding of the expression 'to speak with tongues,' such as could not possibly
befall a contemporary of those who spoke with tongues 2."
And although there is no reference to "divers langt1ages"
on the other occasions where " speaking with tongues" is
mentioned in the Acts, it is contended 3-especially on the
ground of St Peter's words with regard to Cornelius and his
1 Jtilicher (ib. p. 396, Eng. trans. p. 435) remarks that the author of
Acts "knew only organised communities" and refers to the fact that Paul and
Barnabas on their return-journey through South Galatia are said to have "ap•
pointed for them elders in every church," in imitation of the Church at Jerusalem.
But wherever, as.probably in this region, there was a considerable Jewish element
in the Christian communities, if not elsewhere, it would be natural that the insti·
tution of elders should be speedily introduced, and natural also that Paul and
Barnabas should see to its intro<luction and set apart the individuals selected.
In ihe same connexion JUlicher also refers to the quasi-sacramental character
attributed to the laying on of hands in the Acts. But there is no reason why
this symbolic action should not have been very early adopted as an accompaniment to the invocation of the Spirit.
2 Jiilicher, ib. p. 402, Eng. trans. p. 442.
3 E.g., by Clemen, Paulus, p. 214, n. r.
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company, "God gave unto them the like gift as he did also
unto us" (xi. 18)-that in all cases the writer has before his
mind the same conception of the "tongues," which contrasted
strongly with those ecstatic utterances, intelligible only tb those
who had a special gift of interpreting them spiritually, of which
we read in the First Epistle to the Corinthians. But in the
first place, "the like gift" ( 'T~V ra-,,,v orop€aV) at xi. r 7 is primarily
the outpouring of the Holy Spirit (cp. v. i6 and xv. 8), and
to insist that the writer must have supposed the evidence ·of
the Spirit's presence to have been always of precisely the
same kind is to press the words too far. Further, I find it
impossible to believe that at the end of the first, or beginning of the second, century the memory of instances of
"speaking with tongues" had so entirely passed away that
the author of the Acts, if he wrote as late as this, could
have been wholly at fault as to the character of the
"tongues."
But I would especially urge that the speaking with tongues
on the Day of Pentecost may from the account in the Acts
be seen to have been even as a physical phenomenon far
more like that referred to by St Paul than-in consequence;
probably, of the influence of the traditional idea that the gift
described was intended to equip the Apostles for their evan~
g:elistic work-has commonly been supposed. The whole
incident is in accord with the principle laid down by St Paui
that " tongues are for a sign 1." They were not even on that
day used for the direct instruction of men in the new faith.
The gift was bestowed not on the Twelve separately, but on
the whole congregation assembled, and was exhibited even
before the crowd of people had gathered to iisten. The
meaning of the marvel is afterwards explained by Peter in
the language, evidently, which he ordinarily spoke. But most
expressive of all are the words of the bystanders : "we do
hear them speak in our tongues the wonderful works of God."
To "speak the wonderful works of God" -:>..aX€Zv Ta µeryaX€'ia Tov 01:ov (Acts ii. r r)-means, in entire accord with _the
language of the Old Testament 2, to praise Him. So too
in Acts x. 46 we read "they heard them speaking with
1 1

Cor. xiv.

22.

2

Cp. ·Ps. ix.

1.
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tongues and magnifying God" (µ,e;ya>..vvlwrwv TOv ®eov ). The
essential character and purpose of the speaking with tongues
are here brought out more clearly than in St Paul's allusions,
though in a way fully in harmony therewith\ and manifestly
true to life. They were a form of praise prompted by ecstatic
joy 2• The only feature that was peculiar on the Day of
Pentecost was that Jews and proselytes coming from divers
countries distinguished expressions from the various languages
with which they were severally familiar mingling in the praises
of the body of believers. And it would not be difficult to
suggest even a natural explanation of this. Devout expressions which they had at some time or other heard, but which
in ordinary circumstances they would have been quite unable
to recall or to utter, and which (it may be) they did not
themselves fully understand, might well have been brought to
the lips of those in such an ecstatic state. It is a remarkable
fact that something of the same kind seems to have happened
in connexion with the Irvingite manifestations 3• Moreover,
the presence of men from different countries might itself,
by the laws of association or of suggestion, contribute to
this result.
This view, then, that the character of portions of the Acts
is incompatible with the supposition that the work as a whole
was by a companion of St Paul appears to rest on very
insufficient grounds. Those who have asserted this incompatibility have been led to do so, I believe, partly from not
making sufficient allowance for the weakness of human
memory and the incompleteness and often inaccuracy even
of good human testimony; partly from not recognising duly
the many-sidedness of St Paul's character, his magnanimity
and the breadth of his sympathies, or realising how varied
and constantly shifting must have been the aspects of such
a movement as that for the inclusion of the Gentiles, and of
the controversies to which it gave rise. Excessive confidence
1

Cp. r Cor. xiv. r4-r9.
The signs of ecstasy are indicated in Acts ii. r 3.
3 See quotation in Stanley, Ep. to Cor. (3rd ed.), p. 254.
St Paul himself'
seems to have conceived "the tongues" as in part the language of strange races
of men. See r Cor. xiii. r, and cp. ib. xiv. 10.
2
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has also been placed in the class of considerations known as
"Higher Criticism," a confidence which places the critic at
the mercy of his own limitations, whatever they may be, and
is too likely to make him the victim even of his own ingenuity. Criticism of this kind has its place, and it is an
important one, and often when the contentions originally put
forward in its name prove to be unsound, it leads to a deeper
understanding of the period. It has found a fitting subject
in the authorship of the Acts; but the discussion has not
been foreclosed by the arguments it has advanced, as many
critics seem to have thought. On the contrary, we may be
glad to turn to an inquiry of a "drier" kind, which is here
open to us, that is, one where the result is less likely to be
affected by our own prepossessions, or lack of insight. Where
our information is so scanty as it is in many respects in
regard to the early history of the Church, and it is so hard
to place ourselves truly at the point of view of the actors,
we ought, as a matter of common prudence, to make full
use of every kind of evidence that is available. In the
present instance the fact that there are a style, vocabulary,
and phraseology which are acknowledged to belong to the
writer by whom the third Gospel and the Acts of the
Apostles were composed, suggests that we should endeavour
to ascertain whether the use of characteristic words and expressions in the "we"-sections is such as to shew that the
same man was the author of them, or at most simply their
reviser. It is a serious blot upon the criticism of the Acts
during the past twenty years, as well as earlier, that so little
attention has been given to this question. By a few writers
it has been examined and the conclusion has been reached that
the former of the two alternatives just indicated is clearly the
true one 1 ; but for the most part Criticism has paid no heed.
Now, however, that a historian and critic of Harnack's eminence and of his independent theological position has come
to the same conclusion 2, it will scarcely be possible that the
1 See Klostermann, Vindiciae Lucanae, 1866; also an article by the present
writer in the Expositor for 1893, p. 336 ff.; and Hawkins, Horae Synupticae,
I 899, P· 148 ff.
2 See Lukas der Arzt, p. 19 ff.
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importance orthe evidence afforded by a comparison between
portions of the travel-diary and the remainder of the" Lucan"
writings should any longer be ignored 1•
· The amount of characteristic words and phrases varies·
greatly in different parts of the "Lucan" writings. It is
greatest in· the latter half of the Acts generally, less in the
first half, least of all in the third Gospel, taken as a whole.
But in the· 1ast-named it is further· to be observed that they
occur especially at places where we might expect the author
to write in his own style, as for example in sentences that
are of the nature of introductions to, or comments upon,
narratives that he has taken from his Marean source, or in
additions to, or substitutions for, what he there found, which
he may not improbably have derived from oral tradition and
thus have been freer to express in his own form. But where
he has used his document for the substance of a narrative
he has in the main adhered to its form there. His alterations
are confined for the most part to little changes of construction,
affecting a clause or two, which render the connexion of the
sentences more smooth, and to the removal of some solecisms.
In one or two instances he has rearranged a narrative, and
has consequently been led to write in his own manner for
two or three sentences. Lk v. 17-19 is the most considerable
clear example. Possibly, as I have myself suggested, he has
in describing the time sperit by Jesus in the high-priest's
house and the trial in the morning by the Sanhedrin, recast
a longer passage of his Marean document without help from
any other source, again largely with a view to better arrangement. But these are isolated examples, and the motive which
led to free remoulding here, the desire for a more logical
order, could not apply in the case of the" we"-sections. Yet
tltrouglwut these sections the " Lucan" characteristics abound
to an extent unsurpassed in any part of the Lucan writings ;
1 Schiirer (Theo!. Litemturz. 1906, no. 14) has stated, perhaps as fully as
could be expected in a short .review, his reasons for being unconvinced by Harnack; in no. 16 of the same journal Harnack replied. C. F- G. Heinrici (Der
litterarische CJ,arakter der neu!estamentlichen Scltriften, 1908, p. 91) alludes to
this interesting discussion, and gives his own opinion decidedly, as on Harnack's
side. It is to be regretted that Loisy, Les Evangilts Synoptiques, I. p. 74 f.,
should have dismissed so curtly f.farnack's argument.
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they enter into the warp and woof of the passages, and they
are of very various kinds-linguistic and such as are. not
merely linguistic-words and expressions that belong to his
special vocabulary, sentences and clauses moulded in the
same manner as others in different parts of his writings,
habitual points of view, favourite thoughts of an ethical and
religious kind. These together produce an impression which
is quite distinctive, and there is nothing in the practice of the
author of the Acts and third Gospel, where we know him
to have made use of a document, which would justify the
supposition that he would have revised what another had
written to the extent required in order to produce such
a result1.
Schiirer, indeed, suggests that the" we"-sections proceeded
from a writer whose style was similar to that of the author
of the work as a whole, and that this circumstance together
with revision by the latter accounts for the features of these
sections as we have them. But the combination of these two
suppositions does not seem to meet the case. For, in the
first place, such a similarity of style between two writers as
could reasonably be assumed, could not have extended to
more than a few of the points mentioned. And, further, the
two forms of explanation are not in reality fitted to supplement each other. For in proportion as the author found
a style similar to his own in the document he was using,
he would feel no need of revising it.
Others have contended that it is not according to the
manner of the author of the Acts to be so concise as these
sections are. There are, it may be pointed out, other passages
which are similar in this respect2, but the same travel-document may conceivably have been used here, although the first
person plural does not occur in them. Even if we assume
this there does not seem to be much force in the objection.
The character of what the author had to relate would fully
account for this difference. All writers are apt to be affected
in a point of this kind by their subject-matter, and one so
1 See Additional Note, pp. 276ff., 312ff.
2 See xiii. 4-6a, 13, 14; xiv. 24-28; xvi. 40 and xvii. r; xvii. 14, 15;
xviii. 21-23; xix. r; xx. 1-3.
S. G. II.
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versatile as unquestionably the author of the third Gospel
and the Acts was would be specially likely to be so.
The evidence which has been referred to in the last few
pages should of course be examined in detail by anyone who
would satisfy himself as to its value1. In an Additional
Nate to the present chapter I have provided my readers
with the means of estimating its strength. I would here
add that its force seems to me fully sufficient in the absence
(as I believe) of any good arguments which countervail it,
to establish the conclusion that a companion of St Paul was
the author of the Acts and of the third Gospel.
But the place of the "we"-sections in the general structure
of the latter part of the Acts should also be considered. The
introduction of the first person plural at xvi. ro; xx. 5; and
xxvii. r, is abrupt. But it ought not (I think) to be more
difficult, and to many it will seem easier, to understand, the
writer's having failed to notice this change, if he was giving
his own reminiscences, than if he at these points turned to
a diary by another person. Further the abruptness itself
would not have seemed so great to those for whom he wrote
in the first instance as it does to us, if they knew (even many
of them personally) the man whose book they were reading;
and we may assume this to have been the case, since plainly
he does not either in the Acts, considered as a whole, or in
the third Gospel, attempt to personate anyone for the sake
of gaining credence, and he could therefore have had no
motive for concealing his authorship. It is to be observed
also that the "we"-sections are firmly embedded in their contexts. There are no breaks in the narrative at the points
1 Klostermann treats of Acts xxvii. 1-xxviii. 16.
In my article in the Expositor referred to above, I endeavoured to exhibit in tabular form that supplied
by Acts xvi. 10-17. Hawkins has given tables relating to all the sections. But
there is much that may be said in the form of a commentary on the passages,
which cannot be shewn conveniently in the form of tables. Harnack in Lukas der
Arzt, p. 28 ff. has commented on xvi. ro-17 and xxviii. 1-16. In an appendix
to the present chapter I have given a commentary on the first three of them which
I have had by me in the main as I give it, and used in teaching, for many years,
but to which in preparing it for publication I have added a few points taken from
others. I have also (pp. 276-90) investigated the third evangelist's revision of
his Marean document, with a view to determining the extent to which he might
have revised in other cases.
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at which the first person begins and ceases to be employed.
And there are connecting links of a different kind which are
of greater interest. At eh. xix. 21, we are told of the Apostle's
purpose, near the close of his long sojourn at Ephesus, first
to pass through Macedonia and Achaia, and then to visit J erusalem and subsequently Rome. In the history from this point
onward we are shewn how this plan was carried out, and
the great end which the Apostle had in view achieved, but
not in the way that could have been humanly expected or
desired. He goes up to Jerusalem under inward constraint
(Acts xx. 22), in spite of his own presentiment and the warnings of others as to the dangers which he will encounter there.
' Nevertheless he escapes from the Jews and finds his way to
Rome, but only as a prisoner, and after nearly losing his life
at sea. This providential ordering of events is traced no less
in the " we" -sections than in other parts of the concluding
chapters of the Acts 1•
Another leading purpose in the latter half of the Acts,
the signs of which are still more widely extended, is that of
shewing that there was no real breach of Christian fellowship
between St Paul on the one hand and the true leaders of the
Church at Jerusalem and their genuine following on the other,
and that the latter thankfully recognised the success which
had crowned his missionary labours. Too much has sometimes been made of this intention of the author, and wholly
unjustifiable inferences have been drawn from it. But there
can be little doubt that he did wish to shew that these friendly
relations were maintained. Now we have one clear illustration
of this desire in the account, related in the first person plural,
of the manner in which the Apostle and his companions were
received by "the brethren at Jerusalem" (xxi. 17), as well as
in the immediate sequel (vv. 23-26).
These are some of the links of connexion between different
passages which cannot be well explained except on the supposition that the latter half of the Acts as a whole proceeds
from one hand, and this the hand of one who during part of
the time in question was in the Apostle's company.
Another consideration which makes for the same con1 Cp. especially xxi. r, 4, 10-14, with xx. 11, 23, 37, 38, and xxvii. 13, 14.
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clusion is the accurate knowledge of localities and institutions
which characterises especially the latter half of the Acts1.
But it is difficult to suppose that the author of so large a
portion of the book, which evidently forms a necessary part
of the plan of the whole work, can be any other than the
author of the whole, and consequently of the third Gospel
likewise.
There are two other lines of argument bearing on the
authorship of the third Gospel and the Acts into which
linguistic considerations enter, one of them to the effect that
the author was a .physician, the other that he was acquainted
with the writings of Josephus. The special significance of the
former conclusion lies in its agreement with St Paul's reference to "Luke the beloved physician" (Col. iv. 14). The
second conclusion is, on the contrary, unfavourable to the
"Lucan" authorship, at least if, as is frequently the case, the
writer is supposed to have been acquainted with all the works
of Josephus, or indeed with any besides the earliest of them,
the Jewish War. This was completed before the death of
the emperor Vespasian, which took place in A.D. 79. The
author of the third Gospel may quite well have read it
previously to composing his own work, if we place the latter
about A.D. 80, and we shall presently see grounds for thinking
that it cannot have been written much earlier. This date is.
in nowise inconsistent with the supposition that he was the
companion of St Paul, who joined the Apostle at Troas circ.
A.D. 50. He may then have been, it is indeed probable that
he was, a young man, say of 20-25; so that in A.D. 80 he
would have been fifty years of age, or a little more. If, however, he was acquainted with the Antiquities of Josephus,
he must have been between sixty-five to seventy when he
wrote, if with Contra Apionem older still, and if with the
1 Readers of Sir William Ramsay's works, The Church and the Empire and
St Paul the Traveller, know how he insists on the truth and vividness of the
narrative in this respect. He appears sometimes to exaggerate the importance of
particular points. But the testimony of such an able and skilled archaeologist,
who has studied on the spot, as to the impression produced on him, must carry
great weight apart from the details he mentions. Moreover some of the correspondences to which he has drawn attention are of a striking character.
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Autobiography over seventy. Clearly it is not probable that
he wciuld have deferred writing till so late in life.
It is not surprising, then, that we should find the two
theses above mentioned (namely, that the author of the
"Lucan" writings was a physician, and that he was acquainted
with the works of Josephus) supported by different writers;
and yet, as I have implied, the character of the evidence and
the considerations urged are in no small degree similar. It
will be well, therefore, that the student should mentally
compare the processes of thought in the two cases.
W. K. Hobart led the way in a careful examination of
the correspondence between Greek medical writers and the
author of the " Lucan" writings in the use of technical terms
and in style and vocabulary generally, and he did. his work
so fully that he left little to be done by later writers in the
way of the collection of evidence, as distinguished from the
effort to judge of the value of different parts of it. He
claims to have proved that the author of the "Gospel according
to St Luke and the Acts of the Apostles was a medical man 1."
He arranges the evidence under two heads: (r) the particularity of the descriptions of diseases and of cures in the third
Gospel and the Acts, and the employment therein of terms
of a more or less technical character, (2) the use of words
and phrases, even in regard to matters non-medical, which
would readily occur to a medical man because they were
those which he frequently employed in his profession, or was
familiar with in his medical books.
Let me say at once that there are very few of the instances
which have been amassed under this latter head to which
I find it possible to attribute any weight at all. Hobart
observes that " in using words to which he had become
habituated through professional training, St Luke would not
be singular, for the Greek medical writers, also, when dealing
with unprofessional subjects, shew a leaning to the use of
1 The Medical Language of St Luke, 1882.
Some other writers who have
treated or referred to the subject, and have arrived at the same result, are: Lightfoot, article on" Acts," in 2nd· ed. of Smith's Diet. of Bible, p. 31, col. 2; Plummer,
St Luke, pp. lxiii-lxvi; Chase, The Credibility of the Acts of the Apostles, 1902,
p. 13 f.; A. Harnack, Lukas der Arzt, 1906, p. 122 If., Eng. trans. p. 175 If.
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words to which they were accustomed in their professional
language. But most, if not indeed all, the words and expressions referred to were in use in the Greek literature of
the classical or a later period; and the fact that the medical
writers were men of education is a sufficient explanation of
their having employed them; and so far as the same words
were also applied by them in special senses in connexion
with their own profession the transference had most often
been from the general to the technical meaning, not vice
versa.
The command shewn by the author of the "Lucan"
writings of a vocabulary common to the medical and other
Greek writers may, then, most reasonably be put to the
account of that general Greek culture which, almost alone
among the New Testament writers, he possessed.
The other class of instances, the terms used in describing
diseases and cures, deserves much more attention. The
cogency of the proof here may be doubted, first on the ground
that a writer with a turn for observation and description and
some interest in things medical, might well have written as
the author of the third Gospel and the Acts does in these
cases, without ever having gone through a course of medical
study, or practised as a physician. Secondly, it may also be
asked whether a physician would not, in writing of miracles,
even while he regarded them as such, have expressed himself
still more characteristically. I have no doubt that a modern
physician would, and I think that so too would an ancient
one, if he had approached their consideration primarily from
a medical point of view. But it seems to me probable that
one who in former years had had some medical knowledge,
but whose main interest in the miracles could no longer be
in any sense a scientific one, and who was writing a narrative
intended simply to set forth to general readers the facts as
to that New Faith and its spread among men, to the progress
of which he had come to be wholly devoted, might not
improbably shew signs of early training agreeing with what
we notice in the "Lucan" writings 1• To that extent I believe
A

1 The chief items of evidence are singled out with critical discrimination, and
compactly and clearly arranged, by Harnack, ib. To this statement I would
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the case for medical language in the " Lucan " writings to
be made out, but no further. This view of the evidence may
seem to afford a precarious basis for any inference. Here,
however, comes in the fact of the reference in the Epistle to
the Colossians and the testimony of tradition. In the circumstance that it should be possible to maintain even so much
as I have stated in respect to the medical character of a
writer, whom there is reason for regarding as a companion
of St Paul, there would have been ground for identifying
him with that companion whom the Apostle himself speaks
of as a physician. And then, over and above this, we find
the works in question assigned traditionally to the same
man, although the medical traits do not seem to have been
ever noticed before the nineteenth century. In these coincidences we have, it seems to me, a substantial argument
for the authorship by Luke.
I turn to the question whether the author of the "Lucan"
writings was acquainted with the works of Josephus. The
main object of the following discussion will be to examine
with some care the alleged evidence that he knew works
later than the History of the Jewish War. In the course of
it, however, some parallels in the " Lucan " writings with the
last-named work will come before us; and I will also, at
the conclusion of it, refer to a few others.
A work by M. Krenkel1 occupies in connexion with this
subject a position somewhat similar to that of Hobart in
connexion with the one which we have just been considering.
Krenke!, indeed, had more predecessors, including some critics
of great eminence, who had treated of some salient points in
articles of no great length 2• But he has discussed the arguments previously used and has also made it his aim to carry
refer my readers. Dr Harnack speaks more confidently as to the inference to be
drawn than I have done.
1 Josephus und Lucas, 18942 The follo\\ing more especially may be named on the side of the influence
of Josephus on the N. T. writer; H. Boltzmann, Zeitschr. f Wiss. Theo!. r 873,
pp. 85-93, and ib. 1877, pp. 535-49; Keim, Aus dem Urchristenthum, Bd. r,
pp. 1-27 (he only maintains acquaintance with the Jewish War and the Antiquities), 1878. On tbe other side we have E. Schiirer (Zeitschr. f. Wiss. Theo!.,
1876, pp. 574-82, a reply to Holtzmann's first article). His opinion is manifestly impartial because he does not attribute the third Gospel and Acts to Luke.
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out' a systematic and thorough comparison of the works of
the Jewish and the New Testament writer. He believes that
he has added largely to the body of evidence proving the
influence of the former upon the style and contents of the
latter, and it may certainly be allowed that he has provided
us fully with the materials for forming a judgment. So far
as I am aware no considerable contribution to the discussion
of the subject has been made since. We may then fix our
attention mainly on Krenkel's work. It may be added that
he tries not to be a special pleader, and yet his reasoning is
far from satisfactory.
The evidence adduced may be most conveniently considered
under the following three heads : (I) vocabulary and style ;
(2) incidents in the third Gospel or the Acts which, it is
supposed, were invented by the writer in consequence of what
he had read in Josephus; (3) notices of historical personages,
or events.
(1) Krenke! gives us lists of words and expressions
which no New Testament writer employs besides the author
of the third Gospel and the Acts, but which do occur in the
works of Josephus, or in these and the LXX.; and these lists
· are of considerable length. But the circumstance that other
New Testament writers do not use them is entirely beside
the purpose, because the author of the "Lucan" writings is
distinguished among them by his command of literary Greek.
Such a comparison as Krenke! makes is valueless apart from
an examination of the use of the same words and phrases
in the Greek literature of the time. We cannot indeed say
that the author of the" Lu can" writings had read this or that
other Greek work; but we may at least feel absolutely certain
that he had not obtained his facility of expression solely
from a knowledge of the works of Josephus. He could not
have made that use of them which is attributed to him, if he
had not been independently a man of culture. The passages
of the New Testament writer are often, I venture to say, far
superior as literature to those of the Jewish historian with
which they are compared.
The author of the "Lucan" writings and Josephus were
in any case nearly contemporaries. They had received the
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same kind of literary instruction, must have read to some
extent the same works and have had the same literary
models placed before them, and have been wont to hear
rhetoricians lecture, and public speakers make orations, much
after the same manner. Josephus himself only began to compose works in Greek in his later life, and he obtained assistance in doing so. He was not a man of an original mind, and
in Greek composition more particularly he would necessarily
seek to imitate standard examples; and certainly he was not
himself a writer who would be chosen for imitation. Further,
the author of the" Lucan" writings and Josephus were both
historians and both wrote about things Jewish. If all this
is borne in mind it must be evident that even a large amount
of similarity between them in style and diction may prove
nothing as to the dependence of one writer upon the other.
Unfortunately it is not possible to ascertain so fully and
directly as we should like to do, whether their common
features in these respects are not due simply to general
conditions which affected them both, because we possess only
very scanty remains from an extensive Greek literature produced in the first and second centuries of our era. But even
such evidence as is available and may be readily examined
appears to me abundantly sufficient to shew that this view
is by far the most probable. I may mention that somewhat
more than two-thirds of the words given as used "in the Lucan
writings and those of Josephus, but not in the LXX.1'' are used
in Polybius, many of them repeatedly, as may be seen from
Schweighaeuser's index to Polybius; and this in spite of the
facts that the extent of the writings of Polybius which have
come down to us is only about two-thirds of that of the works
of Josephus; that Polybius wrote more than two centuries
earlier instead of being a man of the same generation ; and
that, although he too wrote history, the subjects dealt with
by him were not related to those of the New Testament
writer in the way that some of those treated by Josephus
were. In addition to this it is to be observed that some of
the words given by Krenke! in another list as " occurring
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neither in the LXX. nor in Josephus but solely in Luke 1 "
are found in Polybius 2•
So far I have referred chiefly to vocabulary; but similar
remarks may be made as to constructions, phrases, ideas and
the manner of expressing them. The preface to the third
Gospel bears some resemblance to the introductory sentences
of Josephus' Jewish vVar, and it also contains various expressions which occur in the early chapters of Contra Apionem.
As I have already said, I should feel no difficulty so far as
dates are concerned in allowing that our third evangelist had
imitated the introduction of the Jewish War; I simply do
not think there is any ground for assuming it because it
seems to me probable that if we had several more of the
compositions of the time we should find that both writers
began their works in a manner that was not unusual. We
have in point of fact an example in the opening words of
the treatise of Dioscorides, 7rep'i {JX.11~ larpucr'J'>8, though
naturally here there are those differences which arose from
his work not being concerned with history. Dioscorides
probably wrote later than either the evangelist or Josephus;
but it would not, I imagine, generally be thought necessary
to assume that the medical writer was influenced by either
of them. As regards the phrases and words of the preface
which are found also in Contra Apionem, I. cc. 1-11, they are
all such as it was perfectly natural to use in each case in
connexion with the subject in hand, and which other writers
use when they have the same thoughts to express. Whether
quite as many similarities of this kind with Luke's preface
occur within the same space in any other writer I do not
know. The other passages that I have come across in which
a historical writer speaks of his sources of information and
pp. 310-12.
It may also be mentioned that a little more than a third of the words given
by Krenke! as common to Luke and Josephus occur among the words on which
Hobart comments as common to Luke and the little group of medical writers
with whom he is concerned; and this although the subjects on which they write
are so different.
On the resemblances here under consideration cp. Godet on Lk i. 4 (:1rd ed. 1.
l

2

P· 9z).
3

They may be seen in Plummer's St Luke, p. 5 f.
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his aim are much briefer than the portion of Contra Apionem
referred to, the whole of which is an introduction having for
its subject the writing of history, and a comparison between
his own works and those of others. This greater length and
fulness of treatment itself explains the larger number of
common expressions in this context1.
(2) I pass to suggestions for his narratives which the
author of the third Gospel and the Acts is alleged to have
derived from Josephus. It is implied in some cases that he
was led in this way to invent a whole incident. That he
would have been capable of this I do not believe ; it appears
to me incompatible with his character and the aim which
he had in his writings. \,Vithout, however, pressing this
objection, I will examine briefly some of the principal
parallelisms in question. The account of Jesus in the
temple at the age of twelve, given in Lk ii. 46, 47, has been
held by some to have been taken from a passage in the Autobiography of Josephus about his own boyhood 2• It cannot,
however, be denied that there is a moderation of statement
in the evangelist's narrative which compares very favourably
1 With Lk i. I' €1r€LOrJ7rEp ,ro\\o! e1rex<lp7/<TO.e &.,ar&.fa<T0at OLlJ'Y'f/lTW the
following words are compared from Contra Ap, I. c. 1, § 13: ol µlerot ras lurnplas
e1r,x"PlJ<Tavres <Tiry-ypd<fm• 1rap' avTots. But Polyb. II. 37 affords even a better
parallel, i1rei -yap ov Twas 1rpd~m, rn0d1r,p o! 1rpo fiµwv .. .&.va-ypdrpe,v hriKEX"PrJKaµev.
With Lk ib. v. 3, loo;e Ka.µot 1rap7/Ko'Xov87/K6n livwOe, 1ro.<Tiv dKptfJws Ka.Oe;fis
uo, -ypdif,a, the following sentence from Contra Ap. I. c. 10, §§ 53-5 is compared:
oe, T(W li:\Xo,s ,ra,pr/.oouiv ,rpr/.fewv r1.-x,,,0ivwv f},rurxvovµevov Q,IJTOV i1rl<Trn<T0at rnvras
1rp6Tepov dKpt{Jws ,;; 1rap7/Ko">.ov87/KOTa ro,s -ye-yovou,v 'ii 1rapa, rwv elil6rwv 1rvv8a,6µevov. But compare also Polyb. III. 32, 1ra,pa.Kohovlhj<Tcu rm<j>ws Ta'is µ?v rnrci
T~v 'lrn">.lav ... 1rpci;eu,v. This is closer, since in Contra Ap. above 1rapaK0Xov8iiv
is used of actual presence at the occurrences. Even Contra Ap. r. c. 23, § 218,
which is also adduced by Krenke!, is not so close as the passage of Polybius.
Other similar examples of the use of 1rapaKo">.ovOiiv could be given.
Instances of the use of all the other words and phrases to which Krenke!
points as occurring both in Contra Ap. r. cc. 1-10 and Lk i. 1-4, might be
adduced from other writers; some of those he notes are quite common. See
-yev6µ,vos avr/)11'r71s at Polyb. r. 46, § 4; cp. also Polyb. IV. 38, § 12. In the immediate context of the passage first quoted (Polyb. II. 37) note i; apxrys which
Krenke! adduces from Josephus as meaning the same as Luke's &.1r' a.px~s; and
in the same context in Polybius note also rcls i~iis 1rpri~ns il«ilovTCs as similar to
Luke's KaO•fiis, etc.
2 fosephi Vita, c. 2.
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with the bragging tone, and doubtless very much exaggerated
description, of Josephus. A writer who followed another in
a matter of this kind would usually be disposed to claim for
his own hero as much as he found claimed for another. Our
evangelist, if he had Josephus in view, has at least resisted
this temptation. Josephus writes, '' when I was about fourteen
years old, I was praised by all for my love of learning, and
the chief priests and chief men of the city continually came
together in order to learn from me some more accurate
knowledge concerning the things of the law." Luke says
simply that Jesus "was found in the temple, sitting in the
midst of the teachers, both hearing them and asking them
questions ; and all that heard him were amazed at his understanding and his answers." In truth the little that is common
to the two must in all probability have had its counterpart
in the life of many a promising Jewish boy 1.
I pass to an incident related in the History of tlie Jewish
War 2 • Titus, we are told, on passing near Jerusalem, at a
time subsequent to the siege, grieved over the scene of desolation which presented itself to his view and cursed the
rebellion that had led to this vengeance being taken on the
city. There is here certainly a parallel with the account in
Lk xix. 41-44 of Jesus weeping over Jerusalem. But the
coincidences of language are not remarkable; and the Gospelnarrative is so far superior in compactness and vividness
of description and in musical cadence and sublimity, that it
seems superfluous to imagine that the evangelist can have
needed the stimulus of having read Josephus. Moreover, if
he had framed this scene in the life of Christ upon this model
we might have expected to find some indication, however
unintended, that he was conscious of the dramatic contrast
presented by the two.
Again, it is related by Josephus that when Alexander the
Great was considering, before he left Macedonia, how he
should conquer Asia, he had a dream in which one appeared
to him-in a garb whereby he afterwards recognised that he
was a messenger of the God of Israel-and bade him cross
1

That which is distinctive in the Gospel-story is of course the saying at v. 49.
5, §§ I12, II3•

2 VU,
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over, offering to lead his army and to deliver to him the
empire of the Persians 1. We are forcibly reminded of St
Paul's vision at Troas 2 when a man of Macedonia summoned
him across the same strait in the opposite direction that he
might conquer Europe, not by the sword but the power of
the Cross. Here, however, it should be observed that the
reference to the Apostle's vision is virtually part of the first
of the "we"-sections, which makes it very difficult to suppose
that it was suggested by acquaintance with a passage in the
Antiquities of Josephus. Further, the story in regard to
Alexander was probably derived by Josephus himself from
some earlier source, from which the writer of the Acts may
be held to have learnt it, if it is necessary to suppose that he
knew it.
I turn to some cases in which the dependence alleged is
of a more limited kind ; where, namely, 1t is supposed that
the New Testament writer, in describing events which he
knew or believed to be as to their main substance historical,
has introduced touches suggested to him by narratives in
Josephus which seemed to him to picture situations or circumstances that were more or less similar. There could be
no great objection to admitting the possibility of this. Many,
however, of the alleged instances are not even plausible 3• It
was not necessary that Luke should have read what Josephus
has written in the jewislt War (II. 20. §§ 580-582) as to the
importance of soldiers conducting themselves aright towards
the inhabitants of a country which is the theatre of war, or in
his Life (c. 47, § 244) as to the injunctions which he laid upon
his own soldiers to "be content with the supplies furnished them
and not to indulge in looting," in order to realise that soldiers
on service in a subject land might usefully be warned in
regard to points such as these (Lk iii. 14). Nor did he need
to be acquainted with an account of a man led to execution
in Ant. XIX. I. § 24, in order that he might know that a crowd
would be likely to follow on such an occasion (Lk xxiii. 27);
or with a description in Ant. IV. viii.§ 320, of women "beating
their foreheads" when Moses spoke of his approaching end,
1
3

2 Acts xvi. 8-ro.
Ant. XI. 8. §§ 331-5.
For the four next mentioned see Krenke!, pp. 103, 140 f.,

109.
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in order that he might be led to speak of women wailing and
lamenting and "beating their breasts" at the Crucifixion of
Jesus (Lk ib. and v. 48). The parallels between Lk x. 17 and
Ant. XII. 2. § 57, and between Acts x. 12 and Contra Ap. II. 8,
besides being trivial might well be due to acquaintance with
the sources of Josephus instead of with Josephus himself.
There are a few points of similarity between speeches in
the Acts and in Josephus which seem at first sight somewhat
more deserving of attention. The most striking, I think, are
those between passages in St Paul's Address to the Ephesian
presbyters at Miletus in Acts xx., and in a speech of Agrippa
to the Jews given in the Jewish War, II. 16. § 345 ff.1. But again
in the Jewish War, VI. 2. § 96, Josephus refers to an occasion
when from outside the walls of Jerusalem he addressed those
within the city," speaking in Hebrew" (E/3pats<.,w), and after
hearing his opening remarks the people were dejected and
silent. In VII. 5. § I 27 of the same work he describes Vespasian
'' making the sign for silence and when there was quiet"
standing up. The sign for silence was a motion with the
hand; it is referred to Ant. VIII. I I.§ 276 (Ty 'XPP), ,carncnda-a<;
TO 7r),:r180<; ... ry€voµevr}', Oe (J"t(,J'TT',q<; ~pgaTO XeryHv). In the Life,
c. 29, he refers in these terms to another occasion when he
himself spoke : a-iry~r;; ovv 7rapa 'lrllVT(J)V "f€VOµf.VrJr;;, &vop€r;;,
€l7TOV, oµocf:,vXot 0avi'iv µEv, €l o{,catov f.G"TlV, OU 7rapatTOvµat.
It is interesting to compare the reference in the first of these
passages to the employment of Hebrew with Acts xxi. 40. The
phrases in the various passages as to the procuring of silence
and the mode of doing so were probably common. The
clause 0av€£V µev, etc., with which Acts xxv. r 1 a agrees so
closely, may seem to be more distinctive, yet we have here,
it would seem, a customary form of rhetorical appeal 2•
In considering the significance of the parallelisms which
l With Acts XX, zo and 26 compare ,pfJO?JV /ieiv brl TO avTo ,rd.nas vµas (TVVa-ya-ywv ei1reiv a. voµltw CTvµ<pepetv (B. f. II. 16. § 346); and µap76poµa, lie i-yw µev
/Jµwv 7/,, ii-y,a Kal
lepovs <i-y-yl;\ous Tov lhofi Kai 1rd.Tp1lia riw Ko,vfiv, ws ov/iev TWV
(TWT7)pi.wv uµ,v Ka/JV<p?}Kd.µ?)v, vµe,s OE {1ov;\euCTaµevo, µev TO. OEOVTU KOIV7JP (TUP lµo!
TrJV <lprJV'Yf" l!~eTE, ,rpoax/JePT<S /Je TO<S Ovµo'is xwpls lµoi) KLVOVV<UCTeT€ (ib. § 401).
Also compare ofiia µev oiiv, etc. (ib. § 348) with Acts v. 29.
2 See examples in Wetstein Nov. Test. ad foe.
E.g., Dion. Halic. v. z9, Tov
µfl, oDv 0&.varov .. ,oil 1rapairoVµa.1..
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have been here mentioned and of any others like them, it
should ever be remembered that circumstances more or less
similar often recur in history and various human lives, and
that in relating them different writers may often use independently the same, or similar, words and phrases. We have an
example in the account by Josephus in his Life, c. 3, of his
being shipwrecked on a voyage to Rome, and that of St
Paul's shipwreck. As the latter occurs in a portion of the
Acts which is most commonly admitted to be by a companion
of the Apostle, he would be a bold critic who would venture
to attribute the correspondence in the incidents and details
here to the influence of Josephus. But warning has not been
taken from this instance as it should.
(3) I turn to notices of persons and events belonging to
general history. Here, if anywhere, it might have been expected that the New Testament writer would have used the
works of the Jewish historian, if he was acquainted with
them. But for the most part there is no sign of it. \1/e
do not find particular statements as to public officials, the
years of the reigns of emperors and the like, in the third
Gospel and the Acts which correspond closely in form or
matter with statements in Josephus. Even if there were
such, it would be open to us to assume that they had been
derived not from the latter, but from some of the previous
writers whom (it would seem) he himself largely reproduced 1.
But the information which the author of the" Lucan" writings
shews on such subjects was no greater than must have been,
one would think, frequently possessed, or than could at least
easily have been obtained by one residing in any of the great
cities of the empire, through conversation with persons of
experience and education, Jewish and Gentile.
Krenkel 2 appeals to the freedom with which our third
evangelist has treated St Mark in order to explain likewise
his relation to Josephus. But there is no analogy between
the two cases. The departures from St Mark are in the way
of improvements of the style, or of the addition or substitution of other pieces of tradition; whereas Josephus
1
2

See Schurer, Gtsch, d. fud. Volk.
P· II ff.

1.

p. So ff., Eng. trans.

1.

p. 85 ff.
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should have been followed with exactness as to facts of history
for which he was the authority. The writer of the third
Gospel and the Acts was quite historian enough to understand this.
Much has been made of an instance in which an erroror what is probably an error-on the part of the author of
the Acts may be explained as due to a careless reading and
inaccurate remembrance of a passage of the Antiquities (xx.
5. § r ). Here the appearance of Theudas in the governorship
of Fad us is referred to, and after him the sons of Judas of
Galilee are mentioned, and this gives occasion to a notice
of the father. In the Acts (v. 36 f.) we have Theudas represented as preceding in time Judas of Galilee himself, who
"arose in the days of the taxing." It is supposed that the
writer recollected that Theudas was named at the beginning
of the passage, but confused Judas with his sons. With
Schiirer1, I think it unlikely that the author of Acts should
have been so careless; but be this as it may, the possibility
that his error arose in some other way cannot be excluded.
There may, for example, have been a similar passage in some
earlier work used by Josephus and known to the author of
the Acts in which Theudas and Judas and his sons were
referred to in the same order.
In replying to Schi.irer's criticisms on this and other
points 2 Holtzmann was led to allow that "the reading of the
works of Josephus already lay behind our author" (Luke)
"when he came to the composition of his own works, and
can never, to speak generally, have been very thorough and
careful. He had just looked through Josephus, nothing
more 3.'' This certainly is all that can reasonably be claimed.
Krenkel's argument to shew that the author of the third
1 Schi.irer's conclusion is that" either Buke had taken no notice of Josephus
at all, or subsequently to his reading he proceeded to forget all about it."
Zeitschr.f. Wiss. Theo!. 1876, p. 582.
2 See p. 263, n. 2.
3 " Statt dessen lag jene Lectlire, als unser Verfasser zur Abfassung seiner
W erke schritt, bereits hinter ihm, und sehr tiefdringend und genau konnte sie
iiberhaupt niemals gewesen sein. Er hatte eben im Josephus sich umgesehen
(vgl. meiner Aufsatz, S. 89), weiter nichts" (" Noch einmal Lucas und Josephus,"
Zeitschr.f. Wiss. Theo!, 1877, p. 536).
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Gospel and the Acts had obtained many suggestions for his
own works, and had largely drawn his vocabulary, from the
writings of the Jewish historian, has been seen to be inconclusive, and it presupposes such an acquaintance with
those writings as he evidently, from his notices of facts of
general history, did not possess. But further it appears to
me impossible to prove, or to render probable, those vague
reminiscences for which Holtzmann contends by means
simply of such evidence as is adduced. Since no more is
attributed to him, it is implied that the evidence is somewhat
slight. Moreover the consideration is overlooked that other
explanations of the various items of it are possible. The
parallelisms need to be more numerous and more distinctive
than they are in reality, to establish a case for the particular
explanation that is suggested. Failing this, it would be
necessary that there should be some fact rendering it independently probable that the author of the third Gospel and
the Acts should have known the works of Josephus in question,
like St Paul's reference to a physician among his companions
which lends meaning to the signs of medical knowledge in
our author. In the absence of any such coincidence in the
case now before us, there is not sufficient force in the argument to enable it to resist any substantial reasons on the
other side. It is not capable of shaking our conclusion that
the author of the third Gospel and the Acts was a companion
of St Paul, and should not prevent us from assuming whatever else is most probable on that supposition. \Ve may,
therefore, dismiss the idea that he had read the Antiquities
and Contra Apiotiem and Autobiography of Josephus; but the
question whether he knew the Jewish War is deserving of
some further consideration.
The indications of acquaintance with this work which
have so far come before us are, I think, slightly stronger than
those alleged in regard to the others ; there are besides a few
parallelisms with it of a different character which I proceed
to note. The language in regard to the siege of Jerusalem
in Lk xix. 43, and xxi. 20, agrees well with the description
of it by Josephus. Certainly Luke might have learned the
facts about the siege from many quarters, but it would be
18
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natural that he should have read with deep interest Josephus'
account when it appeared. Further his statement as to the
position of Emma us in Lk xxiv. I 3, may be compared with
that in Josephus, B.J. VII. 6. § 217 1 ; and also Luke's use of
'E:X.au.ov, Olivet, as a name for the Mount of Olives at Acts i. I 2,
· and possibly also at Lk xix. 29, xxi. 37, with passages in
Josephus where this form of name may be intended 2• The
correspondence in regard to Emmaus is not exact, and as
to" Olivet" is uncertain; nevertheless these resemblances are
not to be classed with those phrases which may probably
have been used often in the literature of the time.
Let us now in conclusion turn back to the opening
sentences of the third Gospel, and view them in the light
of the results which we have obtained through the inquiries
in this and earlier chapters. The stress laid by Luke upon
the testimony of those who "from the beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers of the word," and upon his having
himself " traced the course of all things accurately from the
first," is remarkable in one who, as we have seen, has compiled
his own record mainly from written accounts which preceded
it. Evidently men still looked back to the oral teaching of
the first disciples as the ground of their confidence in the
facts of the Gospel, and the authority of any document was
measured by its agreement therewith.
Luke implies that he is prepared to authenticate all that
he has himself written in his book as satisfying this test.
He does not refer to having made use of documents, because
he felt that he could go behind them. It is true that, as has
often been pointed out, the words of Luke's preface need not
The words in Josephus, I.e., are xwplov lowKev els KaTOlK'f/lJ"LP, I) KaA<LTat µev
rwv 'I,po<ToMµwv <Traolous rp,aKOvra. This is the text as given
by Niese, which is evidently right. He mentions one Codex where if;-fJKovra is
read; no doubt this was a change introduced by a Christian copyist to bring the
statement into accord with Luke.
2 At Acts i. 12 we have d..-o /Jpous rov Ka/\ouµ.!vou 'EAa,wvos, which is of course
quite plain; but at Lk xix. 29 and xxi. 37 it is doubtful whether we have the
genitive or an accusative in apposition, 1rpos -ro /ipos To KaAouµ,vov i!Aa,wv or
i!Aa,wv-of olives, or Olivet-and the passages in Josephus (B.J. 11. r3. § 262;
v. 2. § 70; Ant. xx. 8. § 169) are similarly ambiguous. Niese takes the word
as the genitive.
1

'Aµµaous, chr.!x«
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necessarily be taken to mean that the writer had himself been
in immediate contact with the eyewitnesses. But plainly this
is not excluded ; while their statements might also be known
from the reports of many who had been their constant hearers.
Probably both means of information are here intended, though
the second perhaps more than the first. Luke, when he
visited Jerusalem in Paul's company saw and heard James,
'' the Lord's brother," and possibly other members of the
earliest body of disciples; and both during his stay in
Palestine at this time, and after it, and to some extent also
before, in different parts of the world, he must have had not
a few opportunities of holding intimate converse with and
questioning those who had learnt from them.
The third Gospel may have been written as late as
A.D. So, but (as I have already said) 1 it is not probable that
it was written much later than this, if Luke was the
author. That it cannot have been composed much earlier
appears from its expressions in regard to the doom of J erusalem, when compared with those in St Mark 2 • The fact
that Luke is more explicit than a source which he has used
in the context and in other places is here the decisive consideration. If we had only Luke's language on the subject,
it might be open to us to suppose that the references to the
siege were instances of genuine prediction ; but it seems clear
that interpretation after the event must here have been intermingled with the original prophecy, when we turn to the
vaguer terms of the earlier record, which in the main Luke
has followed. One expression peculiar to him (Lk xxi. 24)
brings vividly before us the period of suffering for the Jewish
nation which commenced after tlze taking of Jerusalem, and
no speedy termination of it appears to be contemplated.
This suggests that some little time has already elapsed since
that event.
1
2

Seep. 260.
Lk xxi. 20= Mk xiii. 14.

Cp. also Lk xix. 43.
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ADDITION AL NOTE TO CHAPTER IV.
THE EMPLOYMENT OF CHARACTERISTICS OF STYLE,
VOCABULARY AND THOUGHT IN
DIFFERENT
PORTIONS OF THE "LU CAN" WRITINGS AS A
MEANS OF DETERMINING THE ORIGIN OF THOSE
PORTIONS SEVERALLY.

In addition to the books dealing directly with the authorship of
the" we ''-sections in Acts, mentioned on p. 255, the following works
of a more general kind will be found useful in the study of the Lucan
style and vocabulary : Lekebusch, Die Composition und Entstelzung
der Apostelgeschichte von neuem untersucht, 1854; J. Friedrich, Das
Lukas-evangelium und die Apostelgeschichte, Werke desselben Verfassers ;
Th. Vogel, Zur Charakteristik des Lukas nach Sprache und Sti!, 1899.
Help may also be derived from works on the Grammar of the
New Testament, especially that of Blass (references to him in the
following pages are to the Eng. trans. of his Grammar by H. St J.
Thackeray, 1898), and the treatises of J. Viteau: Elude sur le Gree
du Nouveau Testament. Le verbe : Syntaxe des propositions, and Etude
sur le Cree du Nouveau Testament compare avec celui des Septante:
Sujet, complement et attribut, in Bibliotlieque de l'ecole des J1autes
ttudes, 114.
I have stated the number of times that particular words occur in
the Lucan writings, etc., in accordance with the concordance of
W. F. Moulton and A. S. Geden, which is based on the texts of
Westcott and Hort, Tischendorf and the English Revisers. But
textual differences are not of great moment for our present purpose,
since our conclusions can only be obtained from a broad view of
Lucan peculiarities, and this remains unaffected by such differences.
Different writings of the New Testament alone are here compared, and when, after enumerating the number of times that a
word occurs in various writings contained in it, I add "not elsewhere," I mean "not elsewhere in N.T.''
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Since the examination of the passages does not follow throughout their order in the Gospel, the following table is subjoined for
convenience of reference.
Lk i. and ii.
,, iv. 16-30
,, iv. 31-44
,, V. I - I I

,, v. 12-26
,, vii. II-17
,, vii. 36---50
,, viii. 1-3
viii. 22-56
",, ix. 51-56, 6i, 62
x. 1, 17-20, 29-42
",, xi. 1, 5-8, 27, 28
,, xii. 13-2 I, 49, 50
,, xiii. 1-17, 22, 31-33

Page
291-5
295 f.
279-81
296-7
281-3
~97
298 f.
299
283-6
299
299 f.
3oof.
301
301 f.

Page
302 f.
3o3
" xv.
,, xvi. r-13, 19-31
304
,, xvii. 7-19
304 f.
,, xviii. 1-14
305
,, xix. 1-28, 41-44
305 f.
,, xxii. 14-38
306
,, xxii. 39-xxiii. 56
287-90
,, xxiii. 5-12, 14, 15, 39-43 306-8
,, xxiv. 13-end
308 f.
Acts xvi. 9-18
314-8
318-20
xx. 4-16
" xxi. 1-18
320-2

Lk xiv. 1-24, 28-33

"

In Chapter II, in connexion with the subject of the reconstruction of the Logian document, I endeavoured to estimate the amount
of difference between Mt. and Lk which we ought to be prepared
for, in passages independently reproduced in both from the same document, no longer extant, by considering the differences between them in
their parallels to Mk. Similarly a study of the alterations made by
our third evangelist in his Marean document, and also, so far as they
can be ascertained, in his Logian document, should enable us the
better to judge how far "Lucan" characteristics which we may
observe in other passages are merely signs that the general author of
the third Gospel and Acts has revised some written source, or can
be taken as evidence that the composition was wholly due to him.
I should weary most of my readers past their endurance, were I for
the purpose in view to conduct them here through an examination of
all the portions of St Luke which are parallel with St Mark ; and
many points would be found to recur again and again. I will content
myself with the treatment in detail of a few passages by way of
example, and with some general statements in regard to the
remainder, based on my own investigation of the evidence. I will then
pass on to consider the bearing of the results obtained upon the two
subjects of inquiry that have come before us in this chapter, to which
they are applicable, that, namely, of the source, or sources, of the
peculiar matter in Luke, and that as to the identity of the-author of
the "we "-sections in the Acts with the author of the whole work and
of the third Gospel.
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Luke's revision o.f his Marean docunient
I.
Luke's revision of his ·Marean document.

It must be premised that of the instances in which Luke appears
to have altered the constructions, or the phraseology, of his Marean
document, not all should be reckoned as specially characteristic of
him. We must obtain our standard for what is characteristic from
the survey of a broader field. If we take the words and turns of
phrase peculiar to Luke in· passages parallel with Mark, and inquire
what the usage of the New Testament is in regard to them, this will
shew which are likely to have been characteristic of Luke among the
writers of Christian documents in the first century as a class. And
then from the nature and number of such characteristic expressions
in Luke's Marean parallels we may get a notion of the nature and
number of those which would probably be noticeable in other
passages taken by the same writer from a written source.
It will be important for us to distinguish between Luke's treatment of descriptions of scenes and incidents in his source and its
reports of spoken words. He is wont to reproduce the latter, as I
have already had occasion to observe in an earlier chapter, with a far
higher degree of verbal exactness than the former, and consequently
it is in the former, the descriptive portions, that his own characteristics
of style and vocabulary and point of view appear most largely. We
will therefore fix our attention upon sections which are either wholly
descriptive, or in which the descriptive element is considerable.
Some from the early part of the Gospel will serve our purpose well.
One remark of a general kind I will make before entering upon
the review of particular passages. We shall find that even in the
descriptive matter the Lucan characteristics are very unequally distributed. While adhering closely on the whole to Mark's narrative,
Luke seems here and there to have drawn inferences from what he
read, to have formed his own idea of the circumstances and incidents,
and then to have told the facts as he conceived them. Or again the
special interest which he felt in the subject-matter, and the belief
that he could improve the presentation of it, have moved him to
add various touches or to rearrange the account. Or, once more,
some little piece of additional information which he possessed, or a
different mode of telling a story to which he had become accustomed,
has exercised an influence upon him. Sentences in which Luke
shews more than his average amount of independence of the form of
Mark's narrative, owing to one or other of the causes just mentioned,
occur especially at the beginnings of sections, or at the conclusions,
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where, for instance, he depicts the effects of a miracle; but sometimes also in other parts. As might be expected, it is in these
sentences, where on the whole the divergence from Mark is most
considerable, that the Lucan characteristics are found in greatest
number.
We will begin our e..xamination at the point where Luke rejoins
the Marean sequence after his narrative of the Visit of Jesus to
Nazareth.
Lk iv. 31-37 = Mk i. 21-28. The motives for the few small
changes which Luke has made in this section of Mark can easily be
divined. The only points which could, if we had not the Marean
parallel, attract attention as characteristic are :-v. 31, the description
of Capernaum as 11"0Atv rijr; I'a.\i.\ala,, which is evidently intended for
readers who did not know Palestine, and would most naturally
proceed, also, from a writer who himself was a strapger to it: v. 33,
1l"VEt!p.a Saip.oviov a.KafJo.pTov (in place of the usual 1!"VEl!/J-a, or Satp.ovwv,
aKaOapTov). Luke distinguishes the spirit from the organism in which
it works and the special form of its manifestation; cp. xiii. 11, 1l"VEl!/J-a
a.<T~EvEia,, and A. xvi. 16, 1l"VEtJfJ-a m,Owva, a Pytho-spirit. Similarly
the references in Lk and A. to the 1l"VEl!/J-a, the personal centre, in
human beings, are peculiarly frequent; cp. i. So; viii. 55 ; ix. 55 ;
A. vi. 10; vii. 59; xvii. 16.
v. 36. l~ow{q. Kal, Suva.p.Et: the same combination occurs at ix. 1,
and similar ones at i. 17, and at A. iii. 12 ; iv. 7 ; vi. 8 ; x. 38.
/3-vvap.t, is coupled with S&~a in Mt. xxiv. 30, and Mk xiii. 26, as also
at Lk xxi. 27.
Lk iv. 38-41 = Mk i. 29-34. The following expressions and
words may clearly be reckoned characteristic :v. 38. <TVVEXop.tvYJ 1!"VpET~ p.Eya.\<J_J: cp. the closely similar phrase at
A. xxviii. 8, 1rvpEro"i:r; Kal, Sv<TEVTEp{'{' <TvvExop.Evov (see on the two
expressions, Harnack, Lukas der Arzt, pp. 123 f., 127, Eng. trans.
pp. 176, 182 ). There is reason, also, to think that the use of JJ-Eya.A<J!
in connexion with fever has even a technical force (see Hobart,
p. 4).-<Tuve'xnv and <TVVCXE<T0ai are used with special frequency in
Lk and A., though only in the two passages here referred to in
regard to bodily plagues. For this application cp. Mt. iv. 24.
The substitution of ~PWTYJ<Tav airrov 1rEpl aflrijr; for Mk's more
neutral .\lyovcnv, etc., should, I think, also be noticed. "They questioned Him about her." It is just the expression which would be used in
the case of a physician who had been called in, or who had happened
to enter a house where there was a sick person. At this early point
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in the history, when Jesus was just beginning to shew His power as a
healer, it is eminently suitable.
v. 39. lcf,frrTavai : 7 times in Lk, 11 in A., besides only once
in I Th. and twice in 2 Tim.-11'apaxp17µa: 10 times in Lk, 6 in
A., besides only at Mt. xxi. 19, 20; of the 10 times in Lk, 7
are in descriptions of cures. In four of these it is used in place of
Mk's £v8v,, but in the present passage there is no word to correspond
in Mk, and although in the cure of the woman with the issue the
suddenness is noted by Mk, Luke lays stress upon it (Lk viii. 44 b,
which == Mk v. 29, is followed by v. 4 7 b). 11'apaxpijµa is also used of
a cure related only in Lk at xiii. 13, and of one described at A. iii. 7.
The suddenness of the cures seems to have impressed Luke as a man
interested in things medical.
v. 40. d.11'avTE,. 11'as and d.11'a, occur with special frequency in
Lk and A., cp. Friedrich, p. 6. Luke is fond of the thought that all
are stirred, etc. (though of course it is not confined to him, e.g. see
Mk i. 27, 28). Similarly we may note the phrase: iv, fo1.<TT'J.' ;11TrL8d,.
Cp. esp. the individuality of the gift of the Spirit at A. ii. 3, and of
the admonition at A. xx. 31. £i, tKa<rTo, in masc. is used twict. in
Lk, five times in A., once in Mt. and five times by St Paul, and the
neut. once in A., once in 1 Cor.
v. 41. liiv: twice in Lk, seven times in A., two in rest of N.T.
Lk iv. 42-44 == Mk i. 35-39. Luke has recast to a considerable
extent the opening part of the Marean section. (Lk v. 42 = Mk
vv. 35-37.) Special points :-v. 42. y£voµlv71<, 17µipa,: the gen.
absol. though not uncommon in the other N.T. writings is used with
special frequency by Luke.-iw, is used (as here) of coming up to, as
far as, a spot or person, at ii. 15 ; iv. 29, 42 ; A. ix. 38; xi. 19, 22;
xvii. 15; xxiii. 23; besides only at Mt. xxvi. 58 and Mk xiv. 54,
and in the poetic expressions Mt. xxiv. 27, 31; Mk xiii. 27.
Kan'ixov aVTOV TOV µij 7rOpEVE<Teai. The gen. of infin. dependent not
on a preposition, but either on a verb (as here), or on a noun (e.g.
A. xxvii. 20 ), "has an extensive range in Paul and still more in Luke;
it is found to a limited extent in Mt. and Mk, but is wholly, or
almost wholly, absent from the other N.T. writers." Blass, p. 234.
It is to be added that the use of the infin. with the art. in dependence
upon a preposition belongs chiefly in N.T. to the writings of Luke
and Paul. .lb. p. 233. Cp. Lekebusch, p. 75, and Friedrich, p. 36,
no. 2 7 1. The use of 7ropfv(a-0ai twice in this verse should also be
noticed. Although of course not an uncommon word it occurs in Lk
and A. with unusual frequency. v. 43. Evayy£>...i{m8ai, middle, is
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very common in Lk and A. and in the Pauline Epp., for "preaching
the Gospel," and is used elsewhere only once, viz. at 1 Pet. i. 12.
(The act. is used twice in Apoc., and the passive once in .Mt., in a
Logian passage, Mt. xi. 5 = Lk vii. 22; also at Lk xvi. 16, and a few
passages in Gal., Heb. and 1 Pet.) The good news proclaimed is
further defined not infrequently by the addition of a noun in the
accus. The persons to whom the message is delivered are placed in
dat. in St Paul's Epp., with one exception; and so also by Luke in
the present passage and at i. 19; ii. ro; and A. viii. 35. But at
Lk iii. 18 and A. viii. 25, 40; xiii. 32; xiv. 15, 21; xvi. 10; and
also at Gal. i. 9, and r Pet. i. 12 the person or persons, place or
places "evangelised" are in accus. The former is in accordance
with Attic usage (cp. Blass, p. 89); the latter was probably a technical form of expression, as it were, which had grown up among
Christian missionaries. Apoc. x. 7 may also be compared, though the
verb, besides being in the act., has a more ordinary meaning. v. 44.
~v K'ffpvuuwv: the periphrasis of elµ.{ with participle for the finite verb
is specially common in Lk and A. See Lekebusch, p. 76; Friedrich,
p. 12, no. 14 k.
Luke's account of the Call of Simon and two other disciples
(Lk v. 1-u) is largely at least independent of Mk; we may pass
on, therefore, to
Lk v. 12-16 = Mk i. 40-45. The account of the miracle,including the request of the leper, some words of Christ, and also the
descriptive matter in which these are em bedded ( 12 c, 13, 14),-is
given almost exactly in the language of .Mk, and there is nothing
characteristic about the two or three little differences. But in Luke's
introduction to the incident (12 a, b) and description of the consequences of the miracle (vv. 15, 16) there are several points to be
noted. v. I 2. Kal lyevETO EV T'{' e!vai ... Kal i8ov: the impersonal
lyl.vErn in a clause containing a note of time (a Hebraism= 1 i'.'l'i, which
is pleonastic according to our ideas, since the note of time might be
connected with the principal verb) is specially common in Lk. We
find it with Kal loov in apodosi in present verse and at xxiv. 4, and also
at Mt. ix. ro; with Kal aim>, in apodosi, eight times in Lk (v. 1, 17;
viii. 1, 22; ix. 51; xiv. 1; xvii. 11; xxiv. 15), and not elsewhere;
followed by a finite verb, but without Kal, 22 times in Lk, 5 in Mt.
(only in the formula with which discourses are concluded, vii. 28;
xi. r; xiii. 53; xix. r ; xxvi. r), twice in Mk. When followed by an
infin. and accus., as it is five times in Lk, 14 in A., and once in Mk,
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it need not be regarded as impers. It should be observed that this
more defensible construction is the only one of those here referred to
which occurs in A.-£v T<p £imt: ev T<p with infin. occurs with special
frequency in Lk, also at A. ix. 3 and xix. 1. Cp. above iv. 42 n.ev 1ui- TWV ?TOA(WV; cp. EV µ.uJ TOJV a-vvaywywv, xiii. 10 and f.l' µ.ii, TWV
V/1-Epwv, v. 17, etc.-Again, the particularity of the description of the
man's physical condition, 1r,\-rjp1J<; ,\l1rpa,, is noticeable.-Uoµ.at occurs
eight times in Lk, seven in A., and six in Pauline Epp., once in Mt.
v. 15. odpxwOai occurs 10 times in Lk, 20 in A., 10 in rest of N.T.
-0£pa1r£v£tv, or 0£pa1r£v£a-Oai, is also followed as here by a.1ro at
Lk vi. 18, vii. 21 and viii. 2, but not elsewhere.-&.a-Olvna is used
specifically for sickness four times in Lk and at A. xxviii. 9 ; also once
in Mt. and twice in Jn, and perhaps in 2 Cor. xi., xii. and Gal. iv. 13.
v. 16. The use of avro,, as an equivalent for o, or oa-n,, is characteristic of Lk, A., and St Paul's Epp. See Viteau, p. 51. In Lk
and A. ofro<; also is similarly used (Ib.); for ~v with participle see
iv. 44n. Lastly, Luke is fond of representing Jesus as praying (cp.
iii. 21; vi. 12; ix. 18, 28, 29; xi. 1).
Lk v. 17-26 = Mk ii. 1-12. With a view probably to more
orderly narration Luke has stated at the beginning of this narrative
(v. 17) that there we~e scribes present, which Mark does not mention
till v. 6, and he has also amplified and heightened the description.
Moreover, he has a good deal altered the form, though not the
substance, of the account of the bringing of the paralytic into the
presence of Jesus (vv. 18, 19 = Mk vv. 2-4). In these three z,v. of
Luke's section ( 17-19) there are several Lucan characteristics. v. 17.
Kat lyivtf.To ... Kat avro<; : see above, v. 1 2 n.-lv µ.ii, Twv vµ.Epwv : the
same phrase is used again at viii. 22 and xx. 1 ; cp. also above, v. 12 n.
For 17v o,Ma-Kwv, ~<Tav Ka0-rjµ.£vot, ~<Tav f.A1)Av0oTE<;, see above, iv. 44 n.
For the conception of the power of the Lord being present in and
working through Jesus, cp. the account of His withdrawing into the
wilderness after His baptism, f.V T'g ovvaµ.Et TOV llvEvµ.aTO<; (iv. 14).1a.<T0at in midd. or pass. occurs II times in Lk, and eight altogether
in the other Gospels, four times in A. and three in rest of N.T.; the
noun ln<Tt<; at xiii. 32 and A. iv. 22, 30. v. 18. 1rapaAEAvµ.EVo<;: here
and at 1,. 24; so also at A. viii. 7 ; ix. 33. Mt. and Mk use only
1rapaAvnKo<;, which is nowhere used by Lk.-lvw1rwv is used nowhere
in Mt. or Mk and once only in Jn; it occurs 24 times in Lk and 13
in A. It is frequently used, however, by Paul and most of all in
Apoc. v. 19. µ.~ £fipovT£c;, etc. : cp. the use of Efip[<TKtf.tv at xix. 48,
and A. iv. 2 r, and see Friedrich, p. r 1 ( 14 i). Note also the two
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participial clauses, each of some length, having no conjunction
between them, but both connected with the same verb. Friedrich
remarks upon the commonness of this construction in Lk and A. and
gives Lk iv. 20 and A. xii. 4, 25, as instances, p. 37, no. 272. The
sentences in question are well-balanced because the action expressed
in one of the participles is in thought most closely connected with
the verb, in the order of time or for some other reason, and the one
which is so connected is placed nearest it, while a slight pause
between the two clauses is thus naturally suggested.
vv. 20-24. There is nothing here to note excepting, in v. 24,
7rapa>..e>-..vp.ev'1! (commented on above, v. 18) and 7ropevou. The latter
is also used in dismissing those healed, or who have asked a question,
at vii. 50; viii. 48; x. 37; xvii. I4; in Jn at iv. 50; xx. 17; and in
Perie. de adult. (viii. II). For Luke's fondness for the word see
iv. 42 n.
vv. 25, 26. 7rapaX(Jrjp.a: see iv. 39 n.; .lv~mov: see v. 18 n.-Note
a fresh phrase for the man's bed, shewing an aversion to the repeated
use of the same word.-For the trait that the man who was healed
glorified God cp. xiii. 13; xvii. 15 ; xviii. 43. The acknowledgment
of God's glory by the people which is called forth by the sight of
miracles is noticed in Mk ii. 12 = Mt. ix. 8 = Lk v. 26; Mk vii. 37
=Mt.xv. 3r. But in Lk we have also ii. 20; vii. 16; ix. 43; xviii.
43; xix. 37.-7rap6.8ota does not occur elsewhere, but its use here
illustrates the richer and more literary character, relatively to other
N.T. writings, of Luke's vocabulary.
I will pass over the next few sections of Luke which are parallel
to Mark, down to his first considerable insertion, and also after it the
parable of the Sower, and the piece about the mother and brethren
of Jesus coming to Him. In some of these sections the element of
reported words is large, and here (as I have said) we meet with few
Lucan characteristics. But even those of them which are mainly or
wholly descriptive, as well as the descriptive parts of the rest, belong
to the class of Luke's less revised parallels with Mark. The three
sections following upon the last that I have indicated will repay study.
Lk viii. 22-25 = Mk iv. 35-41. In this account of a storm on
the Jake there are several points to be noted. v. 2 2. .lyeveTo 8L. Kat
avT6,, see v. l 2 n.-tv p.t(j, 7'; ~p.ep. (lb. ).-8dpxecr0at occurs 10 times
in Lk, 20 in A., once in Mt., twice each in Mk and Jn, 5 times in
Epp. of St Paul, and once in Heb.->-..{p.v71 (also in v. 23), the lake of
Galilee, as at v. 1, 2 and viii. 33. Mt., Mk and Jn always use Ba>-..acrcra
in regard to it, which Lk nowhere does.-&.vc5.yea0ai, with the
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meaning '' to put to sea," is used only in the Lucan writings, viz.
here and 13 times in A. (cp. A. xvi. r 1 n., p. 315). Similarly KaTaynv of "bringing a boat to land," and KaTayu,-0ai, of "coming into
port," see Lk v. 11, and A. xxvii. 3 and xxviii. 12. v. 23. We have
seen that in the Healing of the paralytic (Lk v. 17 f.), Luke states at
the outset that scribes, etc., were present instead of waiting to refer
to them, as Mark does, when their murmurings have to be mentioned; so here he states that Jesus had fallen asleep, before the
moment comes at which He is awaked, and in this way greatly
improves the description. In the clause which he is thus led to
introduce he uses the gen. absol., which is far commoner with him
than in many N.T. writings j he uses also the word &<f,v1rvw<Hv,
which occurs nowhere else, but which is significant as illustrating his
employment of compounds, sometimes. (as in the present instance)
very felicitously.-Kivovvevew, twice in A., also at I Cor. xv. 30.
v. 24. emO'Ta.Ta: peculiar to Lk; it occurs at v. 5 ; vm. 45 ;
ix. 33, 49 ; xvii. 13.-1raveu0ai, three times in Lk, six in A., six
in Epp.
In addition to the points which have already been commented
on, we may notice Luke's remarkably lifelike reference to the sudden
descent of the squall-KaTt~'I'); his use of To iowp (vv. 24, 25),
suggestive of the volume of the water, which is so impressive at sea,
especially in a storm; and of o KAvowv, describing the surging of the
billows. Again, crvve1r,\11povvTo-both the choice of the word, and
the impf. tense, and the transference to the crew and passengers of
what really applied to the boat-is more expressive than Mk's wuTE
-ifo11 yeµl(Eu0ai TO ,r,\oi'ov ( <TVV'Tl'ATJpOV<T0ai is used also at Lk ix. 51
and A. ii. 1).
Lk viii. 26-39 == Mk v. 1-20. v. 26. Kara1r>..e'iv: here only,
but cp. Lk's use of KanJ.yeiv (see above viii. 22 n.) and KaTtpxeu0ai (see
A. xxi. 3 n., p. 320).--ifT1s: the relative of indefinite reference is
often used in N.T. in connexion with some definite person or thing,
especially in the Lucan writings. See Blass, p. 17 3. For his defining
the locality cp. Lk iv. 31 n. v. 27. 1Kavos: 9 times in Lk, 18 in A.,
3 each in Mt. and Mk, once in Ro. and 5 in 1 and 2 Cor., and once in
2 Tim.
The contrast, however, is still more striking in regard to the
use of the word in the idiomatic meaning "considerable" applied to
quantity. It has this meaning in Lk in all cases but three-two of
which exceptions occur in contexts parallel to Mk (and Mt.)--and in
all cases in A., whereas in the remainder of N. T. it is used in this sense
only at Mt. xxviii. 12, Ro. xv. 23, and 1 Cor. xi. 30. v. 28. O(i:u0ai (also
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at v. 38): see v. 12 n. v. 29. uvvap1rd{nv: three times in A. (though
not applied to demoniacal possession); not elsewhere.-cpvAa<T<Htv,
or cfmAa<T<T£<T0at, is used in the same literal sense as here at Lk ii. 8 ;
xi. 21 ,: A. xii. 4; xxii. 20; xxiii. 35; xxviii. 16; not elsewhere.-Ta
BE<Tp.a, neut. instead of masc., is found at A. xvi. 26 ; xx. 23 ; not in
any other writer. v. 30. Luke uses E<TT{v, ~v, etc., Tlvi with special
frequency to express possession. Cp. Blass, p. 111 f. It is especially
common in regard to having some relative, a child, sister, etc. So
far as I have observed the only close parallel in this respect is at
Ro. ix. 9 in a quotation. For his defining the locality cp. Lk iv. 31 n.
v. 33. Aip.vry: see viii. 22 n. vv. 34 and 35. TO yEyov6, is twice
used; the second time it is also used in the parallel in Mk; for it
cp. Lk viii. 56; xxiv. 12; A. iv. 21; v. 7; xiii. 12. 1rapa T. 1r68a,:
"Lk five times, A. six; in rest of N.T., except at Mt. xv. 30, it
is expressed by 1rpo, Tov, 1r68a,, etc.; only Luke speaks of sitting at
someone's feet in order to learn." Friedrich, p. 38. The formation
of substantives out of the neut. of participles as in classical Greek is
much commoner in Lk and A. than in the rest of N.T., cp. Friedrich,
p. 142. v. 37. a.-rrav TO 1rAij0o,: see iv. 40 n.-uvvix£u0ai, see iv. 38 n.-inro<TTp/.<fmv (also in vv. 39 and 40) : 21 times in Lk, 1 o in A. ; besides
only 3 times in Epp. and at Mk xiv. 40.
Lk viii. 40-56 = Mk v. 21-43. v. 40. For the def. art. with inf.
governed by prep. here and v. 42 b, see iv. 42 n.-&1ro8lxwOai: twice in
Lk, five times in A., not elsewhere.-1ro.vTE'>, see iv. 40 n.-1rpo<T00Kav:
Lk six times, A. five, Mt. two, 2 Pet. three. v. 41. For Kat oJrn,, as also
for Kat a-irnf at v. 42; see Lk v. 16 n.--~ 6vop.a: Luke in introducing
the name of a person or a place, which he could not assume that his
readers would know, employs some expression such as" by name," or
"called," far more regularly than other N. T. writers do, and his
phrases of this kind differ from theirs. That used here occurs 5 times
in Lk, once in A., not elsewhere, while tw6p,an occurs 7 times in Lk,
22 in A., twice only in rest ofN.T., viz. at Mk v. 22, and Mt. xxvii. 32:.
For other expressions see xxii. 47 a.-v-rrapxnv: Lk 15, A. 25, rest of
N.T. 20, including instances of neut. part. used as subst. (Lk 8,
A. 1, rest of N.T. 5).-1rapa T. 1ro8.: see viii. 35 n. v. 42. p,ovoyEJrrj,:
cp. vii. 12; ix. 38.-~v a-irr<i,: see viii. 30 n. v. 43 b. This touch is an
example of Luke's interest in things medical.-l]n, : see viii. 26 n.
v. 44. 1rapaxpijp.a (here and vv. 47 and 55): see iv. 39 n. v. 45.
i1rurTo.Ta: see viii. 24 n.-<TvvlxEiv: see iv. 38 n. v. 47: observe
the arrangement and structure of the clauses-la<T0ai: see v. I7 n.ivw1rwv : see v. I 8 n. For £VW7rWV T. ,\aov cp. ivaVTlOV T. Aaov, XX. 26,
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and ivw1rwv T. 1rA.~8ou, A. vi. 5 ; xix. 9. v. 48. 7rop£11ou; see iv. 42 n.
and v. 24n. v. 52. Ko1TT£<T8ai governing acc., cp. xxiii. 27. v. 55.
~ta.Ta.<T<TELv: four times in Lk, five in A., six in Pauline Epp., once in
Mt. v. 56. To yEyovo,: see viii. 34 n.
The remainder of the sections of Luke parallel with Mark down
to the entry of the Upper Chamber for the Last Supper would be
found on examination to illustrate the same features as regards the
appearance of Lucan characteristics. In a certain number of verses
Luke describes the circumstances more or less in his own way, and
(as might be expected) his own characteristic forms of expression
and remarks occur here most thickly. These verses are found
chiefly at the beginnings or conclusions of the several narratives;
they are especially the following : ix. 6 ; 1 o and r r ; 18 a ; 2 9 ;
xviii. 35 and 36; xix. 47 and 48; xx. 23; and in a somewhat less
degree, ix. 1 and 2; 7; xx. 1 ; xxii. 1 and 2. There are also one
or two instances in other parts, e.g. ix. 32 and 33 a. The Lucan
characteristics are markedly less common in the rest of the descriptive
portions of these sections, and in the words of Jesus and even of
disciples and others they are for the most part more scanty still.
Nowhere in the portion of the Gospel of which I am now speaking
are they more numerous than in the passages where I have set forth
the evidence; and on the whole they are far less so, owing to the
circumstance that Sayings and discourses form a larger element.
The Apocalyptic discourse, and to a certain extent also the parable~,
are exceptions as regards the closeness with which Luke follows .:\fark
in reproducing Christ's words, as I have had occasion to observe in
an earlier chapter 1•
The concluding portion of Luke's Gospel from the beginning of
the account of the Last Supper onwards, while it corresponds with
St Mark as to the principal events treated, differs widely from it in
certain respects. The account of the Last Supper, and indeed of
the whole time spent in the Upper Chamber (xxii. 14-38) is, in the
main at least, plainly an independent one, and the sending of Jesus
to Herod (xxiii. 8-15), the words addressed by Jesus to the women
who followed Him to Calvary (27-31), the words" Father, forgive
them" (34 a), the incident of the penitent thief (vv. 39-43), the cry,
"Father, into Thy hands" (v. 46), are peculiar to Luke. Again, the
appearances of the Risen Christ which are recorded (xxiv.) are
mainly different, and contain statements hard to reconcile with a
statement in Mark. We will inquire hereafter what light is thrown
1
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upon the question of the origin of these portions by their style and
vocabulary. It is evident that for the moment we should not
concern ourselves with them, because our immediate object is to
observe how far Luke altered that which he actually derived from
Mark. But we shall do well to examine the remainder of Luke's
narrative of the last hours of Jesus, with a view to deciding whether
it can have been based upon Mark, and to learning what more we
can as to Luke's practice in regard to the revision of his documents.
Lk xxii. 39-46 = Mk xiv. 26, 32-42. Z!, 39· £1TOpEv0r,: see
iv. 42 n.-Ka-ra -ro Wos: cp. i. 9 and ii. 42 and see Friedrich, p. 13,
no. 20; also KaTa To d01uµet1ov at ii. 2 7. v. 40 b. The same Saying
occurs again v. 46, where it is parallel to Mark. Luke has Sayings
about temptation peculiar to him at viii. 13 and xxii. 28. v. 41. a1rou1rau0ai elm>: for the same phrase{verb in middle) see A. xxi. 1. It is
used there also of a painful departure.--n0evat Tri yot1arn : peculiar
to Lk and A., cp. A. vii. 60; ix. 40; xx. 36; xxi. 5. St Paul always
writes Kaµ1TTELV -ra yot1arn, and this latter expression is used in LXX.
(1 Chr. xxix. 30; 1 Es. viii. 73; Is. xiv. 23; Dan. vi. 10; 3 Mc. ii. 1).
We have also KALVElV E1Tl 'TU yova-ra at 2 Es. ix. 5.
(vv. 43, 44 are probably not genuine.) Luke passes over the
contents of Mk zm. 38-42, perhaps because the words with which
he concludes make a fitting transition to the next scene, while the
extended account in Mark involves some repetitions.
Lk xxii. 47-53 = Mk xiv. 43-49. v. 47. o AEyop,Evos: on
the use by Luke of expressions like this with proper names that may
be supposed to be unfamiliar cp. viii. 41 n. The particular ex1iression used here is, however, less common in the Lucan writings
than in Mt. and Jn. It does occur at Lk xxii. 1, and A. iii. 2 and
vi. 9; but Luke far more frequently has KaAovµEvos which is not used
in the other Gospels.-iyy{{Ett1 : see below vii. 11 n. Lk omits the
explanation (Mk v. 44), that the salutation of Jesus by Judas was
a signal which had been agreed upon. The expostulation of Jesus,
and the question of those standing round Him as to whether
they should defend Him, both of which Luke alone has, might
But it can hardly have been
have been imagined by him.
simply Luke's own inference that when the ear of the High-Priest's
servant had been struck off Jesus healed the wound (though Luke
alone relates this).
Probably therefore in this whole passage
(vv. 48-51 ), he is relying partly on another account besides
Mark's. v. 49. TD iuOµ.Evov: see v111. 34 n. v. 50. -rO Be:tlOv: cp.
vi. 6, where similarly it is stated that a man's right hand was
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withered. v. 5r. liiv: see iv. 4rn.-iau0ai: see v. i7n. v. 52.
7rapay{vm0ai: 8 times in Lk and 20 in A., 8 in remainder of N.T.u-rpa-rriyo{: here, at v. 4, and three times in A. of certain officers
of the temple; in A. xvi. of city officials at Philippi; not elsewhere.
v. 5 3. ltovu{a -rov CTKoTov, : cp. ltovu{a -rov :Sarnva, A. xxvi. I 8.
Lk xxii. 54-62 = Mk xiv. 53 a, 54, 66-7 2. For differences of
arrangement between Mark and Luke in their narratives of Peter's fall
see p. r 65 f. On the whole Luke keeps close to Mark in his narrative
of what took place. The only differences of fact are that whereas
Mark states that the maid who had originally said that Peter was
a follower of Jesus repeated the charge, Luke represents it as having
been made the second time by a man ; and again that he speaks of
it as made once more by yet another man, in place of by the
bystanders generally, as it was according to Mark. The following
verbal points may be noted :-v. 55. In completing the description
of the scene of Peter's trial, he uses (in gen. absol.) the word 71'Epid:,r-rnv in sense of" kindling"; rt'll'THV is used in this sense at viii. 16;
xi. 33 ; xv. 8; and A. xxviii. 2 ; not elsewhere. &.va'll'Tnv at
Lk xii. 49 and J as iii. 5. v. 56. &.nvftEiv: twice in Lk, 10 times in
A., twice in 2 Cor. v. 59· OtaCTTllCTYJ, WCTEL wpa, p,laS: OlLCTTavaL is
used besides only at xxiv. 51 and A. xxvii. 28,-in the last two places
of an interval of space.-oii:uxvp{(E-ro; cp. A. xii. 15; it is not found
elsewhere. v. 60. 'll'apaXP~P,a: see iv. 39 n.
Lk xxii. 63-65 = Mk xiv. 65. Luke confines the mockery in
the High-Priest's house expressly to the attendants. v. 63. oi
avOpE, : the word &.vrjp occurs with considerably greater frequency in
Lk than in the other Gospels, and is used more often still in A.uvvlxnv: see iv. 38 n.
Lk xxii. 66-xxiii. 1 = Mk xv. r. For some of the differences
between Mark and Luke in regard to the trials of Jesus see p. 166.
In giving an account of the morning trial Luke seems to have had in
mind, and to have made use of, what Mark relates in regard to the
trial in the night. He passes over, however, the incident of the
false witnesses, though the words which he has retained at v. 71
would have derived force fron1 the n1ention of it. v. 69. d1rO ToV
vvv: five times in Lk, and at A. xviii. 6; besides only at 2 Cor. v. 16,
and Jn viii. 11 (in the Pen·c. de adult.). a'II'' apn, which occurs three
times in Mt., twice in Jn and once in Apoc., is not used by Lkxxm. 1. a.'ll'av: see iv. 40 n.
Lk xxiii. 2-4, 13, 16-25 = Mk xv. 2-15. v. 2. EvpluKEW:
here and v. 4: see v. 19 n.-/3iau-rpl<f>ov-ra: cp. A. xiii. 8, 10.-<f>6pov,
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Ka{uapt ?Mavai: cp. xx. 22; the only other passage in which ,popo,; is
used is Ro. xiii. 6, 7. In Mk (and Mt.) this charge is not referred
to, but it is implied in Jn xix. 12, 15. v. 4. ahwv: here and vv. 14
and 22, also at A. xix. 40 ; elsewhere, both in other writers and in
A., alT{a is used in similar connexions. v. 13. <TVVKaAE'i<TOai: the
mid. occurs twice and the act. twice in Lk ; the mid. twice and the
act. once in A.; the act. once in Mk. v. 18. 7raV1TAT/0£{: cp. v. 1 . v. 2r. imcpwviiv occurs three times in A., not elsewhere. v. 23.
E7rtK£t<T0ai : in same sense as here, at v. 1 and A. xxvii. 20 and also
at I Cor. ix. 16, its force elsewhere is somewhat different. v. 25.
T<tJ 0EA'r/p,an atirwv: Luke emphasises the responsibility of the leaders
of the Jewish people. Similarly it may be from a desire to make
light of the fault of the Romans relatively to that of the Jews, that
while he has dwelt on the mockery of Jesus by the officers of the
chief-priests and of Herod with his soldiers, he has made no reference
to that by Roman soldiers described Mk xv. 16-20. He alludes,
however, to an act of mockery by the latter during the time that
Jesus was hanging on the Cross (v. 36).
Lk xxiii. 26, 32, 35-38, 44, 45, 47-49 = Mk xv. 20 b-41. In
describing the procession to Calvary Luke mentions the two malefactors, much as at the beginning of the narrative in v. 1 7 f. he states
who were present. He is then able in the next verse to refer to
their crucifixion more concisely than Mk does. He passes over at
this point the title over the Cross of Jesus. It may have been
accidentally omitted here in consequence of his additions; but he
finds a suitable place later on at which to mention it, viz., in connexion with the taunts of the chief-priests in regard to the kingship
of Jesus; and the derisive intention of the title is thus made
apparent. The only discrepancy from Mark (apart from his giving
a different version of the last cry of Jesus) is in regard to the offering
of the ofo,;, and this is but a slight one.
v. 26. £7rtAap,f3av£<T0ai: five times in Lk, seven in A., three in
Heb., twice in 2 Tim., once each in Mt. and Mk. v. 32. dvaipEOijvat: avaip£'iv occurs twice in Lk, 19 times in A., once each in Mt.,
2 Th., Heb. v. 33· TOY KaAovp,£VOV: see Lk xxii. 47 n. v. 35·
Luke distinguishes the action of the crowd, who simply gazed, from
that of the rulers. At v. 48 he again refers to the crowd, describing
their sympathy and profound emotion at the death of J esus.-iKµ,vKTT/P{,£iv: also at xvi. 14.-t. EKAEKTo<; : cp. ~ iKAEAEyp,ivos at ix. 3 5.
There is plainly a reference to Isa. xiii. 1 (Lxx.). This epithet is
not applied to Christ in the other Gospels, nor, indeed, is the title
S. G. II,
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used-directly as a title-in the remainder of N.T. v. 45. T. -rj>..{ou
EKAE{1roVTos; EKAE{1mv is used besides only at Lk xvi. 9; xxii. 32 and
Heb. i. 12; neither time with the present application. This use of
it, though not occurring elsewhere, nevertheless illustrates Luke's
command of literary Greek. Note also the gen. abs.-£ax£u071 p,tcrov:
cp. l).,5.,c'¥JcrEv p,luos at A. i. 18. v. 46. .J,wn,aas ,pwvfi: the use of
the verb and cognate noun is specially common in Lk and A. ; see
Lekebusch, p. 76, or Winer, § 54, 3. Cp. with the present passage
Lk i. 42; ix. 14; A. v. 28; xvi. 28 ; xxviii. 10. v. 47. To -yEvop,Evov: see viii. 34 n.-lilota(Ev TOV 0,ov: see v. 25 n. v. 48. CTlJV•
'7Tapa-y,vop,Evoi: for 1ru.pay{vEu0ai see xxii. 52n. uvv in composition
is specially common in Lk and A. I have counted 52 words,
chiefly verbs, compounded with uvv which occur only, or most frequently, in these two books. Such wonis are, however, still more
common in the Pauline Epp. I have counted 63 occurring only, or
most frequently, there. v. 49. oi yvwuTO{: also Lk ii. 44, not
elsewhere.
Lk xxiii. 50-56=Mk xv. 42-47. v. 50. ,cal l8ov av1p: a
characteristic beginning, cp. v. 12, 18, etc. ; A. viii. 2 7; x. 30, etc.ovop,an: see viii. 41 n.-v. 51. 0~7'0S (again v. 52, where it is used
also in parallel in Mt.): see v. 16 n.-CT1Jv,camn0ELp,tvo<;;: here only,
but ,carnnOtvai (though not with the same special reference) is used
A. xxiv. 27; xxv. 9, and not elsewhere.-,Bou>..~: twice in Lk, seven
times in A., twice in Pauline Epp., once in Heb. v. 53. >...a~EVT<p:
the substitution of this word for Mk's more cumbersome expression
illustrates his command of Greek. v. 55. ,caTa,coAov0E'iv: besides
only at A. xvi. 17.-aZnVEs: see viii. 26 n. v. 56. inrocrTpl,pnv: see
viii. 39 n.
At this point the parallelism with St Mark ends. In the portions
of the narrative of the Passion which we have been considering, i.e.,
those which correspond in substance with Mark's account, the
phenomena as regards the appearance of Lucan characteristics are
much the same as in earlier parts of the Gospel, both as to their amount
and the unequal degree to which different verses are marked by
them. There is less composition by the evangelist himself than one
might have expected in view of the extent to which he has rearranged
the subject-matter, and the adjustments which are usually rendered
necessary by the introduction of additional matter.
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II.

Luke's peculiar matter.
Bearing in mind what we have learned from our study of Luke's
revision ·or his Marean document, let us proceed to examine the
Lu can characteristics in Luke's peculiar matter with a view to
determining the nature of the source, or sources, of different parts of
it. The main question to be answered is whether it, or this or that
piece of it, was derived from a document, or from oral information
of some kind. We know what to expect in the former case. If
Lucan features are found to be still more prominent, it will be an
indication that the source was oral; since commonly there would be
more opportunity for the evangelist to impress his own style upon
that which he was the first to write down, and more probability of
his doing so, than when he was using a document. On the other
hand, there may not always be equally good ground for inferring a
documentary source from the scantiness of Lucan characteristics.
For the evangelist might have preserved to a considerable extent
a style and vocabulary that were not specially his own in committing
to writing what he had received in the form of tradition, or oral
information, if it had been told him with fulness and precision, and
remembered by him accurately. Further some of the pieces that
will come before us are short, while at the same time each has to be
judged by the evidence supplied in it separately. From these causes
the test of style is not perfectly adapted to the purpose to which
I propose now to apply it. Nevertheless the results obtained by
these means are worthy of consideration.
Lk i. 5-ii. 52. The impersonal fyl.vc-ro occurs in these chapters
at i. 8, 23, 59; ii. 1, 6, 15, 46; also Kat. in apodosi after Kal oTc in
protasi at ii. 21, and after Ka, iSov at ii. 25. We have noted these
Hebraisms as Lucan characteristics (see v. 12 n.), but it may be
questioned whether they should be so regarded in the portion of the
third Gospel now under consideration. Here they occur in a
narrative which is Hebraic, and moulded on the LXX., throughout,
and their use is consequently not very surprising. Luke may have
been led to use the expressions in question partly from his own
familiarity with the LXX., partly from his having become accustomed
to them in copying this document at the beginning. Much the
same may be said of lvunrwv (i. 15, 17, 19, 75)-for Luke's use of
which in general see v. 18 n.-lvavT{ov (v. 6), and evavn (v. 8). But
these words, occurring in such phrases as lvwll'wv Tov 0cov, are common
19-2
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in the LXX. The same is true of b iiif;iuTo<;, occurring at i. 32, 35,
76, and also vi. 35, and A. vii. 48. We also have b 8£0<; b vif;iUTo<; at
Lk viii. 28 and A. xvi. 17; also at Mk v. 7 and Heb. vii. 1. Where
the origin of a passage is uncertain and is the subject of inquiry,
there may naturally be some doubt as to whether particular expressions in it should be regarded· as significant in one way or
another. In the present case parallelisms with the LXX. suggest
a special ground for caution. The influence of that version may
well have been felt by some other early Christian writer besides
Luke, and even more strongly than it was by him. This consideration should be borne in mind in connexion with one or two of the
"Lucan" characteristics which follow as well as in those already
noticed.
i. 5· &v6/J,aTL: also If, or
ovoµ,a, vv. 26, 27, and ii. 25; see
vm. 41 n. For the phrase in 5 b, To ovo/J,a avrrj<;, see below. i. 6.
1ropEuEu8ai: also at v. 39 and ii. 3, 41; see iv. 42 n. But the word
is also exceedingly common in LXX.; with the present v. cp. (e.g.)
Ps. cxviii. (cxix.) 1, oi 1ropEVOfJ-£Vot Jv v6/J,'t Kvpfov. v. 7. Elvai with
dat. to express possession : see viii. 30 n.-Ka86Tt occurs also at
xix. 9, and four times in A., not elsewhere. v. 8. iv T<e with inf.
(also at ii. 2 7) : see iv. 42 n. and v. 12 n. v. 9. KaTa To Wo<;: see
xxii. 39 n. v. 10. 1ra.v To 1r"i..iJ80,: see iv. 40 n. The subst. verb
with partic. occurs again vv. 20, 21, 22 ; ii. 26; on it see iv. 44 n.
v. 11. .:',cf>BY/ oi avTi: This periphrasis-the passive verb with the
dative-is common in Lk and A. in describing supernatural
appearances. Cp. of angels, xxii. 43 ; A. vii. 35 ; xvi. 9 ; also in
regard to appearances of the Risen Christ, Lk xxiv. 34; A. ix. 17;
xiii. 31; xxvi. 16. For this last use cp. 1 Cor. xv. 5, 6, 7, 8 and
1 Tim. iii. 16.
Cp. also A. ii. 3 (of the appearance of fiery tongues)
and vii. 2 (of the Lord's appearing to Abraham). In Mt. and Mk
we have similar expressions in regard to Moses and Elias at the
Transfiguration. In the remainder of N.T. we have only Apoc.
xi. 19; xii. 1, 3. See on the phrase, Winer, §31, 10.-luTw,: for
the perf. part. of t<TT'YJf-'-' and its compounds we find always in Lk
and A. the short form luTw,, except at Lk i. 19. v. 1 2. cf,6/30<;
i1ri1r£uEv, cp. A. xix. I7 :-J1TL1rt1rTEtv occurs twice in Lk, eight times
in A., four times in remainder of N.T. v. 19. Evayy£Xl,Eu8ai: for
its extensive use in Lk and A. see iv. 43 n. In the present v.,
however, and at ii. 10 its meaning seems to be simply that of
'bringing good news' as in 0. T., not specifically that of bringing the
news of 'salvation,' as in the rest of N. T. v. 20. d.XPL ~<; ,lp.lpar;;
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occurs again at xvii. 27; J.xri in phrases defining the time up to
which is specially common in Lk and A. ; cp. lw, -rijs tjµ.lpa,; A. i.
22.-&v6' Jv occurs also Lk xii. 3; xix. 44; A. xii. 23; and once in
Pauline Epp.-olnv£<;: see viii. 26 n. v. 22. &1TTau{a, occurs xxiv. 23
and A. xxvi. 19; also once in 2 Cor. 11. 23. 1r{µ.1rA'Y}µ.t: eight times
in Lk i. and ii., five in remainder of Lk, nine in A., twice in Mt.
v. 28. xapirovv, used besides only Eph. i. 6, but the use of xapi,
(see v. 30) may be compared. ·v. 30. xapis is also used ii. 40 and
52, and at 5 other places in Lk and 17 in A., 3 in Jn, not in Mt.
or Mk. In the Gospel and in the first part of A. (ii. 47; iv. 33;
vi. 8; vii. 10, 46) it has not the specific sense in which it is used in
the Pauline Epp., etc., and for the most part in the latter part of the
Acts (xi. 23, etc. except xxv. 3 and 9; perhaps also one or two of
the references to the grace of God, e.g. xiv. 26, may be general).
v. 35. ;.1rlpxEu6aL: 3 times in Lk, 4 in A., twice besides in N.T.
.v. 41. uKiprav, also at v. 44; it occurs besides only at vi. 23 (Logian
passage). v. 45. Neut. partic. used as substantive; see viii. 34 n.,
and for this use of participles of AaA£tv, cp. ii. 33 and A. xvi. 14.
v. 56. v1rourplcfmv: see viii. 37 n. v. 57. The gen. of infin., cp.
other examples at ii. 6, 21, 24, 27, and see iv. 42 n. With the words
here, however, and ii. 6, cp. Gen. xxv. 24-brA'YJpwfl'Y}uav al ~µ.tpai
rov T£K£Lv afrnjv. v. 61. uvyylma, twice in A. vii., but one of these
is a quotation. v. 62. Neut. sing. prefixed to an indirect interrogative sentence-" rarely except in the Lucan writings," Blass,
p. 158. Cp. ix. 46, xxii. 23. v. 64. 1rapaXPijµa: see iv. 39 n.
v. 65. oiaAaAELv, occurs also at vi. 1 I. v. 66. Wn'To, etc.: cp. ix.
44; xxi. 14- v. 80. &.va.OEifi,;: cp. &vaOuKvvvai, Lk x. 1 and A. i. 24.
ii. 2. -qyEµ.ovEvnv: cp. iii. 1, where -qyEµ.ov{a is also used. v. 4.
-ifrit;: see viii. 26 n. 11. 8. cf,vMuuovn, cf,vAaKa,;; (also 11. 9 ;_ct,o/N6'Y}uav q,o/3ov): see xxiii. 46 n. v. 9 (as also v. 38): ;_ct,,uravai: see
iv. 39 n. For its use in describing angelic appearances cp. ii. 9, and
A. xii. 7, and an appearance of the Lord, xxiii. 11.-1rEpLAaµ.1rnv,
cp. A. xxvi. 13. v. r 3. lfa{,pY'YJ, : twice each in Lk and A., besides
only once in Mk.-alvELV: Lk 4, A. 2, twice besides. v. 15. ro
pijµ.a, cp. A. x. 37 for the use of the word with this meaning. It is,
however, a Hebraism. v. 16. u:n-EvuavrE,, cp. xix. 5, 6, where the
partic. is used in a precise! y similar manner; u71'£vOnv is also used
twice in A., and once in 2 Pet.-&vEvpav: cp. A. xxi. 4, where it is
used in a precisely similar manner.-uvv,Ba.,\Auv occurs also at xiv.
31 and A. iv. 15; xvii. ·18; xviii. 27; xx. 14; not elsewhere. In
none of these is the meaning precisely the same as here ; the
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nearest is A. iv. 15. v. 25. EliAa/3-rf,;: also three times in A., not
elsewhere. v. 35. &.vn'>..iyEw: also at xx. 27, and three times
in A., always of opposition to the truth ; it occurs besides once
in Jn and three times in Pauline Epp.-odpxEcrOa,: see viii. 22 n.
v. 37. &.<flunavai: four times in Lk, six in A., three in Pauline
Epp., and once in Heb, v. 38. alirfi -rf; tiJP'[-, this phrase (with
or without the prep. lv prefixed) is peculiar to Lk. It occurs in
all parts :-at xx. 19 in a Marean context; at x. 21; xii. 12, in
Logian contexts; in the verse now before us, and at xiii. 3 1 and
xxiv. 33 in passages that are peculiar; also A. xvi. 18 and xxii, 13.
Mt. on the other hand has iv iKELVIJ rfi <i,p~ several times, and Mk
and Apoc. each once, and Lk has this phrase at vii. 21. v. 44. ot
yv1JJU-rot: see xxiii. 49 n.-&.va(711"Etv, also at A. xi. 25, not elsewhere.
v. 48. &ovvaaOai: three times in Lk, once in A., not elsewhere. v. 49.
-ri Jn: cp. A. v. 4, 9. v. 51. o,a.,..,,pEi:v: also at A. xv. 29, not elsewhere. v. 52. ~AtK{a, used of stature also at xix. 3 and at Eph. iv, 13.
Several of the instances which have been here mentioned are not
remarkably distinctive ones. In number and character conjointly
they do not appear to exceed what might be expected if Luke was
the reviser, not the author, of the narrative. Moreover there are
other particulars which are unfavourable to the supposition that he
was the author. I proceed to notice these.
i. 5 b. Kal 'TO ovoµa alirijc; 'E'>..nuo./3ET, and similarly v. 27 b.
This formula resembles Jn i. 6; iii. I; xviii. 10. Elsewhere in Lk
and A. we have in such cases always an adverbial or relative clause&vop.aTi, or ip Jvop,a. There are examples of these in the same two
vv. here in which we have the unwonted expressions. In like
manner we sometimes find in those sections of Luke which are
parallel with Mk that he alters a word or phrase once, but not twice.
v. 9. l>..ax£ Tov: at A. i. 17 .\ayxavEw governs the acc. not the gen.
v. 19. 1rap£UT71tcwc;: in every other passage of Lk and A. in which
the perf. part. of lU'"IP,', or one of its compounds, is used the form is
luru,;. v. 20. luIJ O'LW'lrWV ; a,yav is rather more common with Lk
than uiw1rav. v. 39. El,; -r~v &pEiv-rfv: the high table-land forming most
of the Eastern part of Judaea is not likely to have been referred to in
this way by any but a Palestinian writer. It is even contrary to Luke's
usual manner to have introduced such a topographical term without
any explanation, or apologetic expression. Ib. 1ro.\iv 'Iovoa : the only
other instance of the use of this form in N.T. is in the quotation
in Mt. ii. 6. At i. 65 we read rlv 0.\17 Tfj &pELvfi · rij<; 'Iovoa{a,;, which
.looks like Luke's adaptation of the language of his source.
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u. r 1. XpicrTo<; Kvpto<; and v. 26, XptCTTo<; Kvplov, are unique in
N.T. ii. 23, 24, 29, vop.o<; Kvplov: elsewhere, as at ii. 22, Luke
speaks of" the Law," or "the Law of Moses" (the latter at xxiv. 44,
.and A. xiii. 39; xv. 5; xxviii. 23), and this was the most natural
description for a Gentile Christian, a disciple of St Paul, to give
of it.
The last expressions noted are plainly such as we might expect
from a Jewish Christian. There are others also (e.g., ii. 25, 1rpocr•
oExop.no<; 1rap&.K"J..:qu1v Tov 'Iupa~"J..., and Simeon's words El<; 1r-rwuiv,
etc., lv -r4l 'Iupa~>..) which betoken such an origin, as do also the tone
of, and knowledge of Jewish institutions displayed in, the whole
narrative.
I pass to two narratives which correspond to narratives m
St Mark but are yet largely independent.
Lk iv. 16-30 (cp. Mk vi. 1-6a). v. 16. -r€8pap.p.lvo<;: the
word seems to be carefully chosen with reference to the statements
in ii. 1 ff. and 51, 52.-KaTa 'TO Eiw/Jo<; ai½-4>, cp. A. xvii. 2 for the
phrase and for the act; his use of Ka-ra -ro Wo<; may also be com•
pared; see xxii. 39 n.-i.v -rfi ~p.lp<[- Twv ua./3/3a.-rwv, or Tov uaf3f3cl.-rov,
cp. xiii. 14, 16; xiv. 5; A. xiii. 14; xvi. 13. This periphrasis is not
used elsewhere; Jn xix. 31 is somewhat similar but not really the
same. Cp. ~ ~p.lpa rij<; IIEVT17Kourij<; (A. ii. 1 ; xx. 6); ~p.lpa. T,
a,vp.wv (Lk xxii. 7; A. xii. 3; XX. 6); neither elsewhere. v. 17 a.
i.?TilM6va,, six times in Lk, twice in A., twice in Mt., not elsewhere.-rov 1rpocp. 'Hua.lov : "prophet " is likewise placed before the proper
name at A. ii. 16, viii. 28, not elsewhere. q b-19 (.A citation).
v. 20. anvl(ELV: see xxii. 56 n.; for £Ip.{ with partic. see iv. 43 n.
v. 21. Luke lays great stress on the fulfilment of prophecy. Cp.
ix. 31; xxi. 22 f.; xxiv. 44; A. i. 16; iii. 18; xiii. 27, in all which
places the same word 1r>.:qpovv is used. Cp. also Lk xii. 50; xviii.
·31; xxii. 37; and A. xiii. 29, where TEAELV is used.-tv TOL<; Ju,v:
for similar expressions, emphasising the act of hearing, cp. ix. 44,
and A. xi. 22 ; xxviii. 27 (this last is in a quotation made also
Mt. xiii. 15). v. 22. Tot<; Myot<; nj<; x&.ptTo<;: for the phrase cp.
A. xx. 32 ; on xapi<; see i. 30 n.-i.K Tov uTop.a.To<; a~Tov : as Luke
dwells on the organ of hearing (cp. v. 21), so he does on that of
speech in solemn references to the utterances of prophets, etc. Cp.
esp. Lki. 70; xxi. 15; A. i. 16; iii. 18, 21; iv. 25; viii. 35· In the
other Gospels the only near parallel is Mt. xiii. 35 (a quotation from
O.T.). With the last clause of v. 22 cp. Mt. xiii. 55 and Mk vi. 3,
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and seep. 142. v. 23. 1ra.VTw,: also three times in A. The words
peculiar to Lk are a taunt commonly addressed to physicians which
is applied to the failure of Christ's ministry of healing in His own
home.-1rapa/30>,:,f: not elsewhere in N. T., as here, "a proverb." Cp.
1 Sam. x. 12, and Ez. xii. 22; xviii. 2.
Its connexion with v. 24 is of
a kind which suggests compilation. v. 24 = Mk. vi. 4, somewhat abbreviated; Bucro,, also at iv. 19 and A. x. 35 and twice in Pauline Epp.
vv. 25-27. There do not seem to be any Lucan characteristics in
these verses; on the contrary, the reference to a Jewish tradition as
to the length of the famine in the reign of Ahab (cp. Jas. v. 17), and
the phrase Jv T<tJ 'Iupa1>., in vv. 25, 26, are suggestive of a Jewish
Christian source. v. 28. Cp. A. xix. 28, yEvop.Evo11rX-,fpE1, 0vp.ov: on
use of 1r{p.1rA'YJJJ.L see i. 23. v. 29. lw, &rppvo,: see iv. 42 n. v. 30.
81EA0wv: see v. 12 n.-E1ropi6€To: see iv. 42 n.
It would seem that in this section Luke has amplified Mark's
account of the Visit to Nazareth by additions from another which
contained more of the words of Jesus, and which probably also lay
before him in a written form. In combining the two he has, in the
narrative portions, written with a good deal of freedom, so that
several points illustrative of his own mental habits appear there;
at the same time he has brought in parts of two of Mark's sentences.
Lk v. 1-11 (cp. Mk i. 16-20). Luke's narrative is mainly
concerned with Simon ; Andrew is not mentioned, and the place of
the sons of Zebedee is subordinate. In these respects, and in various
other details, as well as in the account of the miracle, its independence of Mark is apparent. There are also but few coincident
expressions in the two. The reference, however, to the sons of
Zebedee may be due to the Marean parallel. The following words,
etc., may be noticed.
v. I. fytvETO 8( lv Tcii••·Kat m'..To<;: see v. 12 n. and iv. 42 n.£11"!KEtu8a1: see xxiii. 23 n.-~v foTw,: see iv. 43 n. and i. I I n.->..{p.VYJv:
see viii. 2 2 n. v. 3. lm1va:yayEiv : also in v. I 1, KaTayay6vu,: see
Lk viii. 2 2 n. v. 4. 1ravEu0ai: three times in Lk, six in A., six in
Epp. ; in four of the passages in A. it is followed as here by a participle describing speaking, teaching, etc.-xaX<iv, three times in A.,
only once each in Mk and 2 Cor. v. 5. l1r1uTa.Ta: see viii. 24 n.
v. 9. 0a.µ./3o, : also at iv. 36 and A. iii. I o. v. I o. Koivwvo{:
instead of repeating p.&oxoi, he used another word for variety.
Participles are effectively used in 2 b, 5 b, 7 a, r 1. In the last
v. there are two participial clauses in the same tense, one following
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the other without a conjunction, but the sentence reads well,
because there is a natural order of succession in the three acts expressed by the two participles and the finite verb, and perhaps also
for other reasons which might be pointed out. There are, also,
throughout the section, signs of care in the placing of words with
a view to right emphasis. The narrative bears a resemblance to that
related Jn xxi. 4, in regard to the Risen Lord. It appears to me
most probable that Luke derived it from oral tradition.
We now come to the sections peculiar to Luke included in his
two chief insertions into the Synoptic Outline. For the most part
I shall refrain from any expression of opinion as to the origin of the
several sections till the whole series has been reviewed. I will however
call attention in passing to the few pieces in which there seems to be
specially strong reason for thinking that the composition is by the
evangelist.
Lk vii. II-17. 1eall-ytvETo: see v. 12 n.-lv T'f' J~.,, cp. lv T<p
,ca.0£~<; at viii. 1. For Luke's Use of -rfj if~<; and other similar words
see xx. 15 n. and A. xxi. 1 n. ~µ.lpCf- is understood after -rfj £fq<; and it
is actually added at ix. 37. With the reading T<p we should probably
supply ;xp6vce; the connexion in time which is intended is not then
quite so close; cp. R.V. "soon afterwards."-.!1ropEv017: see iv. 42 n.,ca.>..ovp.lV17v: see xxii. 47 n. v. 12. w<; SE 17')")'UTEV: Luke is fond of
picturing the approach to a place or a person. Besides Lk xix. 29 =
Mk xi. 1 = Mt. xxi. 1, we have (in addition to the present passage)
Lk xv. 1, 25; xviii. 35, 40; xix. 37, 41; xxii. 47 ; xxiv. 15, 28;
A. ix. 3; x. 9; xxi. 33; xxii. 6; xxiii. 15.-1eal lSov in apodosi (here
after w<;); see v. 12 n., and also cp. vii 3 7; xiii. II; xix. 2; A. i. 1o.
-p.ovo-yEV1J<;: see viii. 42 n.--rjj P.1JTPL avrnv: see viii. 30 n.-i1ea.vO<;:
see viii. 27 n. v. 13. o Kvpw,: this title is applied to Jesus in the
Christian manner several times in Luke's two chief insertions (vii.
13; x. 1, 39; xi. 39; xvii. 5, 6; xviii. 6), and also twice later in his
Gospel (xxii. 61; xxiv. 34); and several times in A. (v. 14; ix. 1, 17,
etc.); also several times in Jn (iv. 1; xi. 2, xiii. 13); but not in Mk or
in Mt. At Mk v. 19 God is meant, and at Mk xi. 3 = Mt. xxi. 3 =
Lk xiv. 31, it is virtually equivalent to "our master." v. 16. Cp.
v. 25 n.-br1u1el71'nu0ai, used of God three times in Lk and
once in A. ; with the present verse cp. esp. i. 68.-Xa.o<; here
is used specifically of Israel. v. 17. 'IovSa.{a., probably here, as at
xxiii. 5, and vi. 17, the whole land inhabited by Jews, as also at i. 5
and at xxiv. 19. In Mt. and Mk it refers always to the actual
province of J udrea.
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vii. 36-50.
v. 36b.

v. 36 a, cp. the form and words in xviii. 18 a.

1<a.T£1<A[8ri: 1<a.Ta.1<>..lvEu8a.i (mid.) is used three times in pieces

of peculiar matter in Lk, viz. here, and at xiv. 8 and xxiv. 30. The
act. is used at ix. 14. The word does not occur elsewhere in N.T.
v. 37 a. 1<a.l i8ot1 .•• 1<a.l: see v. 12 n.-.;Jn,;;: see viii. 26 n. vv. 37,
38. A long but admirably constructed sentence, such as no N.T.
writer save the author of Lk and A. has shewn himself capable of
composing, unless perhaps the author of Ep. to Heb., but as that is
not narrative it is difficult to draw a comparison. The first half of
this sentence consists of no less than four participial clauses, but as
there is no conjunction between the first two, or between the last
two, this half itself at once and naturally falls into two sub-divisions.
In the latter half of the sentence we have again four clauses, this
time each containing a finite verb. The parallelism between the
first and second is well marked by To'i:,;; &;.,cpva-iv in an emphatic
position at the beginning of the first clause and -T«i:,;; 8~6, in the
corresponding position in the second. The four clauses follow one
another with rhythmic strokes, exquisitely expressive at once of the
ardour and the orderliness of the woman's action.-1ra.pa T. 1r6&,;; :
see viii. 35 n.-f3plxuv (vv. 38 and 44), again at xvii. 29, but also
once each in Mt. and Apoc. and twice inJas. v. 17. v. 40b. Notice
the arrangement of the words. v. 4r. E!vm with dat. to express possession : see viii. 30 n.-XPwcjm>..lTTJ,;;: also at xvi. 5, which likewise
belongs to the peculiar matter. At Mt. xviii. 24 we have &r/m>..lT'YJ!: in a parable. At Lk xiii. 4 also &rfmAlT'YJ,;;, but man's relation to
God is there directly in question (not under a figure). v. 42. p,q
'x· 8£ llVTWV <l1rooovva1; cp. OVI< lxovuiv &i-Ta.1ro8ovva.t at xiv. 14.lxa.p{a-aTO: xap{{£u8a, (mid.): three times in Lk, three in A.; in pass.
at A. iii. 14; besides only in Pauline Epp. The construction xapl•
{Eu8ai Ttvd. TtvL is used at A. xxv. r 1, 16, and xxvii. 24, not elsewhere
(see Klostermann, l. c., on the last passage). v. 43. -lnroA.ap,f3av£w; in
same sense at A. ii. 15; in other senses at Lk x. 30; A. i. 9, and
3 Jn 8.-&p8w,;;, three times in Lk, once in Mk.-l1<p1va,;;: ,cp{vuv is
used, as here, nine times in A. of decisions which do not involve
condemnation or acquittal, as also a few times in Pauline Epp. Cp.
lm,cp{vuv at xxiii. 24. See below, A. xvi. I 5 n. vv. 44-4 7. Note
the antithetical clauses. v. 48. oi uvvava1<Eip,Evo1: uvv in composition,
see xxiii. 48 n. v. 50. The words ~ 1r£un,;; uov uluw1<iv CTE, 1rop£vov
£ii; £ip~v7Jv occur also at viii. 48, where they are parallel to Mk v. 34,
except that Mk has i51ra.y£ instead of 1ropEvov. For the use of the
latter word see iv. 42 n. The first half of the sentence occurs also
Lk xviii. 42 = Mk x. 52, and Lk xvii. 19.
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On p. 310 I have named the above narrative as- one that was
composed by the evangelist himself on the basis of oral tradition.
vm. 1-3. v. J. · Kat iy/.vno ... Kal: see v. 12 n. and 17 n.-iv Tq>
Ka(JEtij,; : see vii. 11 n.-llw/la)uv, also at A. xvii. 1.-MEuuv at Lk x.
33 ; <TVVoSElJEtV, A. ix. 7 j neither elsewhere.-KaTd. ,roAtv Ka~ Kwp.7111 :
KaT<i sensu distributivo is commoner in Lk and A. than in other parts
of N. T.-EvayyEXlt€CT8at: see Lk iv. 43 n. v. 2. n8Epa1rEuµ.l.vat &m,:
see v. 15 n.-11"VEllJA-aTWV 1l"OV71pwv: we have 11"VEVJJ-a with the epithet
1roV71pav also at vii. 21 and A. xix. 12, 13, 15, 16; also 7rVEup.aTa
1roY71puTEpa at Mt. xii. 4::: Lk xi. 26 (Logian document).-&uOouwv:
see v. 15 n.-K«Aouµ./.117/: see xxii. 47. v. 3. ainvE'i: see Lk viii. 26 n.
-Ttl v1rapxovTa: eight times in Lk and once in A., also three times
in Mt. and once each in I Cor. and Heb.; followed by dat. only here
and at A. iv. 32.
There are many Lucan characteristics in this short passage. The
evangelist has here worked in with his reference to the· journeying of
Jesus an interesting piece of information regarding some of His female
disciples, derived probably from an oral source.
ix. 51-56. v. 51. iyivETO llE: EV Tqi .. . Kat avT6r;: see v. 12 n., iv. 42 n.
-iv T(t' uvv1rA71povu8a, Ta,; -rjp./.par;.: the same phrase (saving sing. for pl.)
occurs at A. ii. 1 ; cp. also uvvnAE<r0ijva.i similarly applied at Lk iv. 2
and A. xxi. 27, not elsewhere; uvv1rA71povu8at is used besides only at
Lk viii. 2 3, in a different connexion.-<ivaA71p.ifnr; occurs only here, but
&vaAaµ,(3civuv is used of the Ascension, A. i. 2, 11, 22, and also Mk
xvi. 19 (later ending); <TT71pltuv, also at xvi. 26; xxii. 32; common
in Pauline Epp. Cp. 1rpa 1rpouw1rov at x. I. v. 52. U7rO<TTEAAuv
&yy/.Aou,;: cp. Mal. iii. 1, quoted at Mt. xi. 10 and Lk vii. 27. The
messengers of John are called J.yyEAot at Lk vii. 2 4. v. 53. -qv
1ropEuoµ,Evov.-1ropEuEu0a.t is used four times in these six vv., cp. Lk
iv. 42 n. and 44 n.
ix. 61, 62. z,. 61. d1roTauuEu8ai, also at xiv. 33 in a saying, likewise peculiar to Luke, giving very similar teaching to that in the
present context, also at A. xviii. 18, 21, and once each in Mk and
2 Cor. v. 62. EMETor; is used again in Luke's form of a saying from
the Logian document, at xiv. 35, which follows the saying referred to
under the last verse; besides only at Heh. vi. 7.
x. 1, 17-20. v. 1. ci.vaoEiKvuµ.i: at A. i. 24, not elsewhere.-1rpo
7rpO<TW7rOU: Cp. ix. 52. V. 17. {i,rouTpt.<pEW: See Viii. 37 n. V. 19,
l!ovuiav TOV 1raTEtll: see iv. 42 n.--rj Ol!va.µ,tr; TOV ixOpov : this may be
contrasted with -rj Mva.µ,is Tov IlvEup.aTor; or Tov Kuplov, iv. 14;
v. 17.
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x. 29-37. v. 29. oiKaiovv lavrov: cp. same phrase at xvi. 15,
and cp. xviii. 14. v. 30. fJ1roAa/3wv: see vii. 43 n.-1rEpt1rL71'TEiv, also at
A. xxvii. 41, and at Jas. i. 2.-71'A7TYa.s l71',J)lvns: see the same phrase
at A. xvi. 23. v. 31. KaTa. uvyKvp{av does not occur elsewhere, but
is a phrase in Luke's manner; uvyKVpE'iv is used three times in the
LXX., and uvyKvp7Jµa at I K. xx. 25, according to one reading. v. 32.
KaTa with a noun of locality in acc. is found also at viii. 39 and xv. 14,
and frequently in A. The other Gospels do not afford examples of
it. v. 33· ollEvwv: see viii. 1 n. v. 34• -rpavµaTa, not elsewhere,
but -rpavµaT{(.nv is used Lk xx. 12 and A. xix. 16, and not elsewhere.
-l71'L/3i/3a{,1v is used in exactly the same way at xix. 35 and A. xxiii.
24, and not elsewhere. In• the latter case also KrqV7J occurs in the
context.-bnp,t:AEiu6ai: cp. brtµd,t:{as TVXt:iv, A. xxvii. 3.-l71', n}v
ai,piov: this phrase occurs besides A. iv. 5, not elsewhere; avpwv is
also commoner in Lk and A. than in remainder of N.T. v. 35.
l71'avEpXE<T0ai: also at xix. 15, not elsewhere. v. 37. 1ro1Ei:v lA.ws
µm1.: cp. i. 58.-1ropn1ou: see iv. 42 n.
The literary style of the whole piece is admirable. Among other
excellences note the three participial clauses in v. 30, and their
arrangement, the first two being joined by a conjunction and placed
before the verb, and the third, of which the action coincides with that
of the verb, placed after it. Moreover, as this last clause describes
the condition in which the wounded traveller was left, it forms an
impressive ending to the sentence. The combination of variety with
repetition in v. 32, as compared with v. 31, should also be noted;
and again, the expressive compound words-&.vn1rapijA.0Ev-l1rixlwvEK/3aA.wv-7rpoulla71'av~<T1J'>-l1ravEpXEu6a1.

The structure of the sentences and the vocabulary in this parable
justify us in attributing it, so far as its literary form is concerned, to
our evangelist.
x. 38-42. v. 38. EV OE 'TI{' 1ropwur6at: see v. I 2 n., iv. 42 n. ;
av-ros, v. 16 n.-yvv-ri OE Tt'i ovaµaTL, etc., cp. A. xvi. 14, and see Lk
viii. 41 n.-wo8lxEu0at: also at xix. 6; A. xvii. 7; once besides at
Jas. ii. 25. v. 39. -ri,8t: ~v, etc.: see viii. 30 n.-KaAovp,EV7J: see xxii.
47 n. v. 40. £71'L<TTa.ua: see iv. 39 n. vv. 41, 42. A lesson as to
the unimportance of material things.-.;;w;: see viii. 26 n. The compounds 7rapaKa0£u6liua and uvvavTtAa/37JTat should perhaps be noticed.
-acpatpEt<T0ai, cp. XVi, 3•
xi. r, 5-8. v. 1. lylvETo 8~ lv T4i ••• : see v. I 2 n.-El1rlv Tt'i:
Luke, in the matter peculiar to him, attributes questions or remarks
to an individual, rather more commonly than Mk and Mt. do, who
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frequently represent the disciples collectively, or a body of Pharisees,
etc., as putting a question, etc. There are, however, instances of this
kind also in Luke's peculiar matter; see xiii. r, 3r.-w, l1ravuaTo: see
v. 4 n.-On Luke's fondness for representing Jesus as praying, see v.
r6 n. v. 5. Tt, l.~ flµwv: this formula in appealing to human analogies
-a question, the answer to which is plainly indicated-occurred in
the common Logian document (Lk xi. r I= Mt. vii. 9; Lk xii. 25 = Mt.
vi. 27), and we find it also in another piece which may not have been
taken directly from that document, but which was in substance
common to Mt. and Lk, viz., Lk xiv. 5 = Mt. xii. II. But it is also
used several times in passages peculiar to Lk, viz., in addition to the
present one, at xiv. 28, 31; xv. 4 (cp. Mt. xviii. 12), 8; xvi. u, 12;
xvii. 3. Lk vii. 47, and xii. 42 (= Mt. xxiv. 45), though they are
different~ may also be compared. v. 6. 7rapeyeveTo: cp. Lk xxii.
5 2 n. v. 7. Ko1rov, 1rapexeiv, also at xviii. 5. The thought in the
comparison here is very similar to that in xviii. r-6.
xi. 27, 28. v. 27. l.yevETo Be lv T<e: see v. r2n.-l1ra[peiv, of lifting
up the voic€ only here and at A. ii. 14; xiv. II; xxii. 22. Similarly
aipeiv cpwVtJv at xvii. 13 and A. iv. 24, not elsewhere. For the
exclamation cp. Lk xxiii. 29. v. 28. µevovv does not occur elsewhere
at the beginning of a clause, but is found as the second word at Lk
iii. rS, and several times in A.; also in the present ending of Mk
(xvi. r9), also at Jn xix. 24, and xx. 30.
xii. r3-2r. v. r3. Ei1rev Be TL'>: see xi. 1 n. v. r5. cf,v>..duueu0e a1ra occurs only here; at xx. 46 = Mk xii. 38, Luke has changed
Mk's /3AE1rETE a."11"0 into 1rpoutxeTE a.m:i, and he has the latter expression
also at xii. r. v. r9. Evcppa[velJ'8a, occurs four times in the parable
of the Prodigal Son and once in that of Dives and Lazarus (i.e. other
parables comprised in Luke's peculiar matter), twice in A., three times
in Pauline Epp., three in Apoc.-a71"mTew, also at vi. 30.
xii. 47 and 48. Nothing to note.
xii. 49, 50. V. 49• av~cp071: See XXii. 55 n. V. 50. /3a1rTLU'JJ,U
/3a1rTiu0~vai : see xxiii. 46 n.-uvvl.xoµai: see iv. 38 n.-tw, 6Tov is
used by Luke here and at xiii. 8 ; xxii. r6; all belonging to his
peculiar matter; tw, of at xiii. 2r (Logian); and at xv. 8; xxii. r8;
xxiv. 49, all three peculiar to him; in A. always lw, o~. Mt. has tw'>
oTov at v. 25, elsewhere lw'> o;;. Jn each expression once.-n:XEu0ij:
see ix. 5r n.
It/
xiii. r-5. v. 1. EV aVT'f T<f Katp'/! : Cp. EV av711 T"{J WP'f, Lk ii.
38 n. viJ. 2 and 4. 1rapa 'lrCLVTa, : cp. xviii. r 4·
xiii. 6-9. v. 8. lw'> 6Tov: see v. 50 n.
I
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xm. 10-17. v. 10. ~v o,oaa-Kwv: see Lk iv. 44n.-l1v µ.i~ T. uvvaywywv: cp. v. I 2 n. v. 11. Katlooii ... KQL: see v. I 2 n.-11"J1EVJJ-a o.u0EvE{as:
see Lk iv. 33 n. and v. 15 n.-~v uvyKvn--rovua: see Lk iv. 44 n. Note
the precise description of the woman's physical condition-uvyKv1r-rovua ... µ.~ ... avaKvt/!ai EIS TO 1Tavn,\l1;. For dvaKV'faL cp. Lk xxi. 28,
and for El, TO 1raVT. Heb. vii. 25. v. 12. 1rpoucf,wvEtv, four times in
Lk, twice in A., once in Mt. (xi. 16 = Lk vii. 32, taken from the
Logian document). v. 13. &.,ro,\vnv is used here only of deliverance
from a disease or infirmity; Avnv at v. 16 below and at Mk vii. 35.
-1rapaxp-qµa: see iv. 39 n.-avop0ovv, also at A. xv. 16 and Heb. xii.
12. v. 14. Tfj ~µ.. T. ua/3.: see Lk iv. 16 n. v. 16. 0vyaTlpa
'Af3paaµ.: for this designation cp. xix. 9; it is also implied in xvi.

22-24.

v. 17 b. For this termination and for EM~. T. 0. at v. 13 see

v. 25 n.

xm. 22. Cp. viii. 1 and ix. 6. oia1ropEv£<r0ai: also at vi. 1 and
xviii. 36 and A. xvi. 4; besides only Ro. xv. 24.-KaTa 1roAEis Kai
Kwp.a,; : Cp. viii, I n,
xiii. 31-33. v. 3r. lv alrrfj Tfi Jpq.: see ii. 38 n. v. 32. For
the stress laid on the work of healing in this saying cp. ix. 1 . ia.ui,, also used A. iv. 22, 30.-a1roTEAEtv occurs besides only Jas. i.
15, but for the idea of a solemn work to be accomplished cp. 1r,\71povv
at ix. 31.-avpiov: see x. 34 n.-TEAELOVp.m, cp. A. XX. 24; but for the
idea see esp. Heb. ii. 10; v. 9; vii. 28. v. 33. rij lxoµ.lvr,: cp.
A. xx. 15 n. below.
xiv. 1-6. v. I. lylvETo lv n;; ... Kat afiro{: see v. 12 n.-~uav with
part., see iv. 44 n.-1rapaT7JpEiv used three times in Lk, once in A., once
each in Mk and Ep. to Gal.-iiopw1r,Kos : the precise description of
a disease ; the word does not occur elsewhere. v. 3. voµiKo,, used
five times by Luke in Logian contexts (vii. 30; x. 25 ; xi. 45, 46, 52),
but nowhere in parallels to Mk : when Mk uses ypaµ.µ.aTE'is Luke
reproduces it. In A. also he uses the latter word four times and
VOJLLKos never. This word must, therefore, in all probability have
been derived from his Logian source. Mt. has it at xxii. 35 = Lk
x. 25, from the Logian document, see p. 88 f.-~uvxa(Eiv: also at
Lk xxiii. 56, .and twice in A.; once in I Th.; the nearest in force to
the present passage is A. xxi. 14.-i1r,,\a/UµEV0,: l1r,,\aµ/30.vE<T0ai,
5 times in Lk, 7 in A.; once each in Mt. and Mk; twice each in
1 Tim. and Heb.-dvau1rav, also at A. xi. 10.-Ev -qµlp. T. ua/3.: see
iv. I 6 n.; possibly introduced here as a variation for ua/3/30.Tlf!, which
has been left standing at vv. 1 and 3.
xiv. 7-1 r. v. 7. l1rlxwv is used similarly at A. iii. 5; and
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1 Tim. iv. 16; in other senses at A. xix. 22; Phil. ii. 16. v. 8.
KaTaKA.t0ij<,: see vii. 36 n. v. 10. tva ... lpet: there is only one other
instance in Lk of Zva followed by fut. indic., viz., at xx. 10.
xiv. 12-24. v. 13. Box~v ,ro1.Eiv: also at v. 29. v. 14. ol.lK
lxovo'LV avTa1ro8ovvai : cp. vii. 42. v. 2 I. 1rapayev6µevo,;: see Lk xxii.
52 n.-Taxlw,;, or Taxu, is used, in a manner which may be compared
to some extent with Mark's use of e'10v,, in two other pieces belonging
to Lk's peculiar matter, viz., xv. 22 and xvi. 6, but not elsewhere in
Lk. It is so used also at Mt. v. 25; xxviii. 7, 8; Mk ix. 39.
xiv. 28-33. z,. 28. T{, vp.wv: see xi. 5 n. v. 31. o-uv/3aAetv:
see Lk ii. 19 n. ; the connotation of the word at A. xvii. 18 is nearest
to the present passage. v. 32. 1rpw·/3eia, also at xix. 14, in a parable
largely peculiar to Lk.--ra 1rpo<; eip1v71v, this phrase is used again at
xix. 42. With lpwT(j. T(l ,rpo<; Eiprjvriv cp. A. xii. 20. v. 33. a1roTaCTCTETal: see ix. 61 n.-Tot,; v1rapxovCTtll: see viii. 3 n.; for the gist of the
Saying cp. xii. 33.
xv. 1, 2. v. 1. ;i-av fy7{(ovTE'i: see Lk iv. 44n. and vii. 12n.
v. 2. oia7onv,ei11, likewise at xix. 7, in a passage which is to be
compared also for the occasion to which it relates.
xv. 3-7. (Cp. as similar in substance, Mt. xviii. 12-14.) v. 4.
T{, J.v0pw-iro<;, etc. : see xi. 5 n. vv. 6, 7. Cp. the endings of the three
parables of this chapter, shewing modelling common to all.-uvvKaAetv is used 4 times in Lk, 3 in A., once in Mk ; uvvxa{pew, also
(below) at v. 9 and Lk i. 58; 4 times in Epp. of St Paul.-o{Kaw<;
is used in a wholly favourable (but Jewish) sense at i. 6; xiv. 14;
xxiii. 47, 50; A. x. 22. It is used with a touch of irony-directed,
however, against those who claimed the title without conforming to
the (Jewish) ideal of the character, not against that ideal itselfboth in the present passage and at xviii. 9, as also at v. 32 = Mk ii. 17.
xv. 8-10. v. 8. TL<; 7u~: see xi. 5 n.-opaxp.rj: except in
this parable the only reference to this coin in N.T. is the mention of
olopaxp.a at Mt. xvii. 24. The value of the drachm in Syria in 1st
cent. A.D. appears to have been about the same as a denarius, which
is the coin most often mentioned in all the Gospels.-<i-irTEt: see xxii.
55 n.-lmµeA.w<;; see x. 34n. v. 10. l11w1rw11: see v. 18 n.
xv. 11-32. v. 13. p.eT' o{, -iroAA.o.<; -rjµlpa,;; cp. almost exactly
the same expression at A. i. 5 ; see, however, also Jn ii. 12.-eZ..
xwpav p.a.Kpa.11; cp. xix. 12. v. 14. KaT<i, with acc. of place: cp.
x. 32 n. v. 15. 1ropev(h{,;: see Lk iv. 42 n.-Ko>..>..iiu0at, similarly
used five times in A.-1r0Afr71'>, also at xix. 14 and A. xxi. 39, and in
a quotation from LXX. at Heb. viii. 11. 11. 18. lviJ.irwv: see v. 18 n.
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v. 20b.

E71"(71"EUEv, etc.: cp. A. xx. 37. v. 22. rnx-6: see xiv. 21 n.
cf,lpETE T6v p,6uxov: except in the present instance Luke avoids
using cf,lpEiv in regard to human beings (if in a condition to walk) and
animals ;-for A. xiv. 13 should hardly be reckoned an exception,
seeing that UTlp.p,«Ta is combined there with Ta-6povs and is the word
nearest to the verb, and plainly ay£iv would have been even more
unsuitable in regard to it than cf,lpEiv in regard to rn-6pov,;.-£vcf,pav0wJ1,EV: see xii. 19 n.
v. 25. .;Jyyt<TEV
olK{<f: see vii. 12 n. v. 26.
7rvv0av£u0ai occurs twice in Lk, seven times in A., once each in Mt.
and Jn. At Lk xviii. 36 it is followed by ·Ti EtYJ TovTo, at A. xxi. 33
by T{, EtYJ, and in three other places by Tl,, or cases of it. In Mt. and
Jn the constructions are different. v. 2 7. o.11"0Aap,/3av£Lv: five times
in Lk, three in Paul's Epp., once each in Mk and 2 Jn. v. 29.
1raplpx((rea·i: cp. the similar use of this word at Lk xi. 42 (= Mt. xxiii.
23), where it is peculiar to Luke's form of a Logian saying.
xvi. 1-13. The word olKov6p,o, used in this parable is used also
by Luke in a Logian passage, xii. 42 = Mt. xxiv. 45, where oov.\o,
appears in Mt. olKov6p,o,; does not occur elsewhere in the Gospels.
v. 3. E'll"aLTE'iv: also at xviii. 35, in the parallel to which in Mk x. 46,
we have 7rpoua{TYJ,;;.-acf,aipE'iw,: cp. x. 42, there pass., here mid. v. 5.
lva EKauTOv: see iv. 40 n.-XPEocf,ELA.lTYJ,: see vii. 41 n. v. 8. olKovop,os
T-ijs aOiKla,;: cp. KPLT~'> r. a8,K{a,; at xviii. 6.-v71"£P after compar., not
elsewhere. v. 9. EKAE£1mv: cp. xxii. 32 and in quotation from
LXX. at Heb. i. 12.
xvi. 19-31. v. 19. .1v8io-6uKEtv is used in the act. at Mk xv. 17.
-Ei1cf,pa[vEu0ai: see xii. 19 n. v. 20. ovop,aTL: see Lk viii. 41 n. v. 23.
V7rapxwv: see viii. 41 n.-&8vvwp,al: see ii. 48 n. v. 25. d:,rl.\a/3£,:
see xv. 27 n.-7rapaK«AELTUL: for this sense of 7rapaKaAE'iu0ai, where
v. 23.

rn

the comforting proceeds from circumstances, not from any words that
are spoken, cp. A. xx. 12. But we find it also at Mt. v. 4; 2 Cor. i.
6, etc. v. 26. iv 7raut To-6Toi,;: cp. xxiv. 2 1.-oia/Ja{vELv, also at A.
xvi. 9, and Heb. xi. 29. v. 28. 8,ap.apr-6pEu0a,: nine times in A.,
three in Pastoral Epp., once each in 1 Th. and Heb.
XVii. 7-IO, V, 7• T{<; 0€ U Vp,wv, etc. : See xi. 5 1Z, V. 9• /J-~
ZxEl xapiv: for xapt, see i. 30 n. The phrase 2xELv xa.piv TivL occurs
only in present passage, but Lk vi. 32, 33, 34, may be compared.Ta 8iawx0lvra: see viii. 34 n. and 55 n.
xvii. II-19. v. II. Kal. .1ylv£TO EV T4' ••• Ka1 avr6,;: see v.
12 n,-7ropwEu0a, here and at v. 14; see iv. 42 n.-oi~pXETO: see v.
15 n. v. 12. With AE7rpol, av8pEs (.\E1rp6, used as an adj.) we may
compare v. l 2, av~p 7rA~pYJS ,\{7rpa<;. v. 13. alpELV cf,wv~v; cp.
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A. iv. 24, and see Lk xi. 27 on bralpELv ,f,wvr,v.-brurrd:ra: see vm.
24 n. vv. 15, 16. In this sentence finite verbs and participles are
skilfully intermingled and balanced. v. 15. i(l(J'0at: see v. 17 n.v1rocrrpl,f,,;iv, here and v. 18; see Lk viii. 39 n.-3otd{wv ,-. 0.: see v.
25 n. v. 16. 1rapd TOV, 1rooa,: see viii. 35 n. v. 19. See vii. 50 n.
From the style of this narrative we may conclude that the
evangelist himself composed it, deriving the substance of it from oral
tradition.
xviii. 1-8. v. 5. 1raplxnv K0'11'0V: cp. xi. 7. v. 8. apa, also A.
viii. 30, and Gal. ii. 17.
xvm. 9-14. v. 9. 1t'moi00Ta<; E<p' lavTol,: the same phrase
occurs at 2 Cor. i. 9.-o{Kaioi: cp. xv. 7 n.-E~ov0£ve,'.v, also at xxiii.
11 and A. iv. 11, eight times in St Paul's Epp.-,-oh Aot'Tt'ov,: cp.
vm. ro. v. 1 r. <rm0e{, is similarly used at xviii. 40 and xix. 8 and
four times in A. v. 1 2. KTa<r0ai, also at xxi. 19, and three times in
A., once each in Mt. and I Th. 11. 13. foTw<;: see i. 11 n. v. 14.
3tKaLOvCT0at : see x. 29 n.-'Tt'ap' e,di:vov: cp. the use of 'Tt'apa at xiii. 2, 4·
XIX, 1-IO.
v. 2. Kat i3ov ... Kat a-liTo<;: see v. 12 n. and vii. 12 n.
-ovoJJ-an KaAovJJ-evo,: see xxii. 47 n.--rjAiK{a: see ii. 52 n. vv. 5, 6.
CT7rruCTa,: see ii. 16 n. v. 6. ii'Tt'e3l~aTO: see x. 38 n. v. 7. '11'0.VTE,:
see iv. 40 n.-ilia-yoyyv(Hv: see xv. 2 n.-KamAv<Tai: in sense, to lodge,
also at ix. 12 and not elsewhere. v. 8. <rm0e{,: see xviii. II n.Twv V'Tt'apxovTWV : see viii. 41 n.-CTVKO<paVTf°iv, cp. Lk iii. l 4. v. 9·
<rwrrip{a: cp. i. 69.-Ka06n: see i. 7 n.-vio, 'Af3p.: see xiii. 16 n.
xix. II-28. v. 1 r. 11'poa,-{07f/J-L: more frequent in Lk and A.
than elsewhere, but there is no instance exactly parallel to this one.
For an explanation of the occasion by the evangelist cp. Lk xviii. 9, etc.
-'Tt'apaxpifJJ-a : see iv. 39 n.-dva,paiv. : cp. A. xxi. 3. The error of the
disciples here is one against which Luke himself has sought to guard,
xxi. 9, 24. v. l 2, euyevr,,: cp. A. xvii. l l and I Cor. i. 26.-xwp.
JJ-aKpav: see xv. 13.-v'Tt'o<r,.pl,petv: see viii. 39 n. v. 14. 71'oA{T'Yf,: see
xv. 15 n.-1rpeCT/3e{a: see xiv. 32. v. 15. Kat eyeve,-o ev ,-4i, .. Kat: see
v. 12 n. (not here as usually at beginning of a section).-l'11'avlpxe<r0ai,
also at x. 35. v. 16. 7rapeylveTo: see Lk xxii. 52 n. v. 14 is an
insertion which has nothing to do with the rest of the parable.
v. 2 7. '11'Ar,v: Luke has this word at the beginning of sentences
many times in Logian and peculiar matter; once besides at beginning
of a clause at Lk xxii. 42 = Mt. xxvi. 39.
XlX, 41-44,
V. 41.
Kat W<; 1/)')'LCT'EV: cp, V, 29, and see vii.
12 n.
V. 42.
Ta 1t'po<; £LP'YfV'YfV: cp. xiv. 32. v. 43. Cp. Luke's
alteration at xxi. 20 of the language of Mk xiii. 14. The present
S. G. II.
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passage describes the siege of Jerusalem with even greater precision.
-crvvitovcnv: see iv. 38 n. v. 44. &vO' ~v: see i. 20 n.-bncrKmrrj,;:
the nearest parallel in regard to the use of this subst. is at 1 Pet. ii.
12; but the verb imcrKl1rTEcrOai is used of Di vine visitations three times
in Lk and once in A., not elsewhere.
The evangelist probably took this incident from oral tradition
and moulded the words of Christ to a certain extent in accordance
with the events.
xxii. 14-38. For the structure of this passage and a comparison between it and the corresponding account in Mk see pp.
163-5. Cp. also p. 238 f. v. 14. tiTE .lyei,ETo ~ Jpa: cp. the
solemn use of lpxETai (or i>..-rj>..vOEv) ~ Jpa in J n.-ot d1rorrT0Aot: this
description of the Twelve is also used at ix. 1o; xvii. 5 ; xxiv. 10 and
several times in A., not in Mt. or Jn, and once only in Mk (vi. 30).
v. l 5. .l1r,Ovµ.[f!, E7f'E0vµ.. : see Lk xxiii. 46 n.-lw,; 6TOV: see xii. 50 n.1rAripovcrOai : ix. 5 I n. v. 17. <naµ.Ep£CEcr0at, also at xxiii. 34, and
once each in Mt., Mk and Jn (quotation) in relating the incident to
which the last-named passage in Lk also refers. v. 21. 1r>..-rjv: see
xix. 27 n. v. 22. KaTI{ TO wptcrµ.lvov: cp. esp. A. ii. 23; lip[(Etv is
used five times in A. and once each in Rom. and Heb. For neut.
part. used as subst. see Lk viii. 34 n., and for similar phrase see xvii. 10
and iv. 16; A. xvii. 2.-1ropEvETat: see iv. 42 n.-1r>..~v ova[: cp. vi.
24. oila[ followed by dat. is Logian ; there are, however, two
instances in Mk, one each in I Cor. and Jud. and two in Apoc.
v. 23. TOT[,, etc.: see i. 62 n. v. 29. SiaT[0Ecr0ai, also at A. iii. 25
and four times in Heb., cp. OtaO-rjK'r/ at v. 20. v. 30. Ka0-rjcrEcr0E: for
the fut. here appended to a verb in conj. with iva see Blass, p. 212,
and cp. A. xxi. 24 (if ~p-ricrwvrni is read there). v. 32. ioE-ri0riv;
see v. 12 n.-kAEt7rEtv : cp. xvi. 9 n.-CTTYJpt(Etv: see ix. 51 n.
v. 33. tToiµ.6,; Eip.t: cp. A. xxiii. l 5, 21; y{vEcrOe trntµ.. Lk xii. 40
(= Mt. xxiv. 44) is very similar. v. 35. f3aA>..avnov: four times in Lk.
v. 3 7. TEAeuOijvai: see ix. 51 n. v. 3 8. tKav6i, : for the meaning
here, the nearest parallels seem to be afforded by A. xvii. 9 and
Mk xv. 15.
xxiii. 5-12, 14, 15. v. 5. Cp. the charge against Paul, A. xxiv.
5 ; and for the description of the region over which the preaching of
Jesus extended cp. A. x. 37. vv. 6 and 7. Notice the use of
participles in these vv.-itovcr[a, there is no exact parallel to the use
of this word here; but Lk xii. 11; xx. 20; A. ix. 14; xxvi. 10, 12,
are closely similar. Cp. also Ro. xiii. 1 ; Tit. iii. 1.-&va1reµ.1rEiv:
used three times in this context and in a precisely similar application
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at A. xxv. 21. The word is used once besides, viz. at Philem. 1 I.
v. 8.
yap 8J>..wv, periphrasis for finite verb, see Lk iv. 44 n.-Et
iKo.vwv XP6vwv: see Lk viii. 27 n. With the present passage cp. especially
xx. 9,-<T'YJp,E"iov v1r o.v-rov yivop,Evov. For other examples of this
rather remarkable use of ylv£<T0o.t in regard to miracles, see A. iv. 16,
30; v. I 2 ; viii. 13 ; xiv. 3; also Lk iv. 23. It is confined to Lk
and A. v. 9. Ev Myoi, tKo.vo'i,: see again Lk viii. 27 n. v. 10.
dm;vw,, besides only at A. xviii. 28. v. 11. This sentence, which
contains three participial clauses, is skilfully balanced; the two first
clauses are united, and the third (1rEpif30.'A.ciJv E<T0~-ra, etc.) is thus
thrown more closely into connexion with ti.vl1rEp,I/JEv ;-led away in
this attire Jesus still bears the marks of the mockery with Him. It
may be noted also that lp.1To.,ta, carries us a step further than
Uov8EV'7<TO.<;. For the use of the latter word see xviii. 9 n. v. 12.
1rpoii1ra.pxnv: besides only at A. viii. 9.-Ev o.vrfj rfj ~µlpq. : this phrase
occurs besides only at xxiv. 13 ; but cp. Luke's use of o.v-rfj rfj wpq.,
see ii. 38 n. v. 14. avo.KpfrEw: used four times in A. as here in a
technical sense, of a magistrate conducting a judicial examination and
once in a more general sense. It is likewise used in a general sense
in 1 Cor. and it does not occur elsewhere in N.T.-o.i'.riov: also at vv. 4
and 2 2 ; in all three instances with the meaning "ground for an accusation, or punishment." It occurs besides at A. xix. 40; there, however,
in a slightly different sense. v. 15. O.V€1'1'EP,1fEJ/: see v. 11 .-ov8£v ahov
80.va-rov E<TTLV 7/'ElTpo.yp,&ov O.VT'f: cp. A. xxiii. 29; XXV. I 1, 25 ; xxvi.
31; also Lk xxiii. 41.
This account of the appearance of Jesus before Herod bears
strong marks of having been indited by the evangelist himself. The
matter is, also, of a kind which he might well have obtained from
information orally given to him. In connexion with it we may notice
the reference to Herod, A. iv. 2 7, and the incident peculiar to the
third Gospel at xiii. 3 r.
xxm. 39-43. v. 39. KpEp,avvvp,i, used of crucifixion as here at
A. v. 30, and x. 39; besides only at Gal. iii. 13 (in a quotation from
Deut. xxi. 23).-Ko.r<ovpyo,; occurs in N.T. only in this passage and
at 2 Tim. ii. 9, but it is a common word in Greek literature. Note
the compactness of the phrase Er<; 0£ TWV KpEp,a<T0lv-rwv KO.Kovpywv.
v. 40. a.1T0Kpt8£l., ... brmp,wv ... lcf,7J. The clause is not overloaded by
the two participles; a slight pause after lupo,; is naturally suggested,
because the second participle belongs more closely to the verb by
reason of being in the present, as well as by its position.-Kp,µo.,
sensuforensi, cp. Lk xxiv. 20. v. 4r. ~JJ-E'is Jl,£v ... o;i-ro, 8E: see Blass,
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N.T. Gram. p. 266 f., "The correlation of µiv and 8t, which is so
essentially characteristic of the classical Greek style, is very largely
reduced in the N.T.... it only occurs with any frequency in Acts,
Hebrews (1 Peter) and some of the Pauline Epistles."-«Uia ya.p
Jv, etc.: see xxiii. 15 n. A contrast is also directly suggested with
the case of Jesus as stated there by Pilate.-a1t'OAa,u,8a11£(J"Bai is
similarly used in five other places in Lk, and three only in the
remainder of N.T.-ctTo7l'ov, used twice in A., viz. xxv. 5 and
xxviii. 6, in the former of these precisely as here. It is used also at
2 Thess. iii. 2 rather differently.-There is nothing that bears on the
question now before us in the few words addressed by the penitent
to Jesus and by Jesus to the penitent in vv. 42, 43.
The foregoing account bears marks of having been put into
a written form by our evangelist.
xxiv. 1-12. v. 4. Kat ly.!vETo lv Tc;; ... Kat 18011: see v. 12 n. and
iv. 42 n.-av8pEs: see xxii. 63 n.-brtcrTrJuav: see iv. 39 n, and cp.
ii. 9. v. 5. lµ,:po,Bos, also at v. 37. It is used twice in A., once
besides in Apoc. v. 7. For the construction cp. v. 44. v. 8. Cp.
A. xi. 16. v. 9. v1t'ocrTptif;auai, see Lk viii. 37 n. v. 10. A curiously
bad construction.-oi a.7rouToAoi: see xxii. 14 n.
xxiv. 13-43. v. 13. lv avTi) Tfj -rjµtpq.: see xxiii. 12 n.-~uav
1t'OpEVOfJ-£1/0l: see iv. 42 n., 44 n.-a1t'txovuav cnaUovs U~KOJ/Ta 071'0: cp.
OV µaKpav Lt1t'£XOVTOS a1t'o, at vii. 6.-;; ovo,ua: see viii. 4 I n. vv. 14, l 5.
oµiAE'iv, also at A. xx. r r, and xxiv. 26; not elsewhere. v. 15. Kat
ly.!vETo lv T~ .. . Kat avTo,: see v. I 2 n.; and iv. 42 n., and cp. esp.
xvii. 1 r.-i-yy{cras: see vii. 12. -crvV1t'opEvEu0ai, used three times in
Lk, and once in Mk in a slightly different application. v. 17. a.ni,BaAAEn: the word is not elsewhere used, but it may be noted as an
expressive compound. Cp. uvv,Bci.'11.Anv with a similar meaning at.
Lk ii. 19; A. iv. 15. v. 18. ovoµan: see viii. 41 n. v. 19. Ta 7l'Ept
'I17uov: on Ta 1t'Ep£ TtVOS see Lekebusch, P· 77. Cp. v. 27; xxii. 37;
and A. i. 3; viii. 12, etc.-BvvaTo's lv lpy!J,! Kat Aoy"!: cp. A. vii. 22.
-lvavT{ov TOV Bwv KaL.Aaov: cp. i. 8 j xx. 26; on Aaos see vii. 16..
V, 20, £is Kp{µa 0aVU.TOV: See XXiii. 40 n,-Ol apxovU.S: Cp, XXiii. 13, etc.
v. 2r. o µlAAwv AvTpovu0ai Tov 'fopa~A: cp. i. 68 and ii. 38, where
the noun AUTpwuis is used.-ayn: cp. A. xix. 38. v. 22. ltE<TT1]UaV
'Y/11-iis, cp. A. viii. u.-op0piva{: this epithet applied to persons who
are up with the dawn is literary. The subst. op0pos is used Lk xxiv. r
and A. v. 2 r.-o1t'rncrlav: see i. 22 n. The construction of the sentence
contained in vv. 22, 23 should be noticed. v. 25. ,8pa8E'i, Tov
7l'lO'TE1/ELJ/: see Blass, p. 235 ff. v. 26. ,au 1t'a0EW TOIi Xpi<TTOV: cp•.
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v. 46 and A. iii. 18; xvii. 3; the same phrase exactly does not occur
elsewhere. v. 27. 8upp.'Y/vwnv; used also at A. ix. 36 and four
times in I Cor.----Ta 1rEpt fovrnv, see v. 19 n. v. 28. ~yy10-av: see
vii. 12.-1ropEvEo-0ai (bis): see iv. 42 n. v. 29. 1rapaf3w.(Eo-0a1: besides
only at A. xvi. 15.-lo-1rEpa: besides only twice in A.-KEKA1KEv ;
~p.tpa: see nearly the same phrase at Lk ix. 12.-Toii p,Etva,: see
iv. 42 n. v. 30. Kat E)IEVETo lv T<e, .. Ev.\oy'Y/o-Ev: see v. 12 n.-i1r1U8ovai: used in a Logian passage, Mt. vii. 9, 10 == Lk xi. n, 12, but
also three other times in Lk and twice in A. v. 31. 81avo{yEiv :
used metaphorically here and at v. 45, and A. xvi. 14, of the heart
or mind ; also of the Scriptures at v. 32 and A. xvii. 3; not elseThe former application may have been
where metaphorically.
suggested by 2 Mace. i. 4. Cp. also, though not quite so close,
·Hos. ii. 15. v. 32. Kaioph'Y/ ~v: see Lk iv. 44 n. v. 33. avry rfi
wpf!-: see ii. 38 n.-a8po{(Etv: here only, but o-vva0po{(Eiv twice in A.,
not elsewhere.-Toi>, CTvv avrot,: oi o-vv TtvL or no-1v is an idiom used
many times in Lk and A., once in Mk and once in Ep. to Ro.
v. 34. ,':,.f,B'Y/ llp.wvi : see Lk i. I I n. v. 35. lv rfi KAd.O"EL -rov <i.prnv :
the breaking of bread in the Christian assemblies is referred to A. ii.
42, 46; xx. 7, and perhapsxxvii. 35. v. 37. 1TToe'i:o-0ai: the word occurs
besides only at Lk xxi. 9.-ip,cf,0{301: see v. 5 n. v. 38. a.va{3a{vE1v:
sensu tropico, as also at A. vii. 23 and I Cor. ii. 9; in both these
instances, however, the preposition after a.va{3a[vuv is e1r{. v. 42.
l1rE8wKav: see v. 30 n. v, 44. Cp. v. 7. v. 45. 8,-rjvo,~Ev Tov vovv:
see v. 31 n.-Tov o-vvdvai: see iv. 42 n. v. 46. 1ra0EtV TOI-! Xpto-Tov:
see v. 26 n. v. 47 a. K7Jpvx_Orjva1 E1TL T<e ovop,an avrov p.mfvoiav. El,
«cf,EO"tV &.,,.apnwv: cp. A. ii. 38.-vz•. 47 b and 48. EL<; 1ravm TO. WVTJ,
-ap~ap,0-01 d1ro 1EpovO"a.\-rjµ. lip.EL<; p,o.prnpE<; TOV'TWV : cp. A. i 8 b.
11. 49.
Cp. A. i. 4 and 8a. v. 51. 8do-T7J: see xxii. 59n. v. 52.
v1r£0-Tpet(lav Eli; 'IEpovCTaA-rjp,: cp. A. i. I 2. v. 5 3. 81a 1ravn>, : used
also A. ii. 2 5 (in q notation from Ps. xvi.) and x. 2.
It seems most probable that the evangelist himself committed to
writing these traditions in regard to appearances of the Risen Christ
contained in his concluding chapter. Throughout there are many
of his characteristic expressions and the closing verses are closely
: connected with and parallel to the opening passage of the Acts.
Vve have now completed our examination of the style and
vocabulary of the Peculiar Matter in St Luke. Nine sections have
been noted whose literary form should in all probability be attributed
solely to the author himself of the third Gospel and Acts. They
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are, the Call if the.first disciples (v. I-II); the Anointing by a sinful
woman in the house if Simon the Pharisee (vii. 36-50); the passage
containing a reference to the women who followed Jesus as He
_journeyed and ministered to Him (viii. 1-3); the parable of the Good
Samaritan (x. 29-37); the Ten Lepers (xvii. 11-19); the Lament
over Jerusalem as He was entering it (xix. 41-44); Pilate's sending
Jesus to Herod (xxiii. 5-12, 14, 15); the account of the Penitent
Thief (xxiii. 39-43); the Appearances if the Risen Christ (xxiv. ).
For the rest the stylistic phenomena seem to be compatible with,
and to a certain extent to favour, the view that our evangelist used
a document. There are, it is true, Lucan characteristics in every
section, but not more than in the sections of the third Gospel
which are parallel with Mark; and they appear in the same manner
as in these sections. They are to be noticed especially in the introductions to the successive sections. E.g.-as in the sections derived
from Mark-we meet again and again with the formula Kal lyiv£To
EV To/, etc. In the words of Jesus and of others there are but few
Lucan characteristics. A good many of the expressions noted above
as such have not much force. I have mentioned them lest any
indication that ought to be taken into account should be omitted. In
estimating the significance of Lucan traits, we ought also to consider
whether on the one hand they could have arisen through some
slight change made in another's record, or on the other their introduction must have affected the whole, or a considerable ·part of, a
sentence. E.g., at Lk xxii. 23, 24, we have questions with the neut.
art. prefixed (To T{r;, etc.), which is decidedly "Lucan." But all that
was necessary in order to produce this " Lucan" feature was that the
neut. art. should be inserted, which we see to have been actually
what has happened at Lk ix. 46 = Mk ix. 34.
In one or two instances, especially the account of Mary and
Martha, the verses in which there are several "Lucan" characteristics bulk somewhat large relatively to the whole; but they are
the introductory verses and their comparative prominence is largely
due to the brevity of the sections in question. The two sections
in which, apart from the nine enumerated above, the "Lucan" traits
are most numerous are accounts of cures (xiii. 10-17; xiv. 1-6);
but this is in accord with what we have noticed in some of Luke's
parallels with Mark.
Thus far we have observed only that in the majority of the
sections the signs of our evangelist's hand are not more noticeable
than we might expect them to be in passages which he bad taken
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from a document and revised. But some evidence of the use of
a document which is of a more positive kind, even if it is not very
distinct or abundant, is also to be found in expressions belonging
especially to Luke's peculiar matter, or which connect it with Logian
passages in the form in which he seems to have known them. It
is necessary to proceed with caution here. The fact that the same
or closely similar expressions occur in two or more neighbouring
passages of the peculiar matter, and not at all, or but rarely, elsewhere, is not necessarily to be taken as a sign of a style different
from the evangelist's. Certainly no stress can be laid on the use
of xpwc/m>..eT7J<; at vii. 41 and xvi. 5, which might easily have been
substituted for 6ef,EtAET1J<; by the evangelist in each passage, because
it happened to be running in his mind; or upon the use of OtE·
yoyyv,ov at xv. 2 and xix. 7, each time in words of description; or
upon the use of the words a:1roraCTCT£<T0a1 and Ev0ETO<; in teaching
about renunciation at ix. 61, 62 and xiv. 33, 35, in both which
passages a saying on the subject of renunciation may have been
present to the mind of the evangelist in a form familiar to him.
The following instances are somewhat more deserving of attention
because the expressions in question seem to belong more closely to
the structure of the passages where they occur :-Ko1rov 1rapixE1v at
xi. 7 and xviii. 5.-1rapa, signifying "in comparison with" in 1rapa
1r&.vra, at xiii. 2 and 4 and ,rap' £K£tvov at xviii. 14.-KaTaK>..[vECT0ai,
xiv. 8, and also vii. 36 (where see note) and xxiv. 30.-raxew<; at
xiv. 21 (where see note), xv. 22 and xvi. 6.-1rpECT/3E{a at xiv. 32 and
xix. 14.-EKAE{1rEtv at xvi. 9 (where see note) and xxii. 32.
Still more worthy of consideration are the following :-lw, orov,
xii. 50 (where see note), xiii. 8; xxii. 16.-ef,epETE, xv. 23 (where see
note), the use of o[Kaw, in various passages with a Jewish connotation, see note at xv. 7; cp. also OtKatovv lavrov at x. 29; xvi. 15;
xviii. 14 (though as to the associations of this phrase there may be
more doubt).-b >..ao, specifically of the chosen nation at vii. 16
(where see note), and probably at xxiv. 19.-vlo,;, and 0vyarrjp, •Af3pa&.µ,
xiii. 16 (where see note); xix. 9; and cp. xvi. 24 f.-The common
moulding of the parables in c. xv., especially as to their endings : the
reference to good cheer expressed by the same word Efi<f,palvE<T0a,
in the three parables of the Rich Fool (xii. 19, where see note), of
the Prodigal Son (xv. 23 ff.), and of Dives and Lazarus (xvi. 19); the
similar expressions oiKovoµo, rij<; aoiK[M at xvi. 8, and KptT~<; T~<; a01K{a,
at xviii. 6; the use of oiKovoµo, at xvi. 1 compared with its use also
at xii. 42, where Mt. in his parallel (xxiv. 45), derived from the Logian
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document, has llov.\o,; the use several times at the commencement
of the parables peculiar to Lk of the formula r{, l[ vp,wv which
occurs once in a Logian passage common to Mt., see note at xi. 5.The use of voµtKo, by Luke solely at xiv. 3 (where see note) and in
several Logian contexts, in one of which only Mt. has it (xxii. 35).
The use of Tva by Luke seems also to be of some significance
in connexion with the question of his use of a source, or sources,
for his peculiar matter. I have refrained from referring to it before,
because it is only on a comparison of this matter as a whole with
other parts of his writings, that the differences in his practice in this
respect can appear to be significant. In the Acts this particle occurs
only 12 times,-i.e., much less frequently in proportion than in any
other N.T. writing, and very much less so than in most,-and is for
the most part not employed in an unclassical way. Turning to the
third Gospel, we find that in Marean sections Luke (except at
viii. 12; ix. 45; xx. 14) has used it only where Mark has it; and
further that he has several times avoided using it where Mark does;
while in another place (viii. 3 2) he so turns the sentence as to make
the use of rva less strange than it is in Mk. There ·are also a few
instances in Logian passages, in two of which (Lk vi. 31 = Mt. vii. 12 ;
and Lk vii. 6 = Mt. viii. 8) the use of Xva is, while in four others
(iv. 3; vi. 34; xi. 33, 50) it may be, derived from the source.
When, therefore, we find iva occurring 22 times in the peculiar
matter in the third Gospel (viz. twice in chaps. i. and ii., and 20
times in the peculiar passages subsequent to them), i.e., nearly half
as many times again as in the whole of the Acts, one cannot but
suspect that several of the instances, at least, were due to Luke's
finding them in a source in which the particle was used more largely
than he would of his own mind have been disposed to use it.

III.
The authorship of the "we"-sections in the Acts.
The question to which we now pass is a far simpler one than
that with which we have been occupied under the preceding heading.
There can be no doubt that if the "we"-sections in the Acts were
not composed by the author of the whole work, he must have taken
them from a document by some other writer; so that we have
to ask only whether the "Lucan" characteristics in those sections
are, or are not, more numerous and significant than is compatible
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with the latter supposition. That is to say, we have not here to
consider how far his style might have been affected by the form of
pieces of information orally imparted to him, a case in regard to
which we have no standard whereby to judge.
Again, as was observed above, in inquiring into the origin of the
peculiar matter in St Luke, or at all events of many of its sections,
we have to judge each section, brief as most of them are, on its
own merits, because comparatively few of them are connected with
one another so closely that the decision which we come to with
respect to one must necessarily carry others with it. There is in
point of fact a probability that, if the evangelist has used a document, he may have inserted some passages into it, and if so we
desire to, know which they are, as well as to ascertain how far the
view that in other parts he is using a document is confirmed by
indications of style. But in estimating the significance of a small
number of characteristics occurring in a short passage the differences
of value of various alleged characteristics, which may be very great,
must clearly be a matter of great iinportance. On the contrary, we
are able to compare the "we"-sections broadly with Luke's Marean
parallels. Differences that there are in the weight that should be
attributed to the various characteristics, and mistakes that we may
make in particular instances, may be expected to balance one
another on the two sides of the comparison; as also will the varying
lengths of verses be likely to do, if we take the proportion of
characteristics to verses.
Even so errors must be allowed for, and if the preponderance
of characteristics on the side of the "we"-sections were not considerable, we should not be justified in drawing a conclusion therefrom in favour of the view that the reviser of Mark is here himself
the author. But the preponderance is great, and the manner in
which the characteristics are distributed in the two cases highly
significant. Lucan traits appear in verse after verse throughout the
"we"-sections; there is nothing that can compare with this in
Luke's parallels with Mark. In nearly all the verses of the" we"sections they equal, while in many of them they clearly exceed I in
number and distinctiveness those in the verses where they are most
noticeable in sections corresponding to Mark-verses, it must be
borne in mind, which are, if not wholly, yet in great part the composition of the author of the third Gospel himself.
1 This is true of every verse (except, perhaps, v. 18) of the first of the "we"sections; also of vv. 7, 9, i r, I 5 in the second of them,
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It is also to be observed that in one of the narratives in St Mark
which, as we have seen, the third evangelist most revised, that
concerning a storm on the Lake of Galilee (Lk viii. 22-25 = Mk
iv. 35-41), his vivid realisation of the scene and his correct use
of language in describing it, make strongly for his identity with the
companion of St Paul on more than one of his voyages who has
given us the account of the shipwreck in the 27th chapter.
We will proceed to examine the first three of those sections in
detail.
(1) Acts xvi. 9-18.

v. 9. 6paµ.a : twice in " we "-sections ( A. xvi. 9, IO ), nine (or
eight) times in remainder of Acts (vii. 31; ix. 10, 12 (?); x. 3, 17, 19;
xi. 5; xii. 9; xviii. 9); once in remainder of N.T. (Mt. xvii. 19).-'T4i
Ilav,\qi J,cp8'f/ : for this periphrasis in describing supernatural appearances see Lk i. 1 r n.-oia VVK'T6,: ·"in the night," while the night
lasted. The phrase occurs three times in the remainder of Acts (v.
19; xvii. IO; xxiii. 31 and at Lk v. 5), not elsewhere in N.T.; oi'
rjµ.£pwv n<r<rapa.Kovrn at A. i. 3 is analogous. &a. is also used with
words expressive of time, to express that the whole of an interval has
been passed through, A. xxiv. I 7; xxvii. 5; Gal. ii. 1.-a.v~p MaK£Owv
ns: on the frequency of the use of a.infp in Lk and A. see Lk xxii. 63.
Such a use of
also as that here is specially common in Lk and A.,
e.g. Lk i. 5 and vii. 2, etc.-~v e<r'Tw,: on the periphrasis of dµ.£ with
participle for finite verb see Lk iv. 44 n. Notice also the characteristic
accumulation of participles.-e<rTws : see Lk i. 11 n.-omf3d., : oia{3alvnv occurs also at Lk xvi. 26, besides only at Heb. xi. 29. Verbs
compounded with prepositions are decidedly more common in the
Lucan writings than in N.T. generally. Instances should be considered not only separately, but as belonging to a class. There will
be several to be noticed in the "we "-sections. Note also the
emphatic position given to the participle here.
v. rn. w,, as conjunction, especially in temporal signification, is
remarkably frequent in Lk and A. In Mt. it does not occur at all as
conjunction. In Mk twice only as conjunction and there not
temporal. In Pauline Epp. some eleven times as conjunction, only
three times temporal, and with addition of a'.v. Next after Lucan
writings it is most frequent in Jn, but in two or three instances here
the use is peculiar ( ws = lwc, or nearly so). This Gospel also has we,
o~v several times. we; U occurs eight times in the "we "-sections, 20
in remainder of Acts (v. 24; vii. 23; viii. 36; ix. 23; x. 7, 17, 25;
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xiii. 25, 29; xiv. 5, etc.); besides twice in Lk and six times in Jn.On opaµ.a see v. 9; for the phrase opaµ.a et8ev cp. x. 17; xi. 5; see
also xii. 9.-uvv/3if3&.teiv, followed by on, occurs in A. ix. 22, in
closely allied sense to that here. In A. xix. 33 the word is difficult
to interpret. It is found besides four times in Pauline Epp., in all
cases in different senses and construction from the two first named in
Acts. Two other compounds of {3i/3a.(nv occur only in Lk and A., viz.
bn/3i/3a.(ew at Lk x. 34; xix. 35 and A. xxiii. 24; and lv/3,/30.(eiv at
A. xxvii. 6; we have also 1rpo/3i/3a(ELv at A. xix. 33, and in passive at
Mt. xiv. 8.-evayyd,ltEuBm, middle, and with persons to be evangelized
in acc. See Lk iv. 43 n.-1rpo<rKEKA71ra,: 1rpo<rKaAe'tu8m is used besides
of a call from God only at A. ii. 39 and xiii. 2. At the latter place
there is a specially close parallel to the present passage.
v. II. With the form of the sentence here-avax8evTE, a1r()
Tp<[Ja.Oo, ev8vopoµ.-rjuaµ.ev Eis "2,aµ.08pc/.K7JV ... K&.Kn8ev Et, <P.--cp. that in
the account of Paul's first missionary journey (xiii. 4) :-iK1reµ.<f,8evre, •..
Karij>..8ov EtS "2,eAevKlav, (KEWev TE ... els Kv1rpov (Klostermann, P· 60).
-ava.yEu8a, in sense "embark" is found rr times in "we "-sections,
twice in remainder of Acts (xiii. 13; xx. 3) and Lk viii. 22; not elsewhere in N. T. Cp. KaTayeu8a, at xxvii. 3, and xxviii. 12, and
Kaniynv (of bringing a boat to land) at Lk v. 1 r.-ev8vopoµ.eiv: here
and at xxi. r. In each case he is writing of a voyage and this
accounts for its being used in these two places and not elsewhere;
but it is the sort of composite form that the author of Lk and A. is
fond of.-Tjj l1rwJun : three times in "we ''-sections; twice in
remainder of A. (vii. 26; xxiii. rr); not elsewhere. Cp. also other
words by the use of which he obtains variety : ry l1ravpwv (see on xx.
7 below) and Tij frlpq. (xx. 15 and xxvii. 3).
v. 12. KaKeWEJ,: five times in" we "-sections; three in remainder
of A. (vii. 4; xiii. 21; xiv. 26), once in Lk (xi. 53), once besides, in
Mk ix. 30.-~ns: see Lk viii. 26 n.-With the description of the
status of Philippi cp. the reference to the officers there, v. 35, and
references to institutions, political divisions, etc., elsewhere, xiii. 7, 8,
12 (the av(h11raTOs), xvii. 6 (the 1ro>..m{pxa,), xix. 31, 35, 38 (the
various officials at Ephesus). See also the designations, etc., at Lk
iii. 1, which shew, whether they are right or wrong, a certain tendency
of mind like that which led to the mention of contemporary rulers.~µ.ev .. . ota.Tpl/3ovns: for elµ.{ with partic. see Lk iv. 44 n.-otaTplf3uv:
twice in "we "-sections, each time with period in accus.; the word is
used six times in remainder of A. (four with the same construction,
viz. at xiv. 3, 28; xxv. 6, 14; the other two are A. xii. 19; xv. 35).
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The word is only used twice besides (Jn iii. 22; xi. 54), neither time
with the same construction.-For 'ljµl.pa<; Twa<; cp. A. x. 48; xv. 36;
xxiv. 24 ; also ~µI.pat iKavai (A. ix. 2 3, 43 ; xviii. 18; xxvii. 7), and
)(pbVOV LKavov or xr6vov<; LKavov<; (Lk XX. 9 ; xxiii. 8; A. viii. 11 ; xiv.
3; xxvii. 9). Cp. also phrase in Lk, lv µi~ T. ~µ. (Lk v. 17; viii. 22;
xx. 1).
v. 13. TU ~µl.pq. TWV <Ia/3/3aTWV or 7'0V <Ia/3/3dToV: for this periphrasis see Lk iv. 16 n.-oii is commoner in A. and Lk than in rest of
N.T. It occurs four times in the "we "-sections, five times in
remainder of A. (i. 13; ii. 2; vii. 29; xii. 12; xxv. ro), five times in Lk,
six in Pauline Epp., three in Mt., once in Heb. and Apoc.; not in
Mk or Jn. In the N.T. generally, apart from the Lucan writings,
61rov is the commoner word. In Lk this word is used five times, but
in four of them it is taken from the Logian and in the fifth from the
Marean source. In A. it is used twice only.-voµ{(nv: six times in
remainder of A. (vii'. 25; viii. 20; xiv. 19, etc.), twice in Lk, six
times in remainder of N.T. (viz ..three in Mt. and three in Pauline
Epp.). The construction, accusative with infinitive, is used at Lk ii.
44, and in three of the other places in Acts, and also in the three
in Pauline Epp. In Mt. we have each time on, as also at A. xxi. 29.
-1rpocrwx:,f, only here and at v. 16 in sense "place of prayer."uvvl.pxErrOai: twice in '' we "-sections, 15 times in remainder of A. in
all parts, twic.e in Lk, r 3 times in rest of N.T., of which seven are in
1 Cor. For close parallels with use in present place see A. i. 21 ; x.
27. For a distinction in the "Lucan" use of uvvl.pxwOai and
uvva.yEuOai see xx. 7 n.
v. 14. ov6µan: see Lk viii. 41 n. and xxii. 47 11.-1roAEw<;
®vanlpwv. Note 1r0At<; without definite article in apposition with
name of city, and placed before it. So also once besides in "we"·
sections, xxvii. 8. Also Lk ii. 4 and A. xi. 5 ; not elsewhere.crE/3oµh·q Tov 0Eov : this participle, with or without Tov 0Eov, virtually
denoting what the rabbis called "proselytes of the gate," occurs in
five passages of the remainder of A., not elsewhere.-~<; o Kvpw;
8i~voi[Ev T~v Kap8{av. Note the emphatic position of o Kvpw,; as one
instance among very many that could be given of the care with which
words are placed both in the "we "-sections and other parts of the
Lucan writings.-8t~voitEV ~v KapUav: for 8mvo{yEtv used metaphorically see Lk xxiv. 31 n.-1rpo<IEXE1v Tot<; AaAovJJ,ivoi<;: see close parallel
at A. viii. 6. Cp. also xxviii. 24. . Also for Ta Aat..ovµEva see xiii. 45
and Lk ii. 33 ; and cp. Tei AEAaA'Y]µlva, Lk i. 45 ; ra. AaA'YJ01.VTa, Lk ii.
.18. In other part~ of N.T. we have ro >..a>..ov/J-~vov at I Cor. xiv. 9 and
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at Heb. iii. 5. Also see Lk viii. 34 n. for the use of
neut. participles as substantives.
v. 15. o ol,rns, "household." Cp. A. x. 2; xi. 14; xvi. 31;
xviii. 8. It occurs likewise in 1 Cor. i. 16 and a few times in I and 2
Timothy. In particular observe that the participation of the household of Cornelius in his religious devotion (x. 2 ), and the blessing
granted him (xi. 14), of that of the jailor in the promise to him (xvi.
31 ), and of that of Crispus in his faith in Jesus (xvi ii. 8), are mentioned in like manner.-KEKpiKaT£: for Kpiveiv used of decisions which
do not involve condemnation or acquittal cp. Lk vii. 43 n. It is so
used in" we "-sections at xx. 16 and xxvii. 1, as well as in the present
passage, and some six times in other parts of A.--p.lveiv, in sense "stay":
Lk viii. 27; ix. 4; x. 7; xix. 5; xxiv. 29; A. ix. 43; xxviii. 16, 30 (cp.
Friedrich, p. 20). There are, however, instances also in other N.T.
writings, especially in J n.-"1rapeKaAeuev >..lyovr:ra: cp. 1rapeKaAei >..lywv,
ii. 40. For 1rapaKaAe'i:v, as here, without an object, cp. in the 'we'sections, xxi. r 2 and xxvii. 33, and in the remainder of A. ix. 38 ;
xiii. 42 ; xiv. 22 ; xix. 3 r ; xxiv. 4" (Harnack).-1rapa,8u{(ecr0ai: cp.
Lk xxiv. 29, where the use is very similiar; the word does not occur
elsewhere. In connexion with the notice of Lydia observe that
devout women are referred to also at Lk viii. 1-3 and xxiii. 55, and
at A. xiii. 50; xvii. 34.
v. I 6. lylvero Sl.. .inr-avrijcrai : see Lk v. I 2 n. - Notice also
generally the skilful construction of the sentence.-1rvevµ.a 1rv0wva :
see Lk iv. 33 n. On ~ns see above, v. 12.-ipyauiav 1ro>..>..~v 1rape'ixev:
at A. xix. 24 we have almost exactly the same phrase. lpyar:r{a.
occurs three times besides in Acts (xvi. 19; xix. 24, 25); also
once in Lk; once besides in Eph. iv. 19. 1raplxELv occurs twice in
"we "-sections, three times in remainder of later chapters, four in
Luke, five in Pauline Epp., and in a saying common to Mt and Mk.
-ro'i:, Kvpiois : "Similarly at Lk xix. 33 it is noticed with curious
precision that the colt had more than one owner" (Harnack).
v. 17. KarnKoAov0e'i:v: besides only at Lk xxiii. 55.-0 0eos b
{JlfLIITOS, also at Lk viii. 28, Mk v. 7 and Heb. vii. l ; 0 vtf,tcrTOS' is
used by itself four times in Lk and at A. vii. 48, not elsewhere in
N.T.-Karayyl>..>..eiv: 10 times in remainder of A. (all parts), seven in
Pauline Epp.; not elsewhere in N. T.-Mov O"WT'Yjp{a,: o8os, as
designation of Christian faith and practice; eight times in remainder
of A. (ix. 2 ; xviii. 2 5, 26, etc.). crwrYJpia occurs once in Jn and not
at all in Mt. and Mk; in the "Lucan" writings ten times (Harnack).
v. 18. l1rt 1ro>..>..a, ~µ.lpa,: "Ad temporis spatium significandum
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in N.T. a solo Luca brl c. acc. adhibetur," Klostermann, p. 53, on
xxvii. 20. Cp. A. xiii. 31; xvii. 2; xix. 8, etc.-oia1ron,/h{,, also at
A. iv. 2.-1rapayyi'A.'A.nv: 11 times in A., four in Lk, twice each in Mt.
and Mk, five in Tim., and seven in remaining Pauline Epp.-auTy
Tfj wp'f: an expression peculiar to Lk and A. See Lk ii. 28 n.

(2) Acts xx. 4-16.
v. 5.

p.ivEtv: used transitively (see Blass, p. 87), besides in N.T.

only at v. 23; but see Isa. viii. 17; 2 Mace. vii. 30.
v. 6, lK1rAEi:v: besides only A. xv. 39 and xviii. 18.-of: see xvi.
13 n.-0£ETp{ifrap.ev 'l]fJ.Epa, £1TTd.: see xvi. 12 11. \Ve have two instances
in this verse of the numeral being placed after the subst. This is
vastly more frequent in the "Lucan" writings than elsewhere.
V, 7.
<TW'r)yp.ivwv 'l]JLWV, and next verse, oD ~JLEV <FVl"YJYJLEVOL: the
author of Acts lays special stress on the assembling of Christians for
worship, etc. Cp. iv. 31; xi. 26; xiii. 44; xiv. 27; xv. 30; in all
which the word uvvcfyE0'0ai is used. It is used besides with the same
connotation only at Mt. xviii. 20 and I Cor. v. 4. We have also
O'VV£PXE<r0ai several times in 1 Cor. xi. and xiv., of Christians coming
together. It may be worth while to notice that in Lk and A.
'1'vvipx£0'0ai is used only of gatherings more generally, including the
case of Jews or proselytes coming together to worship (xvi. 18 and
perhaps x. 27), while for Christian worship he uses a word which
implies that they do not come together solely of their own mind. In
R.V. (and in A.V. at v. 8) it is suitably translated by "gathered
together." - KAa<rai J.pTov: for references in Lk and A. to the
"breaking of bread" in the Christian assemblies see Lk xxiv. 35 n.oiaXiy£0'0ai: twice in present section, eight times in remainder of A.
(xvii. 2, 17; xviii. 4, 19; xix. 8, 9; xxiv. 12, 25). Besides only Mk
ix. 34; Heb. xii. 5; Jude 9-all three with a somewhat different
connotation from the foregoing.-JA,EAAE!JI: followed by an infin.
and expressing what a conscious agent intends to do, is specially
common in all parts of A., though found also, but much less
frequently, elsewhere. See A. iii. 3; v. 35; xii. 6; xvi. 27; xvii. 31;
xx. 3; xxi. 37; xxii. 26; xxiii. 3, r 5, 20; xxv. 4; xxvi. 2. In the
"we "-sections here and at v. 13 (bis) and xxvii. 30.-iiravpwv: twice
in "we "-sections, eight times in remainder of A. (x. 9, 2 3, 24, etc.);
seven besides in N.T., five of which are in Jn. See further xvi. II 11.
-lteip.L : twice in " we "-sections; also at A. xiii. 42 and xvii. 15, not
elsewhere in N.T.-JA,EO'ovvKTtov: also at A. xvi. 25 and Lk xi. 5; once
besides (Mk xiii. 35).
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v. 8. lKavo,: see Lk viii. 27 n. It is used four times in "we"sections.-i'.nHp<i,ov: also at A. i. 13; ix. 37, 39; not elsewhere in
N.T., though it is common in LXX. and in Classical Greek. At Mk
xiv. 15 the word is avayaiov, and in his parallel passage, Luke has
reproduced it (xxii. 12); avayaiov occurs nowhere else, and may have
been formed by Mark on model of KaTayaiov.--ryµ,ev uvv7Jyµ,ivoi: see
xx. 7 n.
v. 9. vmv{a, is used besides only at A. vii. 58; xxiii. 17 and
perhaps xxiii. 18, where another reading is vmv[uKos. vmv[uKo,
occurs a few times both in Lk and A. and in remainder of N.T. The
two words seem to be used even in Classical Greek to describe much the
same age; both words are used in LXX.-oi,oµ,an: see Lk viii. 41 n.Ka-racpEpw0ai: twice in this verse; besides only in active at A. xxv.
7; xxvi. 10. Note the skilful combination of repetition with variation
in Kanvex0ds a,ro TOV V1l"VOV as compared with 1<amcpepoµ,evos 1),ry'{>
f3a0/i. The process is thus kept before our eyes and yet monotony
avoided.-iltaAeyoµ,ivov: see v. 7 above.-l,rt ,rAe1ov, also at A. iv. 17;
xxrv. 4; besides only 2 Tim. ii. 16; iii. 9. Cp. lcp' 1Kav6v at
V,

II.

v. 10. i,ri,r[11"Tnv: six or five times in remainder of A. (viii. 16;
x. 44; xi. 15, etc.), twice in Lk. Besides only four times (Mk iii. 10;
Jn xiii. 25; Ro. xv. 3 (in a quotation from Lxx.); Apoc. xi. u).uvv,repiAaµ,/3avetv: here only in N. T., but Classical and once in LXX.,
and a word such as author of Lk and A. might be expected to use.
For Luke's use of words compounded with uvv see Lk xxiii. 48 n.
v. 11. KAo.uas Tov fi.pTOv: see Lk xxiv. 35 n.-ywrJaµ,ei,os: used
in the same idiomatic manner as here for "to take nourishment," "to
eat" (cp. Fr. "goil.ter") at x. 10 and xxiii. 14; not elsewhere in N.T.
-lcp' iKav6v : cp. i,rl ,rAetov at v. 9 and on the use of lKai,o,; in Lk and
A. see Lk viii. 27 n.-&p.1A71rJa<;: &µ,iAetv is used also at xxiv. 26, and
twice in Lk; not elsewhere in N.T.-oi'lTws ifrjA0ev: cp. xxviii. 14 (a
"we "-section) and xvii. 32, 33.
v. 12. ofl µ,eTplws: the negative with an adverb or adjective of
number, degree, or quality, i.e. the figure called "litotes," is very
common in the Lucan writings. Cp. ovK oAlyos at A. xxvii. 20. In
the rest of N. T. it is found chiefly in the Pauline Epp.
v. 13. a.vrfx07JILEV: see xvi. 11.-dvaAaµ,/30.vew: twice in "we"sections, six times in remainder of A., four in Pauline Epp., and once
in the last twelve verses of Mk.-il,aT11uueu0a, or iltaTauueiv: four
times in remainder of A. (vii. 44; xviii. 2, etc.), four times in Lk,
four times in I Cor., and twice in other Pauline Epp.; also at Mt.
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xi. I. Used in middle here and at A. vii. 44, also at I Cor. vii. 17;
xi. 34 and Tit. i. 5.
v. 14. o-vv/30.AAEtv: see Lk ii. 19 n.-d.vaAap.,/3avnv: see v. 13 n.
v. 15. Ka.KEWEv: see xvi. 12n.-d1ro1rAE'iv: twice in "we"-sections,
also at A. xiii. 4; xiv. 26.-rfi l1rwvcry: see xvi. 1 r n.-Tfj frlpq,: here
and at xxvii. 3.-rfi ixop.,lvr,, " next day" : so Lk xiii. 33. Cp. also
A. xiii. 44; xxi. 26. lxop.,Evo, is used for "neighbouring," "connected," Mk i. 38; Heb. vi. 9. Like the two last mentioned it is
one of the various expressions for the next day used by the writer to
avoid monotony. Cp. also rfi bravpwv (see on xx. 7), and -rii ltq, or
rfi E~, ijp.,lp<f (see on A. xxi. 1). By the variety of the expressions the
writer avoids monotony. Cp. Klostermann, p. 49 f. Attention is
also suitably directed by Klostermann to the successive notes of
time in a series of events told in xxiii. 31-xxiv. 24.-Ka-ravrav: four
times in '' we ''-sections, and five besides in latter part of A., four in
the Pauline Epp.-7rapa/3a'.AAEiv: only here, but worthy of note as a
nautical term.
v. 16. KEKp{Kn: see xvi. 15 n,-7rapa1rAEtv: here only, but see
v. 15 on 0.7T07rA/iv.-xpovorpt/3ELV: here only, but cp. oiarp{/3EtV with
accusative of time; see xvi. 12 n.-cr'l!'EliOEtv, also at A. xxii. 18 and
three times in Lk; once only besides in N.T. (2 Pet. iii. 12 )--'H/V
ijp.,ipav -rij,; '7l'EV'T1/Kocrrrj,: see xvi. 13 n.-Ei.71. Optative is far commoner
in Lucan writings than elsewhere in N.T. Cp. Friedrich, p. 36(No. 268).
(3) Acts xxi. 1-18.
v. 1. For w, ol see xvi. 10 n.; and for 1.ytvErn followed by infinitive
see Lk v. 12 n.-&vax81vai : see xvi. 11 n.-d'7l'oCT7racr0ai d'l!'o : cp. Lk
xxii. 41 n.-El10vopop.,.: see xvi. II n.-rfi E~•: also at Lk ix. 37;
A. iqv. 17; xxvii. 18; at Lk vii. II we have -r<[, lf,j,. For similar
expressions see xx. 15 n.-KdKE'iOEv : see xvi. 12 n.
v. 2. lmf3a{vnv: in quotation at Mt. xxi. 5, besides only in A.,
viz. three times in "we "-sections, twice in remainder of latter
chapters.-dv1x071p.,Ev : see xvi. 11 n.
v. 3. &vacpalvm0ai : " sensu nautico " here only ; in a different
sense at Lk xix. r 1. Ka-rlpxEcr0ai: 3 times in "we "-sections, 9 in
remainder of A. (viii. 5; ix. 32; xi. 27; xii. 19, etc.), and twice in
Lk; once only besides in N.T. (Jas. iii. 15). It is used of coming
from the sea into a port, here and at xxvii. 5, like Ka-rayE<r0ai at xxvii.
3 ; xxvm. 12. Cp. Karayayov-rE<; 'Tll 'll"Aoui brt -r~v yijv at Lk v. I 1,
-£KEtcrE: also at xxii. 5, not elsewhere in N.T.-~v d7rocpopn,op.,nov
-rov yop.,ov: nautical; d'll"ocpop-rl,Ecr0ai occurs here only.
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v. 4. avEVpiuK£iv: used at Lk ii. 16 in precisely similar sense, not
elsewhere. -i.mp.ivnv : four times in " we" -sections, two or three times
in remainder of A., nine in the Pauline Epp. and once in the Pericope de
adultera. For the construction, the relative referring to an accusative
some way back in the preceding clause, cp. A. xxiii. 33. See Klostermann, p. 60.-~p.ipa<; E7M"a.: see xx. 6 n.-'IEpouaA.vµ.a is used again
in this section at v. 15, but 'IepovuaA1Jp. at II, 12, 13.
v. 5. i.yiv£To, followed by infin., see Lk v. 12 n.-1rpo1riµ.1ruv:
also at A. xv. 3 and xx. 38, and five times in Pauline Epp., and at
3 Jn 6. -0ivn,; ... 1rpouev[aµ.evoi : here two participles are corn bined
without a conjunction because the action described in the former is
clearly prior to that in the latter. Cp. xiv. 23 xeipoTovrj<Tavn<; ...
1rpo<TEvtaµ.evoi ... 1rapi0evTO (Klostermann, p. 6o).-n0evai Ta y6vaTa:
peculiar to Lk and A. See Lk xxii. 41 n.
v. 6. v1rouTpl.cfmv : see Lk viii. 3 7 n.
v. 7. 1rA.ov<;: three times in "we "-sections, not elsewhere.KaTaVTiiv: see xx. 15 n.
v. 8. rii i.1ravpwv : see xx. 7 n.
v. 9. TOVT~ ~uav 0vyaTipe<; Tirruape<;: see Lk viii. 30 n. and A.
xx. 6 n.
v. 10. emµ.evovTwv: see v. 4 n. above.-KaTepxeu0ai: see v. 3 n.ov6µ.an: see Lk viii. 41 n.-~p,epa<; 1TAELOV'i: cp. A. xiii. 3r.
v. r 1. i.Mwv Kal. d.pa<; T'l]V (wv71v TOV llavAov, Brj<Ta<; .. . Ei7TEV. Here
there are three participles ; between the two first only is there a
conjunction; the third is more closely united with the verb, and
the action described in it is thus brought into relief. Cp. xii. 19
and xvi. 27 (Klostermann, p. 60).
v. l 2. 1rapEKaAovµ.ev ... TOV P,'i) avaf3a[vnv: see Lk iv. 42 n.(J/T07TLO'i: here only, but cp. Toti<; ovra,; ev rot<; To1roi,; eKe[voL<; at xvi. 3,
and Ta 1repl. T(JJ/ T07r0J/ EKELVOV at xxviii. 7.
v. 13· With ov µ.6vov 8e0rjvai aAAa a1ro0ave'i:v ... V7r£p TOV ov6p.aw;;,
cp. v. 41 and ix. r6; xv. 26. There are no other parallels so close;
the nearest are 2 Cor. xii. 1o ; Phil. i. 29.-The title "the Lord
Jesus " (without " Christ " added) occurs in all parts of the Acts, 1 3
times in all, including this one in the "we "-sections; the full title
(with the addition of" Christ") occurs four times (one of them in the
"we "-sections). "The Lord Jesus" is also very common in the
Epp. of St Paul; but "the Lord Jesus Christ" even more so. The
expression " the Name of the Lord Jesus,'' found here in the " we "sections, occurs three times in the Acts outside of those sections
(viii. 16; xix. 5, 13). In the rest of N.T. we meet with it only at
1 Cor. v. 4 and vi. 11.
S. G. II,
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v. r 4. 1r£i0oµ.ivov: 1TEt0ur0ai (pass. or midd. " to be persuaded,"
i.e. "to believe" or "to obey") ; twice in "we "-sections, seven times
in remainder of A., twice in Lk, II times in Epp.-ricrvxa{nv: also at
A. xi. r8 and twice in Lk, besides only once in N.T., at r Thess.
IV. II.

v. 15. £7rtCTKEVa{ECT0at: only here, but cp. ava.CTKEVa{£LV at A.
xv. 24.
v. r6. [Ev{{w·0ai: twice in "we "-sections, five times in remainder
of A. ; once (viz. at xvii. 20) in sense "strange," in all other cases of
hospitality. In this latter sense once in Heb. ; in the other sense,
twice in r Pet.
v. r 7. a1roUxECT0ai : twice in " we "-sections ; also at A. ii. 41 ;
xviii. 27; xxiv. 3; twice in Lk; not elsewhere in N.T.
v. r8. -ru l1rw11CT?J: see xx. r 5 n.-ElCTtEvai: also at A. iii. 3 an<l
xxi. 26; besides in N.T. only at Heb. ix. 6.-1rapay{vECT0ai: see Lk
xxii. 52 n.

CHAPTER V.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW.

SOME poin_ts of great importance in regard to the composition of the Gospel which stands first in our New Testament
have already been decided through the preceding examination
of the relations of the Synoptic Gospels and inquiry as to
their common sources. We have seen that its account of the
public Ministry of Jesus and His Passion has been largely
compiled from St Mark and another document containing
especially the Teaching of Jesus, both which lay before our
first evangelist in Greek. The evangelist has skilfully combined the matter taken by him from the two documents
which have just been mentioned. With the brief summary
of the Baptist's preaching in St Mark and with accounts,
most of them brief, of the Teaching of Jesus occurring at
various points in that Gospel, he has united pieces from his
other, his Logian, document, which could be assumed to have
been spoken on the same occasions, or which bore upon the
same topics. \1/here he found no piece of Teaching, however
brief, in St Mark that could form, as it were, a point of attachment for a discourse taken from the other document, he was
naturally influenced, in selecting a position for the latter, by
his own view of the subject of which he was treating, regarded as a whole. Thus in the case of, perhaps, the most
important of all his insertions into the Marean outline, the
so-called "Sermon on the Mount," his object in placing it
where he has done seems to have been to give from the outset
a great example of the Teaching of Jesus, before passing in
the sequel to illustrations of the other side of His two-fold
activity, His deeds of mercy, some of which have been brought
in here for that purpose from later positions in the Marean
order. Again, the address suggested by the Message of
the Baptist from prison, which he took from his Logian
21-2
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document, is not linked to any passage in St Mark, even to
the slight extent that the "Sermon on the Mount" is1, but it
holds a significant position in his o.wn narrative. He has,
also, brought together passages from different parts of his
Logian document, and he has besides, as we shall see when
we examine closely the pieces of continuous instruction in
this Gospel, probably inserted into them some Sayings not
derived from either of the two sources so far mentioned. He
has thus gathered up nearly the whole of the Teaching of Jesus
which he has recorded in eight discourses, each of which has
a distinct purpose.
A little still remains to be added here with regard to the
form of these two principal documents, which were known to
the author of our Greek St Matthew, and concerning his use of
them. Some questions relating to other sources that he may
have had, especially for matter that is peculiar to him, must
then be considered, and the characteristics of this Gospel as a
whole must be described.
I. First, it will be well to say a few words as to those
narratives in which our first evangelist is more concise than
St Mark and omits some details contained in the latter. The
most striking instances are the Cures of the Paralytic (Mt. ix.
1-8 = Mk ii. 1-12), and of the Gerasene daemoniac (Mt. viii.
28-34 = Mk v. 1-20), the Raising of Jairus' daughter (Mt.
ix. 18-26 = Mk v. 22-43), the Cure of the Epileptic boy
(Mt. xvii. 14-20= Mk ix. 14-29); but there are others in
which there is the same difference between the parallels in
the two Gospels though it is less marked.
It is contended both by Zahn and B. Weiss that in these
passages our first evangelist has gone back to the original
source, and that this source was used by Mark also, though he
has amplified it with various details which he probably derived
from Simon Peter. Moreover, J. Weiss maintains that in the
explanation of the phenomena in question these theories
score a notable success. He himself suggests a modification
of B. Weiss' theory as regards the origin of Mark's accounts,
but adheres to the point that our first evangelist reproduces
those of another document in these places 2• I have urged
1

See above, p. 79 f.

~

See Das iilt. Ev. pp. 156f., 198.
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various objections already against the views both of Zahn and
of B. Weiss as to the relations of St Mark and St Matthew to
a common source and to one another 1 ; and if those objections
are valid their hypotheses are not available in the class of
cases now before us. But further it should be borne in mind,
that all the three writers named admit that our first evangelist
knew St Mark and used it in the composition of his Gospel.
It is therefore hardly open to them to lay stress, as they do,
upon the strangeness of the omissions of our first evangelist,
as a reason for supposing that he was here using another source.
There would be force in the argument that is founded on his
omissions, if in his Gospel generally he had been independent
of St Mark. But as this is not pretended, it must still be
needful to ask why in the particular passages in question
he refrained from making use of information of an interesting
kind contained in a document which was familiar to him.
We are thus thrown back upon the adoption of one or
other of the two simpler suppositions either that the traits
wanting in St Matthew were not contained in the Marean
document known to our first evangelist, or that he purposely
omitted them with a view to brevity. I have already noticed
instances in which Luke agrees with our first evangelist in
omissions, and I have suggested that in some of them these
two evangelists represent the original form of the Marean
document more truly than our St Mark does. But for the
most part the omissions of the first evangelist in his sections
parallel with St Mark appear to be due to his having aimed
at that greater conciseness which we observe. The compression has been produced by the avoidance of redundant
expressions, as well as by the actual omission of picturesque
details ; and while it is more or less noticeable in many
passages, it is most considerable where Mark's mode of
narration afforded the fullest opportunity for it. Moreover,
it is surely natural, and in point of fact extremely common,
that a writer who is making use of a document should in
doing so abbreviate it, especially if he has a good deal of
matter to add from other sources. Further, we ought not to
assume that whatever seems significant to us must have
seemed so in another age. The vivid touches in Mark's
1

pp. 38 ff., ro9 ff., r39 f.
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narratives are prized by us as indications that his informant
was an eye-witness. They had not the same importance for
our first evangelist because the authenticity of the record was
either not in question, or, in so far as it was, would not have
been defended on this ground.
The narratives and other pieces of matter contained in
St Mark which have not been in substance included in
St Matthew are very few in number, and in regard to most
of them there appears to be no reason for suggesting, nor so
far as I am aware has it been suggested, that their omission
points to their having been absent from the copy of St Mark
which the evangelist used. The healing of a daemoniac by
Jesus in a synagogue at the opening of His Ministry is
related in St Mark and also in St Luke. It may have been
passed over by our first evangelist through mere inadvertence,
when he rearranged the account of the early part of Christ's
work. It may also have seemed to him that it was not such
a striking example, as many others that he gave, of the
wonder-working power of Jesus. Its significance in St Mark
lies in its being the first recorded. Two other miracles placed
in St Mark in the latter part of the Galilean Ministry, the
healing of a deaf and dumb man (Mk vii. 32-35) and of a
blind man (Mk viii. 22-26), are not mentioned in St Matthew,
at least in the context where they occur in St Mark. But
there appears to be a reference to the same pair of miracles,
perhaps taken from a different source, at an earlier point in
St Matthew\ and the evangelist may himself have identified
them with the two related in St Mark, and may consequently
have passed these over when he came to them in that Gospel.
It is possible also, since the two narratives in question have
not been reproduced in St Luke, that they were inserted into
a later copy of St Mark than either our first or our third
evangelist used.
In addition to these miracles three incidents recorded in
St Mark are wanting in St Matthew : the question of the
disciples respecting the man whom they had seen casting out
devils in Christ's name, though he was not one of their own
band (Mk ix. 38-40), the widow and her two mites (Mk xii.
1

Mt. ix. 27-3r and 32-34.

omitted in St Matthew
41-44), and the presence at the arrest of Jesus of a young
man who fled leaving behind him the garment in which
he had wrapped himself (Mk xiv. 51, 52). The two first are
of peculiar interest, and Luke has given them both, The
explanation of their absence from St Matthew may perhaps
be that they are preceded in St Mark by short accounts of
addresses by Jesus which our first evangelist has greatly expanded by combining therewith matter from another source,
or other sources. Through the occupation of his mind with
this other matter, his attention may have been turned away
from the two incidents referred to. He may also have thought
that the first of them might encourage those who falsely pretended ·to work miracles in Christ's Name, a class against
whom he has in another place (Mt. vii. 22) introduced a
warning which is not elsewhere recorded. The incident of
the young man who fled leaving his garment behind him is
wanting in St Luke as well as in St Matthew. In all probability both evangelists omitted it as being unimportant.
One parable in St Mark, that of the Seed growing secretly
(Mk iv. 26-29), is not reproduced in St Matthew in the
same shape ; but it is virtually included in that of the Tares
which in the corresponding context takes its place. Once
more, the question of the disciples after the exorcism of the
spirit possessing the epileptic boy-" Why could we not cast
it out?"-is followed in St Mark and St Matthew by different
Sayings, that in the former having no parallel elsewhere in the
Gospels. That in St Matthew may have been substituted for
it by the evangelist.
2.
In discussing the source of the Sayings common to
St Matthew and St Luke, I took the pieces of common
matter for the most part in the order in which they occur
in the latter Gospel. Some facts, however, in regard to
the structure of the Matthaean discourses incidentally came
before us. But it will be well for me, I think, now to review
these discourses in a consecutive manner. An opportunity
will, also, thus be afforded for touching on points which I have
not had occasion to deal with before.
(i) From an examination of the discourse on the
Character of the heirs of tlte Kingdom and of the Denuncz'ation
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of the Pharisees and Scribes and the comparison of parallels
in St Luke, and to a limited extent in the second instance
also in St Mark, we were led to the conclusion that in these
two instances we have in St Matthew fuller versions of corresponding discourses in the Aramaic original than the other
Gospels give us\ though a little other matter has also been
embodied. In the case of the former of these I observed
that, as it was so suitable for general edification, the fuller
version might have been at first circulated separately. But
this would be unlikely in the case of the other piece on the
Scribes and Pharisees; and it is therefore simplest to suppose
that in a translation of the Aramaic Collection of Logia, which
in the parts in question gave only an abbreviated rendering,
more extended renderings were afterwards substituted with
the direct intention of making the document a better representative of the original. I shall assume that the early
translation of the Aramaic Logia, which, as we saw in eh.
iv., received some additions before it came into the hands of
Luke, had been altered in the different manner which has
now been described before passing into the hands of the
author of our first Gospel.
The discourse on the Character of the heirs of the Kingdom
in St Matthew is made up almost wholly of the discourse on
this theme as it stood in this revised document, together with
passages taken from later parts of this document which had
remained unaltered 2• As regards differences between the
two versions of the discourse, I have already argued that in
the Beatitudes Luke's more meagre rendering is the more
literal, but that the rendering in St Matthew, though more of
the nature of a paraphrase, gives the real purport of the
teaching of Jesus in a way to be more correctly apprehended
by persons not familiar with the circumstances in which He
actually spoke 3• The passage certainly belonging to the
original discourse in which, next to that containing the
Beatitudes, the differences between the two versions are
most significant, is that occurring near the end on knowing
the tree by its fruit. This figure is in Lk vi. 43-45
used generally of human conduct and character. In Mt. vii.
1

pp. So ff., 92, 335 f.
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15-20 it is specifically applied to false prophets. This form
is probably later than the other. It is in accord with the
prominence given in this Gospel to the expectation of the
Judgement, in the period preceding which there would be many
false prophets1. Possibly also trouble had already been experienced from men of this kind.
There are only very few Sayings in this discourse with
regard to the source of which I have felt it necessary to
express doubt. I would leav~ it an open question whether
the Saying at Mt. vi. 14, 15 is, like vi. 1-8 and 16-18, part
of the full rendering of the discourse in the Aramaic document,
or has been introduced at this point by our evangelist, who
may ha.ve become acquainted with it in some other way, e.g.
from having it in Mk xi. 25, and may have been reminded of
it by one of the petitions of the Lord's Prayer which he had
decided to insert here 2 ; though I incline to this latter alternative. Stronger reasons, as it seems to me, are given .above 3
for thinking that Mt. vi. 24 and vii. 13, 14, 22, 23 (the four verses
to be taken together) were not derived from the Logian document. There is a parallel to the latter four verses at Lk xiii.
24-27. The differences in the imagery employed, according
to the two evangelists, have been pointed out 4• Some other
differences between them, which are doctrinally and historically
important, will come before us presently 5• I would here only
draw attention to the reference in v. 22 to those who falsely
prophesied and worked miracles in Christ's name. This
probably led the evangelist to weave in this piece here in
connexion with the other about false prophets ( vi,. 1 5-20 ).
(ii) After a series of narratives in chh. viii. and ix. we
have in eh. x. 5-42, the Address to the Twelve concerning tlteir
Mission 6. This discourse is almost wholly made up of Sayings
to which there are parallels in St Luke or St Mark. There
are passages which come ultimately from the common Greek
Logian document7. There is also a Saying at Mt. x. 39, to
1 See Mt. xxiv. r r, '24.
There is a parallel in Mk only to the latter. See
also ~ft. vii. 22. In Lk they are not mentioned in connexion with the last
times.
8 See above, p. 98 f.
4 See ib.
2 See p. 83 n.
6 See Analysis, p. 124 f.
5 See below, p. 352.
7 In these passages the most important differences are to be found in Mt. x. 32,
33=Lk xii. 8, 9. On these, see below, p. 352.
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which Luke has a parallel at xvii. 33 ; but the reference
which the latter gives to it makes it improbable that
he can have taken it from the same source, and consequently it becomes doubtful whether the common source
contained it1.
The brief summary of the Charge to the Twelve in
Mk vi. 8- 11 has also been used in the Matthaean discourse
on their Mission, and a passage has been embodied in it
which we find in the Apocalyptic discourse in Mk xiii. 9-13,
but which probably also reached the author of St Matthew
independently 2 • Sayings from Mk ix. 37 and 41 have also
been introduced. In connexion with the last two Sayings
we have a sentence in v. 41, occurring in St Matthew only,
which may best be regarded as an expansion of the former
of them.
There are however-one at the opening of the discourse
and another somewhat later in it-two sayings peculiar to
St Matthew which require special attention : that in which
the disciples are bidden 'not to depart into the way of the
Gentiles or to enter a city of the Samaritans,' and again,
'when persecuted in one city to flee to another, because they
would· not have gone through the cities of Israel before the
Coming of the Son of Man 3.' These Sayings cannot have
been added by the author of the Gospel. One who recorded
the commission to preach to the Gentiles which closes his
Gospel (Mt. xxviii. 18-20), and who was living when that
work among the Gentiles was in progress, might have kept
the Sayings at Mt. x. 5 and 6 and 23 in the contexts in which he
found them, because he did not wish to tamper with his document; but it is almost inconceivable that he should have
introduced them, in defiance of facts with which he was himself familiar. Moreover, these instructions could only have
been addressed to Jewish Christians of Palestine. In spite,
however, of their emanating from the original home of
Christianity, it is difficult in view of other Sayings of Jesus
and the general tenor of His Teaching to believe that they
accurately represent the Mind of the Master.
(iii) We come next to the discourse of Jesus on the
1

Seep. 98.

~

Seep. 116.
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x. 6 and 23.
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Message ofJohn from prison (Mt. xi.)1. In addition to passages
derived from the common Greek Logian source, we have here
only a Saying on the epoch-making character of John's work
which the evangelist has very suitably placed in this connexion 2, and a saying of remarkable beauty peculiar to this
Gospel, which the evangelist has placed at the end, though
its connexion with what precedes is not close. vVhether it
ultimately came from the Aramaic Collection we cannot say.
(iv) Christ's reply to the cJzarge that He was acting in
collusion witlt Satan and to the demand for a sign (Mt. xii.
22-45) 8• The greater part of this address comes from the
common_ Greek Logian source; but portions of the parallel
account in St Mark have been interwoven in the earlier part.
One piece has also been inserted by the evangelist, on speech
as an indication of character, in which the figure of a tree
and its fruit is employed. This, so far as the figure is concerned, forms a doublet with a passage in the discourse on
the Character of the heirs of the Kingdom where it is in its
original context4. It is not likely that the evangelist would
have used the same matter twice over in compiling two
different discourses. Probably, therefore, besides having it
in his Logtan document, in the position I have indicated, he
knew it in some other way as a separate fragment. But
it is curious that it is closer to the parallel in St Luke here
where it does not, than where it does, stand in a corresponding
context.
(v) Next in order we come to the parables in Mt. xiii.;
but it will be best to speak of these later in connexion with
the other parables in this Gospel.
(vi) I pass to the discourse on Offences (Mt. xviii.) 5 ; it
contains some sayings peculiar to this Gospel, which raise
questions of special interest. The figure of the lost sheep,
found also in Lk xv., is preceded and followed in St Matthew
by Sayings on the reverence for and care of "the little ones"
1

See Analysis, p. 125.
Mt. xi. 12-15. Owing to the form and positi-:m of the corresponding Saying
in Lk xvi. 16, it must be considered doubtful whether it was included in the
common Greek Logian source. See p. 99.
4 See above, p. 328.
3 See Analysis, p. 115 f.
~ See Analysis, p. 127 f.
2
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which give it a different application to that which it has in
St Luke. Further, the Saying concerning 'the angels of the
little ones, who are ever in the immediate Presence of God '
suggests an idea different from any that we have elsewhere in
the New Testament. Nevertheless, it should be observed
that there are references also at the ends of the parables of
the Lost Sheep, and of the Lost Drachma, in Lk xv., to "joy
in heaven," and "joy in the presence of the angels of God."
This is an indication that the whole piece (Mt. xviii. 10
-14) may have been derived ultimately from the same
tradition as Luke's parable, though it had acquired a different
form in transmission. It must be added that the Matthaean
employment of the figure is less suitable than the Lucan.
For "the little ones," whether children or child-like believers
are thereby intended, had not been lost and did not need to
be recovered. There was the duty only of taking care that
they should not be lost. It would seem as if in this instance
the original application of the figure to publicans and sinners,
truly preserved in St Luke, had in some Jewish-Christian
circles been found larger than they could fully rise to, and
that they had sought to restrict the lesson to the case of the
behaviour that was due to those members of their body to
whom special tenderness was due.
Another piece which attracts attention in this discourse is
that in vv. 16-20: If he hear thee not, take with thee one or
two more, that at the mouth of two witnesses or three every
word may be established. And if lze refuse to liear them, tell
it unto the church; and if he refuse to hear the church also,
let him be unto thee as the Gentile and publican. Verily
I say unto yo21, FVhat things soever ye shall bind on earth
shall be bound in heaven; and what things soever ye shall loose
on earth shall be loosed in heaven. Again I say unto you, that
if two of yo21 shall agree on earth as touching anything that
they shall ask, i't shall be done for them of my Father which
is in heaven. For wlzere two or three are gathered together in
my name, tlzere am I in the midst of them.
The term" church" (EKKA1J<Tta) occurs in the Gospels only
at this place and in the words to Simon Peter recorded at
Mt. xvi. 1 8, which will presently be considered. In the
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present passage the term is evidently used only of a particular
assembly, of which both the offending and the offended
brethren should be members. The constitution and discipline
of such a body which are here suggested correspond with
those of synagogues among the Jews. The use in a Greek
work of the term €/CKA'TJCTLa with reference to the Christian
community in a particular place involved but a slight, if any,
adaptation of the original conception for the benefit of Gentile
Christians.
The direction to appeal to the Church with a view to the
making up of differences leads on ( v. 18) to an assurance of
the Divine authority belonging to the decisions of the Church
(i.e. in the present passage each local Christian assembly), in
connexion with which part of the promise addressed to Simon
Peter (xvi. 18) is repeated. A similar Saying is also found
in Jn xx. 23. Finally, in vv. 19, 20 we have a saying which
seems most directly to refer to prayer, and to have been
introduced here because the assurance as to the effectualness
of joint acts of prayer by Christians was suggested by that
as to the validity of other joint Christian acts. With Christ's
promise of His presence here the last words of this Gospel
(xxviii. 20) are to be compared; while with the whole Saying
about the privileges of Christian prayer (vv. 19, 20) we may
compare Jn xiv. 13, 14; xvi. 23. It is not unimportant that
this encouragement to offer prayer in Christ's Name and
promise of His presence were given to the disciples according
to St John on the eve of His departure, and that the latter
promise was according to St Matthew made again after His
resurrection, while the parallel in St John to the Saying concerning the authority of their acts of discipline is likewise
connected with the time after the Resurrection.
The want of clear connexion between various parts of this
discourse must now be considered. The groundwork of it
was supplied by Mk ix. 34-50, the latter portion of which
(vv. 41-50) was, I have contended in eh. III., an addition to
Mark's own work 1• The reasons there alleged for this view
were that it is not after the manner of the author of the rest
of the Gospel to give such a collection of Sayings, and that
1

Seep. 161.
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Luke has not reproduced the passage. But it might have
been added that the associations of ideas through which
successive Sayings appear to have been brought together are
of a kind to suggest that we have here the work of an editor
and amplifier of the Gospel rather than of the original author
of it1. In using this section of St Mark our first evangelist has
through certain omissions 2 got rid, intentionally or not, of
one abrupt transition. "\,Vhoso shall receive one such little
child in my name, receiveth me," is now followed immediately
by "But whoso shall cause one of these little ones which
believe on me to stumble," etc., which makes an appropriate
antithesis. On the other hand, the fact that the substitution
of-childlike believers for actual children has not been prepared
for, which must strike the attentive reader even in St Mark,
has thus been made much more apparent.
The additions in St Matthew have caused new complications. At v. 3 another lesson drawn from children is inserted,
connected with an incident which is recorded later in Mark
(x. 15). It is suitable enough to the present context, indeed
more obviously suitable than the one originally belonging
here; but the circumstance that it is a distinct one and that
the other, also, is retained renders the sequence of thought
more difficult3. At v. 7 (or perhaps I should say v. 6) he
1 In Mk v. 4r it is assumed that even a very simple act of kindness done
to a disciple of Christ, may imply that Christ is acknowledged. This seems to be
most closely connected with the saying in v. 37 f.; but it might be held to have
a certain amount of connexion, also, with vv. 39, 40, since here also the acknowledgement of Christ in an unexpected quarter is in question, In v. 42 the mention
of the " little ones that believe" takes back our thoughts to vv. 36 and 3 7 a, and
"offending" may be regarded as the opposite of "receiving" them. But it has
not been made clear that" such children" in v. 37 a means "childlike believers";
and the man who •did not follow with the disciples' can hardly have been
intended for an example of them, as some have supposed.
At v. 43 we have still the word crKav8a~q-e,v; but the stumbling-block is one
which may be caused to a man himself by a member of his own, not one which he
may place in the way of a "little one."
2 He has placed Mk ix. 37 band 4r in the Mission Address (seep. 330); and
has passed over the incident in Mk ix. 38-40 altogether.
3 The connexion of Mk ix. vv. 36, 37 with vv. 34, 35 would seem to be that a
man whose mind is full of questions of pre-eminence will not "receive a child"he is indifferent to, and contemptuous of, that which is lowly; and further that
all human differences of rank should for the follower of Christ be swallowed up in
the thought of misst"on from Christ and from the Father.
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begins to interweave a little piece on causing offences from his
Logian document, to which there is a close parallel in Lk xvii.
1-4. But then we have, just as in Mk ix. 43, the abrupt
transition from causing offence to others, to the offence that
one of one's own corrupted members may cause to oneself;
and the passage from St Mark on this subject is given,
though skilfully compressed (Mt. vv. 8, 9 = Mk ix. 43-47).
The insertion after this of a piece for the most part peculiar
to St Matthew, on which I have commented, takes us back to
the subject of regard for the little ones. Next a verse taken
from the passage of the Logian document on Offences directs
that an offending brother is to be reproved privately, evidently
as the best way to prevent harm arising. It is followed by a
piece peculiar to this Gospel, opening with instructions as to
the course to be pursued if the offender proves obdurate,
which is a side-issue, and leads on to the subject of the
authority of the Christian Society and the effectualness of
joint acts of Christian prayer. After this the broken thread
is resumed in one more Saying taken from the Logian
passage, on the compassionate treatment of offenders; and
finally our evangelist appends the parable of the Unmerciful
servant.
This is the most composite of all the Matthaean discourses.
In addition to much from a passage on Offences in St Mark and
a Saying from another context in that Gospel, and a passage
from the Logian document used by our first evangelist, which
was found in the same, or approximately the same, form
in the Logian document used by Luke, it contains a not
inconsiderable amount of peculiar matter, which was not in all
probability derived by the evangelist from his Logian document, and part of which itself bears marks of a compiler's
hand.
(vii) I have already suggested that the greater part
(down to v. 36) of the discourse Concerning the Scribes and
Pharisees 1 in Mt. xxiii. is a fuller version of a passage of the
Aramaic collection of Sayings of which we have in Lk xi.
39-52 an abridged representation 2• The whole discourse is
1

See Analysis, p. 127 f.

2

See pp. 84, 92, 328.
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well-connected and continuous, and various expressions in
the Sayings peculiar to our first Gospel-" The Scribes and
Pharisees sit in Moses' seat," " Be not ye called Rabbi," etc.,
as well as the tone and character of the discourse generally,
recall in the most forcible manner the circumstances under
which the Teaching must have been given. Two verses
(6 and 7) have been taken from, or their form has been influenced by, the brief summary in Mk xii. 38-40 (see vv. 38,
39); and another (v. I r) has possibly come from Mk ix. 35,
though it may also have stood in the Logian document, or
have been known to our evangelist independently of either
source.
At the end of the discourse we have the Apostrophe to
Jerusalem to which there is a close parallel in Lk xiii. 34, 35
though in a different context. I have suggested another
connexion for it in the original Greek Logian document1.
(viii) Mt. xxiv., xxv. The author of St Matthew has
reproduced in substance the whole of the Discourse on the
Last Things in Mk xiii., and except in one short passage
(i\'It. vv. 9-14, Mk vv. 9-13), has not changed the order of
;\,'lark's sentences 2 and has preserved to a large extent the
actual words. He has interwoven, however, several verses
from the Discourse on the Last Things which he doubtless found in his Logian document and which is given
approximately in the same form in Lk xvii. 22-37. Further
at v. 42, by the exhortation to watch at the conclusion of
the discourse in St Mark, he is reminded (see v. 42) of a
similar exhortation occurring earlier in his Logian source
(Mt. xxiv. 43-5 l = Lk xii. 39, 40, 42-46), and he introduces
this in place Qf part of the Marean passage to the same
effect.
He adds parables more or less peculiar to this Gospel, and
a description of the Last Judgement, to all of which I shall
recur in the next section, to which I now pass, on the Parables
in St Matthew.
1

Seep. 96.
With a trifling exception near the end, where Mk vv. 33, 34 are omitted at
the place where they stand in that Gospel because they are represented in the
parable of the Servants given soon afterwards.
2
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3. The fact that the parables in our first and third Gospels
are to so great an extent different, while the precepts of Jesus
are in large measure the same, points, as I have already observed 1, to the parables having been collected separately from
the otherTeaching,and to their having been treated with greater
freedom where in substance they are the same. We have now
to examine those in St Matthew more closely than we have
done hitherto. Ten parables in St Matthew-namely, those of
the Mustard plant and the Leaven common to this Gospel and
to St Luke, and the former also to St Mark, together with five
that are wholly 2, and three that are to a considerable extent3,
peculiar-are introduced with the formula, "The Kingdom of
heaven is likened" or "is like" or, in one case, "shall be
likened unto" 4• The only other parables which this Gospel contains are two common to all three Gospels (those of the Sower
and the Vine-dressers), one peculiar to St Matthew, the Two
Sons, and one largely peculiar, the Talents. Moreover, as
regards the last it is to be observed that although the formula
referred to above is not used it is plain from the manner in
which it begins, " for like as," and the preceding context
that the subject to which it relates is the '' Kingdom of
heaven 5 " ; while in the interpretation of the parable of the
Sower we have in St Matthew (xiii. 19) the phrase '' the word
of the kingdom"-'' of the kingdom" being peculiar to this
Gospel.
As everyone who has read the Gospels with attention
knows, the expression "the Kingdom of heaven " (or literally
"of the heavens") is used only in St Matthew and is very
common there6, being frequently used where in parallels in
St Mark or St Luke we find the expression "Kingdom of
1

See pp. roo, 231 f.
The Hid treasure, the Pearl-merchant, the Drag-net, the Unmerciful servant,
and the Labourers' hire.
3 The Wheat and the Tares, the Marriage-feast for the King's son and the Ten
Virgins.
4 There is no great difference between the two first expressions; rJ,µo,w071 is
simply the aor. of emphasis. The special shade of meaning in aµo,w0firreTa.,
(Mt. xxv. r) is obvious.
5 Mt. xxv. 14.
6 On the other hand, 71 f3a.rr,"/\,la. Tofi 0eofi is used only four times in Mt., viz. at
xii. 28, at xix. 24 (in a parallel to Mk), and at xxi. 31 and 43.
2

S. G. II.
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God," as for instance in the parables of the Mustard plant and
the Leaven. There can be little doubt that "Kingdom of
heaven" means virtually the same as "Kingdom of God," and
that the former expression is employed instead of the latter
in accordance with Jewish feelings of reverence 1. In many of
the Sayings in which it stands in St Matthew it is probably
the literal rendering of the Aramaic. At the same time it is
possible that the evangelist himself, or other Greek-speaking
Christians, having become accustomed to it through such
literal renderings, had extended its use.
It is a more important point that this subject-the expectation of the kingdom of heaven (or of God)-and its
character should be so copiously illustrated by parables in
this Gospel. The significance of this element, and of the form
of certain of the parables, and of the prominence in them of
particular aspects of the general theme, must now be considered. That the subject of the Kingdom of God and of the
expectation of its coming held a central place in the Teaching
of Jesus is apparent from all the Gospels. And that in setting
forth the nature of this kingdom and of the manner of its
progress He employed parables is attested by the two parables
of the Mustard plant and the Leaven, which (as we have seen) 2
were probably contained in the early Greek Logian document rendered from the Aramaic. The parable of the Seed
growing secretly (in Mk iv. 26-29) in part resembles these two
in the lesson it teaches, while it also points on to the day of
harvest and of reaping. It is doubtful, I have said, whether
this parable was contained in the original document by Mark 3,
but although added somewhat later it may have been derived
from a trustworthy source. The parables of the Hid treasure
and the Pearl-merchant resemble in their brief pithy form
those of the Leaven and the Mustard plant, and their lesson
that men must be prepared to sacrifice all their possessions
for the sake of the Kingdom of God is expressly enjoined
repeatedly by Jesus, without figure, in His teaching. (E.g.
Mk x. 23-27 taken with the incident preceding.) The
parables of the Unmerciful servant and of the Labourers'
1

2

See Dalman, Die WorteJesu, p. 75 ff., Eng. trans. p. 91 ff.
3 See above, p. 154.
pp. 96 and 104.
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hire set forth the principles on which the fixed Divine
award on human conduct and work shall be made, but it
cannot be inferred from them that the Messiah is regarded as
the Judge. There is, however, in the latter of these a point
of a different kind to be noted. The lesson of this parable
seems clearly to be that the first band of disciples must not
regard themselves as superior to those who were called later.
All would enjoy the same inheritance.
It will be convenient to notice at this point the parable of
the Two Sons (xxi. 28-32). It is interesting from the strong
resemblance it bears to the type of parable characteristic of
Luke's Gospel 1, both in the subject of comparison-ordinary
human conduct-and in the appeal made to common human
judgement:-What think yet ...... Whether of the twain did
the will of his father t
It remains to speak of four other parables. The Wheat
and the Tares (Mt. xiii. 24-30) resembles that of the Seed
growing secretly (Mk iv. 26-29), and might have had the
latter for its foundation, the sowing of the tares by the
enemy and the order to wait till the time of the harvest
for their destruction being added. Moreover an interpretation of the parable is given and attributed to Jesus,
foretelling the execution of judgement "in the end of the
world" by "the Son of Man" Who "shall send forth his
angels, and they shall gather out of his kingdom all things
that cause stumbling, and them that do iniquity, and shall
cast them into the furnace of fire." For the closest parallels
to this language we must turn to other passages in this same
Gospel2. Again, the parable of the Marriage feast (Mt. xxii.
1-14) must be compared with that of the Great feast in
Lk xiv. I 5-24. The resemblance between them, though not
close as to language or all points of detail, is such that a
common original must lie behind them. The most important
differences are that we have in St Matthew "a certain king
which made a marriage feast for his son" in place of "a
certain man made a great supper," and again "servants," in
the plural, in place of the one servant in St Luke, by whom
1

2

Seep. 231.
Cp. Mt. xvi. 27, 28=Mk viii. 38, ix.

I;

and see below, pp. 34r, 351 ff.
22-2
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Jesus Himself, as the Servant of Jehovah, may be intended.
Further, in Mt. v. r I ff. the case of the man who was not clad
in a wedding garment is added, probably in order to shew
that though the persons first invited had been excluded and
punished on account of their indifference, and a wide invitation had been given to others in their place, the conditions
for admission were still rigorous. The expressions "the outer
darkness " and "wailing and gnashing of teeth " are also
characteristic of this Gospel1. I do not think it can be
denied that it is easier to suppose that the special features
in St Matthew were added to the original form, than that the
original form contained them and was stripped of them, so as
to give the form that we find in St Luke.
I pass to the parable of the Ten Virgins (Mt. xxv. 1-13).
In Lk xii. 35-37 the example of servants waiting for their
master when he shall return from the wedding is employed to
urge the disciples to watchfulness. The figure is carried no
further, but is woven into the exhortation. In St Matthew,
on the other hand, we have a full-grown parable. Two classes
are indicated (just as in the Wheat and the Tares), and the conduct of each, and the admission of the one class into, and the
exclusion of the other from, the kingdom by the bridegroom
himself at his return are described. Were we to consider this
figurative language in St Luke and this parable in St Matthew
alone we might perhaps regard the former as a kind of
abstract of the latter, due to reminiscence of it. But in
view of the relations between parables in St Matthew and St
Mark, and St Matthew and St Luke, in the two instances before
considered, the inverse relation must, I think, be held to be more
probable, i.e. that the Matthaean parable of the Ten Virgins is
an amplification of a figure such as that used in St Luke.
Once more in the parable of the Talents in Mt. xxv.
14-30, and the Minae in Lk xix. 1 r-27 we have the same
main idea differently worked out. The points of difference
theologically speaking are not on the whole so marked; still
we note in Mt. v. 30 the imagery respecting the fate of the
ungodly as in the conclusion of the parable of the Marriage
feast.
1

See below, p. 353.
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It will be convenient to consider at this point the description of the Last Judgement in Mt. xxv. 31-46. This is
not a parable, though some of the language is symbolical.
It is rather a representation of the Great Day in the style of
the Jewish and Christian Apocalypses, and in particular of
the portion of the Book of Enoch called the Book of the Three
Similitudes (Enoch, chh. 37-69). In regard both to its general
form and many points in the representation it has no parallels
in the other Gospels. The descriptions which there come
nearest to it are those which, with evident reference to
Daniel vii. 13, 14, speak of the Coming of the Son of Man
in clouds, as also of His "sitting at the right hand of power 1."
St Matthew likewise has those descriptions of the Coming
of the Son of Man ; but in the passage now before us we are
further told that "then shall he sit on the throne of his
glory," and in the sequel He is represented as the Judge in a
final judgement upon all the nations 2• The description of
"the Son of Man sitting on the throne of his glory" is found
also at Mt. xix. 28, but not elsewhere in the New Testament.
It occurs, however, several times in the Book of Enoch in
visions of the judgement to be exercised by the Elect One,
the Son of Man 3• Another point which recalls the language
of the Book of Enoch, as also of other Apocalypses, is "the
eternal fire (mentioned also Mt. xviii. 8, but not in the other
Gospels) prepared for the devil and his angels4." The comparison of different classes of men to animals is also in the
style of the Apocalypses, though the example for it may have
been set by Ezek. xxxiv.
I have alluded to expressions in other parts of St Matthew
shewing the same Messianic and eschatological conceptions as
those that have come before us in passages treated in the
latter part of this section. After we have considered those
l See Mk xiii. 26 = Mt. xxiv. 30 f.= Lk xxi. 27; and Mk xiv. 62 = Mt. xxvi.
64=Lk xxii. 69.
2 On the subject of a universal judgement by the Son of Man see further
below, p. 351.
a See Enoch xlv. 3; Ii. 3; Iv. 4; lxi. 8, 9, etc. From some of these passages
it appears that the throne of glory upon which the Son of Man is made to sit is that
of the Lord of Spirits.
4 See Enoch x. 4-6, 12, 13; Baruch lvi. 10--13; Jubilees cv.
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expressions in their contexts, we may be in a somewhat
better position for estimating the significance which these
features of this Gospel have in connexion with the question
of its composition and authorship. We may, however, I think,
say at once that the four last parables which we have here
examined and the Apocalyptic representation of the Last
Judgement bear marks of a certain development both in
form and ideas, relatively to other teaching in the Gospels
which is broadly speaking of the same type.
4. We will now proceed to consider the citations from the
Old Testament i1t St Matthew and especially those peculiar to
him, together with matter associated therewitli.
The citations in St Matthew fall into two classes. One
class consists of those which appear in the form of comments
upon events regarded as already matter of history, being
designed to shew that in these events prophecy has been
fulfilled 1• The other class consists of those which are employed by Jesus or by those who ask Him questions 2• The
former are all introduced with the words "in order that what
was spoken by the prophet might be fulfilled," or words
practically identical with these. In the case of none of the
second class is the same formula used, and many of them are
not adduced as prophecies. The two instances in this latter
class in which the manner of making the citation comes
nearest to that in the former class are Mt. xiii. 14, "unto them
is fulfilled the prophecy of Isaiah," and Mt. xv. 7 (copied from
Mk vii. 6), '' Ye hypocrites, well did Isaiah prophesy of you."
1 Mt. i. 22, 23 (Isa. vii.14); ii. 5,6 (Mic. v. r, 4a); ii. 15(Hos. xi. 1); ii. 17,
18 (Jer. xxxi. 15); ii. 23; iii. 3 {Isa. xl. 3); iv. 14, 16 (Isa. viii. 23); viii. 17
(Isa. !iii. 4); xii. 17-21 (Isa. xiii. 1-4); xiii. 35 (Ps. lxxviii. 2); xxi. 4, 5 (Isa. !xii.
I 1 and Zech. ix. 9); xxvii. 9, ro (Zech. xi. 12, 13).
2 Mt. iv. 4, 6, 7, 10 (Deut. viii. 3; Ps. xci. 11 f.; Deut. vi. 16, 13); ix, 13 and
xii. 7 (Hos. vi. 6); xi. ro (Mai, iii. 1); xiii. 14, 15 (Isa. vi. 9, 10); xv. 7-9
(Isa. xxix. 13); xix. 4, 5 (Gen. i. 27; ii. 24); xix. 7 (Deut. xxiv. 1); xix. 18, 19
(Ex. xx. 12f.); xxi. 13 (Isa. lvi. 7 and Jer. vii. II); xxi. 16 (Ps. viii. 3); xxi. 42
(Ps. cxviii. 22 f.); xxii. 24 (Deut. xxv. 5; Gen. xxxviii. 8); xxii. 37 (Deut. vi.
4, 5); xxii. 43, 44 (Ps. ex. 1). I have not included the citations in Mt. v. 21-43,
because it is possible that they are not taken directly from the 0. T. but from some
Jewish exposition, oral or written. Instances of the merely allusive employment of
Old Testament words are not here in question; for some of these, see below,
p. 345 f.
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In other instances we have "It is written," "Have ye not
read?" "Have ye never read?" "Moses said." Again, the
citations in the former class are with one exception 1 made
in St Matthew only, whereas the majority of those in the
latter occur also in parallels in St Mark or St Luke. Once
more-and this is the most significant difference, though it
derives its significance from being combined with the
differences before mentioned-the amount of correspondence
with the LXX. is far less among those of the first than of
the second class. Four of the former-not to mention ii. 23
which cannot be identified with any single passage in the Old
Testament2-are wholly independent renderings 3• In five
others there are points of similarity with the LXX.-a phrase
or two, or a clause in each which is the same, or very likebut they cannot have been derived from it alone. It would
seem rather that renderings of these passages other than
those of the LXX. have been used, but modified in some
cases by reminiscences of that Version; some of the resemblances may be purely accidental 4• One only agrees
accurately with the LXX. 5, and another nearly so 6. It may
be further mentioned in passing that in one of them (Mt.
xxvii. 9) a citation from Zech. xi. 12, 13 is wrongly attributed
to Jeremiah. On the other hand in the case of all but one 7
of the citations of the second class, there can be no thought
of any other source but the LXX. They are exact, or almost
exact, reproductions of it. It appears that our evangelist has
followed St Mark and also the source common to himself and
1

Isa. xl. 3 cited Mt. iii. 3 and also Mk i. 3.
In the formula of introduction here we have &cl Twv ,rpotf,rirwv instead of
o,cl roiJ 1rpotf,~Tov; it may be intended as an inference from several prophets.
3 Mt. ii. 6 (Mic. v. 1, 4a); ii. 15 (Hos. xi. 1); viii. 17 (Isa. liii. 4); xxvii 9.
(Zech. xi. 12, 13).
4 Mt. ii. 18 (Jer. xxxi. 15 [LXX. xxxviii. r5]); iv. 15, 16 (Isa. viii. 23f. [LXX.
ix. 1, 2]); xii. 18-21 (Isa. xiii. 1-4); xiii. 35 (Ps. lxxviii. 2 [LXX. lxxvii. 2]);
xxi. 4, 5 (combination of Isa. lxii. II and Zech. ix. 9).
5 Mt. iii. 3 (Isa. xl. 3); the form here may have been influenced by the parallel
in Mk i. 3.
6 Mt. i. 23 (Isa. vii. 14).
7 This single exception is in Mt. xi. 10= Lk vii. 27 (Ma!. iii. 1) in a Logian
passage.
2
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St Luke in quoting the LXX. where they do1. Not only so,
but in two places, where in St Mark words from the LXX. are
allusively brought in, he has substituted express and fuller
citations from that version 2. In two other places also he
has brought the language into closer agreement with the
LXX., and in one of these he adds another precept in the
words of the LXX. B Further, in an incident given only in
Mt. xxi. I 5, I 6, the words of Jesus include a citation o.f
Ps. viii. 2, exactly after the LXX., while the application of
Hos. vi. 6 by Jesus at Mt. ix. 13 and xii. 7 is nearly so. It is
therefore highly improbable that the renderings not after the
LXX. in the o_ther group of citations are the evangelist's own;
for if he had been able to give, and had preferred to give, an
independent translation in those passages, he would surely
have done the same in some of those of the second group.
He must therefore have owed the former, either to some
document, or to their having been traditionally known to him
in that form.
Next I would observe that the source from which they
were taken cannot have been a collection of Old Testament
citations and nothing more. It would be unnatural that they
should be unaccompanied by references more or less brief, or
extended, to the events in which the prophecies were severally
fulfilled. And the words by which they are successively
introduced-" thus was fulfilled," "this came to pass in order
that "-plainly imply it. Consequently the matter associated
with these citations ought, as I have indicated in defining the
present section, to be considered along with them. Both
they and it, or much of it, have, it would seem, been taken
from a little exposition of the fulfilment of prophecy in the
1 The only exception is that at Mt. xxii. 37=Mk xii. 30 (Deut. vi. 4, 5),
Mt. has ev three times, which is a literal rendering of the Heb., in place of the
i!f of the LXX. found in Mk.
2 Cp. Mk iv. 12 with Mt. xiii. 14, r5 (Isa. vi. 9, ro); and :-Jk x. 6, 7, with
Mt. xix. 4, 5 (Gen. ii. 24).
3 In Mt. xix. r8, r9 = Mk x. r9, Matthew in place of µ1} <f,ovd,ur,s, etc. gives
the direct commands with the neut. art. of quotation before each, ro 06
<f,ove6um, etc.; he also adds Lev. xix. 18. In Mt. xxii. 24=Mk xii. 19,
where Deut. xxv. 5 and Gen. xxxviii. 8 are combined, hn-yaµ{3pe6ue1 has been
suggested to our first evangelist by the latter passage.

of fulfilments of _pro_plzecy
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Gospel history, somewhat like, though probably briefer than,
that which we find afterwards occupying a considerable
part of J ustin's First Apology and of his Dialogue with
Trypho, the Jew. It might fairly be described, perhaps as
a Catena of .fulfilments of prophecy (though not simply of
prophetic passages). It existed originally in Aramaic. Our
first evangelist had at his disposal a written translation of it,
or else had become familiar with the counterpart of it, orally
delivered in Greek. The former is on the whole the more
probable, because in oral transmission in Greek the LXX.
renderings of the Old Testament passages would probably
have been substituted for others to a larger extent than we
find to have been the case.
In this little Exposition, or Catena of .fulfilments, so far as
we can gather its contents from the use made of it in
St Matthew, the treatment of the subject of the Birth and
Infancy of the Saviour was specially full (Mt. i. and ii.; see
especially i. 23, ii. 6, 18, 23). After this the Mission of the
Baptist was touched upon (Mt. iii. 1 ff.); then the preaching
of the Good News by Jesus in Galilee (Mt. iv. 12 ff.); the
miracles of Jesus were referred to collectively, as exemplifying
His compassion (Mt. viii. 16, 17); then His desire to avoid
publicity (Mt. xii. 15 ff.); His speaking to the people in
parables (Mt. xiii. 34, 35); His triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Mt. xxi. 4, 5); the return of the thirty pieces of silver
by Judas and the purpose to which they were applied
(Mt. xxvii. 3 ff.).
This is the last direct appeal to prophecy which the
Gospel contains. Strange to say there are none in connexion
with the narratives of the Crucifixion and Resurrection, those
great subjects with which the argument from prophecy was in
the early Church so largely occupied. It is not likely that such
a Catena as would seem to have been known to and used by our
evangelist passed these by. It is more likely that when the
Marean narrative contained allusive references to prophecy or
afforded opportunities for introducing them, our evangelist
was satisfied to employ this method, or even from lack of
space or for some other reason found it preferable. This is
at all events what he has done. He has shewn his own
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interest in the fulfilment of prophecy, at least as regards the
Crucifixion, simply by adding to the number of the references
of this allusive kind, and making the words in one case agree
more closely with the LXX. 1
The most substantial addition here to other records is
the narrative of the Birth and Infancy of Jesus. There is,
I venture to think, a trace still to be pointed out of the
existence of the original of such a narrative in Hebrew or
Aramaic, which confirms the inference derived from the
phenomena of our Greek Gospel according to St Matthew.
I have adduced reasons (vol. I. p. 2 57 ff.) which appear to me
to be sufficient for holding the view that the Gospel according
to the Hebrews contained an account of the Nativity and
Infancy which was similar to that in St Matthew, and included some at least of the same quotations from prophecy.
If so it is probable that the same account which, through a
translation, was used in the composition of St Matthew was
also embodied in the Gospel according to the Hebrews, a work
dating from the early part of the second century.
The narrative itself in St Matthew is characterised-in
contrast with that in St Luke-by the attention bestowed on
the part played by Joseph. l t may well be that traditions on
this subject were preserved among his descendants and kin
who (it would seem), or some of whom, up to the close of the
first century held a more or less marked place in the Christian
community in Palestine 2 • The justification of the conduct
1

Mt. xxvii. 34, cp. Ps. lxix. 21.
35
,,
xxii. r8.

In

Ps. lxviii. 22, not in Mk.
xxi. 19, also in Mk.
,, 8, also in Mk,
7·
,, 9, not in Mk.
s.
2, a little closer to the
I•
LXX. than in Mk.
,,
48
,,
lxix, 2 r.
,,
lxviii. zz, also in Mk.
2 It is most probable that "the brethren of the Lord" of whom we read at
Mk vi. 3 = Mt. xiii. 55 and elsewhere in N. T. were the sons of Joseph by a former
marriage. (See Lightfoot, Dissertation II. appended to his Com. on Ep. to
Gal.) One of them, James (Gal. i. 19; A. xii. 17, etc.), was the first head
of the Church at Jerusalem. Hegesippus, the Palestinian Christian writer of
the second century, also tells a story about the descendants of Jude-another
of these "brethren "-who were brought before Domitian and lived till the reigo
of Trajan (ap, Eus. H.E. III. chh. 19, 20 and 32), We learn from the same writer
LXX,
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of Joseph and his care for the Mother and the Child would be
matters of peculiar interest to them ; and they might take a
pardonable pride in tracing their lineage through the sovereigns
of Judah from David to the Exile, and possibly after that
through the heads of families'.
The passages that have been brought before us in this
section necessarily raise the question whether portions of the
Gospel narrative have been moulded to any extent according
to the model of Old Testament predictions. This may be most
easily imagined in cases where the addition of some secondary
trait would bring a well-authenticated fact into more complete
conformity than before with the words of prophecy, as for
instance the mention of an ass as well as the foal in the
account of the Triumphal Entry (Mt. xxi. 2); or again the
gall mingled with the wine as the potion offered to Jesus on
the Cross (Mt. xxvii. 34). But it has of course been held
that the influence of supposed prophecies upon the narrative
has extended much further than merely to instances such as
these. I must, however, defer the discussion of this subject
till I come to consider broadly the character of the evidence
for the Gospel-history in the final division of this work 2.
5. The source discussed in the last section will seem no
that James "the Lord's brother," was succeeded in the oversight of the Church of
Jerusalem hy Symeon, a nephew of Joseph, who suffered martyrdom in the reign
of Trajan at the age of 110 (ib. chh. 11 and 32).
1 Julius Africanus-who resided in Palestine and wrote about the end of the
2nd century-in the fragment which has reached us of his Letter to Aristides
on the Genealogy of the Saviour in the Gospels (ap. Routh's Reliquia: Sacra:, II,
pp. 228-237), says that the kinsmen of the Lord (o! Kara <TO.pKa <Tvyyevets or
o! oe<T1r60-vvo,), by whom he doubtless means members of the family referred to
in the preceding note, reconstructed their genealogy from tradition and family
records so far as they could trace it (els 8<Tov E~tKvaiivra), like other Jewish families
of illustrious descent did, after Herod had destroyed the genealogies which had
been preserved in the temple. The phrase "so far as they could trace it " is
no doubt intended to account for obscurities in the subject of the relations of
the two genealogies in the first and third Gospels, which Julius African us sought
to harmonise. It must be admitted that Julius does not attribute the genealogy
in St Matthew, as distinguished from that in St Luke, specially to the action of
this family. That is purely my conjecture.
2 "Meanwhile I may perhaps be permitted to refer my readers to some remarks
in the Jewish and the Christian Messiah, p. 357 ff. I adhere in the main to the
position there maintained.
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doubt to many of my readers to be sufficiently shadowy and
uncertain. But I pass now to a certain number of traditions
of occurrences, peculiar to this Gospel, with regard to the
source of which it seems impossible to make any conjecture
at all. They may be, and indeed have the appearance of
being, of varying historical value. But as they include the
mention of names of persons I do not believe that the evangelist
himself invented them, and I have accordingly described them
as traditions. First, we have the account of John the Baptist's
reluctance to baptise Jesus and the answer with which Jesus
overcame it (iii. 14, I 5). In the Gospel according to the
Hebrews also, an incident in connexion with the Baptism
of Jesus was related, which shewed the sense that it was a
strange and unsuitable thing for Jesus to be baptised by
John, but here the similarity ends 1• Next in the account of
the call of a publican to follow Jesus, we find Matthew (ix. 9)
for the name Levi the son of Alphaeus which stands in
St Mark. The difference between the Gospels is virtually
confined to this, but it is of special interest.
Then we have three respecting Simon Peter, viz. lzis
attempt to walk over the water to meet Jesus (xiv. 28-32);
the special blessing pronounced on lzim after his acknowledgement of Jesus as the Christ (xvi. 17-19); the questz"on brought
by lzim to Jesus as to t/ze paJ1ment of the temple tribute, and the
coin far its payment in the moutlz of tlte fish which he was
instructed to catch (xvii. 24-27) 2•
I will comment only on the words "My church'' in the
second passage. I have already spoken of the use of the
word "church" in another place in this Gospel (xviii. 17),
1 Ap. Hieronymi Contra Pelagianos, iii. 2, "Ecce mater domini et fratres
ejus dicehant eo : Joannes haptista baptizat in remissionem peccatomm; ea mus
et baptizemur ab eo. Dixit autem eis: Quid peccavi ut vadem et baptizer ab eo,
nisi forte hoe ipsum quad dixi ignorantia est?"
2 Peter appears also at Mt. xv. 15 as spokesman for the disciples, where
in the parallel in Mk vii. 17 the same request is attributed to the disciples
collectively; and again at xviii. 21 as asking a question wanting in the parallel in
Lk xvii. 3, 4. The introduction of his name in these places may be due rather to the
evangelist's sense of the fitness of things than to a distinct tradition. On the other
hand at Mk xi. 21, and xiii. 3, Peter speaks while in the parallels in Mt. (xxi. 20
and xxiv. 3) we have "the disciples."
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where it denotes a local body of a kind not widely dissimilar
(so far as organisation was concerned) from a Jewish synagogue. In the passage now before us, however, the Universal
Church is meant, and to attribute the use of it to Jesus, it
may be said, is plainly an anachronism, because (if for no
other reason) the conception would have been unintelligible
to the Twelve at that time. Now it was no doubt inevitable
that the saying in Greek, after the term EJCICA.'YJ<Tia had begun
to be used of the whole society of Christians, should convey
some ideas which could not have been clearly suggested by
an Aramaic original of it spoken within the lifetime of Jesus.
Nevertheless, the idea which seems sometimes clearly to be intended by the phrase "the congregation of Israel" as used in the
Old Testament-that of the people of Israel contemplated as an
organic whole, which those actually assembled on any particular occasion, more or less adequately represented-could
not be unfamiliar to the disciples of Jesus. It may, I think,
justly be maintained, that the comparison of believers in Jesus
to the true Israel, and the use in the LXX. of the term EICICA7J<Tla,
to convey a more or less ideal conception of the nation as
a living unity, helps materially to explain how it was that
Christians attained very early to the conception of the Universal Christian Society, and also why they used the term
EKIC/\'f/<T[a to express it.
But these same ideas would clearly
also, within the lifetime of Jesus, have supplied a true guide
to the essence of what He meant by such an utterance as that
recorded in St Matthew, which we are now considering. By their
aid they might gather, if at first only uncertainly and dimly, that
in this respect as in others He was "not come to destroy but
to fulfil." He would found a spiritual Israel, a corporate
unity with common privileges, responsibilities and hopes,
bound together and called to act together as the people of
God1.
It is, however, surely remarkable that a Gospel, in which
(as we have seen) special, and perhaps undue, prominence
has been given to the element of Jewish eschatological ideas
in the Teaching of Jesus, should also contain a passage
1

Cp. Hort, The Christian Ecclesia, p. 3 ff.
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concerning His Church which is of the most widely different
character. This fact may well suggest to us that we ought
not to measure the depth and range of the original Teaching
by any single representation of it; and that we may misunderstand the purpose of Jesus in the use of language and
ideas which belonged specially to His own age and country,
if we confine our attention exclusively thereto.
The remainder of the traditions belonging to the class
defined at the beginning of this section occur in the latter
part of the narrative, from the approach to Jerusalem onwards.
The "Mother of the Sons of Zebedee" comes to Jesus with
them and proffers a request on their behalf (xx. 20). She is
mentioned again in this Gospel among women who followed
Jesus from Galilee in order to minister to Him, and who
were present at the Crucifixion, and does not appear elsewhere, unless, indeed, she is the same as the Salome named
by Mark (xv. 40, cp. Mt. xxvii. 56). After the purging of
the temple, it is said that blind and lame persons came to
Him there and were healed and that children cried Hosanna
(xxi. 14-16) 1• At the arrest of Jesus solemn words are
given with which Jesus restrained one of those with Him who
began to resist forcibly (xxvi. 52-54). In the scene of the
trial and condemnation, the intervention of Pilate's wife and
Pilate's washing his hands, as a sign that he threw the responsibility for the death of Jesus upon the Jews, and their
acceptance of it are described (xxvii. 19, 24, 25). The impression produced upon the (Roman) soldiers who watched
Him on the Cross (xxvii. 36, 54), the resurrection of departed
saints at the time of the death and resurrection of Jesus
(xxvii. 52 £), the guard set by the chief-priests to watch the
tomb, their presence at His resurrection, and the false story
which the chief-priests bribed them to spread abroad (xxvii.
62-66, xxviii. 2-4 and I 1-15) are also related. The conclusion of the story about the guard brings us to a point
where we can no longer compare St Mark, but as the earlier
part of this story was not derived from that Gospel, neither can
the last portion of it be. On the other hand, the lost ending
1 This passage was referred to in the last section (p. 344) but only in order to
distinguish it from those contained in the source there discussed.
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of St Mark may not improbably have been the source of
most of the remainder. On the assumption, however, that
it was, it will still appear in the next section that certain
momentous words must in all probability have been added in
St Matthew.
6. In some passages of this Gospel in which St Mark
has in the main been closely followed, and also in others
having parallels in St Luke which were taken directly
or ultimately from the same original, there are words and
phrases of theological import, which are peculiar. These we
proceed now to consider.
In a description of the Future Coming of the Son of Man
in Mt. xvi. 27, 28, there is close parallelism with Mk viii. 38,
ix. I, both in substance and in language (as also throughout a
considerable passage preceding), with the exception that in
St Matthew the clause" and then shall he render unto every
man according to his deeds" is added, and that we have
"with His angels" and" till they see the Son of Man coming
in his kingdom," instead of "with the holy angels" and "till
they see the kingdom of God come with power." The relations
between St Matthew and St Luke are similar as regards the
form in which these two Gospels respectively give another
Saying bearing on the same subject, which both must have
derived immediately or ultimately from a common source
(Mt. xix. 28 = Lk xxii. 28-30). We have in St Matthew
the words "when the Son of Man shall sit on the throne
of His glory," but nothing in St Luke that properly corresponds to them. Moreover, the idea of the Judgeship of
Christ, which is plainly expressed in the former and implied
in the latter of these passages in St Matthew, is not elsewhere
set forth in St Mark or St Luke.
We pass to a difference which is chiefly one of terminology;
but the same phenomena of relationship between the Gospels
are repeated.· In the question of the disciples which introduces the Apocalyptic discourse in Mk xiii., and parallels, we
have in place of" Tell us ... when these things are all about to
be accomplished" (Mk xiii. 4) the ampler phrase in Mt. xxiv. 3,
"Tell us ... what shall be the sign of thy coming (r,j-; ufJ-;
7rapouuia<;) and of the end of the world (uuvreXela-; Tov
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alrovo,)." The former of these terms-the parousia-so
common in the Epistles of St Paul, and found also in some
other Epistles of the New Testament, occurs besides in the
Gospels only in three other verses of St Matthew, viz. xxiv.
27, 37, 39. There is good reason to think that this passage
was derived from the Logian source common to the first and
third Gospels. There is a parallel in Lk xvii. 24, 26, 27, which
agrees closely with the passage just cited from St Matthew,
the chief difference being in point of fact the absence of the
term parousia cited in the latter. The other expression
peculiar to St Matthew in the parallel to St Mark above
cited-17 uvvTeX€ta Tov alwvo,-occurs besides in the Gospels
only in passages peculiar to St Matthew, viz. at xiii. 39,
40, 49 (in the parable of the Wheat and Tares), and at
xxviii. 201.
There is a difference more significant than the last, between
the first and third Gospels in the Sayings given at Mt. vii.
13, 14, 21-23 = Lk xiii. 23-27, and Mt. x. 32, 33 = Lk xii. 8, 9.
Both Gospels have behind them in the latter case the common
Greek Logian document; and in the former, if not this, then
at least, either the Aramaic Collection of Sayings, or some
other common original. Now according to St Matthew Jesus
speaks in both passages quite unambiguously of His own
action at the Last Day, whereas in Luke's parallel to the
former passage, the reference in the figurative language is
unexplained, and in the second there is, in speaking of the
future, a change from the first person to the third person
(with the Son of Man as subject), and then to an impersonal
form. It should be observed that if the form of these Sayings
and the connexion in which they are given in St Matthew are
correct, Jesus spoke of His Messianic dignity more publicly,
and earlier even to the Twelve than we should gather from
the other two Synoptics that He did.
In the two Matthaean parallels to St Mark which we have
been examining and their contexts there are no signs that
another document, or an independent tradition, has in St
Matthew been combined with the Marean record. It is also
1

At Heb. ix. 26, we have a similar phrase ,i,r! <1vnE"'Aelq, Twv al,:wwv.
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.most unlikely that the expressions special to St Matthew
upon which I have commented can have been derived from
an earlier text of St Mark. A reviser would not have
omitted or altered such expressions as these. Moreover the
present form of St Mark is in these respects supported by
Luke. There can, therefore, be no reasonable doubt that the
phrases and words to which reference has been made were introduced by the author of St Matthew in consequence of his own
sense of what was fitting. In regard to the parallels between
St Matthew and St Luke it is necessary to speak with more
caution, because we do not possess the original. Nevertheless,
it must seem most natural to give the same account as before
of the peculiarities that have been indicated in St Matthew,
on the ground both of the analogy of the parallels between
St Matthew and St Mark which have been considered, and
of the improbability that Luke, or anyone through whom he
had obtained his source, would have altered the Sayings in
those respects if he had found them standing thus in the
source1.
The expressions-" The outer darkness" (To <YKoTo<; Tri
i!wTepov) and "there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth"
(€Ke£ €<YTal o l()\.av0µ,dr; Kal o {Jpvryµ,or; TWV ocovrn,v) have
already come before us in parables peculiar to St Matthew 2•
Both occur in Mt. viii. I I, 12. In a parallel to this passage in
Lk xiii. 28, 29, the latter of these is used but not the former ;
but as this is not the only difference between the two Gospels
in this passage and the other Sayings with which it is
associated, it is possible that the piece had been diversely
transmitted to the two evangelists 3. At Mt. xxiv. 5I = Lk
xii. 41, the former Gospel has and the latter, in a parallel
otherwise close, has not the words "there shall be weeping," etc.
Another phrase "the day of judgement" should also be
noticed. It occurs twice in Mt. xi. 20-24-a passage derived
in all probability from the common Greek Logian source1 Luke has altered language which foretold apparently an immediate return
of Christ (seep. ~75); but the expressions now before us could have caused him
no difficulty.
3 See above, p. 98 f.
~ See above, p. 340.
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and also at x. r 5 which may have been suggested by the
same passage1. But there are expressions in the Lucan
parallel, x. r 2-r 5 (" in that day" and '' the judgement")
which are so similar that it is hard to say whether the revision
has been on the one side or the other. The phrase is also
used in Mt. xii. 36, a Saying peculiar to this Gospel ; it does
not occur elsewhere in the Gospels.
I turn to titles bestowed on Jesus. He is addressed as
"Son of David" more frequently in St Matthew than in the
other Gospels. We note it i~ two parallels to St Mark where
not authorised by the latter-Mt. xv. 22 = Mk vii. 25, 26 b;
and Mt. xxi. 9= Mk xi. 9, 10 2 ; and again in a Logian context
where Luke has not this expression :-Mt. xii. 22, 23 = Lk xi.
14, r 5. It occurs also in two passages peculiar to St Matthew:
-ix. 27, xxi. I 5. The appellation Kvpt€ (the precise connotation of which, however, in different places in the Gospels
is rather difficult to determine) is used somewhat more
frequently than in the other Synoptics. In Mt. viii. 2 it
occurs, but is wanting in Mk i. 40. Luke, howeYer (v. 12),
here agrees with the former and there are other coincidences
in the same narrative between St Matthew and St Luke, so
that both may here be influenced by another document or by
tradition 3. But Kvpt€ is substituted for 0£0a<TKaA€ in Mt. xvii.
15 = Mk ix. 17 = Lk ix. 38; and added to the Marean
account at Mt. xx. 31 = Mk x. 48 = Lk xviii. 39; and also at
Mt. xxvi. 22 = l\'Ik xiv. 19 = Lk xxii. 23. It occurs also a
few times in sections peculiar to this Gospel.
Again, Jesus is addressed as the "Son of God" in Mt. xiv.
33, but not in the parallel at Mk vi. 51; and at Mt. xvi. I, 6,
but not in Mk viii. 29. But it appears from the contexts in
these two instances that this difference may possibly be due
here to another tradition which in St Matthew is combined
with the Marean document. In the account, also, of the
mockery of Jesus by passers-by when He was hanging upon
the Cross allusions were made, according to St Matthew
1

See above, p. 88.
It should be observed, however, that the words in Mk v.
its use.
8 See p. 148.
2
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seem to imply
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(xxvii. 40), to His claim to be the Son of God; not according
to the two other Synoptics. In St Mark, however, they
taunt Him with claiming to be "the' Christ'' (xv. 32) and
in St Luke "the Christ of God, the Elect" (xxiii. 35), so
that the difference here is but slight, seeing that the name
"the Son of God" had a Messianic reference.
The special frequency with which Jesus is represented in
this Gospel as speaking of God as "my Father" may also
here be mentioned. It is substituted for God, which stands
in St Mark, at Mt. xii. 50 = :VIk iii. 35, and Mt. xxvi. 29 = Mk
xiv. 25; while to the words "for whom it is prepared," in Mk x.
40, "by my Father" is added in Mt. xx. 23. "My Father"
or "My Father in heaven" is also used in Sayings that are
peculiar to this Gospel at xv. 1 3 ; xvi. 17 ; xviii. IO, 19, 3 5 ;
xxvi. 53.
It remains to speak of three instances of peculiarity in
St Matthew, which are somewhat different from the foregoing.
Each is individual, yet a similar explanation should probably
be given in the case of all three. The greater fulness of the
Matthaean as compared with the Lucan forms of the Lord's
Prayer (Mt. vi. 9-13 = Lk xi. 1-4) may reasonably be attributed to very early liturgical usage. In like manner the
addition of the words Elr; dcpE<nv aµapTtwv in the account of
the Institution of the Eucharist in Mt. xxvi. 28, which is in
other respects almost word for word the same as that in
Mk xiv. 24, may not improbably have been made under the
influence of the Church's teaching, and of the language
which it was customary to use at celebrations of the
Eucharist.
The injunction at Mt. xxviii. 19, to baptise in the Threefold Name, which is the remaining one of the instances of
peculiarity just referred to, must be discussed at greater
length. With regard to this command there is the grave
difficulty that no mention is made of it in the account of the
commission given to the Apostles at the end of St Luke,
and the beginning of Acts, or in the present ending of
St Mark; and that uniformly in Acts and St Paul's Epistles
we read only of baptising "in the Name of Jesus"; there
are no passages to be compared in the remainder of the New
23-2
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Testament1. Much has been said in some quarters concerning
the dangers of the argument from silence: and there is, I
think, no doubt, that sometimes it has been seriously misused.
But each case of silence must be judged on its own merits,
and it appears to me that in the present instance the silence
must be allowed to be significant.
I have argued that the original ending of Mark's Gospel
supplied the basis for the closing part of the narrative in
St Matthew 2• But as I have already pointed out, there is
strong reason for thinking that the conclusion of the story
about the guard that watched the tomb (Mt. xxviii. I I - I 5)
was an insertion into it, and we are not entitled to say tl.at it
was the only one. In view of the facts that have come before
us in the last few pages, I do not think it can well be denied
that if the custom of using the Three-fold Name in baptising
had become familiar to the author of this Gospel, it would
have seemed to him suitable to add it to the account of the
commission to evangelise taken from his source ; and on a
consideration of all the evidence it appears to me most
probable that this is what has happened.
I believe, indeed, that the formula in Mt. xxviii. 19
summed up teaching which Jesus had given not merely after
His resurrection but before His death, and was in a sense the
natural outcome of the conception of His Messiahship, so that
the transition from the use of the Name of Jesus to the Threefold Name in Christian baptism, when it was made, involved
no abrupt and violent change. He who received baptism in
the faith that Jesus was the Christ believed also in the Father
Who sent Him, and looked for the gift of the Spirit, which
spiritually-minded Jews had learnt even from the Old Testament to associate more or less clearly with the Messianic
times. All this was necessarily implied when Jews were
baptised in the Name of Christ. But it was otherwise when
converts began to be made from heathenism. In their case it
was necessary to insist on the truth that there is One God,
the Father, and also to give instruction respecting the Divine
1 Acts ii. 38; viii. 16; x. 48; xix. 5; Rom. vi. 3; r Cor. i.
iii. z7.
2 Seep. 202.

12

ff.; Gal.
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Spirit. There is no need to dwell on the former point, but
with regard to the latter it may be worth while to recall that
St Paul, in writing to the Corinthians, implies that his reason
for explaining to them the doctrine of the Spirit, and of
spiritual gifts, is that in the past they had been "led away
unto those dumb idols, howsoever they might be led1." At
first even on their admission into the Church the belief in
One God, the Father, and in the Holy Spirit, as well as
in Jesus, the Son of God, may have been a matter of mutual
understanding, rather than of formal confession on the part of
the baptised, and declaration on that of the baptiser. But very
soon it must have been felt that it would be well to have this
belief definitely expressed at the moment of baptism. Hence,
as it seems to me, the employment of the Three-fold Name in
baptism arose in connexion with the evangelisation of the
heathen; and it is not without significance that in Mt. xxviii.
r9, it is closely associated with the charge to "make disciples
of all nations." No new truth was thus brought in ; but at
the same time there had been a development of a thoroughly
sound kind. A clearer apprehension of the belief already
held was rendered possible, and a fresh starting-point was
furnished for earnest thought, and for controversy, in the
generations that were to follow 2•
Cor. xii. I f.
In an article on "The Lord's Command to baptise" in the Journal ef
Theological Studies for July 1905, Dr Chase (now Bp of Ely) argues that the
injunction to baptise in the Three-fold Name was contained in the original ending
of St Mark's Gospel and taken thence, and further that the words represent with
substantial accuracy what was actually spoken by Jesus. See pp. 482, 508 f.
The view that I should take of most of the considerations urged by Dr Chase will
be apparent from what I have written above, but there is one point on which
it may be well for me to add a few words. He says (p. 508 f.) "If the words
which St Matthew puts into our Lord's mouth are regarded as laying down
'a baptismal formula,' then everything depends on their being the ipsissima verba
of the Lord. But if on the other hand the words are intended to describe what
Baptism essentially is, then we may be entirely satisfied if we have reasonable
grounds for thinking that they give us the substance, possibly in a condensed
form, of what the Lord actually said." And a little later (p. 5 r 1) when commenting on Acts xix. 2 ff. "If we put aside the thought of a baptismal formula, no
adverse inference can be drawn from the historical notice which follows, 'They
were baptised (immersed) into the name of the Lord Jesus.'" I suppose that
in suggesting that the words are not to be taken as "a baptismal formula," he
1 I
2
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It has to be added that although the integrity of the text
in Mt. xxviii. 19, has been accepted by the chief modern
editors, it has recently been called in question'. If I may
quite briefly state the impression made on my own mind by
the evidence which has been brought forward in the controversy on this subject, I would say that there is some probability that in a copy or copies, known to Eusebius in the
earlier part of his life, the reading "in My Name" stood in
place of "baptising them," etc., but that already before this
the latter reading must have been common in all parts of
the Church; and that further it is barely possible, but most
improbable, that the former reading was the original one
which had been to a large extent already, and was soon to be
completely, ousted by the other 1• To one holding the view
which I have set forth above of the origin of the words in
St Matthew which are under consideration, this textual
question is chiefly interesting from its bearing on the time
when the full baptismal formula began to be used. The
general form of the Baptismal Creed in every part of the
means that they may not have been intended for ritual use. It seems to me,
however, that the impression naturally to be gathered from these words as well as
from "baptising in the name of the Lord Jesus," is that the words "in the name
of the Father," etc., or "in the name of the Lord Jesus" would be in some way
brought in at the time of baptism. But apart from the question whether the
words were designed to be a ritual formula, on the face of them they constitute a
doctrinal formula, and one, moreover, of the kind which in other cases men have
been left to frame for themselves from meditating on truths more fully taught.
1
Mr F. C. Conybeare rejects the clause "baptising them," etc. in Mt. xxviii,
r9 as not genuine ·(see his articles in the Zeitschri.ft .fur die neutestamentliche
Wissenschaft, rgor, p. 275 ff. and the Hibbert Journal for October r902, p. roz ff.,
and Prof. Lake has accepted his conclusions (Inaugural Lecture at Leyden,
r904, p. 7 ff.). For replies, see Riggenbach in Beitriige zur Fiirderungchristlz"cher
Theo!ugie, 1903, and the article by Dr Chase mentioned in the last note. (I am
indebted to the last-named article for the preceding references.) Dr Chase seems
to me to have shewn effectively the weakness of many of Mr Conybeare's
arguments. On the other hand, I cannot say that the addition of "in My Name,"
after "Make disciples of all nations," would be, as Dr Chase holds (p. 488),
"absolutely natural" for one who knew the words "baptising them in the Name
of the Father," etc., and that he might have included them even if it had been his
intention to quote the whole text. The instances of additions in the Western
text which Dr Chase gives are not analogous to such a combination as this
would make. Further he seems to depreciate too much the value of the "'estern
text.
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Church, and its early history so far as we are acquainted with
it, as well as other evidence, render it probable in the
highest degree that this formula was in common use before
the middle of the second century ; while if the words in
St Matthew belong to the genuine text of that Gospel, it
must have been in use in some part of the Church before, or
near, the close of the Apostolic Age.
7. In St Matthew more plainly than in either St Mark or
St Luke indications are given of the course and issue of the
great spiritual drama, which has been wrought out in the
Gospel history through the action and interaction of Divine
purpose and human perversity. These indications are to be
found chiefly in some favourite expressions and a certain
number of sayings peculiar to this Gospel, but they suffice to
convey to the attentive reader a distinct and strong impression. There were three acts in that drama : (a) the
Mission of Jesus on earth to the Jewish people as their
true king; (b) their rejection of Him as a nation; (c) the
consequent extension of the preaching of the Gospel to
the Gentiles after His resurrection. Each of these is clearly
marked.
(a) It is evident from all the Gospels that Jesus exercised
His Ministry almost solely towards Jews. The scenes of His
labours, where nearly all His time is spent, are the distinctively
Jewish districts of Palestine'. If He shews favour to any
individuals not of Jewish race who come before Him, it is expressly treated as an exception. But in St Matthew stress
is laid on the fact of this restriction, and it is represented as
the result of conscious aim and choice. It did not-to make
the remark is, perhaps, almost superfluous-imply of necessity
any thought in the mind of Jesus that the Kingdom of God
was always to be confined to the Jews. But He was subject
in His earthly life to human limitations of time and strength,
and on every ground it. was meet that salvation should first
be offered to the Jews. The actual ordering of the history of
this people, the place assigned them among the nations of the
earth, gave them a right to expect it. Any other course
1

Judaea,

Galilee and Peraea,
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would have been out of harmony with that faithfulness of
God, that constancy of character shewn in fidelity to His
word, that steadfast adherence to His manifested purpose,
which is one great feature of the revelation of the Old Testament. And again, practical wisq,om required it, because this
people had been in a measure prepared-the truly godly and
believing among them were in a very real sense prepared-by
their previous moral and spiritual training, to understand and
believe the Gospel in a way that others were not. The Mission
of Jesus specially to Israel is strikingly set before us almost
at the beginning of St Matthew: "it is he that shall save
his people-nlv Aaov avTov-from their sins" ; for Aao,;- here
must signify Israel 1. Again, at iv. 23, iv T'f Aarp, '' among
the people,'' has the same meaning: "Jesus went about in all
Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, and preaching the gospel
of the kingdom, and healing all manner of disease and all
manner of sickness among the people." That is to say,
His works of mercy were wrought in the midst of, and for,
Israel. They were proofs that the promised Messianic days
had come 2•
The Sayings contained in St Matthew which confine the
Mission of the Apostles of Christ to Israel will be recalled
1 Mt. i. 21.
\a;6, according to its earlier classical usage denotes simply a mass
of men, and not, like iH);.ws, the people as a body-politic. It sometimes, however,
denotes "a people," i.e. all who are called by one name. But it is a rare word in
prose.
In the LXX, it is common, (r) sometimes in pl. to denote "peoples" regarded
as "nationalities"; (2) specially to denote the people of Israel in contrast with ra.
l0P7J, as a translation of 01/ in contrast with C)iJ; (3) also to describe the people

in contrast with the priests and Levites, e.g. r Es. i. 1 r.
In N. T. the three meanings of LXX. are approximately represented. We have
instances of (1) at Apoc. v. 9; vii. 9, etc. In St Luke we sometimes find (2),
e.g. Lk i. 68, 77; ii. ro; ii. 32. But Luke also frequently uses the word for
the "common people," the t,1ultitude. He does so several times where in the
parallels in Mk and Mt. we have iix>.o,. See Lk xx. 6=Mk xi. 32=Mt. xxi. 26;
Lk xx. 19=Mk xii. r2=Mt. xxi. 46; Lk xx. 45=Mt. xxiii. r.
In Matthew \a;6s appears near! y always to be nsed for " the nation," i.e. "the
chosen nation," Israel. In one case only, Mt. xxvii. 64, is it clearly used for the
"common people."
2 Cp. Mt. ix. 33; xv. 31.
We have a similar thought at Lk vii. r6 (see
above, p. 297); but it is not so common in St Luke. At Lk iv. 25, 27, quite
a different note is struck, there the limitation of God's gifts, even as regards Israel,
is emphasised.
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by everyone. It is sufficient to note them in the present
connexion. I have already touched on the difficulties which
they create through the length of time to which they extend
this restriction, and I will recur to this when speaking of the
point of view of the author of the Gospel. But, again, in
the incident of the Canaanite woman (Mt. xv. 21-28 = Mk
vii. 24-30) the declaration of Jesus "I was not sent but unto
the lost sheep of the house of Israel" (v. 24) appears in this
Gospel only (Mt. v. 24), and the circumstances in which it
was made gave it special point. In the eyes of Jesus many,
perhaps the majority, of those who formed the crowds
that ordinarily surrounded Him were " lost sheep of the
house of Israel" (see Mt. ix. 36 and cp. Mk vi. 34). But
doubtless in the borderland between Galilee and the district
belonging to Tyre and Sidon, where He was on the occasion
now referred to, the population was a mixed one, and comprised not a few Israelites who had become careless as to
their religious observances, and indifferent in regard to their
national hopes and ideals. These were emphatically " lost
sheep of the house of Israel," and the words of Jesus here may
well define in a special manner the purpose which He had in
visiting this region. It is, however, also to be observed that
while Mark does not clearly say on which side of the borderline between Jewish and non-Jewish territory Jesus was
when the Canaanite woman came to Him, and proceeds to
tell of a journey through the latter, the author of St Matthew
not only omits this journey (which in itself is not strange,
since no incidents are recorded in connexion with it), but
carefully avoids suggesting that Jesus crossed the border 1.
Similarly at Mt. xvi. 13 = Mk viii. 27, for Mark's "unto the
villages of," he substitutes the vaguer "unto the parts of,"
Caesarea Philippi. And it may be that a little later than this
the same thought, namely, that Jesus has not been outside
of Galilee, may at Mt. xvii. 22 = Mk ix. 30 have led him to
alter Mark's "And they went forth from thence, and passed
through Galilee" into '' And while they abode in Galilee 2.''
1 Mt. xv. zr-30 = Mk vii. 24-35.
In v. 22 Mt. states that the woman
"came out from those parts" (those of Tyre and Sid on).
2 This is the rendering of R.V. for tl,a,rrp«f,oµevwv.
In the mg. of R. V.
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(b) The insistence, however, in St Matthew on the prerogatives of the Jews does not proceed from any special
tenderness for them, or desire to maintain that those privileges
are inalienable. Rather, when we take other traits in conjunction with it, the thought suggested to our minds is that
the Jews have had their day of special opportunity, and that
it has been brought to a close in consequence of their own
conduct. This could hardly be more strikingly shewn than
it is by the phrase employed in Mt. viii. I 2 in the saying
appended to the incident of the believing centurion-" the
sons of the kingdom shall be cast out," in place of which we
have simply "ye" in Lk xiii. 28, without even a clear indication in the context who were the persons addressed. It may
further be observed that at Mt. xiii. I 3, the hard-heartedness
of those who were by position the chosen people of God is
more distinctly brought out than in the parallel at Mk iv. 11, 12,
by the substitution of "because they seeing see not" for
Mark's "in order that they may not see," and by the direct
quotation from Is. vi. 9, which includes the words, " for this
people's heart is waxed gross, etc." Coming to the latter part
of the Gospel, we find that special stress is laid upon the
responsibility of the heads of the nation for the death of
Jesus. Their representative character is indicated in the full
phrase used four times in St Matthew, and not elsewhere, in
connexion with their hostility to Jesus and with His condemnation, "the chief priests and elders of the nation 1." In the
application of the parable of the Vine-dressers, their doom is
pronounced more sternly than in the parallels in the other
Synoptics 2• Again, the Apostrophe to Jerusalem (Mt. xxiii.
37-39) derives special significance in this Gospel from the
position given to it, at the conclusion of the Denunciation of
the Scribes and Pharisees, and from the sequel; for after Jesus
the better supported reading ITUl1'Tp«poµ&wv is translated " while they were
gathering themselves together." This seems to suggest that other disciples
besides the Twelve were prepared to accompany Jesus on His journey to Jerusalem.
1 Mt. xxi. 23; xxvi. 3, 47; xxvii. r.
The various expressions used at
Lk xix. 47, etc., do not involve in the same way the idea of their representative
position.
2
See esp, Mt. ni. 43, 44·
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had said, "Lo, your house is left unto you desolate," He
immediately departed from the temple for ever (Mt. xxiv. 1).
Finally, in a passage peculiar to this Gospel, the Roman
governor protests his innocence of the blood of Jesus,
and the Jewish nation, so far as it could be formally represented, themselves plainly accept the responsibility (xxvii.
24, 25).
(c) But the privileges which the Jewish nation had
forfeited were transferred to others. This is stated in Mk
xii. 9; but in Mt. xxi. 41 b, the thought is expanded. It is
still more interesting to notice that the message which is
to be delivered to the Gentiles is described by the same
characteristic phrase as that used in regard to the teaching of
Jesus among the people of Israel, and which promised the
true fulfilment of their national hopes:-" this gospel of the
kingdom shall be preached in the whole world for a testimony
among all nations" (Mt. xxiv. 14)1. At length, in the transcendent conclusion, the Lord, when He is himself emancipated
from the limitations of the flesh, gives the command "Go ye,
make disciples of all the nations," and the promise, " Lo, I am
with you al way, even unto the end of the world."
It remains that from the facts that have come before us
we should gather what we can as to the man who has given
us this Gospel, and the time when he wrote; and also form
some estimate of its special value relatively to the other
Synoptic Gospels.
It is evident from the manner in which Greek sources have
been reproduced and combined in it that it cannot be simply
a translation of a work in Hebrew or Aramaic. It is also
impossible that it can have been composed in Greek by the
apostle Matthew himself. Not only would this supposition
find no support in ancient views of the Gospel in Greekspeaking Christendom, where writers from Irenaeus onwards,
who treat this book as the Gospel according to Matthew,
themselves uniformly speak of his having written for Hebrew
Christians in their own language ; it is also forbidden by the
1

At the parallel in Mk x i.

10,

we have "the gospel."

The author of the Gospel
relation of this Gospel to Mark's. For it is inconceivable
that an apostle would have followed so closely the hearer of
another apostle, instead of giving his independent testimony
as an eye-witness.
It is not surprising that as this Gospel came to be connected with the name of Matthew, one of the Twelve-whatever the grounds for so connecting it may have been-the
individuality of the Greek writer, to whom its composition is
properly speaking due, should have been lost in that of the
apostle, or that, if he was thought of at all, it was simply as
a translator. Now, however, that we have learned that his
part was certainly a more considerable one than this, it clearly
has become desirable, and even necessary, that we should fix
our thoughts directly upon him and his work. It is somewhat
difficult to know how to describe him. Although his Gospel
is made up almost entirely of materials drawn from various
sources and chiefly from two documents, one of these being
the Gospel according to St Mark, yet to call him simply
"the editor" is manifestly inadequate; and again the name
"compiler" would, owing to the associations it usually has,
not do him justice. I have repeatedly called him "the author,"
and I believe that-all things being considered-this is the
most suitable title for him, because in this Gospel the arrangement of the matter, and various little touches, both of which
in large measure proceed from him, have done so much to
impart to the whole work its peculiar character and impressiveness.
We have, however, seen reason to believe that the Collection of Utterances of Jesus in their original language,
which, it would appear from very early testimony, the apostle
Matthew made, and much of which has been preserved in
St Luke, is most fully represented in our Greek St Matthew 1•
In another respect also we seem to be brought here more
nearly into contact with that original document. That early
translation of it which (if I have rightly reasoned) lies at the
basis of the documents used severally by Luke and the author
of our St Matthew, had, in the case of the document used by
1.

See pp. 82-84, 92, and pp. 328, 335 f.
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Luke, been amplified by the insertion of matter not taken
from the same Aramaic Collection 1, whereas in the other case
the principal changes had been of a kind to bring the early
Greek translation into closer correspondence with the Aramaic
original. Thus far we can see more or less solid ground for
the name of our Gospel according to Matthew. It is possible
that some other portions of the matter contained in this
Gospel-as for instance some, if not all, of the additional
parables, and the Catena effulfilments of prophecy-may have
been derived from his oral teaching, if not. from a document
by him. But this is, and must probably ever remain, mere
conjecture.
The author of this Gospel had lived in some portion of
the Church where he had been in close contact with JewishChristian teaching and tradition, largely brought direct from
Palestine. Evidence of this has come before us again and
again in the foregoing pages ; it is not necessary for me to
enumerate the instances here. It is possible that he may
himself have been a Grecian Jew, and that his familiarity with
the Septuagint 2 is to be explained in this way. But whatever
he may have been by race, there can be no doubt that in
his Gospel he reflects some of the special characteristics of
Jewish-Christian thought, while he is at the same time
himself evidently free from that spirit of exclusiveness
in regard to the Gentiles, which many Jewish Christians
shewed. It is not always possible to tell how much is
due to himself and how much to his sources, in regard
to various traits in this Gospel. The same thoughts and
expressions are found alike in clauses added by him to
passages taken from his Marean or Logian source, and in
pieces derived from other sources known to us only through
this Gospel. It is clearly open to consideration, therefore,
whether in the latter case also these traits may not have been
introduced by the author's own revising hand. Sometimes
they may; but it appears to be on the whole most probable
that from those other sources peculiar to him, as well as from
the teaching to which he had been accustomed, his mind had
1

See p.

227

ff.

2

See above, p. 343 f.
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become impregnated with ideas which influenced him even when
he was using his Marean and Logian documents. We have
had an example of this recurrence of the same characteristics
in different parts of St Matthew which, as to their main
substance, are of different origin, in the case of the special
prominence given in this Gospel to the fulfilment of prophecy
in the Life and Death of Jesus. The evangelist has used
a collection of fulfilments, and he has also in some Marean
contexts, made the allusions to prophecy plainer and fuller
than they are in St Mark 1• We have had another example
of the same kind in allusions to the Judgeship of Christ and
the Last Things both in certain parables and other pieces
peculiar to him, and in Marean and Logian contexts 2• I will
give one other instance to which I have not hitherto had
a convenient opportunity of referring. From his Logian
document he has taken the passage on that law which is the
true fulfilment of the Old (Mt. v. 17-48 and vii. 12). But he
emphasises the same great truth when to the account of an
occasion on which the two great commandments of love to
God and to our neighbour have been stated (Mt. xxii. 3439 = Mk xii. 28-31 ), he adds the striking words "on these
two commandments hangeth the whole law and the prophets"
(Mt. v. 40); and again when in Mt. xix. 16-19 he supplements the enumeration in Mk x. 17-19 of commandments of
the second table of the Decalogue with the law which comprised, and more than comprised, them all.
Features in this Gospel which have come before us, and
others which are familiar to every student of the New Testament, render it probable that the evangelist had Jewish
readers specially in view 3. And it was undoubtedly his desire
that they should be led to regard Jesus of Nazareth as the
Messiah Who had been promised them. But he does not
1

2
See above, p. 342 ff.
pp. 339 ff., 351 ff.
It may be worth while to point out his use of the expression 71 a:yla 7r6)us, for
Jerusalem, Mt. iv. sand xxYii. 53, which occurs besides in the New Testament
only at Apoc. xi. 2, for the earthly, and Apoc. xxi. 2, for the heavenly, city.
Cp. also <P r61rcp a:ylcp at Mt. xxiv. 15, where in the parallel at Mk xiii. 14 there
is a different phrase. Again, in Mt. xv. r ff. ( =Mk vii. r ff.) the explanation
of a Jewish custom given in Mk vv. 2-4 is not reproduced; probably as being
unnecessary for the readers intended.
3
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suffer them to suppose that Jesus had come as their Saviour
only, and not as the Saviour of the Gentiles. Indeed, he
would seem to have had more or less clearly the intention of
"justifying the ways of God" in the judgement that had
fallen upon them as a nation and the admission of the
Gentiles.
We may, I think, rightly feel confident that this Gospel
was written before the close of the first century. It is
possible that we have indications of its use as early as A.D. 95
in Clement's Epistle ; and they become fairly clear and
numerous within the first 30 years or so of the second
century1. - Also, the work bears within itself no traces of
the thoughts and movements of the beginning of the second
century. Some, perhaps, may be inclined to place it before
the Destruction of Jerusalem on the ground that in reproducing the Apocalyptic discourse in Mt. xxiv., the evangelist
does not seek to give precision to the somewhat vague
language regarding the city's doom, or to separate clearly
therefrom the return of the Son of Man 2• But I do not
think such reasoning would be sound. The manner in which
Luke modifies the language of those predictions is, indeed,
a sign that, when he wrote, some few years had elapsed since
the Destruction of Jerusalem 8 ; but the converse does not
hold, that a work in which the expressions of the source were
left unaltered must have been composed before that event.
On the contrary, to many a writer then, this must have seemed
the right thing to do as it would now, and that he need not
have felt any fear as to the possibility of the prophecies being
fulfilled may be inferred from the way in which they have
been viewed by multitudes of Christians during a long succession of generations since. To take another case: we have
seen this writer himself including a Saying (Mt. x. 32) manifestly inconsistent with the commission to make disciples
of all the nations, to which he himself attaches great significance.
1

See vol. r. pp. 8, r3, r5, 25 ff., 3r, 33, 42-5, 72 f.
Mt. xxiv. r5=Mk xiii. r4. At Mt. xxvi. 64=Mk xiv. 62, he seems to have
preserved the text of Proto-Mk. Seep. 218.
3
Seep. 275.
2
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It appears to me unlikely that the conditions already
existed as early as A.D. 70 which would have rendered the
composition of our St Matthew possible. The Gospel of
Mark in its original form was not written long before this, and
it had undergone some expansion before it came to the hands
of the author of our St Matthew1. Further, the period
during which there existed no satisfactory translation into
Greek of the Collection of the Sayings made by the apostle
Matthew must have been of some duration, and the disciple
who spoke of it as within his recollection lived to the end of
the first century or later. But we may find, perhaps, in the
consideration that both this Gospel and that by Luke were
composed quite independently of each other 2, our surest
means of fixing the date of the former. It is difficult to
suppose that the earlier of the two could have remained
unknown to the writer of the later one for more than a few
years at furthest after its publication, even if he was living in
some portion of the Church widely different from that in
which the other was produced: or that if he had been acquainted with it, he would have avoided using it. Accordingly, as we have seen reasons for placing the composition
of Luke's work circa A.D. 80 3, I am led to the conclusion
that the Gospel according to St Matthew was written somewhere near that time. There do not appear to me to be
sufficient reasons for giving precedence to either of them.
Luke used the original, unamplified work of Mark, and the
author of St Matthew the amplified one4, but this may have
been due to special circumstances. On the whole, also,
St Matthew seems to me to shew more signs of theological
development, a point of view later in the order of thought.
But differences such as there must naturally have been
between individuals and portions of the Church at one and
the same date in the latter part of the first century would fully
account for this.
Of the value of this work, under other than strictly historical aspects, it is not my place here to speak. But what,
we must ask, is its value to us as a document relating to the
1
3

Seep. 152 ff.
See pp. 260, 27 5.

2
4

Seep. 140 ff.
See p. 326 f.
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history of the Life and Work of Jesus? It cannot be denied
that the records, which, we have reason to believe, were made
by Mark and Luke, come to us with a guarantee which is
lacking here. Nevertheless it is to be remembered that it
is chiefly through the comparison of this Gospel with the two
other Synoptics that we are able to identify a source of
information which is not inferior in value to Mark's reminiscences of what Simon Peter related. Further, our anxiety
to get back so far as we can to the sources used in our
Gospels, which is undoubtedly a matter of the highest importance, must not lead us to undervalue the help towards
obtaining a right view of the history which a Christian writer
living in the latter part of the first century may afford. He
may himself have known personal disciples of Jesus ; it is
almost certain that he must have known many who had been
acquainted with them. The use made by such a one of the
documents which had come to his hands ; the manner in
which he thought it necessary to supplement them; the impression which he had himself formed of the Person and
Mission of Jesus from all that he had read and been told, should
receive our most careful attention, if we would use fully the
means at our disposal for understanding the Gospel history.
And it is to be borne in mind that even details which rested
on no very sound tradition may, when introduced by such
a man, contribute to a total effect which is true. Be it
observed, I say only here that it may be so. \Vhether it
is so or not can be ascertained only by a general review
of all the evidence as to the rise of the Christian Faith.
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F. Nicolardot on the

ADDITIONAL NOTE.
SOME REMARKS ON LES PROCEDES DE REDACTION
DES TROIS PREMIERS EVANGELISTES, BY F. NICOLARDOT, 1908.

Nearly the whole of the foregoing pages were written before my
attention was called to the above work, and the portion of them in
which I should most naturally have referred to it was already in type
before it was published. But having regard to positions which I have
myself maintained in regard to the composition of St Mark, I feel
that I ought not to close without one or two remarks more particularly on M. Nicolardot's investigation of this subject.
Let me briefly indicate and comment on his plan for ascertaining
how our second evangelist dealt with his sources.
( 1) First of all, we recognise, he observes, among the written sources
used by him those" Discourses" (the Logian document) which were so
largely laid under contribution by our first and third evangelists. From
the manner in which he has applied Sayings from this source, and the
form in which he has reported them, as compared with the fuller and
more accurate reproduction in the two other Synoptic Gospels, we can
see how he would be prepared to treat other sources also (p. 215 f.).
Now I have urged objections to the view that Mark used this document, and they do not seem to me to be seriously weakened by anything that M. Nicolardot has urged in justification of it. He has
indeed in some instances suggested motives which, as he thinks,
determined Mark to alter Sayings from the form represented in
Matthew and Luke into that in which he has given them, and to
place them in new connexions. (See 218-9, 234-7, 244 f., 247 f.,
258 f., 273, 275 ff., 282 f.) And it is quite possible that these
suggested motives may account correctly in those cases for the
moulding which the Sayings received, and their placing, either in
oral tradition, or at the hands of some one who translated them
from the Semitic source, or of the evangelist himself. But there is
little, if anything, to shew that the peculiarities in question were due
to changes made in the form of the Logian document inferred from
Matthew and Luke-in other words that this was the text upon
which our second evangelist worked.
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The actual basis, in the minds of those who hold it, of the theory
tha.t our second evangelist knew, and in a measure used, the same
Greek Logian document which supplied our first and third evangelists
with much of the discourse-matter found only in them,is a tacit assumption that any Sayings in substance the same, which we meet with,
must have come from the same Greek document. And yet if we go
back in thought to the period of oral tradition and of the first
attempts to frame written records, there will not seem to be any good
reason for this supposition. On the contrary, it is most probable that
a certain number of (substantially) the same Sayings must have been
known in different quarters in different forms and connexions.
( 2) From his examination of our second evangelist's ( supposed)
use of the "Discourses" M. Nicolardot obtains a kind of general
authorisation for attributing to him great freedom in his revision of
other sources which he employed. But he does not derive therefrom any valuable assistance for the criticism in detail of those
sections of the Gospel, i.e. the greater number of them, in which
the use of that source cannot be alleged. The considerations put
forward by him in regard to these must be judged on their own
merits. The signs of editing which he discovers are of the nature of
incongruities between different parts of the same context, or traces of
some dogmatic, or other, purpose, which would have induced an
editor to alter his source in a particular way. I have admitted, and
even pointed out, traces of a certain amount of revision in our St Mark;
but I do not think it can be proved, or is likely, to have been nearly
so extensive as M. Nicolardot supposes. Many of his distinctions
between that which must have belonged to the editor and to his
source respectively appear to me to be arbitrary, especially in view
of the fact that he claims only to be concerned with the last touches
bestowed upon the subject-matter. Features, too, which he declares
to be incompatible with authorship by a disciple of Simon Peter do
not appear to me to be so. I should have been glad to have had
M. Nicolardot's work before me when discussing the composition of
this Gospel, but I believe that in what I have written I have indicated
what my view would be of most of the points which he raises.
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272 f.
Other references, 14 n. 2, 3 2 n. 2, 45
James, Ep. of St; Sayings of Jesus
not cited in, 67
John, Epp. of; references to the
Teaching of Jesus in, 66 f.
J Ulich er; on the use, according to St
Mark, which Jesus made of parables,
192 f. ; on parallelism between the
careers of Peter and Paul in Acts,
249 n. 2; on the Church organisation
described in Acts, 2 52 n. r ; on the
Gift of Tongues, 252
Julius Africanus; on the Lord's
kinsmen, 347 n. r
Justin Martyr; probable reference by
to Luke's Gospel, 240
Keim, Th.; 32, 117 n., 263 n. 2
Kenyon, F. G.; 153 n. r
Klostermann; the vocabulary and
style of the "we"-sections of Acts,
255 n., 258 n., 298,315,317 f., 320,
321
Krenke!, M.; his work Josephus und
Lucas, 263 ff.
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Lachmann; on the priority of St
Mark, 32 n. 2, 44 f., 186 n. 4
Lake, K.; on the text in Mt. xxviii. 19,
358 n.
Lardner; 31 n. r
Lekebusch; on the style and vocabulary of the Lucan writings, 276, 280,
281, 308
Lightfoot, Bp; on medical language
in the Lucan writings, 26r n.; on
"the Lord's brethren," 346 n. 2
Logian document, The (or '' Q ") ;
44 ff.; clues for the reconstruction of,
76 ff.; reconstruction of, 79-109;
portions of the Aramaic source were
differently rendered into Greek, 47,
69, 78, 82 ff., 92; it did not contain
many parables, 100
See also Aramaic Source
Leisy, A.; on signs of editing in St
Mark, 137 n., 154 n. r, 170 n. 1; on
the evidence as to the authorship of
the third Gospel and Acts afforded
by the "we"-sections of the latter,
256 n.

Luke, The Gospel according to St;
the plan on which the principal
sources are combined in, 23, 74, 79 f.,
86, 91, roo; the omission, or apologetic introduction, by Luke of proper
names, 2+ n. 2; instances in this Gospel of close resemblance to St Mark
in Sayings of Christ, 26 n. 6 ; view
that the evangelist was acquainted
with St Matthew 29 f., 14of.; Mark's
Gospel as known to our third evangelist, 43, 150-170, 203; the order of
the Logian document more nearly
reproduced in this Gospel than in
Mt., 75 f., 78 f.; the arrangement of
the matter peculiar to it, 94 f. ; the
preface, 135 ff.; the source or sources
of the peculiar matter, 2 20-240;
chh. i. and ii., 2 2 3-2 z 7 ; the para hies
peculiar to this Gospel, 23off.; alleged
traces of Ebionism in this Gospel,
232 ff.; the compassion of Jesus for
publicans and sinners illustrated in it,
237; the authorship, 240 ff.; the ob-
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jections to Lucan authorship which
have been founded on features of the
Acts, 242-255; the vocabulary and
style of the Lucan writings, 255-260,
2 76-322; medical language in, 260-3;
alleged signs of acquaintance with
works of Josephus in, 260, 263-274;
time of composition, 275
Mark, The Gospel according to St;
supposed Aramaic, or Hebrew, original of, 8-14, 131; the order in it
preserved to a great extent in the two
other Synoptics, 24; the priority of,
30 ff. ; the revision of in the first
and third Gospels, 36 ff., 51-53;
consentient differences from in the two
others, 38 f., 44, 139-150; the Petrine
element in, 39 f., 172, 174 f.; sections
of wanting in St Luke, 43, 150 ff.;
absence of doublets from, 45 f., 188;
the theory that "Q" was used in its
composition, rr, 49, ro9ff., 139f., 147,
324f., 37of.; the form of the Teaching
of Jesus in this Gospel, rr2 ff.; the
Eschatological Discourse in, rr.5-r 21;
three views of the history of its composition between which the choice
lies, 13 7; the form of the work known
to Luke, r .50-170; style in different
parts of, 168 f., 188, 204-6; the
author, 172, r8o ff.; alleged traces
of Pauline influence in, 172, r 7.5 f.;
the theme of this Gospel, r 8 3 f. ; the
march of events to be traced in it
184 ff. ; notes of authenticity in th;
narratives, 189 ff.; features which are
alleged to be unhistorical, or which
present difficulties, 192-200; present
and original endings, 200 ff.
Mark, the hearer of Peter; 181 ff.
Marshall, J. T.; 14 n. 1
Matthew, The Gospel according to
St; the arrangement therein of the
matter taken from different sources,
23 f., 74 f., 79 f., 87, 90 f., 97, roof.,
122-129, 323 f.; plan of earlier half
of narrative of Christ's Ministry, 2 4,
323 f.; differences from St Mark in
Sayings of Christ, 26, 73; the dis-

courses in this Gospel analysed, r 22r 29; discussed, 72-102, 106-109, 327336; this Gospel often more concise
than Mark in narratives common to
both, 324 ff,; parables in this Gospel,
337-340; Teaching concerning the
Kingdom of Heaven, 337 f.; eschatology, 338 f., 340, 341 f., 349 f.,
351 f. ; the representation of the Last
Judgment in Mt. xxv. 31 ff., 341;
two classes of citations from 0. T.,
342 ff.; the source of one class, a
catena of fulfilments of prophecy,
344 ff.; allusive references to 0. T. in
this Gospel, 345 f.; a possible source
of the narrative of the Birth and
Infancy of Jesus, 346 f.; parallels
with the Gospel according to the
Hebrews, 346; traditions peculiar to
this Gospel, including three connected
with Peter, 348 ff,; significant words
and phrases added by the evangelist,
351 ff.; titles bestowed on Jesus in
this Gospel, 354 f.; the injunction
to baptise in the Three-fold Name,
35 5 ff.; leading ideas in this Gospel,
359-363; the author, 363-366; the
time of composition, 367 f.; value as
a historical document, 368 f.
Melito ; his "extracts," 48 n.
Merx; 14
Michaelis, J. D.; 31 n. r
Neubauer; on the use of Aramaic and
of Greek in Palestine, r6 n. 1
Nicolardot, F.; 109 n., 170 n., 370 f.
Niese; 274 nn. 1, 2
Oral teaching; in the pnm1tlve
Aramaic-speaking Church, 61 f.;
among Greek-speaking people, 63;
its influence of on the form of the
Gospels, 130 ff.
Oral Theory; different forms of, 17 ff.;
discussion of, 17-29
Papias ; on Mark's record of Peter's
preaching, 39 f., 134 f., 172 f., 175,
181 f., 186 f,, 191; on Matthew's
compilation of " the Logia," 44 f.,
47 f., 68 f.
Parables; freedom in reproduction of,
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73 f., 94• 97, 99 f., 231 f.; those
peculiar to St Luke, 230 ff. ; those
peculiar to St Matthew, 337 ff.
Paul, St; the references to Sayings of
Jesus in his Epistles, 64 ff.; question
as to his interest in the facts of the
life of Jesus, ib.
Pfleiderer; on the Eschatological Discourse in Mk xiii., rr, n., 118
Plummer, A.; adheres to the Oral
Theory, 18 n. I; on medical language
in St Luke, 261 n., 266 n. 3
Polybius; vocabulary and phrases in
the Lucan writings compared with
those of, 265 f., 267 n. r
Polycarp; evidence supplied by as to
the collection of St Paul's Epp., 242 n.
Ramsay, W.; on the accurate knowledge of localities and institutior,s displayed in Acts, 260 n.
Ren an; on the Eschatological Discourse in Mk xiii., r 17 n.
Resch, A.; his theory as to the effects
of diverse translations, ro f., 47; on
the Semitic language in which Christ's
teaching was preserved, 14 f.; a follower of B. Weiss, 49 n. 3
Reuss; on Luke's omissions of Marean
sections, 1 50 n. 2
Riggenbach; on the text in }it,
xxviii. 19, 358 n.
Roberts, A.; his theory as to the use
of Greek in Palestine, 16 n.
Robinson, Armitage; on the Oral
Theory, 17 n.
Rohrbach; 202 n. 1
Salmon; on the Oral Theory, r 7 n.;
on the relations of St Matthew and
St Mark, 33 n. 1 ; on the meaning of
Ta M-y,a, +8 n.
Another reference, 205
Sanday; on critical method, 6 n.; on
the Oral Theory, 17 n.
Schleiermacher; 44 f., r 35
Schmiedel; 50, 60
Schurer; on the use of Aramaic and of
Greek in Palestine, 16 n.; on the
evidence as to the authorship of the
third Gospel and Acts afforded by
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the "we"-sections of the latter, 256 n.,
257; on the view that the author of
the Lucan writings was acquainted
with the works of Josephus, 263 n. 2,
272
Another reference, 2 jI n. 1
Schweizer, A. ; 187 n. 2
Simons, E.; 30, 140 f.
Smith, G. A.; on Mk vi. 45, 157 n. ~
on the name Gerasenes, 190 n.
Soden, H. von ; on the compositeness
of St Mark, 137 n., rp f.; criticism
of his theory, 178 f., 186 n. 5
Soltau, W.; on unity of authorship in
St Mark, 168 n. 2 ; on the source of
the peculiar matter in St Luke, 228
n. I
Storr, G. C.; 31
Swete; on unity of authorship in St
Mark, 168 n. 2; on Mk xi., 1,
190 n.; on the ending of St Mark,
202 n. 2
Another reference, r 57 n.
Synoptic Gospels; features of relationship between them, 33 f.
Synoptic Problem, The; 2, 33 f.,
42, 50
Teaching of Jesus, The ; given and
preserved originally in Aramaic, 14 f.;
its transmission, 24 ff., 48 n., 61 f., 72;
source of it as recorded in St Mark,
ro9-114
Text of Gospels; differences as to may
here be passed over, 70, 74
Theodosius; on the house of Mark's
mother, 182
Tilbingen School; 32 f.
Two-document theory; 2r, 44 ff.
Ur-Marcus; the theory that it was
longer than our St Mark, 43; recent
theories as to the compositeness of
St Mark, 170 ff.
Veit, K.; 19 n. 1
Viteau,J.; 276,282
Vogel, Th.; on the style and vocabulary of the Lucan writings, 2 76
Voss, Isaac; his theory as to the use
of Greek in Palestine, 16 n.
Weiss, B.; his theory that Mark used

Index
a document containing both Sayings
and discourses and narratives, which
was also used by our first and third
evangelists, r1, 49, 109, 139 f., 147,
324 f.; on the source of the peculiar
matter in St Luke, 221 f.
Other references, 32 n. 2, r50 n. 1,
187 n. 2, 224 n. 2, 250
Weiss, J.; on the compositeness of St
Mark, 137 n., r71 f., r74, 175 f.,
1 79 n. 2, 192 ; his view of the authorship of St Mark, 172, 182 ; on the
combination of monotony in the language of Mark's narratives with variety
in the incidents, 189 n. 2; on the termination of St Mark, 200 f. ; on parallels to Mk in Mt. which are more
concise in the latter, 324
Other references, 151 n. 2, 202 n. 1
Weisse, C. H.; formulates the "twodocument" theory, 45; on "doublets," ib.
Another reference, 3 2 n. 2
Weizsacker, C.; on the formation of
the tradition of the Teaching of Jesus,
'62 n. 1; on Haggadah and Halachah
in the Gospels, 100; on the order in
St Mark, r88; on the source of the
peculiar matter in St Luke, 2 2 7 f.
Other references, 32 n. 2, 45
Wellhausen; supposes an Aramaic
original of St Mark, 1 3; on the
relations of "Q" and St Mark, 1 r r f.;
on the influence of oral teaching,
r 31 n.; on the compositeness of St
Mark, 137 n., 138; on the use, according to St Mark, which Jesus
made of parables, r93; on the Mission
of the Twelve, as described in St

Mark, r95; on the termination of St
Mark, 200 f., 202 n. 1
Another reference, 71 n.
Wendling, E.; the compositeness of
St Mark, 137 n., r38, 151, r55 n. 3,
170 n., 172 f., 177 f., 180
Wendt, H. H.; his reconstruction of
"Q,'' 78 n. r, 8'2 n., 227; on the
Eschatological Discourse in Mk xiii.,
u7 n.; his adoption of Simons'
theory, 140 n. 5
Other references, I 58 n., r 79 n. l
Wernle, P.; maintains that the Synoptic Question should be limited to
the investigation of Greek documents,
9 n. 2 ; his reconstruction of "Q,"
;8 n. 1, 82 n.; on the Eschatological
Discourse in Mk xiii., II 7 n.; on
Luke's omissions of Marean sections,
r 5 1 n. , ; on the con sentient differences of Mt. and Lk from Mk, 207 n.
Westcott; on the Oral Theory, 17
n., r8, 22 n., 134
Westcott and Hort; Harnack on
their text, 71 n.; on the ending of St
Mark, 202 n. 2
W etstein ; 2 70 n. 2
Wetzel, G.; 19, 20
Wilke, C. G.; on the priority of St
Mark, 32 n. 2
Winer; 292
Wrede; on injunctions by Jesus to be
silent ahout His miracles, 195 ff.
Wright, A.; his Oral Theory, r7 n.,
18, 20 ff.
Zahn; on the Oral Theory, 28 n. 2;
on the relations of St Matthew and
St Mark, 32 f., 38 ff., 150 n. r, 324 f.
Other references, 153 n. 1, 182 n. r

TABLE I.
COMPARISON OF THE CONTENTS AND
ORDER OF THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS.

TABLE II.
THE MATTER COMMON TO ST MATTHEW
AND ST LUKE \1/HICH IS NOT DERIVED
FROM ST MARK.

TABLE I.
COMPARISON

OF THE CONTENTS AND ORDER OF THE
SYNOPTIC GOSPELS.

The sections in each Gospel are given in the actual sequence in which they occur in that Gospel, but spaces are left
where-in consequence either of a difference of arrangement in the Gospels severally, or of there being matter in one or in
two of them which is not found in the others or the other-the sequence of sections does not correspond. Sometimes it
is necessary to choose whether correspondence between one pair, or another pair, of Gospels shall be shewn. The principle
on which the choice has been made in such cases is that not more or longer spaces than necessary shall be left.
In this way the total amount of correspondence between the Gospels as to order can be most easily seen. \Vhere
a section in Mt. or Lk. corresponds in respect to position with one in Mk. the description in Mk. of the subject of
the section serves for the other Gospel, or Gospels, also. Where the order does not correspond with that in Mk. a
reference is given in brackets. For the parallelism between Mt. and Lk. in respect to matter common to them but not
found in Mk., reference has frequently been made in St Matthew's column to the Analyses of the discourses in that Gospel
given in pp. 124-9, and in St Luke's column to Table II.
The headings describing passages peculiar to any of the Gospels have been printed in italics. Among the sections thus
marked there are a few which are similar to others in point of contents, but yet appear to be derived from a different
source proximately, if not ultimately. Further, in passages which have a parallel, or parallels, in one or both of the other
Gospels, but which at the same time contain peculiar matter of an interesting character, such matter has frequently been
indicated by words in italics placed within brackets.

PREFATORY MATTER IN ST MATTHEW AND ST LUKE.
ST LUKE.

ST MATTHEW.
i. 1-4
" 5-25
" 26-56

Genealogy of Jesus : traced down from
Abraham; legal descent Ji·om David,
through Solomon ..............................
ii Angel announces miraculous conception of the
Christ toJoseph: Isa. vii. 14 (LXX nearly)
iii Birth of Jesus in Bethlehem ............ .........

" 57-80
i.

,, 18-24
,. 25-ii. 1

ii.

1-7

v
vi

vii

iii

iv

,, 22-38

Birth of Jesus in Bethlehem; Joseph and
Mary having gone up from Nazareth
to be enrolled .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
v
At'.gel,. annou_n'.e His birth to the Shepherds
vi
His Circumcision .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. vii
Presentation in the Temple . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. viii

,, 39, 40

Return to Nazareth; growth.....................

ix

,, 41-50
,, 51-5 2

Visit to Jerusalem at age of twelve . .. .. . ... ...
Subjection to His parents :-growth in wisdom
and stature . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

x

8-20
The Magi: Mic. v. 1, 4 a (not LXX) as to
place where babe would be found ............
Flight into Egypt; Hos. xi. 1 (not LXX) ...
The Massacre of the Innocents; Jer. xxxi. 15
(not wholly LXX)... ... ... .. . ... . . . .. . . .. . .. . ..
Return to Nazareth, from Egypt avoiding
Judd"a. Citationfrom "the prophets" ...

ii

1-17

21

iv

Preface ............................................... .
The conception ofJohn the Baptist . . . . . . . . . . . .
Annunciation to 11-fary that she shall miracnlously conceive the Christ, and her
visit lo Elisabeth..............................
Birth and youth ofJohn the Baptist . . . . . . . . .

ii. 1-12
,, 13-r5

,, 16-18
,, 19-23

xi

THE SYNOPTIC OUTLINE.
ST MATTHEW.
[Where not parallel to Mk. is closely
parallel to Lk. Mal. iii. I om.
here] .................................

ST MARK.

iii.

Uohn shews reluctance to baptize
fesus].................................

1-12

The mission of the Baptist. Mai.
iii. 1 (not LXX). Cp. Mt. xi.
10. Isa. xl. 3 (LXX) .......... ..

ST LUKE.
iii.

i.

1-8

1-18
19, 20

[Contains some matter that is peculiar to Lk.]
Imprisonment of Baptist. [Cp. Mk.
vi. 17, 18]

Baptism of Jesus ...................... ..
13-17

[Mt. and Lk. much fuller than Mk.,
and on the whole close to one
another. In Mt. the second
temptation is to presumption,
the third to ambition. Deut.
viii. 3 (more fully than in Lk.);
Deut. vi. 13; Ps. xci. t,, 12;
Deut. vi. 16 :-all from LXX,
except Deut. vi. 13]... ............ iv.
[Removal to Capernaum. Evangelist
quotes Is. viii. 23f. (not wholly
LXX)] ........................ ......

His temptation .......................... .

12,

The beginning of His Ministry in
Galilee ............................. .

14, 15

13

iv.

1-13

Genealogy of Jesus, traced back to
Adam: lineal descent from
David th,·ough Nathan.
[The second tern ptation is to ambition, the third lo presump•
tion]

I-II

l4, 15
16-30 Visit to Nazareth.
r-6a]
[Cp. v. I - I I ]

12-17
18-22

Call of first four disciples ........... .
Impression made by His preaching
in the Synagogue at Capemaum
Heals dxmoniac in Synagogue ......
Heals Simon's mother-in-law, and
many sick .......................... .
He seeks retirement, but is followed
by Simon and others ........... .
A missionary tour ................... ..

"

16-20

,,
"

35-37
38, 39

"
,,

38-41
42

"
v.

43, 44
1-11

[He is sought by the multitudes]

Miracle ef draught of _fishes and
call of first disciples. [Cp. Mk.
i. 16-20]

His fame and the gathering of
crowds. lCp. Mk. iii. 7-I'l,
Lk.vi. 17-,91................... ..

The Sermon on the Mountain ..... .
[For analysis and parallels with Lk.

v-vii

see Analysis, pp. 123-4.]
Impression made by His preaching.
[Cp. Mk. i. 21, 22] ............. .. vii.
He cleanses a leper .................... .

Vlll.

fl e heals servant of centurion. [Lk.
vii. r-10, and with vv. II, 12,
cp. Lk. xiii. 28, 29]. ............ ..
He heals Peter's mother-in-law and
many sick. [Isa. !iii. 4 (not
LXX)] [Mk. i. 29-341 ......
IIe resolves to cross to the Eastern
shore of the lake ................. .
Warnings to two who desire to follow
Him. [Lk. ix. 57-60] ........ .
He crosses, and in the transit stills
a storm. He heals two dxmoniacs in the country of the
Gadarenes. [Mk. iv. 35-v. 20]

23-34
I-8

LX ame llfatthew is substituted. Jesus
applies Hos. vi. 6 (LXX nearly).
Cp. xii. 7]. ......................... .
He raises the daughter of a "ruler"
and heals a woman who has an
issue of blood. LMk. v. 2 r-43]
Opens eyes of two blind men who
call Him Son of David. [Cp.
xx. 29-34 and parallels there]
Casts out devil from dumb possessed man. [Cp. xii. 22, 23;
Lk. xi. 14] ...................... ..
A missionary tour. [Cp. Mk. i. 38,
39, and vi. 6b and Lk. viii. 1-3]
Christ's compassion for the spiritual
destitution of the multitude .....
'The harvest plenteous.' [Lk. x. 2]

12-16

5- 1 3

"
ix.

9-13
14-17

"

18-26
27-31

"
"

32-34
35
36
37, 38

He returns to Capernaum; heals a
paralytic .......................... .
Calls Levi, in whose house He is
entertained ....................... .
Question respecting fasting ........... .

ii,

l-12

13-17
r8-22

"
27-32
33-39

[Cp. Mk. vi.

[' The old is good'l

ST MA TTHE\V.
The sending forth of the Twelve, and
their names; Christ's charge to
them. [Cp. Mk. iii. 13-19a,
vi. 7-r3, and see Analysis, p.
124 f.] .............................. x.
fesus continues Bis own preaching... xi.
The message of the Baptist, and the
discourse suggested thereby.
[See Analysis, p. 125.] Ma!.
iii. 1 (not LXX) ... .. . ... ... .... ..
[ The case of the priests serving in the
Temple on the Sabbath is added.
Jesus applies Hos. vi. 6 (LXX
nearly). Cp. ix. 9-,3] ...... ... xii.
[T nstance of a sheep which has fallen
into a pit. Cp. Lk. xiv. 5] ...
[Reference to people coming from
this wide area is omitted here;
for this see iv. 25. lsa. xiii.
1-4 (not wholly LXX) .........
[Cp. iv. 24, 25, and x. 2-4]

ST MARK.

ST LUKE.

2-19

1-8
9-14

Pharisees complain to Jesus that His
disciples pluck ears of corn on
the Sabbath. [The Sabbath was
made for man, &c.]...............
On a Sabbath He heals a man
who has a withered hand :-the
Pharisees with tl1e Herodians
resolve to destroy Him .. .... .. .
Jesus withdraws to the sea; crowds
from all parts of Palestine follow
Him; He works many miracles

ii.

iii.

23-28

vi.

1-6

r-5

6-II

7-12

r5-2r
He goes up into the mountain; ap·
points the Twelve; their names

,, r3-r9a

"

12-16
17-19

20-49

vii.

"

I-10

II-r7
18-35
36-50

Be descends to a level place : crowds
are present from all parts of
Palestine. [Cp. Mk. iii. 7r2, and Mt. iv. 24, 25]
He addresses His disciples. [See
Table II.]
Heals centurion's servant: the centurion sends ( 1) elders of tlte
fews, (2) friends. [Mt. viii.
5-13]
He raises widow's son at Nain.
The message of the Baptist. [Mt.
xi. 2-19]
The anointing in the house efSimon
the Pharisee 6y a si,iful woman.

viii.

r-3

Mi,sionary tour. [Cp. Mt. ix. 35,
Mk. vi. 6b] The women who
ministered to Him.

Jesus enters a house and is besieged
there bi' a crowd. Bis relatives
go fortlt to seize Him, saying
that He is mad ...... ............. ..
He casts out a devil from one blind
and dumb. [Lk. xi. r4; cp.
also Mt. ix. 32-34] ............. ..
Pharisees make the objection. At
v. 38 they demand a sign. For
the replies of Jesns see Analysis,
p. 125 f. . ........................ ..

The Scribes.from J'erusa!em say that
He casts out devils by Beelzebub

xiii.
[Quotes Isa. vi. 9, 10 (LXX), cited
more distinctly and fully.
'Blessed arc your eyes,' &c., Lk. x.
23, 24] ········"·· ·····. ············
[Cp. v. r4-r6, x. 26, vii. 2, xiii.
12]
The wheat and the tares ............. ..

"

iv.

22-30

[Lk. xi. r 5-26]

3 1 -35

[Lk. viii. 19-2 r]

1, 2a

4

The parable of the Sower ........ .

2b-9

5-8

10-17
18-23

The privilege of discipleship ......
The interpretation of the parable
The responsibilities of discipleship

I0-12
13-20
21-25

9, 10
II-15
16, r7

24-30

The seed growing without human
aid ....................................
The mustard-plant ..................

26-29
30-32

'Without a parable spake He not
to the people ' .....................

33, 34

31, 32
33
34, 35

The leaven. [Lk. xiii. 20, 2 r] ..... .
[Ps. lxxviii. 2 (not wholly LXX)] ...

Explanation of parable ef tares ..... .
The hidden t,-easure, pearl-merchant,
draw-net .......................... .
The instructed scribe o/ the kin/[dom

1-3a

He is told that His mother and
brethren desire to speak to Him
The speaking in paraLles : The occasion ......................... ..

"

[Lk. does not say that it was by the
sea]

[Cp. xi. 33, xii. 2, and vi, 38]

[Lk, xiii. r8, 19]

36-43

"

44-5°
51, 52

19-21

His mother and brethren seek to
speaktoHim. lMk.iii.31-35]

ST MATTHEW.
[viii. 18, 23-34]

[ix. 18---26]

[Cp. ix. 35 and xi. 1]
[x. r, 5a]
[x. 5 b ff.]
xiv.

1, 2

3-12
13, 14

[ Pett'r walks to meet Jesus. The disciples exclaim, ' Thou art the
Son ef God'] ....................... .

"

15--21
22-34

35, 36
[Passage condemning the Pharisees
is interposed hefore the interpretation of the figurative language
of the discourse.
With v. 14 cp. Lk. vi. 39] ........... ·
[' I was not sent but imto the lost
sheep of the House of Israd'] ...

XV.

[Magadan1

ST MARK.
He crosses to the Eastern side of
the lake, and in the transit stills
a storm. On landing in region
of Gerasenes He heals a violent
d~moniac ......................... .. iv. 35-v. 20
He raises J aims' daughter and heals
a woman who has an issue of
blood ................................ . v. 21-43
Visit to Nazareth ....................... . vi. r--6a
Missionary journeying ................. .
6b
The sending forth of the Twelve .. .
7
His charge to them ................... .
8-11
The fulfilment of their mission .... ..
12, 13
The fame of Jesus disturbs Herod .. .
14-16
The fate of John the Baptist ........ .
17-29
An unsuccessful attempt to obtain
quiet ............................... ..
30-34
The feeding of five thousand ....... ..
" 35---4+
The disciples start to go across to
Bethsaida: Jesus walks to them
on the sea .......................... . " 45-53
When they have crossed to Gennesaret, many sick are brought to
Him and healed ................. .
Ceremonial observances as viewed
by the Pharisees and by Christ.
Isa. xxix. 13 (LXX) ........... . vii. 1-23

ST LUKE.

viii. 22-39
40--56
[Cp. iv. 16-30]
[Cp. viii. r]
ix.

"
[For imprisonment cp. iii. 19, 20]
IO, II

[ by crossing to Bethsaida]

,2-17

[Cp. xi. 37, 38]

1-20

39

LVv. l and 4, with xii. 38, 39, form

Visit to region of Tyre and Sidon;
the Gentile woman's request ...
Return to Sea of Galilee : a deaf
and dumb man healed ........... . " 31-37
The feeding of four thousand ........ . viii. 1-9
An instance of Pharisaic perversity
and of misapprehension on the
part of His disciples:Jesus crosses to region of Dalmanutha ................................ .

The Pharisees tempt Him by demanding a sign from Heaven ...

a doublet. Cp. also Lk. xi. 16,

29. With vv. 2, 3, the signs of
the times, cp. Lk. xii. 54-57] xvi.

,,

I It l'2

"
"

16-21

[Cp. xi. 16, 29]

In recrossing lake disciples forget

"
"
[Blessed art thou, Simon Barjona,
&c.] ................................ .

"
"

7-12

13-20
21-23

[ Vv. 24, 25, with x. 37-39, form a

doublet. For x. 37, 38, see Lk.
xiv. 27; and with x. 39 cp. Lk.
xvii. 33. v. 27 represents the
Son of Man more distinctly as
the 7udge than Mk. v. 38 does;
there is a closer parallel to the
latter at Mt. x. 33, for which
see also Lk. xii. 9] .............. .

"
"

[Jesus touches and reassures the
disciples] ............ , ............ .. xvii.

1-8

9- 1 3

For reply in Mk. (v. 29), Mt. (v.
20) substitutes a saying to which
there is a parallel at Mt. xxi. 2 r
( = Mk. xi. 23): a doublet. Cp.
also Lk. xvii. 6] . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..

"
19, 20

to take bread .................... .
Injunction to beware of leaven of
the Pharisees and of Herod......
Misunderstanding of the disciples
The cure of a blind man at Bethsaida ................................ .
Disclosures near c~sarea Philippi:__:

"

Simon Peter's confession ........ .
Jesus foretells His own sufferings
and resurrection ................. .
Sets forth the self-abnegation required in His disciples, and the
future consequences of loyalty
and disloyalty to Him now ..... .

"

The near approach of the kingdom ................................ .
The Transfiguration ................... ..

ix.

Conversation of Jesus with the
chosen three as they descended
from the mountain .............. .
The dremoniac brought by his father
Question of the disciples privately
why they could not exorcise the
evil spirit .......................... .

15

[Cp. xii. 1]

22-26

[Does not indicate the neighbourhood]
18-21

3i-33

I

2-8

28, 29

,,

21, 2'2

"
"

27
28-36

[Omits Peter's expostulation and
Christ's rebuke]

ST MATTHEW.
xvii. 22, 23

Request through Peter for tribute to
the Temple: the stater in the
fish's mouth ......... , .. , ..... , .... .

" 24-27
xviii. r-4

[Mk. v. 35 has no parallel in Mt.
here; for one see Mt. xxiii. II]
[With Mk. vv. 37b and 41 cp. Mt.
x. 40, 42]
[For the corresponding discourse in
this Gospel, which contains a
good deal of peculiar matter as
well as parallels with Lk., see
Analysis, p. 12 7] ................ ..

5

"

6-35

ST MARK.
Last days in Galilee:He returns through Galilee seeking as far as possible to be unobserved, in view of His approaching sufferings which Ile
again foretells ................... ..
Lessons at Capernaum : -

' Who should be greatest' ........ .
Even a child is to be received in
Christ's name .................... .
And to receive in Christ's name is
to receive in the Father's name
Question concerning one that cast
out devils in the name of Jesus
Those would be rewarded who
shewed kindness to disciples in
Christ's name .................... .
The avoidance of offences ....... ..
[Orn vv. 44, 46 of text. rec.]
Departs to Perrea ....................... .

ST LUKE.
ix. 43 b-45

[The course of the journey is
not indicated : the prediction
is curtailed]

46-48 [With v. 48 ( = Mk. vv. 37 and 35 b)
cp. Lk. xxii. 26: a doublet]
,,
"

41

"

42-50

x.

,,

X,

49, 50

51-56

I

2-16
17-20
21-24

[With Mk. v. 42 cp. Lk. xvii. 2,
and with v. 50 cp. Lk. xiv. 34]
He journeys towards Jerusalem :
James and John desire to call
down fire on a Sama,·itan
village.
\Varnings to three who desire to
follow Him. For two of them
see Mt. viii. 19-22.
Mission of the Seventy.
His charge to them. [Sec Table II.]
Return of the Seventy,
Thanksgiving that the Father reveals to the simple that which
is hidden from the wise:
'Blessed are your eyes.' LMt.
xi. 25-27 and xiii. 16, 17]

The lawyer's question as to the
chief Commandment. [Mt.
xxii. 38-40]
Parable of the Good Samaritan.
On His journey He comes to a
village where He is entertained
by Martha, who had also a
sister, Mary.
xi. 1-13 He teaches His disciples to pray.
[See Table II.]
He casts out devil from a dumb man.
[Mt. ix. 32-34 and xii. 22, 23]
Certain from the crowd accuse Him
15
of casting out devils by Beelzebub. [Cp. Mk. iii. 22]
Some demand a sign from heaven.
The reply of Jesus to the accusation that He was in league
with Satan. [Cp. Mk. iii. 23
-30; Mt. xii. 25-37)
A woman blesses His motlier:· His
reply. [Cp. Mk. iii. 31-35]
Answer to demand for a sign which
had been referred to v. 16 :the sign of Jonah. [Cp. Mt.
xii. 38-45 and xvi. 1, 4; Mk.
viii, II, 12]
Sayings on light :-the purpose of a
lamp(cp. Mt. v. 15, Mk. iv. 21,
Lk. viii. 16); the lamp of the
body is the eye (cp. Mt. vi. 22,
23).
The Pharisees and lawyers charged
with their sins in house of
Pharisee. [See Table II.]
xii. l - 1 2 Exhortation to His disciples to
preach what they have been
taught faithfully and without
fear. [See Table II.; w. v. I
cp. Mk. viii. 15, Mt. xvi. 6]
25-28

ST MATTHEW.

ST MARK.

ST LUKE.
Answer to the man who asked /Jim
to order his brother to divide
his inheritance with him :
parable of the rich fool.
" 22-34 Trust God for the necessaries of
life. [For parallels with Mt.
see Table II.]
Exhortations
to watchfulness.
[See ib.]
Painful aspects of Christ's work
and warnings as to the duty
of observing the signs of the
times. [See ib.]
xiii. 1-5 Answer concerning the Galilceans
whom Pilate outraged.
6-9 Parable of the barren fig-tree.
,,
10- I7
He heals a woman having a spir£t
of infirmity on the Sabbath.
[Cp. xiv. 5 and Mt. xii. 9]
18-21 Parable of mustard -plant and leaven.
[Cp. Mt. xiii. 31-33; and for
the former, Mk. iv. 31, 32]
,,
22
He c~ntinues His journey, teaching
in the places through which
He passes.
" 23-30 Reply to question, Are there few
that be saved? [See Table II.]
'Herod will kill thee': A prophet
cannot perish out of ferusalem:
lament over Jerusalem [for
which cp. Mt. xxiii. 37, 38].
xiv. 1
On the Sabbath in the house of one
ofthe rulers of the Pharisees:2-6
He heals a dropsical man; [Cp.
Mt. xii. 9-14; also Lk.
xiii. 10-17]
7-II
Bids the guests not to choose
the chief places; [Cp. Mt.
xii. 13-21

xxiiL 6a and I~]

,,

12-14

,,

15-24

,,

25-35

Bids the host invite not the rich but
the poor, the maimed, &c.;
The great feast to which a man,
through his servant summons
many guests. [Cp. Mt. xxii.
r-r4]

xv.
xvi.

1-12
13
14-18

"
xvii.

19-31
1-4

5, 6

"
"

7-10
II-19
2 0-37

xviii. 1-14.
[Gen. i. 27 expressly cited and Gen.
ii. 24 added (LXX)] ........... . xix.
[' There are some eunuchs,' &c. With
Mt. v. 9 (=Mk. v. 11) cp. Mt.
v. 32: a douLlet] ................ ..
[Cp. also 62]

Answer on the marriage-law .........

x.

2-12

1-9
l0-12
13-15

Young children brought to Jesus ...

15--17

The sacrifices required of disciples,
including instances of the importance o.f counting the cost.
[See Table II.]
Parables of lost sheep [cp. Mt.
xviii. 12-14], lost piece '!f
money, prod,:1;al son.
The unjust steward.
Ye cannot serve God and Mammon.
[Cp. Mt. vi. 24]
The Pharisees and the law of God.
[See Table II.]
Lazarus and Dives.
Beware of offences. [Cp. Mk. ix.
42-50, and see Table II.]
The power of faith [cp. Mt. xvii.
20; Mk. xi. 24]
The duty o.f servants.
On His way as He was passing
between Samaria and Galilee
ten lepers met Him.
The manner of the coming of the
kingdom of God. [For vv. 31
and 23 see also Mk. xiii. 14
and 2 r, and see Table II.]
Parables of the Importunate Widow
and o.f the Pharisee and Publican.
[Cp. xvi. 18]

ST MATTHEW.
[The man was young. Lev. xix. 18
added (LXX). Ends with promise, that in the regeneration
the disciples shall judge the
twelve tribes of Israel. Cp.
Lk. xxii. 28-30] ............. .. xix. 16-30
1'he labourers' hire ................... .. xx. 1-16
" 17-19

"

On departing from Jericho He opens
eyes of two blind men ........... .

He purges the Temple: heals blind
and lame: children cry Hosanna,
Ps. viii. 3 (LXX) ............. ..
The fig-tree withers forthwith; the
power of faith .................... .

1-11

r2-17
18-22

"
The two sons ............................ ..

As they were in the way going up to
Jerusalem, Jesus again predicts
IIis passion ....................... .
Request of sons of Zebedee ........... .

"

,,

23-33

[Contains much additional matter,
partly peculi~r, partly, parallel
with sayings m Lk. See Analysis, p. 128] .. • •· .. · ...... "" ·" xxiii.

,,

1-r1

12-14
15-18
19, 20
21-24
25

xii.

35-43

[Cp. Lk. xiii. 6-9]
[Cp. Lk. xvii. 5, 6]

l-8

1-I2

Question as to tribute• .... · · · · ·: ....
Question as to the resurre~~!on,
Deut. xxv. 5 ; Gen. xxxvm. 8
(allusive) ............... ·· · .. · .. · · · ·
A scribe approving "!hat he h:as
heard asks what 1s the chief
commandment, Deut. vi. 4, 5 i
Lev. xix. 18 (LXX nearly} ... · ..
Christ's question as to Son of
David. Ps. ex. 1 (LXX) ......
Warning agaiust the Scribes

[" They are sons of Go1, b~fn~;on;
of the resurrection. •.. A l
live to Him:''

18-27

28-34

The Widow's two mites ••.... · · · · .. · · ·
"
xiii.
Discourse on the things of the end

[Contains additional ~alter, esp,
sayings parallel with s~me m
Lk. xvii. 20-37, and xn. 35-48. See Analysis, P· 1 29] .. • xxiv.
Parables of the Ten Virgins [Lk.
xii. 35 _ 38] and the Talents
[cp. Lk. xix. II-27], and the
description ef the .fudgment-day xxv.

1-5

[The designation of the m_an w~o
will lend room is . omitted 1~
Mt. and "my time is at ~and
substituted for "where is my
chamber" .................. .

"

Jesus condemns the fig-tree to barreuness ............................ ..
He purges the Temple .............. .
The fig-tree withers ................... ..
The power of faith ................... ..
Condition for acceptable prayer ..... .
[26 to be omitted]
Jesus in conflict with His chief opponents:A demand to he informed of the
authority by which He acts ...

[With Mk. vv. 41-45 cp. Lk. xxii.
24-27]
On entering Jericho He opens eyes
of a blind man.
xix. 1-10 Zaccha:us.
II-27 The parable of the Minrc. [Cp.
Mt. xxv. 14-30]
,, 28-44 Pharisees
request Him to silence His
disciples, 39, 40. [Cp. Mt. xxi.
r 5, 16.] Lament that Jerusalem knew not the Day ef her
Visitation, 41-44. [Cp. xiii.
35]
,, 45-48 [He 34,
purges the temple and teaches
daily there]

,,

xi.

31-34

1-14

"
"

xxvi.

The triumphal entry iuto Jerusalem

Parable of lhe Vineyard .......... ..

15-22

[Judas asks, 'Is it I?'] ...... ·· · ... ···

xviii. 18-30 [The man was a ruler]

XX.

"

The marriage-feast for the king's son. "
[Cp. Lk. xi~. 1·5-24] ............ xxii.

[A lawyer tries Him "'.ith the ques·
tion what is the chief commandment. Cp.Lk.x.25-28 ..J Deut.
vi. 5 is rendered more literally

ST LUKE.

On departing from Jcricho He opens
eyes of Tima:us ................. .

[Ass and colt: Isa. /xii. II and
Zech. ix. 9 (not wholly LXX)] xxi.

[Unusual word from Gen. xxxviii. S'
is used] ............................. .

ST MARK.
The rich man who would not part
with his possessions in obedience
to Christ's call. Ex. xx. 12 f.
(LXX) ............................. .

20
21-25

Arrangements for the seiz_ure of Jesus
and (as a parenthesis) the pro·
phetic act of one who loved
Him:Plot for the seizure of Jesus
privately ......................... .. xiv. 1, 2
The anointing ..... • •.. · · .. · · · ...... · · ,,
3-9
The bargain with Judas .......... ..
10, I I
The preparation for the Passover . ••
12-16

The Last Supper:J esus and the Twelve come to the
guest-chamber ..... •.. •.. · · ........
Jesus predicts the Betrayal..· .. ····

17
18-21

xxii.

I, 2

[Cp. Lk. vii. 36-50]

14

ST MATTHEW.
xxvi. 26-29

30
3 1 -35

"

[' Put up thy sword... Thinkest thou
that I cannot,' &c.] .............. .

36-46
47-56

"

57

59-66

67, 68
" 69-75
xxvii. 1

The fate ofJudas: Evangelist quotes
Zech. xi. 12, 13 (nut LXX): it
is aso-ibed to Jeremiah ........... .

11-14

[Intervention of Pilate's wife: 'His
blood be upon our heads']. ....... .

His examination by Pilate ........... .
Pilale gives them choice between
Jesus and Barabbas .............. .
Mockery by the Roman soldiers .. .
The Crucifixion ...................... ..

A guard is set over the tomb
62-66
[ The rolling away ef the stone by the
angel and the terror ef the
...
guards] .............................. xxvm, 1-8

[xxii. 31-34]
"

[Jesus heals the ear of the Highpriest's servant]

53
54b and 55
56-62 Peter's denial of his Master. [Mk.
xiv. 66-72]

"
XV.

40-46
47-53

51, 52

54

,,

9,

"

I

2-5

6-15
16-2oa
,, 2ob-4r

63-65
[xxii. 56-62]
66-xxiii. r. . [Description _very similar to
that 1n Mk. of previous trialJ

xxiii.

2-7
8-12

Pi/ate sends Him to Herod.
Mockery by Herod's soldiers.

[Lk. adds an address to the women
that followed; 'Father, forgive them'; the penitent thief;
'Father, into Thy hands'; and
omits' My God, my God why,'
&c.]

"

"

50-54

55, 56

47

The women find the tomb open and
recci vc message from an angel
for d1sciples that Jesus goes
before them into Galilee ... ... xvi.

xxiv.

1-12

[Two angels
tomb)]

(Peter also

visits

1-8

10

11-15
[Summary of several appearances of
the Risen Christ ending with
the Ascension .................... .

Appearance ef Jesus to the disciples
on mountain in Galilee: their
co1nm·lssion ....................... .

"

Joseph of Arimathlca obtains and
buries the body ................. .
The women see where the body is
laid ................................... .

"
61

Jesus Himself meets the women and
npeats same message...............
The guard silenced by the Chief
priests.................................

27-31
32-42
43-50
"

ST LUKE.
With desin .I have desired to eat
this passover, &c.]
Jesus _predicts the Betrayal. [Mk.
XIV. 18-21]
Contention as to preeminence. [Cp.
Mk. ix_. 34, 35, and x. 42-4 5]
The prom1~e that the disciples
should Judge the twelve tribes
o:Israel. ~Cp. Mt.xix. 27- 29 ]
Warmng to Simon: Satan asked
t~ have you .. ./ made supplication ... When thou art converted.
&c. And Simon's answe/
'! am ready,' &c. [Cp. Mk.
XIV. 27-31]
Addressing the disciples generally,
He contrasts the time ef their
Mission with the present.

39

"

f~! !fr~~[of ..J~~·~;······················
.................... .

The trial and condemnation in
the night .......................... .
Jesus is mocked and buffeted ..... .
Peter's denial of his Master ..... .
The morning consultation of the
Sanhedrim ....................... .

xxii. 15-20

3-10
"

[In regard to the wine offered it is
added that it was mingled with
gall. (Cp. Ps. lxix. 22, LXX).
A Roman guard watches and
testifies as well as the centurion.
Graves opened] .................... .
[Does not call Joseph a councillor,
but says he was rich] ........... .

xiv. zz-25

They go forth to the Mt. of Olives
Warning to the disciples, especially
Peter. Zech. xiii. 7 (LXX nearly)

The young man with a linen cloth ...
Jesus in the hands of the Jewish
rulers:He is taken to the house of the
High Priest ....................... .
Peter follows into the High Priest's
house ................................ .

58

"

ST MARK.
The Institution of the Eucharist

1 3-35

"

9-20]

Appearance ef Jesus on day of
resurrection to two disciples
walking to Emmaus;
Also to the assembled disciples in
/erusalem.
The Commission of the disciples.

16-20
50-53

The Ascension.

TABLE II.
THE MATTER COMMON TO ST MATTHEW AND ST LUKE WHICH IS
NOT DERIVED FROM ST MARK.
The order in which this matter occurs in St Luke is here followed.
When the corresponding pieces in St Matthew and St Luke appear to have been derived from the same written
Greek record, the descriptive heading is printed in thick type. Where the similarity between the two Gospels is
so close as plainly to suggest this, no further mark has been added. But there are also cases where it is probable
that the same Greek document has been used to a large extent, though there are differences which may seem at
first sight to render it doubtful.
Here, too, the headings are given in thick t) pe, but an asterisk has been affixed.
An asterisk has also been affixed to a few sayings not printed in thick type, in regard to which (owing to their
brevity, or for some other reason) it is not safe from identity of form to infer derivation from the same Greek document.
Some verses and passages have been included merely for the purpose of shewing · the connexion in St Luke;
they have been placed in brackets.
Place in St Luke

The preaching of the Baptist:Warning and call to repentance
[Application to different classes in response to questions
[The state of expectation among the people ...
John contrasts himself with the Christ 1 •..
The temptation of Jesus*

iii.
,,
,,
iv.

The discourse on the character of the heirs of the kingdom :The occasion described .. .
Who are truly blessed .. .
Love even of enemies, meekness under injuries
Judge not ...
Can a blind man lead a blind man?
The disciple is not above his master ...
The mote and the beam *
The tree is known by its fruit; mere professions are vain
The two kinds of hearers

vi.
,,
"
"

The healing of the centurion's servant 3
The message of the Baptist, Christ's answer, and discourse concerning
him
The calling of Christ's disciples:.
.
Warnings addressed to two men on the subject of followmg Him
[A third case is added in Luke ...
•··
·· ·
[The Mission of the Seventy .. .
The harvest plenteous, but the labourers few
Directions for the preachers of the Gospel 4*
Woe to thee, Chorazin &c....
He that heareth you &c.
[The return of the Seventy
•··
···
···
:··
···
:·· • ··· f •·•
Thanksgiving that the Father reveals to the simple what 1s hidden ram
the wise
...
···
···
Blessed are your eyes &c.
Teaching on prayer:The Lord's Prayer*
[An example of successful importunity
Exhortation to be earnest in prayer
.
.
On casting out a devil Jesus is charged w_1th domg it by the aid of
Beelzebub 5 ; a sign is also demanded of Him
Reply to former charge...
...
...
...
:··
...
The man whom the unclean spirit leaves for a time only
[A woman blesses His Mother ...
Reply as to the demand for a sign
Sayings on light:The purpose of a lamp
The lamp of the body is the eye
1 Cp. Mk. i. 7, 8, from which the parallels in Lk. and Mt. are part)y
derived. There are one or two points also common to Mt. and Lk. m
their accounts of the Baptism of Jesus, derived from a non-Marean source;
but this episode they took mainly from Mk.
..
.
• There is a donblet in a different context at Mt. xn. 33-37, _wluch
corresponds with Lk. more closely than the present passage, and mdeed
very closely.
d
3 This has been put in thick type on account of the close correspon -

17-2oa
2ob-26
27-36
37, 38
39

"

4r,42

,,

43-46
47-49

vii.

Place in St Matthew

7-9
10-14]
15, 16a]
16b, 17
1-13

1--10
18-28, 31-35

ix.

57-60
61, 62]
" 1]
x.
2
" 3-12
12-15
" 16

iii.

7-10

!'

JI, 1'2

"

'25, v.

1v.

1-IIa
1, '2

v.
3--12
,, 39-42, 44-48, vii. 12
vii.
I, 2
xv. 14
x. 24, 25a
vii. 3-5
"

15-21

2

24-27

viii.

.;-10, 13

xi.

2-11, 16-19

viii. 19-22

ix. 37, 38
x.
5a, 7-16
xi. 21-23
x. 40

17-zo]

"
"

21, 22
23, 24

xi.

2-4
5-8]
9-13

"
"
"

14-16
17-23
24-26
27, 28]
[16], 29-32
6

"

33
34, 35 [36]

xi. 25- 27
xiii. 16, 17
vi.

9-r3

vii.

7-II

xii. zz-24, 38
25-30
" 43-45

"

[38], 39-4 2
v. 15
vi. 22, 23

ence between Lk. vv. 6b-9 and Mt. vv. 8-10.. The earlier part of the
narrative is different in Lk. in more than one particular.
4 Cp. Mk. vi. 7-II,
k
5 Cp. Mk. iii. 22-30. Mt. vv. 22 -28 and 30 are close to L • vv.
14 , 15, 17-20 and 23; Mt. vv. 29, 32 to Mk. vv. 27-:~9; Mt. v. 31
resembles Mk. v. 28 in substance, but is closest to Lk. xu. 10; Lk. vv.
21, 22 are parallel in substance to M_k: v. 27.
. .
. ..
6 There is a doublet with an add1ttonal apphcat1on at Lk. vm. 16, 17,
parallel with Mk. iv. 21.

Place in St Matthew

Place in St Luke
Scribes 7

Denunciation of the Pharisees and
[The Pharisees vehemently attack Jesus ...
Jesus exhorts His disciples to faithful confession:[Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees which is hypocrisy 8
•••
• ••
Nothing can remain secret ; fear not those who can only kill the body;
I will acknowledge him that acknowledges Me, and deny him that
denies Me
...
Whosoever shall speak a word against the Son of Man &c. 9
Be not anxious as to your answer when arraigned 10 . ..
. ..
[Warnings against covetousness given to one out of the multitude, and then to the
multitude generally
[Instruction again adrlressed to His disciples:-]
Trust God for this life, and let your treasure be in heaven ...
[Watch for the return of the bridegroom
Watch as you would for the coming of a thief...
(Peter interposes a question
Who is the prudent steward ?
[The punishment for wrongdoing will be greater in the case of the servant who
has known his Lord's will than in that of one who has not known it
[I have come to kindle a fi_re_; .I ha-;.e a baptism to be baptized with
I have come to cause d1v1s1ons ...
...
...
...
. ..
[He upbraids the multitude with their lack of discernment in regard to the signs of
the times, and of perception apart from this of that which is right
It is unwise to defer payment of that which you owe ...
Parables of the mustard plant" and leaven 11
[He continues his journey: question as to the number to be saved
Strive to enter, though the approach is narrow
False professors will attempt in vain to obtain admission at the last
There shall be wailing when ye see patriarchs and prophets and many from the
East and the West &c.*
[There are first who shall be last
[Pharisees urge Him to depart on the ground that Herod will kill Him, and He
replies that a prophet cannot perish out of Jerusalem
Jerusalem that killest the prophets ...
[He is entertained on the Sabbath in the house of a Pharisee ...
He defends the working of miracles on the Sabbath by pointing to the care shewn
for animals on that day 1 3

[Observing the conduct of the guests, He teaches a lesson on] th~. ~ove .~:
pre eminence . . .
. ..
•••
: ••
·· ·
[He bids the host invite the poor to h1? feast\
h II eat bread in the kingdom
[One of the company says, Blessed 1s he t at s a
of God ...
...
···
...
...
...
···
Th k' gdom of God likened to a great feast
.. ·
·..
.. · . ·.-[He :dd~:sses the crowds who follow Him on the sacrifices ;equt~d ,/ d1scJ,P1es
The setting aside of human relationship~ and bearmg t e ross
[Illustrations to shew the importance of countmg the cost .. •
••·
···
...
•..
.. ·
· ··
[Earthly possessions must be renounc: d
4
The savour of salt must be preserved
The lost sheep
[The unjust steward
.. .
. ..
.. • ,.
It is impossible to serve.God an~ Mam~on
[The Pharisees mock Him for this teachmg
[His rejoinder :-]
Ye justify yourselves before men&~. ...
The law and the prophets were until John
The law cannot fail
...
The inviolability of marriage 15
On offences 16
...
The power of faith 17 *
The return of the Son of Man 18 *
The parable of the sums of money given to servants to trade "."ith •••
...
Promise to the disciples that they should judge the tnbes of Israel
Cp. Mk. xii. 38-40, to ~hich Lk. xx. 45-47 is parallel.
s Cp Mk viii. 15, Mt. xvi. 6f.
.
.
.
.
9 C · Mk · "ii 28
29 Though as to the form m which the saymg is
given, tt. is· ~e~y ciose· to Lk., h; places it in the same context as the
corresponding saying in Mk.
)
h'1 h
10 This saying in Mt. forms part oi: a passag~ (x. 17-22
c.
Mk. xiii. _ 1 3 closely corresponds, while Mt. xx1v. 9-14 and
• xxi.
9
11-19 also correspond, but_ no~ so close!}'.·
.
nd its form
11 The former of these 1s given also m Mk. 1v. _30-3 2 , a
there has influenced that in Mt. Mt. place_s both m the context corresponding to that in which the former stands m Mk.
7

t'l,k

xi. 37-52
53, 54]
xii.

1]

10
,,

I It l'2

x. 26-33
xii. 32
x. 19, 20

"
"
"

22-34
35-38]
39, 4o
41]
42-46

,,
"
"

47, 48]
49, 5o]
5 1 -53

,,
,,
xiii.
"

54-57]
58, 59
19-21
22, 23]

,,

vi. 25-34, 19-2r
xxiv. 43, 44

"

45-51

x.

34-36

v. 25, 26
xiii. 3 1-33

"

'24

vii.

r3, 14
22, 23

"
"

28, 29
30]12

viii.

I I, 12

25-27

" 3r-33]
" 34, 35
xiv. 1]

2-6

xxiii. 37-39
xii.

f)'-I2

xxiii. 6a, n

"
15]
r6-24
"

2 ~]

"

26, 27
28-32]
33]
34, 35
xv. 3-7
xvi. r-r2]
r3
14]

"
"

15
16
" 17
" 18
xviL r-4
5, 6
22-37
xix. 12-27

"
"

xxii.
x.

r-1O

37, 38

v. 13
xviii. 12-14

"
xi.
v.
xviii.
xvii.
xxiv.
xxv.
xix.

I f.
12, r3
18
31, 32
7, 6, 15, 21, 22
19, 20
26-28, 37-4r, x. 39
14-30
28

12 Cp. Mk. x.
3 r, to which Mt. xix. 30 exactly corresponds; see also
Mt. xx. 16.
1a Cp. also Lk. xiii. 15.
14 Cp. Mk. ix. 50.
.
15 Cp. also Mk. x. II, 12, Mt. x1~. 9·
1s With Lk. xvii. 2 cp. also Mk, ix. 42.
.
.
17 Cp. Mk. xi. 22 , 23 , by recollection of which the form of the saying
in Mt has been influenced.
• h Lk
··
18 ·with Lk. xvii. 23 cp. Mk. xiii. 2r; and wit
, xvn. 3 1 cp.
Mk. xiii. r5, 16.
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